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shooting in the state’s history.
At the time, mass shootings 

had not yet become the staple of 
American life that they are now, 
and McConnell said he was 
“deeply disturbed,” declaring, 
“We must take action to stop such 
vicious crimes.”

But he also added: “We need to 
be careful about legislating in the 
middle of a crisis.” And in the 
days and weeks after, he did not 
join others in calling for a ban on 
assault weapons like the AK-47 
used by the shooter.

SEE MCCONNELL ON A10

BY ASHLEY PARKER 
AND MICHAEL SCHERER

Mitch McConnell was just fin-
ishing up his first term as the 
junior senator from Kentucky 
when a mass shooting rocked his 
hometown of Louisville.

On Sept. 14, 1989, a disgruntled 
employee entered the Standard 
Gravure printing plant in down-
town Louisville and, armed with 
an AK-47 and other guns, killed 
eight and wounded 12 others 
before taking his own life — in 
what remains the deadliest mass 

Inside McConnell’s long history of 
stemming the tide on gun measures

BY JOHN WOODROW COX

Noah Orona still had not cried.
The 10-year-old’s father, Oscar, 

couldn’t understand it. Just 
hours earlier, a stranger with a 
rifle had walked into the boy’s 
fourth-grade classroom at Robb 
Elementary School and opened 
fire, slaughtering his teachers 
and classmates in front of him. 
One round struck Noah in the 
shoulder blade, carving a 10-inch 
gash through his back before 
popping out and spraying his 
right arm with shrapnel. He’d 
lain amid the blood and bodies of 
his dead friends for an hour, 
maybe more, waiting for help to 
come.

But there he was, resting in his 
hospital bed, his brown eyes 
vacant, his voice muted.

“I think my clothes are ru-
ined,” Noah lamented.

It was okay, his dad assured 
him. He would get new clothes.

“I don’t think I’m going to get 
to go back to school,” he said.

“Don’t worry about it,” his 
father insisted, squeezing his 
son’s left hand.

“I lost my glasses,” the boy 
continued. “I’m sorry.”

The children and adults who 
die in school shootings dominate 
headlines and consume the pub-
lic’s attention. Body counts be-
come synonymous with each 
event, dictating where they rank 
in the catalogue of these singu-
larly American horrors: 10 at 
Santa Fe High, 13 at Columbine 
High, 17 at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High, 26 at Sandy Hook 
Elementary. And now, added to 
the list is 21 at Robb Elementary 
in Uvalde, Tex.

Those tallies, however, do not 
begin to capture the true scope 
of this epidemic in the United 
States, where hundreds of thou-
sands of children’s lives have 
been profoundly changed by 
school shootings. There are the 
more than 360 kids and adults, 
including Noah, who have been 
injured on K-12 campuses since 
1999, according to a Washing-
ton Post database. And then 
there are the children who 
suffer no physical wounds at all, 
but are still haunted for years 
by what they saw or heard or 
lost.

SEE SURVIVORS ON A12

What school 
shootings do 

to the kids who 
survive them

BY ALEX HORTON, 
RAZZAN NAKHLAWI 

AND SOUAD MEKHENNET

To Dakota’s surprise, it wasn’t 
the shelling that terrified him 
most.

A Marine Corps veteran who 
volunteered to fight in Ukraine, 
he has taken cover behind walls as 
Russian gunfire punched through 
and felt the throttle of artillery so 
many times that his catchphrase, 
“It’s normal,” became a joke with-

in the unit.
What wasn’t normal, he said, 

was the feeling of dread while he 
hid and listened as Russian attack 
helicopters strafed the position 
his team of tank hunters had just 
fled. That moment, he said, “was 
quite honestly the most unsettled 
I had been the entire time.”

Dakota, who is home in Ohio 
now after seven weeks of fighting 
abroad, is among the legion of 
Western volunteers who have tak-
en up arms against Russia. Like 

others, he spoke on the condition 
that his full name not be dis-
closed, citing concerns for his 
safety and that of family and 
friends.

In interviews with The Wash-
ington Post, foreign fighters from 
the United States and elsewhere 
described glaring disparities be-
tween what they expected the war 

SEE UKRAINE ON A22

Back home, U.S. fighters come to grips with Ukraine war
BY DAVID J. LYNCH

At Mint Indian Bistro in subur-
ban Las Vegas, owner Kris Parikh 
has his regulars back. His second 
restaurant downtown is again 
welcoming tour buses full of visi-
tors from India craving familiar 
tastes. And his eatery on the Vegas 
strip, Divine Dosa & Biryani, is 
benefiting from the return of 
gamblers to the casinos.

Parikh, 47, still has plenty of 
headaches, including a worker 

shortage and rising prices for sta-
ples such as lamb. But having 
weathered the worst of the coro-
navirus pandemic, his restaurants 
are rebounding, as weary con-
sumers shift from buying goods to 
spending on services, such as din-
ing out.

“Tourists are coming back. We 
are seeing an uptick in traffic. 
Weekends are busy,” said Parikh. 
“In April 2020, we had absolutely 
no business. Are we turning the 
corner? Absolutely.”

For more than two years, while 
Americans rode out the pandemic 
by bingeing on televisions, furni-
ture and home projects, business-
es that relied on face-to-face com-
merce suffered. Movie theaters 
went dark. Airplanes flew empty. 
Restaurants starved.

Now, consumers are returning 
to their previous habits with the 
balance between goods and ser-
vices spending back to where it 
stood in May 2020, according to 

SEE CONSUMERS ON A24

In a hopeful sign, consumers shift spending to services

relatives to be in the same class 
at school. In the days that fol-
lowed, local heartbreak bubbled 
into rage as Texas officials waxed 
on about police bravery, glossing 
over law enforcement missteps 
that took days to acknowledge.

Only now, a more reliable 
chronology is emerging through 
official statements, 911 logs, so-
cial media posts, and interviews 
with survivors and witnesses. 
The revelations tell a story of 
institutional failure at the ex-
pense of unprotected children. 

SEE UVALDE ON A14

killed Ramos just before 1 p.m. 
By then, the gunman had turned 
a sleepy afternoon at the end of 
the school year into a 90-minute 
massacre — an attack prolonged 
and worsened by the failure of 
security measures and a cata-
strophically slow response from 
authorities in this southern Tex-
as town.

In all, 19 children and two 
teachers were killed, with an-
other 17 people wounded, a dev-
astating toll for a small, tightly 
woven, largely Hispanic commu-
nity where it was common for 

multiple people dead, he said, 
and again a few minutes later, to 
say there were still a number of 
students alive.

“Please send the police now,” 
the girl begged the dispatcher at 
12:43 p.m., 40 minutes after her 
first call.

More time would lapse before 
authorities finally entered and 

ple-to-die music.” As the minutes 
ticked by, increasingly desperate 
students called 911.

At 12:03 p.m., a girl called 911 
for a little over a minute and 
whispered that she was in Room 
112, according to Texas Depart-
ment of Public Safety Director 
Steven C. McCraw. She called 
back at 12:10 p.m. reporting 

to witness accounts. Children 
who had been watching “Lilo & 
Stitch” scrambled for hiding 
places. Hot shrapnel burned 
through the dressy outfits some 
had worn for an awards cer-
emony earlier on the morning of 
May 24. One girl smeared herself 
with a classmate’s blood and 
played dead.

The attack went on for so long, 
witnesses said, that the gunman 
had time to taunt his victims 
before killing them, even putting 
on songs that one student de-
scribed to CNN as “I-want-peo-

BY TIM CRAIG, 
HANNAH ALLAM, 

ANNIE GOWEN 
AND MARK BERMAN

uvalde, tex. — After slipping 
into Robb Elementary through 
an unlocked side entrance, 18-
year-old Salvador Rolando Ra-
mos stormed into adjoining 
classrooms and informed terri-
fied fourth-graders that it was 
“time to die.”

“Good night,” Ramos said, be-
fore shooting and killing a teacher.

Students were next, according 

ABCDE
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 90 minutes of terror, then a broken trust
IN UVALDE, HEARTBREAK TURNS INTO RAGE

Failed police response took days  to acknowledge
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ABOVE: A girl cries at a  
memorial to the victims of the 
school shooting in Texas last 
week. LEFT: Angela Crawley 
is embraced next to a portrait 
of her mother, Ruth 
Whitfield, a victim of the 
shooting at a Buffalo grocery 
store earlier this month. 
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Donald Trump is 
trapped in the 
past and losing 
his grip on the 
Republican Party.

He remains the 
dominant force 
within the GOP, 
and his ideas are 
widely mimicked 
by many GOP 

elected officials and candidates. 
He continues to instill fear in 
some elected officials. He might 
become the party’s 2024 
nominee. But the past week 
showed that a growing number 
of Republican voters are ready to 
move on.

The strongest evidence came 
last Tuesday in Georgia, where 
Trump suffered a double defeat 
in the Republican primaries. 
These were not small losses; they 
were a rebuke to a former 
president who has focused 
substantial attention on that 
state and its elected Republican 
leaders in his campaign of lies 
about his 2020 reelection loss.

Trump had endorsed 
challengers to Gov. Brian Kemp 
and Secretary of State Brad 
Raffensperger, the two most 
prominent Republican officials 
who were vocal in dismissing 
Trump’s false claims about the 
2020 vote there and who 
defended the certified results 
that showed Joe Biden the 
winner by 11,779 votes.

Kemp certified Biden’s victory 
after multiple recounts 
confirmed the outcome. 
Raffensperger stood up to Trump 
when he called the secretary of 
state days ahead of the Jan. 6, 
2021, attack on the Capitol and 
badgered him to “find” enough 
votes to overturn the results. 
Trump eagerly sought their 
defeat in last week’s primaries. 
Instead, he ended up being 
humiliated.

In the gubernatorial primary, 
Trump supported former senator 
David Perdue against Kemp but 
backed out of an election-eve 
appearance when it was clear 
that his candidate was on the 
skids. Former vice president 
Mike Pence, a former governor 
himself, broke with Trump and 
supported Kemp. Pence 
headlined a rally in Georgia for 
the incumbent the day before the 
election, declaring that there was 
“no greater champion of the 

conservative agenda” than 
Kemp.

Perdue had dismissed polls 
showing Kemp with a hefty lead 
ahead of Election Day, saying he 
was not as far behind as some 
showed. Instead, he was beaten 
by an even bigger margin: 52 
percentage points. Incumbent 
governors are never easy to beat, 
especially in a primary, but the 
Kemp margin was nonetheless 
stunning.

Raffensperger had a tougher 
race than Kemp; it was always 
clear that would be the case. But 
he, too, cruised to victory against 
Rep. Jody Hice, avoiding a runoff 
by winning just over 50 percent 
of the vote, with some help from 
Democrats. Hice, like Perdue, 
had run with Trump’s backing.

Trump’s endorsement record 
so far this spring is mixed, with 
some victories he can rightfully 
claim and some defeats he 
cannot run away from. Many 
more primaries lie ahead. But 
the longer Trump clings to his 
big lie about 2020, the wearier 
many Republicans could become 
with the politics of the past.

In a week in which the 
horrible slayings of 19 children 
and two adults at a Texas 
elementary school overwhelmed 
everything, another small sign of 
the problems that could lie 
ahead for Trump was overlooked.

Last weekend, Wisconsin 
Republicans held their state 
convention. They have spent 
much of the past two years 
continuing to debate the 2020 
results. Trump prodded GOP 
leaders in the state Assembly to 
launch something akin to the 
flawed review of the ballots in 
Arizona. Led by former 
Wisconsin Supreme Court 
justice Michael Gableman, the 
partisan inquiry has been a 
fiasco.

A review of the Wisconsin 
results by a state legislative 

agency found some flaws in the 
state’s voting procedures but 
nothing that would have 
changed Biden’s narrow victory. 
Still, the Gableman review 
continues.

The state convention included 
a 2024 straw poll conducted by 
WisPolitics.com, which asked 
delegates whether they wanted 
Trump to run and also whom 
they preferred as their nominee. 
The number of people who cast 
votes was minimal, and straw 
polls are not in the least 
scientific. But whenever Trump 
has done well in such measures, 
he has trumpeted the results. 
Last weekend, he had nothing to 
brag about.

On the question of whether he 
should run again, only about 4 in 
10 who cast votes said they 
hoped he would, while not quite 
1 in 3 said they hoped he would 
not. Hardly a ringing 
endorsement for the leader of 
the party who has sent hint after 
hint of his desire to run again. 
Another 22 percent said they 
were unsure. Republican 
strategists say most of them 
probably oppose Trump 
becoming a candidate again but 
are not willing to say so 
explicitly.

More interesting, however, 
was the question of the 
delegates’ preference for 2024. 
On this one, Florida Gov. Ron 
DeSantis was the plurality 
winner, capturing about 38 
percent of the votes cast. Trump 
was second, with about 32 
percent. DeSantis has become a 
national figure in the party and 
now is being seen as a leading 
alternative to the former 
president.

Trump will no doubt win 
future straw polls, as he has 
already done in some conducted 
since he left the White House. He 
won the Conservative Political 
Action Conference straw poll in 

February with 59 percent of 
votes cast. But in a state where 
Republicans are still fighting 
over the 2020 election, his 
meager showing in Wisconsin is 
worth noting, especially at a 
gathering of party activists who 
are seen as more loyal to him.

A few days after the state GOP 
convention, divisions within the 
GOP over Trump’s lies surfaced 
again. Dean Knudson, a former 
Republican legislator, abruptly 
resigned from the Wisconsin 
Elections Commission, which 
administers election laws in the 
state. In leaving the panel, he 
said it had been made clear to 
him “from the highest levels of 
the Republican Party in 
Wisconsin” that there was a 
“deep desire” that he not become 
chair of the commission.

Knudson had drawn criticism 
from Trump loyalists who back 
the Gableman review. He said his 
personal integrity demanded 
that he accept the truth. “In this 
case, the painful truth is that 
President Trump lost the election 
in 2020, lost the election in 
Wisconsin in 2020, and the loss 
was not due to election fraud,” he 
said.

Knudson went on to say that 
senior elected and appointed 
GOP officials in Wisconsin refuse 
to believe that Trump lost and, 
worse, “some have peddled 
misinformation and perpetuated 
falsehoods” about what 
happened in 2020. He noted that 
“Republicans across Wisconsin 
did just fine at all other levels in 
the 2020 election.”

Andrew Hitt, a former GOP 
chair in Wisconsin, said in an 
email exchange: “The reality is 
party and legislative leaders are 
listening to the very vocal wing 
of the party who will always be 
with Trump. I have been saying 
that is a much smaller group 
than people realize and even 
polls pick that up.”

Trump appears trapped with a 
message that has diminishing 
appeal to many Republican 
voters. He cannot move on 
without acknowledging that 
Biden is the legitimate president 
and that, whatever minor 
irregularities there were in the 
election of 2020, they weren’t big 
enough to have changed the 
outcome.

Meanwhile, because the GOP 
is now very much in Trump’s 
image, Republican voters can 
have Trumpism without having 
to have Trump himself by 
picking DeSantis or any number 
of other ambitious Trump 
acolytes as their standard-bearer. 
One example of the endurance of 
Trumpism is the focus on 
election integrity, which will be a 
rallying cry for Republicans this 
fall and in 2024, regardless of 
whether GOP candidates agree 
with Trump’s false claim about 
what happened in 2020.

Some Republicans have 
simply had it with Trump as a 
result of what happened when 
his loyalists attacked the Capitol 
on Jan. 6, 2021. Others probably 
still admire him but want to 
move on to more traditional 
Republican issues. Others may 
want him to be president again 
but feel that the political 
establishment, the media and 
Democrats won’t let that 
happen.

That’s a rocky foundation 
upon which to build a 
presidential candidacy. Trump 
isn’t going away. But he is in 
danger of seeing his power and 
influence eroded as rank-and-file 
Republicans assess a future both 
with him and without him as 
their leader.

Trump is trapped in the past, and it’s hurting him

JOHN BAZEMORE/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp (R) speaks during an election-night 
watch party Tuesday in Atlanta. Kemp defeated David Perdue, 
whom former president Donald Trump had backed.
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Guests to be interviewed Sunday on major television talk shows

9 a.m. FOX NEWS SUNDAY (WTTG)
Sen. Ben Cardin (D-Md.); Rep. Mo Brooks (R-Ala.)

9 a.m. STATE OF THE UNION (CNN)
Rep. Adam Kinzinger (R-Ill.); Sen. Richard J. Durbin (D-Ill.); 
Rep. Dan Crenshaw (R-Tex.); Texas state Sen. Roland 
Gutierrez (D).

9 a.m. THIS WEEK (ABC, WJLA)
Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.); Kinzinger 

9 a.m. WHITE HOUSE CHRONICLE (PBS, WETA)
Morgan Varner and Kevin Hiers of the fire ecology group 
Tall Timbers discuss the benefits of prescribed fires.

10 a.m. THIS IS AMERICA & THE WORLD (PBS, WETA)
Deepak Chopra discusses the pandemic and the impact of 
meditation on our mental and physical well-being.

10:30 a.m. MEET THE PRESS (NBC, WRC)
Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.); former Baltimore mayor 
Stephanie Rawlings Blake; Tony Monalto, president of 
Stand with Parkland.

10:30 a.m. FACE THE NATION (CBS, WUSA)
Murphy; Rep. Val Demings (D-Fla.); Gov. Asa Hutchinson (R-
Ark.); Ronnie Garza, a county commissioner in Uvalde, 
Tex.; Nicole Hockley, co-founder  of Sandy Hook Promise; 
Jaclyn Corin, co-founder of March for Our Lives.
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tions necessary to stop greenhouse 
gases from rising,” said Glavovic, an 
IPCC contributing author. “The 
problem lies in the political sphere, 
so what can the IPCC do to enable 
the decisions to be made?”

To be sure, the IPCC has been 
“stunningly effective,” he added, 
especially at raising public con-
sciousness. But with the science 
long settled, the IPCC has made 
itself “redundant,” Glavovic said. 
“We don’t have enough time” for 
another report.

After multiple rejections, the 
piece ran in December 2021, but 
its call for a strike did not win 
many converts. “I can understand 
why they took up that perspec-
tive,” Boykoff said. “But you’re just 
self-censoring at a time when we 
need to be more vocal.”

Other researchers said it “fun-
damentally” misunderstands how 
policymaking worked. “I don’t 
think Joe Manchin III is going to 
change his mind if science stops 
publishing IPCC reports,” said 
Zeke Hausfather, a climate scien-
tist and IPCC contributing author, 
referring to the senator from West 
Virginia  who has blocked Biden’s 

climate bill. “It misdiagnoses the 
problem.”

But Lisa Schipper, an IPCC lead 
coordinating author who co-edits 
the journal Climate and Develop-
ment, said the op-ed tapped into a 
broader “rumbling” about the 
group’s role “bridging science to 
the solutions,” given the alarming 
rate of warming, “We’re in a place 
where something has to give. It 
can’t continue like this.”

Last year, an academic journal 
issued a call for papers titled 
“IPCC: dinosaur or dynamo for 
climate action?” to discuss how to 
make its findings more relevant to 
climate action. That’s going to be a 
challenge, given that one of  the 
IPCC’s core tenets dictates that its 
 language cannot be policy -
prescriptive.

As world leaders continue to stall 
in the midst of more extreme sum-
mer fires and drought, scientists 
will “absolutely” engage in further 
disruption, Abramoff predicted.

“As you see an escalation in 
climate activism over time, I think 
you’re going to see an escalation of 
SR over time,” she said. “Project-
ing is my specialty.”

politics & the Nation

BY CASEY QUACKENBUSH

As Rose Abramoff chained her-
self to the White House fence, she 
was more worried about securing 
the lock than getting arrested. Po-
lice milled around on the morning 
of April 6 and she had to act fast. 
Wearing a lab coat, the 35-year-old 
scientist quickly thread a chain 
through the fence and around her 
waist three times, then secured it 
with a padlock. Meanwhile, four 
other protesters shackled them-
selves beside her. One pair locked 
arms through a PVC tube while 
another bike-locked her neck to 
the fence. “That was pretty metal,” 
Abramoff said.

Within 10 minutes, police were 
on the scene. With bolt cutters and 
a circular saw, the police broke 
through and took Abramoff and 
the others away. Two days later, 
Abramoff returned for another cli-
mate protest, this time blockading 
Interstate 395 in D.C. She was 
arrested, once again, wearing her 
lab coat.

“It’s important for [scientists] 
to say, ‘It’s true. It’s not a fantasy. 
These [climate activists] are not 
extremists,’ ” said Abramoff, a cli-
mate change and soil scientist 
based in Knoxville, Tenn., who 
withheld her institution because 
her employer does not want to be 
affiliated with her activism. 
“They’re kind of the only sane ones 
as far as I can tell.”

As time runs out for the planet 
to avert a future of climate chaos, 
scientists around the world are 
throwing down the gauntlet. Cli-
mate change science has been set-
tled for decades, yet policymakers 
have yet to take sweeping action, 
and greenhouse gas emissions 
continue to climb to record highs. 
Climate scientists began to public-
ly make policy recommendations 
based on their research in the late 
’80s, and their warnings have be-
come increasingly strident. In 
April, the U.N. Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change said 
emissions must peak by 2025 to 
avoid catastrophic consequences.

Now this inaction is driving 
some scientists to engage in civil 
disobedience, while others are 
striking against the IPCC, calling 
for a halt of further reports until 
governments mobilize. It’s a dire 
situation that’s taking a toll on the 
mental health of scientists, and 
raising the question of what cli-
mate advocacy scientists should 
engage in as politicians imperil 
the planet.

“It’s the job of us in the science 
community and climate scientists 
to communicate what we under-
stand about future projections 
and the current climate pledges as 
forcefully as possible,” Abramoff 
said of her civil disobedience. “It is 
not only necessary, but it’s right.”

Abramoff ’s actions last month 
were part of a global campaign by 
Scientist Rebellion (SR), a climate 
network of scientists of all stripes 
and degrees to partake in nonvio-
lent civil disobedience and de-
mand climate action. In April, the 
group mobilized an estimated 
1,000 scientists in 26 countries to 
protest.

When Abramoff joined in De-
cember, the U.S.-Canada chapter 
had about 12 members. Since 
then, she said, it’s grown to over 
100. But it’s not just scientists tak-
ing up more radical action. In the 
wake of contentious global cli-
mate talks, President Biden’s 
stalled climate legislation and the 
war in Ukraine, the whole climate 
movement is escalating. In Octo-
ber, five activists with the Sunrise 
Movement launched a hunger 
strike in D.C. Last month, Extinc-
tion Rebellion activists in New 
York occupied the lobby of Citi-
group, leading to 19 arrests. In the 
United Kingdom, about 400 peo-
ple were arrested 900 times for a 

slew of direct actions. And at the 
end of April, a climate activist 
from Colorado named Bruce 
Wynn self-immolated on the steps 
of the Supreme Court and died.

“There’s a broader recognition 
among professional scientists that 
the data won’t carry the day,” said 
David S. Meyer, a sociology profes-
sor at University of California at 
Irvine. “Deep down most scien-
tists operate with this religious 
belief that getting the truth out is 
what matters. It’s harder and 
harder to hold onto that belief. 
What do you do when you realize 
that you need to package the truth 
with something else in order to 
save the world?”

SR is an offshoot of its sister 
movement, Extinction Rebellion 
(XR), an international climate 
group born in the United King-
dom in 2018. Behind the scenes, 
scientists helped the original or-
ganization translate science into 
presentations about the climate 
crisis but left the direct action for 
the activists — until September 
2020. During the U.N. climate 
talks in November, 21 activists 
with SR blocked the George V 
bridge in Glasgow, Scotland, by 
chaining their necks together.

“The research is clear. We know 
we’re f-----,” said Kyle Topfer, 29, an 
environmental scientist based in 
Germany and full-time organizer 
with SR who was arrested on the 
bridge. “Civil disobedience is an 
incredibly powerful way of recon-
necting society that doesn’t con-
nect with the truth.”

That bridge protest is what in-
spired Abramoff to join the group. 
Over the years, the injustice of the 
climate crisis has left Abramoff 
with simmering grief, frustration 
and anger, especially at people in 
power. In November, Nature pub-
lished a survey of a group of IPCC 
authors, which found that 61 per-
cent experienced some degree of 
grief, anxiety or other distress be-
cause of climate change.

Historically, climate advocacy as 
a scientist has been viewed by some 
as akin to a scarlet letter, a move 
that could jeopardize a researcher’s 
credibility or job. Abramoff and 
others recognize the risk to their 
actions but see inaction as far more 
consequential.

“The fear of damaging our pro-
fessional reputation and losing 
our jobs is a very real fear,” she 
said. “Those are fears that I have. 
But they’re no longer as large as 
my fear of the future that we’re 
creating.”

“We are indoctrinated with this 
sense that we have to stay neutral,” 
Abramoff added. “That causes us 
to reject our humanity and sup-
press what we’re thinking and 
feeling about our research. It’s not 
healthy and it’s not fair.”

On the same day that Abramoff 
chained herself to the White House 
fence, Peter Kalmus, 47, a climate 
scientist with NASA, and three oth-
ers were arrested for chaining 
themselves to the doors of JPMor-
gan Chase in Los Angeles, the 
world’s largest funder of fossil 
 fuels. While chained to the door, 
Kalmus choked up delivering a 
speech that went viral. Shortly af-
ter, dozens of riot police descended 
on the bank, which also went viral.

After years of advocacy, the lat-
est IPCC report drove Kalmus to 
escalate. Then Biden tapped into 
the oil reserves, which left Kalmus 
feeling frustration, rage and ter-
ror, and cemented his decision. 
Across the world, “there’s a re-
markable vacuum of leadership 
right now,” he said, adding that 
he’s speaking on his own behalf. 
The current dissonance between 
science and policy is “exactly like 
being in ‘Don’t Look Up,’ ” Kalmus 
added. “It’s such a perfect fit to 
what I experience in my day-to-
day life. I actually cried. I was like, 
‘Wow, someone else knows what 

Temps rise as 
climate scientists 
escalate  activism

Civil disobedience is gaining traction as decades 
of political inaction on warming spark frustration

I’m going through.’ ”
Ever since his arrest, Kalmus 

has become the most followed cli-
mate scientist on Twitter with 
252,000 followers, surpassing 
prominent climate scientists 
Katharine Hayhoe and Michael E. 
Mann. Kalmus has called for more 
civil disobedience and “100 per-
cent” wants more scientists to get 
involved. He and others said 
they’ve received overwhelming 
support, albeit quiet, for their pro-
tests, and invigorated young peo-
ple. But Hayhoe pushes back on 
their calls for action.

“I don’t think there’s a one-size-
fits-all,” she said. “There’s a full 
range and we need scientists at 
every point across that range.”

Many experts question SR’s im-
pact, which has done little more 
than draw media attention.

“Do you know how many people 
we’re gonna need in the streets?” 
said Dana R. Fisher, an IPCC con-
tributing author who is an expert 
on environmental activism and 
social movements at the Univer-
sity of Maryland. “It’s way more 
than 100 scientists.”

Fisher argued that the systemic 
forces protesters face — the oil 
industry, climate misinformation 
and political gridlock — mean that 
the mass mobilization needed to 
precipitate radical change will 
take “some sort of large shock to 
the system.” That will most likely 
be a climate shock.

Scientists’ engagement in cli-
mate action can be traced back to 
1988, when former NASA scientist 
James Hansen delivered ground-
breaking testimony to the Senate 
about global warming. Frustrated 
with U.S. policies, he went on to 
get arrested five times at various 
environmental protests, once for 
zip-tying himself to the White 
House fence.

“[Hansen’s] trajectory over the 
last 35 years is sort of what’s hap-
pening in the broader scientific 
community at warp speed right 
now,” Meyer said. “The movement 
that you’re seeing now is an intensi-
fication and spread of what’s been 
going on for quite a long time.”

In the early 2000s, Mann and 
Hayhoe rose to prominence de-
fending climate science against 
skeptics. The Union for Con-
cerned Scientists (UCS) and the 
American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (AAAS) 
started providing engagement re-
sources to scientists.

That shift accelerated under the 
Trump administration, whose cli-
mate change denial and support of 
policies hostile to science drove 
tens of thousands to participate in 
the 2017 March for Science and a 
36 percent surge in UCS member-
ship. While Hansen accused polit-
ical appointees of muzzling him 
under President George W. Bush, 
Kalmus has not faced any reper-
cussions at the same agency.

“The usual approach of writing 
a paper, publishing a report and 
getting them to the right people is 
not the 21st-century model of en-
gagement,” said Maxwell Boykoff, 
a social scientist who studies the 
cultural politics of climate change 
at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder and an IPCC contributing 
author. “It’s part of our responsi-
bility to advocate for evidence-
based science. Good lord, it’s part 
of the job.”

William Livernois, 26, a PhD 
candidate at the University of 
Washington, researches biomate-
rials for electronics and was ar-
rested last month for blocking the 
entrance to the World Trade Cen-
ter in Portland, Ore. Livernois, 
who speaks on his own behalf, 
asked of scientific research, 
“What’s the point of doing this if 
civilization collapses?”

And it’s not just civil disobedi-
ence. In December, Bruce C. 
Glavovic, 61, an environmental 
planner and professor at Massey 

University in New Zealand, and 
two colleagues published an op-ed 
in an academic journal that called 
for a moratorium on climate 
change research and IPCC reports 
until governments do more. Titled 
“The tragedy of climate change 
science,” the op-ed describes a sci-
ence-society contract, whereby so-
ciety supports science in order to 
better understand the world and 
inform policies beneficial to soci-
ety. In the case of climate change, 
that contract is “irrevocably bro-
ken.”

To repair it, Glavovic argues the 
IPCC — a collection of many of the 
world’s foremost climate re-
searchers, whose reports help 
guide negotiations among 195 na-
tions — must radically reconfig-
ure. Now in the midst of its Sixth 
Assessment, the group has played 
a critical role in establishing au-
thoritative climate science and 
getting countries to commit to cut-
ting emissions. But its reports, 
which take years to craft, do not 
dictate policy.

“[Scientists] have fulfilled our re-
sponsibility to provide robust 
knowledge that underpins the ac-

RUSSELL CHEYNE/REUTERS

Scientist Rebellion activists chain themselves together in protest of the U.N. Climate Change Conference in Glasgow, Scotland, on Nov. 6. 
Activists and climate scientists have turned to nonviolent civil disobedience as they urge policymakers to take action on global warming.

SUSAN WALSH/ASSOCIATED PRESS

James Hansen, a former NASA scientist and leading researcher on 
global warming, gives a climate briefing  on Capitol Hill in 2008. 
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issue by pointing to his county 
judge record of investing in new 
voting machines, that he says 
are considered among the safest 
in the nation, and reviewing 
voter data to assure ballot 
accuracy.

That let those Trump voters 
know he understood their 
concerns without buying into 
their false conspiracy. “The 
focus is,” he said, “what can we 
do from this point forward?”

Democrats in the long-shot 
race criticized Moran for 
accepting support from 
corporate PACs and the 
nominee, Jrmar Jefferson, who 
was a delegate for Sen. Bernie 
Sanders (I-Vt.) at the 2016 
Democratic convention, accused 
local GOP officials of 
suppressing Black votes by 
placing more election spots in 
wealthy, Whiter neighborhoods.

“Any act of obstruction of our 
voting rights is an attack on 
your children,” Jefferson told 
local media.

Moran, 47, pays respect to 
Gohmert without embracing his 
more outlandish behavior, 
praising his “stalwart 
conservative” record that 
worked on “liberty” issues.

But there will be some big 
policy differences.

Gohmert has opposed half of 
the 16 bills approved by the 
House to condemn Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine. Cawthorn 
and Brooks have voted against 
six of those anti-Russia 
measures.

Moran said he rejects that 
part of the “America First” 
movement and wants more 
sanctions against Russia and 
more U.S. troops in Europe, a 
national security outlook in line 
with the Reagan-Bush world 
view.

“We also need to take 
personal sanctions against 
[Russian President] Vladimir 
Putin, who is at the center and 
heart of this. We need to push 
back hard against this,” 
Moran said during a local 
media appearance earlier this 
year.

Even though his November 
race is all but assured, Moran 
thinks it’s too soon to talk 
publicly about his committee 
assignments. He’s happy to go 
wherever the leadership think 
he can make a difference.

“I’ve got to find the right role 
for me so that, as a team, we can 
move the needle forward,” he 
said. “I want to be authentic to 
who I am.”

Facebook posting last year did 
include a line that Trump “IS 
our President and will be 
again!”

He will have to get past a 
more conspiratorial candidate 
in the runoff, Casey Wardynski, 
who was assistant secretary of 
the Army in the last two years of 
the Trump administration. 
Wardynski has questioned 
whether the “FBI had 
provocateurs in the crowd” on 
Jan. 6, 2021, and his campaign 
lists “restoring election 
integrity” as a top issue.

But this trend isn’t playing 
out everywhere, and GOP 
leaders face a difficult situation 
in Georgia’s 10th Congressional 
District, where staunch 
conservative Rep. Jody Hice (R) 
lost his bid for secretary of state.

In the race to succeed Hice, 
both Republicans who advanced 
to the runoff have embraced 
Trump’s election falsehoods and 
both want to deny McCarthy the 
big gavel. “I would like to have 
President Trump as speaker of 
the House,” Vernon Jones, 
whom the ex-president 
endorsed, said during the 
campaign.

In East Texas, Moran said he 
wants no part of that internal 
drama. He has already launched 
a leadership PAC so that he can 
raise and donate money to other 
Republican candidates to try to 
win the majority.

His path to winning the 
nomination to succeed Gohmert 
could serve as boilerplate for 
other candidates who do not 
want to run as mini-Trump 
clones.

Raised outside Tyler, Tex., not 
far from the Louisiana border, 
Moran came up through 
traditional conservative ranks, 
volunteering as a Boy Scout 
leader and serving in several 
local GOP posts. He spent four 
years on the city council and the 
past six years as county judge, 
an executive post with lots of 
responsibility but not much 
direct power.

The former high school 
quarterback said it requires 
“persuasive authority” to get 
things done, proclaiming that 
his deeply held faith taught him 
to treat “everyone with respect.”

The business community 
gravitated toward Moran when 
Gohmert announced he would 
leave his seat, but he also went 
to every possible meeting with 
far-right conservative groups 
devoted to Trump.

He defused the 2020 election 

being a performative politician 
who devoted little time to 
constituent services and whose 
personal behavior embarrassed 
western North Carolina.

Rep. Mo Brooks (R-Ala.) — 
who spoke at the pre-riot rally 
and asked attendees if they were 
“willing to do what it takes to 
fight for America” — had so 
easily won his six elections to 
his North Alabama district that 
Democrats didn’t bother to field 
a challenger in 2020. He 
frequently clashed with Boehner 
and Ryan, and after the Capitol 
riot, GOP leaders privately 
questioned whether his 
comments put people in danger.

Like Gohmert, Brooks left 
behind his safe House seat for a 
statewide office, finishing 
second in Tuesday’s Senate 
primary and heading to a runoff 
next month.

In the race to succeed Brooks, 
Dale Strong, chairman of the 
Madison County Commission, 
led the rest of the field by more 
than 20 percentage points, 
finishing a bit shy of the 50 
percent mark needed to avoid a 
runoff.

Strong presents as a fervent 
supporter of Trump — he hosted 
him at a 2016 rally before 
20,000 people in North 
Alabama — and ran an ad 
touting himself as “Trump 
conservative Dale Strong for 
Congress.”

But his campaign launch 
focused much more on his 
Christian values and his years 
spent as a firefighter. His 
website does not list “election 
integrity” among his most 
important issues, although a 

Republicans have ended up with 
far more rabble-rousers — and 
rule-breakers, norm-crushers 
and white-supremacy-
embracers — who caused 
endless headaches the past 
decade for two GOP speakers, 
John A. Boehner (Ohio) and 
Paul D. Ryan (Wis.), and now 
Minority Leader Kevin 
McCarthy (Calif.).

Two years ago Rep. Marjorie 
Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) defeated a 
brain surgeon in a runoff to 
claim the seat of a retiring 10-
year veteran who devoted his 
final two years in office to a 
bipartisan effort to make 
Congress function better. 
Greene, who easily beat several 
GOP primary challengers this 
week, has suggested she will 
issue a set of demands before 
voting for McCarthy for speaker 
if Republicans win the majority.

Gohmert is one of 16 House 
Republicans who decided to 
retire or seek a different office, 
almost all from safe GOP seats. 
So these Republican primaries 
will help determine whether 
Greene ends up with more 
agitator allies or if their 
numbers will be small enough 
that GOP leaders can avoid 
kowtowing to their purity 
demands.

So far this spring, the GOP’s 
governing wing has had some 
success.

Earlier this month Rep. 
Madison Cawthorn (R-N.C.), 
whose actions have landed him 
in an ethics investigation just 16 
months into office, lost to an 
establishment-backed state 
senator, Chuck Edwards. The 
victor accused Cawthorn of 

said he considers his mission to 
be a “principled conservative” 
who works to find “pragmatic” 
solutions to help East Texas.

“I really can be a true 
conservative and a thoughtful 
policymaker,” he added.

In early March, Moran won 
the primary by almost 40 
percentage points, setting 
himself on course for what 
should be an easy November 
victory. Gohmert won by at least 
45 percentage points in his last 
seven elections.

Moran’s easy victory went 
largely overlooked by the 
national media, campaign 
operatives and many 
lawmakers, because the reliably 
red district will play no role in 
determining the majority in 
midterm elections.

But races like these can have 
an outsize impact on the 
internal dynamics of House 
caucuses, especially when 
primary voters pick firebrands 
who attract attention through 
cable news and social media.

Democrats have had their 
share of left-wing victors who 
caused trouble for House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) 
these past four years, but 

For almost 18 
years, East Texas 
has sent Rep. 
Louie Gohmert 
(R) to Congress 

with little hesitancy despite a 
colorful and often controversial 
career.

Gohmert questioned Barack 
Obama’s citizenship. He 
suggested a 2012 mass shooting 
in a Colorado theater could have 
been thwarted if movie guests 
just had guns with them. A few 
days before the Jan. 6, 2021, 
Capitol riot, he urged Donald 
Trump’s supporters to “go to the 
streets” and be “violent” to 
protest President Biden’s 
victory.

So, after Gohmert launched 
his unsuccessful bid for state 
attorney general, would voters 
in Texas’s 1st Congressional 
District want another 
provocateur to succeed him?

Not a chance.
Republican primary voters 

instead backed Nathaniel 
Moran, county judge of Smith 
County.

“I’m a person that loves to be 
part of a team,” Moran said in a 
telephone interview Friday. As 
an evangelical Christian, Moran 

Some far-right members are being replaced by more traditional conservatives
@PKCapitol
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Rep. Louie Gohmert (R-Tex.) at a hearing on March 17. Many far-
right Republicans are being edged out by new lawmakers who don’t 
prescribe to the same outlandish behavior of their predecessors. 

checkpoints and the airport 
entrance. (The Washington Post 
has previously reported that 
Afghan special forces trained by 
the CIA helped evacuate more 
than 2,000 American citizens 
and permanent residents.)

U.S. officials say many of the 
Afghans in this category would 
have been eligible to apply for 
SIVs but had never thought of 
getting the documents as they 
had planned to remain in the 
country indefinitely. But their 
identities had been kept in 
government databases, and they 
had been vetted constantly when 
they worked for the U.S. 
government, so compared with 
other Afghan refugees, their 
paperwork for resettlement is 
considered in pretty good shape.

Category 3: Visa recipients
The third category contains 
people who already held an SIV 
— the document that is supposed 
to be the main pathway into the 
United States for Afghans who 
worked for the U.S. government.

The number in the category 
made up just about 5 percent of 
the evacuees: 3,290.

One issue with SIVs is that 
they expire six months after 
being issued. But experts say 
many Afghans eligible under this 
category were unable to make it 
onto the airlift planes.

A February report by AWA 
estimated that of 81,000 people 
in Afghanistan with visa 
applications pending as of Aug. 
15, 2021, the day Kabul fell, 
78,000 were left behind.

U.S. officials say they are 
unable to replicate these 
estimates and that many people 
may have had incomplete 
applications, specifically not 
having chief of mission approval. 
Such approval can be difficult to 
obtain. It requires verification of 
employment for the United 
States or the International 
Security Assistance Force in 
Afghanistan, a letter of 
recommendation from a direct 
U.S. supervisor and a statement 
of threats received because of the 
job he or she did for the United 
States.

fleeing Afghanistan, according to 
the DHS report and U.S. officials. 
Nevertheless, they are being fast-
tracked for SIVs and 
resettlement in the United 
States.

More than 30,000 of these 
people, and their families, are 
associated with the CIA, 
according to U.S. government 
officials who spoke on the 
condition of anonymity because 
of the sensitivity of the matter. 
The officials said this group of 
evacuees consisted of members 
of a controversial paramilitary 
group known as the Khost 
Protection Force (KPF) as well as 
people who worked directly with 
U.S. forces while employed by 
the National Directorate of 
Security (NDS), the former 
Afghan national intelligence and 
security service.

Senior administration officials 
declined to discuss on the record 
the fact that many evacuees had 
CIA connections. But officials 
pointed to bureaucratic-
sounding language buried in a 
Department of Homeland 
Security report that cites a figure 
of 36,821 to describe this 
category: “Afghan evacuees who 
have applied to the SIV program 
on the basis of having been 
employed by or on behalf of the 
U.S. Government or the 
International Security Assistance 
Force, or by a successor mission 
in certain capacities in 
Afghanistan, as well as Afghan 
evacuees who are known to be 
eligible to apply to the SIV 
program, had not yet applied at 
the time this report was 
produced, and are expected to do 
so.”

Matt Zeller, an adjunct fellow 
at the America Security Project 
who is associated with the 
Association of Wartime Allies 
(AWA), a nongovernment group, 
said he has frequently 
encountered former members of 
the KPF, with their distinctive 
tiger-stripe uniforms, when he 
visited U.S. bases housing 
Afghan refugees. He said the 
soldiers told him they had 
helped set up a security 
perimeter between the Taliban 

already in the United States, 
according to U.S. officials. These 
officials said the evacuees are 
being treated as if they are 
refugees, receiving all of the 
same benefits, and many have 
been advised to apply for asylum.

The pace of processing the 
evacuees has been slow. As of 
May 8, according to U.S. officials, 
5,046 Afghan evacuees have 
submitted I-485 (permanent 
residence) applications; of those, 
477 have been approved. 
Meanwhile, 661 Afghans have 
submitted I-589 principal 
asylum applications; of those, 60 
have been approved. An 
additional 512 Afghans have 
sought to adjust their immigrant 
status through a family member 
already legally in the United 
States.

Category 2: On the visa fast 
track
The second category includes 
almost 37,000 people who 
worked for the United States but 
had not applied for visas before 

“humanitarian parole,” 
according to the DHS report. 
This status is granted to those 
who have a “compelling 
emergency” and show an “urgent 
humanitarian reason or 
significant public benefit” to 
gain temporary entry to the 
United States, according to U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration 
Services. That means they can 
live and work in the United 
States for two years but do not 
yet have a direct pathway to 
secure permanent legal 
residency.

Some might have been related 
to U.S. citizens or permanent 
residents or were extended 
family members of SIV 
applicants, according to the DHS 
report. Others do not fit in any 
category but boarded the planes 
anyway.

Some in this category of the 
Afghan citizens who have arrived 
in the United States might have 
qualified as refugees, but under 
the law, they cannot be processed 
as refugees because they are 

report, about 76,000 Afghans 
were evacuated during the airlift 
with the goal of reaching the 
United States before U.S. forces 
departed Afghanistan on Aug. 
30. An additional 9,000 have left 
the country since then, 
according to the officials.

The numbers fall into three 
main categories. Let’s take a look 
at each category in order.

Category 1: No direct U.S. 
government service
The most opaque category 
includes more than 36,000 
Afghan evacuees, or about 40 
percent of those rescued, who 
could not claim any direct U.S. 
government service but 
managed to get on the planes 
anyway, according to U.S. 
officials who helped interpret 
figures in a Department of 
Homeland Security report 
submitted to Congress in 
December.

All of these people — along 
with the vast majority of other 
evacuees — have been granted 

“We got out 
thousands of 
citizens and 
diplomats from 
those countries 
that went into 
Afghanistan with 
us to get bin 
Laden. We got out 
locally employed 
staff of the United 
States Embassy 

and their families, totaling 
roughly 2,500 people. We got 
thousands of Afghan translators 
and interpreters and others who 
supported the United States out, 
as well.”

— President Biden, remarks 
on the end of the war in 
Afghanistan, Aug. 31

Nine months after the chaotic 
U.S. withdrawal from 
Afghanistan, a question still 
lingers: Which Afghans actually 
managed to get on the planes 
after the fall of Kabul?

The numbers often are 
obscured in reports written in 
dense government prose, and 
U.S. officials are reluctant to 
discuss the figures in on-the-
record interviews.

But a review of these reports 
and extensive interviews with 
U.S. officials with direct 
knowledge of the process — 
several of whom spoke on the 
condition of anonymity to 
disclose information that has not 
yet been made public — show 
that the evacuees can be broadly 
fit into three categories, with the 
smallest containing qualified 
Afghans who already held a 
special visa to come to the 
United States because they 
worked for the U.S. government.

The special immigrant visas 
(SIV) program, reserved for 
people who in most cases worked 
at least a year for the U.S. 
government, provides 
permanent admission to the 
United States, without requiring 
that the applicants demonstrate 
economic self-sufficiency. 
Spouses and children may 
accompany the applicant.

All told, according to the U.S. 
officials interviewed for this 

Numbers behind last year’s  chaotic Afghanistan evacuation come into focus

The Fact 
Checker
GLENN 
KESSLER

DEMETRIUS FREEMAN/THE WASHINGTON POST

President Biden speaks Aug. 31 at the White House on the withdrawal from Afghanistan. Biden  hailed 
the effort to evacuate Afghans who had helped the United States, but just who got out has been unclear.
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BY SPENCER S. HSU

A prominent Republican-
appointed federal judge on
Thursday joined calls for Su-
preme Court justices to be sub-
ject to an ethics code, saying a
failure by judges to police their
own misconduct lessens Ameri-
cans’ respect for the judiciary.

Senior U.S. District Judge Reg-
gie B. Walton of D.C. told attend-
ees of a conference in Chicago
focused on threats to the inde-
pendence of the courts that it was
“unimaginable that we have a
segment of our federal judiciary
that’s not subject to an ethics
code,” Reuters reported.

Walton, appointed in 2001 by
President George W. Bush, ac-
knowledged his comments might
be considered “heresy,” but he
was concerned that inaction by
judges could be in part responsi-
ble for congressional legislation

on the judiciary that he worried
could affect its independence,
the news service said.

“We’ve had some judges
who’ve been engaged in atro-
cious behavior, sexual assault,
sexual intimidation and other
misconduct,” Walton said, ac-
cording to Reuters. “And many
times we haven’t been proactive
in punishing them and sanction-
ing them for what they’ve done.”

In an interview Friday, Walton
acknowledged the remarks, say-
ing, “Obviously when those
things occur and judges aren’t
held accountable, it does affect
the respect for the judiciary.”

Walton, a former presiding
judge on the U.S. Foreign Intelli-
gence Surveillance Court ap-
pointed by Chief Justice John G.
Roberts Jr., said Supreme Court
justices should be subject to a
code of conduct like all other
federal and state judges.

“As a court system — federal,
state and otherwise — we are
under scrutiny and under attack.
And I think there’s an attempt by
some to undermine our inde-
pendence. And because of that I
think all judges should be subject
to a code of ethics,” Walton said
in his interview.

Walton said he understood
from Thursday’s conference,
hosted by the National Judicial
College, that the Supreme Court
is considering such a code, “and I
think that’s a good thing.”

The Supreme Court did not
respond to a request for com-
ment.

A recording of the panel was
not immediately available, con-
ference officials said, and Walton
said he did not speak from pre-
pared remarks.

The conference came at a tur-
bulent time for the judiciary, as
President Biden signed legisla-

tion this month requiring greater
disclosure of judges’ potential
financial conflicts, and the
House Judiciary Committee ad-
vanced a bill to require the Su-
preme Court to adopt an ethics
code.

In March, many legal ethicists
expressed shock at revelations
that Virginia “Ginni” Thomas,
married to Justice Clarence
Thomas, repeatedly texted White
House Chief of Staff Mark Mead-
ows to pursue overturning the
2020 presidential election as
President Donald Trump simul-
taneously threatened to chal-
lenge the results at the Supreme
Court.

Early this month, a deeply
polarized Supreme Court vowed
to launch a leak investigation
after a draft opinion that would
overturn the right to abortion
established in Roe v. Wade sent
shock waves through the nation-

al political landscape.
Meanwhile, the Supreme

Court’s justices and others have
resisted calls from advocates and
lawmakers for independent over-
sight of matters such as anti-
discrimination protections for
the judiciary’s more than 30,000
employees nationwide, who lack
the same rights as other govern-
ment and private sector workers.

Ever since Judge Alex Kozinski
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the 9th Circuit in California re-
tired in 2017 amid allegations of
workplace sexual misconduct,
leaders of the federal judiciary
including the chief justice have
sought to encourage reporting
and eliminate barriers to holding
court officials accountable for
workplace gender discrimina-
tion, bullying and racial insensi-
tivity. But they have admitted
there is more to be done.

Walton said that he was not

thinking of the Thomases at all in
his remarks, and that the inci-
dents of misconduct to which he
alluded involved lower court
judges at the federal and state
level, not the Supreme Court.

Instead, he said he was de-
scribing a judicial system “under
attack” as a speaker on a confer-
ence panel titled “Democracy
and the Courts,” which focused
on forces trying to politicize the
courts and reduce their inde-
pendence, including steps by
state legislators or executive
branch members to cut judicial
budgets or to intimidate, remove
or retaliate against judges for
decisions they did not like.

Walton said, “I made those
comments because I felt they
were appropriate in order for the
courts to ward off any attempts
to undermine our independence
or the credibility of our institu-
tions.”

Veteran D.C. federal judge adds to support for Supreme Court ethics code

SOUTHWEST

Critical fire warnings
posted through region

Warnings of critical fire
conditions blanketed much of
the Southwest on Saturday as
crews in northern New Mexico
worked to stop the growth of the
nation’s largest active wildfire.

The seven-week fire, the
largest in New Mexico history,
has burned 491 square miles of
forest in rugged terrain east of
Santa Fe since being started in
April by two planned burns.

Crews were patrolling
partially burned areas and
clearing and cutting
containment lines, including
primary ones near the fire as
bulldozers scraped backup lines
farther away.

The National Weather Service
issued red-flag warnings of
critical fire conditions for parts
of Arizona, Colorado, Kansas,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Texas and Utah.

Those conditions are a
combination of strong wind, low
relative humidity and dry
vegetation.

The return of drier and
warmer weather with stronger

winds posed a threat of
increased fire activity over the
Memorial Day weekend,
prompting officials to urge the
public to secure vehicle chains
and to be careful with possible
fire sources.

“The last thing we need right
now is another ignition,” said
Jayson Coil, an operations
section chief.

Forecasts called for wind gusts
up to 50 mph, with critical fire
conditions continuing into
Monday, followed by more
favorable weather later in the
coming week, said Bruno
Rodriguez, the fire management
team’s meteorologist.

The strong winds could fan
flames and cause the fire to jump
containment lines and race
forward, said John Chest, a fire
operations manager.

—Associated Press

CALIFORNIA

Man pleads guilty in
plot against Democrats

A man accused of plotting
with a friend to blow up the
Democratic headquarters
building in Sacramento because
he was convinced President

Donald Trump won the 2020
election pleaded guilty to the
crime Friday in federal court in
San Francisco.

Ian Benjamin Rogers, 47, of
Napa, pleaded guilty to
conspiracy to destroy a building
by fire or explosives, possessing

an unregistered explosive device
and possession of a machine gun,
part of a plea agreement that
could net him seven to nine
years in prison.

Rogers, appearing by video
from the Santa Rita Jail in
Dublin, appeared somewhat
hesitant when Senior U.S.
District Judge Charles Breyer
asked him if he was convinced
the government could prove its
case against him if the matter
went to trial.

“It’s possible,” Rogers replied,
adding, “I could see how a jury
would believe what the
government is saying.”

Rogers was indicted in July of
plotting with Jarrod Copeland, a
Sacramento man, to blow up the
John L. Burton Democratic
headquarters building at 1830
Ninth St. following Joe Biden’s
victory over Trump.

The two allegedly began
plotting attacks on Nov. 25, 2020,
and settled on the Democratic
headquarters on Nov. 29, court
papers say.

“Rogers and Copeland
believed that the attacks would
start what they called a
‘movement,’” court papers say.

Copeland’s case is pending.
—Associated Press

Fla. condo collapse settlement
approved by judge: A Florida
judge on Saturday gave initial
approval to a settlement of more
than $1 billion to families who
lost loved ones in the collapse
last year of a Florida beachfront
condominium building in which
98 people died. The quick
settlement of the unprecedented
collapse of the 12-story
Champlain Towers South
building in the early morning
hours of June 24, 2021, means
that potentially years of court
battles will be avoided.

Photojournalist gets payout
after losing eye: The
Minneapolis City Council last
week approved a $600,000
payout to a freelance journalist
who lost her eye to a police
projectile while covering
protests in the wake of George
Floyd’s murder in spring 2020.
Photojournalist Linda Tirado
filed a federal lawsuit nearly two
years ago accusing the city and
police officials of conspiring to
deprive journalists of their
constitutional rights during the
unrest. Tirado’s case is the
second such settlement
approved by council this month.

— From news services
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nature, to exactly match existing 
driver or Social Security records.

The rejection rates in 2018 re-
flected a significant racial dispari-
ty. That year, around 5 percent of 
Black voters’ ballots were reject-
ed, while just 3.6 percent of White 
voters’ were. This year, the figures 
were 1.2 percent and 0.9 percent, 
respectively, according to data on 
voter ethnicity from the voter file 
company L2.

Turnout, meanwhile, was up 
substantially among voters in 
both the Democratic and Republi-
can primaries. Among the voting-
age population, 23 percent cast 
ballots, compared with 14.5 per-
cent in 2018.

On the Republican side, 
1.2 million Georgians voted, more 
than twice the number who 
turned out in 2018. Even in Demo-
crat Stacey Abrams’s uncontested 
bid for her party’s gubernatorial 
nomination, 720,000 people vot-
ed in the Democratic primary — a 
nearly 20 percent increase over 
2018.

The surge in participation re-
flected how competitive the GOP 
races for governor and secretary 
of state were. Voting rights groups 
said it also stemmed from their 
hard work: Ninety-five percent of 
eligible people in the state are 

registered to vote this year, ac-
cording to state data, among the 
highest rates in the country.

The New Georgia Project, Rock 
the Vote and Black Voters Matter, 
among other groups, spent mil-
lions on voter outreach and edu-
cation efforts in the run-up to the 
primary.

Automatic voter registration 
also jumped in the weeks before 
the primary registration deadline 
after the Georgia Department of 
Driver Services reinstated an opt-
in registration function on its 
website more than a year after an 
overhaul of the site had inadver-
tently erased the function. Voting 
advocates had noticed a sharp 
decline in registrations and 
flagged it for state officials.

“Turnout is certainly an indica-
tion that Georgia voters are very 
motivated and determined to cast 
their ballots this year. They saw 
the power their votes had in 2020 
and 2021 and are ready to make 
history again,” said Xakota Espi-
noza, a spokesperson for Fair 
Fight Action, a voting rights or-
ganization. “The primary was an 
important test run for figuring 
out what additional work needs to 
be done to mitigate the impacts of 
S.B. 202.”

Espinoza said one particular 

area of concern is rejection rates 
for absentee ballot applications. 
While rejections of ballots went 
down, rejections of applications 
went up, from 1.4 percent to 
2.3 percent, according to The 
Post’s analysis.

Critics of S.B. 202 accused its 
Republican authors of making it 
harder to apply for a mail ballot by 
moving up the deadline. Missing 
the deadline was the most com-
mon reason applications were re-
jected.

But some nonpartisan voting 
advocates spoke out in favor of the 
new deadline, which was intend-
ed to establish a cutoff so that 
voters would not receive ballots so 
close to the election that they 
would not be able to return them 
in time.

There is also a significant racial 
disparity in the application rejec-
tion numbers: 3.2 percent of 
Black voters’ applications were 
rejected, whereas the figure is 
1.6 percent for White voters.

Every voter whose application 
for a mail ballot was rejected for 
lack of an identification number 
received a provisional ballot, al-
lowing them a second opportu-
nity to vote so long as they provid-
ed the necessary ID, according to 
the secretary of state’s office.

BY MATTHEW BROWN, 
AMY GARDNER 

AND LENNY BRONNER

lawrenceville, ga. — Turnout 
set modern records for a midterm 
primary. Ballot rejections plum-
meted. And Republican leaders 
were quick to pronounce that the 
relatively problem-free election 
on Tuesday in Georgia offered 
evidence that concerns about the 
state’s new voting law, passed last 
year, had been overblown.

“The incredible turnout we 
have seen demonstrates once and 
for all that Georgia’s Election In-
tegrity Act struck a good balance 
between the guardrails of access 
and security,” said Georgia Secre-
tary of State Brad Raffensperger, 
who won the Republican nomina-
tion for reelection Tuesday, in a 
statement to The Washington 
Post.

But voting rights groups and 
Democrats, while celebrating the 
high participation rates, had a 
different interpretation: The high 
turnout, they argued, was an out-
growth of years of painstaking 
efforts to register and mobilize 
voters — not a reflection of the 
Election Integrity Act, which is 
also known as Senate Bill 202. 
And just because the primary 
went smoothly, they said, doesn’t 
mean there won’t be trouble in 
November.

“Great efforts have been made 
by the faith community to orga-
nize, educate and prepare voters 
for S.B. 202. But comparing a 
primary to the general is like 
comparing apples to oranges,” 
said Bishop Reginald Jackson, 
who leads a group of more than 
500 African Methodist Episcopal 
churches in Georgia that conduct-
ed voter registration and educa-
tion efforts.

The primary was the first major 
test of Georgia’s voting system 
since Republicans enacted the 
new law. Proponents of the meas-
ure, passed amid false voting 
fraud claims from former presi-
dent Donald Trump and his sup-
porters, say it will increase elec-

tion security. But voting rights 
advocates have criticized the law 
as a solution in search of a prob-
lem that needlessly restricts ac-
cess to the polls.

The law imposes new identifi-
cation requirements for those 
casting ballots by mail, curtails 
the use of drop boxes for absentee 
ballots, makes it a crime for third-
party groups to hand out food and 
water to voters standing in line, 
blocks the use of mobile voting 
vans and prevents local govern-
ments from directly accepting 
grants from the private sector for 
election administration.

The law also requires poll 
workers to redirect voters to their 
home precinct if they arrive at the 
wrong location before 5 p.m. Pro-
ponents of the change argue that 
it ensures voters are casting bal-
lots in the correct local elections, 
while critics say it can discourage 
people from voting once they have 
already arrived at a polling site.

No counties reported long lines 
at polling sites or widespread is-
sues with voting systems on Tues-
day. As is typical, some polling 
sites reported opening late or ex-
periencing understaffing, causing 
several sites in the metro Atlanta 
area to stay open later. Voters at 
multiple sites observed by The 
Post were turned away from the 
polls and told to vote in a different 
precinct, leading to some confu-
sion and frustration.

Rejection rates for mail-in bal-
lots, meanwhile, were far lower 
than they were four years ago. An 
analysis by The Post shows the 
rates went from roughly 4.3 per-
cent to 1 percent.

The Post analyzed data re-
leased from the office of the secre-
tary of state as of 10 p.m. Thurs-
day. To allow for a proper compar-
ison, only data available two days 
after the primary in 2018 was 
used.

Voting advocates had predicted 
that a new requirement to provide 
an identification number if voting 
by mail — either the last four 
digits of a Social Security number 
or the number from a state ID — 
would disenfranchise voters.

But the requirement replaced 
another controversial rule that 
had been in effect in 2018, the 
previous midterm cycle. Known 
as “exact match,” it had required 
the information provided on mail 
ballots, including the voter’s sig-

Significant parts of the new 
law’s impact won’t be fully known 
until the fall general election, and 
possibly even the fall of 2024, 
when the next presidential con-
test is expected to boost turnout 
significantly. Advocates say they 
are concerned about possible long 
lines if voters are reluctant to vote 
by mail because of the new ID 
requirement. They also point to 
the possible harm that could 
come from a new prohibition bar-
ring the provision of food and 
water to people standing in those 
lines.

Republicans vehemently deny 
it, but voting rights proponents 
say they believe such measures 
are racially motivated and will 
require a vigorous response to 
prevent the Black vote in Georgia 
from being depressed.

“Over the last 18 months, ex-
tremists have shown they will do 
just about anything to minimize 
the African American vote in 
Georgia,” said Jackson, the bish-
op. “Most of this initial data shows 
what the faith community is do-
ing on the ground is working, but 
we are not resting. We are battling 
racism and marginalization not 
seen in decades, and we will not 
rest until we ensure all African 
Americans have the ability to vote 
in November.”

At least on Tuesday, many vot-
ers said they had a positive experi-
ence casting their ballots.

“It was really easy, in and out, 
no wait,” said Andrea Henderson, 
a customer service administrator 
in Duluth.

Henderson had helped count 
ballots during the 2020 election, 
when she and others worked over-
night to process the votes amid 
backlogs and long lines.

Lamar Banks, a maintenance 
technician and Army veteran who 
lives in Gwinnett County, said he 
had been expecting a long line 
this year but was pleasantly sur-
prised. He sped through the proc-
ess.

“I feel it should be easy to vote. I 
have no problem showing my ID, I 
get that,” Banks said. “I’m not 
naive, I understand there are 
players in the game who are really 
trying to make it really tough for 
certain groups of people to vote.”

But Banks said he would not be 
deterred. “If I’ve got to stand in 
line for 10 hours,” he said, “I’m 
going to cast my vote.”

Despite a smooth primary, Ga. voting advocates worry about fall

DEMETRIUS FREEMAN/THE WASHINGTON POST

Voters at  Israel Missionary Baptist Church polling site in Atlanta during Tuesday’s primary election. 
Voting advocates worked hard on outreach and education and say they will continue to do so.

Full effects of state law 
may not be clear until 

after 2024 election
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Gun violence 
is a public 
health crisis.

A preventable one.

Every day in America, there is senseless gun violence. Shootings in 
our homes, places of worship, schools and on our streets repeatedly 
threaten our health and safety. No one is immune to the impact.

We, the physicians, care teams and staff of Kaiser Permanente, 
see firsthand the devastating aftermath of gun violence and bear 
witness to the inter-generational trauma that has both short- and 
long-term effects on physical and mental health. 

Through the Kaiser Permanente Task Force on Firearm Injury
Prevention we established in 2018, we are supporting research 
studies and testing firearm screening tools and counseling  
interventions that focus on how physicians and clinicians can 
help prevent firearm injuries. This is important work, and yet it 
is not enough.

Together with all health care organizations, we must do more 
to prevent gun violence and educate on its health implications 
in our society.

The most recent tragedies in Uvalde, Buffalo and Laguna Woods 
compel us to take bold action to reduce the tragic toll of gun 
violence in America, and treat it as the public health crisis that it is.  

In honor of all gun violence victims, Kaiser Permanente will establish 
a new Center for Gun Violence Research and Education with a focus 
on gun violence prevention through care innovation, research 
and education.

We pledge to lead and partner with other health systems, public 
health authorities, community organizations and business leaders 
to address this public health crisis and relentlessly pursue a 
healthier future.

The nation‘s leading integrated health care system.
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later, The Post reported on a 
whistleblower complaint about 
Trump’s communications with a 
foreign leader, eventually leading 
to Trump’s first impeachment for 
his efforts to withhold military 
aid to Ukraine — drawing 
Trump’s attention away from 
guns.

‘Words simply fail’
This past Wednesday, the day 

after the devastating Uvalde el-
ementary school shooting, Mc-
Connell — now the Senate minor-
ity leader again — took to the 
Senate floor to declare himself 
and the nation “sickened and 
outraged by the senseless evil” 
that left at least 19 students and 
two teachers “murdered for no 
apparent reason at all.”

He did not mention guns or 
any possible legislation, instead 
focusing on the “innocent young 
lives” that were prematurely ex-
tinguished.

“Words simply fail,” McConnell 
said.

On Thursday, however, Mc-
Connell tasked Cornyn with ne-
gotiating with Democrats.

“Maybe this will provide some 
impetus” for compromise, 
Cornyn told reporters at the Capi-
tol on Thursday. “This is horrible. 
Hard to imagine anything that 
could be worse than parents wor-
rying about the safety of their 
kids going to school.”

But most Republicans signaled 
in recent days that major legisla-
tion remains unlikely.

“There are no right words to 
describe the heartbreaking and 
horrific tragedy that happened at 
Robb Elementary School,” said 
Rep. Virginia Foxx (R-N.C.), be-
fore adding later: “We must be 
thoughtful about how we discuss 
and handle school safety and 
mental health issues. Federal 
changes should not be made in 
haste, and there’s still many de-
tails we do not know as the 
investigation continues.”

After a vigil for the Uvalde 
victims, Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.) 
stormed away from an interview 
when a British reporter asked 
him why mass shootings happen 
“only in America.” Cruz accused 
the reporter of having a “political 
agenda.”

Cruz also dismissed Democrat-
ic gun violence prevention pro-
posals, saying that none of them 
would have stopped the Uvalde 
shooting, and later suggested leg-
islation to “harden schools” — 
such as having only one usable 
door.

On Friday, Trump — still the de 
facto leader of the Republican 
Party — joined other Republican 
officials in delivering a defiant 
response to the Uvalde massacre 
at an NRA annual meeting in 
Houston, arguing that new gun 
restrictions were pointless.

Support for stricter gun laws 
has increased after mass shoot-
ings at schools. In March 2018, 
shortly after the Parkland shoot-
ing, 67 percent said in a Gallup 
Poll that laws should be more 
strict — an increase from 60 
percent who said the same in 
October 2017. Similarly, support 
for stricter laws jumped from 43 
percent to 58 percent after the 
Sandy Hook shooting.

In contrast to support for gun 
restrictions in general, support 
for expanding background 
checks has stayed very high over 
time. A Pew Research Center poll 
last year found 81 percent of 
Americans supported making 
private gun sales and sales at gun 
shows subject to background 
checks, including 70 percent of 
Republicans and 92 percent of 
Democrats. A 63 percent majori-
ty supported a ban on assault-
style weapons, including 83 per-
cent of Democrats and less than 
half as many Republicans (37 
percent).

But many gun-control advo-
cates and Democrats remain 
skeptical that Republicans are 
prepared to change their ap-
proach. Matt Bennett — a co-
founder of Third Way, a Demo-
cratic think tank — said polarized 
politics prevents the handful of 
Republicans who may privately 
support some gun safety laws to 
do so publicly.

“The ones who believe in their 
hearts that they should do some-
thing — and who knows how 
many there truly are — don’t 
want to do it, because they don’t 
want to get crosswise with the 
base,” Bennett said.

John Feinblatt, the president 
of Everytown for Gun Safety, 
latched onto McConnell’s decla-
ration on the Senate floor that 
“words simply fail.”

He said he agrees completely.
“I don’t want to mince words. 

The Republican senators are 
what is costing American lives. 
And McConnell is the head of the 
Republican Senate,” Feinblatt 
said. “I am encouraged that Mc-
Connell gave the green light to 
Cornyn. That is what I would call 
step one.”

“But,” he added, “There is no 
question about it: Inaction is not 
an option.”

Emily Guskin, Colby Itkowitz, Alice 
Crites and Laura Meckler 
contributed to this report.

stitutional right to keep and bear 
arms,” McConnell said in the 
recording. “Their efforts to re-
strict your rights, invading your 
personal privacy and overstep-
ping their bounds with executive 
orders, is just plain wrong.”

McConnell also refused a 
meeting with the Sandy Hook 
families, according to someone 
familiar with the request, who 
spoke on the condition of ano-
nymity to reveal details. But 
eventually, Sen. Joe Manchin III 
(D-W.Va.) and Sen. Patrick J. 
Toomey (R-Pa.) negotiated a 
modest bipartisan background 
checks bill, known as Manchin-
Toomey.

At the time, McConnell was 
still adjusting to the rise of the 
hard-right tea party movement in 
the Republican base; in the 2010 
Republican Senate primary in 
Kentucky, Rand Paul vanquished 
Trey Grayson, McConnell’s hand-
picked candidate, by riding the 
tea party wave in what some also 
viewed as a stinging rebuke of 
McConnell. And by 2013, McCon-
nell was already preparing for his 
2014 reelection bid.

When Manchin-Toomey finally 
came to the Senate floor for a vote 

The Standard Gravure massa-
cre provided an early glimpse of 
how McConnell — now the Re-
publican Senate minority leader 
— would handle mass shootings 
and their aftermath over the next 
three decades, consistently work-
ing to delay, obstruct or prevent 
most major gun-control legisla-
tion from passing Congress.

McConnell would go on to 
follow a similar playbook time 
and time again during his seven 
terms in Congress, offering vague 
promises of action, often without 
any specifics, only to be followed 
by no action or incremental mea-
sures that avoided new gun regu-
lations. As a Republican leader, 
he also helped dissuade his con-
ference — as after the 2012 mass 
shooting at Sandy Hook Elemen-
tary School in Newtown, Conn. — 
from supporting gun legislation 
and, as majority leader, refused 
to bring up significant gun-con-
trol measures for a vote.

Now, the latest devastating 
and high-profile mass shootings 
— a massacre Tuesday at Robb 
Elementary School in Uvalde, 
Tex., that left 19 students and two 
teachers dead, just 10 days after a 
racist slaughter at Buffalo super-
market that killed 10 — have 
thrust Congress back into a fiery 
debate over what, if anything, 
lawmakers can do to curb gun 
violence.

On Thursday, McConnell told 
CNN that he had encouraged Sen. 
John Cornyn (R-Tex.) to reach out 
to Sens. Kyrsten Sinema (D-Ariz.) 
and Chris Murphy (D-Conn.) — 
who made gun control a personal 
project after Sandy Hook — to 
begin discussing what bipartisan 
measures might be possible.

But many Democrats and anti-
gun advocates remain skeptical, 
predicting that McConnell and 
his fellow Republicans are poised 
to obstruct any consequential 
gun-violence-prevention bills yet 
again.

“If there’s any one individual in 
the United States to blame for our 
inability to put things in place to 
prevent gun violence, it’s Mitch 
McConnell,” said Peter Ambler, 
the executive director of Giffords, 
a group devoted to fighting gun 
violence. “McConnell under-
stands he’s hostage to that ex-
treme base that just doesn’t toler-
ate any departure from any of 
their views.”

Many Republicans say that 
McConnell is less a singular ob-
stacle than a savvy leader who is 
able to his read his conference 
and make decisions that help his 
senators and protect them politi-
cally. “McConnell knows where 
his members stand and makes 
the tough calls to protect their 
interests,” a senior Republican 
aide said, explaining McConnell’s 
overall motivations in addressing 
gun violence and gun legislation.

McConnell declined to com-
ment.

In 1990, the year after the 
Standard Gravure shooting, Mc-
Connell was up for reelection and 
found himself in a close race with 
Democrat Harvey Sloane, then 
the Jefferson County judge execu-
tive and a former Louisville may-
or, who had called for banning 
assault weapons.

In 2013, following Sandy Hook, 
Sloane recounted in Louisville’s 
Courier-Journal newspaper that 
as his race with McConnell tight-
ened in the final stretch, McCon-
nell and the National Rifle Asso-
ciation “blistered the state falsely 
as to how this ban would even-
tually take away ‘your hunting 
gun and the hand pistol you need 
for personal protection.’ ”

McConnell defeated Sloane by 
five percentage points and, in his 
second term in the Senate, went 
on to vote against both the Brady 
Handgun Violence Prevention 
Act in 1993 and the Federal 
Assault Weapons Ban in 1994.

“Mitch is really Machiavel-
lian,” Sloane said in an interview 
with The Washington Post last 
week. “He’s single-handedly held 
up any kind of gun legislation 
that’s meaningful.”

‘It didn’t change a thing’
In September 2019, a group of 

gun-control advocates — includ-
ing Kris Brown, the president of 
Brady, a gun violence prevention 
organization; Rep. John Lewis 
(D-Ga.), a civil rights icon; and 
Rep. Lucy McBath (D-Ga.), who 
lost her 17-year-old son in a 2012 
shooting — gathered on the West 
Lawn of the Capitol for a rally in 
favor of tougher background 
checks.

After the rally, some in the 
group — which also included 
some McConnell constituents — 
decided to make their way to the 
then-majority leader’s office for 

MCCONNELL FROM A1

A 3-decade 
career 
foiling 
gun control

Parkland, he called for “compre-
hensive” gun legislation and 
chided Republicans for being 
“petrified” of the NRA. But the 
next day, he hosted an NRA 
lobbyist in the Oval Office, de-
clared the meeting “great” on 
Twitter and seemed to lose inter-
est in working on gun legislation.

Still, a McConnell aide said, 
the combination of the Florida 
and Kentucky school shootings 
prompted McConnell, by then 
the Senate majority leader, to 
help pass two modest bills on 
background checks (the Fix NICS 
Act) and school safety (the Stop 
School Violence Act).

The Fix NICS Act helped im-
prove the criminal background 
checks system to make back-
ground checks more thorough 
and accurate, and the stopping 
school violence measure author-
ized additional funding for im-
proving school security and early 
intervention and school violence 
prevention programs.

Another big push for gun legis-
lation came in the summer of 
2019, following back-to-back 
shootings on Aug. 3 and 4 at a 
Walmart Supercenter in majori-
ty-Hispanic El Paso and in a 
nightlife corridor in Dayton, 
Ohio, which left a combined 23 
people dead and dozens more 
injured.

The Democratic blowback was 
fierce and directed squarely at 
McConnell — who was again 
campaigning for reelection — 
since the House had already 
passed a background check bill.

“I hope that Sen. McConnell 
would bring the Senate back 
tomorrow and pass the back-
ground check bill and send it to 
the president,” Ohio Democratic 
Sen. Sherrod Brown said after the 
shootings.

The same day, Shannon Watts 
of Moms Demand Action, a gun 
violence prevention group, de-
clared, “We need Mitch McCon-
nell to allow a vote.”

The Twitter account of House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) 
retweeted both statements, and 
several days later, Pelosi wrote a 
public letter to Trump asking him 
to call on McConnell — whom she 
described as “an obstacle to tak-
ing any action” — to call the 
Senate back into session.

By the night of Aug. 4, protest-
ers had gathered outside McCon-
nell’s Kentucky home with pro-
fane chants. Days later, dozens 
gathered outside his Louisville 
office.

That Thursday, Aug. 8, McCon-
nell went on Louisville’s WHAS-
AM radio to say he had spoken 
with Trump and was ready to 
take action. The president, he 
said, was “anxious to get an 
outcome, and so am I.”

“What we can’t do is fail to pass 
something,” McConnell said. 
“What I want to see here is an 
outcome.”

He added that background 
checks — which he said had “a lot 
of support” publicly — and red 
flag measures would probably 
lead the discussion.

But a special session was never 
called.

The week before returning to 
Washington, McConnell did an 
interview with Hugh Hewitt on 
Sept. 3 that laid out a different 
benchmark, deferring to Trump: 
“I said several weeks ago that if 
the president took a position on a 
bill so that we knew we would 
actually be making a law and not 
just having serial votes, I’d be 
happy to put it on the floor.”

By the time McConnell 
brought the Senate back in ses-
sion, his focus had shifted. In his 
first remarks on the Senate floor, 
McConnell made no mention of 
the gun issue. Just over a week 

in April 2013, McConnell pushed 
his conference to oppose the bill, 
which ultimately failed 54 to 46, 
falling short of the 60 votes 
needed for passage.

“McConnell whipped hard 
against it. McConnell is obsessed 
with protecting his right flank,” 
said Adam Jentleson, who at the 
time worked for then-Senate Ma-
jority Leader Harry M. Reid (D-
Nev.), explaining why McConnell 
helped tank the background 
check bill. “It’s why he’s been able 
to survive as leader for so long.”

Jesse Benton — a conservative 
activist who managed Paul’s 2010 
Senate campaign and who Mc-
Connell enlisted to manage his 
2014 one — said that McConnell 
at the time “said something to me 
like, ‘I hope you know I’m not 
planning on supporting any of 
this crap.' ”

“He’s not a firebrand like some 
of the [pro-gun] activists want, 
but he makes it clear to his team 
that he is a Second Amendment 
believer,” Benton said. “He re-
spects the legislative process and 
the fact that there are differing 
opinions in his own caucus, but 
he works it in his own way, as 
only he can.”

McConnell was, at other times, 
willing to entertain the idea of 
some legislation on guns, partly 
as a way of releasing pressure 
from members of his caucus who 
wanted to show some legislative 
action after mass shootings.

But that approach has also 
earned him the ire of some Sec-
ond Amendment advocates, 
some of whom ran ads against 
him during his 2014 primary.

“When the going gets tough, 
Mitch McConnell has always 
been absent from the fight,” said 
Dudley Brown, the president of 
the National Association for Gun 
Rights, a hard-line alternative to 
the NRA. “He has never stood up 
when it was really tough.”

‘An obstacle to taking any 
action’

For McConnell, 2018 opened 
with a mass shooting at Marshall 
County High School near Benton, 
Ky., where a 15-year-old student 
killed two and injured more than 
a dozen others that January. The 
following month, another school 
shooting at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School in Parkland, 
Fla., left 17 dead and drew yet 
another national outcry for 
stronger gun measures.

At the time, Trump offered 
messaging whiplash. In a meet-
ing with Democratic and Repub-
lican lawmakers two weeks after 

what Lewis might have called 
“good trouble.”

“So we walked over, John Lew-
is kind of leading us, talking 
about the importance of peaceful 
resistance,” Brown recalled, add-
ing that Lewis asked if someone 
should get Depends — a brand of 
adult diapers — because the 
group might be there for a while.

“His staffers had no idea what 
to do with us,” Brown said. “Mc-
Connell didn’t have the human 
decency to sit down with John 
Lewis.”

Instead, a McConnell staffer 
ushered the group into a confer-
ence room and met with them for 
over an hour. Brown said that the 
staffer clearly seemed moved by 
Lewis, telling him that she held 
him in high esteem, and by the 
victims of gun violence, who re-
counted their stories one after 
another.

“She was moved to tears, but it 
didn’t change a thing,” Brown 
said, saying the staffer essentially 
told the group “that it was just 
the wrong time to bring this bill 
forward.”

Doug Andres, a McConnell 
spokesman, said McConnell had 
been unable to meet with the 
group at the time because it was a 
surprise visit and he already had 
constituent meetings planned. 
He said the staffer simply ex-
plained to the group that then-
President Donald Trump was un-
likely to sign the bill they were 
pitching, and McConnell was not 
going to advocate for legislation 
he knew would fail.

For McConnell, however, the 
time has rarely seemed right.

Almost immediately after San-
dy Hook, then-President Barack 
Obama tasked then-Vice Presi-
dent Joe Biden with putting to-
gether a robust policy response. 
McConnell — then the Senate 
minority leader — downplayed 
the effort.

Asked about gun-control is-
sues on ABC’s “This Week” in 
January 2013 — less than month 
after Sandy Hook — McConnell 
said he was waiting to see Biden’s 
proposal but did not plan to 
prioritize it over other issues like 
“spending and debt” in the com-
ing months.

Then, later that month — after 
Obama signed 23 executive or-
ders on guns in response to the 
tragedy that left 20 kindergart-
ners dead — McConnell recorded 
a robocall and sent it out to gun 
owners in his state.

“President Obama and his 
team are doing everything in 
their power to restrict your con-

SUSAN WALSH/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) holds a rifle in 2014 before speaking at the Conservative Political Action Committee’s conference. Over 
three decades, McConnell has consistently worked to delay, obstruct or prevent most major gun-control legislation from passing Congress.
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Students protest in front of McConnell’s office in 2018 after the massacre in Parkland, Fla. Two modest 
bills were passed: one on background checks and one on school safety.

Many Republicans say 
that McConnell is less a 
singular obstacle than a 

savvy leader who is 
able to his read his 

conference.

“If there’s any one 
individual ... to blame 
for our inability to put 

things in place to 
prevent gun violence, 
it’s Mitch McConnell.”
Peter Ambler, Giffords executive
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BY ISAAC STANLEY-BECKER

The owners of Daniel Defense, 
the manufacturer of the rifle ap-
parently used in the massacre of 
21 people at an elementary school 
in Uvalde, Tex., are deep-pock-
eted Republican donors, giving to 
candidates and committees at the 
federal and state level aligned 
against limits on access to assault 
rifles and other semiautomatic 
weapons.

The owners of the Georgia-
based company have donated 
more than $70,000 directly to 
GOP candidates for federal office 
this election cycle, according to a 
review of filings with the Federal 
Election Commission. Daniel De-
fense itself gave $100,000 last 
year to a PAC backing incumbent 
Republican senators.

The spending by Marvin C. 
Daniel and his wife, Cindy D. 
Daniel, illustrates the financial 
clout of the gun industry, even as 
political spending by the flagship 
National Rifle Association has 
declined in recent years. And it 
shows how surging gun sales 
during the coronavirus pandemic 
have empowered manufacturers 
to expand their marketing and 
political advocacy, experts said.

Daniel Defense manufactured 
about 52,000 firearms in 2020, 
compared to about 32,000 in 
2019, according to data compiled 
by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobac-
co, Firearms and Explosives.

“The ability of the industry to 
use money to advance its policy 
agenda has increased given the 
dramatic rise in firearm sales that 
we’ve seen over the last two or 
three years,” said Timothy D. Lyt-
ton, a law professor at Georgia 
State University. “The industry is 
much better equipped to further 
its lobbying interests, independ-
ent of the NRA.”

The beneficiaries of the cou-
ple’s political contributions in-
clude at least one candidate who 
emerged victorious in Tuesday’s 
primary contests, Herschel Walk-
er. The former football star is 
running for the U.S. Senate in 
Georgia with former president 
Donald Trump’s endorsement. 
Asked Tuesday night whether he 
would support new gun legisla-
tion, Walker said, “What I like to 
do is see it and everything and 
stuff.”

Recent recipients of spending 
by Daniel and his wife also in-
clude Republican Sens. Joni 
Ernst (Iowa), Tim Scott (S.C.) and 
John Neely Kennedy (La.), as well 
as Eric Schmitt, the attorney gen-
eral of Missouri and Republican 
candidate for U.S. Senate in that 
state.

None of their offices or cam-
paigns responded to requests for 
comment. A spokesman for Dan-
iel Defense also did not respond. 
A statement posted on the com-
pany’s website says “it is our 
understanding that the firearm 
used in the attack was manufac-
tured by Daniel Defense. We will 
cooperate with all federal, state, 
and local law enforcement au-
thorities in their investigations.”

The arms maker, based in 
Black Creek, Ga., near the South 
Carolina state line, with a second 
facility across the border in 
Ridgeland, S.C., put $100,000 
into a super PAC that backed the 
Republican incumbents in last 
year’s Georgia runoff elections. 
And Daniel and his wife have put 
$20,000 this cycle into the Na-
tional Shooting Sports Founda-
tion PAC, whose largest benefici-
aries are Reps. Kevin McCarthy 
(R-Calif.) and Steve Scalise 
(R-La.), the No. 1 and No. 2 House 
Republicans.

At the state level, Daniel and 
his wife have also given thou-
sands in recent years to candi-
dates in Georgia, where Daniel 
founded the company in 2000, 
according to its website. That 
includes $2,400 earlier this year 
to Rep. Jody Hice (R-Ga.), the 
Trump-backed challenger to 

Maker of rifle in Tex. 
killings is GOP donor 
with deep pockets

Political contributions 
from Ga.-based owners 
show clout of gun sector

Georgia Secretary of State Brad 
Raffensperger. The incumbent 
Republican defeated Hice by 
nearly 19 points on Tuesday. None 
of the contributions have gone to 
Democrats.

Daniel Defense had been 
scheduled to feature its wares at 
this weekend’s NRA meeting in 
Houston, where Trump, along 
with Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.) and 
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott (R), had 
been expected to deliver remarks, 
though the governor’s office said 
Thursday his would be prerecord-
ed. An online calendar of events 
lists appearances by celebrity 
shooters at Daniel Defense’s des-
ignated booth. But an exhibitor 
list no longer includes the compa-
ny, and a floor plan shows Daniel 
Defense’s original location, booth 
4839, now belonging to the NRA.

The rifle reportedly used in the 
shooting, the DDM4 V7, sells for 
about $2,000, according to Dan-
iel Defense’s website. Promotion-
al material on the company’s 

Facebook page includes a photo 
of the rifle leaning against a 
refrigerator and the caption, 
“Let’s normalize kitchen Daniels. 
What Daniel do you use to protect 
your family and home?” Another 
post describes the DDM4 V7 mod-
el as a “perfect do all rifle.”

And an image posted on the 
company’s Twitter account shows 
a child handling a rifle with the 
caption, “Train up a child in the 
way he should go, and when he is 
old, he will not depart from it.” 
Shortly after the shooting, the 
company locked its Twitter ac-
count.

The company’s advertising 
strategy has previously been a 
source of controversy. A minute-
long spot it submitted to Fox for 
the Super Bowl in 2014 was re-
jected because of the NFL’s rules 
against advertisements for “fire-
arms, ammunition or other weap-
ons.” Conservative media took up 
the company’s cause, and Daniel 
Defense labeled the promotional 

material “the best Super Bowl ad 
that never was.”

Political contributions by the 
gun manufacturer, while modest 
in the era of unlimited giving to 
super PACs and other causes, 
reinforce the identification of the 
gun lobby with the Republican 
Party and “keeps open the door of 
access,” said Robert J. Spitzer, a 
political scientist at SUNY Cort-
land and the author of “The 
Politics of Gun Control.”

That’s especially important for 
manufacturers in light of efforts 
to overcome the immunity grant-
ed by Congress to gun companies, 
which have traditionally shielded 
them from litigation when their 
products are used to commit 
crimes, said Donald P. Haider-
Markel, a professor of political 
science at the University of Kan-
sas. In 2019, the Connecticut Su-
preme Court cleared the way for a 
lawsuit brought by families of 
victims against companies be-
hind the semiautomatic rifle used 

in the massacre at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School.

“Since then, there has been a 
rush to shore up politicians who 
are seen as likely to support the 
gun industry on this issue,” Haid-
er-Markel said.

Increasingly, candidates make 
clear where they stand in the 
bluntest of ways, said Lytton, the 
Georgia State professor. He point-
ed to a campaign poster for Rep. 
Andrew S. Clyde (R-Ga.), one of 
the beneficiaries of recent dona-
tions from Daniel and his wife. 
The poster includes Clyde’s name, 
the office he’s seeking and a 
silhouette of a rifle. A spokesman 
for Clyde, a first-term congress-
man who owns a gun store in 
Athens, Ga., declined to com-
ment.

“In north Georgia, the semiau-
tomatic rifle has replaced the flag 
as the primary signifier of a 
particular congressional candi-
date’s political alignment,” Lytton 
said.

DANIEL ACKER/BLOOMBERG NEWS

An attendee inspects a rifle during the 2019  National Rifle Association annual meeting in Indianapolis. The owners of Daniel Defense 
have donated more than $70,000 directly to GOP candidates for federal office this election cycle, according to a review of filings.
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Camille, now 18, flashed back 
to the moment she stumbled out 
of the building, her hands on the 
shoulders of the girl in front of 
her. Her mother soon found her, 
and began shouting when a TV 
reporter tried to shove a micro-
phone into Camille’s face.

For years, Camille’s trauma 
surfaced through debilitating 
panic attacks. They would hit her 
during swim practice, because 
the moment she felt short of 
breath, her body would unravel. 
She’d sit on the edge of the pool 
deck, crying and shaking.

Their freshman year, on the 
day of the Sandy Hook anniver-
sary, a threat to the elementary 
school forced students there to 
evacuate. When Camille found 
out, she collapsed to the floor in 
her French class and couldn’t 
move. She couldn’t see or hear, 
either. She felt like she was 
suffocating.

Lately, migraines and nausea 
have replaced the panic attacks, 
and Camille suspects she knows 
why. She’s leaving Newtown, and 
with it, all the people who under-
stand the day that shaped her. 
She’s sensed the discomfort that 
strangers feel when they hear 
about what she’s been through, 
and she worries that the people 
she meets in college will react the 
same way.

Rayna, now 17, understood. 
She was the girl whose shoulders 
Camille held when they were 
fleeing. Tuesday took her back to 
the brick firehouse just up the 
road from Sandy Hook. The peo-
ple in charge were trying to 
figure out who was accounted for 
and who wasn’t. One whole class, 
Rayna noticed, was missing.

At first, Rayna couldn’t stand 
to be by herself. She couldn’t ever 
shower with the door closed or 
walk down the stairs in her own 
house alone. She could never be 
left there without someone, even 
if her mom was only leaving for a 
five-minute errand.

Rayna still can’t go inside 
anywhere without thinking 
through how she would get out — 
at restaurants, she notes the exits 
before she decides what to order; 
at school, she plots how she 
would escape if another gunman 
showed up.

For Maggie, Tuesday had been 
a difficult day even before she 
heard about Uvalde. She works 
at an ice cream shop in New-
town, and another girl who is a 
fellow survivor was passing her a 
pint when someone else dropped 
a box. The slam against the floor 
sounded like a distant gunshot, a 
noise she knew well.

The pint slipped from her 
friend’s hand, and Maggie, 18, 
felt the air rush from her lungs. 
The girls held hands, waiting for 
the fear to subside.

It wasn’t until that evening, 
past 9, that she checked her 
phone. A batch of voice mails and 
texts about Texas awaited her. She 
rushed home to be with her 
parents and all of them cried 
together. They’d done that before.

Maggie’s best friend in 2012 
was a boy named Daniel Barden. 
She was in third grade and he 
was in first, but they liked to 
dance to Taio Cruz’s “Dynamite” 
and play pirates together on the 
Bardens’ swing set.

On some evenings, when he 
was learning to read, they sat 
together on a big rock near their 
homes and she pointed at the 
words in a Little Critter book.

By nightfall on Dec. 14, Daniel 
still hadn’t been found, so she, 
her family and the Bardens all 
gathered at another neighbor’s 
house. They wouldn’t go home, 
they’d decided, until Daniel did 
too.

Then the call came, and Mag-
gie learned that she would have 
to go home, even though Daniel 
never would.

The most enduring conse-
quence of the shooting for Mag-
gie was what his killing did to 

No one understands that bet-
ter than Samantha Haviland, 
who for years directed counsel-
ing services for Denver Public 
Schools. One day in 2008, she sat 
on the floor of a school library’s 
back room, the lights off, the 
door locked. Crouched all 
around her were teenagers pre-
tending that someone with a gun 
was trying to murder them.

No one there knew that Havi-
land, then a counselor in her 
mid-20s, had survived Colum-
bine nine years earlier.

On that day, April 20, 1999, 
Haviland ran from gunfire and 
heard some of it, too, but she 
didn’t get shot or see a bullet 
strike anyone else. The shock 
and grief solidified her plan to 
become a counselor, though 
Haviland didn’t get counseling 
herself for a long time.

The nightmares — always of 
being chased — lingered for 
years, but she didn’t think she 
deserved help, not when class-
mates had died, been maimed or 
had witnessed the carnage first-
hand. She would be okay.

But now there she was, a 
decade later, sitting in the dark-
ness, practicing once again to 
escape what so many of her 
friends had not. Then she heard 
footsteps and saw the shadow of 
an administrator checking the 
locks. Her chest began to throb, 
and suddenly, Haviland knew 
she wasn’t okay.

SURVIVORS FROM A1 On Tuesday, Haviland did all 
she could to avoid the details of 
what had happened in Texas. She 
didn’t want to know. Years of 
therapy had helped, but the pas-
sage of time was no cure. On 
Wednesday, she turned 40.

Noah was only 10, but his 
father and mother were already 
worried about what this would 
all mean for him decades from 
now. It tortured Oscar and his 
wife, Jessica, to know how close 
he’d come to escaping it.

They’d been at the school on 
Tuesday morning to watch Noah 
win an award for art and music, 
sitting in the front row for the 
assembly. They felt so proud.

Noah was a quiet kid. He spent 
much of his time playing Mario 
and Pokémon games on his Nin-
tendo Switch. For his birthday 
earlier this month, the family 
drove him to San Antonio to go 
bowling and pick out Pokémon 
cards. His parents had seen 
glimpses of him growing up, 
though. He’d started ordering 
steak for dinner, medium-rare, 
just like his dad. And he wanted 
to become a dental hygienist, 
just like his mom, when he grew 
up.

Now here he was, receiving an 
award.

His parents told him to smile 
for a photo, but Noah didn’t like 
to smile for photos, so he held the 
certificate up to his nose. His dad 
laughed and told him to put it 
down. Finally they coaxed a grin. 
They also took a photo of Noah 

For the survivors, 
life after a shooting 
is forever different

JOSHUA LOTT/THE WASHINGTON POST
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 Samantha Haviland at her home in  Colorado  in 2018. Haviland, now 40, survived the Columbine 
shooting in 1999 when she was in high school, and still faces lingering trauma from the massacre. 

with his friends, and later, his 
dad would fear that his son was 
the only child in the image who 
survived.

“Can I go with y’all?” Noah 
asked after the pictures were 
taken.

Oscar hesitated. Noah’s class 
was planning to go outside that 
afternoon to blow bubbles in the 
grass. His parents had given him 
extra so he could share. They 
didn’t want him to miss that, his 
dad told him.

“Okay,” Noah replied, and off 
he dashed down the hallway, 
back toward the classroom 
where the shooting began an 
hour later.

Sandy Hook’s survivors
The three seniors at Newtown 

High School had nearly made it. 
They were less than a month 
from graduation, two days from 
the senior dinner dance and 
spirit week had just begun.

Tuesday’s theme was “country 

vs. country club,” and each of the 
girls took it seriously. Camille 
Paradis already owned cowboy 
boots and a hat, so that made her 
decision easy. Rayna Toth also 
picked country, sporting a flan-
nel shirt and a bandanna around 
her neck. Maggie LaBanca 
couldn’t resist the visor she spot-
ted during a shopping trip, so she 
added a tennis skirt and a sweat-
er to complete her country club-
themed ensemble.

It was a fun, silly day, the sort 
that it had taken them a long 
time to enjoy again after Dec. 14, 
2012, when they’d huddled in 
darkened classrooms while 20 of 
their schoolmates were shot 
dead in another at Sandy Hook 
Elementary.

And then came the news of a 
school massacre in Texas, and all 
of them felt as if they were in 
third grade again. It was the year 
that had defined their young 
lives. They’d never escaped it, at 
least not for long.

FAMILY PHOTO

TOP: People at a memorial for the Robb Elementary School 
students and teachers  in Uvalde, Tex., on Thursday. ABOVE: Noah 
Orona, 10, shown with his relative Elijah Holcek, was  struck  by a 
bullet in his shoulder blade during the attack at Robb Elementary. 

STAN GODLEWSKI FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

From left, Camille Paradis, Rayna Toth and Maggie LaBanca were third-graders at the time of the 
shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary in Newtown, Conn. They are soon to graduate  from high school. 
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Zoey knew all that, and much 
more.

“First, he shot his father. Then 
he came to the school … and Miss 
Fredericks, our, umm, what’s” — 
she paused, looking at her grand-
mother, Sandra McAdams, for 
help, until the word came to her 
— “principal. She came on the 
announcement saying to get in 
the bathroom, and we got in the 
bathroom. It was when I was in 
4K.”

McAdams, who she called 
“Nanny,” watched in silence, eyes 
welling as she sat atop a “PAW 
Patrol” comforter on the bottom 
mattress of the bunk bed Zoey 

shared with her younger brother.
“And our teachers told us to 

be quiet,” Zoey continued, put-
ting an index finger over her 
mouth. “And they was both hold-
ing the door shut, but they had it 
locked so nobody could break in. 
And when it was over, we un-
locked the bathroom and we 

her. Afterward, she hesitated to 
connect with people. She had 
lost the best friend she ever had. 
Making new ones meant she 
would only have somebody else 
to lose.

A playground shooting’s pain
What makes America’s young-

est school shooting survivors the 
most vulnerable to lasting trau-
ma is their view of the world 
around them, said Bruce Perry, a 
psychiatrist who has worked for 
years with grieving families. 
Most teenagers have grown to 
accept that adults can’t always 
protect them, a reality that many 
elementary-schoolers don’t un-
derstand.

“In general, the more a trau-
matic experience shatters your 
world view,” Perry said, “the 
harder it is to recover.”

Zoey Hall was only 4 years old 
on the afternoon that a shooter 
came to her school on Sept. 28, 
2016, and she remembers almost 
everything about it, even though 
the people who love her wish she 
didn’t.

The memories might have fad-
ed by now if Zoey hadn’t refused 
to let them go. It was the worst 
day of her life, but it was also the 
last one she spent with her 
6-year-old brother, Jacob. The 
last day she called him “Bubba” 
and he called her “Sissy.” The last 
day he held her hand and walked 
her into Townville Elementary.

Mostly, though, there are the 
bad memories, the ones that 
come back — as they did again 
this past week — when she hears 
that what happened to Jacob in 
rural South Carolina has hap-
pened again to other kids in 

some other place.
“I felt sad and scared, at the 

same time,” Zoey, now 9, said of 
her reaction to the news she’d 
heard about Uvalde. She under-
stood what some of those chil-
dren had endured, because Zoey 
had endured it, too. Once, when 
she was just 6, she sat on the 
bedroom floor at her grandpar-
ents’ house and explained, in 
striking detail, her memories of 
losing her brother.

She took out her tablet and 
pointed at a photo she’d found 
online of the 14-year-old shooter, 
who by then had received a life 
sentence for murdering Jacob . 

went out the back door. … I saw 
Nanny, and she picked me up 
and said, ‘Where’s Jacob? 
Where’s Jacob?’ And then they 
said he had been flew into 
Greenville Memorial Hospital, 
and they did all they could to 
keep him alive. He lost so much 
blood. And they shot him right 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Dale Hall at the funeral for his brother 
Jacob, a 6-year-old who was shot and killed at his school in 2016 in 
Townville, S.C.  Ava Olsen was on the playground with Jacob  during 
the shooting but managed to escape. Zoey Hall, right, and her 
brother Spencer comfort their grandmother, Sandra McAdams, in 
2018. Jacob Hall holds flowers  in an undated photo.

there,” Zoey said, pointing to her 
right leg.

Zoey had thought about what 
caused it all, too, and she an-
nounced what she thought the 
country should do about it.

“I think all the guns should be 
in the trash can where nobody 
could buy them guns, where they 
won’t shoot people,” she said. 
“Because guns are not good for 
people.”

Ava Olsen thought the same 
thing. She adored Jacob, the 
smallest child in their first-grade 
class. He would hold her hand by 
the swings when no one was 
looking. She called him “Jakey” 
and imagined they would get 
married one day. He was the only 
boy she’d ever kissed.

Ava had been out on the 
playground with him that day, 
but she’d escaped. Distraught, 
she wrote letters in 2018 to 
elected leaders — including Pres-
ident Donald Trump and her 
state’s Republican senator Lind-
sey O. Graham — explaining 
what she’d witnessed and plead-
ing with them to do something 
about it.

They didn’t, and eventually 
she stopped sending her letters.

Ava, who’d run away when the 
shooting started, suffered from 
crippling post-traumatic stress 
in its aftermath. She was pre-
scribed antipsychotics and anti-
depressants and began hitting 
herself and yanking out her eye-
lashes. Her parents withdrew her 
from school.

Ava is 12 now and doing better. 
She has started playing basket-
ball and soccer, activities in 
crowded, noisy places that would 
have overwhelmed her with 
anxiety five years ago.

What she still cannot bear, and 
what her parents try hard to hide 
from her, is the news of other 
school shootings.

On Tuesday evening, she was 
sitting on her living room couch, 
watching funny cat videos on 
TikTok. Then a different kind of 
video popped up. It showed that 
more than a dozen children had 
been shot dead at an elementary 
school in Texas.

She started screaming, and 
her mother rushed into the 
room.

“Why?” Ava cried. “Why?”

Joanna Slater, Razzan Nakhlawi, 
Meryl Kornfield and Ian Shapira 
contributed to this report.
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Here in Uvalde, there is little 
expectation that correcting the 
record will lead to any real policy 
change, especially with hyper-
partisan midterm elections 
looming.

“I mean, there’s protests on 
gun laws and stuff, background 
checks, but it doesn’t go any-
where,” said Angel Flores, 17, 
speaking at a San Antonio hospi-
tal where she was visiting two 
relatives who were taken there 
after being shot in Uvalde.

“Sandy Hook happened, what, 
10 years ago?” said Angel’s father, 
37-year-old David Flores, refer-
ring to the 2012 mass shooting at 
an elementary school in New-
town, Conn. “It’s the same thing, 
down the road again. Nothing 
changes.”

Ninety minutes of terror
On Tuesday morning, Dora 

and Bob Estrada settled in to 
watch their favorite daytime 
soap, “The Bold and the Beauti-
ful.”

While waiting for her show to 
start, Dora heard two popping 
sounds from the direction of 
Robb Elementary across the 
street. She told her husband she 
thought it was gunfire.

“He said, ‘No, that can’t be,’” 
Dora recalled. “I said, ‘No, that is 
shots.’”

Dora worried about her grand-
son, Jayden, a second grader at 
Robb. A short time later, her 
daughter, Jayden’s mother, called 
to warn her parents to lock their 
door; she’d heard of an active-
shooter threat. The Estradas de-
cided to go outside and check on 
the school and noticed “a bunch 
of cops on the corner.”

“They were just standing 
there,” Dora said.

Given the time frame, those 
first pops Dora heard likely came 
from early shots Ramos fired as 
soon as he arrived at the school 
at 11:28 a.m., targeting people on 
the street who heard him crash 
his truck into a ditch and were 
coming to his aid. Minutes earli-
er he had shot his 66-year-old 
grandmother in the face at their 
nearby home, took her vehicle 
and drove the short distance to 
Robb Elementary. The grand-
mother survived and called 911; 
authorities have not released the 
exact timing or content of her 911 
call.

New details have dispelled 
earlier accounts of a confronta-
tion between the gunman and an 
armed school police officer out-
side the school, a story the au-
thorities changed four times. 
First, officials said the gunman 
exchanged fire with the officer 
outside the school before going 
in. Later, McCraw said that there 
was an encounter, but no gun-
shots were exchanged between 
the two. On Thursday, officials 
said there had been no confron-
tation at all and that the gunman 
had simply walked in. On Friday, 
McCraw added that the school 
police officer was not on campus 
but rushed there after the 911 call 
about a man with a gun at the 
crash.

“He drove right by the sus-
pect,” who was crouched behind 
a vehicle in the parking lot, and 
mistook a teacher for an intrud-
er, McCraw said.

Ramos entered the school at 
11:33 a.m. through a back door 
that should have been locked but 
had been propped open, authori-
ties said. The shooter walked to 
the rear of the building, turned 
down a hall and began firing into 
classrooms 111 and 112, authori-
ties said, unloading more than 
100 rounds of ammunition in 
those first moments.

At the sound of gunshots, 
children and staff in other parts 
of the building began streaming 
out of the school, some heading 
for safety in a nearby funeral 
home. Others didn’t have time to 
run.

In Room 109, teacher Elsa 
Avila rushed to lock the door and 
turn off the lights. She told her 
students to hide under their 
desks, recalled a 9-year-old survi-
vor, Daniel, whose mother asked 
that his last name not be used.

Daniel saw Ramos approach 
the window of his classroom 
door and shoot through the 
glass, striking Avila and another 
student a few feet away from 
him. Daniel said he and others 
were “playing dead” inside the 
classroom because they feared he 
could see them.

Bullets zinged around the 
classroom, with one fragment 
striking a fellow student’s nose. 
Daniel recalled a “crunching” 
sound as it struck bone. Stymied 
by the locked door, Ramos moved 
back down the hallway, return-
ing to Rooms 111 and 112, the 
adjoining classrooms.

UVALDE FROM A1

McCraw said that three offi-
cers with the Uvalde Police De-
partment were the first officers 
into the school and that two 
received grazing wounds at that 
time from Ramos.

McCraw said Ramos had 
locked the doors to Rooms 111 
and 112 but briefly re-emerged 
into the hall — at a time McCraw 
did not specify, but this is likely 
when those in Room 109 were 
shot at — before locking himself 
in the adjoining classrooms 
again.

Gunfire was heard at 
11:37 a.m., 11:38 a.m., 11:40 a.m. 
and 11:44 a.m., McCraw said.

Four more local officers — 
from the police department and 
county sheriff ’s office — arrived, 
according to McCraw, at a time 
he did not say.

None of the officers attempted 
to enter Rooms 111 and 112 and 
engage the gunman, officials 
said.

By at least 12:15 p.m. McCraw 
said, “as many as 19  law enforce-
ment officers had converged on a 

school hallway, including Border 
Patrol tactical team members 
who arrived with shields.

“There was plenty of officers to 
do whatever needed to be done,” 
McCraw said. But the incident 
commander believed more 
equipment and people were 
needed for a “breach,” McCraw 
said, and he added that there was 
a sense that law enforcement 
“had time” and saw “no kids at 
risk.”

At almost exactly the same 
time, the student in Room 112 
called again. She said eight or 
nine students were alive. Three 
minutes later, at 12:19 p.m., a 
student in Room 111 called 911 
but hung up at the urging of 
another student, McCraw said. 
At 12:21 p.m., he said, three shots 
could be heard over the 911 line.

As the attack was underway, 
frantic parents began showing 
up at Robb after receiving active-
shooter alerts. The scene outside 
the police cordon grew tense as 
families demanded to know why 
officers weren’t storming into 

the building to save their chil-
dren. Video shows distraught 
families pacing, rushing the cor-
don, cursing at officers.

Dany Reyz, 51, heard about the 
gunfire at his repair shop half a 
mile from Robb, where his 
grandson and six nieces and 
nephews are enrolled. He im-
mediately drove over, arriving 
around 11:40 a.m., according to 
phone logs that detail the frantic 
calls he was making as he looked 
for a place to park.

When he made it to the scene, 
Reyz said, more than a dozen 
parents already were huddled 
near the entrance of the school, 
demanding that officers do more 
to intervene. On the east side of 
the building, he said, another 
group of parents were trying to 
push through a fence to get 
inside the school, but were being 
repelled by police.

Felix Rubio, 39, a relative of 
Reyz, heard enraged parents tell 
officers to “go do your f----- job.” 
When authorities insisted they 
were doing their jobs, Rubio said, 

a man yelled for them to, “get 
your f----- rifle and handle busi-
ness.”

The distraught parents could 
do nothing but wait, trusting 
that authorities were doing all 
they could to protect students.

“Six-year-old kids in there,” 
lamented one man in a video 
taken outside the school that day. 
“They don’t know how to defend 
themselves from a shooter.”

By the time authorities de-
clared the attack over, just after 
1 p.m., the Estradas had found 
their grandson’s teacher and 
learned that he was safe. Reyz’s 
grandson and nephews also got 
out, but a niece, 9-year-old Eli-
ana Garcia, was shot and killed.

Some parents only learned 
their children were dead hours 
later, at a local civic center where 
families were asked to wait for 
updates and, in some cases, sub-
mit DNA samples to help identify 
victims. Over and over, witnesses 
said, parents were led to a private 
room where authorities broke 
the news.

The families’ screams could be 
heard from outside the building.

Aftermath and 
accountability

Even for a nation hardened by 
the frequency of mass shootings, 
the tragedy in Uvalde seemed too 
much to bear. News anchors 
wept on live TV. Families eulo-
gized slain children in widely 
shared social media posts, draw-
ing Americans into a visceral 
experience of grief.

At a news conference the day 
after the attack, Texas Gov. Greg 
Abbott (R), flanked by state law 
enforcement officials, mourned 
the deaths but praised law en-
forcement for what he described 
as a brave response that likely 
saved lives. The event was briefly 
interrupted by Democratic gu-
bernatorial candidate Beto 
O’Rourke, who was removed 
while heckling Abbott about lax 
gun laws.

The governor’s praise for law 
enforcement agencies also didn’t 
sit well with Robb Elementary 
parents who had video evidence 
showing how they pleaded with 
officers to go inside the school. 
Fact-checkers found other holes 
and inaccuracies, and soon the 
official story collapsed in what 
one cable-news anchor called “a 
Texas-sized mess.”

On Friday, Abbott backed off 
his earlier remarks, saying he 
was livid about being “misled.”

McCraw said an incident com-
mander in charge of the police 
response made “the wrong deci-
sion” when he stopped treating 
the gunman as an active shooter 
and instead viewed him as a 
“barricaded subject” as his shots 
became less frequent.

An off-duty Border Patrol tac-
tical agent from the agency’s 
BORTAC unit was the first of 
several agents to arrive outside 
the classroom around 
12:15 p.m., according to a U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection 
official who spoke on the condi-
tion of anonymity to share pre-
liminary details of the investiga-
tion. Local police and other 
officers assembled in the hall-
way told the agent the shooter 
was barricaded inside the class-
room, which the agent de-
scribed as “quiet,” according to 
the official.

“They have not told me they 
were frustrated,” the official said 
of the decision not to go after the 
shooter. “But they told me it was 
hard to discern who was in 
charge.”

The agents did not have a 
battering ram or breaching tools. 
A U.S. Marshal on the scene 
provided the agents with a ballis-
tic shield, the official said.

McCraw said Friday that offi-
cers finally used keys they got 
from a janitor to unlock the 
classroom doors. When the team 
finally moved on the shooter, 
they found him hiding in a closet 
in Room 111. He came out firing 
as the Border Patrol tactical 
agents entered the room behind 
the ballistic shield.

One of the BORTAC agents 
was grazed on the head and took 
some shrapnel in the foot, but 
wounds were light. The agents 
saw children piled up around the 
room, huddled together, some 
still alive but many deceased, the 
official said.

“It hurts to think there are 
many things that they didn’t do,” 
said Joe Rodriguez, 64, who was 
heading to Robb Elementary on 
Friday to drop flowers off at a 
wooden cross to memorialize his 
granddaughter, Tess Mata.

“They could have saved her,” 
Rodriguez said. “They could have 
saved some lives.”

At the memorial on Uvalde’s 
Main Street, Amanda Flores said 
she knew all 21 victims. Some 
were close family friends while 
others were friends of her grand-
children, one of whom was at 
Robb Elementary on the day of 
the shooting.

Flores said she was hesitant to 
criticize the law enforcement 
response — she said Uvalde is 
proud of its police force, and is 
also home to scores of Customs 
and Border Protection agents. 
She said one of her close friends, 
a border agent, sprang from the 
barber’s chair in the middle of a 
haircut to respond to the shoot-
ing.

Still, Flores said, there’s no 
getting around the hard facts of 
the law enforcement response: 
“We needed the help ASAP for 
our kids, and it wasn’t there.”

Teo Armus and Peter Jamison in 
Uvalde; Joanna Slater in 
Williamstown, Mass.; Jon Swaine in 
New York; Kim Bellware in Chicago; 
and Nick Miroff, Hannah Knowles, 
Joyce Sohyun Lee and Timothy Bella 
in Washington contributed to this 
report.

Terror turns into shattered trust in a small Texas town 

A gun at the scene of the attack. Officials say the shooter unloaded 
100 rounds of ammunition shortly after entering the school. 

Children run to safety after escaping through a window. Some who 
fled early ran to a nearby funeral home. 

PHOTOS BY PETE LUNA/UVALDE LEADER-NEWS/REUTERS

Law enforcement officers on the scene of the mass shooting at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde, Tex., on Tuesday. A U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection official who spoke on the condition of anonymity said officers told them it was “hard to discern who was in charge.”

“There was plenty of officers to do whatever needed to be done,” said Texas Department of Public Safety Director Steven C. McCraw. But 
the incident commander believed more equipment and people were  needed to breach the classroom where the shooter was.
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times in private chats on Insta-
gram.

Ten days before the shooting, 
he wrote in one of the messages, 
“10 more days,” according to the 
official. Another person wrote to 
him, “Are you going to shoot up a 
school or something?” to which 
Ramos responded, “No, stop ask-
ing dumb questions. You’ll see,” 

the official said.
Andy Stone, a spokesman for 

Meta, which owns Facebook, 
 Instagram and the chat service 
WhatsApp, referred The Post to 
an earlier statement from the 
company that said the messages 
were sent privately.

The rise of services that con-
nect strangers through private 

messaging has strained the con-
ventional “see something, say 
something” mantra repeated in 
the decades since the Columbine 
High School massacre and other 
attacks, according to social media 
researchers. And when strangers 
do suspect something is wrong, 
they may feel they have limited 
ways to respond beyond filing a 

Instagram

Instagram 

TOP: Law enforcement officers 
gather Wednesday outside 
Robb Elementary School, 
where Salvador Ramos killed 19 
children the day before. 

ABOVE: Screenshots of a 
conversation and a photo from 
a conversation that Ramos had 
with a 16-year-old on 
Instagram. The girls and young 
women that Ramos spoke to 
online said he would strike up 
conversations with them on 
Yubo, an app that has become 
known as the “Tinder for 
teens,” then followed them onto 
other social media platforms 
where he could send direct 
messages. 

 RIGHT: A screenshot from an 
conversation that Ramos had 
with a girl via Instagram the 
morning of the shooting. He 
messaged her a photo of two 
rifles. She asked why he’d sent 
them, but he never wrote back. 
“He would talk about shooting 
up schools but no one believed 
him, no one would think he 
would do it,” she told The Post.

BY SILVIA FOSTER-FRAU, 
CAT ZAKRZEWSKI, 

NAOMI NIX 
AND DREW HARWELL

He could be cryptic, demean-
ing and scary, sending angry 
messages and photos of guns. If 
they didn’t respond how he want-
ed, he sometimes threatened to 
rape or kidnap them — then 
laughed it off as some big joke.

But the girls and young women 
who talked with Salvador Rolan-
do Ramos online in the months 
before he killed 19 children in an 
elementary school in Uvalde, 
Tex., rarely reported him. His 
threats seemed too vague, several 
said in interviews with The 
Washington Post. One teen who 
reported Ramos on the social app 
Yubo said nothing happened as a 
result.

Some also suspected this was 
just how teen boys talked on the 
Internet these days — a blend of 
rage and misogyny so predictable 
they could barely tell each one 
apart. One girl, discussing mo-
ments when he had been creepy 
and threatening, said that was 
just “how online is.”

In the aftermath of the deadli-
est school shooting in a decade, 
many have asked what more 
could have been done — how an 
18-year-old who spewed so much 
hate to so many on the Web could 
do so without provoking punish-
ment or raising alarm.

But these threats hadn’t been 
discovered by parents, friends or 
teachers. They’d been seen by 
strangers, many of whom had 
never met him and had found 
him only through the social mes-
saging and video apps that form 
the bedrock of modern teen life.

The Washington Post reviewed 
videos, posts and text messages 
sent by Ramos and spoke with 
four young people who’d talked 
with him online, who spoke on 
the condition of anonymity for 
fear of further harassment.

The girls who spoke with The 
Post lived around the world but 
met Ramos on Yubo, an app that 
mixes live-streaming and social 
networking and has become 
known as a “Tinder for teens.” 
The Yubo app has been down-
loaded more than 18 million 
times in the U.S., including more 
than 200,000 times last month, 
according to estimates from the 
analytics firm Sensor Tower.

On Yubo, people can gather in 
big real-time chatrooms, known 
as panels, to talk, type messages 
and share videos — the digital 
equivalent of a real-world hang-
out. Ramos, they said, struck up 
side conversations with them and 
followed them onto other plat-
forms, including Instagram, 
where he could send direct mes-
sages whenever he wanted.

But over time they saw a dark-
er side, as he posted images of 
dead cats, texted them strange 
messages and joked about sexual 
assault, they said. In a video from 
a live Yubo chatroom that listen-
ers had recorded and was re-
viewed by The Post, Ramos could 
be heard saying, “Everyone in 
this world deserves to get raped.”

A 16-year-old boy in Austin 
who said he saw Ramos frequent-
ly in Yubo panels told The Post 
that Ramos frequently made ag-
gressive, sexual comments to 
young women on the app and 
sent him a death threat during 
one panel in January.

“I witnessed him harass girls 
and threaten them with sexual 
assault, like rape and kidnap-
ping,” said the teen. “It was not 
like a single occurrence. It was 
frequent.”

He and his friends reported 
Ramos’s account to Yubo for bul-
lying and other infractions doz-
ens of times. He never heard 
back, he said, and the account 
remained active.

Yubo spokeswoman Amy Wil-
liams would not say whether the 
company received reports of 
abuse related to Ramos’s account. 
“As there is an ongoing and active 
investigation and because this 
information concerns a specific 
individual’s data, we are not le-
gally able to share these details 
publicly at this time,” she said in 
an email. Williams would not say 
what law prevents the company 
from commenting.

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott (R) 
said Wednesday that Ramos had 
also written, “I’m going to shoot 
my grandmother” and “I’m going 
to shoot an elementary school” 
shortly before the attack in mes-
sages on Facebook. And Texas 
Department of Public Safety offi-
cials said Friday that Ramos had 
discussed buying a gun several 

user report into a corporate 
abyss.

Many of Ramos’s threats to 
assault women, the young wom-
en added, barely stood out from 
the undercurrent of sexism that 
pervades the Internet — some-
thing they said they have fought 
back against but also come to 
accept.

A 2021 Pew Research Center 
study found these experiences 
are common for young people, 
with about two-thirds of adults 
under 30 reporting that they’ve 
experienced online harassment. 
Thirty-three percent of women 
under 35 say they have been 
sexually harassed online.

Danielle K. Citron, a law pro-
fessor at the University of Vir-
ginia, said women and girls often 
don’t report threats of rape to law 
enforcement or trusted adults 
because they have been socialized 
to feel they do not deserve safety 
and privacy online. Sometimes, 
they don’t think anyone would 
help them.

Women and girls have “inter-
nalized the view, ‘What else do we 
expect?’” said Citron, the author 
of the upcoming book “The Fight 
for Privacy: Protecting Dignity, 
Identity, and Love in the Digital 
Age.” “Our safety and intimate 
privacy is something that society 
doesn’t value.”

Ramos’s hatred toward women 
and obsession with violence were 
clear in the messages viewed and 
interviews conducted by The 
Post, but his identity was mostly 
hidden. The teens who spoke 
with The Post said they saw him 
on live videos he did on Yubo, 
then they exchanged Instagram 
user names to message with him.

And he’d constrained his com-
ments to private messaging ser-
vices like Yubo and Instagram, 
leaving only the recipients with 
the burden to react.

Like many of the people he 
spoke with, Ramos had shared 
little about himself online. He 
used screen names like 
“salv8dor_” and “TheBig-
gestOpp” — and shared only his 
first name and his age. His profile 
pictures were selfies, him holding 
up his shirt or looking dour in 
front of a broken mirror.

He shared animal videos, 
struck up flirtatious conversa-
tions and shared intimate things 
about his past that left some 
feeling like distant friends. But in 
recent months, he’d also started 
posting darker imagery — moody 
black-and-white photos and pic-
tures of rifles on his bed.

His threats were often hazy or 
unspecific, and therefore easily 
dismissed as just a troll or bad 
joke. One girl told The Post she 
first saw Ramos in a Yubo panel 
telling someone, “Shut up before 
I shoot you” but figured it was 
harmless because “kids joke 
around like that.”

In the week before the shoot-
ing, Ramos began to hint that 
something was going to happen 
on Tuesday to at least three girls, 
she said. “I’ll tell you before 11. It’s 
our little secret,” she said he told 
them multiple times. On the 
morning of the shooting, he mes-
saged her a photo of two rifles. 
She responded to ask why he’d 
sent them, but he never wrote 
back, according to a screenshot 
viewed by The Post.

“He would threaten everyone,” 
she said. “He would talk about 
shooting up schools but no one 
believed him, no one would think 
he would do it.”

Another 16-year-old said she 

met Ramos on Yubo in February 
and that he messaged her asking 
for her Instagram account. Earli-
er this month, he reacted to a 
meme she’d posted that refer-
enced a weapon with a laughing 
emoji and said, “personally I 
wouldn’t use a AK-47  but ‘a 
better gun’ ”: an AR-15-style rifle 
like the one police have said he 
used in the shooting, according to 
a screenshot viewed by The Post.

The Uvalde shooting comes 
less than two weeks after another 
gunman killed 10 Black people in 
a Buffalo grocery store. He live-
streamed the attack through the 
video service Twitch, which re-
moved the stream within a few 
minutes; copies of it remain on-
line.

The alleged gunman, Payton 
Gendron, also used the chat plat-
form Discord as a place to save 
his online writing and pre-attack 
to-do lists. On the day of the 
attack, he invited people to his 
private room, and the 15 who 
accepted were then able to scroll 
back through months of his racist 
screeds and see another view of 
his attack live-stream. Discord 
has said the messages were visi-
ble only to the suspect until he 
shared them the day of the attack.

The revelations about the 
Uvalde gunman’s social media 
activity follow years of com-
plaints from activists and high-
profile figures about Instagram’s 
ability to combat its most trou-
bling users. Instagram has said 
that tackling abusive messages is 
harder than in comments on 
public pages, and that it doesn’t 
use its artificial intelligence tech-
nology to proactively detect con-
tent like hate speech or bullying 
in the same way.

Instagram users can report di-
rect messages that violate the 
company’s rules against hate 
speech, bullying and calls to in-
cite violence, and they can block 
offensive users. But many abusive 
messages still slip through the 
cracks. The Center for Counter-
ing Digital Hate, an advocacy 
group, said last month that it had 
analyzed more than 8,000 direct 
messages sent to five high-profile 
women and found that Insta-
gram had failed to act on 90 
percent of the abusive messages, 
despite the posts having been 
reported.

Facebook’s critics have alleged 
that the ability to tackle danger-
ous posts could get harder once 
the company follows suit on its 
plan to expand end-to-end en-
cryption, which scrambles the 
contents of a message so that only 
the sender and receiver can see it, 
as a default setting on all of its 
messaging services. Currently, 
encryption is the default setting 
on WhatsApp, but users only 
have the option of encrypting 
their messages on Instagram and 
Facebook. But the company has 
argued that as more people flock 
to private messaging it wants to 
ensure social media networks are 
“privacy focused.”

In recent years, Instagram has 
launched new tools to protect 
teens from predatory users, par-
ticularly adults attempting to 
groom them. Last year, the com-
pany began making young teens’ 
accounts private by default once 
they signed up for Instagram, and 
they stopped adults from being 
able to send direct messages to 
teens that don’t follow them. The 
company also recently an-
nounced a “hidden words” fea-
ture, which allows users to filter 
offensive words, phrases and 
emoji in message requests into a 
separate inbox.

Yubo said it bans posts that 
threaten, bully or intimidate oth-
er people and uses a mix of 
software and human moderators 
to curb inappropriate content. 
People can block others’ accounts 
or report concerns to a team of 
“safety specialists,” who the com-
pany says respond to each per-
son’s report.

Researchers have documented 
that a history of violence or 
threats toward women is a com-
mon trait among gunmen in 
mass shootings, as evident in the 
2016 Orlando nightclub shooting 
and the 2019 shooting in Dayton, 
Ohio.

Whitney Phillips, a researcher 
joining the faculty of the Univer-
sity of Oregon this fall, said social 
networks could do more to push 
back on violent harassment 
toward women, but that the 
threats on their site are a reflec-
tion of a larger “boys will be boys” 
cultural attitude that normalizes 
men’s bad behavior online and 
offline.

“When someone says some-
thing violent to you or makes 
some sort of death threat to you, 
for many women that happens so 
often that it wouldn’t even regis-
ter with them,” Phillips said.

Shawn Boburg and Razzan Nakhlawi 
contributed to this report.

Before massacre, Uvalde gunman frequently threatened teen girls online

JOSHUA LOTT/THE WASHINGTON POST

But he was rarely 
reported — and nothing 
happened when he was

Researchers have documented that a history of violence or threats 
toward women is a common trait among gunmen in mass 

shootings, as evident in the 2016 Orlando nightclub shooting and 
the 2019 shooting in Dayton, Ohio.
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When Curtis Lavarello walks 
through the vendor hall at the 
huge school safety conference his 
organization sponsors this July, he 
will stop and marvel at just how 
useless some of the technology 
being marketed to schools is.

It won’t help prevent a shoot-
ing, he said, and could even hurt.

He cited a $400,000 system 
that fills hallways with smoke in 
hopes of stopping a shooter, not-
ing that this same smoke would 
also obstruct law enforcement try-
ing to intervene and children try-
ing to escape.

“You’re going to see bizarre 
things you would never want to see 
in your child’s school,” said Lava-
rello, executive director of the 
School Safety Advocacy Council.

Some experts call it “school se-
curity theater” — the idea that if a 
school system buys enough tech-
nology or infrastructure, it can 
keep its children safe from the 
horrors of a gunman.

In reality, many say, strong rela-
tionships between students and 
staff and robust staff training to 
influence what may seem like 
small decisions by school person-
nel may be at least as important, if 
not far more.

In the aftermath of another 
school shooting, school leaders, 
teachers, parents and others are 
debating, yet again, how the next 
one might be prevented. The na-
tional debate revolves around pol-

icy decisions: Should gun sales be 
restricted? Should teachers be 
armed?

For school systems, though, the 
questions often come down to 
what to buy, who to hire and how 
to prepare their staffs.

One security measure that en-
joys broad consensus is keeping 
all external school doors locked, 
and forcing visitors to enter 
schools through a single entry 
point. This is a low-hanging-fruit 
solution that many districts have 
adopted.

But in Uvalde, Tex., officials say 
the gunman entered a back door 
that had been propped open by a 
teacher.

Better training might have led 
that teacher to think twice, ex-
perts say.

“We are throwing billions of 
dollars at security hardware, ac-
cess control on doors, single point 
of entry, cameras, metal detectors 
in some places,” said Kenneth S. 
Trump, president of National 
School Safety and Security Ser-
vices. “Any security technology is 
only as good as the weakest hu-
man link behind it and we are not 
focusing on training our people.”

On paper, the Uvalde school 
district had a robust security plan 
in place. That included dedicated 
police officers, threat assessment 
teams, a visitor management sys-
tem, perimeter fencing, alarm sys-
tems, security cameras, radios and 
trainings for students and staff. It 
also tells teachers to keep class-

room doors closed and locked at 
all times. But that doesn’t mean it 
was properly implemented.

Trump often serves as an expert 
in court cases stemming from 
school security failures. The com-
mon thread, he said, is allegation 
of failure by people, policies and 
procedures. Technology, he said, 
“only works if it’s properly and 
consistently implemented.”

Lavarello said he was consult-
ing on security with a school dis-
trict that had recently spent more 
than $350,000 on excellent exteri-
or door locks. He told them they 
wouldn’t keep someone out and 
offered to test the system: “I’ll be 
in your school in five minutes," he 
said. He then went around the 
building to a locked door, knocked 
and a group of students let him in. 
“I didn’t look like a threat and 
they’re nice kids.”

Another challenge: Most school 
shooters are students or others 
who are allowed to be in the build-
ing, not random strangers, so en-
try-point gateways may not be ef-
fective in stopping them. In Ox-
ford, Mich., last year, a 15-year-old 
student was already in the building 
for school when authorities said he 
shot and killed four classmates.

As a result, many security ex-
perts and educators point to a 
solution that is decidedly low-
tech: the relationships students 
develop with teachers, counselors, 
even cafeteria workers — people 
who might notice when some-
thing is off, staffers whom stu-

dents confide in when they see a 
classmate whose behavior scares 
them.

In Uvalde, Riedman said, better 
prevention might have included 
spotting warning signs around the 
shooter well before the massacre, 
said David Riedman, lead re-
searcher on the K-12 School Shoot-
ing Database. “We have not made 
that commitment to crisis inter-
vention when people are on that 
path,” he said.

“There are warning signs that 
are occurring and people are miss-
ing those warning signs because 
they don’t know what they are or 
they don’t know what to do about 
it,” he said.

When asked what he thinks is 
most important to preventing acts 
like this, Adam Lane, principal of 
Haines City High School in Polk 
County, Fla., did not hesitate: rela-
tionships, he said.

Lane said that in addition to 
classes, every one of his 3,000 
students is connected to at least 
one educator through a sports 
team or one of 37 clubs on campus. 
Students are required to belong to 
at least one, in part to connect 
them with a caring adult.

“You have to start with the inter-
nal relationship building,” he said. 
“We really care for each other."

Educators have long argued 
that more resources are needed to 
support students’ social emotion-
al needs, and that’s been particu-
larly true during the pandemic, 
when violence has been at a high 

and student mental health more 
strained than ever.

“We really need to fund coun-
selors in schools,” said James 
Dempsey, professor of criminal 
justice at Metropolitan State Uni-
versity in St. Paul, Minn., and co-
founder of the Violence Project, a 
study of mass shootings in the 
United States. “Reduce class sizes 
so kids feel seen, and then we can 
observe warning signs and recog-
nize them when they are right 
there in front of us.”

He added: “It improves educa-
tional outcomes, too.”

That’s not to say that technol-
ogy does not also serve a role. 
There’s considerable consensus, 
in particular, around lower-tech 
ideas such as locked doors and 
fences around a school perimeter, 
both of which could slow down if 
not halt a gunman.

“If you want the No. 1 thing? 
Locked doors, locked classrooms,” 
said Elizabeth Brown, principal of 
Forest High School in Marion 
County, Fla. She took over as prin-
cipal 45 days after a school shoot-
ing incident.

Experts also point to communi-
cation tools, such as handheld ra-
dios that allow school personnel to 
exchange information quickly 
among themselves and law en-
forcement.

Lane, the principal in Polk 
County, Fla., said that in addition 
to relationships, he relies on a 
network of dozens of cameras 
around the campus. Experts say 

one problem with cameras is they 
are sometimes installed but then 
there is no funding to maintain 
them. But Lane said he is able to 
replace broken equipment and 
add new cameras every year.

He said it used to be that anyone 
could enter the school. Now, visi-
tors must talk to someone in the 
office, who can see who is standing 
outside and make an assessment. 
Sometimes, he said, parents can 
drop items off for their children 
and not even have to enter the 
building, reducing risk.

Riedman said there are only 
two American institutions that 
have truly dedicated themselves to 
a prevention mission: the Trans-
portation Security Administra-
tion, which screens airline travel-
ers, and the U.S. Secret Service, 
which protects the president and 
other high-profile leaders.

“In airports we’ve decided we 
can invest hundreds of billions of 
dollars into making sure that ab-
solutely no weapon or explosive 
gets onto an airplane. The base-
line is zero,” he said. “We’ll spend 
any amount of money to get there.”

If the president is speaking at a 
local school, there will be a pha-
lanx of law enforcement and 
bomb-sniffing dogs and a tight 
security perimeter.

That, he said, is not viable at a 
school.

“The school’s not a fortress," he 
said. “It’s an operation that has 
lots of things going on all the 
time.”

Experts cast doubt on high-tech e≠orts to keep children safe from shooters

BY TEO ARMUS,
 ROBERT BARNES,

 YEGANEH TORBATI
 AND TIMOTHY BELLA

uvalde, tex. — On the eve of 
the president’s visit, reeling from 
constantly shifting depictions of 
law enforcement’s response to a 
gunman who killed their teach-
ers and children and just before 
they begin to bury the dead, the 
people of Uvalde on Saturday 
took a moment.

Most stores downtown were 
closed up, windows painted with 
messages such as “Pray for Uval-
de” and “Uvalde Strong.” At the 
Rexall, an old-school soda foun-
tain with yellow ribbons and a 
bouquet tied on the door, a paper 
sign announced that the restau-
rant was giving its employees 
time off to heal.

The nation might need the 
same.

President Biden called for na-
tional unity in a commencement 
address at his alma mater, the 
University of Delaware; he and 
first lady Jill Biden are scheduled 
to visit Texas on Sunday. Vice 
President Harris was in Buffalo 
to attend a funeral for one of the 
10 people killed in the May 14 
mass shooting at a grocery store.

Demands for accountability in 
Uvalde increased Saturday after 
officials acknowledged law en-
forcement officers improperly 
waited an excruciatingly long 
time before rushing the class-
room where a gunman killed 19 
children and two teachers.

Rogelio M. Muñoz, a former 
city council member who left the 
panel because of term limits, said 
in an interview Saturday that 
what the community had learned 
so far about the police response is 
“very concerning.”

Texas authorities made clear 
on Friday that many things went 
wrong earlier in the week. Muñoz 
criticized the Texas Department 
of Public Safety for its shifting 
accounts of what occurred at the 
school on Tuesday, but he cau-
tioned against drawing too many 
conclusions.

“The facts are still developing, 
and it’s hard to assess blame or 
judgment on anybody when we 
don’t know all the facts,” he said.

State Sen. Roland Gutierrez, a 
Democrat who represents Uval-
de, said: “We’re all angry. Law 
enforcement’s angry,” during an 
interview with CNN on Saturday 
morning. He said he spoke on 
Saturday with Texas Department 
of Public Safety Director Steve 
McCraw, and that the two men 
cried together.

The latest official — and trou-
bling — accounts of how that day 
unfolded have come from Mc-
Craw. He confirmed that officers 
waited for nearly an hour in a 
hallway outside the locked class-

room, where authorities say Sal-
vador Rolando Ramos was shoot-
ing children and killing their 
teachers.

McCraw said local authorities 
had incorrectly concluded that 
the gunman was no longer an 
active shooter and that no more 
children were at risk. But chil-
dren inside the room repeatedly 
called 911 pleading for help, Mc-
Craw said.

“It was the wrong decision,” 
McCraw said during a news brief-
ing. “Period.”

McCraw said the person in 
charge at the scene was the 
school district’s police chief, Pe-
dro “Pete” Arredondo. Arredondo 
did not respond to requests for 
comment Friday or Saturday, and 
his home here was guarded by 
police vehicles.

Gutierrez said he expected Mc-
Craw to release a detailed report 
in the coming week.

“I want to know when each 
agency was here,” Gutierrez said.

In hindsight, some officials 
and law enforcement experts are 
questioning whether Arredondo 
should have remained the on-
scene commander during an 
 active-shooter situation after 
other agencies arrived at Robb 
Elementary.

Kenneth S. Trump, president 
of National School Safety and 
Security Services, noted that des-
ignating a strong on-scene com-
mander can be critical to re-
sponding to tragedies. On-scene 
responsibilities also can be 
passed off to an official at a 
different agency with more of a 
tactical background, he said.

“The point is, someone needs 
to be the incident commander,” 
Trump said. 

“These school-based police 
programs can save lives, but that 
doesn’t matter to those parents 
and people of that community in 
Uvalde when incidents like these 
occur.”

The Texas Association of 
School Resource Officers, which 
trains police on how to respond 
to school shootings and other 
threats, emphasizes in its train-
ings that police officers need to 
be prepared to face active shoot-
ers without waiting for backup,

“Before the cavalry come, you 
have to actually be engaging with 
this guy,” TASRO Vice President 
Michael Boyd said in an inter-
view Saturday.

A training guide on the web-
site of the Texas Commission on 
Law Enforcement dated January 
2020, which is the training that 
TASRO uses in its courses, notes 
that “a first responder unwilling 
to place the lives of the innocent 
above their own safety should 
consider another career field.”

Texas House Bill 2195, which 
was enacted in 2019, required 
school officers to complete an 
active-shooter training program 
approved by the commission.

Michael Dorn, executive direc-
tor of Safe Havens International, 
a nonprofit campus safety or-
ganization, wasn’t alarmed that 
Arredondo remained in charge 
on Tuesday. But Dorn was con-

cerned that the Uvalde Consoli-
dated Independent School Dis-
trict, which includes Robb El-
ementary, relied on the “Stan-
dard Response Protocol,” a proc-
ess for how students respond 
during an emergency. It is a 
nationally recognized method 
developed by the “I Love U Guys” 
Foundation focusing on school 
safety, according to the founda-
tion’s website.

Dorn argued that the protocol, 
which is popular because of its 
emotive marketing and ease of 
implementation, is an “extremely 
unsound approach” because he 
claims it regularly fails to train 
school employees on how to 
properly lock down a classroom.

“These mistakes were made 
long before this event,” Dorn 
said. “We’ve been telling clients 
not to use the SRP for years,” 
Dorn said.

John-Michael Keyes, executive 
director of the “I Love U Guys” 
Foundation, defended the pro-
gram as “basic guidance based on 
sound factual conclusions.”

“It’s really important we have a 
lot of voices in this conversation, 
and I think absolute evaluation is 
imperative,” he said.

Kim Vickers, executive direc-
tor of the Texas Commission on 
Law Enforcement, said that he 
was reluctant to criticize the 
actions that took place on Tues-
day based on the limited infor-
mation available in the immedi-
ate aftermath.

“I will say at face value, it 
appears that normal active-
shooter protocols might not have 
been followed,” Vickers said in an 
interview. “I’ve been through 
multiple active-shooter courses. 
The emphasis is to move quickly 
and engage.”

Another facet of the police 
response that has come under 
question is why officers had to 
wait for keys from a janitor to 
finally unlock the classroom door 

and kill the gunman. Vickers said 
there is no Texas regulation or 
protocol on whether master keys 
to all classrooms in a building 
should be available and to whom.

“It does seem that it would 
make sense to have access to 
public buildings like that for a 
department, but that’s a local 
control issue,” he said.

Jeff Foley, TASRO president 
and training coordinator, said 
that all officers working at the 
school district where he is em-
ployed have a set of master keys 
that will open any door through-
out the entire district.

“If an active shooter comes 
into one of my campuses, the 
responding officers have the abil-
ity to have keys and get in,” Foley 
said.

The sheer number of mass 
shootings this year has led to 
numerous calls for a tougher 
response from the federal gov-
ernment.

Harris went to Buffalo on Sat-
urday to meet with relatives of 
those killed and attend a funeral 
for 86-year-old Ruth Whitfield. 

Biden visited the city on May 17.
During a commencement 

speech on Saturday, Biden nod-
ded to the tragedies that have 
gripped the nation.

“As I speak, those parents are 
literally preparing to bury their 
children. In the United States of 
America — to bury their children. 
There’s too much violence, too 
much fear, too much grief,” Biden 
said.

Biden alternated between sor-
row and the kind of optimism 
about the future that is a hall-
mark of commencement address-
es.

“We cannot outlaw tragedy, I 
know, but we can make Ameri-
cans safer,” Biden said. “We can 
finally do what we have to to 
protect the lives of the people and 
of our children. So I call on all 
Americans in this hour to join 
hands and make your voices 
heard and work together to make 
this nation what it can and 
should be.”

The White House has called for 
increased gun-control measures, 
but Biden was not specific in his 

speech about what those propos-
als would be. Harris, speaking to 
reporters, was: “We are not sit-
ting around waiting to figure out 
what the solution is. Let’s have an 
assault weapons ban.”

Here in Uvalde, a seemingly 
endless schedule of funerals has 
been released, beginning Tues-
day and stretching for nearly two 
weeks. One of the first will be for 
Amerie Jo Garza, one of the 19 
children killed.

If the community was con-
vulsed with grief, the Uvalde 
town square was its broken 
heart.

By Saturday, the white crosses 
placed around the fountain at its 
center — one for each victim — 
had been partially obscured be-
hind heaps of heart-shaped bal-
loons, teddy bears and flowers, 
some of them starting to wilt 
under the heavy sun.

“Everyone’s still trying to proc-
ess and wrap their head around 
it,” said Emma Clark, 34, who 
came to hand out multicolor 
chalk in her maroon Uvalde hat. 
“What’s clear now is the strength 
in our community and how we’ve 
been able to get together and 
mourn together.”

The site had become a kind of 
pilgrimage spot, too, for many 
others from far beyond.

On the gray pathways around 
the square, people wrote chalk 
messages that cited Bible verses 
and said “God is still the light!”

Alayna Borrego, 11, arrived 
with a different message.

She had attended Robb El-
ementary just a few years ago and 
had befriended one of the vic-
tims, Jacklyn Cazares, in an after-
school gymnastics class.

On Saturday, she arrived with 
a white poster almost as tall as 
she was, on which she scribbled: 
“I want to live. I want to study. I 
want to be a dentist. Don’t kill 
me!”

“We’ve been feeling really 
scared to go back to school,” 
Alayna said. “It’s scary to know 
this could happen in any school, 
that they could do it again and 
again and again if they would like 
to.”

The grown-ups, she said, need-
ed to do something to fix it.

“Some people should not have 
weapons they’re allowed to get,” 
she said. “And the police officers 
should have everything more 
controlled.”

Muñoz, the former city council 
member, had a similar message.

“The focus is going to shift to 
whether the police didn’t re-
spond appropriately but the one 
indisputable fact is that if this 
kid, who was 18 years old, wasn’t 
able to buy a gun this wouldn’t 
have happened,” Muñoz said. “We 
have a large segment of the popu-
lation that believe that any gun 
restriction is anti-American and 
it’s just hard to understand. What 
I would ask those people is, how 
many more kids have to die?”

Barnes, Torbati and Bella reported 
from Washington. Seung Min Kim in 
Washington contributed to this 
report.

Uvalde takes a pause to mourn, demands accountability 

JOSHUA LOTT/THE WASHINGTON POST

Visitors have steadily streamed into the town square in Uvalde, 
Tex., to share their grief about the Robb Elementary School 
students and teachers killed by a gunman at the school last week.

Shifting details about
 the response to mass 

shooting trouble officials

SARAH L. VOISIN/THE WASHINGTON POST

Bernice Rios, right, and Ashley Orellana, both 15,  traveled four hours from Houston with family to get 
to Uvalde,  Tex., where they waited in line for two hours to place roses at the memorial on Saturday. 
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BY ELLEN NAKASHIMA 
AND AMY GARDNER

The federal government has 
found no evidence that flaws in 
Dominion voting machines have 
ever been exploited, including in 
the 2020 election, according to 
the executive director of the 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency.

CISA, an arm of the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security, has 
notified election officials in more 
than a dozen states that use the 
machines of several vulnerabili-
ties and mitigation measures 
that would aid in detection or 
prevention of an attempt to ex-
ploit those vulnerabilities.

The move marks the first time 
CISA has run voting machine 
flaws through its vulnerability 
disclosure program, which since 
2019 has examined and disclosed 
hundreds of vulnerabilities in 
commercial and industrial sys-
tems that have been identified by 
researchers around the world. 
The program is aimed at helping 
companies and consumers 
 better secure devices from 
breaches.

The security of Dominion vot-
ing machines has become a flash 
point in the fraught politics of 
the 2020 election with support-
ers of former president Donald 

Trump claiming that the results 
were tainted by machines that 
were manipulated, while elec-
tion officials — including Geor-
gia’s Republican secretary of 
state and governor — insisted 
that there was no evidence of 
breaches or altered results.

There are nine flaws affecting 
versions of the machine called 
the Dominion Voting Systems 
Democracy Suite ImageCast X, 
according to a copy of an advi-
sory prepared by CISA and ob-
tained by The Washington Post. 
The ImageCast X allows voters to 
mark their candidate choices on 
a touch-screen and then produce 
a paper record, as was the case in 
Georgia. It can also be used as a 
paperless electronic voting ma-
chine. The flaws, many of which 
are highly technical and which 
mostly stem from machine de-
sign as opposed to coding errors, 
generally require an attacker to 
have physical access to the devic-
es or other equipment used to 
manage the election, CISA said.

“We have no evidence that 
these vulnerabilities have been 
exploited and no evidence that 
they have affected any election 
results,” said Brandon Wales, 
CISA’s executive director in a 
statement to The Post. “Of note, 
states’ standard election security 
procedures would detect exploi-

tation of these vulnerabilities 
and in many cases would prevent 
attempts entirely. This makes it 
very unlikely that these vulnera-
bilities could affect an election.”

CISA conducted its review in 
response to a report by two 
researchers prepared as part of 
long-running litigation over the 
security of Georgia’s voting sys-
tem. The lead researcher, Univer-
sity of Michigan computer scien-
tist J. Alex Halderman, served as 
an expert for plaintiffs who filed 
the case in 2017. The plaintiffs — 
a group of voters and voting 
security activists — argued that 
the paperless touch-screen ma-
chines Georgia was then using, 
which were made by a different 
company, were so lacking in 
security that they violated voters’ 
civil rights.

Georgia agreed to acquire a 
new system and in 2019 bought 
Dominion ImageCast X “ballot-
marking devices,” which were 
first used in 2020. The plaintiffs 
now argue that this replacement 
system is still too vulnerable to 
manipulation, and that Georgia 
should adopt a system of hand-
marked paper ballots that can be 
scanned and tabulated by ma-
chine.

CISA’s five-page advisory is 
based in part on Halderman’s 
100-page report, which remains 

under seal in a federal court in 
Atlanta. The advisory is expected 
to be released in the coming 
week after officials in all 50 
states are notified.

CISA’s disclosure, however, is 
unlikely to settle the matter. The 
lawsuit over machine security is 
about to enter its sixth year, and 
unfounded claims of fraud con-
tinue to animate Republican vot-
ers and elected officials.

The advisory comes as a report 
released Friday by The Mitre 
Corporation, a federally funded 
research and development cen-
ter, reached similar conclusions 
to those of CISA, according to the 
office of the Georgia Secretary of 
State, Brad Raffensperger. The 
report, which was commissioned 
by Dominion, was not released 
publicly.

“Both the CISA and Mitre 
reports show what reasonable 
people already know — if bad 
actors are given full and unfet-
tered access to any system, they 
can manipulate that system,” 
said Gabriel Sterling, a top aide 
to Raffensperger, in a statement. 
“That is why procedural, opera-
tional, and legal election integri-
ty measures are crucial.”

Sterling said that like CISA, 
Mitre found that existing pro-
cedural safeguards observed by 
election offices “make it extreme-

ly unlikely for any bad actor to 
actually exploit the … vulnerabil-
ities” Halderman found.

But Halderman, who has said 
publicly that he has no evidence 
that the machines’ flaws were 
exploited, told The Post that the 
vulnerabilities were serious and 
could be used by an attacker. The 
most significant, he said, is a 
coding flaw that allows an at-
tacker who gains access to a 
jurisdiction’s central election 
computers to spread malware to 
the ImageCast X machines.

“Voting systems rely on multi-
ple layers of defense including 
physical and electronic safe-
guards,” he said. “These vulnera-
bilities show that unfortunately 
the electronic safeguards are not 
as secure as they need to be.”

The disclosures follow Tues-
day’s primary elections in Geor-
gia, which saw record turnout for 
a midterm primary. No evidence 
of tampering was found.

In the 2020 presidential elec-
tion, officials carried out a hand 
recount of the entire state, read-
ing the candidate names off the 
ballots and not just rescanning 
them.

Election security experts have 
raised concerns about insider 
threats from election officials 
who subscribe to conspiracy the-
ories about voting machines. 

Tina Peters, the clerk in Mesa 
County, Colo., was indicted in 
March on charges stemming 
from her efforts to copy Domin-
ion hard drives. Peters said she 
has done nothing wrong. Geor-
gia officials are investigating an 
allegation that machines in Cof-
fee County were accessed by 
people seeking evidence of fraud.

Election experts say that mea-
sures implemented over the 
years make it extremely unlikely 
that a malicious insider could 
carry off a hack that alters votes 
to throw an election. “In many 
jurisdictions, two people are pre-
sent when handling voting and 
tabulating equipment,” Maria 
Benson, a spokeswoman for the 
National Association of Secretar-
ies of State, told The Post. Elec-
tion officials also have imple-
mented extensive security mea-
sures, she said, “including con-
trolling physical access to 
election-related systems, ensur-
ing they have adequate backups, 
and testing the accuracy of sys-
tems and processes before and 
after each election.”

Dominion was aware of the 
vulnerabilities and told CISA 
that its systems can be updated 
to address them, the agency said.

Emma Brown contributed to this 
report.

No evidence of exploitation of Dominion voting machine flaws, CISA finds

BY JUSTIN SONDEL

buffalo — The final victim of 
the racist attack on a Buffalo 
supermarket has been laid to 
rest.

The solemn occasion on Satur-
day celebrating the life of Ruth E. 
Whitfield, the 86-year-old matri-
arch of her family, was the last 
funeral for the 10 victims of the 
May 14 attack allegedly carried 
out by 18-year-old Payton 
Gendron. Authorities say he 
drove more than three hours and 
targeted the Tops grocery store in 
the heart of Buffalo with the 
intent of killing Black people.

A 600-page document attrib-
uted to the shooter goes into 
great detail about how he chose 
the Buffalo supermarket after 
researching other locations 
around New York state, includ-
ing in Syracuse and Rochester.

Since the shooting, many 
Black Buffalonians have been in 
fear of going into public places 
like stores, wondering whether 
an attack might happen here 
again.

The shooting, which horrified 
the nation just two weeks ago, 
seems to have been quickly over-
shadowed by another senseless 
mass shooting, the massacre in 
Uvalde, Tex., on Tuesday. But to 
the community here, the service 
also served as a call to action, full 
of desperate pleas for lawmakers 
to put measures in place to 
prevent more gun violence.

Civil rights attorney Ben 
Crump urged legislators to take 
up gun-control measures during 
his blistering speech. He repeat-
edly returned to the Rev. Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s calls to stand up 
to evil when you see it in the 
world.

“We cannot condone evil,” 
Crump said. “We must protest 
evil.”

Vice President Harris and her 
husband, Doug Emhoff, also at-
tended services after meeting 
privately with Whitfield’s family.

“We will not allow small peo-
ple to create fear in our commu-
nities,” Harris told the crowd of 
more than 400 people at Mount 
Olive Baptist Church, about two 
miles from the site of the killing.

Whitfield was remembered as 
an anchor by her family, includ-
ing her son, former Buffalo fire 
commissioner Garnell W. Whit-
field, his three siblings and 
throngs of mourners.

Garnell Whitfield told a story 
about how, as a Mother’s Day gift, 
he built his mother a raised 
garden bed in the days leading 
up to the attack. She asked him 
whether he was going to use it to 
grow vegetables after she was 
gone, he recalled.

“She was telling me, ‘Leave 
that box alone,’ ” Whitfield said. 
“. . . She wasn’t trying to grow 
seeds in that box. She had been 
tending her seeds all her life. 
That fruit had ripened. It had 
matured.”

While the mood of the service 
was celebratory, many of the 
speakers also viewed the funeral 
as an opportunity to address 
important issues of systemic rac-
ism in Buffalo and beyond. The 
Rev. Al Sharpton urged mourn-

ers to use the deaths of the 
Buffalo 10, as the victims have 
come to be called, as motivation 
to continue to push for laws that 
will prevent the next racist 
shooting.

“We’re going to build a new 
Buffalo in the name of these 10,” 
Sharpton said. “We want eco-

nomic development right here in 
Buffalo.”

Outside, after the service was 
over, politicians from around the 
state joined Crump and Sharpton 
to continue calling for more ac-
tion on gun laws and pushing for 
further economic development 
in the city’s East Side.

The Tops supermarket where 
the attack occurred is the only 
full-service market in the city’s 
predominantly Black East Side, 
and was a hard-won victory 
when it opened in 2003, the 
result of years of advocacy from 
neighborhood activists. Food ac-
cess remains scarce in the neigh-

borhoods east of Main Street.
Crystal D. Peoples-Stokes (D), 

the New York State Assembly 
majority leader and a lifelong 
East Side resident, pressed her 
Republican colleagues in the leg-
islature to take up laws that 
could help to prevent gun vio-
lence.

“I don’t want your thoughts or 
your prayers,” Peoples-Stokes 
said. “I want action. I need you to 
stop opposing opportunities to 
get guns out of the hands of 
people who shouldn’t have 
them.”

Mayor Byron Brown (D) said 
he too will continue to push 
lawmakers at every level.

“We will not be silent on that,” 
Brown said. “We will work in a 
collective fashion to hold the 
lawmakers in Washington that 
refuse to act and the gun manu-
facturers who put profit over the 
sanctity of human life — we will 
hold them accountable.”

Before boarding a plane back 
to Washington, Harris urged leg-
islators to impose a ban on 
assault weapons.

“I will say as I’ve said countless 
times, we are not sitting around 
waiting to figure out what the 
solution looks like,” she said in 
comments to the media. “You 
know how an assault weapon 
was designed? It was designed 
for a specific purpose: to kill a lot 
of human beings quickly.”

Alongside remembrances, calls for gun control in Buffalo
Harris, other politicians 
and activists attend final 
funeral for attack victims 

GEOFF ROBINS/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE/GETTY IMAGES

KEVIN LAMARQUE/REUTERS

ABOVE: Vice President Harris 
and her husband, Doug Emhoff, 
on Saturday visit a memorial to 
the 10 people killed in the mass 
shooting at a Tops supermarket 
in Buffalo on May 14. They 
attended the funeral of Ruth E. 
Whitfield, the last of the 
victims to be laid to rest.  
LEFT: Angela Crawley and 
Robin Harris, Whitfield’s 
daughters, receive hugs next to 
a portrait of their mother 
during her funeral.
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covid controls, and chaotic and inflexible management 
that have left citizens helpless, frustrated and angry.

Shanghai-based photographer Raul Ariano document-
ed the experiences of some of the city’s residents by 
photographing friends and acquaintances remotely 
through video calls. Through journal entries written on 
scraps of paper, and even masks, they shared notes about 
the frustrations of living under lockdown and their 
dreams of a post-pandemic life. The subjects shared their 
stories based on the condition only their first names be 
used due to concerns about security in China.

BY LILY KUO 
AND RAUL ARIANO

Residents in Shanghai have been counting down the 
days until June 1, when authorities will begin lifting strict 
lockdown measures that have left citizens confined at 
home and in quarantine centers for almost two months.

China’s most populous city has become a poster child 
for the drawbacks of the government’s insistence on 
pursuing a zero-covid policy. Residents reported food 
shortages, struggles to get any medical help because of 

The World

MEXICO

Agatha forecast to hit 
Mexico as hurricane

Agatha became the first 
named storm of the Eastern 
Pacific hurricane season 
Saturday, and it is forecast to 
rapidly intensify into a 
hurricane before striking the 
west coast of Mexico on Monday.

Hurricane watches have been 
posted for the southern coast of 
Mexico from Salina Cruz to 
Punta Maldonado. The storm 
could bring torrential rains, 

damaging winds and an ocean 
surge that could inundate 
coastal communities. 
Conditions are expected to 
deteriorate in the hurricane 
watch zone starting Sunday 
night.

— Jason Samenow

Stampede at church leaves at 
least 31 dead in Nigeria: A 
stampede Saturday at a church 
charity event in southern 
Nigeria left 31 people dead and 
seven injured, police said. Many 
of the victims came for the 
annual “Shop for Free” program 

organized by the Kings 
Assembly Pentecostal church in 
Rivers state, police said.

Police fire tear gas at 
protesters in Iran: Iranian riot 
police fired tear gas and shot 
into the air to disperse an angry 
crowd of hundreds of people 
near the site of a building 
collapse in the southwestern city 
of Abadan, online video 
analyzed Saturday showed. A 
report by Iran’s semiofficial Fars 
news agency also acknowledged 
the unrest late Friday over the 
disaster this past week that 

killed at least 29 people, with 
more feared still buried under 
the rubble of the 10-story 
building.

First monkeypox case in 
Ireland confirmed: Ireland has 
confirmed its first case of 
monkeypox. A separate 
suspected case is also being 
investigated and test results are 
awaited, the Health Service 
Executive said in a statement. 
About 20 countries where 
monkeypox is not endemic have 
reported outbreaks of the viral 
disease, with more than 200 

confirmed or suspected 
infections mostly in Europe.

Seized Greek tankers’ crews 
are safe, Iran says: Iran’s state 
maritime body said Saturday 
that the crews of two Greek 
tankers seized by its 
Revolutionary Guard on Friday 
had not been detained and were 
in good health and being cared 
for on board their vessels. 
Iranian forces seized the two 
Greek tankers in the Persian 
Gulf on Friday, shortly after 
Tehran warned that it would 
take “punitive action” against 

Athens over the confiscation of 
Iranian oil by the United States 
from a tanker held off the Greek 
coast earlier in the week.

Floodwaters kill at least 15 in 
China: At least 15 people have 
died in torrential rains across 
southern China, state media 
reported. Eight died in two 
building collapses from 
landslides in Fujian province, 
near China’s east coast, the 
official Xinhua News Agency 
said, citing the Wuping county 
information office.

— From news services

DIGEST

Marooned at home
Portraits of Shanghai’s lockdown

Thirty-fourth day of lockdown:

Just as the saying goes: “a near neighbor is better than a 

distant relative.” Now I finally understand what that means. 

Having someone who is a capable of buying for the group is 

such luck.

— Fei, 28

Anxious, Angry, Depressed, Confused.

Puzzled, Dazed, And Hope!

— Z.Y., 27

A spring wasted to try to defeat mother nature.

A week spent in quarantine in a covid-19 isolation center.

Lights on 24 hours a day, no privacy nor shower. Too much 

noise.

It reminds us that camping as scouts was a luxury in 

comparison.

At least we will leave with determination and a desire to 

reconnect with living.

Maybe it was something that most of us needed: a slap in the 

face to understand that it is time to change.

— Alessandro, 34

The 34th day of the lockdown, I don’t know how many more 

days I will be in lockdown. Many of my friends have left 

Shanghai and China, maybe I should have made a decision to 

go back to Xinjiang, without the least bit of hesitation. 

Anyhow, Shanghai will never be the same after the 

lockdown.

— Junli, 23

I got infected by covid-19 while lining up to get my test done.

I was taken to a quarantine camp for seven days, where I 

slept in a swimming pool converted into a quarantine center 

with 200 other people.

I recovered on my own after a week and was sent back home.

They did not give me even one single pill.

So far I haven’t felt any after effects.

Of course, I’m hoping the lockdown can end as soon as possible.

Because I just really, really want to eat McDonald’s!

— Man Chun Hin, 26

The new kitchenware I ordered recently has yet to arrive. Seems 

like deliveries are resuming slowly. I don’t think I want to eat 

anything that I cook myself, at least for the next half a year.

The floor is dirty, and from some angles, the white dust on 

the floor looks like a layer of gauze.

The weather is looking good through the window, but last 

night I killed a mosquito.

— Alvin, 34
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assnassp.org/actnow

We are members of a club that no one wants to join. Yet, our membership 
keeps growing. 

We are the Principal Recovery Network, a group of school leaders who 
have lived through shootings at each of our schools. We constantly relive 
one of the worst days of our lives because we have taken it upon ourselves 
to reach out to principals who have experienced a shooting at their schools 
and help them navigate a path we all unfortunately have been down. 

The tragedy at Robb Elementary in Uvalde, Texas, was the 27th school 
shooting this year and one of hundreds since the massacre at Columbine 
High School 23 years ago. These horrific acts have compelled us to speak 
out. They compel us to act. 

To every elected leader at every level of government, you have a duty 
to do everything it takes to prevent our kids and educators from being 
murdered in school. Time and time again, we have come to you to prevent 
future shootings. If you don’t act now, this will happen again. 

We beg you. Do something. Do anything. This is a bipartisan issue. 
Protect our students. Protect our educators. Protect our schools. 
Violence extends well beyond our campuses. We ask you to act and to 
do the right thing—protect our communities.

Michael Bennett, former Assistant Principal, 
Columbia High School, East Greenbush, NY

Elizabeth Brown, Principal, 
Forest High School, Ocala, FL

Frank DeAngelis, former Principal, 
Columbine High School, Littleton, CO

Lauren Ford, former Principal, 
Procter R. Hug High School, Reno, NV

Andy Fetchik, former Principal, 
Chardon High School, Chardon, OH

Denise Fredericks, Principal, 
Townville Elementary School, Townville, SC

Kathleen Gombos, Principal, 
Sandy Hook Elementary School, Newtown, CT

Patricia Greer, former Principal, 
Marshall County High School, Benton, KY

Warman Hall, former Principal, 
Aztec High School, Aztec, NM

Jake Heibel, Principal, 
Great Mills High School, Great Mills, MD

Matthew Hicks, former Assistant Principal, 
Noblesville West Middle School, Noblesville, IN

Greg Johnson, Principal, 
West Liberty-Salem High School, West Liberty, OH

Michelle Kefford, Principal, 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, Parkland, FL

Andy McGill, Assistant Principal, 
West Liberty-Salem High School, West Liberty, OH

Kevin Lein, former Principal, 
Harrisburg High School, Harrisburg, SD

Jeff Meisenheimer, Principal, 
Lee’s Summit North High School, Lee’s Summit, MO

George Roberts, former Principal, 
Perry Hall High School, Baltimore, MD

Ryan Rollinger, Principal, 
Harrisburg High School, Harrisburg, SD

Michael Sedlak, former Assistant Principal, 
Chardon High School, Chardon, OH

Ty Thompson, former Principal, 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, Parkland, FL

Stacey Ting, Principal, 
Sparks Middle School, Sparks, NV

The Principal Recovery Network is a program of NASSP
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war in ukraine

BY LOVEDAY MORRIS

WARSAW — Inna, 51, spotted the 
sign as she left the refugee center 
on the edge of Warsaw to go for a 
cigarette: “Help Ukraine! Give tes-
timony!” it read.

“Help us punish the criminals!”
At first she was not sure wheth-

er it was relevant to share what 
happened when her 26-year-old 
son left their home in the Kyiv 
suburb of Irpin in search of water. 
“There were others that suffered 
more,” she explained. “Nobody 
was killed except for the dog.”

But, with the idea that her testi-
mony could be important, she sat 
down to recount her ordeal to a 
researcher with a 46-question 
form.

Three months since Russia be-
gan its assault on Ukraine, efforts 
to document war crimes commit-
ted during the conflict are hur-
tling ahead, both inside and out-
side the country.

As Kyiv investigates a mam-
moth 11,816 suspected incidents, 
prosecutors in neighboring Po-
land have gathered more than 
1,000 testimonies from refugees 
like Inna who could act as witness-
es.

France has deployed an on-the-
ground forensic team with exper-
tise in DNA and ballistics, and 
Lithuanian experts are scouring 
territory in eastern Ukraine. 
Meanwhile, the International 
Criminal Court, or ICC, sent in a 
42-member team, the largest such 
contingent it has ever dispatched.

All together, it amounts to an 
unprecedented endeavor, experts 
say, and it’s happening in real 
time.

In no other conflict has there 
been such a concerted push to lay 
the groundwork for potential war-
crimes trials from the start, said 
Philippe Sands, a law professor at 
University College London who 
was involved in the case against 
Gen. Augusto Pinochet, the Chil-
ean dictator.

But the array of investigations 
— involving more than a dozen 
countries and a slew of interna-
tional and human rights organiza-
tions — has raised concerns about 
duplication and overlap. That 
could result in “tension” between 
national and international bodies 
over jurisdiction, according to 
Sands.

Experts caution, too, that it 
could be years before any high-lev-
el decision-makers are held to ac-
count — if they ever are.

“The crucial question, the one 
that I think we ought to be focus-
ing our attention on, is how do you 
get to the top table?” Sands said. 
It’s one thing to sentence a Rus-
sian soldier for killing a civilian, as 
a Ukrainian court recently did. 
But establishing provable links 
between top officials and the hor-
rors that have unfolded in places 
such as Mariupol and Bucha is 
difficult and time-consuming.

“This raises the specter of a 
situation where, years down the 
line, you’ve prosecuted a number 
of low-grade soldiers or conscripts 
for dreadful things,” Sands said. 
“But the people at the top table, 
who are truly responsible, got off 

scot-free.”
In an exhibition center housing 

more than 5,600 refugees on the 
outskirts of Warsaw, Inna paused 
to compose herself as she tearfully 
described her family’s ordeal in 
Irpin, while a volunteer from the 
Polish government’s Pilecki Insti-
tute for historical research took 
notes.

In the first days of the war, the 
power went out, followed by gas 
and then water. By March 8, the 
water situation was desperate and 
the family had run out of every-
thing they’d stored. Inna’s eldest 
son left to seek help from a neigh-
bor, but he was brought back by 
seven or eight Russian soldiers 
who accused him of spying.

When the family dog, Jimmy, 
went to greet them, a soldier shot 
the dog in the face, said Inna, 
whose last name was withheld for 
security reasons. “His lower jaw 
was destroyed,” she said.

The soldiers refused the fam-
ily’s pleas to put the dog out of its 
misery, she said. Instead, they 
went inside and forced her sons 
and a friend staying with them to 
strip naked and lie down on the 
floor. “They were kept on the floor 
for around two or three hours,” she 
said. Eventually the soldiers left, 
after smashing phones and com-
puters. The next day, the family 
risked the perilous journey out of 
Irpin, leaving behind Jimmy, 
which they couldn’t bring them-
selves to kill.

“Do you remember what they 
were dressed in?” asks the volun-
teer. “Were they in uniform? Did 
you notice any special badges or 
patches.”

“Camouflage,” she answers. She 
can’t remember more. “Can it help 

anything?”
The Pilecki Institute’s Lemkin 

Center is gathering testimony 
both to serve as an oral history of 
the war’s atrocities and, if it might 
relate to a war crime, for referral to 
Poland’s public prosecutor.

The Polish prosecutor’s office 
said it has collected “very signifi-
cant” testimonies from witnesses, 
alongside other evidence such as 
photographs and videos. “These 
activities are ongoing,” the office 
said. “They are extensive in na-
ture. Not a day goes by without us 
reaching new witnesses.”

Poland is one of 18 countries 
that have started their own crimi-
nal investigations into war crimes 
in Ukraine, according to Ukraine’s 
prosecutor general, Iryna 
Venediktova.

In the United States, where the 
State Department has asserted 
that war crimes have been com-
mitted by Russian troops in 

Ukraine, officials have said Wash-
ington could tap into its huge in-
telligence apparatus to assist in-
vestigations.

But with so many investiga-
tions underway, there is risk of 
organizations working at cross 
purposes.

The U.N. special rapporteur on 
extrajudicial, summary or arbi-
trary executions, Morris Tidball-
Binz,  praised the international 
mobilization but urged countries 
and organizations to better coor-
dinate.

“Without coordination of re-
sponsibilities and of efforts be-
tween various bodies, there is a 
considerable risk of overlap and 
duplication to the detriment of the 
effectiveness and efficiency of in-
vestigations,” Tidball-Binz said in 
a news release. “Proper coordina-
tion can also prevent the re-trau-
matisation of victims and witness-
es arising from being interviewed 
multiple times by different inves-
tigators, and ensure that inter-
views fit into the overall investiga-
tive strategy.”

To reduce that risk, the Euro-
pean Union is adjusting the man-
date of Eurojust — the bloc’s agen-
cy for judicial cooperation — to 
allow it to maintain a bank of 
shareable evidence, such as satel-
lite images, DNA profiles, and au-
dio and video recordings.

Poland, Lithuania and Ukraine 
have also signed up to be part of a 
joint investigative team alongside 
the ICC, meaning evidence gath-
ered by prosecutors in any of those 
countries can be shared for na-
tional or international prosecu-
tions. Estonia, Latvia, the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia are also in 
the process of signing up, accord-
ing to Venediktova.

That partnership is key to 
building to what Venediktova de-
scribes as a “judicial front” in the 
war.

But others such as Germany — 
which is now home to 700,000 
Ukrainian refugees and therefore 
many potential witnesses — are 
not coordinating directly, 
Venediktova said.

Always conscious of its own 
dark history, Germany has 
emerged as a hub for war-crimes 
trials in recent years. Using the 
principle of “universal jurisdic-
tion,” which enables prosecution 
of crimes committed in other 
countries, Germany was the first, 
and so far only, nation to try an 
official from the regime of Syrian 
President Bashar al-Assad for 
crimes against humanity. A sec-
ond lower-level official was con-
victed of serving as an accessory. 
In those cases, trials were possible 
because the perpetrators had end-
ed up in Germany.

Germany has opened what it 
calls a “structural investigation” 
into war crimes in Ukraine, and in 
April, two former ministers, Sabi-
ne Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger 
and Gerhart Baum, lodged a crim-
inal complaint against 33 Russian 
officials, urging Germany’s pros-
ecutors to investigate them for 
war crimes.

“We are now urging the pros-
ecutor to come forward very 
quickly, because the ICC is very 
slow,” said Baum,  noting that the 
ICC only just announced warrants 
for three Russian commanders in-
volved in the war in Georgia 14 
years ago.

Ukraine is not party to the stat-
ute that established the ICC, but 
its government has accepted the 
court’s jurisdiction over crimes 

committed on its territory and the 
country’s prosecutor general said 
her office will probably refer some 
cases to The Hague — whose man-
date is to complement, rather than 
replace, national justice systems.

For Ukraine, the ICC’s involve-
ment helps bolster the image of 
objectivity, Venediktova said. It 
also can prosecute cases involving 
graver charges such as genocide 
and crimes against humanity — 
which cover large-scale systemat-
ic attacks, rather than individual 
acts. “What we see in Bucha and 
Irpin, it’s crimes against humani-
ty,” she said. “That’s why for me 
their involvement is very impor-
tant.”

Still, experts say whether any 
high-level officials end up in court 
could depend in large part on the 
political situation in Russia.

While the two former German 
ministers concede that the 
chances of Russian perpetrators 
ending up in Germany is unlikely, 
they said they hope international 
warrants might act as a deterrent 
on the battlefield.

Others disagree. “I don’t think 
that’s the logic the Russians oper-
ate on,” said Andreas Schüller, 
head of the International Crimes 
and Accountability program at the 
European Center for Constitu-
tional and Human Rights. Since 
international sanctions have al-
ready restricted where Russian of-
ficials can go, international war-
rants, for now at least, would be 
symbolic to an extent.

Schüller said his organization, 
which worked extensively on doc-
umenting Syrian war crimes, is 
still sorting out how to be most 
useful on Ukraine. But it is still 
early, he said. What matters for the 
moment is less who is doing work 
on what, but that the documenta-
tion is happening.

While the focus has been on 
Russian war crimes, rights groups 
are also working to document po-
tential war crimes on the Ukraini-
an side, including the treatment of 
prisoners of war.

For Sands — whose 2016 book, 
“East West Street,” traces the intel-
lectual origins of the Nuremberg 
war crimes trials after World War 
II back to the western Ukrainian 
city of Lviv — the key to getting 
more speedily to the “top table” of 
Russian officials revolves around 
prosecution of the lesser-known 
crime of aggression.

The Nuremberg Tribunal con-
sidered it to be the “supreme inter-
national crime” — the crime of 
waging the aggressive act itself. 
That, Sands argues, takes away the 
more difficult task of proving the 
intent of leading figures when it 
comes to atrocities on the battle-
field.

Crimes of aggression are not 
under the jurisdiction of the ICC. 
So Sands has floated the idea of 
setting up an international tribu-
nal to cover the crime. Since he 
wrote about it in a Financial Times 
column in February, the idea has 
taken off. On Thursday, the Euro-
pean Parliament voted for the E.U. 
to act to establish a tribunal.

“As things look right now, what 
are the chances of snaring one of 
the top people? No, it doesn’t look 
likely,” Sands said. But in 1942, 
people would have said the same 
thing, he added. “Of course, three 
years later, you know, Hermann 
Göring was in the dock at Nurem-
berg,” he said of the Nazi military 
leader sentenced to death in 1946 
for war crimes, crimes against hu-
manity and crimes of aggression.

Vanessa Guinan-Bank in Berlin 
contributed to this report.

Hope for justice imbues the vast effort to document war crimes 
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Ukrainian refugees sleep in a hall of the Ptak refugee center in Nadarzyn, Poland, earlier this month. Volunteers from the Pilecki Institute 
regularly visit the facility to interview  witnesses or victims of potential war crimes, such as Inna, below, whose dog was shot in the face.
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coal power. The last-minute 
change sparked international 
criticism and an apology from 
COP26 President Alok Sharma, 
who described the summit’s con-
clusion as “deeply disappoint-
ing.”

Like India, China has also 
raised its annual coal production 
target in recent weeks — by 
80 million tons — while its 
miners broke a one-day output 
record.

India’s coal production is 
widely expected to expand in the 
coming years as the government 
looks to meet surging power 
demand and secure energy inde-
pendence. The country is the 
world’s second-largest coal pro-
ducer behind China, according 
to the International Energy 
Agency, and will contribute the 
largest increase in global coal 
output in absolute tonnage be-
tween 2021 and 2024. About 
80 percent of its coal output 
comes from Coal India, the state-
owned giant.

Speaking publicly this month, 
officials defended their coal pol-
icies as necessary to meet the 
nation’s thirst for electrical pow-
er. The coal minister, Pralhad 
Joshi, predicted that India’s coal 
requirements will double by 
2040. His deputy, Anil Kumar 
Jain, said the government was 
being unfairly blamed — both for 
producing too much and too 
little — and he urged more 
private companies to enter the 
mining business.

“Earlier we were hailed as bad 
boys because we were promoting 
fossil fuel, and now we are in the 
news that we are not supplying 
enough of it,” Jain told reporters.

The country of nearly 1.4 bil-
lion is expected to see its demand 
for electricity more than double 
by 2030, according to the IEA. By 
2050, the agency estimates that 
India will consume 15 times 
more energy for cooling than in 
2018, largely because the number 
of air conditioners in use will 
skyrocket. Even though India is 

building out renewable energy 
sources, it still derives 70 percent 
of its power from coal, an abun-
dant natural resource.

But  Coal India saw its produc-
tion stagnate from 2019 to 2021, 
because of a failure by the gov-
ernment to appoint senior man-
agement and fund mining ex-
pansions, said Anil Swarup, a 
former coal secretary. If any-
thing, he predicted, India will be 
scrambling to increase output.

“The current crisis will per-
haps be managed,” he said. “But 
I’m quite sure this crisis will 
surface again if long-term plan-
ning for ramping up coal produc-
tion is not done.”

This spring showed how In-
dia’s power crunch could be 
further compounded in a world 
that is only getting hotter. Heat 
waves in northern India are 100 
times more likely in the era of 
anthropogenic climate change, 
according to an analysis by Brit-
ain’s national weather service.

Beginning in March, India’s 

power plants, which had already 
been importing less coal because 
of high global commodity prices, 
underestimated how much of the 
fuel they would need to keep in 
stock just as temperatures in 
parts of north India suddenly 
spiked, analysts said. By the end 
of April, government data 
showed that India was consum-
ing 20 percent more electricity 
than in April 2019 — the last 
comparable month before the 
pandemic.

“Nobody anticipated a two-
month-long heat wave across the 
country,” said Swati D’Souza, an 
energy researcher at the Insti-
tute for Energy Economics and 
Financial Analysis, who de-
scribed the government ap-
proach as doubling down on 
both coal and renewables.

The wild card, she said, will be 
extreme climate.

“These events will be a lot 
more frequent than they were in 
the past,” she said. “So we need to 
start preparing for them.”

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE/GETTY IMAGES

A worker loads coal into a rail car last month at the Amrapali mines in northwest India. Energy consumption for cooling skyrocketed 
during a historic heat wave, and officials have approved large increases in coal production to help cover the demand for electricity. 

BY GERRY SHIH

new delhi — Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi has long touted 
his vision of turning India into a 
leader in renewable energy. Re-
cent weeks have revealed a more 
complicated reality.

In the past month, as India 
broiled under a historic heat 
wave and consumed a record 
amount of electricity for cooling, 
the Coal Ministry announced it 
would reopen old mines and 
increase output by 100 million 
tons. As cities went into rolling 
blackouts because of electricity 
shortages, the Power Ministry 
ordered plants that burn import-
ed coal to run at full capacity.

The Environment Ministry 
has given coal mines permission 
to boost production by up to 
50 percent without seeking new 
permits, according to a May 7 
memo. The memo attributed the 
relaxed environmental regula-
tions to “huge pressure on do-
mestic coal supply in the coun-
try” and said “all efforts are 
being made to meet the demand 
of coal.”

The developments highlight 
the persistent, even growing, re-
liance on coal in the world’s 
third-largest emitter of green-
house gases — and one of the 
foremost victims of climate 
change.

Although analysts acknowl-
edge that India faces a genuine 
dilemma in how to meet its 
soaring energy demands, many 
say the government is sending 
mixed policy signals by promot-
ing coal mining and power gen-
eration as it trumpets its green 
ambitions on the international 
stage. In the run-up to the 2015 
Paris climate agreement, Modi 
pledged to install 175 gigawatts 

of renewable energy capacity by 
2022. He later raised that target 
to 450 gigawatts by 2030.

But India has installed less 
than 100 gigawatts of solar and 
wind power so far, and most 
Indian analysts say the 175 giga-
watt goal is beyond reach this 
year.

Had India stuck to its pledge 
on renewables, it would not have 
faced a power shortage this 
spring, according to estimates 
from the Climate Risk Horizons 
consultancy in New Delhi. Even 
on April 29, when Delhi reached 
110 degrees — the second-highest 
temperature for that month in 70 
years — and peak electricity 
demand hit a record high, India 
could have met the need had it 
been on track to install 160 
gigawatts of solar and wind pow-
er by the end of the year, said 
Ashish Fernandes, the consul-
tancy’s chief executive.

“India’s continued support of 
coal mining and power plant 
expansion is worrying,” Fer-
nandes said. “It would be a pity if 
India’s entrenched coal lobby 
forces the government to go slow 
on its energy transition plans, as 
analysis shows that any contin-
ued coal growth will in fact 
undermine India’s renewable en-
ergy targets and climate commit-
ments.”

How India manages its energy 
transition is of paramount im-
portance because of its size and 
rapid growth, say international 
researchers and climate policy 
officials. President Biden’s cli-
mate representative, John F. Ker-
ry, made repeated visits to New 
Delhi last year ahead of the 
COP26 climate conference to 
nudge the Modi government to 
make more ambitious pledges to 
cut coal and reduce emissions, 
with scant results.

In November at the COP26 
meeting, India and China wa-
tered down the language in the 
summit’s final statement, which 
ultimately said participating 
countries pledged to “phase 
down” rather than “phase out” 
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war in ukraine

dispersed. Some went into trench 
lines, other went into homes. One 
abandoned residence still had a 
Christmas tree set up, he recalled. 
Some Russian troops fell back as 
the fighting intensified, and they 
left behind a wounded comrade 
who wailed into the night, Dakota 
said. 

By the end of the second night, 
eight of the 20 volunteers in Dako-
ta’s unit had abandoned their 
posts, he said, including a fellow 
Marine veteran who appeared to 
break his machine gun with a rock 
in the hope of passing it off as 
battle damage. Another feigned 
an injury, he said.

Dakota fought throughout the 
Kyiv region and later was dis-
patched to the south to help train 
others on using the Javelin. On 
one mission, he said, he was un-
able get a lock on a Russian tank 
with a cold thermal signature. 
Then, four men climbed onto the 
hull to sit and smoke. The sight 
locked on their body heat. His 
missile pulverized the vehicle, a 
strike captured on video. 

Russian artillery pounded their 

He put his first semester of 
college on hold so he could fight 
the Russians, saying a “righteous 
indignation” compelled him to go 
for it. He arrived in Ukraine with-
in days of the invasion. Com-
manders were eager, he said, to 
tap his knowledge of U.S. 
manufactured Javelin anti-armor 
weapons, thousands of which 
have been transferred to the 
Ukrainian army.

Dakota’s cohort of foreign vol-
unteers was attached to a Ukraini-
an military unit and brought by 
yellow school bus to Kyiv, from 
which they were sent northwest 
into an embattled town outside 
the capital. It was early March. 
They were issued antitank weap-
ons and Javelin missiles but no 
batteries for the launch unit, he 
said. Without a power source, the 
equipment was inoperable.

Homes were on fire, Dakota 
recalled. His unit gathered for a 
patrol through the woods. A com-
mander motioned with his hand: 
“Everything that way is Russian.” 
Artillery blanketed the area. The 
Ukrainians and their volunteers 

eran, went to Poland to take on a 
quieter but significant role — 
helping to run logistics for refugee 
aid centers and sending crucial 
supplies over the border into 
Ukraine. He has also assisted vol-
unteer networks in reviewing pro-
spective foreign fighters’ military 
records, to assess whether they 
“have the chops . . . to take on a 
massive military,” he said. While 
many do, a common theme is that 
swagger sometimes stands in 
place of relevant experience, he 
noted. He has advised some veter-
ans against going into Ukraine.

“There’s this idea of heroism 
and it’s glorified. I will look at your 
214 and tell you if you’re ready for 
this,” he said, referring to the U.S. 
military’s discharge paperwork, 
DD Form 214, that lists the train-
ing and certifications completed 
while in uniform.

In the Marines, Dakota spent 
four years as an antitank missile 
gunner, according to his service 
record provided by the Marine 
Corps. He never saw combat but 
did spend time in Afghanistan as a 
contractor, he said.

view. “I was asking myself why I 
survived and the others did not.”

A Ukrainian-born man who is a 
naturalized U.S. citizen spoke 
with The Post on the condition he 
be identified only by his radio call 
sign: Texas. He recalled how, early 
in the war, he saw images of his 
hometown on fire and left to join 
the fight two days later.

Texas, who earlier this month 
returned to his home in Houston, 
never served in the military. He 
works in an office. But he’s a quick 
study, he said, and soon was im-
parting lessons learned from his 
American colleagues to the Ukrai-
nians whom he fought alongside 
— things like tactical theories for 
conducting ambushes, and stay-
ing out of sight from Russia’s sur-
veillance drones and vehicle-
mounted optics.

Texas patrolled in hunter-killer 
teams in southern Ukraine, he 
said, including one mission where 
he spotted a T-72 tank dug into a 
berm near Mykolaiv, its turret 
barely visible from more than two 
kilometers away. Texas fired a 
missile and it sliced through the 
tank just next to the turret. A 
success — but the rest of the team 
let out a groan. They wanted to see 
a column of fire propel the tank’s 
turret high into the air.

“It didn’t explode the way we 
wish it would,” said Texas, whose 
lessons were documented in an 
April report by the Wall Street 
Journal. “We were kind of 
bummed about that.”

Life at home lacks the sense of 
purpose and excitement, Texas 
said. He’s mired in divorce pro-
ceedings, initiated before he left 
for Ukraine, and occasionally 
hears from friends who update 
him over text about their success-
ful tank harvests.

In quiet moments, he reflects 
on what he has taken from the 
experience, good and bad. He’s 
more relaxed at work and doesn’t 
stress about small inconveniences 
the way he used to. But something 
is missing, he said, and he is 
tempted every day to get it back.

“Once you see that life-and-
death contrast, and you come 
back to a peaceful life and a peace-
ful job,” he said, “everything 
seems to be less meaningful by 
comparison.”

position a half-hour later, and Da-
kota’s team withdrew under the 
cover of night. About a week later 
he felt nauseated and carsick. He 
was diagnosed with a brain injury 
linked to his proximity to the 
shelling, he said, and left for home 
toward the end of April. He has 
been in recovery ever since.

“It’s not over. It’s not done. It’s 
not finished,” he said.

Other volunteers described dif-
ferent frustrations. Pascal, a vet-
eran of the German army, was on a 
team with Cancel, the American 
killed in combat in late April. 
Problems arose during their first 
mission, he said.

The team suspected their two-
way radios were being monitored 
by Russian forces, and they lacked 
extra batteries, forcing them to 
rely on unsecured cellphones and 
WhatsApp to communicate. Soon 
after they exchanged plans, their 
position was attacked by Russian 
artillery, he said.

The volunteers felt underin-
formed during many of their mis-
sions, not knowing where they 
were — and, vitally, where the 
Russians were, Pascal said. The 
day Cancel was killed, he said, 
they took fire from a position they 
believed to be Ukrainian but 
didn’t have radio communication 
to confirm. Two members of the 
team ventured out to investigate. 
Gunfire sounded, and they never 
returned, he said.

The remaining team members 
came under heavy fire, including 
artillery rounds, from the same 
direction, Pascal said. One team 
member was killed in the shelling. 
Pascal and another volunteer 
turned their attention to Cancel, 
who had be struck by shrapnel, he 
said. They applied tourniquets in 
a fruitless attempt to stop the 
bleeding. Their bodies were left 
behind as Pascal and another sur-
vivor withdrew.

That was Pascal’s last mission. 
He later crossed into Poland. Mil-
ler, the American volunteer, met 
him at a bar in Warsaw and noted 
how shaken up he seemed. They 
stepped outside and Miller con-
soled him, using Google Translate 
to find the right words in German. 
They hugged.

“From the beginning, we had 
no chance,” Pascal said in an inter-

to be like and what they experi-
enced. They recalled going into 
battle underequipped and out-
gunned, the occasional thrill of 
blowing up Russian vehicles, and 
feeling torn over whether to go 
back to Ukraine. Some intend to 
do so. Others saw friends die and 
decided enough is enough.

For several, an inflection point 
came in late April when 22-year-
old Willy Joseph Cancel, another 
Marine Corps veteran, was killed 
in combat northwest of Mykolaiv, 
a region that has seen ferocious 
violence as Russian commanders 
have sought to widen territorial 
gains. The full circumstances sur-
rounding Cancel’s death remain a 
mystery, and his body has not 
been recovered. Attempts to 
speak with Cancel’s family were 
unsuccessful.

There are no known U.S. mili-
tary personnel in Ukraine, and the 
Biden administration has sought 
to discourage American citizens 
from independently joining the 
fight, though it is not against the 
law to do so. Officials have said 
that the battlefield is complex and 
dangerous, and that Americans 
wishing to help the Ukrainian 
cause should look to do so by other 
means. And while the exact num-
ber of Americans volunteering is 
unknown, an estimated 4,000 ex-
pressed interest after the invasion 
in late February. Many entered the 
fight after Ukrainian President 
Volodymyr Zelensky personally 
appealed to foreign volunteers to 
journey there and fight.

Military veterans, in particular, 
have been drawn to the war, em-
boldened by their combat train-
ing and an eagerness to apply 
their skills in a conflict that, for 
many, feels like a struggle of good 
versus evil.

But the conflict also has drawn 
Western military veterans who ei-
ther have never deployed into 
combat previously or have experi-
enced only asymmetrical insur-
gencies — not this type of war, 
with contested airspace, unre-
lenting rocket bombardment, and 
swarms of drones with sophisti-
cated thermal targeting technol-
ogy.

Dane Miller, a U.S. Army vet-

UKRAINE FROM A1

For foreign fighters, a wide gulf between expectations and experiences

MEGAN JELINGER FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

Dakota, a U.S. Marine Corps veteran who fought in Ukraine before suffering a head injury, is now back 
home in Ohio. He said a “righteous indignation” compelled him to fight against the Russian invasion. 

A Russian military court ruled be-
hind closed doors last week that 
115 national guard service mem-
bers were rightfully terminated 
for refusing to participate in the 
invasion. The decision can be ap-
pealed, according to Russian news 
agency Interfax.

On Friday, a local Communist 
Party lawmaker in the Far Eastern 
port city of Vladivostok demanded 
that the Kremlin cease fighting in 
Ukraine and withdraw its forces, 
the Associated Press reported. 
“We understand that if our coun-
try doesn’t stop the military opera-
tion, we’ll have more orphans in 
our country,” Leonid Vasyukevich 
told a legislative meeting.

And Boris Bondarev, a Geneva-
based Russian diplomat, resigned 
from his posting last week, saying 

that he is “so ashamed” of his 
country.

At the same time, Russian na-
tionalists are pushing for greater 
confrontation with Kyiv and the 
West. Last week, a group of Rus-
sian veterans released a statement 
laden with far-right sentiment, in 
which they appealed to Putin and 
his military leaders to dispatch 
more troops to Ukraine and called 
for more advanced weaponry to be 
used.

They also criticized the Kremlin 
for withdrawing troops from key 
battlefields such as Kyiv and 
Chernihiv in April. Moscow 
sought to paint the pullback as a 
good-faith gesture ahead of peace 
talks with Ukraine, but the veter-
ans characterized it as humiliat-
ing.

They were particularly embar-
rassed by the stunning defeat of 
Russian troops near the Siversky 
Donets River earlier this month. 
As many as 485 Russian soldiers 
died, and 80 armored vehicles 
were lost when Ukrainian artillery 
blasted a pontoon bridge, accord-
ing to Ukrainian reports quoted 
by the Institute for the Study of 
War and a forensic study by the 
Atlantic Council.

“The special operation is over!” 
the statement read, using Putin’s 
preferred term for the war. “A full-
blooded war has begun!”

Alexey Muraviev, an expert on 
the Russian military at Australia’s 
Curtin University, said the veter-
ans’ statement carried the weight 
of “battle-hardened specialists” 
who are likely to be frustrated by 

the narratives that portray the 
Russian military as inept.

They are accusing the Kremlin 
of showing a “complete lack of 
professional competence,” Mura-
viev said.

Tatiana Stanovaya, the Paris-
based head of the R. Politik politi-
cal consultancy, recently wrote on 
her Telegram channel that Putin is 
“stuck between two worlds” in 
that he can neither crush Ukraine 
nor retreat with his reputation 
intact.

“Everyone has already forgot-
ten that Putin was once called a 
president of half-measures,” 
Stanovaya said. “Of course, every-
one is unhappy.”

Peter Bejger and Liz Sly contributed to 
this report.

BY AMY CHENG

Russian President Vladimir Pu-
tin has made it clear that he will 
not tolerate criticism of his assault 
on Ukraine. Russians who de-
scribe his “special military opera-
tion” as an invasion may be im-
prisoned for up to 15 years, and 
dissenters have been punished for 
speaking out. But as the war enters 
its fourth month, disapproval is 
increasingly bubbling to the sur-
face — from war hawks who argue 
the Kremlin has been insufficient-

ly aggressive to officials who don’t 
want to be part of the bloodshed.

Putin’s early attempt to blitz 
Ukraine’s major cities failed, and 
the war has morphed into a pro-
tracted conflict that may have 
claimed the lives of as many Rus-
sian soldiers as the Soviet Union’s 
nine-year war in Afghanistan, 
Britain’s Defense Ministry said 
this past week. Moscow has tried 
to downplay these losses, but the 
battlefield setbacks have raised 
questions.

Signs of resistance are growing. 

In Russia, criticism of war 
bubbles up from all sides
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BY ADELA SULIMAN

london — Queen Elizabeth II 
has spent a lifetime in the public 
eye and is among the most photo-
graphed people in the world. This 
weekend, Brits are being  treated 
to rare home movies and previ-
ously unseen images — many shot 
herself and by her family — in a 
documentary airing Sunday on 
the BBC to celebrate 70 years of 
her reign.

Elizabeth, 96, is seen as a baby 
pushed in a stroller by her mother 
and later playing with her father, 
King George VI, in Windsor as she 
falls off a chair in the garden. In 

another clip, she wades through 
lochs near Balmoral with her 
sister, Margaret, and a corgi. The 
film also shows the young prin-
cess staring lovingly at her en-
gagement ring shortly after 
Prince Philip proposed.

“Cameras have always been a 
part of our lives,” Elizabeth says in 
a message recorded at Windsor 
Castle for the 75-minute BBC film 
“Elizabeth: The Unseen Queen.”

“Like many families, my par-
ents wanted to keep a record of 
our precious moments together. 
And when it was our turn with 
our own family, we did the same,” 
she told the BBC.

“I always enjoyed capturing 
family moments,” the monarch 
continues. “Private photos can 
often show the fun behind the 
formality.”

Elizabeth has made fewer pub-
lic appearances in recent months, 
with health problems ranging 
from a sprained back to a covid 
episode. An overnight stay in a 
hospital last year also prompted 
serious concerns about the nona-
genarian’s health. She has since 
made a number of virtual appear-
ances and has been seen in public 
using a cane, with Buckingham 
Palace citing sporadic “mobility 
issues.”

Earlier in May, she missed the 
opening of Parliament, one of the 
most important dates on the roy-
al calendar, leaving her son and 
heir, Prince Charles, to stand in. 

However, ahead of her Plati-
num Jubilee celebrations, the 
monarch has attended a royal 
horse show, where she cheerily 
smiled and waved to the crowd 
before she was given a standing 
ovation. Elizabeth also made an 
appearance for the opening of 
London’s newest subway line, 
which is named after her and 
aims to transform the city for 
commuters and visitors.

The Platinum Jubilee celebra-

tions will take place over four 
days starting Thursday, and 
Union Jack flags and bunting 
already adorn train stations and 
parks as people rush to buy mem-
orabilia for the impending pomp. 
Thousands are expected to flock 
to Buckingham Palace to watch 
parades and a concert while try-
ing to catch a glimpse of the 
monarch and her family on the 
balcony.

The BBC film will be shown in 
the United Kingdom this week-
end, but it’s unclear whether it 
will be shown later in the United 
States.

“The production team were 

under no illusion quite how spe-
cial having access to this very 
personal archive was,” said Claire 
Popplewell, creative director for 
BBC Studios Events Productions, 
according to the broadcaster. “Al-
lowing the queen to tell us her 
own story is the very heart of this 
film.”

In the documentary, Elizabeth 
reflects on the photos and foot-
age: “You always hope that future 
generations will find them inter-
esting, and perhaps be surprised 
that you too were young once.”

Karla Adam contributed to this 
report.

Queen Elizabeth II shares rare home movie footage of ‘precious moments’

ADRIAN DENNIS/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE/GETTY IMAGES

Signature red London buses pass beneath British  flags strung across Regent Street in the city center  last week to commemorate Queen 
Elizabeth II’s Platinum Jubilee.  Four days of celebrations are planned starting Thursday to mark the monarch’s 70 years on the throne.
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TOP: An image taken from video in the BBC documentary 
“Elizabeth: The Unseen Queen” shows Princess Margaret, left, and 
Princess Elizabeth with their father, King George VI, aboard the 
HMS Vanguard in 1947. The film airs  Sunday in Britain. ABOVE: 
Also from the documentary, an image from 1946 shows Elizabeth 
admiring her new engagement ring  after Prince Philip’s proposal.
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Other factors that could constrict 
supplies and push up prices lie 
beyond the control of the central 
bank, including fallout from the 
war in Ukraine and harsh lock-
downs in China to arrest the 
spread of the coronavirus.

Over the past year, the prices of 
durable goods have risen by 
14 percent while the cost of ser-
vices has increased 5.4 percent, 
according to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics.

A shift to higher services spend-
ing might also reshape demand 
for labor. During the pandemic, 
the goods producing and trans-
porting sectors have outshone 
services. The online retail surge 
added almost 675,000 warehouse 
workers. Factory employment has 
just about regained its February 
2020 level while employment in 
industries with direct consumer 
interaction, such as hotels and 
restaurants, remains depressed.

Almost 1.5 million leisure and 
hospitality jobs that existed in 
February 2020 have vanished, ac-
cording to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. The Federal Reserve is 
expected to continue raising in-
terest rates by half a point at each 
of its next two meetings in a bid to 
slow consumer price increases. 
With almost two job openings for 
every seeker, there is room to cool 
business hiring without eliminat-
ing existing positions.

“There will be a rebalancing of 
demand for workers. But I don’t 
necessarily look for large layoffs,” 
Bostjancic said. Indeed, the shift 
in consumer preferences has been 
gradual.

Even as consumers change 
their buying plans, Target is or-
dering earlier than usual to make 
sure it has the right goods in stock 
to satisfy demand several months 
from now. Such precautionary or-
dering, designed to stay ahead of 
congested supply chains, helps 
keep them congested.

In Las Vegas, meanwhile, 
Parikh is waiting for the conven-
tion crowds to return. While 
monthly tourist traffic is about 
10 percent below 2019 levels, at-
tendance at industry conventions 
remains more than 40 percent 
lower than three years ago, ac-
cording to the Las Vegas Conven-
tion and Visitors Authority.

“We want that convention traf-
fic to come back,” said Parikh, who 
expects to break even this year 
before returning to profitability in 
2023.

California, which tracks vessels 
entering the top import gateway 
in the country.

Given the lag between when 
American companies place orders 
for imports and when the goods 
arrive in Southern California, it is 
not clear these changes reflect 
shifting consumer tastes, accord-
ing to Gene Seroka, executive di-
rector of the port. Goods arriving 
in Los Angeles this week were 
ordered three to four months ago, 
he said.

But Seroka does anticipate an 
easing of import volumes this 
year. At some point, accelerated 
goods purchases exhaust poten-
tial demand. Consumers who 
bought a new refrigerator or re-
modeled their homes last year will 
not do that again this year. “You 
will see a little bit of a leveling, 
maybe a tempering, of imports 
and then more into the services 
sector,” he said.

That kind of shift could con-
tribute to an easing of inflationary 
supply chain disruptions that the 
Powell says have been “larger and 
longer-lasting than anticipated.” 

be starting to affect supply chains. 
Demand for trucking has dropped 
by about a third since the begin-
ning of March, though it remains 
elevated, according to the market 
demand index at Truckstop.com.

Jason Hilsenbeck, president of 
Load Match, an equipment clear-
inghouse in Illinois, said the drop 
in demand is hitting new entrants 
to the short-haul trucking busi-
ness. More than 2,500 new opera-
tions with one to two people en-
tered the market since early 2021, 
hoping to capitalize on elevated 
freight demand, he said.

“The small trucking companies 
who made a killing last year on the 
high-paying spot market are the 
first not to have loads when the 
freight volumes come down,” 
Hilsenbeck said in an email.

The number of imported ship-
ping containers reaching the Port 
of Los Angeles has been below its 
figure last year for seven straight 
weeks. On Friday, the backlog of 
container ships loitering offshore 
numbered 25, down from a record 
of 109 in January, according to the 
Marine Exchange of Southern 

would ease.
That has not happened. Execu-

tives at Target had expected some 
of the froth in consumer demand 
to taper off this year with the 
waning of stimulus dollars. But 
the speed and extent of the shift 
caught them flat-footed.

The retailer ended up with too 
much of some goods, especially 
bulky items like televisions and 
appliances, and not enough of 
others. Suddenly hot were items 
like trendy fashions for people 
resuming their social lives, as well 
as sunscreen and cosmetics for 
travelers, executives told analysts 
this month.

The company opted to cut pric-
es on surplus goods, which eased 
its inventory backlog at the ex-
pense of quarterly profits. “While 
we anticipated a post-stimulus 
slowdown” and “we expect the 
consumer to continue refocusing 
their spending away from goods 
and into services,” said chief exec-
utive Brian Cornell, “we didn’t 
anticipate the magnitude of that 
shift.”

The new consumer mood may 

at home.
This goods boom and services 

bust reversed the usual pattern of 
consumer behavior during a re-
cession. Tough times typically 
prompt people to postpone pur-
chases of big-ticket items. But in-
stead, with millions of Americans 
working from home, dry cleaners 
and hotels suffered while online 
orders soared.

Multiple rounds of federal 
stimulus, combined with the easy 
money policies of the central 
bank, helped support consump-
tion while the economy healed. 
Over the past year, as the unem-
ployment rate steadily dropped, 
ample job opportunities fueled 
continued spending on goods.

Much of what Americans 
bought came from overseas facto-
ries, particularly in China, and 
clogged global supply chains. By 
last spring, the collision between 
surging demand and constricted 
supply was pushing prices up. At 
the Federal Reserve, Chair Jerome 
H. Powell said for most of 2021 
that the supply snarls would 
prove temporary and prices 

data adjusted for inflation from 
Flexport, a freight forwarder. A 
separate metric cited by Goldman 
Sachs shows goods consumption 
about 5 percent higher from be-
fore the pandemic, down from a 
peak gap of 15 percent.

“We are just in the early stages 
of seeing the rotation of consumer 
spending from goods to services. 
As time goes on, you are going to 
see more of that. Food services are 
quite strong. Travel is picking up, 
airfares and hotel occupancy,” 
said Kathy Bostjancic, chief U.S. 
economist at Oxford Economics. 
“The consumer is looking more to 
services spending, especially with 
spring and summer upon us.”

The shift toward services, re-
flecting consumers thirsty to re-
sume their previous lifestyles, is 
good news and not just for busi-
ness owners like Parikh. It also 
could ease pressure on stressed 
supply chains and help the Feder-
al Reserve in its campaign to cool 
inflation.

The change is evident through-
out the economy. Retail sales in 
April were up 8 percent from a 
year earlier, according to the ad-
vance estimate from the Com-
merce Department, which does 
not take inflation into account. 
But spending at restaurants and 
bars jumped nearly 20 percent. In 
March, spending on services ad-
justed for inflation hit a record 
$8.6 trillion, topping the previous 
mark set in February 2020.

Hotelier Marriott said global 
room demand from leisure travel-
ers in the first quarter was 10 per-
cent above 2019 bookings. And 
Southwest Airlines said its quar-
terly operating revenue by the end 
of June will top levels before the 
pandemic.

But Target, one of the largest 
retailers in the country, was 
caught off guard in recent weeks 
as consumer preferences abruptly 
shifted, leaving it with a mountain 
of products like appliances and 
televisions that it was forced to 
discount.

“Are we back to normal? No. 
Are we headed back to normal? 
Yes,” said Chris Rogers, principal 
supply chain economist for Flex-
port in London.

From the outset of the pandem-
ic, Americans trapped at home 
took solace in buying things. 
Things to use at home. Things to 
improve the home. Things to wear 

CONSUMERS FROM A1

Consumer spending shift to services may help ease supply chain, inflation woes

JOHN LOCHER/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Visitors pass outside the Venetian hotel in Las Vegas. Consumers are now traveling and dining out like they did before the pandemic. 
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I
n the two years since George Floyd’s 
murder by Minneapolis police 
sparked nationwide calls for re-
forms in law enforcement, there has 

been a wide gap between federal rheto-
ric and action. That gap closed in a 
small but meaningful way this past 
week, when President Biden signed an 
executive order that raises the bar for 
what policing in the United States 
should look like. But whether the order 
achieves its transformative potential 
depends on what happens next.

The executive order requires all fed-
eral law enforcement agencies to create 
policies consistent with the Justice 
Department’s recently revised use-of-
force policy, which reintroduces the 
sensible but often ignored principle 
that force is unreasonable unless it is 
necessary. And unlike an earlier draft 
that was leaked in January, this order 
applies not just to deadly force  but all 
force.

It also goes further than most state or 
local no-knock entry reforms by requir-
ing all law enforcement agencies to 
adhere to another new Justice Depart-
ment policy that makes it nearly impos-
sible to use the dangerous drug-war-era 
rationale of preventing evidence de-
struction to justify no-knocks. 

The executive order further requires 
that all federal agents receive training 
in both de-escalating force and peer 
intervention — a commitment that 
moves beyond merely ordering officers 
to prevent their colleagues from com-
mitting unnecessary harm.

Biden’s order signals the administra-
tion’s recognition that we rely too 
heavily on police to meet community 
safety needs, and have been blind to the 
harms of doing so. It directs the attor-
ney general to provide guidance and 
resources to communities for develop-
ing alternatives to a police response to 
persons in mental health crisis. It also 
requires the Department of Health and 
Human Services to undertake an un-
precedented review of the health effects 
on communities of police violence.

The order resisted truly inexcusable 
attempts by some law enforcement 
groups to pretend that institutionalized 
racism has no bearing on policing in the 
United States. It emphasizes the impor-
tance of acknowledging the legacy of 
systemic racism in the criminal legal 
system, as well as other U.S. institu-
tions, and the need to reduce not just 
intentional discrimination but dispari-
ties that endure. It addresses explicit 
bigotry in law enforcement as well, 
requiring the development of screening 
tools to ensure that law enforcement 
agencies do not hire or retain people 
who promote white supremacy.

Some of the wonkiest provisions in 
the executive order are among the most 
potentially transformative. The order 
requires the development of a police 
accountability database and a use-of-
force database, and incentives to local 
agencies to both use and input informa-
tion into those systems. The databases 
contemplated are far too limited, but 
the infrastructure and norms they cre-
ate hold promise. The order requires a 
study of the racial and other impacts of 
facial recognition technology and the 
use of predictive algorithms. In what 
might turn out to be the biggest lift, the 
order requires the creation of standards 
for entities to accredit law enforcement 
agencies, and incentives to agencies to 
become accredited.

Collectively, the requirements in the 
10,000-word executive order have the 
potential to change policing norms in 
significant ways. But none of it is 
self-executing — it is, in the end, just 
words on a page. It will take an 
enormous amount of effort and focus, 
particularly by Attorney General Mer-
rick Garland and the Justice Depart-
ment, but by other federal agencies as 
well, to ensure that the mandated 
guidance, studies, grants, task forces 
and databases are not only created but 
remain faithful to the goals of the 
executive order. And that is going to 
require advocates to keep persistent 
pressure on the government.

To be clear, even if fully implemented, 
this executive order is far from suffi-
cient to remake policing as is necessary. 
For one thing, an executive order is not 
legislation. This means, for example, 
that those of us who support modifying 
qualified immunity for officials accused 
of violating a plaintiff ’s rights, or creat-
ing direct municipal liability for police 
misconduct, must still push Congress to 
pass the necessary laws. An even bigger 
limitation is that while the executive 
branch can provide state and local 
governments support and incentives to 
reduce the harms of policing, it cannot 
direct them to do so. The bulk of that 
work must continue to be done in cities, 
counties and states across the country.

Nevertheless, this order offers the 
opportunity — finally — for broad, 
meaningful changes in how policing 
operates in the United States. Now, the 
task is to keep our eye on the ball to 
make sure the administration follows 
through on this promise.

CHRISTY E. LOPEZ

Biden’s order 
is just a start 
on police 
reform

C
ongratulations, graduating seniors! After 
years of effort and anticipation, you are 
officially moving to the next stage of life, via a 
piece of paper as flimsy as it is significant: the 

thank-you note.
That diploma is nice, too. You might even want to 

get it framed. It shows you were a competent student 
who completed the requirements set forth by your 
institution. But writing a real thank-you note shows 
you can express gratitude, which is one of the 
requirements of being a competent adult.

Yes, I said a “real” thank-you note. A store-bought 
card, preprinted with “Thank You” on the front and 
inscribed with a single fill-in-the-blank sentence, 
might be better than no acknowledgment of a gift. At 
least the writer went to the trouble to find a pen.

But “Thank you for the nice [present]” barely 
earns a passing grade — and only because current 
standards have fallen so low. It’s like grade inflation 
but for manners.

So what’s a real thank-you note, and how do you 
write one? I’m glad you asked. “It’s Never Too Late to 
Learn a Skill You Should Already Have” happens to 
be the title of the commencement address no one has 
asked me to give.

There are three simple rules:
(1) A real thank-you note is from a real person. It 

should not sound robotic or formulaic. It should be a 
little weird, a little particular, a little you. Every 
personality, even yours, has a corresponding syntac-
tic representation. The enthusiastic exclaimer! Per-
haps the hesitant questioner? The chit-chatter, 

whose thoughts and feelings overflow the bounds of 
typical sentence length, with dependent clauses and 
prepositional phrases dotted about here and there 
like eddies in the great flow of meaning. The taciturn.

(2) A real thank-you note is to a real person. 
Presumably you have some sort of relationship with 
the individual who was thoughtful enough to give 
you a gift in honor of your graduation. Check your 
note. Does it read as if you believe the gift arrived 
from a kind stranger? Or do you take the time to refer 
to your history or future with the gift giver, or to 
some quality of theirs that you value?

It’s ultimately their generosity that you must zero 
in on, though, which brings us to the final hallmark 
of a real thank-you note.

(3) A real thank-you note expresses gratitude. 
Naturally, you think, or well, duh   — whichever your 
personality dictates. But expressing true gratitude 
involves more than saying “thank you.” It involves 
articulating what you’re thankful for and why, which 
means you have to figure that out.

This is not always easy. Perhaps you find disap-
pointing the dollar amount of the check you have 
received. Perhaps the article of clothing you have 
unwrapped matches another, unworn article of 
clothing from a matching aunt. Perhaps you have 
been given the last hard-sided briefcase that a 
member of Gen Z will ever be expected to carry. 
Perhaps you never could stand the pushy cheerlead-
ing of “Oh, the Places You’ll Go!” and now you have 
three copies. Oh, the doggerel you’ll donate!

Well, my young friend, this is your moment. This is 

when you muster your inner grown-up and stare 
hard enough at the fancy pen in its fancy case to see 
the effort another human being has made on your 
behalf. It’s true you’re basically a texter and you’ll 
never write a check in your life, but the pen is 
pleasingly heavy, and its quiet elegance reminds you 
a little of your grandmother and the gold bracelet she 
always wears. Some of your friends don’t even have 
grandmothers, or they have an ungenerous variety, 
and yours has always been sweet to you, whatever 
issues she might have had with your mom.

You get the general idea. The particulars, I’m sorry 
to say, are up to you. One tip: Don’t start with “Thank 
you for the _______.” It’s not wrong, but it will plop 
you right into the plodding rhythm of the rote note. 
Start with “Guess what I just opened!” Start with 
“You always come through for me.” Start with “I 
know just what I’m going to do with your hard-
earned cash.” Start with “I hope you’ve recovered 
from the covid you caught at commencement.” Start 
literally anywhere else, and you’ll find it’s easier to 
get where you’re going.

Which is a place of gratitude. A gift says, “I care for 
you,” and a thank-you note says, “I am grateful for 
that care.” It’s not just an expression of gratitude; it’s 
a practice of gratitude, a way for you to stop and 
acknowledge your good fortune. Feel it and strive to 
make someone else feel that you do. Then you’ll have 
made a real thank-you note and a truly significant 
piece of paper.

Whoever receives it might even want to get it 
framed.

KATE COHEN

Dear grads: This is how to write
a real thank-you note

ELLEN WEINSTEIN FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

after Tuesday’s massacre, “The idea that an 18-year-old 
kid can walk into a gun store and buy two assault 
weapons is just wrong.” Indeed, even President Donald 
Trump, in the aftermath of the Parkland shooting, called 
for raising the minimum purchase age to 21. “Raise age 
to 21 and end sale of Bump Stocks! Congress is in a mood 
to finally do something on this issue — I hope!” he 
tweeted after meeting with Parkland students.

Basic neuroscience supports the notion of limiting 
the sale of lethal weapons to the young. Prefrontal 
cortexes, responsible for impulse control, don’t finish 
developing until the mid-20s. In the meantime, young 
people are more susceptible to acting on anger and 

W
hy do we let children buy guns? They can’t 
purchase alcohol or cigarettes in this country 
until age 21. But deadly weapons? Under 
federal law, you need to wait until 21 to get a 

handgun, although there are easy ways around that 
restriction. If you’re 18 and want a semiautomatic 
assault rifle? No problem, except for a handful of states 
with stricter rules — and those are being challenged in 
court as unconstitutional.

The back-to-back massacres of the past two weeks 
underscore the insanity of this approach. In Uvalde, Tex., 
Salvador Ramos bought two assault rifles and 
375 rounds of ammunition just after turning 18 earlier 
this month. On Tuesday, he opened fire at Robb Elemen-
tary School, killing 19 students and two teachers.

Ten days earlier, Payton Gendron, also 18, allegedly 
killed 10 people at a Buffalo supermarket with a legally 
purchased Bushmaster semiautomatic.

Their young ages are sadly typical. In 1999, Eric 
Harris, 18, and Dylan Klebold, 17, murdered 12 students 
and a teacher at Columbine High School in Littleton, 
Colo. In 2012, Adam Lanza, 20, killed his mother, then 
headed to Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, 
Conn., where he fatally shot 20 children and six adults 
before killing himself. Nineteen-year-old Nikolas Cruz 
killed 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School in Parkland, Fla., in 2018. Dylann Roof was barely 
21 when he murdered nine people during a Bible study 
meeting at a Charleston, S.C., church.

Raising the minimum age for gun purchases wouldn’t 
solve the problem — not in a country with more guns 
than citizens. In the Sandy Hook shooting, Lanza used 
guns his mother had bought legally. Harris and Klebold 
persuaded an older friend to purchase some of the guns 
they used at Columbine. But in Uvalde, Buffalo and 
Parkland, the killings were carried out with guns that 
were legally purchased by the shooters themselves. 
What rational society allows that?

And although not all mass killers are young — the 
average age is 33, according to the Rockefeller Institute 
of Government — the tragic fact is that the perpetrators 
of school shootings tend to be young, current or former 
students. A Post database of all school shootings found 
that the median age of the shooters is 16.

As President Biden put it in his remarks to the nation 

aggression. Crime statistics bear that out. According to 
the Giffords Law Center, 18- to 20-year-olds account for 4 
percent of the U.S. population but 17 percent of known 
homicide offenders.

There ought to be a law — specifically a federal law. 
The current system is riddled with loopholes. The rule 
restricting handgun purchases to those 21 or older 
applies only to federally licensed dealers. Private sales — 
remember the gun show loophole? — aren’t covered.

The 18-year-old minimum age for purchases of long 
guns also applies only to sales by licensed dealers, 
meaning that buyers even younger can get such weap-
ons in the 17 states that do not set a minimum age for 
buying long guns.

Senate Democrats — Cory Booker (N.J.), Robert 
Menendez (N.J.) and Richard Blumenthal (Conn.) — 
have proposed a broader federal licensing bill that 
would impose a minimum age of 21 for all firearms 
purchases. Don’t hold your breath.

In the aftermath of the Parkland shootings, Florida 
adopted such a rule. But only five other states — 
California, Hawaii, Illinois, Vermont and Washington — 
require that buyers of some or all long guns, including 
assault weapons, be at least 21.

And those laws, as my colleague Charles Lane recently 
observed, are under assault in the federal courts. The 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit heard oral 
arguments in March in the National Rifle Association’s 
challenge to the Florida law.

Just two weeks ago, a divided panel of the 9th Circuit 
struck down California’s ban on the sale of semiautomat-
ic rifles to anyone under 21.

The opinion, by Trump appointee Ryan D. Nelson, 
opened with a paean to Colonial-era youths. “America 
would not exist without the heroism of the young adults 
who fought and died in our revolutionary army,” he 
wrote, joined by fellow Trump appointee Kenneth Lee. 
“Today we reaffirm that our Constitution still protects 
the right that enabled their sacrifice: the right of young 
adults to keep and bear arms.”

Seriously? Tell that to the parents of the dead fourth-
graders in Uvalde. This isn’t about who could carry 
muskets back then. It’s about who has access to deadly 
weaponry today, guns more lethal than the authors of 
the Second Amendment could ever have imagined.

RUTH MARCUS

Why do we let children buy firearms?

BRANDON BELL/GETTY IMAGES

A young attendee at the NRA’s annual convention in 
Houston examines a rifle on display Friday.
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“P
LEASE SEND the police 
now.” That was the desperate 
call to 911 from a fourth-
grade girl inside a classroom 

at the Robb Elementary School, where a 
gunman had opened fire. It was one of 
more than half a dozen calls, at least two 
from students, made to 911 over 78 min-
utes. They described the unfolding hor-
ror and begged for help. As many as 
19 police officers were gathered in the 
school’s hallway, but for more than 
45 minutes no effort was made to breach 
the classroom door. The incident com-
mander believed the gunman had barri-
caded himself in the room and that no 
more children were at risk.

“It was the wrong decision, period,” said 
Texas Department of Public Safety Direc-
tor Steven McCraw. On Friday, the state’s 
top law enforcement official provided the 
most detailed — and damning — account 
of police response to this past Tuesday’s 
massacre in Uvalde, Tex., in which 19 chil-
dren and two teachers were killed. The 
new timeline confirmed doubts that had 
grown about the actions of police as it 

became clear that their initial accounts 
were riddled with discrepancies. It also 
exploded the trope, so frequently offered 
by opponents to stricter firearm laws, that 
the best protection from mass shootings is 
“a good guy with a gun.”

There are still questions to be an-
swered. Foremost: Did children die who 
could have been saved if police had acted 
differently?

But outrage over police actions — or, in 
this case, inaction — should not take the 
focus off the fact that the central issue 
this country must confront, if it is to 
prevent these kinds of atrocities, is guns. 
Too many and too often in the hands of 
the wrong people. Yes, it appears that 
people in Uvalde made mistakes. The 
incident commander who misjudged the 
situation, the teacher who propped open 
the door that the gunman used to enter 
the school, the school resource officer 
who drove right by the suspect in pursuit 
of the wrong person will all no doubt 
wish they had acted differently. But they 
are human and — despite the myth — 
training or preparation can never elimi-

nate the possibility of human judgment 
errors in a life-or-death situation.

We have come to view mass shootings 
as inevitable, drilling our children to 
look for the best place to hide and 
expecting our teachers to be the last line 
of defense. The gunman who shot up the 
school bought two AR-15-style rifles 
shortly after turning 18. He had 
1,657 rounds of ammunition on him be-
fore he was killed. That’s madness, and 
that’s something we can try to fix with 
common-sense gun law reform. Like 
strengthened background checks. Like 
banning assault weapons. Like raising 
the age to purchase a rifle to 21, the same 
that now exists for handguns.

A small group of Republican and Dem-
ocratic senators are working over this 
holiday weekend in an effort, seemingly 
blessed by Majority Leader Charles 
E. Schumer (D-N.Y.) and Minority Leader 
Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), to try to ham-
mer out a compromise on new gun laws. 
They owe the children and teachers of 
Uvalde more than their thoughts and 
prayers.

Keep the focus on guns
Police mistakes in Uvalde should not distract from the central issue.

K
ATIE CURRAN O’MALLEY, 
Maryland’s former first lady and 
also the daughter of the state’s 
longest-serving attorney gener-

al, is political royalty in the Free State. 
But having spent a decade as a Baltimore 
prosecutor and another 20 years there 
as a district court judge, she has never 
acted the part in any traditional sense. 
Rather, Ms. O’Malley has handled practi-
cally everything that passes through the 
doors of a big-city courthouse, from 
white-collar crime to murder, domestic 
violence and truancy — an array of 
real-world experience, centered on 
struggling victims and offenders, that 
would give her an unusually broad 
perspective on the job she now seeks, as 
Maryland’s attorney general. We en-
dorse her in the Democratic primary on 
July 19.

Across the United States, just a hand-
ful of state attorneys general are women, 
and fewer still are women who have 
served on the bench, let alone for the 
span of time Ms. O’Malley has. She has 
earned praise as balanced, compassion-
ate, energetic and hands-on. For years 
she went the extra mile, volunteering 
weekly to work one-on-one with preteen 

children skipping school in Baltimore. 
She was the only one of the city’s district 
court judges to do so.

There was nothing remotely political 
about that work. In fact, as a judge she 
was barred from partisan activity alto-
gether. Yet she is no stranger to politics, 
having grown up as the daughter of a 
prominent Democratic politician, for-
mer attorney general J. Joseph Curran 
Jr., and spent a chunk of her adult life as 
the wife of another, Martin O’Malley (D), 
who was governor of Maryland and 
mayor of Baltimore.

She showed spine as an advocate for 
state legislation legalizing same-sex mar-
riage, a cause she embraced, many be-
lieved, more passionately than her hus-
band did initially. The measure passed 
and was narrowly approved at referen-
dum by Maryland voters, in 2012, three 
years before the Supreme Court issued a 
blanket ruling permitting same-sex cou-
ples to marry.

In the job of attorney general, held for 
the past eight years by Democrat Brian 
E. Frosh, who is retiring, Ms. O’Malley 
would pursue an unusually detailed, 
aggressive and wide-ranging agenda. As 
supervisor of an office whose staff 

includes 450 lawyers, she would focus 
on surging violent crime, particularly in 
Baltimore, whose per capita homicide 
rate is second only to St. Louis.

Her platform advocates tough mea-
sures to grapple with gun crimes, includ-
ing by pushing to enable victims of gun 
violence to sue firearms manufacturers. 
She has sensible proposals to prioritize 
environmental protection, by going after 
polluters and ensuring the state hits its 
targets for reducing harmful emissions. 
Building on her experience as the top 
economic crimes prosecutor in Balti-
more, before she became a judge, she has 
pledged investigations of coronavirus 
testing firms that have defrauded Mary-
landers and corporations that defraud 
the elderly.

Ms. O’Malley’s primary opponent, 
Rep. Anthony G. Brown, who will leave 
Congress after six years, is an honest, 
intelligent public servant; he would also 
make an able attorney general. But his 
experience, which includes eight years 
as lieutenant governor, is that of a 
conventional politician. Ms. O’Malley, 
having been in judicial trenches, would 
bring to the role a broader, fresher, 
people-oriented view.

Energetic and hands-on
The Post endorses Ms. O’Malley for  attorney general of Maryland.

G
EORGE FLOYD’S murder by a 
Minneapolis police officer two 
years ago triggered national de-
bates on all the ways in which the 

United States has not fully come to terms 
with its history of slavery and racial 
oppression. With that came long-overdue 
reconsideration of the myriad statues, 
university buildings, street names and 
other monuments to ex-Confederates in 
U.S. public spaces — and, perhaps most 
inappropriately of all, the U.S. military. 
Nine Army installations in Southern 
states — including iconic bases such as 
Fort Benning in Georgia or Fort Polk in 
Louisiana — memorialize rebel officers. 
They were named during the first half of 
the 20th century, often as misplaced 
gestures of North-South “reconciliation.” 
In fact, those who took up arms against 
their own nation to defend slavery de-
serve no pride of place.

Then-President Donald Trump ob-
jected to redesignating the bases when 
the idea gained traction in 2020, tweet-
ing: “These Monumental and very Pow-
erful Bases have become part of a Great 
American Heritage, and a history of 
Winning, Victory, and Freedom.” Con-
gress, fortunately, took a more thought-
ful approach. The bipartisan 2021 de-
fense authorization bill — a law passed 
near the end of Mr. Trump’s term that he 
dared not veto — established a commis-
sion to come up with a plan for scrub-
bing the Confederate stain.

For 17 months, the commission has 
been studying the matter and discussing 
it with a broad spectrum of interested 
Americans, including those who live 
near the affected bases. On Tuesday, the 
eight-member panel produced recom-
mendations for nine Southern bases. 
The commission proposes, for the first 
time, naming bases for Latino, Black, 
Indigenous and female heroes of Ameri-

can military history. The commission 
would rename Fort Gordon, Ga., for one 
already famous figure — former presi-
dent and five-star general Dwight 
D. Eisenhower. Yet it also recognized 
too-often neglected spouses and chil-
dren of service members by proposing 
that Fort Benning be jointly renamed for 
Vietnam War hero Lt. Gen. Hal Moore 
and his wife, Julia Moore, an advocate 
for military families. Fort Bragg, N.C., 
would become Fort Liberty — to remind 
everyone of what they are fighting for.

The contrast between the commis-
sion’s process and the haphazard man-
ner in which some of these bases were 
originally named could not be greater. 
Still, with so many worthy heroes to 
choose from — the commission sifted 
through more than 34,000 suggestions 

from the public — its choices are bound 
to disappoint some. Defense Secretary 
Lloyd Austin has no reason to second-
guess the recommendations when they 
are formally submitted to Congress as 
part of a broader report due Oct. 1, 
however; the law says he “shall” imple-
ment them. That forthcoming document 
will also address Confederate names on 
a wider range of Defense Department 
assets, such as naval ships and U.S. Mili-
tary Academy facilities.

Nor should Congress re-litigate the 
commission’s work. The commitment it 
made, in law, was to “remove all names, 
symbols, displays, monuments” honor-
ing the Confederacy and Confederates 
no later than Jan. 1, 2024. Though far 
from complete, that important work is 
off to a good start.

A good progress report
Work to scrub the Confederate stain from military bases is off to a decent start.

CHRIS SEWARD/ASSOCIATED PRESS

A sign on Feb. 3 at Fort Bragg, N.C. 

10 times more likely to die by a firearm 
than from covid-19 in 2020.”

Yet, year after year, the public outcry is 
never enough to get a bill to ban high-
capacity assault rifles, and support “red-
flag” laws, rigorous background checks 
and more funds for mental health across 
the finish line. All such efforts die on the 
Senate floor.

If politicians truly believed every child 
deserved a fair shot at reaching adult-
hood without gun violence wreaking 
havoc on their family or themselves, we 
would see results. We would follow New 
Zealand’s lead. New Zealand acted with-
in days to curtail assault rifles after the 
rare mass shooting at a Christchurch 
mosque in 2019.

The day we see similar long-overdue 
action in the United States, the pontifi-
cating about the “sanctity of life” will 
sound less hollow and be a little less 
hypocritical.

Joan McQueeney Mitric,  Kensington

When I hear the “thoughts-and-
prayers” refrain after a mass shooting, it 
reminds me of the joke about the drown-
ing man who rejects help from a boat and 
a helicopter because he believes that God 
will save him. After he drowns, he asks 
God why he didn’t save him. God replies, 
“What do you mean? I sent you a boat 
and then a helicopter.”

We have been provided with common-
sense proposals such as universal back-
ground checks, assault-weapon bans, 
restrictions on high-capacity magazines 
and much more. Instead of taking advan-
tage of what we have been provided, the 
right rejects them and instead returns to 
“thoughts and prayers.” When they meet 
their maker and ask why mass shootings 
were tolerated, God will say, “What do 
you mean? I gave you smart people with 
common sense, proven measures and 
you rejected them for political gain. I 
didn’t tolerate mass shootings; you did.”

William Baumgartner, Falls Church

When, one year ago, Texas Gov. Greg 
Abbott (R) heralded and signed the Texas 
law allowing people to carry handguns 
without any training or permit, he 
crowed about how the law would protect 
Texans’ liberty by allowing them to 
defend themselves. How sad that the 
children and teachers murdered by a 
gunman in the Uvalde elementary school 
didn’t defend themselves.
Hollis Raphael Weisman, Marriottsville

Dan Balz’s May 26 analysis, “Biden 
lament is new U.S. norm: ‘Why are we 
willing to live with this carnage?’,” re-
newed my helpless fatigue at the carnage 
in my country. I am a retired professor of 
social work, so it is no surprise that my 
leanings are progressive, but it is clear 
that the left has not been successful in 
putting forward solutions that a majority 
of legislators will accept. However, those 
offered by the right make no sense to 
people like me. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.) 
repeats that we should place armed 
guards at the doors of schools, good guys 
with guns, but the left says this has been 
tried. Sen. Chris Murphy (D-Conn.) made 
an emotional plea for laws restricting 
gun use, but the right argues that this is 
hopeless against a determined shooter. 
Both are right.

Why not both? We need a solution that 
is culture-changing but acceptable to 
both sides, something that, over time, all 
will accept as the new normal.

As Mr. Balz pointed out, our country is 
no different from the rest of the world 
except in our calcified views about guns. 
I am old enough to remember a time 
when legislators of different views came 
together and compromised. We might 
get there by pleasing both sides — for the 
good of our children.

Barbara P. Early,  Alexandria

Officials issue pious sentiments and 
attend prayer vigils for communities and 
families hollowed out by grief and literal-
ly walking in fear as they await the next 
deadly encounter. Then our elected offi-
cials sit on their hands and do nothing to 
pass common-sense gun controls they 
know a majority of Americans — even 
gun owners — support.

Most state and federal officials read 
reports such as those by Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health say-
ing gun-related deaths in 2020 were the 
highest recorded since 1968, the first 
time such statistics were collected. These 
same elected officials know of the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention’s 
“young people under 30 were nearly 

Guns and the American way

The May 26 news article on infant 
formula, the Food and Drug Administra-
tion and food safety, “Lawmakers blast 
FDA, Abbott over baby formula shortage,” 
was excellent. I was a senior official at 
both the Agriculture Department and the 
FDA in the late 1970s, when the federal 
government first tried to get serious about 
consumer protection in the food arena 
under the leadership of Carol Tucker-
Foreman at the USDA and Donald Ken-
nedy at the FDA. We hatched a proposal 
that should be considered again in light of 
the latest issues.

We need to create a semi-independent 
agency that brings together all the food 
safety, nutrition and associated science 
functions in the government. It should be 
headed by a distinguished public health 
expert, and he or she should have a six-
year term, to ensure accountability and 
focus. It should report to a Cabinet secre-
tary for budgetary purposes but be inde-
pendent in all other respects. The FDA 
and the USDA both get their money 
through the same appropriations sub-
committee, so this would minimize in-
fighting and enable priority setting.

Doing this would return to the model 
originally made successful by Harvey 
W. Wiley when he created a public health 
agency in the aftermath of Upton Sin-
clair’s “The Jungle.”

Tom Grumbly, Arlington
The writer was founding president of 
Supporters of Agricultural Research.

How to fix food inspection

Regarding the May 26 Metro article “In 
second year of new admissions system, TJ 
claims more diverse offer class”:

The official admissions results for 
Thomas Jefferson High School for Science 
and Technology were recently released. 
Based on what I know so far, there is a 
serious problem with the new admissions 
system.

I strongly believe that TJ admitting 
more minority students will benefit TJ’s 
community. However, lowering admis-
sions standards won’t do any good. Once 
unprepared applicants enter TJ, they 
might feel discouraged, as TJ’s classes are 
far harder than what anyone’s used to; our 
freshman biology class uses an Advanced 
Placement textbook. Additionally, be-
cause TJ is limited to admitting 550 appli-
cants, admitting more unprepared appli-
cants will inevitably lead to the rejection 
of some very well-qualified applicants. 
The middle school I attended has three 
eighth-graders taking precalculus, a math 
class typically taken in high school; none 
of them were offered admission.

Okay, you might say, but if they attend-
ed middle schools serving affluent areas, 
they will probably attend a great base high 
school. However, TJ offers many opportu-
nities that base schools don’t: research 
labs filled with advanced equipment, four 
years of post-AP computer science, a 
strong community of passionate learners. 
I certainly would not be who I am today if 
it weren’t for all that TJ offered me — not 
just academically but also socially.

So TJ admissions, bring back the old 
testing format and allocate 20 percent of 
admissions offers to economically disad-
vantaged students. The admissions prob-
lem is not that perplexing.

Luke Wang, Herndon

TJ’s admissions problem
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BY BEN SAMUELS

U
ntil Friday, I was a U.S. House 
candidate, seeking to represent 
Missouri’s 2nd Congressional Dis-
trict. Running as a middle-of-the-

road Democrat, inspired by the notion of 
public service, I have spent most of the past 
year meeting with voters, talking to advoca-
cy groups and raising money. My experi-
ence having worked for a Democratic may-
or and a Republican governor is useful for 
this once-purple district, and I was the 
leading Democratic candidate in the race.

I withdrew not because an aggressive 
gerrymander shifted the 2nd District from 
a toss-up to a safely Republican seat — I 
knew the headwinds going in — but because 
I was literally drawn out of my district.

In every iteration of Missouri’s map — 
and there were many divergent options on 
the table — my house in the St. Louis 
suburbs was evicted from the 2nd District, 
sometimes by half a block, sometimes by 
three.

The absurdities of Missouri’s redistrict-
ing process were myriad: a state senator 
drawing a new congressional district for 
his incumbent cousin; a months-long fili-
buster by Missouri’s seven-member Con-
servative Caucus, three of whom are run-
ning for Congress and held up the redis-
tricting process to draw themselves better 
maps; a Democrat who voted in favor of the 
new map — one of very few to do so — that 
just so happens to make his primary chal-
lenge against Rep. Cori Bush (D-Mo.) much 
stronger.

Sadly, this is nothing new: During redis-
tricting 10 years ago, Missouri’s maps were 
carved around the house of a political 
megadonor who wanted to be represented 
by a Republican rather than a Democrat.

These days, no one even bothers to give 
lip service to what’s best for the more than 
750,000 constituents in these districts. This 
problem is not limited to Missouri. In red 
states such as Texas and Florida, and blue 
states such as Illinois and New York, legisla-
tors are drawing hyperpartisan districts — 
focusing not on voters but on what’s best for 
themselves or an ally, or what’s worst for a 
political foe. Incumbents are protected 
from tough reelections and from facing one 
another in primaries. Decisions are made 
with little time for legal challenges.

Consider: Illinois, a blue state, will have 
17 congressional seats at the start of 2023. 
Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma, all reli-
ably red these days, will together have 
17 congressional seats at the start of 2023. In 
these 34 House races, exactly one is a 
toss-up in 2022 — not exactly encouraging if 
you think competition is healthy.

These political power grabs must be met 
with practical solutions both to prevent 
candidates from being maneuvered out of 
races and, critically, to ensure that we all 
have a shot at voting in elections that 
matter, rather than in districts designed to 
produce predetermined outcomes. Absent 
healthy political competition, we end up 
with more lopsided and extreme govern-
ment and representatives.

Of course, neither party wants to be the 
first mover and possibly diminish its own 
power, especially not when primaries de-
cide the overwhelming majority of elec-
tions in Congress. Absent federal action, the 
only path forward is bilateral disarmament 
and bipartisan agreement. I have worked 
enough with governors in both parties to 
recognize that they tend to be more practi-
cal than other elected officials because they 
actually have to govern. If states were to 
work together to prevent electoral abuses, 
and pass similar legislation predicated 
upon other states doing the same, no one 
would get a partisan leg up and voters 
everywhere would benefit.

The tipping point might be reached not 
through altruism but the pain that follows 
overreach — specifically, from “dummy-
manders,” in which a party spreads its votes 
too thin and gets hit hard in a wave election. 
If governors and legislatures see gerryman-
ders backfire in the next decade, they might 
be willing to negotiate — if not to avoid the 
outcome then at least to avoid the blame. 
Some Democrats already worry that, if 2022 
ends up being a wave election for Republi-
cans, Illinois will get hit especially hard.

Meanwhile, the public must be educated 
about these power grabs and what happens 
behind the scenes to pressure candidates to 
drop out. Reps. Jim Cooper, a Democrat 
from Nashville, and John Katko, a Republi-
can from Upstate New York, are both cen-
trists forced into retirement because they 
were gerrymandered out of their seats 
despite consistently running well ahead of 
the top of the ticket. Voters want more 
pragmatists, but state legislatures are mak-
ing it harder to elect them. People on both 
sides of the aisle need to bring attention to 
this antidemocracy trend.

Running for office is, at its core, an act of 
optimism: the belief that you not only can 
win but also make a difference. It can be 
hard to maintain that optimism, especially 
when you are the small-scale target of 
legislative pettiness. But our diverse nation 
needs diverse leaders committed to their 
communities. We also need young people to 
vote and to be willing to run for office.

For now, my run comes to an end. But 
other work needs to begin — work to ensure 
that millions of Missourians, and Ameri-
cans everywhere, don’t have their congres-
sional representation determined by naked 
partisanship and state legislators who want 
to advance their own careers or help their 
friends at the expense of everyone else.

The writer, a Democrat, was running to represent 
Missouri’s 2nd Congressional District in the U.S. 
House of Representatives.

Gerrymandered 
out of my 
district. Voters 
deserve better.

C
ome next Friday, the 500th day 
of his presidency, Joe Biden, 
gazing from the Oval Office 
toward flags surrounding the 

Washington Monument, might or might 
not think: Sadly, the flags still have only 
50 stars, not 52 or even 51. Statehood for 
the District of Columbia, and even for 
Puerto Rico, were, it is difficult to 
remember, important progressive aspi-
rations long ago, when Biden’s presiden-
cy was young.

These measures were to be made 
possible by ending the Senate filibuster. 
This would also make possible the 
federal seizure from the states of the 
constitutional responsibility for con-
ducting elections. Article 1, Section 4: 
“The Times, Places and Manner of 
holding Elections for Senators and Rep-
resentatives, shall be prescribed in each 
State by the Legislature thereof.” But 
progress, progressives have been learn-
ing for nearly 500 days, takes patience. 
Or as Henry A. Kissinger once said, “The 
illegal we do immediately, the unconsti-
tutional takes a little longer.”

Progressives’ Trumpian conviction 
that elections are ripe for rigging was 
fueled by their indignation about what 
they called Georgia’s new “voter sup-
pression” law. It was the subject, in 
January, of perhaps the most unpresi-
dential speech in living memory, Biden’s 
Atlanta eruption in which he asserted 
that if you disagree with him about 
Georgia — “Jim Crow 2.0” — you are a 
compound of Jefferson Davis, George 
Wallace and Bull Connor. Well.

If the Georgia law’s purpose is voter 
suppression, it is failing spectacularly: 
More than 857,000 unsuppressed Geor-
gians voted early before Tuesday’s pri-
maries, about triple the number who 
voted early in the 2018 primaries.

Welcome to the “Through the Look-
ing Glass” world of unfalsifiable beliefs: 
Time was, obsessives about the John 
F. Kennedy assassination said that the 
complete absence of evidence of a con-
spiracy proved the conspiracy’s diaboli-
cal thoroughness. Today’s voter- 
 suppression obsessives say the surge of 
Georgians voting proves the law’s wick-
edness, because it energized voters.

Biden has had the experience com-
mon to presidents: Presidents do not 
control their agendas; the world gets a 
vote. When Harold Macmillan, Britain’s 
prime minister, 1957-1963, was asked 
what most troubled him, he reportedly 
replied, “Events, my dear boy, events.”

Pesky things, those. George W. Bush 
began by aiming to be a bipartisan 
education president, collaborating with 
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy on “No Child 
Left Behind” to banish “the soft bigotry 
of low expectations,” etc. Things went 
swimmingly through his 234th day as 
president, which was Sept. 10, 2001.

Perhaps the most important of 
Biden’s 500 days was Feb. 24, when 
Russian President Vladimir Putin in-
vaded Ukraine, setting in motion mo-
mentous events, substantially influ-
enced by Biden’s deft diplomacy. These 
events are pulling Germany toward a 
world role commensurate with its geo-
political potential, and they are bringing 
NATO, through Finland’s coming mem-
bership, to about 833 miles of Russia’s 
border.

Unfortunately for Biden, what Ameri-
cans usually want in foreign policy is as 
little of it as possible, so his stunning 
achievement in the Ukraine crisis — 
reviving the concept of “the West” — will 
pay scant dividends. Similarly, a tight 
labor market is the best anti-poverty 
program, and a downward distributor of 
wealth — but not when inflation more 
than erases wage gains.

The war’s disruption of global energy 
markets has underscored the incoher-
ence of Biden’s fossil fuel objectives: 
lower supplies and lower prices. He has 
used maximum rhetorical shrillness, 
warning that fossil fuels pose an “exis-
tential” threat to Earth — the end of all 
flora and fauna, including us bipeds. He 
has combined such words with actions 
that mock them: Using the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve to tweak — or to 
seem to be trying to tweak — the price of 
gasoline, while asking some unsavory 
regimes (Saudi Arabia, Venezuela) to 
pump more oil.

A lifeless planet is a secondary terror. 
Biden’s promised “transition away 
from” oil will perhaps resume when 
motorists simmer down. The public 
might understandably conclude that 
Biden is least serious when using his 
most alarmist words.

When you’re hot, you’re hot, and 
when you’re not, infant formula disap-
pears. Panicked parents, deprived ba-
bies? What next? The Wall Street Jour-
nal reports: “During the past 80 years, 
the Fed has never lowered inflation as 
much as it is setting out to do now — by 
4 percentage points — without causing 
recession.”

Four consecutive presidents while in 
office have experienced their parties’ 
losses of the Senate and House. Biden 
could become the fifth, and could man-
age this in just 24 months.

If he seeks reelection, he will need an 
opponent so ghastly that voters can 
respond as the New York Sun did with 
its five-word 1904 endorsement of Presi-
dent Theodore Roosevelt’s reelection: 
“THEODORE! With all thy faults.”

GEORGE F. WILL

The Biden 
presidential 
scorecard 
at 500 days

“W
e don’t need another 
hero,” sang the great 
Tina Turner in a mega-
hit from 1985. But we 

could have used one on Tuesday in 
Uvalde, Tex.

I say this as an ordinary person whose 
courage under fire has never been tested 
and — I fervently hope — never will be. I 
am in no position to judge the law 
enforcement officers who stood outside 
an elementary school while a killer was 
inside for over an hour.

Still, it’s important to look unsenti-
mentally at the timid response in Uval-
de, which was not so different from the 
police response at Columbine High 
School in 1999, or at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School in 2018, or at any 
number of chaotic and dangerous 
scenes created by murderous narcis-
sists who write their pain in the blood of 
innocents.

The brand of heroism that enables 
someone to advance on a gunman is 
more rare than Hollywood would have 
us believe. Military historian John Kee-
gan, in his 1978 masterpiece “The Face 
of Battle: A Study of Agincourt, Water-
loo, and the Somme,” explored the often 
decisive element of fear in warfare — a 
topic frequently hushed up. “The ma-
jority” of soldiers “are unwilling to take 
extraordinary risks and do not aspire to 
a hero’s role,” he wrote. This would not 
have been news to Brig. Gen. William 
“Bull” Nelson of the Union Army at the 
Battle of Shiloh in 1862: Leading a 
group of reinforcements toward the 
front, he paused to deploy his guns and 
threaten to shoot men fleeing the battle.

Most people do not want to die a 
violent death or even suffer a painful 
wound. Moreover, most do not want to 

kill or maim. Rare is the story of a 
soldier charging enemy guns on his first 
day in battle. That sort of valor must be 
learned over time and is not without 
cost.

Lt. Audie Murphy’s fearless one-man 
stand against six German tanks and a 
wall of infantry came less than four 
months before the Nazi surrender in 
World War II, and he later suffered from 
post-traumatic stress disorder. Lt. Dan-
iel K. Inouye’s solo charge against three 
enemy machine guns — in which he 
knocked out all three, at the price of his 
arm — came mere days before the end.

At least as common, and probably 
much more so, is the perfectly human 
mix of revulsion and panic that, accord-
ing to historian Ernest B. Furgurson, 
led many soldiers of the Civil War to 
reload their muskets before they had 
fired the previous round, going through 
the motions of battle without commit-
ting themselves to the grim work of 
death.

Keegan noted various rituals, com-
mon to armies through the ages, that 
readied troops for battle, from religious 
rites to rations of liquor and doses of 
drugs. The strongest thing those law-
men in Uvalde had consumed before 
they arrived at Robb Elementary was 
probably a cup of coffee.

The milling cops outside the school 
are a strong reply to those who say the 
solution to mass shootings is to have 
more people with guns in our schools 
and churches, our concert venues and 
grocery stores. Judging from the videos 
posted to social media by confounded 
onlookers, there was no shortage of 
guns in Uvalde — only a shortage of 
officers willing to run inside and at-
tempt to shoot a young man who was 

shooting back at them.
“If they proceeded any further not 

knowing where the suspect was at, they 
could’ve been shot,” Texas Department 
of Public Safety spokesman Chris Oliva-
rez explained on CNN. “They could’ve 
been killed.”

Realistically, how confident can we 
be that schoolteachers, lunchroom 
cooks, church ushers or produce stock-
ers will be any better prepared to draw 
down and do battle than those trained 
professionals in Uvalde? After all, the 
mass killers have every advantage: 
They have their weapons, they have the 
element of surprise, and they’ve decid-
ed they’re ready to die, an empowering 
frame of mind.

A strategy for curing the epidemic of 
mass shootings that depends on the 
presence of a calm, collected, gun-
slinging hero in every classroom and 
pew is doomed to fail. Such people are 
rare — even among graduates of police 
and military training.

We must instead keep trying to un-
ravel the deadly tangle of cheap fame 
and alienated young men. It has been 
heartening to see major news organiza-
tions avoid overuse of the Uvalde killer’s 
name and picture. That’s a baby step in 
the right direction. Still, for a dead-
ender steeped in the too-American be-
lief that infamy is better than anonym-
ity, havoc is a path to the spotlight. And 
that’s a problem.

We close today as we began, with 
Tina Turner and the theme song from 
“Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome.” Dys-
topia seems appropriate, and the ques-
tion she sings rarely more apt: “And I 
wonder when we are ever gonna 
change. Living under the fear, till noth-
ing else remains.”

DAVID VON DREHLE

Guns kill people. They don’t 
turn people into heroes.

DARIO LOPEZ-MILLS/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Law enforcement personnel outside Robb Elementary School following the attack on Tuesday.

A
mericans are fed up — and 
they’re not going to take it 
 anymore.

You’ve seen it over and over. A 
misfit outlier, using a gun he should 
never have had, mows down everyday 
people going about their business. The 
dead bodies this time — from a grocery 
store and an elementary school — were 
mostly children and the elderly.

The first shattering event, a massacre 
at a Buffalo grocery store, claimed 
10 lives. The store was the “village water-
ing hole,” according to one resident. The 
dead included a journalist who often 
wrote about gun violence.

Next: An 18-year-old killed 21 people, 
19 children and two teachers, at an el-
ementary school in Uvalde, Tex. But first, 
he warmed up his trigger finger by blast-
ing his grandmother in the face. Yes, of 
course he had mental problems. Anyone 
who takes an assault rifle to a public place 
intent on killing can be found somewhere 
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders.

If my reading of social media is cor-
rect, public outrage seems finally to have 
reached a crescendo that might lead to 
change. People are angrier than ever 
about the growing violence and lack of 
action. One can stand the sight of only so 
many dead children. Since the first K-12 
school mass shooting in Stockton, Calif., 
in 1989, we’ve had front-row seats to 
13 more massacres. But those are just the 
spectacular ones. Since 1970, there have 
been at least 188 school shootings, ac-
cording to a New York Times analysis of 
data from the K-12 School Shooting Da-
tabase. We’ve become a nation fluent in 
the shocked rhetoric of pain and loss. 
“Thoughts and prayers,” a hollow expres-
sion of condolence from overuse, may as 
well be “ham ’n’ cheese.” The names of 
our slaughterhouses have become as fa-
miliar as one-name celebrities: Colum-

bine, Sandy Hook, Parkland — and now 
Uvalde.

And nothing ever happens. A few pub-
lic figures engage in performance out-
rage. Democrat Beto O’Rourke, now run-
ning for Texas governor, tried to com-
mandeer a news conference as Gov. Greg 
Abbott (R) and others were delivering 
updates on the massacre.

Beto, baby, timing is everything, and 
yours was way off.

President Biden strained his vocal 
cords as he asked, “When in God’s name 
will we do what we all know in our gut 
needs to be done?” No kidding. As inef-
fective as such strutting and fretting has 
proved to be, he was expressing what 
most are feeling right now. When exactly 
did we lose our minds? Will this time be 
any different?

Maybe. Several things can be done that 
could reduce the bloodshed: deeper 
background checks; “red-flag” laws al-
lowing law enforcement officers with a 
court order to seize guns from someone 
considered a danger to themselves or 
others; closing gun show loopholes; and 
maybe banning kids from buying assault 
weapons. All of these would help.

And all are iffy at best, though several 
Republicans, including Sens. Lindsey 
O. Graham (S.C.), Marco Rubio (Fla.) and 
Rick Scott (Fla.) have indicated they 
could lean toward red-flag legislation. 
This is hardly a demonstration of politi-
cal courage, but it’s more than nothing — 
and seems the measure that could do the 
most good.

More than half of Americans want 
some reasonable reforms. A vast majori-
ty, including 69 percent of NRA mem-
bers, support universal background 
checks. Instead, we get only tiny, incre-
mental tweaks here and there.

When grade-school children are vul-
nerable to mass murderers, what’s the 
point of government?

A few pieces of legislation are winding 
their way through Congress, but the 
evenly split Senate poses a challenge. A 
supermajority of 60 votes would be re-
quired to overcome a filibuster. At a 
different time, Republicans might feel 
emboldened to hold their ground. But in 
the wake of these two carnivals of vio-
lence, even they sense the winds are 
shifting.

Republicans need some time on this 
Memorial Day weekend in front of the 
mirror. Between their support for the 
Supreme Court’s possible reversal of 
abortion rights and their inaction on the 
slaughter of children with weapons that 
ought to be banned, they’re on shaky 
ground.

As a first step, we should change the 
name of the mission from gun control to 
gun safety, as pollster Frank Luntz has 
suggested. “Control” is a trigger for resis-
tance when safety is what we’re really 
talking about. Words matter. Maybe 
some people could be more open to com-
promise and change if they weren’t im-
mediately put on the defensive.

The predictable constitutional argu-
ments, meanwhile, have become offen-
sive. Yes, the Founding Fathers were con-
cerned about another British invasion, 
and made it possible for early colonists to 
arm themselves in defense of their coun-
try. But those who wrote the Second 
Amendment in the 18th century could 
not have envisioned how their perfectly 
reasonable intentions would be distorted 
235 years later — or how 18-year-olds 
would be able to buy and carry assault 
weapons meant for a modern battlefield 
into grade-school classrooms.

There’s a galaxy of difference between 
a musket and an AR-15. It’s time to re-
move these instruments of mass murder 
from the marketplace once and for all.

We might not stop the next massacre, 
but we can stop making it so easy.

KATHLEEN PARKER

An AR-15 is not a colonial musket
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Even as our long pandemic lingers like an endless winter, many of us are treating the shifting seasons as an opportunity 

to act on the things we can actually change. For some of us that might mean donating a suit we haven’t worn since we 

began working from home or finally dusting behind the television. But others have more ambitious spring cleaning plans. 

This year, we asked nine writers to consider what all of us should toss. — Jacob Brogan

Spring cleaning
DOLA SUN FOR THE WASHINGTON POST
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A s of May 2022, we’ve been subjected to 
enough inside-the-Trump-administra-
tion memoirs to last us an eternity. 

Could there possibly be any lingering ques-
tions about the 45th president’s tempera-
ment, level of competence, political beliefs or 
preferences regarding the preparation of 
steak? If so, for everyone’s sake, they should be 
left unanswered, so we can all move on.

At this point, nearly every Cabinet mem-
ber, staffer and intern has published a book 
testifying that Trump’s impulsiveness, igno-
rance of how government works, willingness 
to use the office for personal gain, seemingly 

Trump administration memoirs
BY ELIZABETH SPIERS

compulsive lying and gratuitous manufac-
ture of chaos were bad for the country. We’re 
lucky that we’re all still standing, these books 
repetitively (and obviously) observe. Yet ev-
ery single one of these memoirs — see: Esper, 
Barr, Bolton, Grisham — also goes to great 
lengths to explain that its author did their 
absolute best to mitigate the damage, lest 
readers think they were personally responsi-
ble for enabling the chaos of the Trump 
administration. Of course, by all external 
accounts, the authors were in fact personally 
responsible for enabling the chaos of the 
Trump administration.

It’s painfully clear that this genre of self-ha-
giography is intended as a prophylactic 
against future criticism. By the time the next 
presidential election cycle rolls around, the 
authors hope their reputations will have been 
scrubbed of association with Trump. (Trickier 
for some than others; Jared Kushner is cur-
rently working on a memoir, and it’s hard to 
distance yourself from your father-in-law.)

Who is the target audience for these self-
serving books, anyway — except perhaps other 
Trump staffers, whose misery could use some 
company? Does anyone else really want to 
relive the years from 2016 to 2020? The 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY DOLA SUN FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

D uring periods of extreme market volatil-
ity like the one we are experiencing, the 
old Warren Buffett adage comes to 

mind: Only when the tide goes out do you see 
who’s swimming naked. For people who have 
“invested” in cryptocurrency, an education on 
these dynamics may be underway.

Bernie Madoff ’s Ponzi scheme collapsed not 
because of law enforcement derring-do or its 
inherent contradictions, but because of the 
financial crisis. It was only when the subprime 
contagion sank the broader markets that 
Madoff ’s investors sought to take their profits 
off the table. Only then did they learn that the 
business model was a fraud. Billions were lost, 
and much of the “profits” were never recov-
ered because they were never there to begin 
with. It was a lie.

What’s different with the cryptocurrency 
bubble is the scale and blatant nature of the 
scheme. Madoff famously kept his fraud tight: 
to invest with him, you needed to know the 
right people to enter the circle of trust. And he 
claimed to have a secret trading method that 
could generate consistently above-market re-
turns. As a former head of Nasdaq and one of 
the inventors of payment for order flow (in 
which brokers sell information about their 
customers’ trades to hedge funds and other 

BY BEN MCKENZIE  AND JACOB SILVERMAN

Cryptocurrency Biopics
BY MARY JO MURPHY

B efore the Oscars slap that dropped jaws 
in living rooms across America, the buzz 
was about the excellent chance that 

someone playing a character based on a real 
person was about to win the Academy Award 
for best actor. Will Smith, who portrayed 
tennis dad Richard Williams in “King Rich-
ard,” did indeed collect the Oscar, but two of 
the other four nominees also performed in 
biopics, and the leading actors in such films 
have won Oscars 13 times in the last 20 years. 
Among this year’s leading actresses, three of 
the five nominated played real people, and 
Jessica Chastain won for her role as the 
televangelist Tammy Faye Bakker — the 11th 
time in the 2000s that a biopic actress had 
taken the top prize.

Enough.
It’s not that biopics are an affront to cinema 

and movie lovers; their crowded history goes 
back to the beginning of film, and for every 
few hundred Princess Dianas there’s a “Law-
rence of Arabia.” It’s not even their tendency to 
mimicry, to hagiography, to really creepy 
prosthetics.

But the times call for something fresh.
Reality has been in crisis in recent years. Up 

is stuck in down. The solution is not more 
movies that sanitize it or sentimentalize it or 

stretch it — most often creating neither 
history nor art but something in between. 
Eudora Welty once wrote that art is the voice 
of the individual doing its best to speak truth, 
“and the art that speaks it most unmistakably, 
most directly, most variously, most fully, is 
fiction.” Bring fiction back to the movies. The 
kind that makes reality real again. That at 
least seeks to speak truth and not merely 
assemble facts that refract truth through a 
fun-house mirror.

The buzzed-about biopic this season is Baz 
Luhrmann’s “Elvis,” which had its debut at 
Cannes on Wednesday and will arrive in 
theaters June 24. Lisa Marie Presley wrote on 
Twitter that the actor Austin Butler “chan-
neled and embodied my father’s heart & soul 
beautifully.” Spoken like a loving daughter, 
who was 9 when her father died. Luhrmann 
has made some great films, but will his 
depiction of the most impersonated man in 
history tell us anything new? Or will it stretch 
reality beyond the obligatory biographical 
contours, constricting truth to a few facts as it 
balloons into the kind of truth-neutral Holly-
wood telling that defines the biopic genre?

Twitter:@MJoMurph 

Mary Jo Murphy is an assistant editor for Outlook.

spring cleaning
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Twitter: @espiers

Elizabeth Spiers is a progressive digital strategist 
and writer.

number of book buyers who read for masoch-
istic pleasure is surely very small, and even if 
that’s your thing, there’s vastly more interest-
ing material to plumb out there. You can buy 
“Medieval Punishments: An Illustrated His-
tory of Torture” online for $12.19. Or sample 
any novel by Sean Penn.

No more Trump memoirs, please. Published 
and forthcoming alike, put them where they 
belong: in the remainder bin of history.

Twitter: @ben_mckenzie
@SilvermanJacob

Ben McKenzie is an actor, writer and director. 
Jacob Silverman is a freelance journalist. Their 
book about cryptocurrency, “Easy Money,” will be 
published in 2023.

financial institutions), Madoff had the credi-
bility to pull off this audacious fraud for 
decades.

But for crypto, the deceit is everywhere, and 
not particularly sophisticated. Spreading vi-
rally through the Internet and social media, 
crypto offers something that’s always been 
popular: a get-rich-quick scheme. No need to 
really understand any of the supposedly inno-
vative technology behind it (blockchain is 30 
years old, but never mind that). Anyone can 
become an investor in what is sure to be the 
future of money, as long as they are willing to 
part with the current version of it. As the 
saying goes, all it takes is a dollar and a dream.

The problem with get-rich-quick schemes is 
that they are based on lies, and people invari-
ably lose the money they put into them. With 
many crypto investors (who bought in when 
prices were higher) now in the red, the 
question is just how bad the damage will be — 
and just how many are swimming naked.
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at the hands of older people.) Meanwhile, the 
research is similarly persuasive that “stand 
your ground” laws are associated with an 
increase in firearm homicides, and there is 
moderate evidence suggesting they also drive 
up total homicides after their passage. “Stand 
your ground” laws remove the traditional 
obligation to avoid using deadly force in a 
conflict if retreat is a safe option. Such laws 
have been popular in recent years, and by now 
more than half of all states have implemented 
them.

There is less robust, but still notable, 
evidence for the effects of other laws. Since 
the mid-1990s, all states have required back-
ground checks for firearms purchased from a 
licensed dealer. There is mounting evidence 
that these checks decrease homicides. Al-
though almost half of U.S. states have some 
form of “universal” background check laws, 
which also require checks for sales between 
private parties, the effects of these laws are 
not yet well established. There is also moder-
ately strong evidence that waiting period laws 
(found in fewer than half of all states) 
decrease firearm suicides and homicides, and 
that laws prohibiting firearms possession by 
people with domestic-violence restraining 
orders — variants of which are present in 
most state laws — decrease intimate partner 

rigorous evidence of law effects is available, 
policymakers and the public instead must rely 
on logical considerations (for example, is it 
plausible that restrictions on magazine capac-
ity might reduce the carnage mass shooters 
cause?) and weaker evidence (such as correla-
tions).

The results of Rand’s regularly updated and 
ongoing review of evidence might be, at first 
glance, underwhelming: Most of the gun 
policy effects for which we sought evidence 
have not been evaluated or haven’t been 
evaluated well enough to draw strong conclu-
sions from. The two problems — weak studies 
or no studies — are related: For decades, we in 
the United States have underfunded research 
and data collection efforts that could help us 
establish the effects of gun laws and other 
firearm violence prevention interventions. 
(In fact, for nearly a quarter-century, almost 
no federal funding was available for research 
in this area, for political reasons.)

As mentioned, where positive effects are 
concerned, child access prevention laws have 
the strongest evidence in their favor. (Accord-
ing to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, 842 children younger than 18 
died in firearms accidents or firearms sui-
cides in 2020, and a larger number were 
injured, though some of these casualties were 

mobilized against gun violence in the after-
math of Sandy Hook, Parkland and other trag-
edies have done heroic work, facing off against 
the full force of the gun lobby. But the survey 
finding may provide a hint about why these 
episodes of uniquely American horror have not 
translated into widespread changes in legisla-
tion designed to prevent the next mass shoot-
ing or the thousands of “routine” shootings 
that destroy American lives, families and com-
munities every year. Research has shown that 
mass shootings lead to an increase in the 
number of gun-related bills introduced at the 
state level, but with few exceptions, they tend 
not to lead to the passage of legislation de-
signed to confront gun violence. In fact, the sick 
reality of our gun politics has led to the oppo-
site: In Republican-controlled state legisla-
tures, mass shootings are associated with a 
large increase in legislation designed to loosen 
gun restrictions.

To be clear, there is no evidence of a causal 
connection between Americans’ emotional re-
sponse to this kind of incident and the behavior 
of state or federal legislators. But the pattern of 
policy responses to mass shootings suggests a 
link. In the days after the latest mass shooting, 
politicians express their outrage, their 
thoughts and prayers, and some put forth new 
proposals to finally confront the problem with 

gered in the background.
In a study published last year, Yinzhi Shen 

and I gathered data on all mass shootings from 
2008 through 2016 to test whether Sandy Hook 
was an anomaly. We found that it was, in the 
sense that it affected the emotions of the entire 
country. But other than Sandy Hook’s reach, 
the pattern I noticed afterward was replicated 
when we used more refined methods to identi-
fy the causal impact of all mass shootings on 
the emotions of Americans. We found that the 
most horrific mass shootings with the most 
victims generate the largest impact on Ameri-
cans’ emotions, and that the effect of mass 
shootings is felt most acutely in the cities and 
towns in which they occur, then fades quickly 
as the geographic distance between the inci-
dent and the survey respondent widens. We 
found that respondents who identify as Demo-
crats have a larger emotional response to mass 
shootings than those who identify as Republi-
cans — but, critically, Republicans also report 
higher levels of sadness and anger in the after-
math of mass shootings, even if their response 
is more muted than that of Democrats.

But the impact of mass shootings on the 
emotions of respondents lasts for only a few 
days, and then it is gone, indistinguishable 
from the longer time trend. This isn’t true for 
everyone, of course — the groups that have 

The window
 for harnessing 
emotions into 
action like gun 
legislation is 
small, says 
sociologist 
Patrick 
Sharkey

meaningful legislation. A few days pass, and 
the raw emotions we are all feeling dissipate, 
even if we’re reluctant to admit it. As the 
attention of the nation shifts, that legislation 
stalls, and the organized, well-funded forces 
that favor guns over children’s lives flex their 
muscles.

For those who would turn the painful emo-
tions of this moment into action, there are 
models for ways that states can create basic 
requirements to make it harder for violent 
people to acquire guns. Formidable forces have 
mobilized to make sure these models don’t 
spread beyond states such as Massachusetts 
and Connecticut, but anger and sadness  can be 
a driving force behind political and social 
movements for change. The right always tells 
us that “now” is not the time to politicize the 
latest mass shooting. If policymakers want to 
harness these emotions and turn them into 
policy, however, the time to act is brief. In four 
days the emotions fade. Six days have passed 
since the tragedy in Uvalde.

Twitter: @patrick_sharkey

Patrick Sharkey is the William S. Tod Professor of 
Sociology and Public Affairs at Princeton University. 
He is the author of “Uneasy Peace: The Great Crime 
Decline, the Renewal of City Life, and the Next War 
on Violence.”

A mericans woke up on Wednesday morn-
ing feeling some combination of deep 
sadness and intense anger. The feeling 

was shared throughout the country. Americans 
are grieving. This is not a hunch from watching 
the interviews in Uvalde, Tex., or talking with 
friends, family and colleagues about the horror 
of an 18-year-old’s bursting into an elementary 
school there and killing 19 children and two 
teachers. I have seen it in the data.

As overwhelming as the feeling is, the avail-
able evidence suggests that it fades into the 
background within about four days. This 
means we had four days in which to act on 
emotions at their most intense. Four days to 
take steps that might help prevent the next 
Uvalde or Sandy Hook or Parkland or Colum-
bine massacre before we moved on, before we 
returned to the immediate concerns of our own 
lives — and before the urge to take on an 
intractable problem lost the emotion that can 
fuel momentum.

I came to this conclusion after working with 
a unique daily survey conducted by Gallup. 
Nearly every single day from 2008 through 
2017, Gallup interviewed a national sample of 
Americans, asking them their opinions and 
perceptions about a variety of issues. Gallup 
also asked about their emotions on a given day: 
Had they felt happy or sad the day before? Were 
they angry or smiling? Trends in the data show 
a remarkably consistent pattern. Almost every 
day, between 10 percent and 25 percent of 
Americans reported feeling sadness the previ-
ous day. What immediately stands out when 
these feelings are plotted onto a graph is the 
tall, anomalous spike in the middle — on Dec. 
15, 2012, to be precise. That day, nearly 40 
percent of respondents reported feeling sad-
ness the previous day, more than double the 
percentage on a typical day. The number of 
respondents who said they felt angry was less 
dramatic but still significant: 20 percent, vs. 12 
percent on a typical day. One day earlier, on 
Dec. 14, a young man had entered Sandy Hook 
Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., and 
killed 20 children and six adults before killing 
himself.

The poll respondents were not primed to 
think about the massacre that had taken place 
in Newtown and give their opinion of the 
incident. They were simply asked whether they 
felt angry or sad or happy the day before the 
interview.

The survey’s value is the window it opens 
into the way this kind of event weighs on our 
minds, the collective process of grieving that 
we all went through then — and are going 
through again, right now.

Crucially, the survey also reveals when these 
events fade in importance from our minds. The 
troubling reality is that it doesn’t take long. 
Days after the Sandy Hook mass shooting, 
Americans’ reports of sadness and anger re-
turned to their normal levels. This doesn’t 
mean we forgot about the shooting or no longer 
cared. It just means that we returned to our 
lives, that the horror of what had happened had 
moved away from the forefront of our con-
sciousness even as the sadness and anger lin-

How long are Americans sad and angry about mass shootings? Four days.

CHANDAN KHANNA/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSSE/GETTY IMAGES

People attend the 
vigil on May 25 for 
the victims of the 
mass shooting at 
Robb Elementary 
School in Uvalde, 
Tex. 

P art of the deeply polarized debate over 
guns in the United States — inflamed, 
yet again, by the horrific events in 

Uvalde, Tex. — is ideological. A segment of the 
population rejects any and all regulation of 
these weapons as an abridgment of freedom; 
another segment holds uncompromising an-
ti-gun views. But some of the arguments 
about how best to prevent gun violence boil 
down to disagreements about the real-world 
effects of policies that have been proposed or 
implemented. Are certain laws and regula-
tions likely to improve or worsen public 
safety? These disagreements involve empiri-
cal questions that can be answered with good 
research. At a time when many Americans are 
searching for solutions to our country’s intol-
erably high rates of gun violence, social 
scientists can help provide answers — and, 
possibly, lead people of good faith to modify 
their views.

For more than six years, the Rand Corp., 
through its Gun Policy in America initiative, 
has been evaluating the available scientific 
evidence on the effects of gun laws on a wide 
range of outcomes, including homicides, sui-
cides and mass shootings. We have reviewed 
thousands of scientific articles to identify 
those that credibly estimate the effects of 18 
different gun laws that are commonly debated 
in state legislatures. In particular, we have 
looked for evidence that these laws caused 
changes in one of the outcomes of interest — 
not just that they are correlated with these 
outcomes (because mere correlation is poor 
evidence of causation). Several policies, we 
find, do have substantial support in the 
scholarly literature — with child access pre-
vention legislation, also known as CAP laws, 
or safe storage laws, boasting some of the 
most potent evidence about effectiveness. 
Studies make clear that CAP laws decrease 
self-injuries and suicides among youths in 
states that adopt them, and also decrease 
unintentional injuries and deaths. Yet only 19 
states have such laws.

Policies requiring firearms owners to keep 
guns in safes or other places where children 
can’t access them would not have changed 
events in Uvalde, but they deserve strong 
consideration by any legislators concerned 
about gun deaths. It’s an unfortunate fact that 
mass shootings are sufficiently rare that it is 
hard to establish with scientific rigor whether 
policies affect them — although some laws 
that reduce gun violence in general may also 
reduce mass shootings.

Of course, we should not expect to imple-
ment laws only for which we have strong 
scientific evidence. Often — usually — no such 
evidence is available. Even when it is, failure 
to find a statistically significant effect does 
not mean the law has no effect: It usually 
means the study wasn’t strong enough to say 
what the law’s effects might be. When no 

What the research
 says about gun laws

The divide
 over guns can 
be intensely 
ideological.
 But a growing 
body of
 social-science 
research is 
showing which 
regulations 
work, argues 
Andrew R. 
Morral 
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Crosses bearing the 
names of the 
victims of a mass 
shooting stand in 
front of Robb 
Elementary School, 
in Uvalde, Tex., 
May 26. 

homicides.
Other policies — such as assault weapons 

bans of the sort the United States had in place 
for the 10 years after 1994 — don’t yet provide 
enough scientific evidence to indicate what 
their effects might be. That is not to say that 
these laws do not have effects, only that they 
have not been rigorously demonstrated. By 
some definitions, for example, mass shootings 
declined in the United States during the 
period of the federal ban, but because mass 
shootings remain, at least in a statistical 
sense, relatively rare, and because rates of 
mass shootings highly variable from year to 
year, there are methodological challenges to 
reliably detecting even fairly strong effects for 
these laws.

Some people who argue about guns are 
simply never going to be swayed by scientific 
evidence regarding firearms policies, but 
many citizens and lawmakers are willing to 
take sound evidence into consideration. We 
have extraordinary levels of firearms violence 
in this country — but also research-proven 
ways to reduce it.

Twitter: @AndrewMorral

Andrew R. Morral is a senior behavioral scientist 
at the nonprofit, nonpartisan Rand Corporation 
and leader of its Gun Policy in America initiative.
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But when the old friend he had handpicked as 
the expedition’s botanist and medic died unex-
pectedly, Burton was forced to choose a strang-
er as his replacement — namely, Speke, a prim, 
fair-haired aristocrat six years Burton’s junior 
who lacked any special knowledge of either 
botany or medicine. And the two men could 
hardly have been more different. “Burton was a 
man of eccentric genius and tastes, orientalised 
in character and thoroughly Bohemian,” as one 
of their colleagues later put it. “Speke, on the 
other hand, was a thorough Briton, conven-
tional, solid, and, resolute.” This was not, in 
other words, a combination designed for suc-
cess.

The pair’s incompatibility became immedi-
ately obvious once the expedition left Zanzibar. 
A first try to reach the interior in 1855 had to be 
aborted when a group of Somalis attacked the 
travelers early on, leaving one Englishman 
dead, Speke brutally clubbed and stabbed, and 
Burton suffering with a spear thrust sideways 
through his mouth. A second attempt in 1857 
proved nearly as disastrous, plagued by bad 

problem for the other two members of this 
triumvirate — especially Burton, who has been 
the subject of numerous biographies over the 
years. And little wonder why: Oxford dropout, 
brilliant scholar and linguist, fearless traveler, 
and translator of classic books considered ob-
scene by his peers, he was the kind of man who 
would disguise himself as a Muslim (to the 
extent of getting circumcised) in order to be the 
first undercover Englishman to enter Mecca. 
For a swashbuckler like Burton, finding the 
source of the Nile was an adventure too chal-
lenging to pass up. By the early 1850s, virtually 
all that was known about the central African 
region — to Europeans, at least — was that a 
large body of water lay somewhere in the 
continent’s interior, along with a group of peaks 
known as the Mountains of the Moon. So when 
Burton heard that the Royal Geographical Soci-
ety was planning an expedition into this entic-
ing terra incognita, his reaction was foresee-
able: “I shall strain every nerve to command it.”

Somehow, despite the fact that he had many 
enemies in high places, Burton secured the job. 

country’s entire infrastructure would shut 
down. How did Nordhaus miscalculate so 
wildly? He assumed that because most of the 
U.S. economy occurs indoors, it was immune 
to the impact of climate change. For that 
faulty logic, he won a Nobel Prize in 2018.

During this period, uncontrolled green-
house gases mounted. Once in the atmos-
phere, carbon takes centuries to dissipate. In 
many ways, Linden’s book reads as a requiem 
to the power of scientific research and 
pragmatic, political action.

Hindsight gives the historian 20/20 vision. 
Linden acknowledges that 50 years ago, 
scientists believed climates changed slowly 
over long periods. They speculated that 
permafrost would remain stable for hun-
dreds of years and that sea levels would rise 
at a “stately pace.” Then they learned more, 
grasping from Paleolithic data that past 
climate shifts were violent and extremely 
rapid. With floods, fires and storms multiply-
ing, Earth itself has refuted the claim of a 
long, slow pace of change.

In the last decade, most of the political 
players in the United States are no longer 
denying the effects of carbon dioxide build-
up. That is good news. Twenty percent of U.S. 
power now comes from renewables — more 
than coal and nuclear. The United States is on 
track to meet the Paris climate agreement 
goals for 2025, thanks to the 20 percent drop 
in emissions during the coronavirus pandem-
ic. The bad news is that the Paris targets will 
only slow warming. Under the Paris targets, 
the temperatures will increase to a disaster-
making 2.7 to 3.7 degrees Celsius.

Linden points to the business ventures 
emerging to profit from disaster and the 
tendency to reassign climate risks to the poor 

solar panels installed on the roof of the White 
House. A 1979 report commissioned by the 
Carter White House and led by MIT atmos-
pheric scientist Jule Charney warned in 
respect to a warming globe that a “wait-and-
see policy may mean waiting until it is too 
late.” Yet that’s exactly what happened.

Linden’s narrative swerves between scien-
tists reluctant to spell out the problem in 
anything but the densest prose and lobbyists 
paying to make climate change science go 
away. Moneyed interests, especially the Koch 
brothers, derailed political leaders who 
broached the subject. These leaders were 
usually Democrats — from Carter to Bill 
Clinton to Barack Obama.

Even Al Gore, who was a vocal advocate for 
action on climate change, succumbed to the 
pressure. Running for president, he did not 
mention greenhouse gas emissions as he 
courted the Rust Belt and union vote on the 
campaign trail. Oil and coal presidents — 
Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, George W. 
Bush and Donald Trump — raised money 
easily and did well at the polls. We are just 
waking to the impact of climate change 
denial as an invisible yet powerful undercur-
rent guiding U.S. politics.

Linden is also critical of insurers who 
should have been keenly aware of the risks of 
the properties they were covering. He finds 
fault, too, with business leaders outside the 
fossil fuel industry who were taken in by 
economists who greatly underestimated the 
costs of climate change. Yale economist 
William Nordhaus calculated that with a 
three-degree Celsius rise in temperatures, 
America would only lose 1 percent of national 
income. We now know that the damage from 
such an increase would be incalculable: The 
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weather, disappearing supplies and porters, 
infuriating insects, bizarre illnesses, and inter-
necine conflict among the expedition’s mem-
bers. The unfailingly good-natured Bombay 
tried to play peacemaker, but Burton and Speke 
clashed often, piling up resentments and mu-
tual antipathies that would never be fully re-
solved.

They did, however, make discoveries — if 
landmarks known to Arab traders for decades 
and local people for centuries can be consid-
ered “discoveries.” The big body of water at the 
continent’s heart turned out to be three sepa-
rate major lakes, and the expedition got a look 
at two of them. Burton and Speke together 
reached the one that Europeans would call 
Lake Tanganyika, but only Speke glimpsed the 
other — Nyanza, a.k.a. Lake Victoria — as 
Burton was incapacitated by illness and too 
weak to make the side trip. Naturally, Burton 
felt that the lake he saw was the likely source of 
the Nile; Speke was convinced that the true 
source must be the lake his rival didn’t see. And 
although the younger man would ultimately 
prove correct (more or less, but the question is 
complex), this fundamental disagreement 
would poison the remainder of each explorer’s 
life.

Millard recounts all of these travails with a 
fluid grace that wears its learning lightly. She 
leaves some important parts of the story untold 
but shows a keen sensitivity to aspects that 
have at times been underplayed, such as the 
role of slavery and the slave trade in the effort of 
discovery. Burton and Speke, she points out, 
although opposed to slavery as an institution, 
did hire enslaved people as porters (for pay). 
Even Bombay took along an enslaved servant — 
a fellow African named Mabruki. Bombay ap-
pears to have treated him with a kindness 
bordering on devotion, but we’ll probably nev-
er know how Mabruki felt about the arrange-
ment. Some perspectives on history, unfortu-
nately, can only be surmised.

T o the Royal Geographical Society of Vic-
torian England, it was “the problem of all 
ages.” Determining the source of the Nile, 

traditionally regarded as the longest river in 
the world, had in fact been a common fixation 
since ancient times, prompting speculation 
from figures as varied as Herodotus and Alex-
ander the Great (who guessed, oddly, that the 
African river’s headwaters might be found 
somewhere in India). By the mid-19th century, 
the quest had become an obsession with the 
British in particular. According to Sir Roderick 
Murchison, one of the founders of the Royal 
Geographical Society, the explorer who ulti-
mately pinpointed the fabled river’s origins 
would be “justly considered among the greatest 
benefactors of this age.”

Given the depth of this fascination, it’s not 
surprising that many books have been written 
about this holy grail of Victorian exploration — 
notable among them “The White Nile” by Alan 
Moorehead (1960) and “Explorers of the Nile” 
by Tim Jeal (2011). Now enter Candice Millard, 
who has made a specialty of writing about 
individual episodes in the lives of colorful 
historical figures such as Theodore Roosevelt 
and Winston Churchill. With her new book, 
“River of the Gods: Genius, Courage, and Be-
trayal in the Search for the Source of the Nile,” 
she takes a similar slice-of-the-story approach 
to the decades-long Nile drama, focusing on the 
bitter rivalry between explorers Richard Bur-
ton and John Hanning Speke. And while her 
book is neither as infectiously readable as 
Moorehead’s (which is now outdated) nor as 
comprehensive and deeply researched as Jeal’s, 
she does add a new dimension to the story. 
Perhaps as a corrective to the Anglocentrism of 
earlier accounts, she brings a third figure into 
the foreground: Sidi Mubarak Bombay, a for-
merly enslaved African who acted as guide and 
interpreter for Burton, Speke and several other 
explorers over the years. It’s a refreshing shift 
in emphasis and certainly overdue, but since 
relatively few details about Bombay survive in 
the historical record, there are limits to how 
much Millard can tell us.

A lack of documentation is certainly not a 

They found the source of the Nile — and became lifelong enemies
HISTORY REVIEW BY GARY KRIST
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Tourists explore 
Egypt’s first modern 
walkway 
overlooking the 
Nile in Cairo on 
May 20.

C limatology is a Cold War science. It 
relies on expensive equipment and 
researchers spanning the globe taking 

measurements. In the 1950s, American and 
Soviet scientists led in recording the first 
signs of human-driven climate change. As a 
young researcher in 1960, Charles Keeling 
published data on the rise of carbon dioxide 
emissions from the top of Hawaii’s Mauna 
Loa volcano. In the early 1960s, Russian 
climatologist Mikhail Budyko linked the rise 
in carbon dioxide to humans burning fossil 
fuels. The Cold War powers, major producers 
of carbon dioxide, were in the position to lead 
on the issue. Instead, political leaders in both 
countries squandered decades of precious 
time by ignoring or denying the very science 
they pioneered. Science is slow, but that 
slow? What went wrong?

Eugene Linden’s “Fire and Flood: A Peo-
ple’s History of Climate Change, from 1979 to 
the Present” and Thane Gustafson’s “Klimat: 
Russia in the Age of Climate Change” explore 
the political and economic perspectives on 
climate change in the United States and the 
Soviet Union and Russia. Placing the two 
books side by side displays an arching 
concordance. The rival nations evolved on 
the climate front to share much in common, 
as foes often do. Both governments subsidize 
oil production to the tune of billions of 
dollars. Both countries fall on the shabby side 
in responding to climate change, all while 
vying with each other for shares of the 
world’s oil and gas markets. And both 
countries have forceful lobbies and lawmak-
ers resistant to setting limits on emissions of 
greenhouse gases. Political sentiments line 
up, too. The Russian and American right 
agree that climate change is the “scam of the 
century,” an excuse by the left to bridle 
industry. U.S. President Donald Trump’s 
administration infamously erased climate 
change from government websites. Vladimir 
Putin celebrated a warming climate as good 
for frosty Russia. Russians, he quipped, won’t 
have to spend so much on fur coats.

Fur costs aside, in “Klimat,” Gustafson 
points out that temperatures will increase in 
Russia more than in other parts of the globe 
and that 70 percent of Russian territory is 
permafrost, which is thawing at accelerating 
rates, leaving behind large craters of sunken 
earth, cracked buildings and crumbling 
bridges.

The biggest problem, however, for Russia 
is economic. In the past two decades, Russia 
has thrived on the export of fossil fuels. The 
Russian leadership has been having trouble 
recognizing that the days of pumping oil and 
gas will soon end. Putin remarked in 2019 on 
the coming decline of oil exports: “I simply 
don’t see any threats to us, they don’t exist.” 
Presently, Russia is using its gas and oil 
supply to wage war. In April, it shut off gas to 
Poland and Bulgaria in retaliation for aiding 
Ukraine.

The U.S. economy, similarly propped up by 
oil and gas revenue, is also in danger. The 
European Union is threatening to impose 
tariffs on countries that do not meet E.U. 
carbon emission standards as a way to level 
the playing field for those that are cutting 
emissions. That move would cut into U.S. and 
Russian business prospects, especially as 
both are late in developing renewables and in 
preparing for a net-zero future.

In fascinating detail, Linden’s “Fire and 
Flood” tours the American scientific and 
political landscape that first grasped the fact 
of climate change and then forgot about it. In 
the late 1970s, President Jimmy Carter had 

On climate change, Russia and the U.S. are uncomfortably alike
CLIMATE CHANGE REVIEW BY KATE BROWN
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Mammoth bones, 
some tens of 
thousands of years 
old, lie along the 
Kolyma River 
outside the Siberian 
town of Zyryanka, 
Russia, in 2019. 
The melting 
permafrost is 
revealing 
prehistoric finds 
throughout Siberia.

Gary Krist’s most recent book is “The Mirage 
Factory: Illusion, Imagination, and the Invention of 
Los Angeles.”

and vulnerable. “Our society is so good at 
monetizing discontents (think MAGA hats) 
and finding profit opportunities that its very 
adaptability has become maladaptive. We are 
so gifted at finding the profit to harvest in 
every risk and at pushing off the day of 
reckoning that, as a society, we have lost the 
ability to recognize and adjust to true 
danger.”

The Russian government published its 
first climate change plan in 2020. It did so 
after realizing that investment money is 
flowing away from fossil fuels. Now that 
missiles are darkening the sky over Ukraini-
an cities, we learn that a significant conse-
quence of Russian denial is panic. Russia has 
less than a decade left to profit on the export 
of its coal and oil. After that, customers will 
no longer be buying. Russia relies heavily on 
the export of grain, a commodity that in the 
climate change future will become more 
expensive as yields decline. Capturing the 
Ukrainian breadbasket would help maintain 
Russia’s oligarchs in yachts, art and London 
townhouses. In waging war on Ukraine, 
Putin miscalculated, believing that Europe’s 
reliance on Russian fossil fuels was unshak-
able. But he fights on anyway, shifting the 
target to Eastern Ukraine, home to wheat 
fields and some of the world’s largest nitro-
gen fertilizer factories. The war in Ukraine, 
arguably a large-scale climate war, points to 
the immediacy of climate change and its 
power to uproot, inflame, explode and vio-
lently reorganize human life on this planet.

Kate Brown is the Thomas M. Siebel Distinguished 
Professor in the History of Science at MIT. Her 
latest book is “Manual for Survival: A Chernobyl 
Guide to the Future.”
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standing of the dynamics of inequality in the 
21st-century economy.

Bernanke’s problem, like that of many of his 
Fed colleagues past and present, is a refusal to 
acknowledge the prevalence of asset bubbles, 
the extent of their impact on the economy and 
the Fed’s role in creating them, both through 
expansionary monetary policy and weak fi-
nancial regulation. It was this blind spot about 
the irrationality and games-playing on Wall 
Street that led Bernanke to assure the country 
in 2008 that the subprime mortgage market 
was simply too small to threaten the banking 
system. And it is the same blind spot that 
allowed the Fed in recent years to dismiss the 
meme stocks, the tech unicorns and the crypto 
insanity, along with the explosion of private 
credit, and characterize it as nothing more 
than one of those occasional exuberances 
unworthy of a policy response. In both instanc-
es, Fed officials relied on comforting data 
analyses that betrayed breathtaking naivete 
about the behavior of Wall Street wiseguys and 
dynamics of financial markets.

Under the asymmetric monetary frame-
work that Bernanke lays out and the Fed now 
embraces, the central bank will keep interest 
rates “lower for longer” during recessions and 
recoveries but won’t keep them higher for 
longer when the economy is booming. The Fed 
will print up trillions of dollars to fight one 
recession but never manage to withdraw them 
before the next one begins. To fight recessions, 
it will encourage undue risk taking by specula-
tive investors, money managers and corporate 
executives, providing them with oodles of 
cheap money and assuring them that it won’t 
be withdrawn anytime soon. And when the 
inevitable bubble bursts and it all comes 
crashing down, the Fed will be there once 

politicians who have tried to politicize the Fed, 
but sees no contradiction in describing how 
the agency lobbied Congress in 2010 to pre-
serve its role as the leading bank regulator, 
including recruiting the support for the banks 
it regulates.

Bernanke seems to have forgotten his own 
role, under a previous Fed chairman, in the 
excessive consolidation and deregulation of 
banks and financial markets that continue to 
destabilize markets and the economy to this 
day.

And even though it is more than a decade 
since he left the Fed for a research sinecure at 
the Brookings Institution, Bernanke clings to 
the obfuscating and euphemistic language of 
the central banker — insisting, for example, 
that when the Fed buys trillions of dollars of 
government bonds to stimulate the economy, 
it does so not by “printing money” but by 
“creating bank reserves.”

Particularly unconvincing is Bernanke’s as-
sertion that the expansionary monetary policy 
he supports does not favor the rich or signifi-
cantly contribute to income inequality. Ber-
nanke acknowledges that one intended effect 
of such policies is to artificially raise the price 
of stocks and other financial assets that are 
owned disproportionately by the rich. But he 
argues that those policies also have a similar 
effect of increasing employment, income 
home values and retirement savings of the 
middle and working classes.

Unfortunately, any broad look at the data 
confirms what most of us see all around us: 
that the dramatically increased wealth of 
those in the top 10 percent overwhelms the 
modest gains of everyone else as that wealth is 
invested and converted to income. Bernanke’s 
analysis betrays a surprisingly shallow under-
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F ederal Reserve Chairman William Mc-
Chesney Martin spoke for generations of 
monetary policymakers when he fa-

mously declared in 1955 that the job of the 
central bank was to take away the punch bowl 
“just when the party was really warming up.”

But in recent years, this puritanical ap-
proach to managing the ups and downs of the 
economy had fallen into disrepute. Citing 
structural changes in the economy and the 
lessons learned from the two most recent 
recessions, central bankers have come to be-
lieve that they must “do whatever it takes” to 
pull an economy out of a serious downturn and 
keep the cheap money flowing until the econo-
my has fully recovered — and then some. 
Taking away the punch bowl too early, they 
have come to believe, results in jobless recov-
eries in which the economy never reaches its 
full potential and workers never gain the 
leverage to bargain for a decent wage.

Among the intellectual godfathers for this 
more muscular, run-it-hot monetary policy, 
none is more respected than Ben Bernanke, 
the Princeton academic who courageously and 
creatively led the Fed into and through the 
Great Recession. In his latest book, “21st 
Century Monetary Policy: The Federal Reserve 
from the Great Inflation to COVID-19,” Ber-
nanke aims to build public support for this 
new monetary framework.

Unfortunately for Bernanke, however, his 
book arrives just as this new framework is 
being put to the test, with an inflationary 
spiral taking hold, an economic slowdown on 
the horizon, and tech and crypto bubbles 
starting to burst. Earlier this month, as the 
current Fed chair and his colleagues scram-
bled to hike interest rates and halt a multi-tril-
lion-dollar bond-buying spree, a somewhat-
chastened Jerome Powell admitted that they 
had left the punch bowl out too long.

You can tell from its title that this is not a 
book aimed at the bestseller list. Half is given 
over to a history of Federal Reserve policy from 
the Johnson administration to the present. 
That is followed by a remarkably accessible 
but unavoidably wonkish discussion of the 
extraordinary steps taken by the Fed and other 
central banks in the wake of the 2008 financial 
crisis and then again during the recent pan-
demic. Readers will be treated to a spirited 
defense of inflation-targeting but skepticism 
toward nominal GDP-targeting; a nuanced 
explanation of the difference between “for-
ward guidance” of the Delphic and Odyssean 
varieties; a celebration of the success of “quan-
titative easing,” which has allowed central 
banks to stimulate the economy even after 
interest rates have fallen to zero; and an 
impassioned plea for central bank independ-
ence from political interference. There’s even 
an elegant put-down of Modern Monetary 
Theory, a recently fashionable fantasy of un-
limited government borrowing that has cap-
tured the imagination of the libertarian right 
and the free-spending left. Anyone looking for 
the score settling, mea culpas and juicy anec-
dotes usually found in books by Washington 
insiders will be disappointed.

Indeed, one of the weaknesses of the book is 
that Bernanke cannot seem to bring himself to 
say anything critical about any of his Fed 
colleagues — or, for that matter, any of his 
predecessors or successors — or the insular 
Fed culture that remains smugly dismissive of 
critics and dissenters, overreliant on its eco-
nomic models and willfully ignorant of the 
machinations on Wall Street.

For example, Bernanke rightfully criticizes 
former president Donald Trump and other 

A former Fed chair still wants the punch bowl — and a high-proof punch
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 Federal Reserve 
Board Chairman 
Ben Bernanke 
testifies before the 
Senate Banking 
Committee in 2012.  
Steven Pearlstein 
writes that the 
ideas Bernake lays 
out in his new book 
will be tested in the 
months ahead.

again to do “whatever it takes” to rescue the 
financial system and save risk-takers from the 
full consequences of their actions.

This framework, in effect, creates a one-way 
monetary ratchet that requires ever-increas-
ing doses of monetary stimulus to maintain 
the economy at full employment, in the proc-
ess creating a floor under asset prices with 
only a vague hint there might be a ceiling. Its 
fixation on “forward guidance” about future 
Fed moves invites everyone on financial mar-
kets to lean in the same direction while con-
straining the Fed from responding quickly to 
changing conditions. And although Bernanke, 
like his successors, may claim they’re doing it 
all for the little guy, the clear message it sends 
to the Wall Street is, We’ve Got Your Back!

In the coming months, the Fed will try to 
rescue this strategy with a series of sharp rate 
increases and gradual withdrawal of bank 
reserves, moves that it hopes can tame infla-
tion without throwing the economy into reces-
sion. If the Fed succeeds in engineering such a 
“soft landing,” Bernanke’s book could see a 
second printing as it becomes the go-to text for 
courses in monetary policy.

But if the strategy fails, the result is likely to 
be an extended period of uncomfortably high 
inflation and uncomfortably high unemploy-
ment. Such “stagflation” is confounding for 
central bankers, as any move to solve one 
problem is likely to exacerbate the other. In 
that event, the most likely place to find a copy 
of “21st Century Monetary Policy” will be the 
remainder bin of your local bookstore.

Steven Pearlstein is a former business and 
economics columnist for the Post. He is also the 
Robinson Professor of Public Affairs at George 
Mason University.

into U.S. dollars at a fixed rate — pose risks to 
financial stability that remain unaddressed 
more than a decade after the global financial 
crisis.

Yes, Congress should expand automatic 
stabilizers — enhanced unemployment ben-
efits, aid to state and local governments, 
perhaps stimulus payments to low- and mod-
erate-income households — that turn on 
when the economy stumbles and turn off 
when it recovers.

Yes, Congress should do more to increase 
the supply of housing to bring down its cost, 
and make the health-care system more effi-
cient and less expensive, even though that 
wouldn’t do much about today’s inflation.

Yes, the Fed is not the arm of the federal 
government best suited to take the lead on 
fighting climate change, even if elected politi-
cians are paralyzed.

Menand does offer a clear, textbook-style 
history of the founding of the Fed and an 

created by the [private] banking system does 
not prevent the economy from achieving 
these goals over the long term,” he says.

That may be what Woodrow Wilson and 
Congress were thinking in 1913, but Menand 
disregards more than half a century of 
economic thought. He even declares in a 
footnote that “arguments that the Fed should 
raise interest rates to prevent prices from 
rising above a certain annual rate are incon-
sistent with its mandate” because higher 
interest rates discourage business invest-
ment. (He lost me there.)

Several of Menand’s policy recommenda-
tions are sound, even if the arguments he uses 
to get to them are a bit tortured.

Yes, financial powerhouses outside the 
perimeter of bank regulation — money mar-
ket mutual funds, investment firms whose 
short-term borrowing resembles bank depos-
its and, lately, stablecoins, the crypto curren-
cies that promise holders can convert them 

explanation of what it actually does in the 
money markets; that alone is useful. He 
correctly observes that in the fall of 2019 the 
Fed intervened in the market for U.S. Treasury 
debt because of dysfunction in that market, 
which returned with vehemence in the early 
days of the pandemic. And he briefly makes 
the case, as he has elsewhere, that the Fed 
should offer no-fee bank accounts to all “to 
rectify predatory and exclusionary practices 
in the investor-owned banking system that 
have significantly harmed low-income and 
minority communities by making it hard (if 
not impossible) for many households to open 
and maintain bank accounts.” He does not in 
this volume, however, discuss the potential 
for such accounts to destabilize the banking 
system in a crisis, nor does he acknowledge 
that this would substantially expand the role 
of the Fed in the economy, a role that he thinks 
is already too broad.

We do tend to ask too much of the Fed. 
When the shadow banking system, its growth 
insufficiently addressed by Congress and 
regulators, threatens financial stability and 
prosperity, we expect the Fed to save us. When 
Congress is slow to rescue the economy from a 
recession or turns the spigot off too soon (as it 
did in pre-pandemic times), we count on the 
Fed to do more. When elected politicians fail 
to cope with some pressing problem — 
inequality, climate change — there are inevi-
tably those (many aware that the Fed can 
spend freely without congressional approval) 
who demand that the Fed step in. And as 
Menand argues, echoing warnings from Paul 
Tucker, formerly of the Bank of England, 
when unelected central banks tread too far 
onto the turf of elected representatives, they 
risk undermining their legitimacy and their 
ability to achieve their mandate of maximum 
employment and price stability.

W hen the Federal Reserve came up 
with $85 billion in 2008 to rescue 
AIG, the insurance giant that gam-

bled and lost on derivatives, Rep. Barney 
Frank, then chairman of the House Financial 
Services Committee, asked Fed Chair Ben 
Bernanke where he got all that money. 
According to Frank, Bernanke responded: “I 
have $800 billion,” referring to the Fed’s 
portfolio of government bonds and loans. 
Frank’s reply: “No one in a democracy, un-
elected, should have $800 billion to spend as 
he sees fit. That’s not the way to run a 
democracy.”

Lev Menand agrees.
A Columbia Law School associate professor 

who did stints at the Obama Treasury Depart-
ment and the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, Menand argues in a slim paperback — 
“The Fed Unbound: Central Banking in a 
Time of Crisis” — that the Fed has been forced 
to stray from its roots by the evolution of the 
financial system, to which Congress has failed 
to respond. The result, he argues, is that the 
Fed has done too much and that this, among 
other things, has widened wealth inequality 
in the United States.

He largely absolves the Fed of blame for this 
(though I would have noted that the Green-
span Fed was reluctant to use the regulatory 
muscle it did have). Menand does, however, 
suggest that if the Fed hadn’t been so quick to 
act, Congress might have done more to repair 
the flaws in financial oversight and macroeco-
nomic management that he identifies. “With 
Fed-led macroeconomic policy tailor-made to 
advance their interests,” he says, “why would 
asset owners seek other responses from 
Congress?”

The core of Menand’s historical and legal 
argument is that the Fed was designed not to 
stabilize the economy but solely “to adminis-
ter the banking system.” He argues that its 
mandate is not to use its tools to deliver price 
stability and maximum employment (as the 
Fed itself and almost everyone else reads the 
law) but, rather, to grow the money supply at a 
rate consistent with the economy’s full poten-
tial. “Its job is to ensure that a lack of money 

The problem with a Fed that does too much
ECONOMY REVIEW BY DAVID WESSEL
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The Marriner S. 
Eccles Federal 
Reserve Board 
Building in 2019. 
Lev Menand argues 
that the Fed was 
designed solely “to 
administer the 
banking system.”

David Wessel is the director of the Hutchins 
Center on Fiscal and Monetary Policy at the 
Brookings Institution and the author of “In Fed We 
Trust: Ben Bernanke’s War on the Great Panic.” His 
latest book is “Only the Rich Can Play,” the story of 
Opportunity Zones.
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FICTION

1 THIS TIME TOMORROW (Riverhead, $28). 
By Emma Straub. A woman falls asleep on 
the eve of her 40th birthday, and wakes to 
find herself 16 again.

2 SEA OF TRANQUILITY (Knopf, $25). By 
Emily St. John Mandel. The author of 
“Station Eleven” and “The Glass Hotel” 
explores the psychological implications of 
time travel for characters from different 
centuries.

3 TIME IS A MOTHER (Penguin Press, $24). By 
Ocean Vuong. Poems about living through 
grief from the award-winning poet and 
novelist.

4 LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY (Doubleday, $29). 
By Bonnie Garmus. A mid-century scientist 
becomes a sensation while hosting a 
feminist cooking show.

5 THE PARIS APARTMENT (Morrow, $28.99). 
By Lucy Foley. A woman investigating her 
brother’s disappearance suspects that his 
neighbors might have been involved.

6 TRUST (Riverhead, $28). By Hernan Diaz. An 
excessively wealthy family with a secret is 
the catalyst for examining how stories can 
shape the truth.

7 THE CANDY HOUSE (Scribner, $28). By 
Jennifer Egan. A sequel to the Pulitzer Prize-
winning “A Visit From the Goon Squad” 
continues the story of tech mogul Bix 
Bouton.

8 BOOK OF NIGHT (Tor, $27.99). By Holly 
Black. A woman stumbles across a mangled 
corpse while being watched by a man with 
shadows where his hands should be.

9 THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY (Viking, $30). By 
Amor Towles. Four boys on a road trip take 
an unplanned journey.

10 THE MIDNIGHT LIBRARY (Viking, $26). By 
Matt Haig. A regretful woman lands in a 
library where she gets to play out her life had 
she made different choices.

NONFICTION

1 RIVER OF THE GODS (Doubleday, $32.50). 
By Candice Millard. A chronicle of the search 
for the head of the Nile river by two 19th-
century British explorers and their African 
guide.

2 ATLAS OF THE HEART (Random House, 
$30). By Brené Brown. An exploration of 87 
emotions to help people make more 
meaningful connections.

3 CRYING IN H MART (Knopf, $26.95). By 
Michelle Zauner. A Korean American indie-
rock star chronicles her relationship with her 
late mother and their shared culture. 

4 THE BOY, THE MOLE, THE FOX AND THE 
HORSE (HarperOne, $22.99). By Charlie 
Mackesy. The British illustrator brings to life 
fables about unlikely friendships.

5 ATOMIC HABITS (Avery, $27). By James 
Clear. How to make small changes that have 
a big impact.

6 FINDING ME (HarperOne, $28.99). By Viola 
Davis. The award-winning actor and 
producer describes overcoming dire 
challenges in her upbringing, allowing her to 
find her life’s purpose.

7 MEAN BABY (Knopf, $30). By Selma Blair. 
The actress shares stories from her 
upbringing, her Hollywood career and her 
life with multiple sclerosis.

8 BITTERSWEET (Crown, $28). By Susan Cain. 
The author of “Quiet” considers the role of 
melancholy in a resolutely upbeat society.

9 THIS WILL NOT PASS (Simon & Schuster, 
$29.99). By Jonathan Martin and Alexander 
Burns. Two reporters chronicle the 
tumultuous 2020 election and the discord 
during the first year of the Biden presidency.

10 THE 1619 PROJECT (One World, $38). By 
Nikole Hannah-Jones and the New York 
Times Magazine. Essays contextualize the 
history of slavery as part of the founding of 
the United States.

Rankings reflect sales for the week ended May 22. The charts may 
not be reproduced without permission from the American 
Booksellers Association, the trade association for independent 
bookstores in the United States, and indiebound.org. Copyright 
2022 American Booksellers Association. (The bestseller lists 
alternate between hardcover and paperback each week.)
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31 TUESDAY | 7 P.M. Lyla Lee discusses “Flip the 
Script” with Amélie Wen Zhao streamed through 
Politics and Prose Live at politics-prose.com/events. 

1 WEDNESDAY | 6 P.M. Gabriela Alemán discusses 
“Family Album: Stories” with Dick Cluster streamed 
through Politics and Prose Live. 

6 P.M. Juno Dawson discusses “Her Majesty’s Royal 
Coven” with Lana Harper streamed through An 
Unlikely Story at anunlikelystory.com. 

7 P.M. Eliot Schrefer discusses “Queer Ducks (and 
Other Animals)” with Sy Montgomery streamed 
through Politics and Prose Live. 

2 THURSDAY | 7 P.M. Diane Thiel and Carl Marcum 
discuss “Questions from Outer Space” and “A Camera 
Obscura” streamed through Lost City Books at 
lostcitybookstore.com. 

7 P.M. Laura Hankin discusses “A Special Place for 
Women” with Jessica Goldstein at Solid State Books, 
600 H Street NE. Free. 202-897-4201.

7:30 P.M. Genevieve Grabman discusses 
“Challenging Pregnancy: A Journey Through the Politics 
and Science of Healthcare in America” streamed 
through East City Bookshop at eastcitybookshop.com 
and in person at East City Bookshop, 645 Pennsylvania 
Ave SE. 

3 FRIDAY | 7 P.M. Lolá Ákínmádé Åkerström 
discusses “In Every Mirror She’s Black: A Novel” with 
Shauna Robinson at One More Page Books, 2200 N. 
Westmoreland St., #101. Arlington.  703-300-9746.

4 SATURDAY | 1 P.M. Beppe Severgnini discusses 
“Italian Lessons” with Daniel Franklin streamed 
through Politics and Prose Live. 

For more literary events, go to wapo.st/literarycal
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WHY WE FIGHT
The Roots of 
War and the 
Paths to Peace
By Christopher 
Blattman
Viking. 
388 pp. $32

ty, and one could argue that Russia risks 
irrelevance as its population ages and its 
economy stagnates. Finally, there seems little 
doubt that Putin misperceived a great deal 
about the security environment, most impor-
tant the willingness of the Ukrainians to fight 
and the eagerness of Western nations to help 
them, even upending such taboos as Ger-
many’s decades-old unwillingness to provide 
lethal weapons to belligerents.

Blatmann’s five categories are sufficiently 
general and fungible that they can be 
stretched to fit a wide variety of contexts, 
from civil conflict in Liberia to gang violence 
in Chicago to, as we have just seen, the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine. That very 
strength risks becoming a vulnerability if 
readers and policymakers try too hard to 
make the model fit every situation.

The historical record, of course, is not so 
neat or formulaic. The great value of this 
thoughtful and well-written book is therefore 
not so much in providing a checklist as a set of 
warnings. Blattman uses the metaphor of a 
pilot. When the skies are clear and the plane is 
at the proper altitude, we need not worry 
about the safety of the passengers on board. 
But when the pilot is navigating a canyon or 
flying through bad weather, the risks of 
disaster increase. The challenge is to create 
systems at the local, national and internation-
al levels that create safer skies.

Blattman wants his readers to become 
comfortable with small, incremental gains 
toward peace, because peace is ultimately 
what most groups seek. Given the prevalence 
of his five causal factors over time, we cannot 
expect global peace to break out suddenly or 
history to end anytime soon. We should also 
look to create interdependence between soci-
eties, foster checks and balances in govern-
mental decision-making on war, and support 
third-party interventions designed to prevent 
small problems from growing. This book, 
written informally as a conversation between 
reader and author, provides a clear, concise 
way of thinking about human conflict, even as 
Putin’s war reminds us of the persistence of 
the problem. Blattman quotes former Israeli 
prime minister Shimon Peres’s famous dic-
tum: “The good news is that there is a light at 
the end of the tunnel. The bad news is that 
there is no tunnel.”

for bargaining, especially if members of a 
group identify closely with the people per-
ceived as being offended.

Third, wars can begin from uncertainty, 
especially when one side grows overconfident 
in the material or moral advantages it be-
lieves it has over an opponent. The two sides 
in conflict, moreover, do not share the same 
information, nor do they interpret and use 
their information in the same way.

Fourth, Blattman argues, is a group’s deci-
sion to use violence to solve a problem before 
the group grows too weak (or its opponent 
grows too strong) to prevail. He cites the 
example of the George W. Bush administra-
tion’s belief that it needed to strike Saddam 
Hussein in 2003 before Iraq’s development of 
weapons of mass destruction vastly increased 
the costs of a future war to the United States. 
Or, to cite another famous example, Sparta 
fought the Peloponnesian War against Athens 
before the latter’s rise placed the former in a 
state of near-permanent inferiority.

Finally, Blattman takes a cue from the late 
Robert Jervis, who argued that mispercep-
tions are a key cause of war. One side can 
misjudge its (or its opponent’s) strength, the 
potential response of the international com-
munity, the courage of an enemy’s leaders, or 
the willingness of one’s own people to sacri-
fice for victory. This factor becomes even 
more problematic because each side has an 
incentive to increase misperception in the 
other through deception, bluster and bluff.

On the surface, Blattman seems to have 
found Putin’s playbook. Isolated in the Krem-
lin, he faced few checks and balances on his 
decision to invade Ukraine and his subse-
quent decisions to seek a continuation of the 
violence rather than negotiate a way out of the 
war. His speeches are filled with calls to 
intangible incentives based in a distorted 
reading of history that emphasizes Russia’s 
sense of national mission and its alleged 
humiliation at the hands of the West. Launch-
ing this war involved tremendous uncertain-

W hen he wrote “Why We Fight: The 
Roots of War and the Paths to Peace,” 
economist Christopher Blattman 

could not have known that Russian President 
Vladimir Putin would soon invade Ukraine, 
setting off the deadliest war in Europe since 
1945. Putin’s war also created exactly the kind 
of natural experiment that social scientists 
like Blattman seek. We therefore have an 
opportunity to test whether Blattman’s thesis 
helps us to understand why Putin started 
such a reckless war and whether the thesis 
suggests routes toward a lasting peace.

Blattman is interested in more than large 
interstate wars. He wants to understand why 
any group of humans engages in sustained, 
organized violence when the costs are so high. 
He argues that most groups settle their 
differences without violence or, as he neatly 
puts it, they choose “to loathe one another in 
peace.” Just as two litigants in a messy court 
case will accept a plea bargain to avoid the 
costs of a lengthy trial, so will street gangs, 
insurgents and governments usually look for 
ways to cut a deal rather than risk destruc-
tion. This bias toward peace fails, Blattman 
argues, when some toxic mixture of five 
conditions prevails. The context produced by 
these conditions, not resource scarcity, pover-
ty or any of the usually cited causes for war, 
explain “why we fight.”

How well does this model explain the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine? First, Blattman 
argues, wars occur when leaders have un-
checked interests, encouraging them to take 
their groups into wars or prolonged conflicts 
because their personal risk-reward calculus 
differs from the group’s. The critical variable 
for Blattman is the efficiency of the system of 
checks and balances operating in a society, 
not necessarily its level of democracy or 
autocracy.

Second, conflict can begin when intangible 
incentives like honor, vengeance or a sense of 
injustice overwhelm the bias for peace. Ideol-
ogy, glory and outrage can narrow the space 

An incremental way to 
peace despite Putin and 
the persistence of war

WARFARE REVIEW BY MICHAEL S. NEIBERG

KASIA STREK FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

A border guard 
near Chernihiv, 
Ukraine, works 
May 17 outside 
his base, which 
was attacked by  
Russian forces.

Michael S. Neiberg is chair of War Studies and 
professor of history at the US Army War College. He 
is the author, most recently, of “When France Fell: 
The Vichy Crisis and the Fate of the Anglo-American 
Alliance.”
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C ongress has an ethics problem. It has 
long failed to eliminate the risk that 
lawmakers will misuse confidential in-

formation they receive in official briefings. A 
decade ago, Congress addressed the issue by 
passing the Stop Trading on Congressional 
Knowledge Act, which shortened the deadline 
for members to disclose trades and reiterated 
that insider-trading restrictions applied to 
them. But lawmakers are still free to trade 
stocks and other investments, an issue that 
can affect matters such as national security 
and public health.

Congress is now debating new ethics restric-

tions for its members to prevent insider trad-
ing and reduce conflicts of interest. Lawmak-
ers have enlisted by the dozens in an ongoing 
bipartisan reform effort following media scru-
tiny of suspiciously timed stock trades, un-
timely financial disclosures and the insider-
trading conviction of a former member.

At least 125 of them have co-sponsored 14 
bills and resolutions. Some have sought to 
mollify an outraged public with weak bills that 
don’t cover spouses, lack effective enforce-
ment provisions or do little more than raise the 
fine for tardy disclosures from $200 to $500. 
But the strongest proposals would prohibit 

stock trading except through blind trusts or 
outlaw owning some investments altogether.

As could be expected, not everyone is 
excited about the effort. House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi initially bemoaned what she described 
as an attempt to exclude lawmakers from the 
“free-market economy,” though she later said 
she’d be open to enacting new rules “if 
members want to do that.”

Prospects for a congressional stock-trading 
ban looked good earlier this year, but Congress 
has slow-walked deliberations. Rep. Zoe Lof-
gren (D-Calif.) suggested that complex policy 
questions might take time to resolve, saying, 

BY WALTER M. SHAUB JR. 

Congressional stock trading
ILLUSTRATIONS BY DOLA SUN FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

spring cleaning

CONTINUED ON  B8

Twitter: @waltshaub

Walter M. Shaub Jr. is a former director of the 
U.S. Office of Government Ethics. He currently 
serves as senior ethics fellow with the Project on 
Government Oversight.

“It’s way more complicated than I understood 
when I first started looking at it.”

But the issue isn’t complex. The only thing 
complicating reform in the legislative branch 
is that some members lack objectivity when it 
comes to applying certain standards to them-
selves. Congress should put the public’s inter-
est first and pass a stock-trading ban.

M odern American culture has a way of 
transforming nearly every philosophi-
cal and spiritual tradition (see: Zen 

Buddhism, yoga) into an anodyne pop-culture 
analogue. But contemporary iterations of 
Stoicism — a Hellenistic school of thought 
that deeply influenced ancient Rome — may 
win the prize for reducing complex ideas to 
shallow, if marketable, sound bites.

Founded in 3rd-century-BC Athens by Zeno 
of Citium, and later practiced by such lumi-
naries of the Greco-Roman world as Seneca 
and the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius, 
Stoicism focuses on the cultivation of personal 
goodness through command of the self — 
stressing, in particular, the ways we can 
control our emotional responses to the world 
around us. At its best, Stoicism challenges us 
to tame our selfish passions and trains us to 
accept injustice, failure and death.

Contemporary pop-Stoicism, however, 
treats this idea of self-control as — in the 
words of Ryan Holiday, author of the Stoic-in-
fluenced “The Obstacle Is the Way: The Time-
less Art of Turning Trials Into Triumph” — a 
useful “life hack”: individualistic, capitalist-
friendly self-help. Today, conventions like the 

BY TARA ISABELLA BURTON

Stoicism

Twitter: @NotoriousTIB

Tara Isabella Burton is the author of the novels 
“The World Cannot Give” and “Social Creature,” 
and the nonfiction “Strange Rites: New Religions 
for a Godless World.” Her next book, “Self-Made: 
Curating Our Image From da Vinci to the 
Kardashians,” will be published in 2023.

annual Stoicon draw thousands of attendees, 
while popular podcasts like “Stoic Solutions,” 
“The Sunday Stoic” and “The Practical Stoic” 
reimagine Stoic wisdom for a modern age. 
Some of pop-philosophy’s biggest names, in-
cluding Jordan Peterson, also draw heavily on 
elements of Stoic thought. For these writers, 
Stoicism can often be boiled down to thera-
peutic platitudes: work hard, push through 
pain, reframe toxic narratives.

But pop-Stoicism doesn’t ask one of philos-
ophy’s most important questions: What does 
it mean to live a good life? Stoicism is 
ultimately a philosophy not of personal 
success but of virtue, encouraging us to 
become good people, not just effective ones. 
And goodness, unlike productivity, is some-
thing we can’t “hack” our way toward achiev-
ing.

Twitter: @JosephEStiglitz

Joseph E. Stiglitz, co-recipient of the 2001 Nobel 
Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, teaches at 
Columbia University.

T he coronavirus has provided critical 
evidence that our current patent sys-
tem, specifically for lifesaving prod-

ucts such as vaccines and medicines, should 
be tossed out. Its design is simply inad-
equate for the 21st century, and it has 
impeded our response to the pandemic. 
While the patent system has enabled drug 
companies to make billions of dollars, it has 
hindered production of vaccines, contribut-
ing greatly to their lack of availability in 
developing countries and emerging mar-
kets, and furnishing ample opportunity for 
the virus to mutate to the more contagious, 
more dangerous, more vaccine-resistant 
variants we’ve seen.

And we the public are paying fourfold: We 
paid for the basic research that allowed for 
the development of the mRNA vaccine; we 
provided massive assistance to help drug 
companies bring the vaccines to market; we 
pay high prices for the vaccines and other 
medicines publicly and privately; and now 
that the disease has festered, we pay continu-
ing health and economic costs.

The patent system
BY JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ

Patents are a social construction — laws we 
make for society’s betterment, not simply an 
individual’s profit. But they are also a prize, 
designed to reward and encourage innovative 
activity. They are a very badly designed prize, 
however — the award of a monopoly right that 
works by restricting production and raising 
prices. It’s the antithesis of what we should 
want, which is the widest dissemination of the 
benefits of innovation.

There are alternatives beyond the public 
funding of research on and testing of drugs, 
such as a publicly funded monetary prize for 
scientists who succeed in making lifesaving 
drugs and vaccines. For years, Sen. Bernie 
Sanders (I-Vt.) introduced legislation toward 
that end, and there have been discussions at 
the World Health Organization on how such a 
scheme could be implemented globally. It’s 
past time.
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Sonoran Borderlands,” to be published in October.
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course, not all long games are bloated. You 
won’t find anyone saying that “Elden Ring,” a 
45-hour fantasy epic that just may be the game 
of the year, has dull, superfluous content. But 
others — like “Valhalla” and “Far Cry 6” — have 
the listless bulk of beached whales.

Blame the trend in part on the demands of 
the “attention economy.” According to the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2020 the average 
American spent 5.5 hours per day on leisure. 
Gaming studios are vying with companies like 
Disney and Netflix for a piece of this pie. 
Netflix once told investors that “Fortnite,” the 
popular battle royal, is a bigger competitor 

— open-world single-player adventures — can 
take four times longer to beat than the 
originals released a decade or more ago. To 
accomplish every task in Ubisoft’s “Assassin’s 
Creed Valhalla” (admittedly a bigger endeavor 
than simply beating the game), the average 
player has to commit some 135 hours.

Many gamers are noting that the extra 
length comes at a cost: bloat. To extend game 
play, developers seem to be tacking on tasks 
that are worse than nonessential: They’re 
boring. Pointless, menial objectives in a game 
distract from the main storyline and dilute the 
impact of more fun, engrossing missions. Of 

V ideo game developers today have goals 
that go well beyond selling copies of 
their titles: They want to maximize the 

time players spend in these carefully con-
structed virtual worlds. The reasons range 
from the purely mercenary — the more hours 
played, the more likely a player is to pay for 
cosmetic features within a game — to the more 
benign, such as wanting to make players feel 
they are getting the most bang for their 
gaming buck.

But the upshot is that games are getting 
long. I reported in March that the latest 
entries in some of gaming’s biggest franchises 

BY TEDDY AMENABAR

Bloated video games

Twitter: @TeddyAmen

Teddy Amenabar is an audience editor at The Post 
and a contributing writer to Launcher, a section of 
The Post that covers video games and esports.

than HBO because teens would rather play the 
game than binge-watch a show. You can be 
sure that “Fortnite’s” developers want to keep 
those eyeballs on their game.

As these games continue to expand, players 
should get more comfortable with walking 
away from the games we buy. I know I have. 
Beating a game simply isn’t worth it when too 
much of the journey is a slog.

BY BARBARA MCQUADE

K etanji Brown Jackson arrived at her 
Senate confirmation hearing with a 
résumé as impressive as they come. 

After the vicious hits she took from the 
Judiciary Committee, she must have felt like a 
piñata when she left.

Supreme Court confirmation hearings have 
become an opportunity for politicians to 
grandstand for the folks back home on the 6 
o’clock news or social media. Senators asked 
Jackson such probing questions as whether 
we should “catch and imprison more murder-
ers or fewer murderers,” how she ranks her 
religious faith on a scale of 1 to 10 and whether 
she thought babies were racist.

The Constitution empowers the president 
to appoint federal judges with the “advice and 
consent” of the Senate. The Senate’s role is 
intended to prevent a president’s unqualified 
or nakedly political nominee from reaching 
the court. Justice Sidney Powell, anyone? But 
the Constitution has no requirement to ques-
tion the nominees, a tradition that began only 
in 1925. Today, the media provides gavel-to-
gavel coverage of the hearings. The result is a 
theater of the absurd that degrades the nomi-
nee and erodes public esteem for the court and 
the Senate. Worse yet, the canned answers 
nominees now routinely recite do not reveal 

Twitter: @barbmcquade

Barbara McQuade is a law professor at the 
University of Michigan Law School and a former 
U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan.

their views on important issues likely to come 
before the court. Recent candidates testified 
that Roe v. Wade was “settled precedent,” yet 
the recently leaked draft opinion erasing 
federal abortion rights indicates that they see 
stare decisis as no obstacle to overturning it. 
There must be a better way.

We should replace the current free-for-all 
with questioning by a single lawyer represent-
ing each party, similar to the process used 
when now-Justice Brett M. Kavanaugh was 
questioned at his hearing about allegations of 
sexual assault, although in that instance one 
lawyer served all senators. Senators could 
submit questions to their party’s chosen law-
yer, and the committee chair and ranking 
member could decide whether each question 
should be asked. An experienced interrogator 
would know how to ask probing follow-up 
questions rather than accepting rehearsed 
lines at face value. And without an opportu-
nity for a video to post on Twitter, senators’ 
questions might actually focus on what mat-
ters: the nominee’s qualifications.

BY LAWRENCE DOWNES

S ourdough and I are through. I held up my 
jar of starter, deflated and bruised from 
too long in the fridge. I’m sorry, I said, I 

won’t be kneading you anymore. Then I 
scraped it empty, for one last batch of waffles.

We were great pandemic pals, back when 
time was stretchy and slow dough seemed 
worth the wait. I skipped the first great 
sourdough wave of 2020. That March, flour 
sales hit the roof. In April, Vice likened flour to 
another addictive white powder. By May, 
ransacked grocery shelves were gluten-free. 
The mania followed the usual arc, up to the 
New York Times op-ed in December that 
signaled imminent staleness. The early adopt-
ers moved on, leaving the field to laggards like 
me, a sourdough long-hauler up until a week 
ago.

Sourdough and I fell flat at first. But with 
counseling, the chemistry clicked. We bubbled 
on strong, loaf after loaf. It was lots of fun, 
then too much. If I stepped away too long, the 
starter stopped. It failed to thrive. It smelled of 
alcohol: the gray odor of neglect.

Sourdough is artisanal, meticulous, rusti-

cally delicious. That’s fine, if you have the 
breadwidth. But it’s a heavy commitment — so 
much bread in the belly, so much starter in the 
trash. To me it’s Yukon food, fit for a snowed-in 
cabin with a virus howling at the door. But 
now the icicles are dripping, and I crave 
less-complex carbohydrates. I want tortillas.

Tortillas are humble and easy. Flour, water, 
salt and fat. Roll and stretch. Fry and flip. 
Stack and serve. In Tucson, they strew cheese 
on a thin flour tortilla and broil it flat. It sends 
grease down the chin and stirs the soul to joy. 
In Sonora, Mexico, tortillas are big as bicycle 
wheels, delicate as fine pastry. You can almost 
read through them, folded like the newspaper 
next to your eggs, beans and coffee. Holy 
moley, they’re magical.

Lalo Guerrero, the great Chicano musician, 
reworked “O Sole Mio” as a Mexican’s lament. 
“There’s no tortillas,” he sang. “There’s only 
bread.” He took the words out of my mouth.
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In the 1950s, a “shabby 
edifice” in D.C. was home 
to CIA photo work linked 
to the U-2 spy plane. C3

LOCAL OPINIONS

Montgomery County ends 
student meal debt for 
many, but the need to do 
so is, itself, a shame. C4
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Thomas Murphy, 96, led 
the history-making merger 
that in the 1990s united 
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Tiny Pound, Va., has only a part-time police chief, scant 
business taxes and a lot of infighting over what’s left
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She read the sign at the exhib-
it’s threshold. Every day, it said, 
more than 100 people in the 
United States are killed with 
guns, and 200 are shot and 
wounded. Each week, guns kill 
700 people — each of them repre-
sented by the 700 bricks used to 
build the four glass houses before 
her.

The sign invited her to walk 
through, to spend time with the 
lives inside each brick, to reflect. 
And then it asked her to act.

House number one.
A mix-tape CD in a yellow case 

for Leslie, 24, featuring “Bennie 
and the Jets.” A student ID for 
16-year-old Blair, killed in Chica-
go while shielding a friend from 
bullets on the bus after school. A 

SEE MEMORIAL ON C5

their elementary school in Uval-
de, Tex. In both mass slayings, 
young men used semiautomatic 
rifles to gun down their victims. 
Those killings have dominated 
the news cycle, but they represent 
just a fraction of the epidemic’s 
toll in the United States. The 
memorial, created by the MASS 
Design Group, Purpose Over Pain 
and the Everytown for Gun Safety 
Support Fund, was built to con-
vey what the headlines could not.

Oertley, who works in con-
struction in Chicago, had flown 
to the nation’s capital for a Me-
morial Day weekend getaway, 
and she had come to the National 
Building Museum early Saturday 
to learn about architecture. But 
then she saw the Gun Violence 
Memorial Project.

BY KATIE METTLER

Shawna Oertley stepped into 
the stark white room, silent but 
for the muffled sounds of sullen 
voices. Immediately, she was 
overwhelmed.

Before her were four houses 
the size of a small sheds, all built 
of 700 glass cases shaped like 
bricks. Etched onto each was a 
name and death date. Inside were 
small objects meant to represent 
a whole life, now gone.

Oertley, 58, had found herself 
inside the Gun Violence Memori-
al Project.

It had been two weeks since 10 
Black people were killed inside a 
Buffalo grocery store, and four 
days since 19 children and their 
two teachers were killed inside 

At gun violence memorial, visitors 
reflect on recent U.S. mass killings

BY DANIELLE 
 DOUGLAS-GABRIEL

In a tight labor market, where 
competition for workers is fierce, 
companies are making a play to 
attract and retain employees by 
offering to pay their student 
loans.

Take Inova Health Systems, 
which announced this spring 
that it would contribute $150 a 
month to pay down the education 
debt of employees who have been 
on the job less than three years, 
and $250 a month to those who 
have been there longer.

“We know that our team mem-
bers have a lot of choices of where 
to work, where they want their 
career to go,” said Wendy Jolly, 
Inova’s vice president for human 
resources. “We want them to feel 
like they have a competitive set of 
pay and benefit programs to 
match the excellence we expect.”

Employers are heeding the call 
of younger workers for help with 
their education debt, and taking 
advantage of a new tax break 
born out of the pandemic. Still, 
there are more firms considering 
the perk than actually imple-
menting it, a reluctance experts 
say is rooted in uncertainty about 
federal policies on debt cancella-
tion and repayment.

Before the pandemic, student 
loan repayment benefits were 
becoming one of the most popu-
lar perks taking hold in corporate 
America. The percentage of em-
ployers offering student loan re-
payment assistance doubled to 8 
percent between 2016 and 2019, 
according to the Society for Hu-
man Resource Management.

A 2021 survey by the Employee 
Benefit Research Institute found 
priorities shifted in the wake of 

SEE LOANS ON C14

Emerging
job perk: 
Student
loan help

BY ANTONIO OLIVO

In 2008, Fairfax County 
launched an ambitious “Plan to 
Prevent and End Homelessness,” 
with the goal of ending home-
lessness in the Northern Virginia 
suburb within 10 years.

While homelessness is down 
by more than a third since that 
deadline was set, tent encamp-
ments in the woods, including 
one a short walk from the satel-
lite country government center 
in Reston, show the goal of 
reducing the number to zero is 
still far from reach.

The county Board of Supervi-
sors recently ordered a review of 
the Fairfax homelessness -
prevention efforts, joining other 
localities in the region that have 
been struggling with a problem 
that, while diminishing, has be-
come more visible during the 
coronavirus pandemic.

Some supervisors expressed 
frustration over the limited prog-
ress after several hundred people 
returned to the streets earlier 
this spring, prompted by the 
closure of seasonal hypothermia 
shelters that operate between 
December and April, and the end 
of a pandemic program in March 

SEE HOMELESS ON C6

Fairfax 
revisits 
homeless 
problem
 2008 PLAN’S GOAL OF 
ZERO STILL DISTANT 

Tents near government 
building point to issue

Next to mass shootings,
small horrors go unseen

By now, you might 
have seen the 
video.

Not the one of 
the Uvalde fourth-
grader who 
described “hiding 
hard” and then 
hearing a 

classmate, at the prompting of an 
officer, yell for help before getting 
shot.

Not the one of the dad who 
spoke of buying his daughter a 
phone for her 10th birthday and 
learning she tried to use it to call 
911 in her final moments.

Not the one of the 10-year-old 
who talked about how she 
survived and then later realized 
“all the people I knew were dead.”

Those are all heartbreaking 

and haunting. They were also 
created after those children had 
already been failed. The video 
that keeps playing on loop in my 
mind is one that shows the 
moments before, during and after 
shots were fired in the direction 
of a group of children. That video 
was taken on the same day as the 
Uvalde shooting and leaves the 
viewer wanting to reach in and 
tell those kids, “Run!”

The footage — which was 
captured by a security camera and 
posted on social media and, in 
edited form, by news outlets — 
shows five young children playing 
on a sidewalk in a Northern 
Virginia neighborhood. Across the 
parking lot, four people in dark 
clothing can be seen walking. One 

SEE VARGAS ON C6

Theresa 
Vargas

BY GREGORY S. SCHNEIDER

pound, va. — Leabern Kennedy lit a 
Virginia Slims and opened a Mountain 
Dew Zero. It was almost 10 p.m. She’d 
started work on her day job about 14 
hours ago, sat through a long town 
council training session and now was 
on the phone with a lawyer from across 
the state.

Kennedy, newly installed as vice 
mayor, knew her town was dying. Like 
other places in Appalachia, its coal-
based economy is gone, its tiny popula-
tion aging and declining. But that is 
just the start of Pound’s problems.

Last fall, most of Pound’s remaining 
business owners decided to stop pay-
ing taxes because the town’s finances 
are in chaos. Every town employee quit 
or was fired. The cashier was convicted 
of embezzling from the public account. 
When the police department disband-
ed, the local prosecutor dismissed all 
31 pending criminal cases because 
evidence was so mishandled.

Now Pound is literally facing a death 
sentence. After so much dysfunction, 
the General Assembly more than 350 
miles away in Richmond has taken the 
unusual step of voting to revoke the 
town’s charter over the objections of its 

residents.
The move has shocked local government 

advocates around Virginia. “The risks of 
the things that have gone wrong in Pound 
— those same risks exist for every town,” 
said Steve Trivett, mayor of the town of 
Ashland in Hanover County. If the General 
Assembly can simply step in and make 
troublesome towns vanish, he said, “this 
could set a precedent . . . [of ] short-circuit-
ing the citizens right out of it.”

State lawmakers insist Pound is a special 
situation —  so profoundly troubled that 
there is almost nothing left to save. But just 
in case, they pledged to reconsider the 
charter — set to expire Nov. 1, 2023 — if the 
town shows signs of getting its act back 
together.

For Pound’s roughly 900 residents, that 
presents a dilemma: Take a stand, or let it 
go?

In a national climate of political division 
and loss of faith in institutions, Pound is 
pretty much a worst-case scenario of 
government gone wrong. Yet it also shows 
what is at stake when public systems are 
truly, literally threatened. For some, this is 
home, and working to defend the common 
good is worth a little risk and sacrifice. So 
Kennedy, 55, and a handful of others have 
decided to take a crack at rebuilding the 

SEE POUND ON C7

With lawmakers ready to end dying town, 
residents debate whether it’s worth saving

GREGORY S. SCHNEIDER/THE WASHINGTON POST

TOP: Pound is struggling with the same economic problems that 
beset several Southwest Virginia towns, plus several scandals 

and bad blood on the town council.  ABOVE: Pound Vice Mayor 
Leabern Kennedy talks with an attorney who has volunteered to 

train council members on the basics of town government.
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BY JUSTIN GEORGE

Five of Metro’s Orange Line sta-
tions on Saturday began a closure 
of more than three months for a 
train platform replacement proj-
ect and station upgrades.

The stations, east of the Stadi-
um-Armory station in the District, 
are New Carrollton, Landover, Ch-
everly, Deanwood and Minnesota 
Avenue. New Carrollton, Landover 

and Cheverly are the last of Metro’s 
21/2-year program to rebuild 20 out-
door platforms in the 91-station 
system that are worn out from 
decades of use and weather, ac-
cording to the transit agency.

The Deanwood and Minnesota 
Avenue stations will undergo up-
grades, while workers also will 
make bridge repairs at six loca-
tions along the Orange Line. The 
work includes installing fiber optic 

cables for radio communication 
and replacing track switches.

The new platforms are expected 
to include slip-resistant tiles, LED 
lighting, larger digital display 
screens, stainless-steel platform 
shelters with power outlets, and 
new surveillance cameras.

The project has stopped service 
between the Stadium-Armory and 
New Carrollton stations in Mary-
land until Sept. 5.

Metro is providing free shuttle 
bus service between the closed sta-
tions to stations that are in service. 
Shuttle buses at all five closed sta-
tions leave every 15 to 20 minutes. 
Parking at the closed stations is 
free, the transit agency said.

Orange Line trains will operate 
on weekdays between Vienna and 
Stadium-Armory. MARC and 
Amtrak service at New Carrollton 
will not be affected.

On weekends, Metrorail will not 
run Orange, Blue or Silver line 
service between the Stadium-Ar-
mory, New Carrollton and Ben-
ning Road stations.

Orange Line trains will operate 
between Vienna and Ballston on 
weekends. Metro suggests that rid-
ers transfer to and from the Silver 
Line at Ballston to continue their 
trips.

Trains on the Blue and Silver 

lines are operating between the 
stations of Largo Town Center and 
Benning Road; Stadium-Armory 
and Franconia-Springfield; and 
Stadium-Armory and Wiehle-Res-
ton East.

Free shuttle service will be pro-
vided on weekends between the 
Benning Road and Stadium -
Armory stations, as well as be-
tween the five closed Orange Line 
stations.

5 Orange Line stations closed for 3 months for upgrades 

BY LUZ LAZO

Maryland residents can now 
carry a digital version of their 
driver’s license or identification 
card on their phone, then use it to 
get through security checkpoints 
at two of the Washington region’s 
airports.

The mobile credentials stored 
in Apple Wallet are acceptable at 
Baltimore-Washington Interna-
tional Marshall and Reagan Na-
tional airports, the Maryland Mo-
tor Vehicle Administration and 
Transportation Security Adminis-
tration announced Wednesday.

The TSA has been working with 
Apple and several states since last 
year to enable the use of the 
digital version of credentials at 
airport security lanes. Maryland 
is the second state to offer the 
option. Arizonans in March were 
eligible to store copies of their IDs 
in their iPhone or Apple Watch, 
and to tap the feature to present 
their identification at TSA check-
points at Phoenix Sky Harbor 
 International Airport.

Federal officials said the tech-
nology is available only for pas-
sengers at TSA PreCheck lanes, 
but the agency is working to ex-
pand the capability to other pas-

sengers. TSA spokeswoman Lisa 
Farbstein said expansion is limit-
ed by the availability of “creden-
tial authentication technology” 
readers that TSA officers use at 
document checkpoints.

Washington Dulles Interna-
tional Airport does not have the 
technology to accept mobile driv-
er’s licenses, Farbstein said.

Supporters of mobile IDs envi-
sion they eventually will be ac-
cepted to enter government 
buildings, for purchase of alco-
holic beverages and to show if 
pulled over by police.

The availability of mobile li-
censes and their acceptance as 
proof of identity marks a mile-
stone, officials said, adding that 
the option will enhance security 
and privacy for ID holders, while 
providing a touchless option at 
checkpoints.

“Maryland Mobile ID in Apple 
Wallet offers additional security 
and privacy benefits than the 
physical state ID or driver’s li-
cense because Marylanders get to 
review the personal information 
they share with others, and use 
biometric authentication with 
Face ID or Touch ID to authorize 
it,” MVA Administrator Chrissy 
Nizer said in a statement. She said 

the agency expects the number of 
locations accepting mobile ID to 
grow.

More than 20 states have con-
sidered, tested or launched digital 
versions of driver’s licenses. Ap-
ple last year announced plans to 
roll out driver’s licenses and state 
IDs on the iPhone and Apple 
Watch as part of a partnership 
with several states, including Ari-
zona, Connecticut, Georgia, Iowa, 
Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma 
and Utah.

The D.C. Council in December 
approved legislation that would 
allow the city to issue electronic 
driver’s licenses and IDs. The leg-
islation would allow people to 
present identification in an elec-
tronic format, such as on a smart-
phone, instead of a physical cre-
dential, except when prohibited 
by federal law.

The Virginia Department of 
Motor Vehicles said Thursday 
that it is making progress on the 
development of a mobile ID op-
tion it hopes to launch next year. 
The agency successfully tested the 
use of digital credentials in 2016 
and concluded it was “technically 
feasible” to provide the option.

In Maryland, residents who 
have a valid state ID or license can 

Md. begins issuing digital ID cards, 
driver’s licenses for use at airports 

get the mobile option in Apple 
Wallet on an iPhone 8 or newer, or 
an Apple Watch Series 4 or later, 
with the latest version of the oper-
ating software.

To enroll, users can tap the 
“plus” button at the top of the 

screen in Apple Wallet on their 
iPhone and select “Driver’s li-
cense or State ID” and follow the 
instructions, which include tak-
ing a photo of their ID and a 
headshot to send to the MVA for 
verification.

Even if using the mobile ID at 
the airport, passengers should 
continue to carry their physical 
driver’s license or identification 
card, the TSA said, noting that 
they could still be asked to show 
the physical ID.

WASHINGTON POST ILLUSTRATION

Maryland residents can now store their driver’s license or state ID in their Apple Wallet for use on 
their iPhone. The IDs can be used at TSA PreCheck lanes at BWI and Reagan National airports. 

BY JUSTIN GEORGE

The recent Metro safety prob-
lems and leadership changes can-
not obscure what lies ahead for 
the transit agency: major funding 
issues and possible service cuts if 
ridership does not dramatically 
improve. While there are signs of 
ridership increases, the agency is 
still a long way from closing a 
projected funding gap that transit 
officials estimated to be about half 
a billion dollars before the award 
of a large federal grant.

The Metro fare revenue decline 
began early in the pandemic, but 
the agency was saved by $2.4 bil-
lion in federal coronavirus relief 
money. That money, however, be-
gins to run out next summer, 
when the new Metro fiscal year 
begins. The agency is also bracing 
for a similar shortfall in its capital 
projects budget in the coming 
years, as Metro pays back bonds it 
issued to expedite maintenance 
and upgrades during the pandem-
ic.

Michael Goldman, who repre-
sented Montgomery County on 
the Metro board for eight years, 
until last summer, shared his 
ideas on how Metro can try to 
avoid service cuts. He now serves 
as chair of the Washington Subur-
ban Transit Commission, which 
supported a recent proposal in 
which the District, Maryland and 
Virginia would increase their cap-
ital funding contributions to Met-
ro by at least 3 percent each year.

Goldman spoke to The Wash-
ington Post about how Metro 
might navigate the next few years. 
Responses were lightly edited for 
clarity.

Q: The pandemic hurt all transit 
agencies, but what were the 
effects for Metro?
A: It really goes to the heart of the 
Metro business plan and the 
Metro model, which is essentially 
a system that was designed to 
transport federal workers from 
their homes in the suburbs 
downtown to federal office 
buildings. That provided the 
ridership base. It provided the 
revenue base through the 
employer travel benefits 
program. It provided the revenue 

share in terms of the larger 
budget to make the Metro 
operation sustainable for these 
last 15 years to 20 years.

When you had that chunk of 
money representing maybe 
45 percent to 55 percent of the 
operating budget in passenger 
revenue, that was sort of the basis 
for Metro then being able to go to 
the jurisdictions to obtain the 
subsidy to cover the other half of 
the operating budget. Now, this 
has all probably been shot. Some 
new business plan and 
projections are going to have to 
be devised for Metro to survive 
going forward.

Q: Why does it seem like Metro 
is going to have a harder time to 
recover than many agencies?
A: The loss of commuters is a 
problem throughout the country. 
But I think the unique 
demographics in the Washington 
area with the major employer 

being the federal government 
and, second of all, a lot of the 
ridership being white-collar 
rather than in a city like New York 
or Chicago, where there is a larger 
blue-collar portion of the 
ridership, means that the impact 
of lower ridership levels is going 
to be more greatly felt at Metro.

Q: What do the problems with 
the suspended 7000-series cars, 
which were found to have had a 
defect that triggered an 
investigation and shortage of 
rail cars, say about Metro?
A: I think it sort of pulled the 
Band-Aid off a number of long-
term cultural problems that 
Metro has had that I noticed in 
my few years there. One is the 
kind of stove-piping where each 
unit or department sort of does 
its own thing and there is very 
little coordination. I think we see 
that here, where the operating 
people were treating this initially 

as a warranty problem, and really 
not bringing in the safety people 
and coordinating a response with 
them. They never really focused 
on it as being a major safety 
problem and a major concern for 
ridership at a very high level.

Q: What options does Metro 
have with this looming fiscal 
cliff, as you have called it?
A: What they can do first is to be 
honest with the jurisdictions and 
public and indeed, show them 
this is coming. There are 
probably three or four things that 
could be considered as a way to 
closing that hole. One, which is 
probably the more optimistic, is 
some kind of a regional sales tax, 
which would provide a good 
chunk of that money, essentially a 
new source of revenue. A second 
is obviously some increased 
subsidy directly from the 
jurisdictions, but I suspect that is 
going to be a very hard road to be 

successful on, especially with the 
Virginia jurisdictions that rely on 
a property tax base for revenue.

The third area is to begin to 
look at where services can be, or I 
don’t want to say cut, let us be 
more prosaic and say augmented 
or refined or revised, to reflect the 
new realities of what the revenue 
stream would be. That might 
consist of taking a hard look at 
some of the long-haul commuter 
bus routes that probably have 
seen a significant decrease in 
ridership. And I think that is 
probably true of some of the 
shorter commuter routes from 
Northwest Washington and the 
Virginia suburbs with the new 
federal government and 
employer acceptance of telework.

The other thing is to look at 
some of the Metrorail operations. 
I guess that comes down to 
looking at things like the service 
hours. How late do you want to 
go? What kind of service do you 
want to provide on weekends? 
What kind of service do you want 
to provide on the very expensive 
Silver Line addition, which at 
least in the last month that I was 
there, it was estimated to cost 
around $10 million a month or 
over $120 million a year? The key 
to the Metro budget is personnel, 
and so you can reduce your 
operating expense if you reduce 
personnel, train operators and 
bus operators, and that is where 
you get back to what level of 
service can you change.

Q: Will the 3 percent annual 
increase that the District and 
Maryland have proposed and 
that Virginia is considering for 
annual capital budget 
contributions help Metro avoid 
its looming capital or 
construction budget hole?
A: This is sort of the first drop in 
the bucket. A 3 percent annual 
increase is not going to cover the 
gap of a billion dollars, which will 
now come along in 2026 or 2027 
when the dedicated funding from 
the District, Maryland and 
Virginia is exhausted as a source 
of backing up new bonding, so I 
am very concerned about that.

I am very concerned about it 
because even the current capital 

needs projections for Metro do 
not reflect the cost of a fully 
electric bus fleet now in its plans. 
The budget projections are based 
on replacement numbers as 
though they were diesel or 
natural gas-type buses. It does not 
reflect the added costs for an 
individual electric bus, nor does it 
reflect the cost for charging in the 
various bus garages.

I honestly am not sure how 
much of the budget reflects these 
new 8000-series rail cars that 
have been ordered from Hitachi. I 
see this as a major issue for 
Metro. The problem I see is that if 
you are running a railroad or rail 
system, those reoccurring capital 
costs on the rails are going to be 
there whether you are running a 
system that is 95 percent of pre-
covid levels in terms of ridership, 
or 60 percent to 70 percent.

Q: How do you sell the idea of a 
sales tax to voters who are 
frustrated with Metro because 
of the train shortage, recurring 
safety lapses and charges from 
elected officials that Metro has a 
management problem?
A: You have to have the National 
Transportation Safety Board or 
the Washington Metrorail Safety 
Commission come up with a root-
cause analysis of why the wheels 
separated from the axle, even 
though they are small amounts, 
in millimeters or less than an 
inch. Then Metro has got to get 
out there and say, “Well, we now 
have an understanding of what 
went wrong. We have a system to 
make those changes. We are going 
to engage in a process of weekly 
or monthly or daily inspections or 
whatever level of inspection we’re 
going to provide to ensure that 
this is a safe system.”

It probably has to be an 
inspection process that is kind of 
overly safe in the beginning for 
the first year or two to show there 
is this commitment to running a 
safe and reliable service. And 
above that, you are going to have, 
this is more an exercise in public 
relations, a campaign advertising 
with public officials attesting that 
they believe Metro is on its way 
back, it is a safe system and they 
are going to ride Metro again.

Transit commission chairman o≠ers ideas for Metro funding problems

BILL O’LEARY/THE WASHINGTON POST

Michael Goldman, left, shakes hands with Jack Evans in 2019. Goldman, a member of the Metro board 
for eight years until last summer,  now  chairs the Washington Suburban Transit Commission.
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Lanis Geluso testified in April 
2019 that Johnson told officers 
that he and Gamboa argued, so he 
then pushed her down a flight of 
stairs as she held one of their 
children, then strangled her.

Jurors resumed deliberations 
Friday afternoon to determine the 
sentence for Johnson. The 
murder charge carries a 
maximum penalty of 40 years in 
prison, while the child 
delinquency charges are 
punishable by up to a year.

— Associated Press

deliberated for about 90 minutes. 
The jury also convicted 

Johnson of two counts of 
contributing to the delinquency 
of a minor for leaving the couple’s 
20-month-old toddlers home 
alone while he disposed of 
Gamboa’s body.

Johnson admitted to killing 
Gamboa during a lengthy 
videotaped interview with 
Virginia Beach police about a 
month after the woman 
disappeared. 

Virginia Beach police Sgt. 

Two  hospitalized after 
exposure to toxic gas

A woman and 6-year-old girl 
were taken to a hospital after they 
were exposed to a toxic gas while 
swimming at an indoor pool in 
West Ocean City on Thursday, 
officials said.

The Worcester County Fire 
Marshal’s Office said firefighter 
paramedics went to the Francis 
Scott Key Family Resort and 
found the girl and a  41-year-old 
woman who  complained of severe 
difficulty breathing and  were 
flown to Johns Hopkins Hospital 
in Baltimore.

The investigation revealed that 
during routine maintenance, 
muriatic acid and chlorine were 
both accidentally released, 
forming a toxic gas that was 

photos of a shipyard there. After 
the U-2 landed back at its base 
near Wiesbaden, Germany, the 
film was removed and flown to 
Eastman Kodak in Rochester, 
N.Y., for processing. Its ultimate 
destination was the Steuart 
Building, where interpreters 
pored over the images, using 
tools to discern the size and 
orientation of various 
structures. In September 1957, 
they received a new tool: the 
first electronic computer used 
by the CIA. The ALWAC III-E 
filled a corner room on the sixth 
floor.

In the first two months of its 
existence, HTAutomat generated 
1,300 prints from the 
reconnaissance photos and 
33,000 pages of text. Lundahl, 
according to an HTAutomat 
history, rapidly gained “a 
reputation as one of the most 
dynamic briefers in the 
Intelligence Community” who 
“regularly left his audience 
virtually spellbound.”

It could also leave them 
unsettled. On Oct. 16, 1962, 
Lundahl went to see John F. 
Kennedy at the White House, 11 
blocks from the Steuart 
Building. With him were 
enlargements of photos taken 
two days earlier. While flying 
over Cuba, a U-2’s camera had 
captured what looked like Soviet 
missiles. They were.

Project Aquatone — was a 
technological marvel. But it 
created a challenge for those on 
the ground: How to interpret 
the literal miles of film that 
would soon start spooling 
through its cameras?

And that’s where the Steuart 
Building came in. As a 
declassified CIA history of the 
project put it: “Here, on the 
upper floors of a shabby edifice 
situated just three blocks from 
the Gospel Mission, the 
operation was far removed from 
knowledgeable intellectuals who 
might, without benefit of proper 
clearance, come uncomfortably 
close to divining what was 
keeping so many people busy 
around-the-clock.”

(Of course, it didn’t help that, 
before the department moved 
in, a sign outside the office 
indicated it was “Rented to 
CIA.”)

Lundahl organized and 
oversaw the operation: selecting 
and training photo interpreters, 
sourcing equipment, developing 
a workflow, distributing the 
findings. He also picked the 
endeavor’s code name: Project 
Automat, later amended to 
HTAutomat or HTA.

Why Project Automat? 
Lundahl envisaged a 24/7 
endeavor, like the automated 
restaurants pioneered by a 
company called Horn & Hardart. 
It was to be the Automat of the 
intelligence community, “with 
its doors never tightly closed 
and with customers going in 
and out, day and night,” 
according to a CIA history.

The first U-2 mission over 
unfriendly territory took place 
on July 4, 1956, the spindly 
plane flying over Leningrad — 
St. Petersburg — and taking 

exciting was on the horizon, and 
on Sept. 26, 1955, Arthur C. 
Lundahl got his first glimpse of 
it. Lundahl, a trained geologist 
who had served with the Navy in 
World War II as a photo 
interpreter, was the head of the 
CIA’s newly created 
Photographic Intelligence 
Division. What Lundahl saw on 
a trip to a secret Lockheed base 
in the desert was an airplane 
capable of flying 3,400 miles 
while snapping photos from an 
altitude of 70,000 feet. It was 
the U-2.

The plane — code-named 

something called Project 
Genetrix. It involved balloons 
launched from bases in Europe 
and Turkey, and designed to 
float over Russia and China 
while snapping photos. The 
project was not a success. Close 
to 500 high-altitude balloons 
were launched. Fewer than 50 
were recovered, and only a 
fraction of those provided 
usable photos. (They did 
provide something else: 
paranoia. The ghostly balloons 
may have inspired reports of 
UFOs.)

But something new and 

Division, or PID. “The entrance 
to the PID facility was at 1014 
Fifth St., around the corner from 
the toy store,” he wrote.

When the Iron Curtain 
slammed shut, it became very 
risky for American operatives to 
put their eyes directly upon 
such things as enemy airfields, 
shipyards, armaments factories, 
missile bases and nuclear power 
plants.

But what if you could put 
those eyes in the skies in the 
form of cameras?

By the summer of 1956, the 
U.S. Air Force had already tried 

In August of 1956, 
any number of 
things might have 
drawn you to the 
northeast corner 
of Fifth and K 
streets NW. Here 
you would have 
found Children’s 
Supermart, a 
40,000-square-

foot discount store and a 
precursor of Toys R Us.

You could have shopped for a 
new car at Steuart Motors, a 
large Ford dealership with a 
showroom on that lot. You 
might have had business 
elsewhere in the Steuart 
Building, a commercial space 
owned by the family, which, in 
addition to operating the 
dealership, was active in 
petroleum, insurance and real 
estate.

Or maybe you were an armed 
courier, tasked with driving a 
Chevrolet Suburban on a twice-
daily run from the Steuart 
Building to various government 
offices around the city, 
delivering information vital to 
our nation’s security.

Something very interesting 
was going on in the Steuart 
Building.

“There is a backstory about 
what happened above that toy 
store and the car dealership that 
occupied the rest of the first 
floor,” Jack O’Connor of 
Kingstowne in Fairfax County 
wrote after Answer Man’s recent 
column on the birth of Toys R 
Us.

O’Connor said that from mid-
1956 through December 1962, 
the upper floors of the Steuart 
Building were the clandestine 
location of the CIA’s 
Photographic Intelligence 

In 1956, the CIA’s photography spies moved into a shabby D.C. o∞ce building

John 
Kelly's 
Washington

CIA/NASA

In this undated photo, ground crewmen prepare a CIA U-2 aircraft for a training flight in Nevada. The 
plane could fly 3,400 miles while taking photographs from an altitude of 70,000 feet.

Results from May 28

DISTRICT
Day/DC-3: 4-9-9
 DC-4: 2-2-6-0
 DC-5: 6-7-0-4-1
Night/DC-3 (Fri.): 0-9-3
 DC-3 (Sat.): 6-2-3
 DC-4 (Fri.): 0-9-5-0
 DC-4 (Sat.): 1-5-8-3
 DC-5 (Fri.): 3-5-6-5-9
 DC-5 (Sat.): 8-5-4-5-8

MARYLAND
Day/Pick 3: 3-2-5
 Pick 4: 1-7-5-9
 Pick 5: 0-3-4-5-0
Night/Pick 3 (Fri.): 9-6-3
 Pick 3 (Sat.): 8-1-7
 Pick 4 (Fri.): 2-7-0-7
 Pick 4 (Sat.): 4-5-3-5
 Pick 5 (Fri.): 2-6-3-6-5
 Pick 5 (Sat.): 4-8-4-1-9
Bonus Match 5 (Fri.): 13-14-18-31-35 *9
Bonus Match 5 (Sat.): 12-16-17-20-26 *38

VIRGINIA
Day/Pick-3: 2-1-9 ^0
 Pick-4: 3-1-0-0 ^8
Night/Pick-3 (Fri.): 8-1-4 ^6
 Pick-3 (Sat.): 4-2-5 ^6
 Pick-4 (Fri.): 7-7-0-0 ^2
 Pick-4 (Sat.): 6-5-1-7 ^3
 Cash-5 (Fri.): 8-11-20-33-41
 Cash-5 (Sat.): 9-17-23-32-40
Bank a Million: 2-15-16-17-20-25 *18

MULTI-STATE GAMES
Powerball: 2-39-50-61-66 †15
 Power Play: 2x
 Double Play: 11-34-52-61-69 †24
Mega Millions: 3-14-40-53-54 **8
 Megaplier: 3x
Cash 4 Life: 9-11-23-32-39 ¶1 
Lucky for Life: 3-21-31-37-40 ‡5

*Bonus Ball **Mega Ball ^Fireball
¶ Cash Ball †Powerball ‡Lucky Ball

For late drawings and other results, check 
washingtonpost.com/local/lottery

LOTTERIES

MARYLAND

Man fatally shot near 
border with D.C.

A man was fatally shot Friday 
night in Prince George’s County 
near the border with D.C., police 
said.

Around midnight, police said, 
officers responded to a shooting 
in the 3200 block of Naylor Road, 
near Suitland Parkway.

Police said they found the man 
with gunshot wounds, and he was 
pronounced dead at the scene. 
They are investigating the 
shooting as a homicide. 

As of Saturday morning, 
investigators had not identified 
the man.

— Karina Elwood

LOCAL DIGEST

day seemed benign, pleasurable, 
beguiling and inviting. 

Bring us more such days, many 
might have asked, silently or 
aloud, of the rulers of summer.

Saturday had many periods of 
bright sunshine, with plenty of 
blue sky above us. 

Clouds did appear in profu-
sion. Very often they were spank-
ing white, the sort that serve as 
perfect complements to the blue 
heavens.

 Some clouds did also seem 
gray. Occasionally they covered 
the sun and a sudden coolness, 
and shadow seemed to steal over 
the city. But it did not seem too 
cool, nor did Saturday’s shadows 
seem too deep or dark.

BY MARTIN WEIL

Saturday carried a weighty 
weather burden, as the first day of 
the weekend considered to be the 
unofficial start of summer. And in 
its role as the opening day of 
Memorial Day weekend, Saturday 
seemed to give a splendid per-
formance.

If this be summer, we might 
have told ourselves, make the 
most of it. Saturday, in its abun-
dant brightness and comfortable 

warmth, seemed the sort of day to 
be exploited and enjoyed without 
shame or guilt or desire for some-
thing more.

It suggested that summer did 
not have to be all stickiness and 
90-degree temperatures.

Confining ourselves  to the pa-
rameters measured by the ther-
mometer, Saturday  certainly 
seemed to hit its marks. 

In Washington, as of 5 p.m., the 
mercury reached a high of 80 
degrees. That is the average high 

temperature in Washington on 
May 28.

True, the morning’s low tem-
perature did not match the aver-
age low for the date.

But it was close.
At 5:12 a.m.  Saturday, the mer-

cury showed a morning low of 63 
degrees. The average low for the 
date was one degree lower, at 62.

It is possible, of course, that on 
some future May 28 in Washing-
ton, both high and low will dupli-
cate the averages perfectly. Until 

such a day, Saturday seemed al-
most beyond challenge as infor-
mal gatekeeper to summertime. 

In addition, Saturday seemed 
to score well when judged against 
standards other than the purely 
numerical and statistical.

It appeared to represent what 
in both meteorology and dispute 
resolution is called a clearing of 
the air.

If only by contrast with stormy, 
windy, rainy Friday and its weath-
er watches and warnings, Satur-
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In summer’s putative start, a serenely average day

Get the most 
out of your lawn 
this spring.

50%
OFF*

Save now with

Your First Application

SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY!

1-833-347-0511
*Requires purchase of annual plan. Special price is for fi rst Lawn application only. Requires purchase 
of annual plan, for new residential EasyPay or PrePay customers only. Valid at participating TruGreen 
locations. Availability of services may vary by geography. Not to be combined with or used in conjunction 
with any other offer or discount. Additional restrictions may apply. Consumer responsible for all sales tax. 
†Purchase of annual lawn plan required for Healthy Lawn Analysis, which is performed at the fi rst visit. 
◆Guarantee applies to annual plan customers only. BBB accredited since 07/01/2012. ©2022 TruGreen 
Limited Partnership. All rights reserved. In Connecticut, B-0153, B-1380, B-0127, B-0200, B-0151.

Quality Products.
Honest Methods.

Since 1958.
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58foundationsofDC.com
(866) 983-5783

Your leaky
basement
fixed or
it’s free.* Strongest lifetime warranty

Affordable financing options***
A+ Rated with the BBB

$500**
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Free Quote
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max of $500 on Full Perimeter Solutions. Must present 
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discharged into the pool where 
the woman and child were 
swimming, the fire marshal’s 
office said. The pool was closed 
indefinitely.

— Associated Press

VIRGINIA

Man found guilty in 
death of ex-girlfriend

A jury found a Virginia man 
guilty on Friday of murdering his 
ex-girlfriend almost four years 
ago in front of the couple’s young 
toddlers.

Lamont Johnson, 45, was 
found guilty of second-degree 
murder in the death of Bellamy 
Gamboa, 39, in July 2018, the 
Virginian-Pilot of Norfolk 
reported. 

The 10-man, two-woman jury 

Closed everywhere
 Banks

 Federal government offices

 Post offices: No mail delivery, except for Express Mail

 Courts: Closed, except for adult arraignments, juvenile referrals in the District

Varied restrictions

District  Maryland  Virginia
Traffic, 
parking

No city parking enforcement. 
Rush hour restrictions lifted. 

 Meters not enforced in 
Montgomery or Prince 
George’s, except at National 
Harbor and the Prince 
George’s Dept. of Corrections.

 HOV restrictions lifted on I-66 
and I-395. Meters not 
enforced in Arlington or 
Alexandria.

Trash, 
recycling

No collections; pick-ups slide 
one day to the end of the 
week. Ft. Totten Transfer 
Station closed.

 No collections. In Howard and 
Montgomery, pick-ups slide to 
the end of the week. In Prince 
George’s, pick-ups are on the 
next regularly scheduled day. 
In Anne Arundel, Monday pick-
ups are on Tuesday, and 
Tuesday on Wednesday. 
Landfills and Montgomery 
Transfer Station are closed.

 Regular county collections in 
Arlington and Fairfax. In the 
cities of Alexandria and 
Fairfax, collections are 
delayed by one day. Landfills 
closed Monday.

Liquor 
stores

Open at owner’s discretion.  Open at owner’s discretion.  Open until 6 p.m.

Schools Closed.  Closed.  Closed.

Libraries Closed Monday.  Closed Sunday and Monday, 
except in Lexington Park, 
which is  open till 5 p.m. 
Sunday.

 Closed Monday; also closed 
Sunday in Fauquier. 

Local 
government 
offices

Closed.  Closed.  Closed.
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BY ROBERT "J.R." GURLEY 
AND CHUCK SMITH

C
umberland County, just 
an hour’s drive west of 
Richmond, is in a crisis 
that risks it becoming the 

next Flint, Mich. State regulators 
at the Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
are in the initial stages of review-
ing a proposal for the construc-
tion of an unnecessary mega-
landfill, the Green Ridge Landfill. 
This project presents a very real 
danger to local residents. If ap-
proved, the mega-landfill would 
pollute the air, water sources and 
historic legacy of this communi-
ty. It also would jeopardize the 
community’s economic longevity, 
as small businesses are less likely 
to hire local residents and pros-
per amid a mountain of trash.

As part of the review process, 
the DEQ held a public informa-
tion meeting in Cumberland 
County in March to provide resi-
dents and community leaders a 
chance to voice their opinions 
about this mega-landfill. We 

joined the local leadership and 
local advocates — including the 
Agee Miller Mayo Dungy 
(AMMD) Pine Grove Project — 
and attended the meeting to ex-
press our concerns about the 
disproportionate effects this pro-
posed project could have on the 
livelihoods of vulnerable commu-
nities in the area. These effects 
include causing the pollution of 
private water wells, worsening 
air quality and increasing acci-
dents from increased oversize 
traffic, among other health-relat-
ed consequences. The mega-
landfill also poses a direct threat 
to the legacy and history of the 
community’s beloved Pine Grove 
Elementary school, a Rosenwald 
school. In other words, the resi-
dents of Cumberland County are 
worried whether this project up-
holds environmental justice, a 
concept that is enshrined as law 
of the commonwealth.

The Virginia Environmental 
Justice Act of 2020 defines “envi-
ronmental justice” as “the fair 
treatment and meaningful in-
volvement of every person, re-

gardless of race, color, national 
origin, income, faith, or disabili-
ty, regarding the development, 
implementation, or enforcement 
of any environmental law, regula-
tion, or policy.” It also defines 
“fair treatment” as “the equitable 
consideration of all people 
whereby no group of people bears 
a disproportionate share of any 
negative environmental conse-
quence resulting from an indus-
trial, governmental, or commer-
cial operation, program, or 
 policy.”

It would be safe to say that the 
mega-landfill proposal and its 
potential local impacts do not 
respect the concepts of environ-
mental justice or fair treatment 
as codified in our state’s statutes. 
If the Virginia Environmental 
Justice Act were to apply any-
where in Virginia, it would be 
Cumberland County, whose resi-
dents face disproportionate dan-
gers from such a polluting 
 project.

The Flint water crisis took 
hold in a predominantly low-
income community and is a stark 

example of environmental injus-
tice. As many will remember, in 
2014, Flint residents started com-
plaining of foul-smelling, murky 
tap water. A study found the 
community’s water had lead lev-
els registering above the federal 
“action level” of 15 parts per 
billion (ppb). This is a level where 
the government is required to 
take action to correct the prob-
lem, at this point deemed “very 
serious.” Instead, it took Flint 
residents taking to the courts to 
finally receive the justice they 
deserved.

Similarly, Cumberland County, 
features one of the highest per-
centages of underserved commu-
nities in Virginia. The Census 
Bureau found the proportion of 
people living below the poverty 
line in Cumberland County, a 
historically impoverished and ru-
ral area, is more than 5.5 percent 
higher than the national average. 
One of the community’s gravest 
concerns is preserving the clean-
liness of its private water wells. 
With a mega-landfill just hun-
dreds of feet away, there would be 

varying levels of contamination 
to the community’s primary 
source of water. Residential and 
commercial water sources could 
be affected. The county must 
stand up for residents’ access to 
clean water.

The Virginia chapter of the 
Frederick Douglass Foundation 
is proudly partnering with 
AMMD and others to push back 
on the injustice happening in 
Cumberland County. Our elected 
officials must consider environ-
mental justice as a key criterion 
when evaluating the Green Ridge 
mega-landfill during its technical 
review process. At the public 
meeting in March, DEQ officials 
stated that the technical review 
for the proposal will focus on 
“hydrogeology and geology of the 
site, seismic impact zones, VDOT 
adequacy, impacts to parks and 
recreation” and other environ-
mental factors of the mega-
landfill.

However, there was not 
enough emphasis on the human 
impact of the proposal and 
whether this project aligns with 

the definitions of “fair treatment” 
and “environmental justice” in 
the Virginia Environmental Jus-
tice Act. The technical review 
should not be a purely scientific 
process; it must recognize that 
there are lives of real people and 
communities at stake.

The Virginia Environmental 
Justice Act of 2020 offers the 
DEQ and the Youngkin adminis-
tration a unique tool to protect 
one of the most vulnerable com-
munities in Virginia. As empha-
sized in the law, fair treatment 
does not stop at public engage-
ment. In the context of environ-
mental justice, fair treatment 
must involve real policy deci-
sions that expel harmful projects 
when needed. Virginia should 
not allow another Flint water 
crisis to occur. The residents of 
Cumberland County deserve 
 better.

Robert “J.R.” Gurley is president of 
the Virginia chapter of the Frederick 
Douglass Foundation. Chuck Smith is 
a lawyer and former Marine from 
North Carolina.

Virginia’s Cumberland County shouldn’t be the next Flint, Mich.

BY WYN DOBBS

W
hen Pierre L’Enfant envisioned the nation’s 
capital, he wanted to create a physical 
reflection of the new country’s ideals. He 
modeled D.C. partly on his European home-

land, where many of the most impressive structures, 
such as Versailles, were reserved for royalty. D.C.’s 
grand avenues and open spaces, however, were intend-
ed to be enjoyed by everyone.

L’Enfant’s vision for accessible public spaces was 
only partially realized. More than a century later, this 
vision was undermined by the United States’ 
 car-centric transportation system, which exists at the 
expense of other forms of transit. Cycling is particularly 
affected because in most places, bicyclists share the 
road with cars. Unlike with many U.S. cities, the density 
of D.C. makes cycling a feasible commuting option. 
However, less than 5 percent of D.C. residents bike to 
work.

I used to wonder why so few people cycle in D.C. 
Biking has been my preferred form of transit since I 
moved to the area nearly eight years ago. As a medical 
student, I have cycled up to 60 miles a week through 
busy streets to get to clinics across town. From saving 
money on gas and parking to integrating exercise into 
my commute, the decision to bike to work was an easy 
choice for me; that is until I realized the risks of biking 
on the road.

In the fall of 2021, I was biking on H Street NE when 
my tire got caught in the streetcar rails, and I was 
launched into moving traffic. Luckily, I ended up with 
only a few scratches, but this experience was the 
impetus I needed to take a harder look at general 
cycling safety across the city.

Someone had been killed because of that same 
H Street defect a few years ago, and another cyclist died 
on the route I take to work. I learned one of the reasons 
people are nearly 10 times more likely to drive than bike 
in Washington: It’s safer to use a car.

Biking here is dangerous, but it doesn’t have to be. As 
a medical student and recent master’s of public health 
graduate, I’ve learned the importance of designing 
systems to promote better health, and D.C.’s cycling 
system could use a lot of improvement.

The best way for D.C. to protect its cyclists is to give 
them the dedicated space they need to commute safely. 
The city needs protected bike lanes, which provide 
physical separation between bikes and cars. Protected 
bike lanes have been proved to reduce fatalities in cities 
across the country, and their very presence would 
promote cycling, a purported goal of the D.C. city 
government. However, there are sparingly few protect-
ed bike lanes in the District. Of the 1,100 miles of public 
streets in D.C., only 24 miles are protected bike lanes.

D.C. has the finances to make the necessary invest-
ments in safe cycling infrastructure. The city recently 
reported a $576 million revenue surplus from fiscal 
2021. It just doesn’t have the will.

Transit advocates need key allies who have been 
essential in all other health-related issues: physicians. 
Physicians are vital stakeholders who help spotlight 
issues from gun violence to the opioid crisis. For D.C. to 
return to its equitable ideals set out by L’Enfant, 
physicians will need to add their voices.

Physicians have long served as advocates for impor-
tant public health issues. In the ongoing coronavirus 
pandemic, doctors play a vital role in advocating for 
effective ways to control the spread of the virus and 
combating misinformation surrounding the disease 
and its treatment options. Coordinated campaigns 
from physicians also laid the foundation for Food and 
Drug Administration regulation of flavored 
 e-cigarettes, which posed a particular danger to youths. 
A similar campaign could be envisioned in which 
doctors lobby the D.C. Council for more protected bike 
lanes to make the city safer. Even using social media to 
highlight the importance of driver awareness and 
bicyclist safety would make an impact.

D.C. has taken steps to support equitable transporta-
tion, but more is needed to reach the goal of zero deaths 
on the roadways. With the help of physicians across the 
city, this overlooked public health issue could be ad-
dressed, providing health benefits to all D.C.  residents.

Safer streets for bicyclists will translate into cleaner 
air, less roadway congestion and reduced traffic noise 
for everyone. Perhaps D.C. can take another look at its 
European roots and do more to mirror the cities of 
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Barcelona and Paris, where 
the streets have been redesigned to make bicycling a 
safe and easy alternative to the car.

The writer is a medical student at George Washington 
University.

Doctors can make 
bicycling safer for 
everyone in D.C.

BY BARBARA A. FAVOLA

I
n 2021, there were approximately 
5,000 children in foster care 
across Virginia. Many of these 
children were in loving foster 

homes and learning to conquer the 
challenges of growing up. But it is 
worth noting that a striking 17 per-
cent of these youths left the system 
without the advantage of a perma-
nent relationship. In fact, Virginia is 
one of the three worst states in the 
country for children aging out of the 
foster care system without a perma-
nent connection.

This can and must change.
One pathway for change is identify-

ing and funding more opportunities 
to place youths with relatives or 
fictive kin — people with whom they 
have social, not familial, ties. This 
practice is referred to as kinship care. 
It enables a youth to transition from 
his or her home to a place of familiari-
ty and connection, thereby reducing 
some of the trauma associated with 
out-of-home placements. In 2022, 
only about 10 percent of Virginia 

children entered kinship care, but the 
national average was more than 
30 percent.

Experts tell us that permanent 
supportive relationships are key to an 
individual’s success. Research shows 
that kinship care improves the stabil-
ity of a child’s foster placement and 
can reduce the behavioral challenges 
that a child often faces. It can also be 
critical to preserving familial and 
cultural connections, which are espe-
cially important for families from 
racial and ethnic minority groups.

Foster youths who are denied the 
safety net of a permanent connection 
are left to navigate the trials and 
tribulations of life on their own. The 
results of this reality are alarming 
and hurtful. Foster youths leaving the 
system are vulnerable to homeless-
ness, substance abuse addictions, 
trafficking and unwanted pregnan-
cies. Although Virginia has taken 
steps to support young adults be-
tween the ages of 18 and 21 who 
exit the foster care system, these 
young people need a relationship 
with a caring adult who can always be 

there for them to fully succeed in life.
The federal Families First program 

provides states with money to imple-
ment strategies that support strug-
gling families so children can remain 
in their homes. This is an important 
goal and one that Virginia is embrac-
ing. Yet the key prevention strategy 
that must be funded at the federal 
level is providing financial help to 
families that are raising their relative 
children. Right now, a child has to 
enter the foster care system first and 
then be placed with a relative before 
that relative family is eligible to 
receive federal foster care payments. I 
contend that this scenario causes 
unnecessary trauma for the child and, 
in some respects, discourages relative 
families from coming forward since 
the child’s immediate health and 
safety needs are being addressed.

If the children placed with rela-
tives would otherwise be placed in 
the foster care system, there would 
not be an increase in the state’s 
demand for federal dollars. And more 
important, these dollars would be 
used to support an option that we 

know provides better outcomes for 
our children.

Because of the inability to quickly 
move the federal welfare system, 
Virginia has allocated some state 
dollars to support relative families 
caring for youths who would other-
wise likely enter the foster care sys-
tem, but the state support is very 
paltry and these families are strug-
gling financially.

In the most recent General Assem-
bly session, I offered legislation that 
provided state-funded increases in 
direct support to relative families and 
case management services for these 
families. But the proposal was re-
ferred to the House Appropriations 
Committee and laid on the table. In 
the veto session, we saw many in-
stances where Gov. Glenn Youngkin 
(R) disagreed with his Republican 
colleagues in the House. I am hoping 
this is one such issue and he will 
decide to lead on the issue of support-
ing relative families.

The writer, a Democrat, represents 
Arlington in the Virginia state Senate.

Virginia can provide more hope for foster children

BY ADAM ZIMMERMAN

M
ontgomery County Public 
Schools (MCPS) recently 
updated its policy regard-
ing student meal debt. 

Among other changes, students quali-
fying for free or reduced-price meals 
will not be required to repay debt. 
MCPS’s superintendent can pursue 
private donations to reduce the 
amount families owe. And a proposal 
requiring students in debt to receive 
an alternate meal — which invites 
stigma and abuse — was shelved.

The new plan is an improvement. 
But the fact that it is needed at all is an 
abomination. If all students received 
school meals at no charge, school 
meal debt would not exist. Indeed, 
federal waivers have permitted 
schools nationwide to do just that 
over the past two years. But though we 
have known for months that the fed-
eral government would not extend 
those waivers past their June 30 expi-
ration date, state and local officials in 
Maryland have not done enough to 
mitigate the inevitable consequences 
to children’s health and learning. Re-
gardless of family income, no child 
should ever have to pay for school 
meals.

The severe job loss, loss of wages 
and school closures that marked the 
initial months of the coronavirus pan-
demic sparked a surge of food insecu-
rity nationwide. To their credit, Con-
gress and the Agriculture Depart-
ment have stepped up. Since 2020, 
every child has been eligible for 
school meals at no charge, and schools 
have received higher reimbursement 
rates. The waivers kept a bad situation 
from becoming far worse.

Allowing the waivers to expire 
now is terrible timing; participation 
rates in school meal programs are 
still down considerably from pre-
pandemic totals, and school food-
-service departments are still con-
tending with major financial disrup-
tions, staff shortages and supply-
chain issues. But ending school meals 
for all would be bad at any time, given 
the significant long-term benefits 
they provide, including lower rates of 
food insecurity, improved diets, better 
school performance and more money 
for schools.

California and Maine have passed 
legislation to continue providing 
school meals at no charge after the 

federal waivers expire. With nearly 
200,000 children in Maryland, in-
cluding 60,000 in Montgomery Coun-
ty, experiencing food insecurity, it is 
unconscionable that we have not fol-
lowed suit. Legislation to this effect 
introduced in the General Assembly 
went nowhere. Our state lawmakers 
managed to find $1.2 billion to fi-
nance upgrades to Camden Yards and 
M&T Bank Stadium in Baltimore but 
were unwilling to commit the $27 mil-
lion investment necessary for every 
child in our state to receive school 
lunch at no charge next year. For 
shame.

State lawmakers must right that 
wrong, but local officials must act as 
well. If localities do not have the funds 
to fully cover the cost of all school 
meals — and they should look in every 
crevice and under every rock to find 
those dollars — there are still several 
steps that are well within their reach, 
including:

Covering the cost of unpaid school 
meal debt. According to the MCPS 

Education Foundation, one-third of 
schools in Montgomery County ac-
crue at least $2,500 in school meal 
debt in a given year, with some schools 
averaging more than $10,000. Stu-
dents should not be forced to hope 
that wealthy benefactors or philan-
thropists can come to their rescue. 
Public dollars should cover the cost of 
public school meal debt.

Participating in the Community 
Eligibility Provision. Under CEP, 
schools or districts with more than 
40 percent of children in families 
from low incomes may serve meals to 
all students at no charge. More than 
171,000 Maryland students attended 
schools participating in Community 
Eligibility during the 2020-2021 
school year, but fewer than 75 percent 
of eligible districts in Maryland have 
adopted CEP. Every eligible school 
district should make participation a 
priority.

Making it easier for families to 
apply for free school meals. The 
USDA released income eligibility 

guidelines for free and reduced-price 
meals for the 2022-2023 school year in 
February, but they are inexplicably 
not featured on MCPS’s food and nu-
trition service website. Paper applica-
tions for free and reduced-price 
meals, typically sent home after the 
school year has begun, should be 
distributed over the summer, instead. 
Districts should provide free assis-
tance to help families fill them out by 
hand or electronically.

Imagine forcing a child to pay an 
extra fee to walk through the school-
house door. Making any child or fam-
ily pay for school meals — when that 
meal is as important to their health, 
education and well-being as anything 
they learn in the classroom — is a 
similarly absurd notion. School meals 
for all were a long time coming. Now 
that they is here, and we have seen the 
impact in Maryland and beyond, we 
should not let them go.

The writer is a communications consultant 
who lives in Rockville.

Healthy meals for every Maryland child

CALLA KESSLER/THE WASHINGTON POST

A school lunch at Oxon Hill High School in Oxon Hill in 2018.
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“World’s Greatest Father” mug 
for Michael. A rosary for Esteban. 
A wrench for Paul. A video game 
console for Domonic. Hair clip-
pers for Andre. A “Welcome to 
our class!” card for Sarah, age 5, 
killed by her father after her first 
day of kindergarten.

The idea of the kids was what 
undid Karin Engstrand, 69, 
whose emotions built and built as 
she moved from one house to the 
next. When she’d first seen the 
name of the exhibit, she hadn’t 
wanted to go in. The news of the 
past two weeks had just been too 
much. All those children, killed in 
just one day. And now here she 
was looking at mementos about 
others. Babies. Toddlers. Teens.

She’d come to town for her 
son’s college graduation, and the 
family had decided to venture to a 
few final museums before flying 
back home to Minneapolis, 
where the aftereffects of George 
Floyd’s murder by police was still 
raw.

Engstrand hadn’t personally 
been touched by gun violence, 
but she’d always been willing to 
help. She donated money. She 
signed petitions. But walking 
through the memorial, she felt 
helpless.

“You want to be hopeful …” she 
trailed off. “I just don’t think it’s 
going to stop.”

House number two.
A photo of 2-year-old Angeli-

na’s big brown eyes beside a card 
that says “descanso” — Spanish 
for “rest.” A Washington Nation-
als hat for Frederick. A letter from 
the United States Marine Corps 
to Bob, a first lieutenant, award-
ing him the Bronze Star for serv-
ice in combat. A Dunkin’ Donuts 
cup for Kenneth. A “REWARD” 
card for David, dead at 19, with a 
pleading question: Do you know 
who murdered my son? A remem-
brance stone for the 2015 mass 
shooting at Umpqua Community 
College in Oregon. The press 
badge of sports journalist John 
McNamara, a victim of a mass 
shooting at the Capital Gazette 
newsroom in Maryland.

The call to action, the volume 
of loss, the fact that guns are legal 
— it all felt bizarre to Yichao Su, 
25, and Aviva Wang, 26, who grew 
up in China. Su is a film student 
in London. Wang is pursuing her 
master’s degree in education, 
with a dream of teaching elemen-
tary students.

The Uvalde shooting, at Robb 
Elementary School, had prompt-
ed many teachers to speak out for 
stronger gun regulations, to de-
mand that lawmakers stop saying 
that school shootings could be 
prevented if educators were 
taught how to shoot back. They 
said they were tired of active-
shooter drills. They said their 
students were afraid.

Wang thought about none of 

MEMORIAL FROM C1

Gun violence memorial visitors reflect on past 2 weeks
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TOP: Karin Engstrand looks through the Gun Violence Memorial 
Project at the National Building Museum. LEFT:  The  exhibit 
contains four houses, built with hundreds of bricks that allow 
families to display items from their loved ones lost to gun violence. 
ABOVE: One of the bricks is dedicated to John McNamara, a sports 
reporter who was among those killed in the 2018 Capital Gazette 
mass shooting in Annapolis.

about the police officers who 
fatally shot him. A piece of paper 
with Louis’s last words to his 
mother: “It is what it is. I love 
you.”

The sign had told Oertley to 
reflect, and so in the glass houses, 
she absorbed each brick. She took 
photos of some, because she 
wanted to remember them as 
individuals, and then she felt bad 
that she couldn’t take pictures of 
them all — to honor each life 
equally.

Now, she knew, it was time to 
act. She stepped into the exhibit’s 
final installation, a room where 
visitors could sit and read the 
books about gun violence scat-
tered on the tables. One about 
gun violence in Chicago, her 
hometown. Another containing 
poetry. A blue one, from the 
students who survived the mass 
shooting at a Parkland, Fla. 
school, which reminded her of 
the last time she came to Wash-
ington.

It was March 2018, one month 
after 17 people were murdered at 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School. The surviving students 
organized millions to flood the 
streets near Congress, calling it 
the March for Our Lives. They 
demanded a host of gun reforms. 
Some speculated it might even be 
a tipping point.

“Nothing,” Oertley thought, 
“has changed.”

that as she walked past. She plans 
to get her degree and move back 
to China, where communities 
don’t experience gun violence be-
cause almost no one can own 
guns.

House number three.
The Piper family couldn’t stay 

in any one house for too long, 
because the immensity of what 
they represented had become too 
much. In 2022, it was difficult to 
not feel immersed in tragedy and 
trauma. Choosing to go inside felt 
necessary, but it was hard.

They’d come for the weekend 
from Pennsylvania, not planning 
to find a gun violence exhibit at a 
museum about buildings. But 
they were learning so much.

They knew how often guns are 
used to kill people in mass shoot-
ings and in crimes. But they 
hadn’t realized just how many 
U.S. gun deaths involved suicide: 
nearly two-thirds.

House number four.
A compass for Phillip, 26, who 

ended his own life with a hunting 
gun — a gift from his grandfather. 
Pompoms for Alexis, a cheer 
coach killed by her ex-boyfriend. 
A baby picture for Arthur. Drum-
beat Red L’Oreal lipstick for Cat. 
Ballet shoes for Hannah. Bedaz-
zled sunglasses for Noelle. A résu-
mé from Dariel, 20, an aspiring 
clothing designer whose goal was 
to “change the world of fashion.” 
A newspaper article for Kenneth 

“You want to be hopeful … I just don’t think it’s 
going to stop.”

Karin Engstrand, who was in town for her son’s college graduation. She visited 
a few museums before going home to Minneapolis, where George Floyd’s 

murder by police in 2020 is still raw. 
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understanding that it was going 
to end on a certain date,” Wil-
liams said. “During the pandem-
ic, we were in a constant state of 
hiring. I don’t think we were ever 
able to stop and say, ‘Okay. We 
are fully staffed.’ ”

Jeffrey C. McKay (D-At large), 
chair of the county board, said 
the local homeless problem 
could be a lot worse after thou-
sands of people lost jobs during 
the pandemic in a region where 
affordable housing is hard to 
come by.

That shows that many of the 
homelessness-prevention pro-
grams in the county have been 
working, he said. But, as some 
people get off the streets, others 
become newly homeless, making 
it “feel like you are kind of on a 
treadmill,” he added.

The review of the county 
homelessness-prevention plan is 
meant to discover “what is work-
ing with regularity?” he said. 
“What is a waste of resources? 
What is something another juris-
diction is doing that’s a best 
practice that we need to try to 
experiment with here?”

Outside her tent in the woods 
near the government center in 
Reston, Joan McDonald said she 
just wants a place she and her 
unemployed friend can afford on 
the $24 per hour salary she 
makes as a bus driver.

McDonald, 48, has been home-
less since 2016, after her brother 
asked her to leave his home in 
Springfield to make room for 
their ailing parents. She and her 
friend, who became homeless 
after her husband left, have been 
in their tent in Reston since 
February.

Subsidized apartments they 
have been offered are still too 
expensive at around $1,500 a 
month, when they factor in other 
expenses, McDonald said. “It 
hurts,” she said, sitting at a picnic 
table in her bus driver uniform 
after just finishing a shift.

now gone after the “Neighbors in 
Tents” campaign, involving food 
and water donations to the tent 
dwellers, garnered some public-
ity. The tent dwellers moved to a 
nearby wooded area.

But the message resonated 
with county officials. Alcorn cre-
ated a community task force 
whose mission will be to craft a 
master plan for the Reston area 
that will include more perma-
nent supportive housing and up-
grades to the Embry Rucker 
emergency shelter.

“We do need more shelter 
beds,” Alcorn said during an 
interview, calling it “a moral 
obligation” to provide as many 
solutions as possible to people 
without homes. “We are short.”

Another obstacle has been the 
inability of local nonprofits and 
religious organizations that op-
erate homelessness-prevention 
programs to maintain staff and 
volunteers, a problem related to 
stress and lower pay than what 
one might earn in the private 
sector that has been made worse 
by concerns about coronavirus 
infection, county officials said.

“Turnover is typically quite 
high among the staff at the 
shelters,” said Thomas Barnett, 
deputy director of the Office to 
Prevent and End Homelessness. 
“That creates challenges, in cre-
ating stability and high quality 
services.”

Maura Williams, vice presi-
dent of housing and community 
services at the Cornerstones non-
profit organization, said it was 
particularly difficult to keep staff 
working under the county hotel 
program. Cornerstones had oper-
ated one of the six hotels used for 
that program, serving about 90 
people, with the understanding 
that it would be for three 
months. Then the program was 
extended several times.

“It was great for the program, 
but you lose staff when that 
happens because they had an 

Many of those people had 
previously been staying inside 
area hotels through the county 
Quarantine, Protection, Isolation 
and Decompression Program, 
launched in 2020 as a way to 
guard against the spread of the 
coronavirus.

But that temporary program 
ended in March, in part because 
coronavirus vaccinations are 
now widely available in Fairfax 
but also because area nonprofits 
struggled to keep it staffed and 
hotel rooms were harder to find 
after the tourism industry re-
bounded in the area.

“We don’t want people to be 
living in tents. That is absolutely 
not what we are advocating for,” 
Selvaraj D’Souza said. “But what 
options did they have?”

All but two of those tents are 

housing. A Best Buy store recent-
ly shut down and is vacant. A 
shuttered Inova Hospital reha-
bilitation center for the elderly 
has been vacant since 2014, used 
as a place to sleep by some 
homeless residents until, in Feb-
ruary, they were forced to leave 
the facility, which is boarded up 
and scheduled to be demolished. 
“We have plenty of space here,” 
she said.

In April, Reston Strong sought 
to bring more urgency to the 
issue by helping people who were 
forced to leave a nearby hypo-
thermia shelter after it shut 
down for the season to set up 
tents outside the Fairfax County 
North Governmental Center, 
home to the office of Supervisor 
Walter Alcorn (D-Hunter Mill) 
and a county police station.

sites where more supportive 
housing could be developed. The 
county will also investigate 
building more emergency shel-
ters in commercial and indus-
trial areas of Fairfax, a more 
viable option after the pandemic 
forced some businesses to shut 
down.

Sarah Selvaraj D’Souza, execu-
tive director of Reston Strong, 
said her community group has 
been lobbying for that alterna-
tive. The organization, originally 
formed in 2020 to provide aid to 
those suffering from the pan-
demic, has helped dozens of 
homeless people who have been 
living in tents in the Reston area.

She pointed out several large 
commercial sites around the 
community that would make 
good candidates for temporary 

that housed the homeless inside 
hotels.

“Some things never change 
and that is very, very troubling,” 
Supervisor Penelope Gross (D-
Mason) said Tuesday before the 
board approved a motion for the 
review.

Nearly 1,200 people in Fairfax 
are considered to be homeless, 
according to a spot count con-
ducted in January. That is about 
35 percent lower than the home-
less population count in the 
county in 2008.

But, after a spike in homeless-
ness in 2020, there are 204 more 
homeless people in Fairfax now 
than there were in 2018, accord-
ing to a report on homelessness 
in the region published earlier 
this month by the Metropolitan 
Washington Council of Govern-
ments.

With an estimated 282 adults 
sleeping in the streets, while 
others stay in emergency shelters 
or some other form of temporary 
housing, county officials are 
searching for ways to add more 
shelter beds and housing options 
in Fairfax.

There are six county-owned 
emergency shelters in Fairfax 
operated by local nonprofits with 
a total of 510 beds in a mix of 
space set aside for individual 
adults or entire families. Some 
facilities have a waitlist of several 
hundred people to get inside.

There are also 670 beds avail-
able inside supportive housing 
complexes that offer mental 
health counseling, job training, 
financial literacy and other ser-
vices, in addition to a place to 
sleep, also with long waitlists. 
Other programs offer emergency 
rental and utility payments and 
access to affordable child care to 
people in danger of losing their 
homes.

The Board of Supervisors di-
rected county staff to search for 
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Fairfax reviews pledge to end homelessness as tents linger
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Joan McDonald, a bus driver who has been homeless for three months, moves around items next to her 
tent in Reston. Fairfax County is reviewing efforts to end homelessness that were established in 2008.

What we need to do is get up 
and make sure lawmakers know 
we’re done with their prioritizing 
guns over children. What we need 
to do is invest in the services, 
programs and people who can 
keep potential shooters from 
becoming murderers. What we 
need to do is hold law 
enforcement officials 
accountable.

Details that have emerged of the 
police response in Uvalde show 
that law enforcement officials 
failed those children, teachers and 
their families in horrific ways. 
Officers not only held back parents 
desperate to rescue their children, 
they waited outside those 
classrooms for nearly 50 minutes, 
prioritizing their safety over the 
lives of students who were being 
tortured and killed. They did that 
even as children repeatedly called 
911 and asked for help. During a 
call made more than an hour after 
the gunman entered the school, a 
child pleaded, “Please send police 
now.”

The actions of the police that 
day were shameful. That’s clear. 
But if the rest of us do nothing to 
make it harder for a person to 
shoot at children in schools — or 
on sidewalks — our inaction will 
be more so. We know that right 
now children are bracing for the 
next round of gunfire. We know 
that students are asking “Are we 
next?” and the answer will be 
“Yes” for some of them.

When it comes to gun violence, 
the only response to a child’s 
grave is to do whatever it takes to 
make sure we aren’t digging 
more.

begging us to protect them from 
gun violence. In the days since the 
Uvalde shooting, which left 19 
students and two teachers dead, 
students have tried to make 
themselves heard. They have 
given interviews about their 
trauma. They have shared their 
fears through social media. They 
have marched out of their 
schools. On Thursday, as part of a 
nationwide demonstration, about 
200 students walked out of 
McLean High School in Fairfax 
County. At one point, they 
chanted together, “Are we next?”

Are we next? We should have a 
better answer to give them 
besides the only truthful one: 
Maybe.

When I was younger and trying 
to make sense of child deaths, I 
came across a poem by Bill Knott. 
It was one sentence long and, to 
me, captured succinctly the 
gutting nature of those losses. It 
read: “The only response to a 
child’s grave is to lie down before 
it and play dead.”

At different times in my life, 
including after personal losses and 
while writing about young people 
who died senselessly, those words 
have come back to me. They did 
again after the shooting in Uvalde, 
which is not far from my 
hometown of San Antonio. This 
time, though, they hit differently. 
This time, it occurred to me that 
lying down and playing dead felt 
no different than what we’ve done 
time and again after shootings 
involving children. This time, 
lying down and playing dead 
seemed no more useful than 
offering thoughts and prayers.

I told you about her in a 
different column after her words 
were translated into Spanish, 
French and other languages by 
media outlets across the world. 
That’s how uniquely American our 
out-of-control gun problem is — a 
girl’s comment about expecting 
gunfire makes the news in other 
countries. One publication ran the 
article under the headline, “DC 
Shootout: 8-year-old Says ‘I Was 
Kind Of Prepared’ For It, Leaves 
Twitter Terrified.”

Young people right now are 

the next one from happening.
What is so chilling about that 

Northern Virginia video is that 
those children were bracing. Their 
words and body language showed 
they knew they might not be safe.

Similarly, after a shooting 
occurred near Nationals Park in 
July, an 8-year-old heard “Get 
down” and knew what to do. She 
explained to a reporter afterward, 
“It was my second shooting, so I 
was kinda prepared, because I 
always am expecting something 
to happen.”

But right now, we need to be 
looking over there and over here 
and all around at the way guns 
are claiming our kids.

Street shootings. School 
shootings. Birthday party 
shootings. They might differ in 
detail, but they all follow the 
same plot: A person who 
should’ve never been allowed 
access to a gun gets one (or an 
arsenal of them) with ease. Lives 
get snatched. Grief and outrage 
follow. And lawmakers and the 
public don’t do enough to keep 

of the kids says, “Who are they?” 
Another child responds, “A bad 
guy! You remember?” Someone 
says, “The gangsters.”

One child ducks behind a 
parked car, but then, a moment 
later, stands up as the other kids 
watch those figures. (It’s at that 
moment you will want to yell at 
those kids to run). The children 
stand there, holding play items in 
their hands that they are waiting 
to use, when a silver sedan drives 
by, backs into a parking space and 
heads in the direction it just came 
from. The sound of gunfire comes 
next. Bam. Bam. Bam. Bam. 

Three children sprint out of 
frame. One child drops to the 
ground, letting go of a basketball 
that rolls away. Another child 
stays with her.

“Mommy! Mommy! Mommy! 
Mommy!” the girl on the ground 
can be heard screaming. “I can’t 
feel my leg. I can’t feel my legs. I 
can’t feel my legs.”

Prince William County police 
later said that was a 9-year-old 
girl and she was not the intended 
target of the bullet that hit her. 
The sedan was. Police said the girl 
was flown to a hospital with life-
threatening injuries and 
remained there in critical 
condition. On Thursday, they 
released a statement, announcing 
they had arrested a 15-year-old in 
connection with the shooting.

When mass-casualty events 
happen, it’s easy for shootings 
with singular horrors to go 
unseen. After all, we have only so 
much emotional energy to give. 

VARGAS FROM C1

THERESA VARGAS

Police action in Uvalde was shameful. Our inaction would be more so.
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Students from McLean High School in McLean, Va., participate in a walkout on Thursday in protest of 
the mass shootings that have taken place in schools around the country, most recently in Uvalde, Tex.

BY BLAINE P. 
FRIEDLANDER JR.

Wake early in May’s waning 
days and all of June to find planets 
strolling across our morning 
heavens.

Look to the east and south in 
the predawn hours to find this 
pleasant planetary parade. In fact, 
check out the close companions 
Mars and Jupiter in the east at 
about 4 a.m. Monday (May 30). 
Today, May 29, was their official 
conjunction, but no worries — you 
can spot them tomorrow before 
sunrise. While both planets still 
appear close from our earthly per-
spective, they begin to separate 
this week.

In fact, gazing from east to 
south — before the sunrise washes 
them from the sky — you can see 
the planets Venus (the second 

planet from the sun), Mars 
(fourth), Jupiter (fifth) and Sat-
urn (sixth) — in their proper plan-
etary order. Technically, Mercury 
(closest to the sun) will be there in 
early June, but it may be hard to 
see the speedy planet until mid-
June, as it hugs the horizon at 
dawn.

The ringed Saturn leads the 
planetary lineup as it rises in the 
east after 1 a.m. now and will be 
high in the southeastern sky at 
about 5 a.m. This +0.6 magnitude 
planet (bright), according to the 
U.S. Naval Observatory, seems to 
be squeezed between the constel-
lations Capricornus and Aquari-
us.

The large Jupiter and Mars rise 
concurrently just before 3 a.m. 
now, loitering in the vicinity of the 
constellation Pisces. Both will be 
higher in the east-southeast 

around 4:30 a.m. Of the two, Jupi-
ter is -2.3 magnitude, very bright, 
while the reddish Mars is more 
dim at +0.7 magnitude, but it is 
becoming brighter as the year 
moves along. On subsequent 
mornings, you’ll begin to see a 
noticeable separation between 
those planets.

Venus, at -3.9 magnitude, re-
mains incredibly bright, accord-
ing to the observatory, as it rises 
now at around 4 a.m. in the east-
ern heavens. You will see the mag-
nificent, vivid planet climbing 
higher above the horizon later in 
that hour.

By mid-June, you may be able to 
find the fleet Mercury at about 
4:45 a.m. on June 18, for example, 
joining its planetary pals, as it 
follows Venus. It’s +0.6 magnitude 
on June 15 and a slightly brighter 
+0.2 magnitude on June 20, ac-

cording to the observatory.
The summer solstice — the offi-

cial first day of astronomical sum-
mer — arrives June 21 at 5:14 a.m., 
according to the observatory, but 
please note that on the days sur-
rounding the solstice, we get the 
most sunlight. From June 18 
through June 23, Washington will 
enjoy 14 hours and 54 minutes of 
captivating sun. Just don’t forget 
the sunscreen.

Down-to-Earth Events
* June 7 — “Black Holes at 

Work,” an online discussion with 
astronomer Andrew Fabian, pro-
fessor at the University of Cam-
bridge and winner of the 2020 
Kavli Prize in physics, will speak 
to journalist Frank Sesno of 
George Washington University’s 
School of Media and Public Af-
fairs. The talk is hosted by Carne-
gie Science, 4 p.m. To register in 

advance, visit carnegie-
science.edu and then click 
“events.”

* June 12 — “Supermassive 
Black Holes at the Center of M87 
and Milky Way Galaxies,” an on-
line lecture by Razieh Emami, a 
fellow at the Institute for Theory 
and Computation at the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics. It is hosted by the North-
ern Virginia Astronomy Club. 7:30 
p.m. For viewing details visit no-
vac.com.

* June 17 — “Supermassive 
Black Holes at the Centers of Gal-
axies,” a lecture by astrophysicist 
Shobita Satyapal, a professor at 
George Mason University. Her lec-
ture is hosted by PSW Science, 
formerly the Philosophical Soci-
ety of Washington, and it will be 
presented at 8 p.m. at the John 
Wesley Powell Auditorium, Cos-

mos Club, 2170 Florida Ave. NW. 
Also, the lecture will be held on-
line concurrently; go the group’s 
website as the event date ap-
proaches: pswscience.org.

* June 29 — “Earth, Exoplanets 
and Everything in Between,” a 
lecture by astrophysicist Knicole 
Colón of NASA’s Goddard Space 
Flight Center. She is the deputy 
project scientist for exoplanet sci-
ence at the James Webb Space 
Telescope. Her lecture will be pre-
sented live and online concurrent-
ly at the Smithsonian’s National 
Museum of the American Indian. 
8 p.m. For details and to register, 
visit airandspace.si.edu/events. 
(Note to readers: The National Air 
and Space Museum is undergoing 
renovations this summer.)

Blaine Friedlander can be reached at 
SkyWatchPost@gmail.com.

SKY WATCH

June will present a pleasing planetary parade and plenty of solstice sun
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in the process of un-incorporat-
ing,” wrote the business owners, 
most of whom live outside town 
limits. They demanded a forensic 
audit to see whether past rev-
enue had been mishandled.

By early this year, the council 
could not even meet because too 
few members were showing up. 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

“Those local officials 
failed to understand 

that the function of local 
government is to 

provide services, and 
safety, and it just wasn’t 
happening. It just was 
not a good look for the 

town.”
House Majority Leader Terry 

Kilgore (R-Scott), whose district 
covers part of Pound

In Kennedy’s first meeting as a 
member, back in November, the 
new town attorney quit, two 
council members stormed out 
and 16 of the town’s roughly 24 
businesses submitted a letter in 
which they refused to continue 
paying taxes.

“There is no real reason to 
make a payment to a town that is 

Assembly to dissolve the town’s 
charter.

That threw Pound’s fate into 
the hands of one of the most 
powerful members of the Gener-
al Assembly, House Majority 
Leader Terry Kilgore (R-Scott), 
whose district covers part of 
Pound and whose family wields 
enormous influence in that part 
of the state.

“Those local officials failed to 
understand that the function of 
local government is to provide 
services, and safety, and it just 
wasn’t happening,” Kilgore said 
in an interview. “It just was not a 
good look for the town.”

When the legislature con-
vened in January, Kilgore intro-
duced a bill to dissolve the 
charter.

Kennedy and Short drove the 
six hours to Richmond to beg 
legislative committees not to 
pass it. State law sets out a 
process for annulling a charter, 
and residents are supposed to 
vote on it. Kennedy, a union 
organizer and lobbyist who has 
tussled with Kilgore, and Short, 
in his customary denim overalls, 
argued that killing the town 
would set a dangerous prec-
edent.

A handful of lawmakers, Re-
publican and Democrat, were 
sympathetic. But most deferred 
to Kilgore. The charter-killing 
bill passed by wide margins, and 
Gov. Glenn Youngkin (R) signed 
it into law last month.

“I don’t think we’re setting a 
precedent,” Kilgore said. “This is 
a very, very rare occasion where 
the General Assembly would step 
in. We’re not going to step in 
when towns are arguing or 
there’s a disagreement. But when 
there’s no services, or paying bills 
. . . we need to step in.”

Kilgore made one concession: 
If he feels the town is making 
progress, he will come back next 
year and ask his colleagues to 
restore the charter.

“I want them to succeed,” he 
said. “I think this was a wake-up 
call.”

Fight on
The immediate impact was the 

opposite; even the threat of the 
Assembly’s action had thrown 
the town into a death spiral.

go ahead and step on outta here!”
The audience cheered, and the 

supposedly illegal meeting tum-
bled into chaos for another two 
hours.

Videos of Pound council meet-
ings became tawdry municipal 
reality shows — people would 
tune in for the sheer cringewor-
thy spectacle.

“Sometimes you can only 
laugh,” said Trivett, the Ashland 
mayor, who learned of Pound’s 
plight from someone at church 
who is related to a council mem-
ber. “But I thought, it’s a shame 
to find humor in things that any 
of us in our towns would find 
terrible. So they shouldn’t be a 
laughingstock.”

Kennedy and Short found lit-
tle humor in what was going on. 
Kennedy had begun taking an 
interest in the council when her 
yard filled with sewage and made 
her husband sick. Her com-
plaints were brushed aside, she 
said, but the problem cleared up 
when the county took over the 
water system and fixed a leak.

Short, a council member for a 
single term that ended in 2018, 
could not turn away from the 
place where his family had lived 
for generations. Retired on dis-
ability from the state highway 
department and caring for his 
elderly parents, Short began de-
voting almost all his time to 
monitoring the council and its 
problems — taking video of 
meetings, talking with members, 
trying to broker some kind of 
peace.

The cousins worked together 
last year on a campaign to get 
Kennedy elected to town council. 
“My husband said, ‘no, you ain’t 
doing that,’ ” said Kennedy, who 
has enough on her hands with a 
full-time job at Verizon and an 
elderly mother and sick friend to 
care for. But she and Short 
knocked on nearly every door in 
town seeking votes.

By the time Kennedy won her 
seat, the Wise County Board of 
Supervisors had gotten fed up 
with Pound’s antics. The town is 
part of the county, sharing its 
school system and constitutional 
officers, such as the sheriff and 
commonwealth’s attorney. The 
supervisors voted shortly before 
Election Day to ask the General 

town government from scratch.
Several volunteers, moved by 

their plight, are pitching in to 
help — such as Andrea G. Erard, 
a lawyer who serves as attorney 
for five towns around the state, 
including Ashland.

On a recent Wednesday night, 
Erard guided the council 
through a two-hour training ses-
sion, via Zoom, on the basics of 
town government. Then she 
called Kennedy at home, and 
they spent another half-hour la-
menting the endless list of prob-
lems.

“Well,” Erard said on the 
phone, and paused. “It’s gonna 
get better.”

Kennedy took a weary drag on 
her cigarette. “Well,” she said, 
“I’m praying for it.”

Tough times in the Pound
Along Main Street on a spring 

day — the surrounding moun-
tains just beginning to blush 
with green and sprayed with 
purple redbud blossoms — there 
is only a lonely suggestion of the 
place Pound once was. In the 
1940s, coal miners swarmed 
from nearby Kentucky to drink 
in the town’s 11 bars. There were 
department stores, parking me-
ters and taxi cabs. Now most of 
the storefronts are empty, some 
just a facade in front of a col-
lapsed roof.

Pound — some call it the 
Pound — has always been a tough 
place. It is said to have been the 
first area settled in Wise County 
in the 1700s, but was the last to 
incorporate as a town, in 1950. 
The origins of the name are 
cloudy but probably connected 
to the pounding mill that once 
stood along the river.

Terry Short, a former council 
member and Kennedy’s cousin, 
remembers helping his dad clear 
squatters out of the family’s 
motel when he was a grade-
schooler — wielding a shotgun at 
age 11.

“Everybody in this area has 
fought for what they’ve got and 
struggled for what they’ve got,” 
said Short, 55.

Kennedy went to elementary 
school in the building that now 
serves as town hall (in between, 
it was a funeral parlor) and lives 
a short walk away, just past the 
Magic Spray carwash. She gradu-
ated from Pound High School, 
which is being torn down.

“It used to be a booming place 
here. Everybody got old and just 
died off,” said Ronnie Roberts, 67, 
who runs a small engine repair 
shop beside the former hardware 
store. He worked at the store for 
30 years until it closed in the 
early 2000s.

“I’d like to see it do better, but I 
don’t know,” Roberts said, fixing 
a tractor tire. “They had so much 
trouble over there at town coun-
cil.”

Sharp declines in coal-tax rev-
enue have crippled many parts of 
Southwest Virginia, but Pound 
made things worse through poor 
management. Last year, the bot-
tom fell out.

One of its most valuable as-
sets, a multimillion-dollar waste-
water treatment system, fell into 
such disrepair that the state 
ordered Pound to hand it over to 
Wise County’s water authority. A 
budget reckoning and personnel 
clashes led the town to fire its 
attorney, who was also a detec-
tive, and shutter the police de-
partment — which led to the 
evidence crisis. The cashier 
pleaded guilty to embezzling 
about $1,700.

But the deepest problem of all 
— the one that fueled all the rest 
— was that members of the town 
council could not seem to stand 
one another. There were walk-
outs, lockouts, shouting matches 
and lawsuits.

By December 2020 — to take 
just one example — the town was 
three years behind on annual 
financial audits. It was five 
months past that year’s deadline 
to adopt a budget. Residents 
complained that the police de-
partment was gobbling up more 
than $380,000 of the town’s 
roughly $580,000 annual spend-
ing plan.

On Dec. 7, three members of 
the council joined more than 40 
residents in filing a petition to 
oust Mayor Stacey Carson, whose 
long-term relationship with a 
council critic known as Chicken-
man had made her the object of 
ire. The next day, Carson con-
vened a crowded public hearing 
on the budget, led the Pledge of 
Allegiance, then said the meeting 
had not been properly advertised 
and was illegal.

Angry council members told 
her to ask the town attorney. We 
don’t have a town attorney, Car-
son replied. Not true, council 
members said. The audience be-
gan to shout.

“I don’t need to talk to you 
since you have a petition against 
me right now,” Carson snapped 
at a council member, “so you can 
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CLOCKWISE: Pound High 
School is  being torn down, 
sending students to a county 
school.  David Williams has 
owned a TV repair shop for 
nearly 30 years.   Mayor Stacey 
Carson at the fabric store 
where she works part time.
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BY LEE O. SANDERLIN

A Baltimore state’s attorney’s 
office list of more than 300 
Baltimore police officers with 
credibility issues, many of 
whom continue to be called to 
testify in court, has been made 
public for the first time after a 
court ordered its release last 
fall.

State’s Attorney Marilyn Mos-
by told a state policing commis-
sion in December 2019 that she 
maintained a list of police offi-
cers about whom she had con-
cerns regarding their integrity 
and whether their testimony in 
court could be trusted.

“These are integrity issues. 
They pertain to theft, planting 
evidence, perjury, corruption 
and fraud,” Mosby told members 
of the state Commission to Re-
store Trust in Policing at a 
meeting at the University of 
Baltimore Law School.

Attorneys with the Baltimore 
City public defender’s office 
have expressed concerns for 
years about officers on the list 
being allowed to testify in court.

Deborah Katz Levi, the direc-
tor of special litigation for the 
city public defender’s office, 

called Wednesday on Mosby to 
disclose even more information 
about the officers.

“Ms. Mosby needs to disclose 
why these officers are on the list, 
when they got on the list, and 
she needs to review the hun-
dreds of cases in which they 
have testified, without any dis-
closures, since being on the list,” 
Levi said.

In a statement Wednesday, 
state’s attorney’s office spokes-
woman Zy Richardson said de-
fense attorneys have “always 
been notified” about the officers, 
following a 2018 agreement with 
the city solicitor’s office.

The identities of the 305 offi-
cers are now public after Balti-
more Action Legal Team, a com-
munity nonprofit known as 
BALT working to make the legal 
system more accessible to the 
public, won a lengthy court bat-
tle to force the state’s attorney’s 
office to release its list.

“There is no accountability 
without transparency,” said 
Iman Freeman, BALT’s execu-
tive director. “This request for 
this list is just one part, just one 
tactic in our entire campaign.”

The newly released roster of 
305 names approximately triples 

the number of names on a list 
Mosby’s office released in Octo-
ber 2021. Unlike the October list, 
the vast majority of people on the 
new list still are employed with 
the Baltimore Police Depart-
ment, according to a comparison 
of BALT’s list and city salary 
records.

The list of roughly 100 officers 
released in October was what’s 
commonly referred to as a “do 
not call” list of officers that her 
office would not call to testify, 
but most of the officers listed no 
longer worked for the police 
department.

Before BALT sued Mosby’s of-
fice for the list, she said she 
wanted to release the full list but 
could not because it was techni-
cally a personnel record under 
the Maryland Public Informa-
tion Act. However, the Maryland 
Court of Special Appeals dis-
agreed, ordering her in October 
2021 to release the list. She did 
not release the full list to BALT 
until Wednesday.

Even after the Court of Special 
Appeals ordered her to release 
the list, Mosby refused through 
Richardson.

“Many have allegations that 
were unfounded and unsubstan-

tiated,” Richardson said in Octo-
ber. “It would therefore be unfair 
and unethical to publicly release 
those names.”

On Wednesday, Baltimore po-
lice spokeswoman Lindsey El-
dridge said the department re-
cently received a copy of the 
disclosure list from the state’s 
attorney’s office, which she said 
“includes members that have 
mere allegations or information 
that could be used to impeach 
them in court.”

The list, she said, is distinct 
from a “do not call” list.

“Under Commissioner [Mi-
chael] Harrison’s administra-
tion, our department continues 
to be accountable and transpar-
ent in taking appropriate actions 
when complaints are made 
against members, especially 
those that may rise to miscon-
duct,” Eldridge said.

While the list does advance 
transparency, Freeman called it 
incomplete. Absent is any de-
scription of the behavior or inci-
dent that created the credibility 
concerns in the first place, and 
without that information, it is 
impossible to determine exactly 
what the issue is with each 
officer, Freeman said.

BALT and other organiza-
tions plan to analyze the list in 
the coming days to expound on 
the initial findings, Freeman 
said.

Freeman said officers with 
impeachable credibility harm 
the criminal justice system be-
cause so much of prosecution 
relies on officers telling the 
truth.

“An officer’s credibility props 
up the system, and if one actor 
in the system has decided these 
officers aren’t credible to stand 
trial, then what else? What else 
do we depend on their credibili-
ty and integrity for?” Freeman 
said.

Police leadership previously 
downplayed the existence of the 
list, with Deputy Commissioner 
Brian Nadeau telling the state 
commission in 2019 that most of 
the officers do not have credibili-
ty issues.

“Nobody on that list that I 
wouldn’t have working on the 
street, making cases,” Nadeau 
said in 2019.

He said at the time that many 
of the officers named were sub-
jects of complaints that were not 
sustained.

Mosby was adamant in that 

hearing, telling the commission 
her office discloses members of 
the list to the poli department 
so “hopefully they don’t put that 
officer in a position where he 
has to come in and testify.”

Her office later clarified Mos-
by’s comments, saying the list 
does not mean those 305 officers 
can’t testify, just that they have 
information in their past that 
requires disclosure to defense 
attorneys in criminal cases the 
officers are involved with.

“These folks are shared with 
the defense counsel automatical-
ly,” Richardson said Wednesday.

In reality, Levi said, the disclo-
sures are not automatic and are 
often not made, despite what 
Mosby’s office says.

The fact that officers on the 
list are allowed to testify at all, 
and the lack of transparency 
about what landed them on the 
list to begin with, are serious 
issues, Levi said.

“The continued reliance on 
these officers and lack of disclo-
sure violates discovery rules and 
ethical obligations, and directly 
causes harm to the citizens of 
Baltimore and the criminal jus-
tice system,” she said.

— Baltimore Sun
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Baltimore prosecutors’ list of o∞cers with credibility issues is made public 

every turn. To hold her ground, 
Carson has seized on the issue 
that the businesses brought up 
when they refused to keep pay-
ing taxes: that Pound needs a 
forensic audit. It has become her 
mantra at meetings.

Kennedy argues that they can-
not do a forensic audit until the 
town catches up on the past 
three years of regular audits. 
That will take money, so they 
need the businesses to pay taxes 
again.

But they won’t pay taxes, Car-
son argues, until the audits reas-
sure them that the money is 
being well spent.

And so, with a June 30 dead-
line looming to get a town budg-
et passed, Kennedy and Carson 
are circling one another in stale-
mate.

Early this month, the council 
held a budget workshop. After 
only a few minutes, Carson and 
Kennedy began to clash over the 
audit. Back and forth, for nearly 
an hour, until finally Kennedy 
had had enough.

“I think we need a few min-
utes,” she said, then took a drink 
from her water bottle, stood and 
walked out.

“Okay,” Carson said. “We will 
recess until 8:30.”

A few months ago, the meeting 
might have ended there, another 
breakdown, another walkout.

But after 10 minutes or so, 
Kennedy came back. The session 
resumed. Next item: police budg-
et. And on they went, step by 
painful step, attempting to re-
build their town as the clock 
continues to tick.

is stepping in temporarily as 
town attorney, free of charge. 
Nearing retirement and recover-
ing from cancer, Baker, 62, said 
he feels obligated to help.

It’s rudimentary stuff. Four of 
the five council members are 
new, and Carson — who as mayor 
votes only in case of a tie — is 
shaky on parliamentary pro-
cedure. Call the roll, Baker re-
minds them at the start of April’s 
monthly meeting. No, you don’t 
need a second roll call after a 
public hearing. Make a motion. 
Now vote on the motion.

When bickering flares up, Bak-
er — whose booming voice can 
drown out the whole room — 
cuts things off quickly. “Y’all 
sound like y’all got a lot of 
personal issues with each other,” 
he thundered at one point in the 
meeting. “I’m here for free. I’m 
gonna walk out that door. I’m 
tired of all this stuff.”

Baker knows the work to save 
the town will fail if the spirit 
fails. And that is where both he 
and Erard are uncertain, because 
elements of the mistrust that got 
the council into this mess still 
linger.

Particularly between Kennedy 
and Carson.

Until recently, Pound’s mayor 
often served as its paid town 
manager, an arrangement not 
uncommon in small Virginia 
towns. But after Carson won the 
seat in 2020, no one seemed 
interested in letting her do both.

Carson, 55 and originally from 
Kansas, said she feels like an 
outsider — slighted by the new 
council and stripped of power at 

raphy and tradition, many in 
Pound express little faith in Wise 
County to look out for their 
interests. Exhibit A: the demoli-
tion of the local high school, 
which forced students to travel 
over the mountains to a new 
county school.

“They couldn’t care less what 
happens to the town of Pound,” 
said Harold Greer, 70, a retired 
retailer who now works part-
time at Fielder’s Choice, an an-
tiques/sporting goods/bargain 
shop in the ramshackle building 
that used to be the hardware 
store.

“If we lose [the charter], we 
lose the ability to control our 
own zoning and planning,” he 
said. An unincorporated commu-
nity would be unable to stop the 
county from plopping down a big 
polluting industry, Greer said. As 
a town, “we control our own 
destiny.”

Lingering mistrust and a 
looming deadline

So sympathetic volunteers are 
lending a hand.

“They really do want to be a 
town, they just need some help to 
get back to being functional,” 
said Michelle Gowdy, executive 
director of the Virginia Munici-
pal League.

The VML has agreed to help 
chart a course forward, making 
connections with officials in oth-
er towns and counties who can 
lend expertise, such as attorney 
Erard.

Linda Meade, a retired town 
clerk, has volunteered to pitch in 
at her old job. Lawyer Greg Baker 

claimed in an August editorial: 
“It’s time to abolish the town of 
Pound.”

Even those who would like to 
see it preserved are no longer 
sure that is possible.

“I don’t want to see my little 
town go away,” said David Wil-
liams, 59, who has owned a TV 
repair shop in Pound for nearly 
30 years. He did not sign the 
no-tax pledge, but Williams said 
he can understand why some 
might want to surrender the 
charter.

“It’s a mess,” he said. “It’s a 
nice little community here, it just 
sorta fell apart since we don’t 
have the coal business we used to 
have.”

Others say there are practical 
reasons to fight. With mountain 
communities separated by geog-

stopped holding council elec-
tions. Kilgore sponsored a bill 
this year to rescind that charter, 
as well — noting that St. Charles 
was never incorporated by the 
General Assembly, but rather 
had a rare charter granted by a 
judge. As of July 1, St. Charles 
will become an unincorporated 
part of the county. No one is 
contesting.

Not everyone is convinced it is 
worth fighting to save Pound.

“Let it go back to the county,” 
said one former merchant, who 
spoke on the condition of ano-
nymity for fear of retribution 
over the deeply emotional sub-
ject. “We don’t have any benefits 
from the town.”

The Kingsport Times-News, a 
Tennessee newspaper that has 
chronicled Pound’s travails, pro-

So one member, Clifton Cau-
thorne, took what he called the 
“kamikaze option” — he quit, 
dropping the council’s member-
ship low enough that a local 
judge was required to step in and 
appoint three new members.

“I kind of forced their hand, 
because we were at a standstill,” 
Cauthorne said.

The task before the new coun-
cil is huge. The town has no paid 
clerk/treasurer, no paid attorney 
and only a part-time police chief. 
Tax receipts and bills alike are 
piled in offices at town hall. No 
one is sure who owes taxes or 
how much revenue to expect for 
the coming year.

Kennedy spends Fridays and 
Saturdays at town hall, going 
through paperwork. She never 
knows what she might find when 
she opens a drawer.
Once it was $20,000 in checks, 
another time a $15,000 unpaid 
bill for the town’s insurance 
policy. 

The state offers few, if any, 
formal resources to help towns 
such as Pound — no training for 
newly elected council members 
and no mechanism to flag prob-
lems or provide aid. For towns 
under 3,500 in population, there 
is no state requirement for audits 
or for conflict of interest disclo-
sures by local officials. Pound’s 
audits were voluntary or, in some 
cases, to satisfy banks that had 
provided loans.

Next door in Lee County, the 
town of St. Charles has dwindled 
to fewer than 100 residents and 
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House Majority Leader Terry Kilgore (R-Scott), left, introduced a 
bill to dissolve Pound’s charter. It was signed into law last month. 

BY FREDERIC J. FROMMER

Four years ago, when — as now 
— the nation was reeling from the 
horror of a mass school shooting, a 
retired Supreme Court justice sug-
gested a radical solution: get rid of 
the Second Amendment.

John Paul Stevens issued the 
call after 17 people were killed at 
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School in Parkland, Fla., in Febru-
ary 2018. The attack prompted 
hundreds of thousands to demand 
action to end gun violence the next 
month at the March for Our Lives.

In a March 27, 2018, New York 
Times op-ed, Stevens praised the 
protesters and their call for strict-
er gun-control laws. “But the dem-
onstrators should seek more effec-
tive and more lasting reform,” he 
wrote, about a year before his 
death at 99. “They should demand 
a repeal of the Second Amend-
ment.”

Stevens said the amendment 
was adopted out of concern that a 
national standing army might 
pose a threat to the security of the 
states. “Today that concern is a 
relic of the 18th century,” he wrote.

He called repeal a “simple but 
dramatic action [that] would 
move Saturday’s marchers closer 
to their objective than any other 
possible reform” and would make 
schoolchildren safer.

But Stevens didn’t acknowl-
edge the herculean challenge that 
his proposal entailed, as there was 
(and remains) zero chance that 
gun-control advocates would get 
anywhere close to the two-thirds 
majority in both chambers of Con-

gress and ratification by three-
fourths of the states needed for 
repeal.

Stevens’s proposal didn’t gener-
ate a lot of momentum, but it did 
get pushback from some fellow 
liberals.

“I admire Justice Stevens but 
his supposedly ‘simple but dra-
matic’ step of repealing the 2d Am 
is AWFUL advice,” tweeted Lau-
rence Tribe, a Harvard law profes-

sor. “The obstacle to strong gun 
laws is political, not legal. Urging a 
politically impossible effort just 
strengthens opponents of achiev-
able reform.”

Tribe expanded on his argu-
ment in a Washington Post op-ed, 
headlined “The Second Amend-
ment isn’t the problem.” “The 
NRA’s strongest rallying cry has 
been: ‘They’re coming for our be-
loved Second Amendment,’ ” he 

wrote. “Enter Stevens, stage left, 
boldly calling for the amend-
ment’s demise, thereby giving aid 
and comfort to the gun lobby’s 
favorite argument.”

In his op-ed, Stevens wrote that 
repeal was necessary to overturn 
the Supreme Court’s 2008 District 
of Columbia v. Heller ruling that 
Americans have an individual 
right to bear arms. He was one of 
four dissenters in that case.

“For over 200 years after the 
adoption of the Second Amend-
ment, it was uniformly under-
stood as not placing any limit on 
either federal or state authority to 
enact gun control legislation,” Ste-
vens wrote in the op-ed.

Republican President Gerald 
Ford nominated Stevens to the 
court in 1975, when the nomina-
tions were not as politicized as 
they are today. Stevens eventually 
became one of its most liberal 
members. Although his 2018 pro-
posal didn’t go anywhere, calls for 
repeal continue today.

“Who will say on this network 
or any other network in the next 
few days, ‘It’s time to repeal the 
Second Amendment?’ ” liberal 
filmmaker Michael Moore chal-
lenged during a feisty appearance 
on MSNBC’s “All In With Chris 
Hayes” last week.

“Look, I support all gun-control 
legislation,” Moore said. “Not sen-
sible gun control. We don’t need 
the sensible stuff. We need the 
hardcore stuff that’s going to pro-
tect ourselves and our children.”

Writing in the New Republic on 
Thursday, Walter Shapiro, a fellow 
at the Brennan Center for Justice 
at New York University School of 
Law and a lecturer in political 
science at Yale University, said 
that “the hard truth is that the core 
problem is the Second Amend-
ment itself. And America is going 
to reel from one mass murder to 
another unless the Second 
Amendment is repealed or the Su-
preme Court drastically reduces 
its scope.”

“As a starting point,” he added, 

“Democrats should drop the 
mealy-mouthed formulation, ‘No-
body supports the Second Amend-
ment more than I do, but still. . . .’ 
Claiming fidelity to the Second 
Amendment has never convinced 
a single NRA supporter of a candi-
date’s sincerity, but it has stopped 
bold thinking about lasting solu-
tions to America’s gun crisis.”

But repeal hasn’t been a main-
stream cause. Just last month, 
President Biden declared, “I sup-
port the Second Amendment,” al-
though he said that didn’t mean 
people could get any gun they 
wanted. In the wake of last week’s 
Texas elementary school massacre 
that left 19 children and two teach-
ers dead, Biden said the Second 
Amendment is not absolute, and 
that common-sense gun control 
would not “negatively affect” it.

Stevens’s op-ed came just a few 
years after he issued a proposal to 
amend the Second Amendment in 
his book “Six Amendments: How 
and Why We Should Change the 
Constitution,” which was excerpt-
ed in a 2014 Washington Post opin-
ion piece. Stevens suggested add-
ing five words (in italics below) to 
the amendment: “A well regulated 
Militia, being necessary to the se-
curity of a free State, the right of 
the people to keep and bear Arms 
when serving in the Militia shall 
not be infringed.”

Frederic J. Frommer, a writer and 
sports historian, is the author of 
several books including  “You Gotta 
Have Heart: Washington Baseball 
from Walter Johnson to the 2019 
World Series Champion Nationals.”
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Retired Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens issued a  call in an op-ed to get rid of the Second 
Amendment after 17 people were killed in a mass shooting at Parkland, Fla., high school in 2018. 
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BY HARRISON SMITH

Thomas Murphy, a farsighted 
executive who built Capital Cities 
Communications into a media 
juggernaut, shocking the business 
world when he engineered the 
$3.5 billion acquisition of ABC in 
1985 and then oversaw his compa-
ny’s blockbuster merger with Dis-
ney a decade later, died May 25 at 
his home in Rye, N.Y. He was 96. 
His death was announced in a 
statement by Walt Disney Compa-
ny, which did not cite a cause.

A Harvard Business School 
graduate with a low-key personal-
ity and methodical approach to 
business, Mr. Murphy helped re-
shape the national broadcasting 
and entertainment landscape in 
the late 20th century, growing 
Capital Cities from a floundering 
television station in Albany, N.Y., 
into a Wall Street darling that 
controlled dozens of radio, televi-
sion and publishing properties.

Judging by stock price alone, 
his leadership was phenomenally 
successful. Between 1957, when 
Capital Cities went public, and 
1995, when Mr. Murphy arranged 
the merger with Disney for $19 
billion, shareholders saw their in-
vestment increase in value 2,000 
times. But beyond his efforts to 
improve the bottom line, he was 
also admired for building a corpo-
rate culture that emphasized ethi-
cal behavior and for philanthropic 
work that included leading the 
humanitarian group Save the 
Children for seven years as board 
chairman.

“Tom Murphy was unrivaled in 
our industry, not just for his busi-
ness achievements, but for his im-
peccable ethics, his unwavering 
kindness and his boundless gen-
erosity,” former ABC president 
and Disney chief executive Bob 
Iger said in a statement. “He was a 
deeply principled man, setting 
and demanding high standards, 
always living up to them, and 
never compromising ethics in the 
service of business.”

Mr. Murphy had a long history 
of aggressive takeovers before his 
company bought ABC, setting 
what was then a record for the 
biggest corporate acquisition out-
side the oil industry. Yet even with 
his track record, the purchase 
came as a shock to analysts and 
investors, since ABC was about 
four times larger than Capital Cit-
ies. One writer likened the pur-
chase to a minnow swallowing a 
whale.

Wall Street cheered the trans-
action, in part because of the lean 
management style at Capital Cit-
ies — Mr. Murphy had no legal 
department or personnel office 
and his secretary ran public rela-
tions — and because of the in-
volvement of his friend Warren 
Buffett, the “Oracle of Omaha” 
who helped finance the deal and 
soon joined the board.

According to “Buffett: The 
Making of an American Capital-
ist” by Roger Lowenstein, Mr. 
Murphy started negotiating the 
deal in late 1984, when he visited 
the office of ABC chief Leonard 
Goldenson. “Leonard,” he said, “I 
don’t want you to throw me out of 
the 39th floor, but I have an idea.”

Instead of tossing him onto the 
streets of Manhattan, Goldenson 
approved of the proposed acquisi-
tion, trusting Mr. Murphy to keep 
ABC intact at a time when the 
network was running third in the 
ratings and attracting the atten-
tion of potential buyers who, like 

Mr. Murphy, believed they could 
streamline the network and re-
store it to dominance.

The deal was strengthened af-
ter Buffett agreed to be the “900-
pound gorilla” of the deal, as he 
put it, investing more than half a 
billion dollars in the company and 
refusing to sell his stake after the 
merger, as part of an effort to 
prevent Capital Cities and ABC 
from being snatched up by other 
conglomerates.

In part, the investment was a 
symbol that Buffett trusted Mr. 
Murphy, whom he had once bond-
ed with over racquetball and a 
steak dinner. “He has none of 
those complexities of character 
that screw other people up and 
make for irrational behavior,” Buf-
fett said in a 1987 interview with 
the New York Times. Indeed, in a 
statement Wednesday, he said Mr. 
Murphy “taught me more about 
running a business than any other 
person.”

Mr. Murphy went on to lead 
Capital Cities and ABC as chair-
man and chief executive, aided by 
his longtime lieutenant Daniel 
Burke, whom he described as an 
equal partner in the company. 
Both men employed a hands-off 
approach, emphasizing cost con-
trols while trying to empower 
managers at a sprawling company 
that included the fledgling cable 
channel ESPN and publications 
such as the Kansas City Star, Fort 
Worth Star Telegram and Wom-
en’s Wear Daily. “How many fewer 
people do you need to do your job,” 
they would ask, “and what proj-
ects can you postpone?”

Some ABC journalists feared 
their managerial approach would 
devastate programs such as 

“World News Tonight,” “Night-
line” and “20/20.” But Mr. Murphy 
was generally praised for his stew-
ardship of the news division. After 
the company was sold, journalist 
Cokie Roberts called him a 
“world-class boss” and by all ac-
counts, he avoided interfering in 
editorial decisions.

Mr. Murphy retired as chief ex-
ecutive in 1990, when he turned 
65, but returned to the job in 1994 
after Burke retired as his succes-
sor. A year later, he negotiated 
with Disney chief executive Mi-
chael Eisner to create what was 
then considered the most power-
ful entertainment company in the 
world, uniting Capital Cities and 
ABC properties with Disney assets 
that included theme parks, movie 
and television studios, and a sta-
ble of legendary cartoon charac-
ters.

The deal was reported to be the 
second-largest corporate takeover 
in history, after the 1989 buyout of 
RJR Nabisco for $25 billion, and 
came during a period of growing 
consolidation in the entertain-
ment business, as new federal reg-
ulations freed the networks to 
own a financial interest in shows 
they broadcast. Just one day after 
the sale was announced, Westing-
house Electric said it had agreed 
to buy CBS for $5.4 billion.

By all accounts, the Disney deal 
was arranged quickly following an 
impromptu conversation with 
Eisner, Buffett and Mr. Murphy at 
a media conference in Sun Valley, 
Idaho. It was a career capstone for 
Mr. Murphy, who later served on 
the board of Disney and of Buf-
fett’s holding company, Berkshire 
Hathaway, while heading into re-
tirement.

“I’m very happy we made the 
deal. Unfortunately, I’m going to 
be unemployed,” he joked in a 
1995 interview with Broadcasting 
& Cable, a trade publication. “You 
know what my plan is? I’m going 
to become a character actor at 
Disney.”

Thomas Sawyer Murphy was 
born in Brooklyn on May 31, 1925. 
His father, a lawyer, was active in 
Democratic politics and became a 
justice of the state Supreme Court. 
His mother was a homemaker 
whose optimism and devout Ca-
tholicism were strong influences 
on a young Tom Murphy, who later 
had his corporate headquarters in 
a building opposite St. Patrick’s 
Cathedral in Manhattan.

Mr. Murphy served in the Navy 
during World War II and graduat-
ed from Cornell University with a 
mechanical engineering degree in 
1945. Four years later, he received 
his MBA from Harvard.

After jobs as an industrial oil 
salesman and ad agency execu-
tive, he landed at Lever Brothers 
as a brand manager, only to leave 
in 1954 to become a station man-
ager at Hudson Valley Broadcast-
ing, the Albany business that be-
came Capital Cities.

The media company was ini-
tially owned by an investment 
group that included globe-trot-
ting radio broadcaster Lowell 
Thomas and lost money for its 
first few years, leading Mr. Mur-
phy to develop an appreciation for 
cost controls. He became presi-
dent and then chairman in the 
1960s, after spearheading many 
early acquisitions by the company.

“I always had on my desk a 
sheet of the people I would like to 
make deals with,” he recalled. “I 

went and saw them all. That is 
how we built the company.”

Mr. Murphy was later appoint-
ed to the boards of IBM, Johnson 
& Johnson and Texaco, and he was 
president and chairman of the 
Madison Square Boys & Girls Club 
in New York City. He was also a 
board trustee for five decades and 
chairman for seven of those years 
of what is now Langone Health at 
New York University.

In 1955, he married Suzanne 
Crosby, who had worked in Wash-
ington as a secretary to the charis-
matic Catholic leader Fulton 
Sheen, often described as the first 
televangelist. She died in 2009. 
Survivors include four children, 
Emilie Murphy of Rye, Thomas 
Murphy Jr. of Greenwich, Conn., 
Kathleen Murphy of Boulder, Col., 
Mary Conlin of Los Angeles and 
nine grandchildren.

During his years at the head of 
Capital Cities and ABC, Mr. Mur-
phy gave an annual talk about 
corporate philosophy, in effect 
distilling his own approach to 
business, including his belief that 
a company had an obligation to its 
audience, not just its sharehold-
ers.

“The way I was brought up in 
the business, the first thing we 
discussed when we went to the 
office every day was whether what 
we were doing was living up to our 
responsibilities as a broadcaster 
to our community,” he told Broad-
casting & Cable. “And then, after 
you figured out that you were 
doing everything you should in 
that area, you paid attention 
about what you could do to knock 
the brains out of the competition, 
which is what most people do 
most of the time.”

THOMAS  MURPHY, 96

Executive led historic merger that united ABC, Disney

BEBETO MATTHEWS/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Thomas Murphy, above as chairman and chief executive of Capital Cities and ABC at a shareholder meeting in 1996, oversaw the merger that brought together ABC and 
Disney, in one of the largest corporate takeovers in history. He was admired for his business instincts and for building a corporate culture that placed an emphasis on ethics.
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Meda Mladkova, a Czech art 
collector, patron and historian 
who was an impassioned pro-
moter of Frantisek Kupka and 
supported artists in communist 
Czechoslovakia while she was in 
exile outside the Iron Curtain, 
died May 3 in Prague. She was 
102.

The Kampa Museum, a mod-
ern art gallery that Mrs. Mladko-
va created in the heart of Prague, 
announced the death but did not 
give further details. “All her life 
she believed in the idea: ‘If 
culture survives, the nation will 
survive,’ ” said Jiri Pospisil, the 
chairman of the museum’s board.

Mrs. Mladkova was born Ma-
rie Magdalena Frantiska Sokolo-
va in what was Zakupy, Czecho-
slovakia (now the Czech Repub-
lic), on Sept. 8, 1919. She was 
studying political science in Ge-
neva in 1948 when the commu-
nists took over Czechoslovakia. 

She refused to return and moved 
to Paris instead after her gradua-
tion.

She met her husband-to-be, 
exiled Czech banker Jan Mladek, 
in the French capital and studied 
art at the Sorbonne. There, too, 
she fell in love with the work of 
Kupka (1871-1957), a Czech-born 
pioneer of abstract art, who was 
then a largely unknown painter. 
She befriended Kupka, whose 
early 20th-century works 
“Fugue” and “Warm Chromatics” 
are now considered to be the first 
two entirely abstract paintings.

When Kupka was dying of 
cancer in 1957 — still struggling 
for artistic recognition — Mrs. 
Mladkova wanted to make him 
happy and told him she would 
arrange “a big exhibition” of his 
works. After she and her hus-
band moved to the United States 
in 1960, she helped organize a 
Kupka retrospective at New 
York’s Guggenheim Museum in 
1975 that triggered major interest 

in the artist.
To afford to buy two of Kupka’s 

increasingly expensive oils, Mrs. 
Mladkova and her husband (an 
official with the International 
Monetary Fund) had to sell their 
house in Washington for 
$950,000. Their efforts of many 
years have resulted in a collec-
tion of pencil studies, watercol-
ors, color pastels and oils reflect-
ing the development of Kupka’s 
art from his student days to his 
late abstract pieces.

In the meantime, Mrs. Mlad -
kova traveled on a regular basis 
to her homeland after 1967, pur-
chasing art pieces by artists who 
were banned by the totalitarian 
communist regime. Following 
the death of her husband in 1989 
and the fall of communism, she 
decided to move her collection of 
Kupka’s works to Prague.

In the Czech capital, Mrs. 
Mladkova opened the Museum 
Kampa, a complex of meticulous-
ly renovated historical buildings 

MEDA MLADKOVA, 102

Czech art patron and historian  who 
created Prague’s Museum Kampa

on Kampa island near Prague’s 
Charles Bridge. It houses a valu-
able collection of 215 works by 
Kupka, who has become one the 
country’s most celebrated paint-
ers.

The museum also displays 
sculptures by Czech cubist artist 
Otto Gutfreund and a collection 
of modern Central and Eastern 
European art.

In 1999, Mrs. Mladkova was 

awarded a state decoration by 
President Vaclav Havel.

Mrs. Mladkova, who has no 
immediate survivors, had donat-
ed her art collections to the city 
of Prague.

NGUYEN PHUONG THAO/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE/GETTY IMAGES

Meda Mladkova is seen in 2003 at the Museum Kampa, the gallery she opened in Prague  that houses 
215 drawings and paintings by  abstract art pioneer Frantisek Kupka and  works of other Czech artists.

“He has none of 
those complexities 
of character that 

screw other people 
up and make for 

irrational behavior.”
Warren Buffett,

in comments to the New York Times 
on the personality of Thomas Murphy
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James “Stocky” Edwards, a Ca-
nadian fighter pilot and ace dur-
ing World War II who was herald-
ed as his nation’s “top gun” over 
the North African desert in 1942 
and 1943, died May 14 in Comox, 
British Columbia. He was 100.

Announcing the death on Face-
book, Comox Mayor Russ Arnott, 
citing the pilot’s family, gave no 
cause, although Mr. Edwards had 
had heart problems in recent 
years.

With the rank of wing com-
mander, Mr. Edwards shot down 
a confirmed 19 Luftwaffe fighter 
planes and scored many more 
“probables,” the aircraft he put 
out of action but did not see hit 
the ground. He also destroyed at 
least 12 more enemy warplanes at 
their desert bases before they 
could take to the air.

Hitler’s Afrika Korps, com-
manded by Field Marshal Erwin 
Rommel, had been locked in bat-
tle with the Allies in North Africa 
until pilots like Mr. Edwards, a 
member of the Royal Canadian 
Air Force assigned to Britain’s 
Royal Air Force (RAF), engaged in 
aerial dogfights with the Luft-
waffe and strafed and bombed the 
Germans on the ground to hasten 

their defeat.
In those exchanges over North 

Africa, Mr. Edwards flew 
U.S.-built P-40 Kittyhawk fight-
ers, far heavier and slower than 
the German Messerschmitt Bf 
109, which made his achieve-
ments all the more remarkable. 
Over Italy and France later in the 
war, including on D-Day, he 
would switch to the more nimble 
British Spitfire fighters.

Physically, Mr. Edwards was 
anything but “stocky.” He was 
skinny as a young man, and the 
Toronto Globe and Mail once 
quoted some of his fellow fliers as 
saying he was “more like a wiry 
bantam weight.” Known as Eddie 
during the war, he only later got 
the nickname “Stocky” in honor 
of his fortitude.

In all, he flew 373 combat mis-
sions during World War II, mostly 
over North Africa but also to 
provide air support for the Allied 
landings in Italy in 1943 and 1944 
and in Normandy on D-Day — 
June 6, 1944 — a rare “triple” 
among Allied pilots.

Mr. Edwards was a 20-year-old 
flight-lieutenant when he took off 
from a North African desert air 
base for his first combat mission 
on March 23, 1942, as part of an 
RAF squadron. While escorting 

Allied light bombers, he and oth-
er fliers strafed a German ground 
base and, when engaged in an 
aerial dogfight with the Luft-
waffe, he shot down a Messer-
schmitt Bf 109, his first “kill.”

The Toronto Globe and Mail 
quoted his son Jim Edwards as 
saying his father was a modest 
and humble man who was “slack 
in recording his victories” unless 
he was sure but had almost cer-
tainly shot down more than he 
had claimed, probably at least 22.

On June 17, 1942, for example, 
over Tobruk, Libya, Mr. Edwards, 
in his Kittyhawk, shot down a 
German Bf 109 but recorded it 
only as a “probable” rather than a 
kill since he did not see it hit the 
ground. Many years later, Ger-
man records showed that the 
downed pilot was Otto Schulz, 
one of the Luftwaffe’s greatest 
fighter pilots, who died in the 
crash.

Mr. Edwards’s wingman that 
day was Australian pilot Ron 
Cundy, who witnessed the dog-
fight. “As I watched the 109 close 
in, Eddie applied a lot of right 
rudder and skidded out of the 
way,” Cundy told the Globe and 
Mail years later. “The 109 was 
coming in too fast to make the 
necessary adjustment and as he 

overshot, Eddie swung back to 
the left, opened fire and shot him 
down. It was the coolest piece of 
aerial combat that I had ever 
seen.”

Jim Edwards told the Toronto 
paper that his father had 20/20 
eyesight and had been a crack 
marksman as a youth when he 
used to shoot duck and other 
wildfowl on the prairies of Sas-
katchewan. While shooting at 
wildfowl, Mr. Edwards’s father 
had taught him to “lead” his 
target rather than shoot at it, 
according to Jim Edwards, who 
added that his father used the 
same technique as a fighter pilot.

Although Mr. Edwards scored 
most of his “kills” over North 
Africa, he went on to serve over 
Italy and France. In support of the 
Allied beach landings at Anzio, 
Italy, in February 1944, he shot 
down at least three German fight-
er planes.

In June that year, he flew a 
now-legendary British Spitfire to 
escort bombers as the Allies went 
ashore on the beaches of Norman-
dy on D-Day. With Allied intelli-
gence deceiving Nazi forces into 
thinking the landings would take 
place elsewhere, Mr. Edwards 
met no Luftwaffe resistance, and 
the bombers did their job.

In addition to the Distin-
guished Flying Cross, awarded by 
the United Kingdom during the 
war, Mr. Edwards was named to 
the Order of Canada, one of that 
nation’s highest awards, in 2004. 
He was inducted into Canada’s 
Aviation Hall of Fame in 2013 and 
the following year was appointed 
to France’s Legion of Honor by 
President François Hollande for 
his services to France during the 
war.

James Francis Edwards was 
born in Nokomis, Saskatchewan, 
on June 5, 1921, one of six chil-
dren. His parents lost their home 
in the Depression and moved to 
the small Saskatchewan town of 
Battleford in a region called the 
Canadian Prairies, where his fa-
ther sought work.

At St. Thomas College in North 
Battleford, Mr. Edwards’s first 
love was ice hockey, and he was 
once scouted by the Chicago 
Black Hawks. “But I was small,” 
he told the Comox Valley Record 
on his 100th birthday. After grad-
uating from high school, he vol-
unteered for the Royal Canadian 
Air Force, although he had never 
flown before.

In 1946, he married Norma 
Hatcher, a nurse, and they had 
two children, Dorothy and 

Jeanne. Norma soon contracted 
polio and died. In 1951, he mar-
ried Alice “Toni” Antonio, also a 
nurse, and they had two children, 
Angel and Jim. Mr. Edwards’s 
daughter Jeanne predeceased 
him. Survivors include his wife 
and three children as well as 
several grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and great-great-
grandchildren.

Back in Canada after the war, 
Mr. Edwards remained in the 
Royal Canadian Air Force, serv-
ing as a flying instructor, search 
and rescue pilot and commander 
of the first Canadian squadron to 
fly the Sabre jet fighter. He also 
held other assignments until his 
retirement in 1972 to Vancouver 
Island, where his passion was 
wetlands preservation.

Along with writer Michel Lavi-
gne, Mr. Edwards wrote the mem-
oir “Kittyhawk Pilot” in 1983 and 
the nonfiction work “Kittyhawks 
Over the Sands: The Canadians & 
the RCAF Americans” in 2002.

“I’m proud in my quiet little 
way,” he told the Comox Valley 
Record when he turned 100. “I did 
373 combat missions. You get sort 
of … you don’t know anything 
else. The day the war was over, it 
was a feeling of, ‘What do I do 
now?’ ”

JAMES “STOCKY” EDWARDS, 100

Flying ace strafed, bombed his way to renown in WWII

HEATH MOFFATT

James “Stocky” Edwards shot down a confirmed 19 German Luftwaffe fighter planes and scored many 
more “probables,” the aircraft he put out of action but did not see hit the ground. 

ELINOR FLORENCE

In 1951, Edwards married Alice “Toni” Antonio, above, and the couple had two children. Edwards also 
had two children with his first wife, who died after contracting polio. 
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INMEMORIAM

HAYES
JEROME & ELLEN EARLY HAYES

JEROME HAYES, JR.
In loving memory of our par-
ents who departed this life 60
and 48 years ago respectively;
and our brother who departed
this life 14 years ago. Not a
day goes by that you are not in

our thoughts. We miss you today as much
as we did on the day you departed this
earthly life.
Children & Sisters, Angela & Margaret

KITCHING
CLINTON AND CLOTEAL KITCHING

Sadly missed along life’s way,
Quietly remembered every day,
No longer in our lives to share,

but in our hearts you are always there.
The Family

SMALLWOOD
WILLIAM D. SMALLWOOD SR.

25 years have passed quickly, but the
memories of you remain. We miss you.

Judy, Deron and Darnell

DEATH NOTICE

ABERNETHY

ROBERT KINGSLEY ABERNETHY “Bob”
Robert “Bob” Kingsley Abernethy, previously
a resident of Bethesda, MD, Princeton, NJ,
and most recently Leesburg, VA, passed
away in his 90th year peacefully on May
19, 2022 at INOVA Loudoun Hospital, Lees-
burg, VA. He is survived by his loving wife
of 64 years, Jeanne Hauck Abernethy, chil-
dren Lynn (J.) Prothero, John Abernethy, and
Kathryn (Adam) Turner, grandchildren, Mimi
(Matt) Bersson, Samuel Prothero, Isabelle
Prothero, Luc Prothero, Dylan Abernethy,
Leela Abernethy, Lucie Turner, Andrew Turn-
er, and Robert Turner as well as many niec-
es, nephews, and cousins.

He was born on August 11, 1932 in Minneso-
ta to Alfred Alexander Abernethy and Ruth
Linda Gilbert who preceded him in death
and is survived by his sister Janet Brown.

Robert attended the University of Maryland,
proudly enlisted in the Army and returned to
UMD where he met his bride in a ballroom
dancing class and graduated with honors
while earning an Industrial Engineering busi-
ness degree with Who’s Who recognition.

He earned his MBA from American Universi-
ty and started his career working for Procter
& Gamble in Baltimore, MD, then worked for
Continental Diamond as their industrial en-
gineer before joining Mckinsey & Company
as a consultant for 7 years. He then start-
ed his own management consulting firm,
RKA, INC. out of Princeton, NJ where he also
served as a member of the Rotary Club and
president of the YMCA.

He was a devoted husband, father, son,
brother, uncle, cousin, friend, and veteran
and will be missed by all who knew and
loved him. Family, faith, service, friends,
travel, and trying to make things better than
he found them were his top priorities in life.

All who knew Bob will remember him for his
love, dedication, creativity, problem solving,
determination, optimism, resilience, and
storytelling.

A funeral mass to celebrate his life will be
held on June 11, at 11 a.m. at St. Theresa’s
Catholic Church, 21371 St. Theresa Lane,
Ashburn, VA 20147. His final resting place
will be Arlington National Cemetery. In lieu
of flowers and in keeping in line with his
priorities of service, lifelong work in con-
sulting, and desire for equal treatment of all
people, donations can be made to https://
gaerg.org.rw in Bob’s memory to support
genocide survivors in developing their small
businesses!

BERLIN

ARNOLD BERLIN
On Thursday, May 26, 2022, Ar-
nold Berlin passed away peace-
fully surrounded by family in his
home. Born in 1937, he grew up
in Brooklyn, New York, taking the
subway to Ebbets Field, playing

stoopball and rooting for the Brooklyn Dodg-
ers and his favorite players, Duke Snider and
Roy Campanella.
He never forgave the Dodgers for leaving
Brooklyn. After graduating from Georgia
Tech with a BS in Engineering and getting
his MBA with distinction from the Harvard

Business School, he met the love of his
life, Barbara, and married her in 1962. He
worked in mortgage banking, then real es-
tate as a property developer and owner,
settling in suburban Maryland in the 1970s.
He had a lifelong passion for collecting—and
was deeply involved in the James Renwick
Alliance Craft in support of American con-
temporary craft. In contrast to his Brooklyn
roots, he loved the American West and cut
a larger-than-life figure in his daily attire. He
enjoyed wearing a cowboy hat and boots,
accented by colorful sweaters. He was
generous to a fault and would do anything
for his children and grandchildren, who al-
ways brought a smile to his face, despite his
curmudgeonly motto in later years, “Every-
thing’s aggravation.”
He was predeceased by his parents, Rose
and Gerald, and his younger brother Ste-
phen. He is survived by his wife of 59 years,
Barbara Berlin, his children Justin, Kevin,
and Noah (Laura) Berlin and Danielle (Loren-
zo) Gori-Montanelli, and grandchildren Cal-
vin, Violet and Elodie Berlin, and Nico and
Saskia Gori-Montanelli. A graveside service
will be held at Judean Memorial Gardens in
Olney, Maryland at 2 p.m., Sunday, May 29.
Family will be receiving Sunday at 7 p.m. at
the Berlin residence. In lieu of flowers, do-
nations may be made to the Rett Syndrome
Research Trust at https://reverserett.org.
Services entrusted to Sagel Bloomfield Dan-
zansky Goldberg Funeral Care.

www.sagelbloomfield.com
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ATKINSON

LILLIE MAE ATKINSON
Lillie Mae Atkinson, born on March 31,
1942 in Rocky Mount, NC, was called from
labor to reward on May 21, 2022. She is
survived by her daughter, Kelli Maria At-
kinson, and her sister, Annie Ruth Koonce.
She was preceded in death by parents Ja-
cob and Lealer Atkinson and sister, Barbara
Jean Thomas. Visitation, celebration of life
and entombment will be held at Fort Lin-
coln Funeral Home & Cemetery on Sunday,
June 5, 2022 beginning at 12:30 pm.

BETZ

PAUL BETZ (1944 – 2022)
Paul Betz passed away peacefully on May
14, 2022 in Pompano Beach, Florida. Born
and raised in D.C., he was a 1962 graduate
of Gonzaga High School and served in the
Army Reserve. After retiring in 2019 from a
long career in construction management,
he moved to Florida to enjoy the year-
round golf season. He is survived by his
four children, Stacy, Trevor, Philip (Cassie),
and Devin, three grandchildren (Nathan,
Eleanor, and Hazel), numerous nieces and
nephews, and his sister Ann McDowell. He
was preceded in death by his parents (An-
drew and Elizabeth) and brothers (Thom-
as, John, Andrew, and James). Friends are
invited to join the family for the Mass of
Christian Burial which will be held on
Wednesday June 1, 10:30 a.m. at Sacred
Heart Catholic Church, 16501 Annapolis
Rd., Bowie, Maryland 20715. Interment will
follow at 2 p.m. at Gate of Heaven Ceme-
tery, Silver Spring, Maryland. In lieu of flow-
ers donations can be made to the Little
Sisters of the Poor.

BLANC
HAYDEN VICTOR BLANC

Hayden Victor Blanc departed this life on
May 18,2022. He is survived by his daugh-
ter, Aesha Newman; two sons Domonic
Walker and Noah Blanc; two grandchildren
Destiny Walker and Pharaoh Newman. A
Memorial Service will be held, June 3, 2022
12 p.m. at McKendree-Simms Brookland
United Methodist Church, 2421 Lawrence
St., NE, Washington, DC 20018.

DEATH NOTICE

BRADLEY
ROBERT COLEMAN BRADLEY

(Age 84)
Of Falls Church, Virginia passed away on
May 21, 2022, at his residence. He was
born on March 5, 1938, to Frank Patton
Bradley and Maude H. Bradley (Baumgar-
ner) in Arlington, Virginia.
Robert is survived by his loving wife Gene-
vieve Owen Bradley of 65 years.
In addition to his wife, he is survived by his
four children: Pat Bradley (Anne), Judith
Higgins, Tim Bradley, and Robert “Robbie”
Bradley; eight grandchildren; and seven
great-grandchildren.
The family will receive visitors on Wednes-
day, June 1, 2022, from 10 to 11 a.m. at
Moser Funeral Home (233 Broadview Ave.
Warrenton, VA), where a Memorial Service
will follow at 11 a.m. Inurnment will take
place following the service at Hillcrest
Memory Gardens in Jeffersonton, Virginia.
Online condolences may be expressed at

www.moserfuneralhome.com

BURNSIDE
LORA MARIE BURNSIDE (Age 55)

On Monday May 23, 2022 of Rockville, MD.
Dear sister of Jamie W. Burnside, Theresa
J. Burnside Clapp, and the late Malcolm D.
Burnside. Beloved aunt of Nati, Josh, Meri,
Christie, Mia, Jessie, Tory, and Miles. She
was predeceased by her parents Bruce
and Elizabeth Burnside. The family will re-
ceive friends at Robert A. Pumphrey Funer-
al Home, Rockville, Inc., 300 W. Montgom-
ery Ave, Rockville MD, on Saturday June 11
from 4 to 6 p.m. A memorial service will
be held at Christ Episcopal Church, 109
S. Washington St, Rockville, MD 20850 on
Sunday June 12 at 2 p.m. In lieu of flowers
please make donations to the Arc of Mont-
gomery County, https://thearcmontgom-
erycounty.org/.
Please view and sign online family guest-
book at

www.pumphreyfuneralhome.com

CARPENTER

LOUISE W. CARPENTER
Peacefully entered into eternal rest on
May 17, 2022. She is survived by her de-
voted niece, Lynda (Carwin) Spearman of
Connecticut; nephews, Lynwood (Ramona)
Stewart of Waldorf, MD, Collins Stewart
and Michael Stewart of Laurel, MD, Quin-
tin Stewart, Jeffrey (Carlise) Stewart and
Andrew Stewart, III, of Washington, DC.
As well as a host of many other near and
distant friends and family. On Thursday,
June 2, 2022 from 10 a.m. until service at
11 a.m. friends may visit with the family at
Marshall-March Funeral Home of MD, 4308
Suitland Rd, Suitland, MD 20746. Interment
Lincoln Memorial Cemetery, Suitland, MD.

www.marshallmarchfh.com

DEARBORN

MONA CLAYTON LEITHISER
DEARBORN

Mona Clayton Leithiser Dearborn, 99,
passed away peacefully at her home in Res-
ton, VA on May 19, 2022. Raised near Litch-
field, Connecticut, Mona retained a strong

Yankee identity even as she travelled the
world and became an important member
of the Northern Virginia community. During
World War II, Mona served as a member of
the U.S. Navy’s WAVES division where she
met her husband, Henry Waldo Dearborn,
with whom she had three daughters. After
the war, Mona became a gifted and curious
scholar who specialized in American art his-
tory and portraiture. At a time when women
were largely kept to the professional side-
lines, Mona became the Keeper of the Cata-
log of American Portraits at the Smithsonian
National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC,
as well as the foremost expert on Anson
Dickinson – an American miniaturist with
whom she shared a hometown. Mona is sur-
vived by three devoted daughters, Elizabeth
Dearborn, Ellen Storck and Nan Dearborn;
four loving grandchildren, Amy Dearborn,
Matthew Storck, Ginger Storck and Zoe Gey-
man; and three grateful sons-in-law, Bog-
dan Naleszkiewicz, Bob Storck and Bruce
Geyman. Her family misses her terribly, and
will endeavor to keep on as she always did:
head up and shoulders back, making every
day count. Memorial services are pending.

HANKINS
BARBARA S. HANKINS

Barbara Lee Schickler Hankins passed away
peacefully surrounded by family on Thurs-
day, May 19, 2022 at Casey House, Rock-
ville, MD. Born May 28, 1933 in Brooklyn,
NY, the eldest child of Helen (Christensen)
and William Schickler, Barbara attended
schools in Nassau County, NY before enroll-
ing at Cornell University in 1950. There, she
earned a B.S. in Sociology from the School
of Agriculture and met Philip Hankins, whom
she married in 1955. The couple relocated
to Boston, MA in 1955. Barbara earned her
M.B.A. at Boston University in 1959 and was
employed as a D.R. Staff Member in Instru-
mentalization at M.I.T, where she calculated
the weight and center of gravity for airplane
parts.

In 1960, the couple moved to Winchester,
MA, where Barbara joined the League of
Women Voters, kicking off what would be
a lifelong, passionate commitment to pub-
lic service. In addition to serving on various
town committee and as President of the
Winchester League of Women Voters, in
1974 she became the first woman elect-
ed to the Winchester Board of Selectman,
where she served for five years including a
term as Chair. In addition to her public ser-
vice, Barbara provided bookkeeping and tax
preparation services for her husband’s com-
pany and several small businesses.

In 1980, they moved to Austin, TX, where
Barbara yet again focused on community
service, including serving as President of
the Austin League of Women Voters, as well
as Secretary and Program Vice President of
the Texas State Board. In 1986, she earned
a Masters in Professional Accounting from
University of Texas, Austin, and was hired

by the Texas Auditor’s Office as an Assistant
State Auditor. During her ten-year tenure
there, she worked in a series of positions,
culminating with Managing Assistant Audi-
tor. She was included in the 1995/96 edition
of Who’s Who of American Women.

In 2006, she moved to Bethesda, MD, so that
her husband could receive medical treat-
ment. After his death, she remained there,
participating in the Montgomery County His-
torical Society and the Montgomery County
League of Women Voters, where she served
as Co-President, assisted with volunteer
coordination, and was a reporter for their
publication, Report from State Circle. She
was honored as a 50-year League member
in 2010. Barbara enjoyed reading, including
participating in many book clubs, gardening,
and playing bridge.

Barbara is survived by her sisters, Elizabeth
(Schickler) Buchanan and Jane (Schickler)
Arsenault (Raymond); sister-in-law, Joyce
(Edgar) Schickler; daughters, Susan Wit-
craft (Rodney), Patricia Hankins (William
Lawrence), and Evelyn Hankins (David
Hofmann); grandchildren Anna (Witcraft)
Rosine (Kelen), Jason Witcraft, and Cole
Hofmann; great-granddaughter, Lydia Ros-
ine, and many nieces and nephews. She
was predeceased by her husband, Philip;
her parents; her brothers, William and Pe-
ter Schickler; and brother-in-law, John (Jack)
Buchanan.

In lieu of flowers, the family requests dona-
tions be made to World Central Kitchen in
Barbara’s name. Memorial service details
will be announced at a later date.

SMITH

NANCY LEITH SMITH
Nancy Leith Smith, of Alexandria VA died
peacefully on May 13, 2022. Born Nancy
Jane Leith in Flint, MI on November 16, 1929
to Evah Maude Frey Leith of Owosso, MI and
John Nicholas Leith of Dundee, Scotland.
The youngest of three, Nancy was prede-
ceased by her sister Margaret L. Lewis and
brother John Nicholas Leith, Jr. Nancy’s ear-
ly life revolved around trips to the cottage
on Lake Huron, playing the piano and riding
horses. She graduated from Michigan State

University with a BA in home economics.
During a visit to a friend who was interning
in Washington, DC, Nancy met the love of
her life, William Francis Smith, on a blind
date. As the story goes, after a few letters
and a visit to meet her parents, they were
married August 16, 1952. They settled in
Bill’s hometown of Alexandria and raised
three “good” children- William Francis
Smith, Jr., John Nicholas Leith Smith and
Catherine McLean Smith Tyler (Ruffin). Over
the years Nancy enjoyed many interests
including music and needlework and was
a member of the TWIG, the Garden Club of
Alexandria and a long-time driver for Meals
on Wheels. Nancy dearly loved her garden,
the beach house in Delaware and the family
menagerie-especially the dogs.
She is survived by her children Billy, Leith
and Cathy and grandchildren William Fran-
cis Smith III (Lauren), Albert McAuliffe Smith,
Rachel Ellen Wellford Smith, Harrison Ruffin
Tyler III, Rice Hooe Tyler, and Christopher
Taliaferro Tyler. Her beloved husband, Bill
Smith, died in 2015.
A memorial service will be held Tuesday,
May 31 at 2 p.m. at St. Paul’s Episcopal
Church, 228 S. Pitt St., Alexandria, VA 22314.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions
may be made to St. Paul’s Church or the
Garden Club of Alexandria, c/o 1321 Gate-
wood Dr., Alexandria, VA 22307.

DEATH NOTICE

CRIDDLE
DONNA CRIDDLE

Donna Criddle of Glen Allen, formerly of
Springfield, VA, died Tuesday, May 24. She
was preceded in death by her son, David
Criddle, and husband, Clement R. Criddle,
Jr. She is survived by a daughter, Cather-
ine Rathbone; son-in-law Keith Rathbone;
son, William Criddle, daughter-in-law, Anna
Criddle, and grandchildren, Stephen, Al-
lison and Jessica Rathbone. Ms. Criddle
graduated from the Ohio State University
and received an M.S. in Education from
George Mason University in 1999. She had
a fulfilling career in international finance
with the World Bank in Washington, DC.
She enjoyed her many volunteer positions
including most recently as a tutor with the
READ Center. A Mass of Christian Burial
will be held on Tuesday, May 31, at 1 p.m.
at St. Mary’s Catholic Church, 9505 Gayton
Road, Richmond, VA with visitation from
12 noon to 1 p.m. In lieu of flowers, do-
nations can be made to So Others Might
Eat (SOME), 71 O Street, Washington, DC,
20001. Fond memories and expressions of
sympathy may be shared at www.Nelse-
nAshland.com for the Criddle family.

EGAN
DR. THOMAS JOSEPH EGAN (Age 78)

On Wednesday, May 25, 2022,
of Silver Spring, MD. Beloved
husband of Barbara Egan;
father of Matthew Egan (Kar-
en), Elizabeth Collins (Marty);
grandfather of Katherine, Jen-

na, Emily, Grace; beloved brother of Robert
(Michelle) and Mary; and beloved relative
of Patrick Anderson. Proud uncle of Dr.
Keely Boyle, Alec Egan and Ian Egan. Tom
Egan, a graduate of Gonzaga High School,
Scranton University, and the University of
Maryland Dental School, he was a veteran
of the US Air Force, founder of the Bur-
tonsville Athletic Association celebrating
50 years of dedication to youth baseball.
Thomas Egan was a family dentist for
nearly 50 years in Burtonsville, MD offering
specialized and personalized dentistry to
thousands of patients. Tom was honored
with numerous awards celebrating his
devotion and unselfish contributions to
those in his community. Visitation for rel-
atives and friends at St. John the Baptist
Church, 12319 New Hampshire Avenue,
Silver Spring, MD, Tuesday, May 31, from
4 to 7 p.m; where the Mass of Christian
Burial will be held on Wednesday, June 1,
at 4 p.m. Private Family Interment will be
held at Gate of Heaven Cemetery. Memo-
rial contributions may be made to Mont-
gomery Hospice, 1355 Piccard Drive, Suite
100, Rockville, MD 20850 or online at www.
MontgomeryHospice.org.
www.COLLINSFUNERALHOME.com

When the
need arises,
let families
find you in the
Funeral Services
Directory.
To be seen in the
Funeral Services
Directory, please call
paid Death Notices at
202-334-4122.
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HENSEL

IRENE HENSEL
Irene Hensel died peacefully on Tuesday,
May 24, 2022. She was 89. Loving mother
of Gloria Hensel, Jeanne Taylor (Frank), Mary
Lehman (Dale), Terese Sehgal (Neil), Monica
Heinlein and the late David Hensel.
She was blessed with 13 grandchildren:

Jack, Maranda and Michael Taylor; Timothy
Hensel (Julia) and Brendan Hensel; Allison,
Ryan, Rory and Caroline Lehman; Nicholas
Sehgal; Matthew and Connor Heinlein and
the late Christopher Fink. She was pre-de-
ceased by her husband Richard Hensel,
sister Gloria Marsh and parents Bridget
Josephine Beffa and Alfred James Beffa. A
native of New York City, she met her hus-
band in the United States Navy where she
served from 1955-1958. After marrying in
August 1959 in Wakegan, IL, they settled
in Greenbelt, MD, where they raised their
six children. A community activist and or-
ganizer, Irene touched countless lives and
made her little corner of the world bet-
ter. Relatives and friends may call at the
BORGWARDT FUNERAL HOME 4400 Powder
Mill Road Beltsville, MD on Tuesday, May 31,
2022 from 5 to 8 p.m. Mass of Christian Buri-
al will be celebrated at St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church 12319 New Hampshire Av-
enue, Silver Spring, MD on Wednesday, June
1, 2022 at 12 noon. Interment Greenbelt City
Cemetery, Greenbelt, MD. In lieu of flowers
memorial contributions may be made to
Montgomery Hospice Casey House.

www.borgwardtfuneralhome.com

HOHMAN

ROBERT L. HOHMAN SR.,
Colonel USAF (Ret.)

Husband. Father. Grandfather. B-52, KC-135,
and FB-111 fighter pilot. Some people live
larger than life and that describes Bob. A
humble boy who spent his early childhood
years on a farm in Nebraska, Bob was des-
tined for bigger things. He had his first job
at age seven delivering newspapers, and by
age 11, he had the second largest route in
Omaha with assistants of his own. In high
school, Bob moved to selling shoes and
trimming trees, both of which paid better
than newspapers. Bob used his earnings to
pay his way through college at the Universi-
ty of Nebraska, Omaha, where the Air Force
ROTC changed his life and the lives of those
around him forever. Bob passed away on
May 23, 2022.

Bob loved flying airplanes. A 23-year officer
and veteran of the Air Force, he was trained
in and flew more airplanes than just about
any Air Force pilot, logging more than 4000
hours in the B-52 alone. While in the Air
Force, he was proud to be an instructor pilot
of all the SAC planes in existence during his
service. Bob served three tours in Vietnam,
including a year during the 100-man rule.
Bob was quoted in LIFE’s The Vietnam Wars
50 Years Ago – Two Countries Torn Apart: “I
was from a blue-collar family. I felt I was
very privileged to go to pilot training. It was
a big step up for me. It was a privilege to
serve in the military. I loved the military. The
B-52 was the King of Battle, and at the time
I was a very enthusiastic warrior.” Following
retirement from the Air Force, Bob worked
for National Systems Management, L3 and
the Ballistic Missile Defense Agency. Late in
life, Bob returned to the military as a civilian,
serving a 30-month deployment in Kabul, Af-
ghanistan, teaching Afghan soldiers how to
fly airplanes. Bob celebrated his 70th birth-
day on his last day in Kabul.

Other than flying, perhaps Bob’s most fa-
vorite endeavor was his oyster farm on the
Rappahannock River. Begun as a hobby, An
All American Oyster Company grew from
producing a few thousand oysters to mil-
lions of oysters a year. At one point the AAA-
OC was in the top 10% of oyster producers
in Virginia with five to eight full-time em-
ployees. Known by family as the “cottage,”
the oyster farm was Bob’s happy place.

Bob was born in Auburn, Nebraska, to
Charles Phillip and Helen Leona Hohman on
August 15, 1940. When he was 6 years old,
the family moved to Omaha. Bob met Mary
Anne Peter at a CYO dance in Omaha during
his sophomore and her freshman year of
high school, and they married in 1963 after
Mary Anne graduated from college and Bob
graduated from pilot training. In addition to
his undergraduate degree from UNO, Bob
earned a Master’s degree from the Universi-
ty of Southern California, as well as degrees
from the Armed Forces Staff College, and
the National War College.

Bob’s grandchildren made his eyes light
up. Bob loved to watch his grandchildren
play sports and was an avid fan of their
rec league, high school, and college teams,
which included practically every sport Fort
Hunt Youth Athletic Association offered,
Georgetown Visitation field hockey and la-
crosse teams, Gonzaga lacrosse and golf
teams, Yale women’s lacrosse, Yale men’s
golf, UNC men’s lacrosse, and Holy Cross
women’s lacrosse. Bob never missed an
opportunity to see his grandchildren, and
one of his last outings was to Grandparents
Day at the Basilica of Saint Mary School in
early May.

Survivors include Mary Anne Peter, his wife
of 59 years; daughter Anne; daughter Mary
(Chuck) Zinsner and their children Addie,
Teddy, PJ and Sally; son Bobby (Erika Mell-
man) and children RJ and Max; his sister-
in-law Judy (the late Don); his brother Mar-
shall (Cathy); and over 20 nieces, nephews,
great-nieces and great-nephews.

The visitation will be at Everly-Wheatley,
1500 W Braddock Road, Alexandria, VA
22302, from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
May 31. The rosary and eulogies will begin at
6:30 p.m. A celebration of Bob’s life will be
held on Wednesday, June 1, at 10:30 a.m. at
The Basilica of St. Mary Catholic Church, 310
South Royal Street, Alexandria, VA 22314.
Interment will be on a later date at Arlington
National Cemetery.

In lieu of flowers, contributions can be made
in Bob’s name to University of Nebraska
Omaha Foundation, Robert L Hohman Fund,
1010 Lincoln Mall, Lincoln, NE 68508 (800-
432-3216).

KUWABARA

DR. ROGER K. KUWABARA
Slipped peacefully away on May 13, 2022
knowing his family was near. Born January
26, 1933, in Honolulu, Hawaii, he graduated
from Farrington High School in 1951, at-
tended the University of Hawaii at Manoa
and graduated from the University of Iowa,
went to Howard University School of Den-
tistry, and completed his specialty training
in pediatric dentistry at the University of
Illinois in Chicago. Dr. Kuwabara returned

to Howard University to teach while he set
up his practice in Rockville, MD and raised
a family in Potomac. It was there where he
battled squirrels at the bird feeder, launched
his love of golf, wore out innumerous pairs
of walking shoes exploring the area’s many
trails, and disappointed thousands of kids by
handing them toothbrushes at Halloween
(trick or treat?). Never was there a better
husband, father, grandfather, uncle, friend,
neighbor, or dentist. In each role he met
people with warmth, kindness, generosity,
and humor. He joins his predeceased wife,
Tsutae, and is survived by his sister Ger-
trude; his three sons, Neal, Jeff (Brianne),
Alan (Kim Menhinick); his beloved grand-
daughter Catherine; and several nieces and
nephews.

Visitation will be held from 5 to 7 p.m. on
Friday, June 3, 2022 at Pumphrey Funeral
Home, 300 W. Montgomery Ave., Rockville,
MD. Stop by, say hello, share a memory.
Following the visitation, all are invited to the
home of Alan Kuwabara and Kim Menhinick,
Bethesda, MD for light food and drinks.

In lieu of flowers or gifts, please consider
a donation to The Lung Cancer Research
Foundation (using the link on the funeral
home web site).

www.pumphreyfuneralhome.com

LAGAMMA

ANITA V. LAGAMMA
Anita V. LaGamma, née Vitacolonna, and her
twin Gloria, were born in 1933 in the Bronx
to an Italian immigrant family from Abruzzi.
Anita passed away on May 21, 2022.

She was among the first female graduates
of the Bronx High School of Science and
earned BA and Master’s degrees at Ford-
ham University where she forged lifelong
friendships with William Lynch SJ and Joan
Hauprich.

From 1963, she and the love of her life Rob-
ert, a Foreign Service Officer, traveled the
world and lived in Rhodesia, Zambia, Ivory
Coast, Togo, Senegal, Nigeria and South Afri-
ca (at the time of Nelson Mandela) as well as
Milan and Florence, Italy. She embraced life
in each of these places raising five children,
teaching school, and writing and publishing
poetry.

Anita was a superb cook and host, an avid
reader, a lover of birds, and found inspiration
and wonder in the grandeur of our National
Parks where she hiked with her family. In
her poem “A Commotion of Birds” she re-
flects: “The ancient Greeks believed the soul
departs soaring from our mouths as birds. I
imagine the kind of bird will depend upon
the life we’ve led.”

In 1997 she and her family returned to the
US and settled in Reston, VA. She is sur-
vived by her husband of 58 years, Robert;
her children Alisa, Matthew, Therese, Adrian
and Florence; her sister Louise and brother
Pat; and six grandchildren.

She is laid to rest at Holy Cross Abbey in
Berryville, VA. The family has requested that
remembrances be made in the form of con-
tributions to the National Audubon Society.

Arrangements by Enders & Shirley Funeral
Home, Berryville, VA. endersandshirley.com

LOUIS

MICHAEL WILLIAM LOUIS (Age 61)
Passed on Thursday, May 26, 2022, at Green-
field Reflections in Strasburg, VA. He grew
up in Falls Church, VA, the oldest of five
children of Fred and Mary Ella Louis. He at-

tended and played football, as a Defensive
Lineman, at Falls Church High School and
the University of Cincinnati. Mike received
his Bachelor’s degree in Business on a full
football scholarship. He married Karen Anne
Green on October 22, 1988, in Alexandria,
VA. Shortly after they moved to Chantilly, VA
where they raised their two children- Me-
gan and Matthew. Mike coached numerous
boys and girls youth sports and was a proud
member of the Chantilly and Poplar Tree
communities. Mike was known for being a
kind, goofy, and fun loving guy with a big
heart. He had a profound impact on those
around him. He is survived by his wife of
almost 34 years, Karen Louis; two children:
Megan and Matthew Louis; mother, Mary
Ella Louis; and four brothers and sisters: Teri
Gerhold, Glenn Louis, Kurt Louis, and Jeff
Louis. He is preceded in death by his father,
Frederick Louis. A celebration of life will be
held at a later date. Mike proudly took part
in the Diagnose CTE Project at Boston Uni-
versity. In lieu of flowers please donate to
the BU CTE Center bit.ly/bu_cte.

When the need arises, let families find you in
the Funeral Services Directory.
To be seen in the Funeral Services Directory,
please call paid Death Notices at 202-334-4122.
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NORTHRUP
BRADFORD CLEMANS NORTHRUP (Age 79)

Brad Northrup of Bethesda, Maryland,
passed away peacefully on the night of May
26, 2022. The cause of death was multiple
myeloma.

Raised in Johnstown, New York, on the edge
of the Adirondacks, Brad was the oldest of
five children born to Jane Clemans and Har-
old Bradford Northrup. He graduated from
Hobart College in 1964, received an MBA
from the University of Buffalo, and years
later completed a Masters of Public Admin-
istration at Harvard’s Kennedy School. The
course of his 40-year career with The Nature
Conservancy mirrored the evolution of the
organization itself.

Hired in 1972 as one of the first profession-
al employees of The Nature Conservancy,
Brad devoted his career to building the
capacity of the organization as it grew into
the world’s largest conservation NGO. He
began as assistant director of development
in the national office and shortly thereafter
left the DC area to establish and staff the
Conservancy’s first regional office in Boston
and create state offices to carry out conser-
vation projects in the eastern United States
in concert with volunteer chapters. Among
the many projects his staff successfully
completed during those early years was
the Mashomack Preserve in New York--a
spectacular 2,350-acre stretch of woods
and creeks with eleven miles of coastline on
Shelter Island. If you fly over the forked tail
of Long Island, you can see it from the air.

In the late 1980s, Brad moved to internation-
al conservation work, launching the Carib-
bean Program as the Conservancy pursued
its broader mission of protecting natural
diversity beyond the United States. During
his years in the Latin American-Caribbe-
an Program, he worked to secure reliable
stewardship of “paper parks” in the region
through the Conservancy’s Parks in Peril ini-

tiative. During his last few years at the Con-
servancy, he served as director of the Con-
servation Strategies team, which addressed
cross-cutting scientific issues, including
climate change and the protection of fresh-
water and marine systems. From fundrais-
ing to global science challenges, Brad’s
responsibilities changed as TNC broadened
and deepened its mission. He responded to
each new challenge with energy and opti-
mism. After his retirement, he continued
his work in international land conservation
as chairman of the board of the globally ac-
tive Conservation Coaches Network. There,
as always, he led from within--never calling
attention to himself but lifting and bolster-
ing his colleagues. Brad’s legacy lives on at
the Conservancy in scores of talented staff
whom he recruited, hired, and mentored.

He was loved and respected at work and at
home for his buoyant, irresistible good na-
ture, his wisdom, and his kindness. A world-
ly, capable contemporary man, he embodied
timeless values: courage, responsibility, in-
tegrity, courtesy, and devotion to commu-
nity. He was funny and ardent and adven-
turous--serious when gravity was called for
and slyly hilarious with friends and family.
He delighted in his neighborhood--Brook-
mont, Maryland, which sits on a bluff above
the C & O Canal--and was active on its civic
league board for years. And he was proud
to volunteer as a “quartermaster” for Lock-
house 6 through the C & O Canal Trust.

Brad is survived by his wife of 38 years, Jody
Bolz; his children, Molly (Jabe Bloom), Eli,
and Jessie (Mark Patterson) and grandchil-
dren (Macaulay, Em, Mae, and Gus); and his
four siblings, Jim Northrup, Nancy Cook, Liz
Loper, and Kathy Hansen. The family hopes
to hold an outdoor memorial service at
Woodend Sanctuary in Chevy Chase, Mary-
land, on June 18. Details to come.

POTEAT

SAMUEL EUGENE POTEAT
“Gene” (Age 92)

Samuel Eugene “Gene” Poteat, a retired se-
nior Central Intelligence Agency scientific
intelligence officer, inventor, teacher, and
association executive, died May 22, 2022, in
Alexandria, VA, after a long illness.
Gene was born in Bessemer City, North Car-
olina in 1930 to Eugene Justice and Sarah
Darnell Poteat. The family settled in Charles-
ton, South Carolina. Before entering college,
Gene served in the military in Europe at the
end of World War II. Gene later graduated
from The Citadel with a B.S. in Electrical
Engineering, one of many Americans who
obtained college degrees under the G.I. Bill.
He earned a master’s degree in Statecraft
and National Security Affairs with a special-
ization in Intelligence Studies from the Insti-
tute of World Politics and was awarded an
honorary LL.D. for his service to intelligence
education and the profession.
Prior to the CIA, Gene worked at Bell Labs
and Cape Canaveral, where he designed
missile guidance systems during the Cold
War. Gene was recruited to join the CIA
while serving at Cape Canaveral. Once at
the CIA, Gene worked on U-2 spy plane
and designed the cloaking system for the
Lockheed Martin SR-71 aircraft. He provided
scientific expertise on space and naval re-
connaissance systems in the Directorate of
Science and Technology, and served at the
National Reconnaissance Office, as Techni-
cal Director of the Navy’s Special Programs
Office, and as the Executive Director of the
Intelligence Research and Development
Council. Gene also served overseas tours
in London, Oslo, the Middle East, and Asia,
with his family often relocating with him. He
also managed the CIA’s worldwide network
of monitoring sites.
Gene was awarded the CIA’s Medal of Merit
and the National Reconnaissance Office’s
Meritorious Civilian Award for his techno-
logical innovations.
Gene’s lifelong love of airplanes began as
a teenager when he was permitted to fly
a Piper Cub airplane, and later enjoyed the
Piper Cherokee he purchased for family
travel.
During his long career, Gene found himself
playing a role in major events in American

history. In the summer of 1964, Gene was
asked to give a scientific determination
about whether a radar operator’s report
proved the U.S.S. Maddox was under attack
by enemy P.T. boats in the Gulf of Tonkin.
Trusting facts and science, Gene replied no
conclusion could be reached absent other
data regarding weather and surface con-
ditions. Instead, the White House pressed
Gene to decide without regard to additional
information. Gene stated “no,” the Maddox
was not under attack. Gene’s conclusions
were ignored, and President Lyndon B.
Johnson went on to escalate the Viet Nam
War. More than three decades later, when
documentarians for the BBC revived inter-
est in the Tonkin incident, Gene had the
opportunity to speak face-to-face with the
captain of Maddox, who confirmed he saw
no P.T. boats that night from his position on
the bridge.
Throughout his life, Gene continued to be-
lieve that good intelligence, underpinned by
hard science, could prevent armed conflict,
and promote global stability. He welcomed
women into the intelligence community
ranks as a positive influence and promoted
the admission of women to The Citadel. He
also taught classes on women spies and
gained expertise in the history of women in
espionage.
After leaving the CIA, Gene held many other
positions, including as the Director of the
Strategic Research Group of the Electronic
Warfare Association, president of the Asso-
ciation of Former Intelligence Officers (AFIO)
from 1999 to 2015 and served on the Board
of Advisors of the International Spy Muse-
um. Gene was Professor Emeritus at the
Institute of World Politics, where he taught
Technology, Intelligence, Security, and State-
craft, a columnist for The Charleston Mercu-
ry, and a contributor to AFIO’s Intelligencer
journal.
Martha Cox Poteat, Gene’s beloved wife of
50 years, passed away in 2004. After spend-
ing decades as a travelling CIA wife, she
became a local photojournalist and airplane
pilot. His siblings, Donald W. Poteat, Wayne
M. Poteat, and Aloma Faye Ostendorff are
deceased.
Gene is survived by his daughters, Sarah
Elisabeth Poteat (Bradley J. Garrett), a coun-
terterrorism attorney in the National Securi-
ty Division of the U.S. Department of Justice,
and Mary Ann Poteat Schaffer (Gary Wayne
Schaffer), the Managing Director-Systems
Chief Pilot for United Airlines and an attor-
ney, and his grandson, Max Poteat-Garrett, a
middle school student.
In addition to the love and comfort of his
family, Gene’s last days were brightened
by his daughter Mary Ann’s dogs, Bella and
Bodie, who remained at his bedside until
the end.
Throughout his life, Gene kept a letter from
his commanding officer, who wrote that, if
Gene chose not to become a military officer,
he would likely find success as a “song and
dance man.” Gene Poteat loved to play the
piano and dance.
Memorial service Friday, June 10, 1 p.m. at
Demaine Funeral Home, 520 SouthWashing-
ton St., Alexandria, VA.

RICHARDSON

WILLIAM RICHARDSON “Chip”
William Charles Richardson, Professor
Emeritus of Painting and Drawing and for-
mer Chair of the Department of Art at the
University of Maryland, College Park, died
of leukemia on Wednesday, May 4, 2022
surrounded by his family. He was 68 years
old. Richardson, who professionally went by
W.C. Richardson and was more universally
known as “Chip,” was an extraordinarily
talented, funny, loving, and energetic soul
who made all who knew him better. His
friendship to many and love to his family
and friends was and will remain a cherished
gift for those of us fortunate to have crossed
paths with Chip. He is survived by his wife,
Patrice Kehoe, and their children, Eva Rich-
ardson and her husband Ben Penn, Will
Richardson, and Anna Richardson of Univer-
sity Park, Maryland, as well as his brother
and his wife, Chris and Lenie Richardson of
Denver, Colorado. He is pre-deceased by his
parents,William and Sylvia Richardson,most
recently of Tampa, Florida.
Chip was born on May 15, 1953 in San Diego,
California and spent his early childhood in
Boston, New York City, and Oklahoma City.
When Chip was entering seventh grade, his
family moved to Cincinnati, Ohio, and Chip
graduated from Walnut Hills High School in
1971. In 1975, Chip received a Bachelor of
Fine Arts from the University of North Caro-
lina, where he met his wife and fellow artist,
Patrice Kehoe. He received a Master of Fine
Arts from Washington University in St. Lou-
is in 1977. Along with Patrice, he joined the
faculty at the University of Maryland in 1978,
where he went on to play an integral role in
the growth and development of the Depart-
ment of Art. Chip became a Full Professor
in 2011 and served as Chair of the Depart-
ment of Art from 2011 through 2020. He will
be fondly remembered by his many former
students as an engaging, challenging, and
funny teacher.
Chip’s work has been featured in 21 solo
and over 100 group exhibitions in museums,
galleries, and art centers in Washington, DC,
New York City, and numerous other states,
as well as internationally in Belgium, Russia,
Jordan, and Algiers. He received numerous
grants and awards for his work, including
seven Maryland State Arts Council Visual
Art Fellowships. Commissioned artwork is
permanently installed at Ronald Reagan Na-
tional Airport and Reston Town Center. His
work is held in numerous public and cor-
porate collections, including the Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden (DC), the
Corcoran Gallery of Art (DC), the Ackland Art
Center (NC), the U.S. Department of State
(Algiers), the District of Columbia Town Hall,
Prudential Life (NY), IBM Corporation (DC),
Federal Reserve Bank (Richmond, VA), and
Washington Post Corporation (DC), among
others. Chip’s work is represented by Addi-
son Ripley Fine Art in Washington DC, where

he had his most recent solo show in early
2020. Past gallery affiliations include Fuse-
box and G Fine Art in Washington, DC, and
Baumgartner Galleries in D.C. and New York.
His work has been reviewed in Art In Amer-
ica, Artform International, ARTNews, NYArts
Magazine, The Art Papers, The New Art Ex-
aminer, and The Washington Post, among
others.
Chip’s professional accomplishments, as
well as his lengthy career at the University
of Maryland, are indicative of his remarkable
energy, talent, focus, and love of painting.
However, they are but a part of a wonderful
and remarkable life and person. Chip was
married to Patrice for 43 years. Chip and
Patrice raised three children, Eva, Will, and
Anna, and they were integrally involved in
all aspects of their lives. Eva and her hus-
band Ben are expecting their first child, and
the first grandchild for Chip and Patrice, this
June. Laughter and love were constants in
their home, with Chip’s endless energy, love
of stories and puns (good and bad), books,
music, and joy permeating their lives. Chip
made ample time for his children and their
activities by working long nights at the stu-
dio. He coached his kids and their friends in
soccer and tee-ball, and designed and paint-
ed the stage sets for the annual musicals at
University Park Elementary School.
Chip was a voracious reader with an im-
mense curiosity about many subjects. After
years of family beach vacations, Chip and
Patrice spent their later years traveling to
new cities with great restaurant scenes. You
can’t really write about Chip without men-
tioning his passion for University of North
Carolina basketball. He followed the team
throughout his life, with a special joy for
sharing texts during games with family and
friends. In recent years, Chip had become a
devoted fan of the Washington Nationals.
It has been said that Chip never met a
stranger. He cultivated immediate and last-
ing friendships over the years, beginning
with his Carolina classmates, University
faculty and graduate students, numerous
friends in the art world, neighborhood
friends, and his poker buddies. For more
than 30 years, he played poker every Thurs-
day night with a close group, hardly ever
missing a game. Phone calls with Chip were
a joy (a sometimes lengthy joy) and fre-
quently ended with the other person sitting
in his or her car in their garage, having ar-
rived home after what they thought might
be a quick call to check in. He loved life and
made all who knew him better by his sheer
positive energy and interest in others. He
is, as James Thurber wrote, that “rare soul
whose spirit gets magically into the hearts
of [people and] leave[s] behind something
that is more real and warmly personal than
bodily presence, an ineffable and eternal
thing.” His memory is to be treasured and
we are fortunate to have had our lives en-
hanced by knowing him. He is loved and will
be greatly missed.
A memorial service will be held in the Me-
morial Chapel of the University of Maryland
on Friday, September 16, 2022 at 3 p.m.
All are welcome. Donations in memory
of Chip may be made to the University of
Maryland Department of Art Need-Based
Fine Art Scholarship Fund. Checks may be
made payable to The University of Maryland
College Park Foundation with “Dept. of Art
Need-Based Fine Art Scholarship fund in
memory of W.C. Richardson” written in the
memo section of the check. Checks may be
mailed to: Emi Ayala, Director of Gift Accep-
tance, University of Maryland, 4603 Calvert
Road, College Park, MD 20740.
Donations may also be made in memory of
Chip online at https://go.umd.edu/wcrich-
ardson.
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GEREBENICS
MARY GAIL GEREBENICS

Mary Gail Gerebenics, always known as
Gail, died peacefully in her home surround-
ed by family. Gail was born November 2,
1950, and died April 29, 2022, the only
daughter of Joseph and Natalie who pre-
deceased her. Gail was a journalism gradu-
ate of Ohio University and earned her law
degree from the University of Notre Dame,
in one of the earliest classes of that law
school to include women.
Gail began her legal career as a staff at-
torney in the General Counsel’s office of
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. As an
Assistant General Counsel, she prepared
national hearings conducted by the Com-
mission. She left the Commission to enter
private practice as a litigating attorney and
had an extensive and successful practice
representing juveniles accused of serious
offenses under the D.C. Superior Court’s
Juvenile Justice Program. She was highly
regarded by judges and colleagues as a
competent and tenacious advocate, regu-
larly asked by judges to take particularly
difficult or complex cases. As she transi-
tioned to work for the General Accounting
Office (later the Government Accountabili-
ty Office), she worked two jobs and even-
tually ended her career as one of five attor-
neys with the Office of the General Counsel
to the Merit System Protection Board of
the Office of Personnel Management.
After 35 years of practice, Gail retired in
2010 and moved to Naples, Florida, where
she lived until her death. She is survived
by her husband of 42 years, the Honorable
Frederick D. Dorsey; her stepchildren Joel
Dorsey (spouse Ella) and Karen Sheares
(spouse Beverley); her sister-in-law Jeanne
Robinson and nephew Gregory; her neph-
ew Eric Ferguson (spouse Rosa); and sev-
eral long-time friends from as long ago as
grade school.
A memorial is anticipated later this year.
The family requests that no further flow-
ers be sent. Contributions can be made to
E. W. Scripps School of Journalism and the
Peter Lardy Scholarship of the University of
Notre Dame Law School.

GUAY
SCOTT GERALD GUAY

Scott Gerald Guay, 66, of Oyster Harbor,An-
napolis, MD, passed away on May 5, 2022
at Anne Arundel Medical Center. Scott was
a graduate of Penn Trafford High School
in Harrison City, PA and received his As-
sociate in Arts degree from Orange Coast
College, Costa Mesa, California. He was
a Veteran of the United States Army hav-
ing served in Germany and was a retired
Federal Government IT Specialist. He was
predeceased by his parents, Lt. Col. Gerald
F. and Phyllis A. Daly Guay. Scott is survived
by his devoted wife, Judy, of 21 years and
loving family Don (Kate), Steve (Kerry), Jim
(Eloisa) and grandchildren Justin (Michelle),
Matt (Erin) Peter, Anabella and Leni, also,
by his wonderful brothers Bruce (Rebecca)
of Delmont, PA, Derek (Chrissy) of Patter-
son Heights, PA and loving sister Pamela
Cochenour(Valerie) of Murrysville, PA. For
many years Scott was a drummer in bands
with his brother, Bruce. Scott loved to
cook. Christmas was crab dip and sum-
mertime brought winter sock burning,
chicken wings off the grill and lots of crabs
and fun. Scott’s smile and good nature will
be greatly missed but he left us much joy
and many funny memories. God bless you,
Scott. Thank you for the love you gave us.
A memorial gathering will be held on Sat-
urday, June 4 from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. at
the Kalas Funeral Home & Crematory, 2973
Solomons Island Rd., Edgewater, MD. Fol-
lowing the gathering, family and friends
are invited to celebrate Scott’s life at 2
p.m. at the home of Don and Kate King,
414 First St Eastport, Annapolis, MD. Con-
dolences may be made online at:

KalasFuneralHomes.com

HONESTY-BEY
BRENDA HONESTY-BEY (Age 75)

Entered into eternal rest on Wednesday,
May 11, 2022. She is survived by son,
Chief Honesty-Bey; daughters, Faith Hon-
esty-Bey and Sheila Pigford; grandchildren,
Tristan Pigford and Trinity Pigford; sisters,
Octavia Green, Sandra Green, and Sharon
Spann; brother, Tony Green; and a host of
other relative and many friends. Visitation
will be held at Stewart Funeral Home, 4001
Benning Road, NE, on Thursday, June 2
from 1 p.m. until service at 2 p.m. Inter-
ment is private.

JAFFE
LEONARD ARTHUR JAFFE (Age 73)

On Thursday, May 26, 2022, Leonard A.
(Len) Jaffe of Lanham, MD passed away
from pancreatic cancer. Len was a native
Washingtonian and enjoyed a life-long pas-
sion in the DC/VA/MD folk music scene. He
is survived by his sister Sandy (Alan) Cor-
bett and his brother Lyle (Donna) Jaffe. A
graveside service for Len will be held Tues-
day, May 31, 2022 at 1 p.m. at Mt. Lebanon
Cemetery, 9500 Riggs Road, Adelphi, MD
20783. Donations in Len’s memory may be
made to the charity of your choice.

LEE
DAISY ELIZABETH LEE (Age 61)

Of Alexandria, VA, born to Lidia and Pru-
dencio Gomez, passed away after a pro-
longed battle with cancer on Monday, May
16, 2022. A devoted mother to her children
Wesley Lee and Sydney Lee; beloved sister
to Carlos Gomez, Jose Gomez, Frank Go-
mez, Aida Gomez, and Patricia McHugh.
A memorial service will be held at Fairfax
Memorial Funeral Home, 9902 Braddock
Rd., Fairfax, VA, on Saturday, June 4 from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The family asks those in
attendance to wear bright colors in order
to celebrate Daisy and her love for beauty
and life.

MILLER

MAGDALENE L. MILLER
Of Potomac, Maryland, passed away on
Friday, May 20, 2022 with her family by
her side. Beloved wife of the late Melvin
Miller. Dear mother of the late Stephen
(Judy) Miller, Suzanne Miller (Brett Nel-
son) and Mark (Renee) Miller. Cherished
grandmother of Stephen Miller, Jr., Patrick
(Morgan) Miller, Holly Miller, Zachary Miller,
Elaine (Tyler Fritz) Miller, and Hayley Miller.
Great-grandmother of Charlotte and Evie
Schaeffer. Also survived by many other lov-
ing relatives and friends.
Friends will be received at Our Lady of
Mercy Catholic Church, 9200 Kentsdale
Drive, Potomac, MD 20854 on Friday, June
3, 2022 from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. followed
by a Mass of Christian Burial at 11 a.m. In-
terment St. Gabriel’s Cemetery. In lieu of
flowers, memorial contributions may be
made to Montgomery Hospice at https://
montgomeryhospice.org/giving. Please
view and sign family guestbook

www.pumphreyfuneralhome.com
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POPLIN
LLOYD ALBERT POPLIN (Age 86)

Lloyd Albert Poplin, born January 19, 1936,
passed on May 20, 2022, in Arlington, Vir-
ginia. Visitation at Murphy’s Funeral Home
in Arlington June 1, from 7 to 9 p.m. Fu-
neral service will be held June 2, at St. Ann
Catholic Church in Arlington at 11 a.m.
Born in Washington DC to Grace and Ce-
cil Duffey, he and his brother were later
adopted by Bruce Poplin. Lloyd attended
Washington-Lee High School, received his
accounting degree from Benjamin Franklin
University and retired after a successful
career as a senior financial analyst for Met-
ro. He married Carol McLellan in 1966 and
moved to the Lyon Village neighborhood of
Arlington, Virginia in 1969 where they to-
gether raised their five children. Lloyd was
best known for his hospitality and was es-
pecially welcoming to all family and friends
who passed through his door. Lloyd is sur-
vived by his wife, Carol Poplin; children -
Cindy Marcotty (Pete), Lloyd “Butch” Poplin
ll (Beth), Jimmy Poplin (Kori), Beth Greene
(Brian), Jerry Poplin (Chastity); sister - Ceci-
ly Rye; and his 10 loving grandchildren; Vic-
toria, Cassie and Sophia Marcotty: Maddy,
Erin and Bennett Poplin; Nathaniel and Ava
Poplin; and Rori and Cece Greene. In lieu of
flowers please consider donating to Wash-
ington-Liberty High School Crew Boosters
at or Arlington Neighborhood Village.

RICHARDS
NANCY GASCOIGNE RICHARDS

On Wednesday, May 25, 2022, in her home
in Alexandria, VA, in the arms of her four
children. A Memorial Service will be held
at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Alexan-
dria, VA at 11 a.m. on Thursday, June 16,
2022. In lieu of flowers, the family requests
memorial contributions to the Rector’s
Discretionary Fund, c/o St. Paul’s Episco-
pal Church or the Athenaeum, 201 Prince
Street, Alexandria VA 22314.

RUPPERT

COLLEEN RUPPERT
On Thursday, May 26, 2022 of Bethesda,
MD. Beloved daughter of the late Carl and
the late Antoinette Ruppert. Sister of Caryl
Ersenkal, Carl Ruppert (Jackie), Christopher
Ruppert, Craig Ruppert (Pat), Catherine
Ruppert, Christine Ruppert and Curtis Rup-
pert (Donna), Colleen is also survived by
her 16 nieces and nephews and 18 great
nieces and nephews. Friends will be re-
ceived at PUMPHREY’S BETHESDA-CHEVY
CHASE FUNERAL HOME, 7557 Wisconsin
Avenue, Bethesda, MD onWednesday from
4 to 7 p.m. Mass of Christian Burial will
be offered at Shrine of the Most Blessed
Sacrament Catholic Church, 5949 Western
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC on Thursday,
June 2 at 1 p.m. Interment Gate of Heaven
Cemetery. In lieu of flowers memorial con-
tributions may be made to the Bethlehem
House Foundation, 7202 Buchanan Street,
Landover Hills, MD 20784. Please view and
sign online guestbook at

www.pumphreyfuneralhome.com

SCHILKE
THOMAS A. SCHILKE (Age 74)

Died peacefully on Wednesday, May 25,
2022 beloved brother of Patricia Gawne,
the late Paul and Robert Schilke; uncle
of many nieces, nephews, great nieces,
great nephews, great-great nieces and
great-great nephews. Tom was a retired
member of Teamsters Local 639 and
worked for Stromberg Metal Works for
46 years. Relatives and friends may call
at the BORGWARDT FUNERAL HOME 4400
Powder Mill Road Beltsville, MD on Sunday,
June 5, from 4 to 7 p.m. Mass of Christian
Burial will be celebrated at St. Joseph
Catholic Church 11007 Montgomery Road
Beltsville, MD on Monday, June 6, at 10 a.m.
Interment private. In lieu of flowers memo-
rial contributions may be made to Mont-
gomery Hospice Casey House or St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital.

www.borgwardtfuneralhome.com
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TINSLEY

WYATT DOWNIN TINSLEY “Ted”
Wyatt “Ted” Downin Tinsley passed away
May 12, 2022 in Bethany Beach, Delaware
with family by his side. He was born on
December 24, 1942, in Niagara Falls, NY to
Walter and Mada Tinsley. Ted was married
to his beautiful wife Susan Tinsley for over
40 years. Together they had three children
Thomas, Kelley (Michael Leonette) and Ben-
jamin and five adoring grandchildren Peter,
Avery, Lucille, Olivia, and Axel. Ted has four
siblings: Tyree Tinsley, Letitia Kashani, Thom-
as Tinsley (deceased), and Scott Tinsley.

As a boy, Ted was well known for his accom-
plishments in baseball. He graduated from
McLean high school in Virginia and earned
his undergraduate from East Tennessee
State in Business Accounting. Ted served in
the tank division of the US Army during the
Vietnam war and was honorably discharged
in 1972. He married Susan Berry Lujack on
February 9, 1979. Ted was the Chief Finan-
cial Officer (CFO) for a number of companies
over the course of his professional career.
He was most proud of his time at Computer
Data Systems Inc. (CDSI), where he served
as CFO and Vice President for nearly 30
years. Not only was he proud of the compa-

ny he helped to build, but of the friendships
that began there and lasted a lifetime.

Walter and Mada Tinsley lived in Virginia for
more than 70 years, making Falls Church
their longest standing and final home. Both
were active in the Episcopal church and
instilled in their children a strong set of
Christian values with a particular empha-
sis on service to others. Ted was a faithful
Christian who carried forward those values
and belief in community service. Over the
course of his life, he volunteered in various
capacities for the Darnestown Civic Associ-
ation where he and Susan resided for nearly
30 years, St. Marthas Episcopal Church, and
multiple sports teams and youth organiza-
tions.

Ted and Susan both shared a great love of
reading and the theater. Ted in particular
had a passion for learning about American
History, Rock n Roll, and American cars and
trains. He was a lifelong fan of the Wash-
ington Redskins and enjoyed playing golf
and getting into shenanigans with a stead-
fast group of friends through the years. He
was a lover of all creatures big and small.
Together he and Susan rescued and raised
countless dogs and cats over the span of
their marriage and routinely contributed to
a number of organizations that focused on
the humane treatment of animals.

Ted was a kind and generous man. He was
a devoted and loving father and grandfather.
He was a man who found joy in the simple
things and wanted nothing more than to
spend time with family and friends.

A funeral service will be held at The Falls
Church Episcopal Church (thefallschurch.
org) August 27, 2022, at 4p.m.

In lieu of flowers, donations may be sent in
her honor to the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals ( https:///
www.aspca.org ) or another animal organi-
zation of your choosing.

TREBING

JOYCE CHRISTIE TREBING (Age 94)
Joyce Alice (Christie) Trebing died on May 26,
2022 in Washington, DC, where she was un-
der hospice care for acute heart disease and
prolonged symptoms of dementia.

A Michigan resident but a native Washingto-
nian, Mrs. Trebing was the daughter of Ra-
leigh Wickersham Christie and Alice (Relyea)
Christie, who had moved to the District from
New York City in on January 1, 1924. Mrs.
Trebing lived in Glover Park and graduated
from Western High School (Class of 1945)
and the University of Maryland (Class of
1949), where she was a member of the Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. It was in College Park that
she met the love of her life, Harry Martin Tre-
bing. After graduation, Mrs. Trebing served
in the Executive Office of the Secretariat at
the US State Department (where her father
served as Chief of the Operations Branch).

She was a member of the US Delegation to
the seventh General Assembly of the United
Nations in 1952-1953. She later worked in
the Washington government affairs office
of Pan American World Airways, leaving in
1958 upon her marriage to Dr. Trebing. They
remained very happily married for 61 years,
until his death in 2019.

Throughout her life, Mrs. Trebing was an ac-
tive member of the community volunteering
with many nonprofit, charitable and civic or-
ganizations. She was proud to have been a
long-time member of the Lansing (Michigan)
chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution.

Mrs. Trebing is survived by two devoted sons,
Harry Evan (and his wife, Jody) and David
Martin. In addition, she is survived by four
loving grandsons, Harry Geoffrey (and his
wife, Anjanette), Christopher (and his wife
Crystal), Patrick, and Matthew (and his wife
Brittany), and a great-grandchild, Georgiana.
She is also survived by her lifelong friend and
cousin, Millicent Fitzgerald, of Long Island,
New York. Mrs. Trebing was predeceased by
her brother, Keith Relyea Christie.

Interment will be at a private service at Druid
Ridge Cemetery in Baltimore. In lieu of flow-
ers, the family suggests that contributions
be made to the charity of your choice, or to
the Harry M. and Joyce C. Trebing Scholarship
in the College of Social Science at Michigan
State University.

TRIPLETT

CLAUDE J. TRIPLETT
Claude was born on July 7, 1929, in the
Minnieville community located near Wood-
bridge, Virginia. The family lived in Alexan-
dria, Virginia, where he graduated from
Parker Gray High School. He served in the
Army’s 7th Military Police Company in the

Second Army Area during the Korean Con-
flict. He received an Honorable Discharge
as a Service Disabled Veteran and was dec-
orated with the Korean and United Nation
Meritorious Service Medals. He graduated
fromWest Virginia State College and earned
a B.S. in Industrial Arts Education and pur-
sued a career in education in Detroit, MI.
Claude continued his education at Wayne
State University, earning a M.E. in Vocational
Administration and Ed. Sp. in Administration
Supervision. His many assignments included
Assistant Principal and Principal at Condon
Jr. High School, Principal at Chadsey High
School, and Director of Golightly Techni-
cal Center and Randolph Technical Center.
Claude passed away peacefully on May 17,
2022, at Angela Hospice Care Center. A cele-
bration of life will be held in Michigan in July
and a columbarium at Arlington Cemetery
once scheduled. In lieu of flowers, donations
can be made to St. Joseph’s Catholic Church
(c/o Rev. Donald Fest, SSJ) 711 North Colum-
bus Street, Alexandria, VA 22314) or Angela
Hospice (14100 Newburgh Road, Livonia,
MI 48154) angelahospice.org in memory of
Claude J. Triplett.

WEBSTER

CRAIG ALAN WEBSTER (Age 76)
Craig Alan Webster, of Chantilly, Virginia
passed away unexpectedly on May 11,
2022. Craig was born on August 11,1945, in
Hibbing, Minnesota, the first of four children
of Homer and Renna Mary (Degnan) Web-
ster. His childhood was spent fishing and
playing baseball and hockey as his family
followed his dad’s U.S. Steel career across
the north woods, from Duluth, Minnesota to
Dorval, Quebec to Port Cartier, Quebec. An
avid learner, Craig’s academic pursuits led
him to St. Francis Xavier University, where
he graduated in summa cum laude in 1966,
before completing his MBA at Bucknell Uni-
versity in 1967. Upon completing his MBA,
Craig joined the U.S. Air Force and enrolled
in officer training school. While achieving
the rank of Captain, his tours of service took
him to Thailand and eventually, South Korea,
where he met his wife, Chong-Cha (C.C.)
Chon. The two were married on March 27,
1971, and moved back to the U.S., where
Craig entered civilian life, eventually settling
in Maryland to begin his career, while pursu-
ing his Juris Doctor in the evening program
at Georgetown University, which he com-
pleted in 1976, the same year the couple
welcomed their son, Thomas.

Following stints with Litton Industries,
the Logistics Management Institute (LMI)
and SPC Technologies, his entrepreneurial
dreams led Craig to Electronic Decisions Inc.
in 1985, where the family settled in Mahom-
et, Illinois. The consummate husband and
father, Craig balanced his love of work with
his family, where he never missed one of
Thomas’ games, taking time to fish and en-
joy life in the local community. In 1994, Craig
and C.C. returned to the east coast, making
their home in Northern Virginia, close to
family and friends. Craig returned to LMI

to finish his professional career, retiring in
2014. From there, he took on his next career
in supporting C.C.’s real estate practice and
keeping her company at open houses.

A man known for his big heart and caring
nature, Craig was recognized as a confi-
dante, teacher and mentor to friends, family
and colleagues. Craig exuded a quiet dig-
nity that belied a steely determination and
strong moral compass. His wry smile often
indicated that he was either ready to play a
prank, share a joke or reveal his thundering
velvet hand. Craig’s hearty laugh could be
heard at family gatherings, from dinners at
Peking Gourmet Inn to holiday celebrations.
A food lover that enjoyed sharing and pre-
paring more than eating, his sweet tooth
led him on quests for large chocolate chip
cookies, Korean pastries and Klondike bars
to share with colleagues and family. An avid
outdoorsman, his passions were kindled
growing up on the Iron Range but were later
shared with his family through their many
weekend trips to the Wye River and numer-
ous summer vacations with boat in tow. A
music lover, Craig learned to play the guitar
as a teenager and picked it up again in re-
tirement. He enjoyed the creative words and
harmonies of songwriters and performers
such as Simon and Garfunkel, James Taylor,
the Eagles and CSN. Craig loved sports and
was a fiercely loyal fan to his teams that in-
cluded the Pittsburgh Steelers, Washington
Capitals and Northwestern Wildcats. Always
curious and caring, he was a ferocious read-
er and writer, and loved sharing relevant
news snippets or recipes with his family and
circle of friends. Craig took pride in writing
the most heartfelt and thoughtful birthday
and holiday cards.

Craig is survived, and will be deeply missed
by, his wife of 51 years, C.C.; his son Thom-
as (Theresa); brothers Scott (Frances) and
Reid (Jennifer); nieces Sara and Elise; sis-
ter Renna Mary (Thomas); brothers-in-law
Chae-Hyuk, Chin-Hyuk, Yong-Taek (Annie)
and niece, Caroline, John and nephews Niels
(Kelly), Dennis (Carly) and James; along with
other nieces and nephews, many cousins
and former colleagues and friends.

In honor of Craig’s request, no formal
viewing or service will be held. In lieu of
flowers, his family requests donations
in Craig’s honor to the National Epilepsy
Foundation(https://give.epilepsy.com), the
American Heart Association (www.heart.
org) or AMVETS National Service Founda-
tion (https://support.amvets.org). The online
guestbook is available at

www.moneyandking.com
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SHAPIRO

HARRIET MORSE STURTEVANT
SHAPIRO

Harriet Morse Sturtevant Shapiro of Chevy
Chase, Maryland and Woods Hole, Massa-
chusetts died peacefully on February 1,
2022. She was born September 7, 1928
in New Bedford, Massachusetts to Alfred
Henry Sturtevant and Phoebe Reed Stur-
tevant. Harriet was the second ever female
editor of the Columbia Law Review. She
went on to become the first woman attor-
ney at The Office of the Solicitor General. In
the course of her career there, she argued
16 cases before the Supreme Court of the
United States. She is survived by her broth-
er, Alfred Henry Sturtevant III (Portland,OR),
her two sons, Alfred Shapiro (Richmond,-
VA) and Charles Shapiro (Atlanta, GA), and
by daughter-in-law Judy Thompson (Atlan-
ta, GA) and grandchild Frankey Landon (St.
Louis, MO). A celebration of her life was
held at 1 p.m. Saturday May 14 at Ingle-
side King Farm, 701 King Farm Boulevard,
Rockville, Maryland. Donations in Harriet’s
memory may be made to the Harriet S.
Shapiro ‘55 Memorial Scholarship Fund at
Columbia Law School.

www.pumphreyfuneralhome.com

SHAW

EDWARD SIDNEY SHAW “SID”
Sid passed away with Alzheimer’s on May
24, 2021. His original obituary was posted
last year in the Fairfax County Times. A
family graveside service will be held on
Tuesday, May 31, 2022, 9:45 a.m., at the
Fairfax Memorial Park, 9900 Braddock Rd,
Fairfax, VA where his ashes will be interred
next to his beloved wife, Jo.

WORTHY

ANNIE RUTH WORTHY
Annie Ruth Worthy transitioned into eter-
nal life on Tuesday, May 17, 2022. Annie
is survived by her daughter, Dannielle
(“Danni”) Michlene JoNeece Blake-
Ferguson; son-in-love, Terry Ferguson;
granddaughter, Michaela Dannielle Walker;
a devoted niece, Monnika Salmon; and a
host of siblings, nieces, nephews, cousins,
and friends. Family and friends will gather
for visitation on June 3 at 10 a.m. and ser-
vices at 11 a.m. at Friendship Church Out-
reach Ministry, Inc. in Capitol Heights, MD.
Interment to follow at National Harmony
Memorial Park in Hyattsville, MD.

INMEMORIAM

WILEY

VANNETTE E. WILEY
May 29, 1939 - May 4, 2008
We Love You and We Miss You!

Wilson and the Children

DEATH NOTICE

BROOKS

JACQUELYN ROBBINETTE BROOKS
(Age 82)

Entered into eternal rest on Thursday,
May 12, 2022. She is survived by brother,
Arvell Greenwood Jr.; sister-in-law, Mildred
J. Greenwood; niece and goddaughter, Dr.
Lindiwe Greenwood Burrison; nephew
and godson, David Burrison, Jr; godson,
Derrick McCraw; great niece, Sierra Burri-
son; great nephews, David Burrison III and
Jayden Burrison; and a host of very spe-
cial cousins, relatives, and friends. She is
predeceased by her sister, Shirley Clarice
Greenwood. Visitation will be held at Stew-
art Funeral Home, 4001 Benning Road, NE,
Washington, DC, on Wednesday, June 8
from 10 a.m. until service at 11 a.m., with
live streaming of service. Interment at Lin-
coln Memorial Cemetery, Suitland, Mary-
land. Online condolences may be made at

www.stewartfuneralhome.com

DEATH NOTICE

BROWN

REGINALD A. BROWN SR. “Reggie”
(Age 86)

Peacefully depart this life on Tuesday May
10, 2022. Resident of Fort Washington, MD.
formally of Washington, DC.
Loving son of the late Ernest and Columbia
Brown and loving husband of the late Mary
Brown. Devoted father of Reginald Jr. and
Ryan Brown also survived by three grand-
children: Jasmine, Ihana and Nia Brown.
Proceeded in death by one sister Dorothy
Berry and two brothers Thomas L. and Er-
nest Brown Jr.
Visitation will be on Friday, June 3, 2022
at 10 a.m., Service 11 a.m. at Fort Foot
Baptist Church, 8310 Fort Foote Rd., Fort
Washington Maryland.
Interment Resurrection Cemetery, Clinton,
Maryland. In lieu of flowers, family would
like to request donations to the David
Alston Scholarship Fund at Fort Foote Bap-
tist Church. Services by J.B. Jenkins Funeral
Home INC.

CARDILLO

RITA L. CARDILLO (Age 88)
On Saturday, May 21, 2022
at her residence in Rockville,
MD. Beloved wife of the late
Joseph Cardillo. Loving moth-
er of Anthony (Peggy), Gerald
(Christine), Philip (Charlie) and

John (Eileen) Cardillo, and the late Mari-
anne Cardillo Lyons. She is survived by 14
grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren, and
a brother Frank Lozupone. Friends may call
on Tuesday, May 31, 2022 from 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the chapel of the Msgr. Duffy Parish
Center at the Shrine of the Most Blessed
Sacrament, Western Ave. at Quesada St
NW, where Mass of Christian Burial will
be offered in the main church at 11 a.m.
on Wednesday June 1, 2022. Interment at
Ft Lincoln Cemetery. In lieu of flowers, do-
nations may be made to the Holy Rosary
Church, 595 3rd St NW, Washington, DC
20001 or the American Cancer Society.
Please sign the family guestbook at:

www.DeVolFuneralHome.com

CARROLL

ALFRED Q. CARROLL III
Alfred departed from his earthly life on
Friday, October 1, 2021 at age 73. Loving
son of Geraldine Haywood and Tuskegee
Airman Alfred Q. Carroll Jr (both deceased);
loving father to Sergio Bost; cousin of
Hiram III (Mike, deceased), Yolanda and
Yvonne. “Al” leaves behind many more
cousins, family and treasured friends who
will continue to love and miss him. Funeral
service will be held on June 17. Visitation at
10 a.m., funeral at 11 a.m. at Church of the
Incarnation, 880 Eastern Ave., NE, Wash-
ington, DC 20019. Al has been entombed
beside his mom at Mt. Olivet Cemetery
columbarium, 1300 Bladensburg Rd, NE.

HAYWOOD

CHARLEAN P. HAYWOOD (Age 102)
Our beautiful, beloved matriarch departed
from her earthly life, peacefully at home,
on Tuesday, May 17, 2022 at age 102. Lov-
ing wife of Hiram Haywood Jr. (deceased);
mother of Hiram III (Mike, deceased), Yolan-
da and Yvonne; grandmother of Michelle,
Melanie, Ahmed, Ngina and Makeda;
great-grandmother of Jet, Sky, Taylor, Mal-
achi, Moriah, Kamryn, Aliyah, Barrie-Marie
and Amaya; and great-great grandmother
of Nenehya. She also leaves behind a host
of loving family friends. Funeral service will
be held on Friday, June 10. Visitation at 10
a.m., service at 11 a.m. at Church of the
Incarnation, 880 Eastern Ave NE, Washing-
ton, DC 20019.

MAY

JUNE DIANE MAY (Age 86)
Transitioned on Thursday, May 12, 2022.
Mother of Lillian M. Staten (Anthony). Also
survived by a host of other loving relatives
and friends. Family will receive friends on
Tuesday, May 31, at Rock Creek Baptist
Church, 6707 Woodyard Road, Upper Marl-
boro, MD. Visitation 9 a.m. Celebration of
life 11 a.m. Interment Rock Creek Ceme-
tery, Washington, DC. Services by Freeman.

DEATH NOTICE

SHEGOGUE

JOYCE ANN SHEGOGUE
APRIL 23, 1942 – MAY 1, 2022

Joyce Ann Shegogue born April 23, 1942
entered into the arms of her savior Jesus
Christ May 1, 2022. Joyce was prede-
ceased by her loving husband Raymond in
June of last year. Joyce was survived by her
three daughters Tami, Jeni, Nicole and Ta-
mi’s husband Rick. Joyce was proud of her
six grandchildren, Katie, Kelly, John, Shelby,
Macey, Shayla and four great grandchil-
dren.

Joyce loved the beach,…any beach Beth-
any, Rehoboth, Ocean City and spent her
last days in Sarasota, FL lovingly surround-
ed by all three of her daughters.

As a follower of Jesus Christ, we know that
through Joyce’s faith in Jesus she has been
adopted into God’s family and shares the
same love that God has for his own son Je-
sus Christ. Joyce, your joy is now complete
and we will miss you deeply.

GRIMALDI

MILLIE ABOULAFIA GRIMALDI
September 29, 1921 - May 9, 2022

Millie Grimaldi, 100+ years old, passed
peacefully, May 9, 2022, in her home in Boca
Raton, FL. Funeral was held on May 12, in
Del Ray, FL. She was predeceased by her
loving husband, Fred, whom she met on a
dance floor in Manhattan, and danced with
for 67 years of marriage. Millie and Fred won
the famous Harvest Moon Ball around 1940,
dancing the lindy-hop. Millie was the daugh-
ter of Esther and Isaac Aboulafia, Sephardic
immigrants from Salonica, Greece and Is-

tanbul, Turkey. She was the loving moth-
er of Alan Grimaldi (Inez) and Camille Fish
(Steve); Grandmother to Jodi Wasserlauf (Dr.
Brett), Jonathan Grimaldi (Rachel Duncan),
Lisa Sugar (Brian) and Michael Fish (Jessi-
ca); Great-grandmother to Milly Wasserlauf;
Millie and Ben Grimaldi; Katie, Juliet and Elle
Sugar; Jordan, Ryan and Brody Fish; and lov-
ing sister to Sam Aboulafia, Raye Kaplan and
Sol Aboulafia.

Millie lived her life for her family, always
giving unconditionally. She instilled some
of life’s most valuable lessons, without ever
having to say a word. She lived with love
and made anyone in her company feel wel-
come and comfortable. After many years
of not having a license to drive, Millie took
her driver’s test and became a legal driver
at the age of 63! Millie was a hardworking
woman who enjoyed simple pleasures like:
watching the Yankees with her husband,
eating chocolate, reading romance novels,
watching Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy,
playing cards with friends, cooking delicious
Italian meals and trying her luck at the slot
machines! Most of all, she enjoyed spending
time with her adoring family, in whom she
took great joy and pride.

Millie lived an honest life and leaves a legacy
of love of family. Her family will miss her
dearly, but as she used to say, “Never say
goodbye”, just “So long for now”.

HICKEY

BARBARA ANN HICKEY
Barbara Ann Hickey, 85, died peacefully
at her home in Arlington, Virginia on May
24,2022, surrounded by her family. She
was preceded in death by her husband, the
Honorable Edward V. Hickey, Jr. and sons Mi-
chael F. Hickey and Joseph G. Hickey.
Survivors include her sons Edward V. Hick-
ey III (Angela), Paul V. Hickey, John D. Hickey
(Catherine), David T. Hickey (Suellen) and
Daniel J. Hickey (Sarah) along with many
wonderful grandchildren.
She is also survived by a brother, John E.
Burke of Brockton, Massachusetts.
Barbara was born on October 29, 1936 in
Brighton, Massachusetts to Patrick and

Margaret Burke. She was the eighth of 13
siblings.
After graduating from Saint Columbkille
School, Barbara met the love of her life, Ed
Hickey. She went on to live a rich and fulfill-
ing life in California, Maryland and London,
England before settling in Northern Virginia,
where she resided for the last 41 years.
Following her retirement from Goldman
Sachs, she enjoyed traveling, theater, and
spending time with friends and family, par-
ticularly her grandchildren, of whom she
was especially proud. She was a daily com-
municant at the Cathedral of St. Thomas
More in Arlington, where she led the rec-
itation of the rosary before the noon Mass.
A viewing will be held at Murphy Funeral
Home, 4510 Wilson Blvd, Arlington, VA, on
Sunday, June 5, from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. A
Mass of Christian Burial will be celebrated
on Monday, June 6, at 10 a.m. at the Cathe-
dral of St. Thomas More. Interment at Arling-
ton National Cemetery will be held at a later
date. In lieu of flowers, the family requests
that donations be made in her name to:
Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Arling-
ton, 200 N Glebe Road, Suite 250, Arlington,
VA 22203, ccda.net/donate
For more information please visit:

https://www.dignitymemorial.com/
obituaries/10766399

KYLE

JUDITH HELEN KYLE
July 6, 1934 - May 22, 2022

Judith Helen Kyle died in her home on May
22, 2022. She is preceded in death by her
beloved husband, Colonel David S. Kyle, and
her sister, Patricia Eviston. Mrs. Kyle was the
devoted, loving mother and grandmother

survived by her four children: Bonnie Kyle
Mistichelli (Orlando); Melanie Kyle Hughes
(Chris); David S. Kyle II (Beth); Morgan S. Kyle
and nine grandchildren. Mrs. Kyle passed
away peacefully in the company of family at
the age of 87.
A 1957 graduate of Ohio State University,
Mrs. Kyle exercised her degree in Occupa-
tional Therapy before becoming a full-time
mother and caring for her four children
during Colonel Kyle’s two tours in Vietnam.
Judy was an avid skier well into her 70s and
gave hope and direction to several decade’s
worth of young people as a guide and chap-
erone of ski adventure programs. An excel-
lent gardener, she instilled a love of nature
and gardening in all her children and grand-
children and served in several executive
positions for the Fort Belvoir Garden Club.
She was also chosen as an opening-season
docent and host for the National Museum of
the United States Army.
Interment alongside her husband at Arling-
ton National Cemetery is expected next
year.
A memorial service will be held Thursday,
June 2, 4 p.m. at Cranford Church, 9912 Old
Colchester Rd., Lorton, VA.

SAMPSON

JANESE D. SAMPSON
On Friday, May 13, 2022, Janese D. Samp-
son, loving wife, mother, grandmother, sis-
ter, aunt, and music mentor to thousands,
passed away at the age of 73.

Janese was born and raised in West Palm
Beach, Florida, to Preston and Janet Samp-
son. She earned undergraduate degrees in
music from Palm Beach Junior College and
Florida State University (FSU) in Tallahas-
see and a Master of Music from University
of Maryland in 1981. She married Reginald
Jackson, who remained her best friend. She
was an amazing musician who enjoyed a
multi-faceted career as a recitalist, chamber

musician, flute soloist, adjudicator, private
instructor and educator.

She was professor of applied flute and mu-
sic theory at Bowie State University and
conductor of the Senior Flute Choir of Mary-
land Classic Youth Orchestra. She was an
instrumental music teacher for Montgom-
ery County Public Schools for 42 years. She
performed recitals of solo flute literature by
women composers with her accompanist,
Carol Yampolsky, for over 40 years. She per-
formed throughout China, Africa, Europe,
North and South America.

Janese was preceded in death by her father,
Preston William Sampson and her mother,
Janet Teague Sampson.

She is survived by her husband, Reginald
Jackson; her daughter Rhonda; grandchil-
dren Preston James Horton and Ciera Hor-
ton; two sisters, Eloise Sampson and Joyce
Sampson; brother Preston Sampson and
his wife Tina; nieces Macy Jenkins of Texas,
Maya Jenkins of California, and nephews
Michael Shelton Sampson, Tanner Sampson
and Reed Sampson, all of Maryland.

Memorial services will be held on June 25,
2022 at River Road Unitarian Universalist
Congregation, 6301 River Road, Bethesda,
Maryland at 4 p.m.

Donations can be made to the Emoja Flute
Institute (Umoja Flute Institute (ufinstitute.
com) in lieu of flowers.

When the need arises, let families find you in
the Funeral Services Directory.
To be seen in the Funeral Services Directory,
please call paid Death Notices at 202-334-4122.
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VAUGHN

EDWARD RONALD VAUGHN “Ed”
(Age 81)

Edward (Ed) Ronald Vaughn, age 81, of Co-
lumbus Georgia, passed away on May 21,
2022 of natural causes.
Ed was born on August 17, 1940 in Wash-
ington, DC, to Maebelle and Alexander
Vaughn Jr. Ed married Dorothy Kerlin on
October 14, 1961. Their children are Steve
and Amy Vaughn of Upatoi, Georgia; and
Betty Foster of Fairfax, Virginia.
Ed and Dottie lived in Virginia for many
years, then moved to Georgia to be near
their grandchildren; Amanda Vaughn Petitt
and her husband Jonathan (JP) Petitt, Justin
Vaughn, Rachel Vaughn, Brandon Vaughn,
and Christine Vaughn.
Ed is survived by his sister Linda Vaughn
Hook and her husband Walter (Ricky) Hook;
children; and grandchildren.
A graveside services will be held at Fairfax
Memorial Park, 9900 Braddock Road Fair-
fax VA 22032 on June 3, 2022 at 11 a.m.
In lieu of flowers, please consider a dona-
tion to The Methodist Home for Children
and Youth in Macon GA (web page: https://
www.themethodisthome.org/donate/);
phone: 478-751-2800, address: 304 Pierce
Ave. P.O. Box 2525 Macon GA 31204.

DEATH NOTICE

BLACK

HENRY CLAY BLACK II
Henry Clay Black II of Chevy Chase, DC, Sun-
day, May 22, 2022, of complications of Par-
kinson’s. Beloved husband of Moira; father
of Sheila, Samantha, and Sarah; and loving
grandfather to Annabelle, Walker, and Eliza
Hayse; Ruslan Black; Clara, James, Brendan,
and Cate Doyle; and great granddaughter

Mabel Wolfe. A Korean War Veteran and
Naval Officer who received his BA from
Columbia University in 1954 in the NROTC.
He went on to receive an MA from Harvard
and an ABD PhD in American Studies from
the University of Minnesota. In 1965, he
joined the State Department. He served in
St. John’s, Newfoundland; Rio de Janeiro and
São Paolo, Brazil; Nassau, Bahamas; London,
England; Paris, France; and Dakar, Senegal,
finishing his career as Economics Counselor
in Athens, Greece. He then joined the State
Department’s Declassification Unit, charged
with releasing classified information to the
public, a position he held until 2018. Clay, as
he was known to family and friends, will be
remembered for his astonishing energy; his
willingness to always go the extra mile for a
friend; his boundless love for his wife, Moira,
and his three daughters; and his infectious
enthusiasm for cooking and for social gath-
erings of all kinds. All his life, Clay remained
in thrall to the joys of travel – and to meeting
new people along the way. In lieu of flowers,
we ask that contributions be sent to Cecily’s
Fund (cecilysfund.org). There will be no fu-
neral, but we will be hosting a celebration of
Clay’s rich and wonderful life at a later date.

BROWNLEE

ROMIE L. BROWNLEE
FORMER ARMY UNDERSECRETARY
AND COMBAT VETERAN, DIES AT 82

Romie L. “Les” Brownlee, who commanded
one of the first combat units in Vietnam and
later served concurrently as both Acting
Secretary of the Army and Under Secretary
of the Army for nineteen months, becoming
the longest-serving Acting Secretary of the
Army in history, died of natural causes on
May 19 at his home in Annandale, Virginia.
He was 82.

“Les Brownlee has always been guided by
what he thought was in the best interest of
our Nation’s security and in the best inter-
est of the men and women of our Armed
Forces,” the late Senator John Warner of
Virginia stated in support of Mr. Brownlee’s
nomination as Undersecretary of the Army.
“My military career pales in the face of Les
Brownlee’s and those of the men and wom-
en who have really gotten into the thick of
it, have been tested, and proved not only to
survive, but continue their leadership.”

Les Brownlee was born on July 11, 1939, in
the small west Texas town of Pampa. His
father, Clyde, was an explosives expert who
shot oil wells with nitroglycerin torpedoes,
and his mother, Gladys, was a homemaker.
Their home was full of love, encouragement
and grounded by a deep faith in Jesus Christ.
By the fifth grade, the family had moved to
Odessa, another west Texas oil town. Mr.
Brownlee graduated from Odessa High
School in 1957 and earned a scholarship to
the University Wyoming. There, he met his
future wife, Nancy, and, upon graduation in
1962, was commissioned in the U.S. Army
as a second lieutenant. After his first as-
signment with the 101st Airborne Division,
Mr. Brownlee volunteered for the Army’s
rigorous Ranger School and graduated as
its Distinguished Honor Graduate in March
1965. He then joined the 173rd Airborne Bri-
gade - arriving as the first U.S. Army ground
combat unit to be committed to Vietnam.

In the fall of 1965, Mr. Brownlee took com-
mand of an infantry company with a prima-
ry area of operations in South Vietnam near
the Dong Nai River, referred to as War Zone
D. On March 13, 1966, during a firefight,
then-Captain Brownlee, while successfully
saving several soldiers who were cut off
from their unit and exposed to heavy ene-
my fire, was wounded when he was struck
by an enemy grenade. Mr. Brownlee was
awarded the Silver Star, the nation’s third
highest award for valor, for his heroism,
and a Purple Heart for his wounds received
during the firefight.

Mr. Brownlee retired from the Army in 1984
at the rank of Colonel after commanding
a mechanized infantry battalion in Europe
from 1975-77, graduating from the U.S.
Army War College in Carlisle, PA, and serving
as the Executive officer for Undersecretary
of the Army James Ambrose.

In 1984, Mr. Brownlee joined the office of
the late Sen. John Warner as his National Se-
curity Advisor. From 1987 to 1996, he served
as a Professional Staff Member on the Sen-
ate Committee on Armed Services and later
served as the Committee’s Staff Director.

In 2001, President George W. Bush nominat-
ed Mr. Brownlee to serve as the Undersecre-
tary of the Army, and Mr. Brownlee became
the Acting Secretary of Army in 2003 when
the nation was fighting wars in both Afghan-
istan and Iraq. He loved being with soldiers
and understood them as well as anyone.
The following was reported in Government
Executive Magazine, April 15, 2004, about
his service at the Pentagon.

On Christmas Eve 2001, Undersecretary of
the Army Les Brownlee took an Air Force
C-130 transport plane to Bagram Air Base in
Afghanistan, where about 200 soldiers were
battling al Qaeda and the terrorist organiza-
tion’s Taliban sponsors. It was a dangerous
flight. To reduce their chances of drawing
enemy fire, the pilots landed at night, with
their lights extinguished. Brownlee spent
the evening and following day meeting with
soldiers, listening to their experiences and
offering encouragement and praise for their
service. He had been in office less than two
months when he made the Christmas visit,
but it established a pattern. With little fan-
fare and no press attention, Brownlee has
spent every holiday since then in the field
with soldiers.

In addition to his outstanding career
achievements, Mr. Brownlee loved his fam-
ily, and always made them a priority. He
cherished his children and was a loving and
devoted grandfather. He was a great story-
teller, and his laugh was infectious.

After many decades of loyal service to his
country, Mr. Brownlee devoted himself to
being a dependable and loyal friend to those
around him. He enjoyed traveling and was
an avid reader. His weekends were typically
spent cheering on the Dallas Cowboys and
the Alabama Crimson Tide. He was always
up for a late-night movie or a documentary
on the History Channel. He enjoyed spend-
ing many summer days on the lake with his
family. To his granddaughters, he was “Pop-
Pop” and he was present for every school
play, musical, and ballet recital, often with
red, white, and blue flower bouquets in-
hand. His legacy will live on in the lives of
everyone he impacted.

Les Brownlee was survived by his daugh-
ter, Tracy Brownlee Carney (Clay), of Falls
Church, VA, son, John L. Brownlee (Lee Ann)
of Great Falls, VA, a sister, Kay L. Peek (Bust-
er) of San Angelo, TX, three granddaughters,
Kyla M. Carney, Thompson A. Brownlee and
Cate H. Brownlee, his former wife, Nancy
L. Hoyler (Robert) of Fairfax Station, VA, his
nephew Joel A. Fink, Jr. (Laura) of Midland,
TX, nieces Sally Sloane Peek of San Ange-
lo, TX, and Sarah Entzminger (Jason) of San
Angelo, TX, and a host of other family and
friends who loved him dearly.

A Celebration of Life service will take place
on Saturday, June 4 at 11 a.m. at Annandale
United Methodist Church. A funeral service
and burial will be held at Arlington National
Cemetery at a future date. Tributes in lieu
of flowers may be sent to Blue Star Families
at bluestarfam.org. The online guestbook is
available at

www.moneyandking.com

GARRETT

MARY ANN GARRETT (Age 88)
Mary Ann (McManus) Garrett, who lived in
Chevy Chase for more than fifty years, died
peacefully on Thursday May 19, 2022 at her
home at Knollwood Army Distaff Retirement
Residence in Washington, DC.
Mary Ann was born in St. Louis on May 31,
1933. Her father was an army officer, and
she moved frequently as a child, referring of-
ten to the year she attended three schools.
She moved to Washington, DC in 1955, after
graduating from the University of North Car-
olina. She married Charles Garrett, in 1959.
She and Charlie raised their four children in
Chevy Chase, Maryland with regular trips
to Rehoboth Beach, Delaware where they
shared many special times with family and
friends.
She was a devoted daughter, sister, wife,
mother, grandmother, aunt and friend. Her
warmth and laughter were contagious. She

had a quick wit and always provided sound
advice and a shoulder to lean on. She had
many passions over the years including
tennis, Washington football, bowling, cross-
words and first and foremost sharing special
moments with friends and family.
She spent her last nine years at Knollwood
Army Distaff where the devoted staff treated
her with tender loving care.
Mary Ann was the widow of Charles A.
Garrett. She was predeceased by her sis-
ter Louise. She leaves behind four children,
Carol Palazzo of Bethesda, Lisa Fitzpatrick
(Terrence) of Kensington, Christopher Garrett
(Andrea) of Atlanta, Georgia, and Patrick Gar-
rett of Melbourne, Australia; grandchildren,
Kelly Palazzo, Nicholas Palazzo and Lauren
Hilbert (step granddaughter); two brothers,
George McManus of Sterling, Virginia and
Christopher McManus of Silver Spring; cher-
ished in-laws and nieces and nephews.
A Mass of Christian Burial will be held at the
Shrine of Most Blessed Sacrament, 5949
Western Avenue NW, Washington, DC on
Thursday, June 2nd. Family and friends are
welcome to a visitation at the church be-
tween 10 and 11 a.m. and the Celebration
of Life Mass at 11 a.m. Interment at St. Ga-
briel’s Catholic Cemetery in Potomac, Mary-
land to be announced at a later date. In lieu
of flowers, donations may be made to the
Knollwood Army Distaff Foundation, 6200
Oregon Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20015
(https://www.armydistaff.org/donate/) or the
American Cancer Society.

TOONE

CAROLE PETLEY TOONE
Carole Petley Toone, 87, of Boston, VA
passed away on Saturday, May 21, 2022 at
The Culpeper. She was born November 3,
1934 in Newark, NJ to the late Herbert and
Estelle Trautman Petley.

Ms. Toone was a member of Culpeper Pres-
byterian Church. She was also a member of
several professional organizations, Friends
of the Library and Culpeper Library Book
Club. She received the “Outstanding Service
Award” for her creation and development of
special programs for speakers of other lan-
guages in adult and community education

After moving to Culpeper, Ms. Toone volun-
teered for 12 years at the Culpeper Literacy
Council.

She is survived by two children, William G.
Toone, Jr. (Arletta van Breda) of Bozeman,
MT and Alexandria, VA and Kimberley A.
Toone of Locust Grove, VA; two grandchil-
dren, Thomas C. Campbell of NJ and Tessa
Marie Lee of Locust Grove, VA; and two sib-
lings, Herbert C. Petley of CO and Kathleen P.
Ruskin of Holly Ridge, NC.

Ms. Toone is preceded in death by her soul-
mate, Luke.

A memorial service will be held on Saturday,
October 1, 2022 at 12:00 p.m. at Culpeper
Presbyterian Church, 215 S. Main Street,
Culpeper, VA with Rev. Joseph Taber offici-
ating.

Burial will be private.

Memorial contributions may be made in her
name to the Culpeper Library, 271 South-
gate Shopping Center, Culpeper, VA 22701;
Manna Ministry, 215 S. Main Street, Cul-
peper, VA 22701; and/or Culpeper Literacy
Council, 415 S. Main Street, #204, Culpeper,
VA 22701.

An online guestbook and tribute wall are
available at www.foundandsons.com
Found and Sons Funeral Chapel of Culpeper
is serving the family.

DEATH NOTICE
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AVERAGE RECORD ACTUAL FORECAST
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T-storms Showers IceRain Snow Flurries Cold Front Warm Front Stationary Front

NATIONAL Today Tomorrow

High

Low

Normal

Record high

Record low

 Reagan Dulles BWI

 Reagan Dulles BWI

Today’s tides  (High tides in Bold)

WORLD Today Tomorrow

Sources: AccuWeather.com; US Army Centralized 
Allergen Extract Lab (pollen data); airnow.gov (air 
quality data); National Weather Service

* AccuWeather's RealFeel Temperature® 
combines over a dozen factors for an accurate 
measure of how the conditions really “feel.”

Key: s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy, c-cloudy, r-rain, 
sh- showers, t-thunderstorms, sf-snow flurries, 
sn-snow, i-ice

Solar systemMoon Phases

NATION

OFFICIAL RECORD

Rise Set 

REGION

Past 24 hours

Total this month

Normal

Total this year

Normal
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Temperatures

Precipitation

for the 48 contiguous states excludes Antarctica

Yesterday's National

80° 2:35 p.m.
63° 5:12 a.m.
80°/62°
97° 1941
42° 1961

76° 1:20 p.m.
60° 5:32 a.m.
78°/57°
90° 2019
37° 1994

81° 3:19 p.m.
63° 6:00 a.m.
79°/57°
97° 1941
38° 1961

Washington  2:35 a.m.  8:11 a.m.  3:27 p.m.  8:42 p.m.

Annapolis  5:36 a.m. 12:12 p.m.  5:24 p.m. 11:15 p.m.

Ocean City  1:46 a.m.  7:28 a.m.  1:29 p.m.  7:50 p.m.

Norfolk  3:52 a.m.  9:43 a.m.  3:33 p.m. 10:00 p.m.

Point Lookout  1:28 a.m.  8:36 a.m.  1:27 p.m.  6:54 p.m.

83° 67° 90° 71° 96° 75° 92° 72° 83° 66° 79° 64°

 Sun 5:46 a.m. 8:25 p.m.
 Moon 5:08 a.m. 7:57 p.m.
 Venus 4:03 a.m. 5:14 p.m.
 Mars 2:53 a.m. 2:57 p.m.
 Jupiter 2:50 a.m. 2:58 p.m.
 Saturn 1:16 a.m. 11:48 a.m.

May 30
New

June 7
First 
Quarter

June 14
Full

June 20
Last 
Quarter

0.20"
6.36"
3.56"
18.96"
15.75"
 
 

0.56"
6.85"
4.26"
17.22"
16.78"
 
 

0.20"
5.39"
3.47"
19.02"
16.85"

Blue Ridge: Today, mostly sunny. High 67 to 74. Winds 
south 6–12 mph. Tonight, a starry night. Low 56 to 62. 
Winds south–southwest 4–8 mph. Monday, mostly sunny. 
High 71 to 78. Winds southwest 6–12 mph. Tuesday, sunny; 
very warm in northern parts.

Atlantic beaches: Today, mostly sunny. High 71 to 81. 
Winds east 6–12 mph. Tonight, a star–studded sky. Low 
60 to 64. Winds south 4–8 mph. Monday, mostly sunny. 
High 72 to 84. Winds south–southwest 7–14 mph. Tuesday, 
sunny, but some clouds in the south.

Pollen: Moderate
Grass Moderate 
Trees Low 
Weeds Low 
Mold Moderate 

UV: Extreme
11 out of 11+

Air Quality: Moderate
Dominant cause: Ozone

86/64

81/64

71/62

79/64

79/63

73/62

84/64

85/63

84/62

77/65

77/66

83/64 83/65

82/64

77/56 83/67
64°

61°

66°

62°

Waterways: Upper Potomac River: Today, mostly sunny. Wind 
east–southeast 4–8 knots. Waves less than a foot. Visibility clear. 
• Lower Potomac and Chesapeake Bay: Today, mostly sunny. Wind 
west 4–8 knots. Waves 0–1 foot on the Lower Potomac; 1–2 feet on 
the Chesapeake Bay.• River Stages: The stage at Little Falls will be 
around 4.20 feet today, falling to 4.10 Monday. Flood stage at Little 
Falls is 10 feet.

Albany, NY 80/58/pc 88/68/pc
Albuquerque 86/53/pc 82/54/s
Anchorage 66/51/s 66/50/s
Atlanta 87/68/s 88/68/pc
Austin 97/74/s 95/75/pc
Baltimore 84/64/s 91/69/s
Billings, MT 62/47/sh 56/43/r
Birmingham 87/68/s 88/68/s
Bismarck, ND 75/53/pc 66/50/r
Boise 52/41/sh 53/45/sh
Boston 75/62/pc 85/66/pc
Buffalo 76/64/pc 81/67/s
Burlington, VT 79/58/pc 83/63/c
Charleston, SC 88/69/s 86/70/t
Charleston, WV 85/61/s 90/64/s
Charlotte 87/66/s 89/67/pc
Cheyenne, WY 66/42/t 57/39/c
Chicago 85/69/pc 90/72/s
Cincinnati 83/65/pc 86/68/s
Cleveland 81/66/s 88/68/s
Dallas 95/72/s 91/74/pc
Denver 71/45/t 63/41/t

Des Moines 88/71/pc 89/66/s
Detroit 82/67/s 90/71/s
El Paso 96/70/s 96/64/s
Fairbanks, AK 74/47/s 76/50/pc
Fargo, ND 79/57/t 72/52/t
Hartford, CT 81/58/pc 90/71/pc
Honolulu 85/72/sh 85/73/s
Houston 92/75/s 90/77/pc
Indianapolis 83/65/pc 86/66/s
Jackson, MS 88/67/s 89/67/pc
Jacksonville, FL 89/70/s 87/69/t
Kansas City, MO 89/73/pc 87/70/s
Las Vegas 88/64/s 83/65/s
Little Rock 90/68/s 90/69/s
Los Angeles 73/58/pc 76/58/pc
Louisville 85/67/s 90/69/s
Memphis 87/68/s 87/70/s
Miami 87/75/t 85/77/t
Milwaukee 79/68/pc 85/71/pc
Minneapolis 85/68/pc 89/62/pc
Nashville 87/65/s 89/67/s
New Orleans 87/74/pc 89/75/pc
New York City 78/64/s 88/74/s
Norfolk 81/64/s 84/68/s

Oklahoma City 90/70/s 86/72/pc
Omaha 92/73/pc 90/60/t
Orlando 91/71/t 89/72/t
Philadelphia 83/65/s 90/70/s
Phoenix 95/72/s 95/70/s
Pittsburgh 80/61/s 88/64/s
Portland, ME 74/55/pc 80/57/pc
Portland, OR 61/50/sh 64/51/c
Providence, RI 78/58/pc 86/68/pc
Raleigh, NC 87/66/s 89/66/pc
Reno, NV 66/40/pc 67/43/s
Richmond 86/64/s 90/66/s
Sacramento 81/52/s 83/52/s
St. Louis 88/70/pc 90/72/s
St. Thomas, VI 86/78/pc 86/78/pc
Salt Lake City 59/45/sh 57/42/sh
San Diego 67/59/pc 69/59/pc
San Francisco 67/52/s 68/50/s
San Juan, PR 88/77/pc 88/77/pc
Seattle 59/48/sh 62/47/c
Spokane, WA 59/45/c 61/44/c
Syracuse 79/59/pc 87/66/s
Tampa 92/74/t 90/75/t
Wichita 91/73/pc 87/68/pc

Addis Ababa 81/55/pc 82/54/pc
Amsterdam 57/44/sh 58/47/c
Athens 84/67/pc 84/67/s
Auckland 64/59/r 67/59/r
Baghdad 107/77/s 109/80/pc
Bangkok 94/79/t 94/80/t
Beijing 85/56/pc 89/54/s
Berlin 62/45/sh 60/46/sh
Bogota 64/51/pc 64/49/r
Brussels 57/41/sh 61/46/c
Buenos Aires 52/38/s 53/42/s
Cairo 99/75/s 101/73/s
Caracas 75/63/pc 75/63/t
Copenhagen 63/50/sh 59/50/sh
Dakar 81/73/s 81/74/s
Dublin 56/43/pc 56/43/sh
Edinburgh 57/45/c 56/44/sh
Frankfurt 61/42/sh 65/45/pc
Geneva 68/47/s 72/52/pc
Ham., Bermuda 81/74/pc 80/75/pc
Helsinki 61/45/c 65/48/c
Ho Chi Minh City 88/78/t 91/78/sh
Hong Kong 88/80/t 88/80/c

Islamabad 101/78/s 98/77/pc
Istanbul 87/67/s 82/64/s
Jerusalem 90/66/s 89/64/s
Johannesburg 66/40/s 63/43/s
Kabul 75/56/s 77/60/s
Kingston, Jam. 86/78/t 86/77/r
Kolkata 97/83/t 95/83/t
Kyiv 70/55/pc 70/54/t
Lagos 88/74/t 89/74/t
Lima 66/59/pc 66/58/pc
Lisbon 72/61/pc 70/62/c
London 59/44/sh 60/48/c
Madrid 87/59/pc 78/57/pc
Manila 92/81/t 94/80/pc
Mexico City 80/55/c 78/55/c
Montreal 78/59/pc 79/57/c
Moscow 62/44/sh 68/57/pc
Mumbai 92/83/pc 93/84/pc
Nairobi 76/57/t 75/58/pc
New Delhi 104/85/s 104/83/s
Oslo 54/48/c 59/47/c
Ottawa 78/57/pc 81/62/pc
Paris 64/46/pc 67/50/pc
Prague 60/42/t 61/41/t

Rio de Janeiro 85/71/s 84/71/pc
Riyadh 107/81/s 107/83/s
Rome 78/63/pc 79/63/pc
San Salvador 81/69/t 81/70/t
Santiago 59/34/s 59/35/s
Sarajevo 69/50/c 73/52/t
Seoul 81/62/pc 75/55/r
Shanghai 77/72/r 84/66/r
Singapore 92/78/pc 90/79/c
Stockholm 57/38/c 62/42/c
Sydney 65/49/s 64/51/r
Taipei City 92/76/t 93/77/t
Tehran 84/69/pc 85/69/c
Tokyo 82/68/s 82/67/pc
Toronto 75/58/pc 87/68/pc
Vienna 63/45/c 68/48/pc
Warsaw 62/48/c 61/46/t

Today
Mostly sunny

Monday
Mostly sunny, 
hot

Tuesday
Hot

Wednesday
Partly sunny; 
hot

Thursday
An afternoon 
t-storm

Friday
An afternoon 
t-storm

Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu

Statistics through 5 p.m. Saturday

Difference from 30–yr. avg. (Reagan): this month: –0.1° yr. to date: +0.2°

High: Guymon, OK 108°
Low: Bodie State Park, CA 14°

World
High: Jacobabad, Pakistan 120°
Low: Shepherd Bay, Canada 2°

Weather map features for noon today.

WIND: SSE 3–6 mph

HUMIDITY: High

CHNCE PRECIP: 0%

FEELS*: 91°

W:

H:

P:

FEELS: 96°

SSW 6–12 mph

High

0%

W:

H:

P:

FEELS: 103°

NW 4–8 mph

High

0%

W:

H:

P:

FEELS: 99°

NW 4–8 mph

High

25%

W:

H:

P:

FEELS: 88°

WSW 4–8 mph

High

60%

W:

H:

P:

FEELS: 84°

NW 6–12 mph

Moderate

55%

A warm, pleasant Sunday
Lots of sun and few clouds are 
expected, as high pressure begins to 
exert control over our weather. The 
slow, upward trend in temperatures 
should continue, with high 

temperatures reaching the mid-80s and light 
winds out of the south.

The Weather
W A S H I N G T O N P O S T . C O M / W E A T H E R  .  T W I T T E R :  @ C A P I T A L W E A T H E R  .  F A C E B O O K . C O M / C A P I T A L W E A T H E R

issues, a decision on debt cancel-
lation from the Biden adminis-
tration and on the restart of 
repayment . . . will turn those 
maybes [from companies] into 
‘yes, we are offering this benefit.’ ”

with retirement account contri-
butions. The House passed the 
bill in March.

“There still isn’t a lot of cer-
tainty around the benefit,” Cope-
land said. “Clarity on the tax 

Scruggs, vice president of work-
force financial well-being and 
business lead at Sofi at Work.

After the tax change, Fidelity 
Investments upped the maxi-
mum benefit it offers employees 
to help pay off education debt to 
$15,000 from $10,000. Google 
started a program in January that 
matches up to $2,500 in student 
loan payments a year for its 
employees.

The tax break is comparable to 
the existing tax benefits for tu-
ition reimbursement, but it is 
only good through 2025. And that 
sunset is giving some companies 
pause about creating a student 
loan assistance program, Cope-
land said. Congress can extend 
the tax break or make it perma-
nent before it expires, but it is 
unclear whether that will hap-
pen.

Copeland said firms are also on 
the sidelines waiting to see 
whether the Senate will approve 
legislation allowing employers to 
match their loan repayments 

also spared from being taxed on 
the money.

Before the tax break, if a com-
pany had contributed $5,250 in 
student loan payments, it would 
have cost the employer and em-
ployee an estimated $400 in pay-
roll taxes, according to account-
ing firm Insogna CPA. An em-
ployee subject to a 22.6 percent 
federal income tax rate also 
would have to pay approximately 
$1,190 in federal income taxes.

Firms that provide back-end 
support for student loan assis-
tance programs are reporting an 
uptick in companies setting aside 
more money for the benefit in the 
wake of the tax break.

Sofi at Work, which helps com-
panies with benefits, has seen an 
increase of more than 30 percent 
in contributions toward loan re-
payment programs from the first 
quarter of 2020 to the first quar-
ter of 2021. The number of pay-
ments made by employers has 
more than doubled during that 
same period, said Barrett 

In March, Inova rolled out its 
student loan assistance program 
to more than 20,000 employees 
at five hospitals and a network of 
health-care facilities in Northern 
Virginia. So far, 1,600 workers 
have signed up, or about 1 in 10 
employees, Jolly said.

The benefit is available to all 
employees and has a maximum 
benefit of $10,000.

Inova partners with Edcor 
Data Services LLC, an education 
benefits company, to administer 
the program. Employees provide 
their loan information to Edcor, 
which transmits payments from 
Inova to the student loan ser-
vicer.

A little-noticed provision of 
the 2020 Coronavirus Aid, Relief 
and Economic Security Act, or 
Cares Act, has also made it cheap-
er for companies to help employ-
ees repay their student loans. 
Companies can provide employ-
ees up to $5,250 a year toward 
their debt without the contribu-
tions being taxed. Employees are 

covid-19, as employers sought to 
offer immediate financial help to 
workers in the form of short-term 
loans or emergency assistance. 
Craig Copeland, a senior research 
associate at the institute, said the 
two-year pause on federal stu-
dent loan payments also placed 
employer-sponsored programs 
on the back burner.

Companies are revisiting the 
benefit as the economy rebounds, 
demand for workers intensifies 
and job seekers grow more selec-
tive.

Nearly half of the 250 large 
employers — those with more 
than 500 employees — surveyed 
by the institute in 2021 offer or 
plan to offer student loan assis-
tance as a benefit, compared with 
32 percent in 2018. Meanwhile, a 
third of the 238 employers sur-
veyed by advisory firm Willis 
Towers Watson in 2021 said they 
would offer direct student loan 
repayment.

LOANS FROM C1

Eyeing worker retention, employers are wading into student loan assistance 

SALWAN GEORGES/THE WASHINGTON POST

Inova Health Systems announced this spring it would contribute 
$150-$250  a month to pay down employees’ education debt.

(301) 778-4222 (703) 650-9337(202) 919-9209
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Mystics at Fever
Tuesday, 7 p.m., ESPN3 (streaming)

JOHN MCDONNELL/THE WASHINGTON POST

Jake Higgins and Maryland reached their second consecutive 
NCAA title game; they will face seventh-seeded Cornell on Monday.

BY PATRICK STEVENS

east hartford, conn. — Sat-
urday’s wait was worth it for the 
Maryland men’s lacrosse team.

The top-seeded Terrapins 
started their NCAA tournament 
semifinal at Rentschler Field 
four hours late after weather 
snarled the day’s schedule, then 
finished off Princeton, 13-8, to 
move within a victory of an 

undefeated season.
Logan Wisnauskas scored four 

goals to become Maryland’s ca-
reer leading scorer, Keegan Khan 
had three goals and two assists, 
and Logan McNaney made a 
career-high 19 saves for Mary-
land, which has won 34 of its past 
35 games — the lone loss coming 
against Virginia in last year’s 
national title game.

Maryland (17-0) will meet 
 seventh-seeded Cornell (14-4), a 
17-10 winner over sixth-seeded 
Rutgers earlier Saturday, in Mon-
day’s title game. The Terps will 
play in their seventh champion-

ship game in 12 seasons under 
Coach John Tillman while aim-
ing to become the first undefeat-
ed national champion since Vir-
ginia in 2006.

The Terps also became the first 
team to reach back-to-back title 
games with an undefeated record 
since 1981-82 North Carolina, 
which won the championship 
each season.

It wasn’t as overwhelming of a 
performance as Maryland has 
become accustomed to. The 
Terps crushed Vermont and Vir-
ginia to reach the semifinals for 
the ninth time since 2011 but 

needed a more workmanlike ef-
fort to dispatch Princeton for the 
second time this season.

“It’s a semifinal game, so you 
expect it to be tough,” Tillman 
said. “We won the game by five 
goals, and we didn’t even feel like 
we played great. Sometimes we 
have to catch ourselves and be 
like, ‘That’s a good team we just 
beat.’ ”

SEE MARYLAND ON D10

Terrapins tame Tigers to reach national title game
MARYLAND 13,
PRINCETON 8

JONATHAN NEWTON/THE WASHINGTON POST

Nationals center fielder Victor Robles launched his first home run 
since Aug. 4 and had six RBI in Saturday’s doubleheader opener.

BY ANDREW GOLDEN

Manager Dave Martinez joked 
after the Washington Nationals’ 
13-7 victory over the Colorado 
Rockies to open a doubleheader 
Saturday that he wished he could 
bottle that offense and carry it 
over to the next game.

At times, the Nationals have 
shown they can score runs in 
bunches, as they did in Saturday’s 

first game. At other times, they 
struggle mightily to find clutch 
hits, leading to results such as 
their 3-2 loss in the nightcap at 
Nationals Park.

“We just couldn’t get that big 
hit with guys on base,” Martinez 
said. “These doubleheaders some-
times go sideways a little bit.”

Big hits theoretically can come 
from anywhere, but a strong per-
formance by a player near the 
bottom of the order — say, Victor 
Robles — can provide the unex-
pected spark that this lineup 
needs. That’s what happened in 
the first game, when Robles drove 

in six runs, including three on a 
fourth-inning home run — his 
first of the season.

As the ball left his bat, Robles 
made sure he had the perfect view 
to admire it, walking backward 
down the first base line. When the 
ball curved inside the left field 
foul pole, his backward walk 
turned into a backward skip, and 
then the center fielder flipped his 
bat before trekking around the 
bases.

“For there to be a lot of home 
runs, you have to hit the first one 
first,” he said through an inter-
preter. “I’m very happy today I hit 

the first one, so hopefully many 
more to come.”

Robles turned around a 1-2 
curveball for that three-run hom-
er. It was the No. 8 hitter’s first of 
the season — and his first since 
Aug. 4, when he blasted one 
against Philadelphia.

Washington trailed early after 
the Rockies’ C.J. Cron hit a first-
inning, three-run moonshot off 
Aaron Sanchez. Nelson Cruz hit a 
two-run single in the bottom half 

SEE NATIONALS ON D5

Robles rediscovers power stroke as Nats earn split
NATIONALS 13-2,

ROCKIES 7-3

BY KAREEM COPELAND

uncasville, conn. — Washing-
ton Mystics Coach Mike Thibault 
was thrilled to claim Kennedy 
Burke off waivers on the day the 
WNBA season started. What 
seemed to be a simple addition to 
help the team’s depth turned out 
to be so much more.

Burke was in the starting lineup 
again and tied for the team high 
with 13 points during Saturday 
night’s 79-71 loss to the Connecti-
cut Sun at Mohegan Sun Arena. A 
notable segment of Mystics fans 
had hoped the team would retain 
University of Maryland favorite 
Katie Benzan, an undrafted rook-
ie, but Burke has done a bit of 
everything since returning from 
playing overseas. The 6-foot-1 
wing entered Saturday’s game av-
eraging career highs in points 
(9.0), rebounds (2.0) and steals 
(1.5). She added three rebounds, 
three steals and an assist against 
the Sun.

“From the first time she played 
with us . . . she was very aggres-
sive,” Mystics forward Tianna 
Hawkins said. “She just got in and 
fit in where she could, and she 
hasn’t backed down. She’s a com-
petitor, and she’s going to give her 
all every night. And she has a lot of 
confidence — I know that.”

The versatility of Burke’s game 
is what Thibault loves. She can put 
the ball on the floor and get to the 
rim, or she can knock down catch-
and-shoot jumpers from the pe-
rimeter. On defense, she can de-
fend every position but center. 
There has been no hesitation to 
Burke’s game; she has been ener-
getic and aggressive while fitting 
in seamlessly.

The Mystics’ offense was 
bogged down for much of Satur-
day’s game, and it was Burke who 
came through with timely baskets 
to keep them in the mix. Her sec-
ond-quarter three-pointer ended 
an 11-0 run and cut the Sun’s lead 
to 29-26. Burke also buried two 
three-pointers during an 8-3 
third-quarter run that gave Wash-
ington (6-3) a 47-46 lead.

The Sun (6-2) controlled most 
of the game as the Mystics shot 
40.0 percent, but Connecticut 
never led by double digits. After 
Washington used a 17-5 run that 
spanned the third and fourth 
quarters to grab a 66-62 lead, the 
Sun used a 15-2 stretch to take a 
nine-point edge that the visitors 
never recovered from.

SEE MYSTICS ON D7

 Surprising 
contributor
Burke can’t 
lift Mystics

SUN 79,
MYSTICS 71

Rockies at Nationals
Today, 1:35 p.m., MASN2

NCAA men’s lacrosse, final
Maryland vs. Cornell
In East Hartford, Conn.
Tomorrow, 1 p.m., ESPN

boston — In the 
NBA playoffs, the 
games need a 
good story. 
Without one, they 
are merely 
matchups that tip 
off too late and 
drag on through 

too-long television timeouts and 
those extended shots of officials 
huddled over a monitor, 
deciding whether one player 
grazing another actually was a 
flagrant foul.

The best players write their 
own stories. Jimmy Butler, the 
Miami Heat’s main character, 
knew what he was doing late 
Friday night when he revealed 
the private conversation he had 
with franchise legend Dwyane 
Wade before Game 6 of the 
Eastern Conference finals. 
According to Butler, Wade told 
him to forget his knee soreness, 
because no one cares anyway, 
and to “continue to build your 
legacy.”

A good storyteller such as 
Butler would call this context. If 
he needed a little more tension, 
Butler could’ve used the detail 
of teammates P.J. Tucker and 
Markieff Morris telling him he 
needed to drop 50 in the must-
win game. With that kind of 
buildup, the audience could 
further delight in the 
conclusion: Butler’s sensational 
night, when he scored a playoff 
career-high 47 points to go with 
nine rebounds, eight assists and 
four steals — on the Boston 
Celtics’ home court.

Now with another postseason 
masterpiece — a performance 
that can compare to some of the 
greatest ever seen in 
elimination games — Butler’s 
legacy only intensifies the 
anticipation of a Game 7 
moment  Sunday in Miami.

SEE BUCKNER ON D6

Butler pens 
yet another 
epic chapter 
to his story

Candace 
Buckner

SOCCER

Real Madrid holds off 
Liverpool to wrap up the 
Champions League. D3 

SOCCER

After a road loss, D.C. 
United takes bad vibes 
into a schedule break. D3

BOXING

“Beltway Battles” series 
is trying to make D.C. a 
king in the ring again. D10

BY GUS GARCIA-ROBERTS
IN LOS ANGELESO

n a recent Thursday 
morning, James Gold-
stein sat down at his gi-
ant concrete slab of a 

desk, which offered a command-
ing view of the overcast city be-
low, to knock out some business. 
He wore tennis gear and a red 
ball cap pulled over frizzy white 
hair.

His assistant, Roberta, had 
made neat stacks of emails, itin-
eraries and invoices, printed in 
large type gentle on his 82-year-
old eyes. The paperwork reflect-
ed the odd daily existence of a 
man who got famous by watch-
ing basketball — and rich in a 
way he doesn’t like to talk about.

There were NBA games to at-
tend. Scouts for Yves Saint Lau-
rent would be coming by his 
famed compound to plan future 

photo shoots. That evening, 900 
partyers were set to descend on 
his in-home nightclub to pro-
mote “the awareness of the meta-
verse,” as Roberta described it.

And then there were his appli-
cations to hike the rent on the 
senior citizens who live in his 
empire of mobile home parks.

Goldstein has turned a pecu-
liar source of fame into a careful-
ly crafted legacy. For decades, 
including throughout this NBA 
season and the playoffs, he has 
been a ubiquitous presence in 
courtside seats in arenas from 
coast to coast. Nobody but Gold-
stein, who has season tickets to 
both the Los Angeles Lakers and 
Clippers, is known to watch up-
ward of 100 games per season 
from the best seats in the house.

SEE GOLDSTEIN ON D6

Hardwood  and hardball

NBA ‘SuperFan’ Goldstein sits courtside and has a  Hall of Fame wing. 
But his senior-citizen tenants say his business tactics are out of bounds.

JOHN W. MCDONOUGH/SPORTS ILLUSTRATED/GETTY IMAGES

James Goldstein became wealthy owning 
mobile home parks in California, allowing 
him to attend up to 100 NBA games a year.

RONALD MARTINEZ/GETTY IMAGES

Eastern Conference finals
Game 7: Celtics at Heat
Today, 8:30 p.m., ESPN
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COLLEGES

Terrapins are ousted
from Big Ten tourney

Freshman Josh Pyne had a 
two-out, two-run single in the top 
of the 11th inning to spark No. 8 
seed Indiana to a 6-4 victory over 
top-seeded Maryland in an 
elimination game at the Big Ten 
baseball tournament  Saturday in 
Omaha.

Indiana (27-31) advanced to 
play No. 2 seed Rutgers in the 
semifinal nightcap late Saturday. 
Maryland (41-12) suffered its 
second  straight loss after an 11-
game winning streak. . . . 

In Geneva, Ohio,  Gallaudet 
sprinter Eric Gregory won the 
400-meter dash at the NCAA 
Division III national 
championships, becoming the 
first national champion for the 
Washington school that serves 
students who are deaf and hard 
of hearing.

Gregory, a sophomore, won the 
final in 46.19 seconds, improving 
on his own school record. He 
later finished third in the 200.  
Gallaudet finished 17th overall, 
its best showing at an NCAA 
national championship meet.

TRACK AND FIELD
Olympic gold medalist Elaine 

Thompson-Herah of Jamaica 
held off American Sha’Carri 
Richardson in the 100 meters at 
a rainy Prefontaine Classic in 
Eugene, Ore. 

Thompson-Herah won in the 
100 and 200 and the 400 relay at 
the Tokyo Olympics. She 
defended her Pre title in 10.79 
seconds, in front of Richardson 
(10.92). 

Jamaican Shelly-Ann Fraser-
Pryce won the 200 in 22.41.

American Michael Norman 
won the 400 in a meet-record 
43.60, and Trayvon Bromell won 
the men’s 100  in 9.93,  ahead of 
Fred Kerley and defending 
world champion Christian 
Coleman.

In the Bowerman Mile, the 
Pre’s signature event, Olympic 
gold medalist Jakob 
Ingebrigtsen of Norway won in  
3 minutes 49.76 seconds. 

 Samuel Tanner won the 1,500 
in 3:34.37, and Brazilian Alison 
Dos Santos won the men’s 400 
hurdles in 47.23, the leading time 
in the world this season. 

Ethiopia’s Berihu Aregawi 
cruised to victory  in the 5,000 in 
a meet record 12:50.05.

GOLF
In Fort Worth,  Scottie 

Scheffler carded a round of 2-
under-par 68 to lead the Colonial 
by two strokes over Brendon 
Todd and Scott Stallings.

 Todd’s  third-round 65 was 
bogey-free, while  Stallings 
turned in an even-par 70. . . . 

In Benton Harbor, Mich., 
Stephen Ames shot a 4-under 71 
to lead the Senior PGA 
Championship by two strokes 

over  Bernhard Langer and Mike 
Weir.

Paul Goydos (67) is three 
strokes back, one ahead of 
Steven Alker (69). . . . 

In Las Vegas,  Eun-Hee Ji 
made quick work of Madelene 
Sagstrom in the  LPGA Match-
Play quarterfinals, playing only 
12 holes in a 7-and-6 victory. 
Andrea Lee, Lilia Vu and Ayaka 
Furue needed extra holes to join 
her in the semifinals.

Ji will face Lee and Vu will play 
Furue on Sunday morning. The 
championship and third-place 
match are Sunday afternoon. . . . 

 England’s Matt Wallace (70) 
and France’s Victor Perez (69) 
shared the lead at 10-under par 
after the third round of DP World 
Tour’s  Dutch Open in Cromvoirt.

AUTO RACING
In Concord, N.C.,  Josh Berry 

gave  JR Motorsports its first win 
at Charlotte Motor Speedway in 
the NASCAR Xfinity Series.

Berry took the lead with 22 
laps to go when teammate Justin 
Allgaier got loose and brushed 
the outside wall in Turn 1. Berry 
slowly pulled away and won by 
more than 18 seconds.  Allgaier 
finished seventh after 
experiencing a leaky tire.

Ty Gibbs finished  second, with 
pole  sitter Sam Mayer  third. . . . 

Denny Hamlin will start on 
the pole  for Sunday’s Coca-Cola 
600  after turning a lap of 183.68 
mph to earn his first pole of the 
year. Kurt Busch will start next 
to Hamlin  on the front row.

PRO BASKETBALL
A’ja Wilson had 22 points and 

16 rebounds, Dearica Hamby 
added 14 and 12, and the visiting 
Las Vegas Aces beat the 
defending champion Chicago 
Sky, 83-76,  for their sixth win in a 
row.

Kelsey Plum had 19 points and 
Chelsea Gray added 18 for Las 
Vegas. Courtney Vandersloot 
had 12 points  for the  Sky. 

MISC.
  Miro Heiskanen had a goal 

and two assists and host Finland 
beat the United States, 4-3, in 
Tampere to set up its third 
straight world hockey 
championship final against 
Canada.

Dylan Cozens scored twice in 
Canada’s 6-1 victory over the 
Czech Republic in the other 
semifinal. . . . 

 Jai Hindley stormed into the 
lead of cycling’s Giro d’Italia on 
the fearsome Marmolada  with a 
day left in the race.

The mountainous stage was 
won by Alessandro Covi y 
following a long solo attack.

 Richard Carapaz  led the Giro 
since last Saturday but   cracked 
inside the final three kilometers 
of the penultimate stage. Hindley  
leads by  1 minute 25 seconds 
entering Sunday’s race-ending 
individual time trial in Verona.

— From news services
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6 p.m. NASCAR Cup Series: Coca-Cola 600 » WTTG (Ch. 5), WBFF (Ch. 45)
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beIN Sports
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5 a.m. French Open, round of 16 » Tennis Channel

NCAA WOMEN’S LACROSSE TOURNAMENT, FINAL
Noon Boston College vs. North Carolina » ESPN

COLLEGE BASEBALL — CONFERENCE TOURNAMENTS
Noon ACC, final: North Carolina vs. North Carolina State » ESPN2
Noon American, final: East Carolina vs. Houston » ESPNews
Noon Big East, final: Connecticut vs. Xavier » Fox Sports 2
2 p.m. Conference USA, final: UTSA vs. Louisiana Tech » CBS Sports Network
3 p.m. SEC, final: Florida vs. Tennessee/Kentucky » ESPN2
4 p.m. Big Ten, final: Teams TBD » Big Ten Network
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BY GLYNN A. HILL

If the recent rise in ratings and 
the return of packed crowds are 
any indication, motorsports are 
experiencing a moment. As one of 
America’s marquee races ap-
proaches, and as Formula One 
has reasserted its American am-
bitions, the IndyCar Series is try-
ing to redefine its place in that 
growing auto racing landscape.

Television viewership for the 
North American open-wheel cir-
cuit is up 36 percent over last 
year; the sport has attracted more 
than 25 new sponsors since Roger 
Penske’s entertainment group 
bought the series in 2019; and 
Sunday’s Indianapolis 500 is ex-
pected to be one of the most 
well-attended in 20 years.

That popularity bump mirrors 
a broader surge of interest in 
motorsports during the pandem-
ic, when various types of racing 
have drawn greater interest on 
the track — and even on city 
streets.

“We are really pleased and 
excited about the momentum 
we’ve seen, even coming through 
and out of the pandemic,” SJ 
Luedtke, IndyCar’s vice president 
of marketing, said in a phone 
interview.

IndyCar, which features races 
staged from Toronto to St. Peters-
burg, Fla., sees North America as 
its primary domain. But as the 
series welcomes full capacity 
crowds back to the Brickyard, its 
intercontinental counterpart has 
expanded its stateside ambitions.

Formula One has captured 
new, young and American audi-
ences, partly through the popular 
Netflix series “Drive to Survive,” 

which offered a closer look at the 
personalities within the sport 
and spawned golf and tennis 
spinoffs. F1 ran the inaugural 
Miami Grand Prix on May 8, 
about a month after announcing 
its third American race, the Las 
Vegas Grand Prix, which is set to 
debut next year. The other event, 
the U.S. Grand Prix, will take 
place in Austin in October.

F1 has one American team, 
Haas F1, and no American driv-
ers, but both numbers could in-
crease if it welcomes Michael 
Andretti, the former Formula 
One and IndyCar driver — and 
owner of IndyCar team Andretti 
Autosport — who is pushing for 
an additional team.

Some drivers believe those ad-
vances threaten American auto 
racing, stiffening competition for 
fans and nascent drivers who may 

gravitate toward a sexier, more 
global sport. Others, such as 2016 
Indy 500 winner Alexander Rossi, 
say F1’s expansion is at least cause 
for concern.

“It definitely raises the impor-
tance of us continuing to evolve, 
continue to find ways to make the 
product better, and finding ways 
to differentiate ourselves from 
other championships,” Rossi told 
Autoweek in March. “A lot of good 
things are happening. But I think 
it’s important for us to certainly 
speed up that timeline and the 
positive things in order to make 
sure that not only do we not 
necessarily lose out to Formula 
One on market share, but we 
continue to build our own. Indy-
Car has been on an upward trajec-
tory for at least the last five or six 
years, and we need to continue 
that even with more competition 

coming on board.”
Others within the sport view 

Formula One’s incursions in a 
more positive light.

“I think it’s a massive positive 
just for the sport,” NBC broad-
caster Leigh Diffey said of Formu-
la One’s success.

“I like the fact that it has been 
able to attract not necessarily 
motorsports fans to the sport. We 
don’t need to really dig into F1 or 
IndyCar or NASCAR. It’s just the 
sport holistically people are inter-
ested in. We’re seeing that. . . . I 
don’t know why, but if it is attrib-
utable to Formula One, let’s ride 
off it, let’s enjoy it. Right now the 
sport of motorsport is enjoying a 
really positive time.”

Luedtke used a racing refer-
ence to describe the opportunity 
that she said IndyCar sees in 
capitalizing on F1’s growth.

“I applaud what they’re doing 
to move their brand and grow 
their portion of the sport. It’s 
beneficial for us, and we welcome 
the added interest in open-wheel 
racing, especially here in the 
States,” she said. “ ‘Let’s take it 
and run with it’ is how we’ve 
talked about it as a team, right? 
So, getting into someone’s slip-
stream.”

Luedtke said IndyCar’s priority 
is distinguishing and defining 
itself.

IndyCar is pushing its “Defy 
Everything” campaign to pro-
mote its drivers. It’s using You-
Tube and TikTok to showcase 
their high jinks and workouts. 
And she said it has “three to five 
irons in the fire,” which reported-
ly may materialize into a docuse-
ries in the spirit of “Drive to 
Survive.”

IndyCar gains fans — while keeping an eye on F1

DARRON CUMMINGS/ASSOCIATED PRESS

IndyCar’s Scott Dixon  poses at Indianapolis Motor Speedway, 
where a big crowd is expected for   Sunday’s Indianapolis 500.

BY LIZ CLARKE

paris — With the score knotted 
in the fifth set of a French Open 
slugfest, 19-year-old Carlos Alcar-
az was on a dead run, sprinting 
from one corner of the court to 
the other, chasing overhead slams 
blasted by a veteran opponent.

Each thunderstruck ball that 
Alcaraz managed to fire back felt 
like a mini-miracle in what 
seemed to be a hopeless attempt 
to keep the point alive — one 
overhead, another and another — 
until Albert Ramos-Vinolas 
plowed a backhand into the net, 
handing the youngster the pivotal 
service break.

Alcaraz thrust both arms to the 
sky as the crowd on Court Simo-
nne-Mathieu erupted in cheers. 
Looking on from his box, coach 
Juan Carlos Ferrero never 
changed his expression. He sim-
ply put an index finger to each 
temple as if to say, “Keep your 
head in the game.”

Even without looking, his 
charge did precisely that, serving 
out that 4-hour-34-minute match 
to advance to the third round.

For all of Alcaraz’s grit and 
power, what best explains how he 
has sped up the timetable of his 
heralded arrival as the sport’s 
next superstar is his uncommonly 
level head. For that, Ferrero, the 
2003 French Open champion and 
a former world No. 1, deserves 
considerable credit.

Nicknamed “El Mosquito” dur-
ing his 15-year career for his slight 
stature, speed and persistence, 
the 160-pound Ferrero was 
known for outsize courage on the 
court and uncommon humility 
off it. These are the qualities he 
has sought to instill in Alcaraz, 
who started training at his tennis 
academy in Spain at 15.

“He made the player that I am 
right now,” Alcaraz said of Ferrero 
after turning Friday’s widely an-
ticipated third-round match 
against American Sebastian Kor-
da into a 6-4, 6-4, 6-2 romp. “[He 
gave me] the intensity I have to 
[have] during the two, three 
hours to be able to play in the 
Grand Slams or in these matches 
against the best players in the 
world — [to] keep focusing in 
every tournament, in every prac-
tice that I have.”

Since the 2022 season began, 
Alcaraz raced up the rankings to a 
career-high No. 6, calling to mind 
the teenage heroics of Rafael Na-
dal, his childhood idol and a fel-
low Spaniard, nearly two decades 
ago.

In February, he earned his first 
500-level tournament win on the 
men’s pro tour, the Rio Open. In 
April, he won his first Masters 
1000-level title — one rung down 
from the Grand Slams — at the 
Miami Open and received a con-
gratulatory call from King Felipe 
VI of Spain.

Three weeks later, he vaulted 
into the top 10 after winning the 
Barcelona Open, which included 
an upset of then-fifth-ranked Ste-
fanos Tsitsipas. Then came his 
Madrid Open tour de force, in 

which he achieved something no 
player has: beating Nadal, regard-
ed as the greatest clay-court play-
er in history, and top-ranked 
Djokovic back-to-back on clay. He 
toppled third-ranked Alexander 
Zverev to win the title.

Alcaraz’s next goal is winning a 
Grand Slam title. He is halfway 
there, into the fourth round at 
Roland Garros. But he faces a 
tough second week, placed in the 
stacked half of the draw that 
includes Djokovic, the defending 
champion, and Nadal, the tourna-
ment’s 13-time champion.

If he wins two more times to 
reach the semifinals, Alcaraz al-
most certainly will face one or the 
other, with Djokovic and Nadal 
on track to meet for the 59th time 
in their careers in the quarterfi-
nals.

The eyes of the tennis world, no 
doubt, will be on that match and 
its implications for Djokovic’s 
quest to tie Nadal’s record 21 
Grand Slam titles. But if Alcaraz 
takes a giant step in his evolution 
by winning his first Grand Slam 
here, he would relegate the Na-
dal-Djokovic narrative to subtext.

“I feel ready to compete against 
them in every single tournament, 
in every single surface,” Alcaraz 
said after beating the pair in Ma-
drid. “[But] in a Grand Slam, it’s 
completely different . . .  when you 
have to play the best-of-five sets.”

Comparisons with Nadal are 
easy to draw.

Like Nadal, Alcaraz was reared 
in a small village in Spain: El 
Palmar in Murcia. His father was 
director of a local tennis aca-
demic, where Carlos learned to 
play.

At 15, he went to train at the 
academy Ferrero owns, where in-
struction is rooted in the values 
that defined his career: sacrifice, 
humility and respect.

Like Nadal, Alcaraz remains 
close to his family — many of 
whom were in Miami this spring 

and joined him on court after-
ward to celebrate his first Masters 
1000 victory. And in Alcaraz’s 
comments, there are echoes of 
Nadal’s approach to tennis.

“To play to win . . .  is my es-
sence,” he recently said. “[I] fight 
till the very last ball.”

Still, he insists he feels no pres-
sure from the comparisons.

“I know that there will never be 
another like Rafa in history,” Al-
caraz recently said. “I am Carlos.”

The foundation of Alcaraz’s 
game, like that of Nadal’s, is his 
powerful forehand.

There are metrics that convey 
every aspect of its effectiveness. 
Forehand winners can be tallied. 
The forehand’s velocity can be 
computed, its court-placement 
plotted and its spin computer-
simulated. But that cannot fully 
convey what makes Alcaraz such 
a handful for opponents.

A compact 6-foot-1 and 159 
pounds, he is a terrific mover and 
can change direction on a dime. 
He’s strong enough to blast win-
ners when knocked out of posi-
tion. He has a full repertoire of 
shots — backhand slices, crisp 
volleys, lobs and devilish drop 
shots — and the creativity to use 
them all.

And he has the courage to use 
the least expected stroke, even if a 
high-risk shot, at critical mo-
ments in a match.

“Juan Carlos tells me that in the 
tough moments you have to play 
aggressive,” Alcaraz said after 
winning the 2021 Next Gen ATP 
Finals.

Through three rounds at the 
French Open, former players have 
fawned over Alcaraz’s range and 
inventiveness. Former No. 1 Mats 
Wilander, a three-time French 
Open champion, exulted on Euro-
sport over his slice backhand on 
clay. Former British No. 1 Tim 
Henman delighted in a serve-
and-volley change-up.

Analyst Mary Carrillo marvels 

at his drop-shot mastery, which 
cleverly follows a forehand wal-
lop that knocks the opponent on 
his heels.

“You might know it could 
come,” Carrillo said, “but you also 
have to prepare for the furnace 
blast that is his forehand.”

But the voice Alcaraz hears in 
his head is the counsel of Ferrero.

“I’m aggressive all the time,” he 
said after steamrolling Korda. 
“Doesn’t matter if I am losing, 
winning — close moment or not. I 
keep my style the whole match.”

Swiatek runs streak to 31
Top-ranked Iga Swiatek  won 

her 31st consecutive match and is 
into the fourth round at Roland 
Garros for the fourth time in four 
appearances with a  6-3, 7-5 victo-
ry over Danka Kovinic.

Swiatek, the 2020 French Open 
champion, has won  48 of the past 
49 sets she has played. Her win-
ning streak is the longest in wom-
en’s tennis since Serena Williams 
won 34 in a row in 2013.

Also, Madison Keys became the 
fifth American woman to reach 
the fourth round  by rallying past 
Elena  Rybakina, 3-6, 6-1, 7-6 (7-3).

Earlier, 11th-seeded Jessica 
Pegula eliminated  Tamara Zi-
dansek of Slovenia, 6-1, 7-6 (7-2), 
and China’s Zheng Qinwen was 
leading  6-0, 3-0  when her oppo-
nent, France’s Alizé Cornet, 
stopped playing because of what 
she said was a torn leg muscle.

Third-seeded  Paula Badosa 
stopped  playing because of a 
health issue while trailing No. 29 
Veronika Kudermetova 6-3, 2-1.

 Camila Giorgi beat No. 7 Aryna 
Sabalenka, 4-6, 6-1, 6-0, and 
No. 20 Daria Kasatkina defeated 
Shelby Rogers, 6-3, 6-2.

Winners on the men’s side in-
cluded  Daniil Medvedev, Stefanos 
Tsitsipas, Andrey Rublev, Casper 
Ruud,  Jannik Sinner and Hubert 
Hurkacz.

— Associated Press

The  next great thing in tennis looks ready
At 19, Alcaraz is producing results to match  his enormous potential as he vaults up the rankings

THIBAULT CAMUS/ASSOCIATED PRESS

“To play to win . . .  is my essence. [I] fight till the very last ball,” Spanish phenom Carlos Alcaraz said.
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BY ANDY KOSTKA

boston — Nathan Eovaldi threw 
his first career complete game in 
the Boston Red Sox’s 5-3 win over 
the Baltimore Orioles in the first 
game of Saturday’s doubleheader 
before an early offensive outburst 
carried the visitors to a 4-2 win in 
the nightcap at Fenway Park.

Eovaldi ran into the occasional 
hiccup — left fielder Anthony San-
tander’s RBI single and  catcher 
Robinson Chirinos’s two-run shot 
over the Green Monster — but for 
the most part he cruised all the 
way to the end. The 32-year-old 
right-hander limited Baltimore to 
seven hits and a walk.

On the other side, right-hander 
Jordan Lyles — whom the Orioles 
have so frequently counted on to 
provide length this year — turned 
in his shortest outing of the sea-
son, lasting 41/3 innings while giv-
ing up three runs on nine hits and 
a walk.  Keegan Akin was charged 
with the loss, his first of 2022, after 
giving up two runs in relief. 

In the second game, second 
baseman Rougned Odor contin-
ued what has been a resurgent 
May, crushing a three-run homer 
to deep right field that capped a 
four-run third inning in Balti-
more’s victory.

With right-hander Denyi Reyes 
getting the start — serving as the 
27th man — Boston was held in 
check, scoring once across the first 
32/3 innings. Odor provided 
enough firepower to back up 
Reyes in his spot start, and the 
Baltimore bullpen continued an 
impressive run, with scoreless ap-
pearances by Joey Krehbiel, Félix 
Bautista and Cionel Pérez before 
Jorge López allowed a run in the 
ninth en route to his sixth save.

After shortstop Jorge Mateo’s 
two-out double in the third, the 
Orioles didn’t manage another hit. 
But they didn’t need one.

— Baltimore Sun

Baltimore 
earns split 
of twin bill 
in Boston

RED SOX 5-2,
ORIOLES 3-4

ASSOCIATED PRESS

 Real Madrid became European 
champion for a record-extending 
14th time after beating Liverpool, 
1-0, in a Champions League final 
that started 37 minutes late be-
cause of disturbing crowd issues 
outside  Stade de France on Satur-
day.

Brazil winger Vinícius Júnior 
applied a close-range finish in the 
59th minute from Federico 
Valverde’s drive across the face of 
goal, securing a win that gave Ma-
drid Coach Carlo Ancelotti a rec-
ord fourth European Cup title.

While Madrid completed a 
Champions League-La Liga dou-
ble, Liverpool finished a season 
that promised so much — a week 
ago, it was in contention for an 
unprecedented quadruple of ma-
jor trophies — with just the two 
domestic cups in England.

The English team couldn’t find 
a way past Madrid goalkeeper Thi-
baut Courtois, who tipped Sadio 
Mané’s first-half shot onto the post 
and produced an even better save 
to turn away Mohamed Salah’s 
effort in the 81st.

“Today nobody was going to get 
in my way,” Courtois said. “I was 
going to win a Champions League 
no matter what.”

Vinicius sank to his knees and 
covered his face at the end of the 
match. Many of his teammates 
sprinted the length of the field to 
celebrate in front of Madrid’s fans 
at one end of the stadium.

Madrid underlined its status as 
the king of European soccer, given 
the Spanish giant owns double the 
number of European Cups as the 
No. 2 on the list, AC Milan.

And this time, there was no 
need for the kind of stirring come-
back that the Spanish giant had to 
produce in getting past Paris 
Saint-Germain, defending cham-
pion Chelsea and Manchester City 
in the knockout stage.

It might go down as the most 
grueling run to the title in the long 
history of the competition.

For many, especially Liverpool 
fans, pre-match crowd issues over-
shadowed this final, though, and 

are sure to be the focus of an 
investigation by UEFA and au-
thorities in the coming days.

Riot police fired tear gas and 
pepper spray at supporters wait-
ing in long lines to get into Euro-
pean soccer’s showpiece game, 
whose kickoff was delayed.

UEFA blamed the chaos on peo-
ple trying to get into the stadium 
without legitimate tickets, with-
out providing details on where 
they could be from.

“In the lead-up to the game, the 
turnstiles at the Liverpool end be-
came blocked by thousands of fans 
who purchased fake tickets which 
did not work in the turnstiles,” 
UEFA said in a statement. 

Some fans climbed fences sur-
rounding the stadium to get in. 
Others barged their way past secu-
rity and sprinted onto the con-
course before getting wrestled to 

the ground.
Riot police with batons and  

shields ran from gate to gate to 
prevent pockets of fans from forc-
ing their way into the stadium.

UEFA said it was “sympathetic 
to those affected” and it an-
nounced an urgent review by 
French police and authorities 
along with the French Football 
Federation.
l MLS: Alejandro Pozuelo 

scored in the 71st and 78th min-
utes to give host Toronto FC a 3-2 
victory over the Chicago Fire. . . .

Brian Rodriguez scored the de-
ciding goal in the 47th minute in a 
3-2 win for host Los Angeles FC 
over the San Jose Earthquakes. . . .

The visiting Columbus Crew 
scored in the first and last minutes 
of the first half and beat Atlanta 
United, 2-1. . . .

The host New England Revolu-

tion and the Philadelphia Union 
traded goals two minutes apart in 
the second half and tied, 1-1, in 
Foxborough, Mass. . . .

FC Dallas scored three second-
half goals — two by Paul Arriola — 
to rally for a 3-1 victory over host 
Orlando City SC. . . .

In Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Robert 
Thomas Taylor’s goal helped lead 
Inter Miami to a 2-1 victory over 
the Portland Timbers. . . .

In Kansas City, Kan., Lucas Cav-
allini’s penalty shot in the 24th 
minute gave the Vancouver White-
caps a 1-0 victory over  Sporting 
Kansas City. . . .

Hany Mukhtar scored twice to 
lead Nashville SC to a 3-1 win over 
the Colorado Rapids in Commerce 
City, Colo. . . .

In Sandy, Utah, Zach MacMath 
made four saves as Real Salt Lake 
beat  the Houston Dynamo, 3-0. . . .

In Minneapolis, Alexander Cal-
lens’s goal was the difference as 
New York City FC topped Minne-
sota United, 1-0. . . .

Romell Quioto scored twice, 
and host CF Montreal won, 4-3, 
outlasting FC Cincinnati, which 
got two goals from Júnior Moreno.

Chelsea sale to close Monday
The sale of Premier League club 

Chelsea is expected to be complet-
ed Monday after a “final and defin-
itive” agreement was reached with 
the consortium fronted by Los An-
geles Dodgers part-owner Todd 
Boehly.

The club said Saturday that “a 
final and definitive agreement 
was entered into last night” to sell 
to the Boehly and Clearlake Capi-
tal consortium. The price is 2.5 bil-
lion pounds ($3.2 billion) — the 
highest ever for a sports team.

SOCCER ROUNDUP

Real claims Champions finale marred by chaos
REAL MADRID 1, 

LIVERPOOL 0

LEE SMITH/REUTERS

Real Madrid  won its record-extending 14th European title in a match delayed by clashes between fans and police outside the stadium.

BY STEVEN GOFF

harrison, n.j. — Saturday 
marked D.C. United’s last regular 
season match for three weeks, 
and amid the club’s deficient start 
to the MLS campaign, the Red 
Bull Arena visit offered an oppor-
tunity to create good vibes enter-
ing the long break.

As interim coach Chad Ashton 
said two days earlier, “You defi-
nitely don’t want to have a bad 
taste in your mouth for that 
length of time.”

The taste is going to be rancid.
Without injured star Taxi 

Fountas, United survived one half 
before being buried by the New 
York Red Bulls in a three-goal, 
nine-minute blitz packed with 
failed clearances and sensational 
finishes. The 4-1 outcome could 
have been worse and saddled 
United (4-7-2) with a four-game 
winless streak to stare at until the 
season resumes June 18 in Chica-
go.

“First half was a professional 
half,” defender Brendan Hines-
Ike said. “The second half was an 
amateur half.”

Hines-Ike wasn’t done.
“Maybe the break comes at a 

good time,” he said. “It’s going to 
be very difficult to wait to play 
again. It sits in your mind. It 
doesn’t even hurt. It’s pure anger. 
Guys have to look at themselves. 
Nobody wants to be in this situa-
tion. We’re going in the wrong 
direction.”

Between the 54th and 63rd 
minutes, Brazilian Luquinhas 
scored consecutive goals and 
Lewis Morgan added a breathtak-
ing volley for the Red Bulls (6-
3-5), who won their first at home 
after two defeats and four draws.

Ola Kamara scored for United 
in the 87th minute, and Tony 
Alfaro’s own goal capped the mis-
erable half. Since starting the 
season with two shutouts, United 
has conceded at least two goals in 
nine of 11 matches.

“This one hurts,” captain Ste-
ven Birnbaum said. “It’s our rival. 
It’s a game I felt we were ready for. 

We were expecting to pick up 
points, and to lose the way we did, 
it’s going to sting for a long time. 
It will probably sting until the 
next game.”

Fountas has been sensational 
since arriving in early April, post-
ing five goals and three assists in 
seven appearances. Back spasms, 
though, forced him to miss this 
trip. The injury is also expected to 
end his hopes of joining the Greek 
national team for the first time 
since September. Greece is sched-
uled to play four UEFA Nations 
League matches from June 2 to 
12.

Without him, United did not 
generate many quality posses-
sions or genuine opportunities. 
The Red Bulls were better with 
the ball and in their buildup, but 
with United defenders making 
timely tackles in the box, the 
match remained scoreless at half-
time.

“We felt like there was still an 
opportunity there at halftime,” 
Ashton said, “but we needed to 
raise our competitive level; we 
needed to raise our mentality; we 
needed to get a little more brave.”

United finally created danger, 
but after drawing out goalkeeper 
Carlos Coronel, Julian Gressel 
missed the short side.

A minute later, the Red Bulls 
went ahead. Bill Hamid blocked 
Frankie Amaya’s shot, but the 
rebound fell to Luquinhas, who 
pumped in a 12-yarder.

Four minutes passed before 
the Brazilian struck again, latch-
ing on to a clearing attempt by 
Chris Durkin and sending a slid-
ing volley from 14 yards into the 
far top corner.

Another five minutes, another 
goal for the Red Bulls: a corner 
kick, two D.C. touches, then a 
wicked volley by Morgan from 
25 yards that swerved beyond 
Hamid’s reach and into the far 
side netting.

“As a group, we know there’s a 
lot to do, but as individuals, guys 
need to reflect on the first third of 
the season, knowing there’s still 
two-thirds left,” Hines-Ike said. 
“It’s not the beginning of the 
season anymore. We need to ei-
ther come out firing or we will 
end up dead.”

With the transfer and trade 

window opening in July, Ashton 
said, “We need quality.”

Here’s what else to know about 
United’s defeat:

Lineup adjustments
While Fountas was absent, de-

fensive midfielder Russell Ca-
nouse returned to the lineup after 
missing one game with a ham-
string ailment. He partnered with 
rookie Sofiane Djeffal, leaving 
Durkin on the bench.

Durkin didn’t have to wait 
long, though. Brad Smith, a wing 
back, left in the 18th minute with 
a groin injury, and Durkin was 
thrust into an unfamiliar posi-
tion.

Despite conceding Toronto’s 
late equalizer last weekend, 
Hamid retained his starting job 
ahead of Rafael Romo. Center 
back Donovan Pines was back in 
the lineup after being used as a 
sub last week, and in Fountas’s 
place, Nigel Robertha made his 
first start since April 16.

Next: Capital Cup
Though United is beginning a 

long league break, it won’t be 
inactive. The second Capital Cup 
at Audi Field will feature D.C. 
hosting Águila (El Salvador) on 
Wednesday and Xelajú (Guate-
mala) on June 7. The visiting 
clubs will clash June 4.

Ashton is expected to provide 
ample opportunity for secondary 
players, as well as call on rein-
forcements from second-division 
Loudoun United.

Missed opportunity
United and Dynamo Kyiv were 

unable to agree on a date for a 
friendly in June at Audi Field, 
people inside and outside the 
MLS organization said. The plan 
was to raise funds for relief efforts 
in war-torn Ukraine.

Dynamo, which had sought to 
play multiple matches this sum-
mer in North America, encoun-
tered issues with player availabil-
ity during the international win-
dow in the first half of June, and 
United faced the resumption of 
the regular season shortly after 
the window closes.

United enters break looking broken
RED BULLS 4, 
D.C. UNITED 1

D.C. United at Fire
June 18, 8 p.m., Twitter, UniMás
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GAME 1

Red Sox 5, Orioles 3
ORIOLES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Mullins cf ............. 4 1 1 0 0 0 .246
Mancini 1b............ 4 0 1 0 0 1 .286
Santander lf ......... 4 0 1 1 0 0 .227
Hays rf.................. 4 0 1 0 0 0 .294
Mountcastle dh.... 4 0 1 0 0 2 .255
Odor 2b................. 4 0 0 0 0 1 .230
Urías 3b ................ 3 1 1 0 0 1 .237
Chirinos c.............. 3 1 1 2 0 0 .146
Owings ss............. 2 0 0 0 1 1 .122 
TOTALS 32 3 7 3 1 6 —

RED SOX AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Hernández cf ......5 0 1 2 0 0 .200
Devers 3b............5 0 4 0 0 1 .354
Martinez dh ........4 1 1 0 1 2 .376
Bogaerts ss ........4 0 1 0 0 2 .322
Verdugo lf...........4 0 1 0 0 0 .238
Arroyo 2b............4 1 2 1 0 0 .209
Cordero 1b ..........2 0 1 0 0 0 .262
Dalbec ph-1b.......2 1 1 1 0 0 .168
Plawecki c...........2 1 0 0 2 0 .167
Bradley Jr. rf.......4 1 1 1 0 0 .221 
TOTALS 36 5 13 5 3 5 —

BALTIMORE... 100 020 000 — 3 7 0
BOSTON......... 030 001 10X — 5 13 1

E: Devers (5). LOB: Baltimore 3, Boston 
10. 2B: Urías (8), Arroyo (2), Bradley Jr. 
(14), Devers (19), Bogaerts (10). HR: 
Chirinos (2), off Eovaldi; Dalbec (2), off 
Akin. RBI: Santander (25), Chirinos 2 
(10), Bradley Jr. (16), Hernández 2 (22), 
Dalbec (8), Arroyo (7). SB: Mullins (11). 
ORIOLES IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Lyles ................. 41/3 9 3 3 1 3 4.26
Akin .................. 21/3 2 2 2 1 1 1.71
Baker ................ 11/3 2 0 0 1 1 4.66

RED SOX IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Eovaldi................. 9 7 3 2 1 6 3.77 

WP: Eovaldi (2-2); LP: Akin (1-1). Inher-
ited runners-scored: Akin 2-0, Baker 
2-1. T: 2:58. A: 26,912 (37,755). 

NL games

ROCKIES AT NATIONALS, 1:35

W-L ERA TEAM

Freeland (L) 1-4 4.60 5-4

Gray (R) 4-4 5.44 5-4

GIANTS AT REDS, 11:35

Cobb (R) 3-2 6.25 3-4

Mahle (R) 2-5 6.32 4-6

MARLINS AT BRAVES, 1:35

Hernandez (R) 2-4 5.44 3-5

Fried (L) 4-2 3.27 5-4

BREWERS AT CARDINALS, 2:15

Burnes (R) 2-2 2.18 5-4

Mikolas (R) 3-2 1.96 6-3

DODGERS AT DIAMONDBACKS, 4:10

Anderson (L) 5-0 3.30 4-2

Davies (R) 2-2 4.81 4-5

PIRATES AT PADRES, 4:10

Contreras (R) 1-0 2.13 0-1

Gore (L) 3-1 2.06 3-3

PHILLIES AT METS, 7:08

Wheeler (R) 3-3 3.38 4-4

TBD ---- ---- ----

AL games

ORIOLES AT RED SOX, 1:35

W-L ERA TEAM

Zimmermann (L) 2-2 3.78 5-4

Pivetta (R) 3-4 4.25 3-6

GUARDIANS AT TIGERS, 1:40

McKenzie (R) 3-3 2.70 5-2

Rodriguez (R) 0-0 9.39 0-1

YANKEES AT RAYS, 1:40

Severino (R) 3-0 3.02 7-1

McClanahan (L) 4-2 2.06 6-3

ROYALS AT TWINS, 2:10

Greinke (R) 0-3 4.53 4-5

Gray (R) 2-1 2.60 4-2

RANGERS AT ATHLETICS, 4:07

Dunning (R) 1-3 4.32 4-5

Kaprielian (R) 0-2 5.48 3-2

BLUE JAYS AT ANGELS, 4:07

Berríos (R) 3-2 4.75 6-3

Sandoval (L) 3-1 1.78 6-1

ASTROS AT MARINERS, 4:10

Garcia (R) 3-3 3.38 5-3

Gonzales (L) 3-4 3.74 4-5

NL scores
FRIDAY’S RESULTS
Colorado at Washington, ppd.
at Cincinnati 5, San Francisco 1
at Atlanta 6, Miami 4
at N.Y. Mets 8, Philadelphia 6
at St. Louis 4, Milwaukee 2
at San Diego 4, Pittsburgh 3
L.A. Dodgers 6, at Arizona 4

SATURDAY’S RESULTS
Game 1: at Washington 13, Colorado 7
Game 2: Colorado 3, at Washington 2
at St. Louis 8, Milwaukee 3
at Cincinnati 3, San Francisco 2
Miami 4, at Atlanta 1
L.A. Dodgers 3, at Arizona 2
at N.Y. Mets 8, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh at San Diego, late

AL scores
FRIDAY’S RESULTS
Baltimore 12, at Boston 8
N.Y. Yankees 2, at Tampa Bay 0
at Minnesota 10, Kansas City 7
at Seattle 6, Houston 1
Texas 8, at Oakland 5
Toronto 4, at L.A. Angels 3
Cleveland at Detroit, ppd.

SATURDAY’S RESULTS
Game 1: at Boston 5, Baltimore 3
Game 2: Baltimore 4, at Boston 2
Kansas City 7, at Minnesota 3
Texas 11, at Oakland 4
Cleveland 8, at Detroit 1
at Tampa Bay 3, N.Y. Yankees 1
Toronto at L.A. Angels, late
Houston at Seattle, late

Interleague game

CUBS AT WHITE SOX, 2:10

W-L ERA TEAM

TBD ---- ---- ----

Cease (R) 4-2 4.24 6-3

GAME 2

Orioles 4, Red Sox 2
ORIOLES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Mullins cf ............. 4 0 0 0 1 1 .241
Hays rf ................. 5 1 2 0 0 0 .297
Santander dh ....... 3 1 0 0 1 1 .223
Mountcastle 1b.... 3 0 0 0 1 3 .250
Rutschman c ........ 3 0 0 0 1 0 .179
Urías 3b................ 4 1 1 1 0 0 .238
Odor 2b ................ 4 1 1 3 0 1 .230
Mateo ss .............. 4 0 1 0 0 0 .208
McKenna lf........... 4 0 2 0 0 1 .250 
TOTALS 34 4 7 4 4 7 —

RED SOX AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Hernández cf ......5 0 2 0 0 0 .205
Devers 3b............4 0 0 0 0 0 .347
Story 2b ..............4 1 1 0 0 1 .228
Verdugo lf...........4 0 0 0 0 0 .232
Vázquez c............4 0 3 1 0 0 .292
Cordero dh ..........2 0 1 0 1 1 .269
Bogaerts ph-dh...1 0 0 0 0 0 .320
Dalbec 1b ............4 1 1 0 0 2 .171
Bradley Jr. rf.......4 0 1 0 0 1 .221
Arroyo ss ............4 0 0 1 0 1 .197 
TOTALS 36 2 9 2 1 6 —

BALTIMORE... 004 000 000 — 4 7 1
BOSTON......... 000 100 001 — 2 9 1

E: Mateo (8), Arroyo (2). LOB: Balti-
more 7, Boston 8. 2B: Mateo (8), Story 
(9), Hernández (15), Vázquez (5). HR: 
Odor (4), off Winckowski. RBI: Urías 
(12), Odor 3 (22), Vázquez (19), Arroyo 
(8). SB: Hays (1), Mateo (13). 
ORIOLES IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Reyes................ 32/3 4 1 1 1 1 1.59
Krehbiel ............ 11/3 1 0 0 0 2 2.86
Bautista ........... 12/3 2 0 0 0 2 2.25
Pérez ................... 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.60
López ................ 11/3 1 1 0 0 0 1.16

RED SOX IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Winckowski......... 3 6 4 4 3 4 12.0
Davis ................... 1 0 0 0 0 1 1.77
Brasier................. 1 0 0 0 0 1 5.87
Danish ................. 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.71
Diekman .............. 1 0 0 0 1 1 3.63
Barnes ................. 1 0 0 0 0 0 6.75
Valdez.................. 1 1 0 0 0 0 5.56 

WP: Krehbiel (2-3); LP: Winckowski 
(0-1); S: López (6). Inherited runners-
scored: Krehbiel 2-0, Pérez 1-0, López 
1-0. PB: Vázquez (1). T: 3:09. A: 28,491 
(37,755). 

Blue Jays 4, Angels 3
Late Friday
 Lourdes Gurriel Jr. had 
one of Toronto’s three er-
rors, but his single in the 
ninth helped bring home 
Alejandro Kirk with the win-
ning run as the Blue Jays 
rallied to beat Los Angeles.

BLUE JAYS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Springer dh..........4 0 0 0 1 1 .271
Espinal 3b-2b.......3 0 0 0 1 1 .277
Guerrero Jr. 1b ....4 0 0 0 0 1 .256
Bichette ss ..........4 1 1 0 0 1 .246
Hernández rf .......4 0 1 0 0 2 .157
Kirk c....................4 2 2 0 0 0 .276
Tapia cf ................2 0 1 0 0 0 .227
Jansen ph ............1 0 1 0 0 0 .324
Zimmer pr-cf .......0 1 0 0 0 0 .128
Gurriel Jr. lf .........4 0 3 1 0 0 .236
Biggio 2b..............2 0 1 0 0 0 .071
Chapman ph-3b ...2 0 1 1 0 1 .191 
TOTALS 34 4 11 2 2 7 —

ANGELS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Ward dh ..............4 0 0 0 0 3 .354
Trout cf ...............4 0 1 0 0 2 .309
Walsh 1b.............4 1 2 1 0 1 .253
Stassi c ...............4 0 0 0 0 2 .221
Rengifo 2b ..........4 1 1 0 0 1 .292
Marsh lf ..............4 0 0 0 0 2 .272
Velazquez ss.......4 0 2 1 0 1 .210
Lagares rf ...........3 0 0 0 0 1 .000
Ohtani ph............1 0 0 0 0 1 .247
Wade 3b..............3 1 1 1 0 0 .234 
TOTALS 35 3 7 3 0 14 —

TORONTO ...... 010 010 101 — 4 11 3
L.A.................. 011 010 000 — 3 7 1

E: Tapia (2), Gurriel Jr. (2), Bichette (7), 
Lagares (1). LOB: Toronto 6, Los Ange-
les 5. 2B: Bichette (11), Kirk (6), Gurriel 
Jr. (9), Trout (13). HR: Walsh (10), off 
Manoah; Wade (1), off Manoah. 

BLUE JAYS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Manoah ............... 6 7 3 2 0 9 1.77
García .................. 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.50
Richards .............. 1 0 0 0 0 2 4.12
Romano ............... 1 0 0 0 0 3 2.41

ANGELS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Silseth .............. 41/3 6 2 2 2 0 3.07
Herget ................. 2 0 0 0 0 2 2.88
Loup..................... 0 3 1 1 0 0 4.50
Tepera ................ 2/3 0 0 0 0 1 4.12
Ortega ................. 1 0 0 0 0 3 1.71
Iglesias ................ 1 2 1 0 0 1 3.71 

WP: Richards (2-0); LP: Iglesias (1-3); S: 
Romano (15). Loup pitched to 3 batters 
in the 7th Inherited runners-scored: 
Herget 2-0, Tepera 2-0. WP: Manoah, 
Tepera. T: 3:05. A: 44,641 (45,517). 

Cardinals 8, Brewers 3
 Nolan Gorman hit his 
first major league homer 
and Matthew Liberatore 
earned his first major 
league win, helping  St. Lou-
is  beat  Milwaukee.
 Liberatore, the organiza-
tion’s minor league player 
of the year for last season, 
pitched around a couple of 
Gorman errors in five 
scoreless innings. 

BREWERS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
McCutchen dh.....5 0 0 0 0 2 .241
Urías ss...............4 0 1 0 0 1 .265
Yelich lf...............4 0 1 0 0 1 .241
Taylor rf..............3 0 0 0 1 0 .241
Brosseau 3b........4 0 0 0 0 2 .281
Hiura 1b ..............4 1 1 1 0 2 .250
Cain cf.................3 0 0 0 1 1 .178
Mathias 2b .........4 1 1 0 0 0 .250
Caratini c ............3 1 2 2 1 0 .204 
TOTALS 34 3 6 3 3 9 —

CARDINALS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Edman ss .............5 2 1 0 0 0 .279
Gorman 2b ...........4 3 4 4 0 0 .360
Goldschmidt dh ...4 1 3 4 0 0 .355
Arenado 3b ..........4 0 0 0 0 0 .271
Yepez 1b ..............0 0 0 0 0 0 .275
Donovan 1b-3b ....4 0 1 0 0 0 .306
Nootbaar rf ..........4 0 1 0 0 2 .130
Molina c ...............4 0 1 0 0 0 .235
Dickerson lf .........3 1 0 0 1 0 .176
Bader cf ...............4 1 1 0 0 2 .255 
TOTALS 36 8 12 8 1 4 —

MILWAUKEE . 000 001 002 — 3 6 1
ST. LOUIS....... 104 300 00X — 8 12 3

E: Urías (4), Gorman 2 (3), Arenado (5). 
LOB: Milwaukee 7, St. Louis 5. 2B: Gor-
man (3). HR: Hiura (5), off Woodford; 
Caratini (2), off McFarland; Gorman (1), 
off Houser; Goldschmidt (10), off Hous-
er. 
BREWERS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Houser................. 4 9 8 5 1 1 3.69
Milner .................. 1 1 0 0 0 0 3.06
Kelley .................. 1 2 0 0 0 1 0.00
Sánchez ............... 2 0 0 0 0 2 0.00

CARDINALS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Liberatore............ 5 2 0 0 3 6 3.72
Woodford ............ 3 2 1 1 0 1 2.25
McFarland ........... 1 2 2 2 0 2 7.94 

WP: Liberatore (1-0); LP: Houser (3-5). 
WP: McFarland. T: 2:45. A: 45,594 
(45,494). 

Rangers 11, Athletics 4
 Marcus Semien hit a 
grand slam for his first 
home run  with Texas, 
Corey Seager and Adolis 
García added back-to-back 
shots,  and the Rangers 
routed  Oakland.
 Texas had 18 hits, its 
most since Sept. 8, 2019. 

RANGERS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Semien 2b-ss.......4 2 1 5 2 0 .194
Seager ss .............4 2 3 2 0 0 .237
Miller 3b...............1 0 0 0 0 0 .214
García cf...............6 1 2 1 0 1 .227
Calhoun rf ............6 2 3 1 0 0 .274
Huff c ...................5 0 2 0 0 0 .405
Lowe 1b................4 2 2 1 1 1 .267
Ibáñez dh .............5 1 3 1 0 0 .202
Culberson 3b-2b...5 1 2 0 0 0 .239
White lf................4 0 0 0 1 1 .178 
TOTALS 4411 18 11 4 3 —

ATHLETICS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Laureano rf .........5 2 2 1 0 1 .200
Pinder lf ..............3 0 2 0 1 0 .258
Kemp 2b..............1 0 0 0 0 0 .232
Murphy dh ..........5 0 0 0 0 4 .205
Bethancourt c .....4 1 2 0 0 0 .236
Andrus ss............4 1 1 1 0 0 .232
Barrera lf ............0 0 0 0 0 0 .298
Brown 1b ............3 0 1 0 1 1 .206
Neuse 2b-3b .......4 0 1 2 0 2 .236
Smith 3b-ss ........4 0 0 0 0 0 .207
Pache cf ..............4 0 1 0 0 0 .163 
TOTALS 37 4 10 4 2 8 —

TEXAS............ 004 061 000 — 11 18 2
OAKLAND ...... 000 111 100 — 4 10 0

E: Hearn (1), Culberson (5). LOB: Texas 
11, Oakland 8. 2B: Seager (5), Calhoun 
(5), Huff (1), Ibáñez (3), Brown (9), Pin-
der (7). 3B: Lowe (1). HR: Seager (9), 
off Logue; García (7), off Logue; Semien 
(1), off Lemoine; Laureano (1), off 
Hearn. 
RANGERS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Hearn................... 6 8 3 2 1 5 5.36
Martin ................. 1 2 1 1 0 1 4.32
Abreu................... 1 0 0 0 1 1 3.12
Richards .............. 1 0 0 0 0 1 4.80

ATHLETICS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Logue................ 21/3 7 4 4 1 1 5.47
Lemoine............ 21/3 5 5 5 1 2 7.71
Kolarek ............. 11/3 4 2 2 2 0 4.58
Pruitt ................... 3 2 0 0 0 0 0.00 

WP: Hearn (3-3); LP: Logue (2-4). Inher-
ited runners-scored: Lemoine 1-0. IBB: 
off Lemoine (Lowe). HBP: Kolarek (Sea-
ger). T: 3:15. A: 6,502 (46,847). 

Royals 7, Twins 3
 Rookie Bobby Witt Jr. 
delivered three more dou-
bles for his second 
straight three-hit game as 
Kansas City beat Minne-
sota for just its second vic-
tory in nine games.
 Of Witt’s 41 hits this 
year, 22 have been for ex-
tra bases, including a 
team-best 13 doubles.

ROYALS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Merrifield cf .......5 0 1 2 0 0 .222
Benintendi lf ......5 2 2 0 0 1 .323
Witt Jr. ss ..........5 1 3 2 0 1 .246
Perez dh .............4 1 1 0 0 0 .207
Melendez c .........5 0 0 0 0 1 .229
Dozier rf .............5 1 3 2 0 1 .276
Hicklen rf ...........0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Santana 1b .........3 0 0 0 1 1 .159
Rivera 3b ............4 1 1 1 0 2 .242
Lopez 2b .............3 1 0 0 1 0 .212 
TOTALS 39 7 11 7 2 7 —

TWINS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Buxton cf............5 0 1 0 0 1 .202
Arraez 1b............5 1 3 0 0 2 .359
Correa ss ............5 0 3 0 0 2 .289
Polanco 2b..........4 0 0 0 1 0 .231
Kepler rf .............2 0 0 0 0 1 .247
Garlick rf ............3 1 1 0 0 0 .282
Larnach dh..........2 1 1 1 2 0 .289
Sánchez c ...........2 0 0 0 0 1 .227
Jeffers ph-c........2 0 1 2 0 0 .204
Urshela 3b ..........4 0 0 0 0 1 .259
Gordon lf ............4 0 1 0 0 2 .258 
TOTALS 38 3 11 3 3 10 —

KANSAS CITY 101 300 200 — 7 11 0
MINNESOTA.. 010 002 000 — 3 11 1

E: Polanco (3). LOB: Kansas City 8, 
Minnesota 11. 2B: Benintendi (6), Witt 
Jr. 3 (13), Merrifield (9), Buxton (6). 
HR: Larnach (2), off Singer. 
ROYALS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Singer............... 52/3 6 3 3 0 8 2.49
Speier................. 1/3 2 0 0 1 0 2.50
Coleman .............. 2 1 0 0 1 1 3.44
Staumont............ 1 2 0 0 1 1 3.86

TWINS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Archer ................. 4 7 5 3 0 1 4.19
Minaya ............. 21/3 2 2 2 1 1 7.71
Moran............... 12/3 1 0 0 1 2 0.00
Duffey ................. 1 1 0 0 0 3 4.66 

WP: Singer (2-0); LP: Archer (0-2). In-
herited runners-scored: Speier 2-2, 
Coleman 1-0, Moran 2-2. HBP: Minaya 
(Perez). WP: Archer. T: 3:12. A: 22,249 
(38,544). 

Guardians 8, Tigers 1
 José Ramírez homered 
and drove in five runs to 
lead Cleveland to victory.
 Ramírez hit a three-run 
triple in the seventh inning 
and a two-run shot in the 
ninth for his 12th homer. 
The three-time all-star has a 
major league best 48 RBI in 
42 games.
 Shane Bieber allowed 
one run and eight hits in a 
season-high eight innings.

GUARDIANS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Straw cf...............3 2 1 0 2 0 .242
Kwan lf................4 1 0 0 1 1 .248
Ramírez 3b..........4 3 2 5 1 0 .297
Clement 3b..........0 0 0 0 0 0 .212
Miller 2b..............5 0 1 0 0 1 .269
Naylor 1b.............5 1 2 2 0 0 .298
Gonzalez rf..........4 0 2 0 0 0 .500
Mercado rf...........1 0 0 0 0 0 .204
Giménez ss..........4 0 1 0 0 1 .287
Palacios dh ..........4 1 2 1 0 0 .293
Hedges c..............3 0 0 0 0 1 .156 
TOTALS 37 8 11 8 4 4 —

TIGERS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Grossman rf ........4 0 1 0 0 2 .200
Schoop 2b............4 0 1 0 0 1 .177
Cabrera dh...........3 0 0 0 0 0 .294
Haase ph-dh........1 0 0 0 0 0 .169
Báez ss ................4 0 0 0 0 0 .199
H.Castro 1b .........4 1 3 0 0 0 .325
Candelario 3b ......4 0 1 0 0 1 .188
W.Castro lf..........3 0 2 1 0 0 .284
Cameron cf..........3 0 1 0 1 1 .192
Barnhart c ...........4 0 1 0 0 2 .242 
TOTALS 34 1 10 1 1 7 —

CLEVELAND ... 000 200 402 — 8 11 0
DETROIT......... 000 000 100 — 1 10 1

E: Barnhart (1). LOB: Cleveland 7, Detroit 
8. 2B: Naylor (5), Gonzalez (2), Palacios 
(2), H.Castro (4). 3B: Ramírez (4). HR: 
Ramírez (12), off Carlton. 
GUARDIANS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Bieber .................. 8 8 1 1 0 5 3.19
Clase .................... 1 2 0 0 1 2 2.60

TIGERS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Faedo ................... 6 5 2 2 2 2 3.00
Barnes..................1/3 1 3 3 2 0 5.51
Foley ....................2/3 2 1 1 0 1 3.38
Carlton ................. 2 3 2 2 0 1 4.91 

WP: Bieber (2-3); LP: Faedo (1-2). Inher-
ited runners-scored: Foley 3-3. T: 2:50. A: 
26,134 (41,083). 

Marlins 4, Braves 1
 Sandy Alcantara domi-
nated Atlanta for the sec-
ond time in a week, match-
ing a career high with 14 
strikeouts to propel Miami.
 Miguel Rojas had three 
hits for the Marlins, includ-
ing a homer off Darren 
O’Day in the sixth inning.
 Atlanta fell to 4-12 in day 
games, the worst record in 
the majors. The Braves be-
gan the day hitting only 
.203 in afternoon games, 
also worst in MLB.

MARLINS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Berti cf-2b ..........3 1 0 0 2 2 .277
Cooper 1b............4 0 2 2 1 0 .277
Soler lf ................4 1 1 0 1 1 .205
Aguilar dh ...........3 0 0 0 2 0 .261
Rojas ss ..............4 1 3 1 0 0 .220
Wendle 3b ..........3 0 0 1 0 0 .282
Stallings c...........4 0 0 0 0 2 .219
De La Cruz rf .......4 0 0 0 0 1 .259
Astudillo 2b ........4 1 2 0 0 0 .333
Sánchez cf ..........0 0 0 0 0 0 .214 
TOTALS 33 4 8 4 6 6 —

BRAVES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Acuña Jr. dh........3 0 1 0 0 2 .304
Swanson ss ........4 0 2 1 0 0 .270
Ozuna lf ..............3 0 0 0 1 1 .222
Riley 3b...............4 0 1 0 0 3 .244
Olson 1b..............3 0 0 0 0 2 .243
Albies 2b.............3 0 0 0 0 3 .242
Contreras c .........3 0 0 0 0 1 .264
Duvall rf..............3 0 0 0 0 3 .188
Harris II cf...........3 1 1 0 0 1 .333 
TOTALS 29 1 5 1 1 16 —

MIAMI............ 000 101 200 — 4 8 0
ATLANTA....... 000 001 000 — 1 5 0

LOB: Miami 9, Atlanta 3. 2B: Cooper 
(11), Swanson (9). HR: Rojas (3), off 
O’Day. 
MARLINS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Alcantara............. 8 4 1 1 0 14 2.00
Sulser .................. 1 1 0 0 1 2 2.50

BRAVES IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Davidson ............. 5 3 1 1 4 3 6.46
O'Day................... 1 1 1 1 0 1 4.63
McHugh ............... 1 2 2 2 1 0 4.50
Lee....................... 2 2 0 0 1 2 0.00 

WP: Alcantara (5-2); LP: Davidson 
(1-2); S: Sulser (2). HBP: Alcantara 
(Acuña Jr.). T: 2:48. A: 40,682 (41,084). 

Rays 3, Yankees 1
 A duel between starters 
Corey Kluber and  Gerrit 
Cole limited the hitters 
through the first six in-
nings,  but Tampa Bay, 
which dropped the first two 
games of the series, 
scratched out the tying run 
in the sixth and took the 
lead in the seventh, with a 
bloop double by Francisco 
Mejia and an infield single 
by Yandy Diaz the key hits.

YANKEES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
LeMahieu 3b.......4 1 1 0 0 0 .250
Judge cf ..............4 0 1 0 0 2 .304
Rizzo 1b ..............2 0 0 1 0 2 .218
Torres 2b ............3 0 0 0 0 1 .230
Andújar lf............3 0 0 0 0 1 .250
Carpenter dh.......3 0 0 0 0 0 .125
Kiner-Falefa ss ...3 0 1 0 0 0 .259
Trevino c .............2 0 0 0 0 1 .239
Hicks ph ..............1 0 0 0 0 1 .207
Higashioka c .......0 0 0 0 0 0 .169
Gallo rf................3 0 1 0 0 1 .172 
TOTALS 28 1 4 1 0 9 —

RAYS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Díaz 3b................3 0 1 1 1 1 .264
Choi 1b................3 1 0 0 1 2 .258
Franco ss ............3 1 1 0 1 2 .263
Arozarena dh ......4 0 1 1 0 0 .259
Margot lf ............4 0 1 1 0 1 .349
Kiermaier cf........4 0 1 0 0 0 .240
Mejía c ................3 1 2 0 0 1 .263
Phillips rf ............2 0 0 0 0 2 .216
Ramírez ph .........1 0 0 0 0 0 .284
Bruján rf .............0 0 0 0 0 0 .130
Walls 2b..............3 0 0 0 0 1 .145 
TOTALS 30 3 7 3 3 10 —

NEW YORK .... 100 000 000 — 1 4 0
TAMPA BAY .. 000 001 11X — 3 7 0

LOB: New York 1, Tampa Bay 6. 2B: 
LeMahieu (10), Mejía (3). 3B: Franco 
(2). 
YANKEES IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Cole...................... 6 2 1 1 3 10 3.12
Luetge ................ 1/3 2 1 1 0 0 5.84
King .................. 12/3 3 1 1 0 0 3.10

RAYS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Kluber.................. 6 3 1 1 0 5 4.03
Feyereisen........... 1 0 0 0 0 2 0.00
Adam................... 1 1 0 0 0 2 0.92
Poche................... 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.20 

WP: Feyereisen (4-0); LP: Luetge (1-2); 
S: Poche (2). Inherited runners-scored: 
King 2-1. T: 2:47. A: 25,025 (25,000). 

Reds 3, Giants 2
 Right fielder Aristides 
Aquino threw out pinch run-
ner Joey Bart at the plate to 
end the game and Kyle 
Farmer’s three-run homer 
held up as Cincinnati ex-
tended its winning streak to 
a season-high four games.
 The strong-armed Aris-
tides nailed Bart trying to 
score on Wilmer Flores’s 
two-out single in the ninth. 

GIANTS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
La Stella dh .........5 0 1 0 0 2 .281
Yastrzemski cf....4 1 2 0 1 1 .308
Ruf 1b-lf ..............5 0 0 0 0 3 .224
Pederson lf..........3 0 1 1 0 1 .264
Flores ph-1b ........2 0 1 0 0 0 .267
Crawford ss.........4 0 1 0 0 1 .231
Longoria 3b .........3 1 1 1 1 0 .239
González rf..........4 0 2 0 0 0 .330
Walton 2b ...........3 0 2 0 0 0 .286
Estrada ph-2b .....1 0 0 0 0 0 .271
Casali c ................4 0 1 0 0 1 .263
Bart pr .................0 0 0 0 0 0 .165
TOTALS 38 2 12 2 2 9 —

REDS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Senzel cf..............4 0 1 0 0 1 .211
Drury 3b ..............4 1 1 0 0 1 .239
Stephenson c ......3 1 0 0 1 0 .308
Votto 1b ..............3 0 1 0 0 2 .162
Farmer ss ............3 1 1 3 0 1 .254
Aquino rf .............3 0 0 0 0 2 .115
Almora Jr. lf ........3 0 0 0 0 1 .310
Lopez dh..............3 0 0 0 0 1 .275
Reynolds 2b.........3 0 1 0 0 1 .246 
TOTALS 29 3 5 3 1 10 —

SAN FRAN...... 001 001 000 — 2 12 0
CINCINNATI ... 300 000 00X — 3 5 0

LOB: San Francisco 11, Cincinnati 3. 2B: 
La Stella (4), Yastrzemski (10), Pederson 
(4), Walton (3). HR: Longoria (3), off 
Cessa; Farmer (4), off Wood. 
GIANTS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Wood..................52/3 4 3 3 1 6 4.81
Leone .................11/3 0 0 0 0 3 3.38
Rogers.................. 1 1 0 0 0 1 7.00

REDS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Gutierrez.............. 5 6 1 1 1 4 7.71
Cessa ................... 1 2 1 1 0 1 5.79
Díaz...................... 1 0 0 0 0 2 1.19
Detwiler...............2/3 2 0 0 0 0 0.00
Santillan ............11/3 2 0 0 1 2 4.41 

WP: Gutierrez (1-6); LP: Wood (3-4); S: 
Santillan (3). Inherited runners-scored: 
Leone 1-0, Santillan 2-0. WP: Gutierrez. 
T: 3:00. A: 26,655 (42,319). 

Cubs 5, White Sox 1
 Keegan Thompson out-
pitched Johnny Cueto over 
five sharp innings in a spot 
start and Frank Schwindel 
drove in two runs to lead 
the Cubs past their cross-
town rivals.
 Thompson matched his 
longest outing of the sea-
son, allowing one run and 
five hits in his third start 
and 11th appearance.

CUBS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Morel cf ..............3 1 1 0 2 0 .314
Contreras c .........5 1 1 0 0 0 .258
Happ lf ................4 0 0 0 1 1 .268
Wisdom 3b .........4 1 1 2 0 1 .218
Schwindel dh ......4 0 2 2 0 0 .234
Rivas 1b ..............4 0 0 0 0 1 .215
Hoerner ss ..........4 1 3 0 0 0 .295
Ortega rf.............2 0 1 0 2 0 .224
Simmons 2b........4 1 1 1 0 0 .233 
TOTALS 34 5 10 5 5 3 —

WHITE SOX AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Anderson ss........4 0 0 0 0 1 .354
Harrison 2b.........4 0 0 0 0 0 .174
Vaughn rf............4 0 0 0 0 1 .280
Abreu 1b .............3 0 1 0 1 2 .238
Grandal c.............2 0 0 0 2 2 .168
Pollock lf .............4 0 1 0 0 1 .218
Sheets dh............4 0 0 0 0 1 .200
Burger 3b ............4 1 3 1 0 0 .253
Engel cf...............3 0 2 0 0 0 .240 
TOTALS 32 1 7 1 3 8 —

CHICAGO (N.) 210 000 200 — 5 10 0
CHICAGO (A.) 000 010 000 — 1 7 1

E: Pollock (1). LOB: Chicago (N) 7, Chica-
go (A) 7. 2B: Wisdom (9), Contreras (8), 
Engel (9). HR: Burger (4), off Thomp-
son. 
CUBS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Thompson ........... 5 5 1 1 1 4 1.58
Effross................. 1 0 0 0 1 3 3.05
Wick .................... 1 2 0 0 0 0 2.50
Givens ................. 1 0 0 0 0 1 3.12
Robertson............ 1 0 0 0 1 0 1.65

WHITE SOX IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Cueto ................ 62/3 9 5 5 3 2 2.41
Sousa.................. 2/3 1 0 0 1 1 6.14
Foster ................. 2/3 0 0 0 0 0 2.57
Ruiz ..................... 1 0 0 0 1 0 5.09 

WP: Thompson (5-0); LP: Cueto (0-1). 
Inherited runners-scored: Sousa 2-0, 
Foster 2-0. IBB: off Cueto (Happ). WP: 
Robertson, Sousa. T: 3:03. A: 37,820 
(40,615). 

Dodgers 3, 
Diamondbacks 2
 Mookie Betts led off the 
game with a homer, Justin 
Turner added four hits, and 
Los Angeles beat Arizona.
 Betts hit his 32nd career 
leadoff home run, ripping a 
fastball from Merrill Kelly 
over the right field fence 
for his sixth long ball over 
the past eight games.

DODGERS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Betts rf ...............4 1 2 1 0 0 .301
Freeman 1b.........2 1 0 0 2 2 .307
T.Turner ss .........4 0 1 1 0 1 .298
W.Smith c...........3 0 0 1 0 0 .244
Ríos dh................4 0 1 0 0 2 .278
J.Turner 3b .........4 0 4 0 0 0 .224
Bellinger cf .........3 0 0 0 1 2 .221
Taylor lf ..............4 0 0 0 0 1 .253
Lux 2b .................3 1 2 0 0 1 .271
Alberto ph-2b .....1 0 0 0 0 0 .229 
TOTALS 32 3 10 3 3 9 —

D’BACKS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Rojas 3b ..............4 0 0 0 0 2 .298
P.Smith dh..........4 0 0 0 0 3 .227
Marte 2b .............4 0 1 0 0 0 .250
Walker 1b ...........4 0 0 0 0 2 .193
Peralta lf.............4 1 1 0 0 1 .227
McCarthy rf ........4 1 2 1 0 1 .231
Thomas cf ...........3 0 0 0 0 2 .270
Perdomo ss.........3 0 1 1 0 1 .212
Herrera c.............2 0 0 0 0 0 .174
Hummel ph-c ......0 0 0 0 1 0 .186 
TOTALS 32 2 5 2 1 12 —

L.A.................. 100 020 000 — 3 10 0
ARIZONA ....... 020 000 000 — 2 5 0

LOB: Los Angeles 6, Arizona 4. 2B: 
J.Turner 2 (14), Lux (5), McCarthy (2), 
Marte (15). 3B: McCarthy (1), Perdomo 
(2). HR: Betts (14), off Kelly. 
DODGERS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Gonsolin .............. 6 4 2 2 0 7 1.80
Bruihl................... 1 0 0 0 0 1 2.08
Vesia ................... 1 0 0 0 1 2 2.57
Hudson ................ 1 1 0 0 0 2 2.25

D’BACKS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Kelly .................... 5 7 3 3 2 5 3.67
Nelson ................. 1 2 0 0 0 2 1.15
Poppen................. 1 0 0 0 1 0 3.00
Ramirez ............... 1 1 0 0 0 1 3.05
Mantiply.............. 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.48 

WP: Gonsolin (5-0); LP: Kelly (3-3); S: 
Hudson (3). Inherited runners-scored: 
Poppen 1-0, Mantiply 1-0. T: 3:12. A: 
30,819 (48,686). 

Mets 8, Phillies 2
 Jeff McNeil hit a go-
ahead, three-run homer 
during a rain-soaked fourth 
inning and Francisco Lin-
dor drove in three runs to 
extend his RBI streak to a 
career-best six games as 
New York rolled to victory.
 The Mets will try for a 
three-game sweep Sunday 
night in their final game 
against  NL East foe Phila-
delphia until Aug. 12.

PHILLIES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Schwarber lf .......4 0 0 0 1 1 .185
Bohm 3b..............5 0 0 0 0 1 .281
Harper dh............4 1 2 0 0 0 .317
Castellanos rf .....4 1 2 0 0 0 .258
Segura 2b............4 0 0 0 0 0 .276
Hoskins 1b..........3 0 0 0 1 1 .220
Realmuto c .........3 0 2 2 0 0 .247
Herrera cf ...........4 0 0 0 0 1 .271
Camargo ss.........3 0 1 0 1 1 .262 
TOTALS 34 2 7 2 3 5 —

METS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Guillorme 2b .......3 2 3 0 1 0 .352
Marte rf ..............3 1 1 0 1 0 .275
Lindor ss .............3 2 2 3 1 1 .260
Alonso 1b............3 1 1 1 0 0 .284
McNeil lf .............3 1 1 3 1 0 .319
Escobar 3b ..........4 1 1 0 0 0 .226
Canha cf..............4 0 1 0 0 2 .291
Do.Smith dh........3 0 0 1 0 1 .190
Mazeika c............4 0 0 0 0 1 .207 
TOTALS 30 8 10 8 4 5 —

PHILA............. 000 200 000 — 2 7 0
NEW YORK .... 010 330 10X — 8 10 1

E: Ottavino (2). LOB: Philadelphia 9, 
New York 4. 2B: Realmuto (6), Marte 
(9). 3B: Lindor (2). HR: McNeil (3), off 
Eflin. 
PHILLIES IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Eflin ..................... 6 8 7 7 2 4 4.60
Norwood............. 2/3 2 1 1 2 0 8.16
Brogdon............... 1 0 0 0 0 1 3.24
Domínguez ......... 1/3 0 0 0 0 0 2.12

METS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Walker................. 5 6 2 2 3 1 2.83
Holderman........... 2 1 0 0 0 3 0.00
Ottavino .............. 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.63
Lugo..................... 1 0 0 0 0 1 3.72 

WP: Walker (3-0); LP: Eflin (1-4). Inher-
ited runners-scored: Brogdon 3-0. HBP: 
Ottavino (Realmuto). T: 3:09. A: 37,455 
(41,922). 

Dodgers 6, 
Diamondbacks 4
Late Friday
 Los Angeles smacked 
three homers and had 
eight hits in a victory over 
Arizona to continue its re-
cent roll, winning for the 
11th time in 13 games. Ed-
win Ríos and Mookie Betts 
hit back-to-back homers in 
the second inning.

DODGERS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Betts rf ...............5 1 1 1 0 0 .297
Freeman 1b.........4 0 1 0 0 0 .310
T.Turner ss .........4 1 2 2 0 1 .299
W.Smith c...........4 0 0 0 0 0 .250
J.Turner 3b .........3 1 0 0 1 1 .204
Taylor lf ..............3 0 1 0 1 2 .260
Bellinger cf .........4 0 1 0 0 0 .225
Alberto 2b...........4 1 1 0 0 0 .234
Ríos dh................3 2 1 3 1 0 .279 
TOTALS 34 6 8 6 3 4 —

D’BACKS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Varsho dh ...........1 0 0 0 0 0 .266
Luplow ph-dh......0 0 0 0 1 0 .175
Hummel ph-dh....1 1 0 0 1 0 .186
Rojas 3b ..............4 0 3 3 0 0 .321
Marte 2b .............5 0 1 0 0 1 .250
Walker 1b ...........5 0 0 1 0 1 .198
Peralta lf.............4 0 1 0 0 0 .226
P.Smith rf ...........3 0 0 0 1 0 .234
Thomas cf ...........3 1 1 0 0 1 .283
Perdomo ss.........3 0 0 0 1 3 .209
Herrera c.............4 2 3 0 0 1 .182 
TOTALS 33 4 9 4 4 7 —

L.A.................. 040 001 100 — 6 8 0
ARIZONA ....... 000 010 102 — 4 9 1

E: P.Smith (2). LOB: Los Angeles 4, Ari-
zona 10. 2B: Peralta (7), Rojas (1). 3B: 
Taylor (3). HR: Ríos (6), off Bumgarner; 
Betts (13), off Bumgarner; T.Turner (4), 
off Bumgarner. 
DODGERS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Pepiot ............... 41/3 3 1 1 3 5 3.18
Graterol ............ 12/3 1 0 0 0 0 3.20
Vesia ................... 1 3 1 1 0 1 2.77
Hudson ................ 1 0 0 0 0 1 2.40
Kimbrel................ 1 2 2 2 1 0 4.15

D’BACKS IP H R ER BBSO ERA
Bumgarner .......... 6 7 5 5 2 3 3.35
Wendelken .......... 1 1 1 0 1 0 5.28
Holton ................. 2 0 0 0 0 1 0.00 

WP: Graterol (1-2); LP: Bumgarner 
(2-3). Inherited runners-scored: Grater-
ol 3-1. HBP: Pepiot (Varsho), Hudson 2 
(Peralta,Thomas). WP: Vesia. T: 3:11. A: 
24,865 (48,686). 

PERSONNEL DEPT.

Angels: Placed 3B 
Anthony Rendon on the 
10-day injured list with 
right wrist inflammation.

Braves: Called up top 
prospect  Michael Harris  
from Class AA Mississippi 
to try to shore up the 
team’s sagging outfield 
defense.

Mets: RHP Jacob deGrom 
said his injured right 
shoulder blade feels 
“completely normal,” and 
he is waiting for the 
team’s medical staff to 
clear him to resume 
throwing off a mound.

Reds: OF Tommy Pham 
was suspended for three 
games by MLB after he 
slapped Giants OF Joc 
Pederson because of a 
dispute about their 
fantasy football league.

Royals: C Salvador Perez, 
who missed the past nine 
games with a sprained 
thumb, was activated off 
the 10-day injured list and 
in the lineup Saturday as 
the DH.

White Sox: Designated 
LHP Dallas Keuchel (2-5, 
7.88) for assignment. 

QUOTABLE

“It’s crazy to see 
how hard he hits 
the ball every 
time. If I’m on 
first, I feel he’s 
either going to hit 
a homer [or] a 
gapper and I’ll 
score.”
— Royals outfielder  Andrew 

Benintendi on rookie 
teammate Bobby Witt Jr., 

who belted three doubles 
Saturday in  a 7-3 win over the 

Twins and now has 22 extra-
base hits this season.

STAR OF THE DAY

Sandy Alcantara, 
Marlins

The right-hander 
dominated the reigning 
champs, allowing just four 
hits while striking out 14 
over eight innings in a 4-1 
win over Atlanta.

TODAY’S GAME 
TO WATCH

Phillies at Mets, 
7 p.m., ESPN2

Zack Wheeler (3-3, 3.38 
ERA) takes the hill for 
Philadelphia against 
fellow RHP Chris Bassitt 
(4-2, 3.91) and NL East-
leading New York.

NL leaders
Entering Saturday’s games.

BATTING
Machado, SD .................................... .357
Goldschmidt, StL ............................. .345
Hosmer, SD ...................................... .331
McNeil, NY ....................................... .319
Harper, Phi ....................................... .313
Freeman, LA ....................................  .310
Cron, Col ..........................................  .308
Iglesias, Col .....................................  .307

HOME RUNS
Betts, LA ............................................  13
Walker, Ari .........................................  12
Cron, Col .............................................  12
Alonso, NY .......................................... 12
Pederson, SF ....................................... 11

RBI
Alonso, NY .......................................... 45
Turner, LA ........................................... 37
Goldschmidt, StL ................................ 36
Cron, Col .............................................  34
Lindor, NY ........................................... 34
Tellez, Mil ........................................... 33
Arenado, StL ....................................... 32
Harper, Phi .......................................... 32

ERA
Musgrove, SD .................................. 1.90
Mikolas, StL ....................................  1.96
López, Mia .......................................  2.04
Alcantara, Mia ................................. 2.11
Quintana, Pit ...................................  2.15
Burnes, Mil ......................................  2.19
Lauer, Mil ......................................... 2.31
Urías, LA .......................................... 2.49
Scherzer, NY .................................... 2.54

SAVES
Rogers, SD .......................................... 17
Hader, Mil ........................................... 16
Díaz, NY .............................................. 11
Jansen, Atl .........................................  11
Bard, Col .............................................  10
Melancon, Ari .....................................  10
Kimbrel, LA ........................................... 9  

STRIKEOUTS
Nola, Phi .............................................  74
Burnes, Mil .........................................  67
Rodón, SF ............................................ 64
Wright, Atl .........................................  61
Manaea, SD ........................................  60
Scherzer, NY ....................................... 59
Greene, Cin .........................................  56
López, Mia ..........................................  56

Baseball

National League American League

JEFF ROBERSON/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Standing room only
Nolan Gorman  takes a moment to appreciate his two-run double in the fourth inning, one of four 
hits by the rookie second baseman in the Cardinals’ victory over NL Central-leading Milwaukee.

TODAY

Interleague score

FRIDAY’S RESULTS
No games scheduled.

SATURDAY’S RESULT
Chicago Cubs 5, at Chicago White Sox 1

AL leaders
Entering Saturday’s games.

BATTING
Martinez, Bos .................................. .379
Anderson, Chi ..................................  .363
Arraez, Min ...................................... .349
Devers, Bos ...................................... .342
France, Sea ...................................... .341
Bogaerts, Bos .................................. .323
Benintendi, KC ................................. .321
Trout, LA .......................................... .309 

HOME RUNS
Judge, NY ............................................ 17
Alvarez, Hou ....................................... 12
Trout, LA ............................................. 12
Buxton, Min ........................................ 11
Stanton, NY ........................................ 11
Ramírez, Cle .......................................  11
Rizzo, NY ............................................  11 

RBI
Ramírez, Cle .......................................  43
Story, Bos ........................................... 37
Judge, NY ............................................ 36
Stanton, NY ........................................ 35
France, Sea ......................................... 32
Tucker, Hou ........................................  29
Ohtani, LA ..........................................  29

ERA
Pérez, Tex ........................................ 1.60
Blackburn, Oak ................................  1.70
Cortes, NY .......................................  1.70
Manoah, Tor ....................................  1.77
Verlander, Hou ................................  2.03
McClanahan, TB ............................... 2.06
Gausman, Tor ..................................  2.25

SAVES
Romano, Tor .......................................  15
Hendriks, Chi ......................................  14
Iglesias, LA ......................................... 11
Jiménez, Oak ...................................... 10
Chapman, NY ........................................ 9
Barlow, Tex ........................................... 8
Clase, Cle ..............................................  7
Pagán, Min ............................................ 7
Pressly, Hou .........................................  7
Soto, Det ............................................... 7 

STRIKEOUTS
McClanahan, TB .................................. 74
Cease, Chi ...........................................  71
Ray, Sea .............................................. 68
Montas, Oak .......................................  66
Gausman, Tor .....................................  65
Ohtani, LA ..........................................  63
Cole, NY ..............................................  62
Cortes, NY ..........................................  61  

NOTES

EAST W L PCT GB L10 STR

New York 33 14 .702 — 5-5 L-1

Tampa Bay 27 19 .587 51/2 6-4 W-1

x-Toronto 25 20 .556 7 7-3 W-3

Boston 22 25 .468 11 7-3 L-1

Baltimore 20 28 .417 131/2 6-4 W-1

CENTRAL W L PCT GB L10 STR

Minnesota 28 19 .596 — 7-3 L-1

Chicago 22 23 .489 5 4-6 L-2

Cleveland 19 23 .452 61/2 3-7 W-1

Detroit 16 29 .356 11 4-6 L-1

Kansas City 16 29 .356 11 3-7 W-1

WEST W L PCT GB L10 STR

x-Houston 29 17 .630 — 6-4 L-1

x-Los Angeles 27 20 .574 21/2 3-7 L-3

Texas 22 23 .489 61/2 6-4 W-4

x-Seattle 19 27 .413 10 3-7 W-1

Oakland 19 30 .388 111/2 3-7 L-3

x-Late game

EAST W L PCT GB L10 STR

New York 31 17 .646 — 7-3 W-2

Atlanta 22 25 .468 81/2 5-5 L-1

Philadelphia 21 26 .447 91/2 3-7 L-2

Miami 19 25 .432 10 4-6 W-1

Washington 17 31 .354 14 5-5 L-1

CENTRAL W L PCT GB L10 STR

Milwaukee 29 18 .617 — 6-4 L-2

St. Louis 26 20 .565 21/2 6-4 W-2

Chicago 19 26 .422 9 4-6 W-1

x-Pittsburgh 18 26 .409 91/2 3-7 L-1

Cincinnati 16 30 .348 121/2 6-4 W-4

WEST W L PCT GB L10 STR

Los Angeles 32 14 .696 — 8-2 W-3

x-San Diego 29 16 .644 21/2 7-3 W-1

San Francisco 24 21 .533 71/2 3-7 L-2

Arizona 23 25 .479 10 5-5 L-3

Colorado 21 25 .457 11 4-6 W-1

x-Late game

ORIOLES’ BATTING LEADERS
Entering Sunday’s game.

Batters Avg R H 2B HR RBI BB
Hays .297 21 49 11 5 22 15
Mancini .286 14 48 5 3 16 17
Mountcastle .250 13 36 3 5 19 6
McKenna .250 6 10 3 0 3 3
Mullins .241 24 47 8 5 16 13
Urías .238 17 34 8 3 12 11
Odor .230 16 32 10 4 22 5
Santander .223 23 37 5 8 25 24
Nevin .222 9 14 1 1 7 6
Mateo .208 14 31 8 3 12 6
Rutschman .179 3 5 0 0 0 2
Chirinos .146 6 13 4 2 10 10
Gutiérrez .143 2 4 1 0 3 4

ORIOLES’ PITCHING LEADERS
Entering Sunday’s game.

Pitchers W L ERA IP H ER BB SO
Diplán 0 0 0.00 3.1 2 0 2 3
Vespi 1 0 0.00 2.0 1 0 1 3
Pérez 3 0 0.6015.0 14 1 7 16
López 3 2 1.1623.1 12 3 13 22
Reyes 0 0 1.59 5.2 4 1 1 3
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will remain on the roster after 
Sanchez was designated for as-
signment.

Kieboom update
Infielder Carter Kieboom had 

season-ending Tommy John sur-
gery Friday, and Martinez said it 
went well. He added that he be-
lieves Kieboom will be ready for 
2023 spring training as long as his 
recovery goes as planned. The 
24-year-old had been dealing 
with an elbow issue since March 
and did not play this season.

Robles was the Nationals’ last 
hope in the ninth, but he struck 
out looking.

Here’s what else to know about 
the doubleheader:

Machado gets the call
Washington called up right-

handed reliever Andres Machado 
from Class AAA Rochester to fill 
the 27th roster spot for the dou-
bleheader. 

Machado has a 2.45 ERA in 11 
innings, but Martinez has strug-
gled to find situations to use the 
29-year-old. He was optioned 
May 10 in favor of Carl Edwards 
Jr. Machado didn’t pitch in either 
game of the doubleheader but 

Baseball

BY SCOTT ALLEN

Within two months of celebrat-
ing their World Series triumph 
with a victory parade through the 
streets of downtown Miami, the 
1997 Florida Marlins were unrec-
ognizable. After spending 
$89 million on free agents and 
adding longtime manager Jim 
Leyland the previous offseason, 
owner H. Wayne Huizenga or-
dered then-general manager 
Dave Dombrowski to slash pay-
roll. Huizenga, who claimed he 
lost $34 million during the cham-
pionship season, had resolved to 
sell the team after failing to 
secure government support for a 
taxpayer-funded retractable-roof 
stadium.

“Baseball never has seen any-
thing like this perverse magic: a 
living, breathing champion 
sawed in half before our eyes,” 
The Washington Post’s Thomas 
Boswell wrote as the Marlins 
were in the midst of trading 
Bobby Bonilla, Moises Alou, De-
von White, Robb Nen, Kevin 
Brown, Al Leiter and Jeff Conine, 
the only starter remaining 
from their 1993 expansion sea-
son. “But here’s the trick: They’re 
not going to be put back togeth-
er.”

By the trade deadline in 1998, 
the Marlins’ payroll was a paltry 
$13 million. Not surprisingly, the 
team lost a franchise record 108 
games that season, finishing with 
a .333 winning percentage that 
remains the worst in baseball 
history by a defending World 
Series champion. It deserves a 

giant asterisk because the pan-
demic-shortened season was only 
60 games, but the Nationals’ .433 
winning percentage in 2020 
ranks second on that list.

Since the first World Series in 
1903, 18 teams have finished be-
low .500 the year after they won 
the championship. Five of those 
instances have occurred since the 
Marlins established the new low 
for post-World Series futility, 
most recently by Washington. 
The Atlanta Braves are in early 
danger of joining the club this 
season. Through 2020, the aver-
age winning percentage by a 
team the year after it won the 
World Series was .572.

A multiyear regression like the 
one the Nationals have experi-
enced since their World Series 
triumph, which came after a 19-31 
start, is even more rare. Barring 
another stunning turnaround, 
Washington is poised to become 
only the fourth champion to fin-
ish below .500 in each of its next 
three seasons. The group in-
cludes the 1918 Boston Red Sox 
and the 1993 Toronto Blue Jays, 
whose subsequent seasons were 
shortened because of World War I 
and the players’ strike, respec-
tively, and the 1997 Marlins. The 
2013 World Series champion  Red 
Sox are the only other team to 
finish below .500 in their first two 
years after winning a title. By 
contrast, 69 World Series cham-
pions have finished .500 or better 
in each of their next three sea-
sons.

Injuries and poor pitching 
doomed the Nationals’ hopes of 

repeating in 2020, while the pro-
hibition against fans in the 
stands because of the pandemic 
denied the team the windfall 
normally afforded a World Series 
champion. Washington’s fire sale 
would come at the trade deadline 
a year later, when General Man-
ager Mike Rizzo dealt Max Scher-
zer, Trea Turner, Kyle Schwarber, 
Brad Hand, Yan Gomes, Daniel 
Hudson, Josh Harrison and Jon 
Lester. Washington finished 2021 
with 97 losses and a .401 winning 
percentage that ranks fifth worst 
among teams in their second year 
after a World Series title.

Two months into this season, 
the Nationals were on pace for a 
team-record 108 losses. Their 
World Series championship, 
which fans never got the chance 
to celebrate in person in 2020, 
feels like ages ago. If Washington, 
which had a .397 winning per-
centage through Wednesday 
since winning the title, finishes 
with at least 98 losses in 2022, it 
will have a worse three-year win-
ning percentage post-champion-
ship than the dismantled 1997 
Marlins. (The Marlins’ .406 win-
ning percentage from 1998 to 
2000 ranks ahead of only Connie 
Mack’s 1914-16 Philadelphia Ath-
letics, who were swept in the 
World Series one year after their 
1913 championship and then, be-
set by defectors to the Federal 
League, won one-fourth of their 
games over the next two seasons 
for a three-year winning percent-
age of .382.)

This year’s ugly start continues 
a precipitous fall for a Nationals 

franchise that posted the fourth-
most wins in baseball from 2010 
to 2019. With the oldest roster in 
baseball the year they won the 
title, perhaps a World Series 
hangover was to be expected, but 
after last season’s teardown, it’s 
hard to see the light at the end of 
the tunnel.

“The plan is to reboot this 
thing in a quick manner,” Rizzo 
said Wednesday on 106.7 the Fan.

Here’s a closer look at the three 
teams to finish below .500 in at 
least their first three years after 
winning the World Series — and 
when they returned to contender 
status.

1918 Boston Red Sox
Led by two-way star Babe 

Ruth, the Red Sox went 75-51 to 
capture the American League 
pennant by 21/2 games over the 
Cleveland Indians in a season cut 
short by World War I. The Red 
Sox defeated the Chicago Cubs in 
the World Series for their fifth 
title. It would be their last until 
2004.

1919: 66-71-1, sixth in  AL, 
201/2 games back

Boston opened the season as 
the American League favorite but 
failed to meet expectations. 
Pitching was primarily to blame; 
Carl Mays and Sam Jones strug-
gled to repeat their 1918 success. 
In his final year with the Red Sox, 
Ruth hit 29 home runs.

1920: 72-81-1, fifth in AL, 
251/2 games back

After trading Ruth to the Yan-
kees during the offseason, the 
Red Sox opened the year a sur-

prising 10-2. By the end of June, 
they were 11 games back of first-
place New York.

1921: 75-79, fifth in  AL, 
231/2 games back

Ruth hit 59 home runs for the 
Yankees, who repeated as AL 
champs. The Red Sox hit 17 
round-trippers as a team.

And then what happened?
Things got worse before they 

got better. The Red Sox lost 93 
games in 1922 and finished last in 
the AL eight times in the next 
nine years. Boston didn’t make it 
back to the World Series until 
1946.

1993 Toronto Blue Jays
After winning 95 games, the 

Blue Jays defeated the Philadel-
phia Phillies on Joe Carter’s walk-
off home run in Game 6 to cap-
ture their second straight World 
Series title.

1994: 55-60, third  in  AL East, 
16 games back

 Even before the strike ended 
the season in August, Toronto’s 
bid to become the first team in 20 
years to win three consecutive 
titles was doomed. Starting pitch-
ers Dave Stewart and Juan Guz-
man struggled, finishing with 
ERAs of 5.87 and 5.68. Toronto 
suffered its first losing season in 
12 years.

1995: 56-88, fifth  in  AL East, 
30 games back

The Blue Jays’ .405 winning 
percentage was their worst since 
1980. Closer Duane Ward ap-
peared in only four games after 
missing the entire 1994 campaign 
with a rotator cuff injury.

1996: 74-88, fourth  in  AL 
East, 18 games back

Young slugger Carlos Delgado 
hit 25 homers and Ed Sprague hit 
a team-high 36, but Toronto 
scored the second-fewest runs in 
the AL.

And then what happened?
The Blue Jays finished last in 

the AL East in 1997 before climb-
ing back above .500 and posting 
their first of six consecutive third-
place finishes the following year. 
Toronto didn’t return to the post-
season until 2015.

1997 Florida Marlins
In only their fifth season, the 

Marlins won 92 games and be-
came the first wild card to win the 
World Series.

1998: 54-108, fifth  in  NL 
East, 52 games back

The gutted Marlins’ ERA was a 
league-worst 5.18.

1999: 64-98, fifth  in  NL East, 
39 games back

Florida’s pitching improved, 
but its offense was the worst in 
the league.

2000: 79-82, third  in  NL 
East, 151/2 games back

The Marlins returned to re-
spectability behind Cliff Floyd 
and a young lineup featuring 
Derrek Lee, Preston Wilson and 
Luis Castillo.

And then what happened?
Florida won its second World 

Series title in 2003, again as a 
wild card. The Marlins have made 
one playoff appearance since.

Neil Greenberg contributed to this 
report.

ANALYSIS

The Nats’ extended World Series hangover has few peers

NATIONALS ON DECK

vs.  Colorado Rockies

Today 1:35 MASN2

at New York Mets

Tomorrow 7:10 MASN

Tuesday 7:10 MASN

Wednesday 1:10 MASN

at Cincinnati Reds

Thursday 6:40 MASN

Friday 6:40 MASN

Saturday 4:10 MASN

June 5 1:40 MASN

Radio: WJFK (106.7 FM)

PHOTOS BY JONATHAN NEWTON/THE WASHINGTON POST

“For there to be a lot of home runs, you have to hit the first one first,” said Victor Robles, left, who went nearly 10 months without a homer.

GAME 1

Nationals 13, Rockies 7
ROCKIES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Joe dh .............................5 1 1 1 0 1 .278
Daza lf ............................4 1 2 0 1 0 .370
Blackmon rf....................5 1 3 1 0 0 .234
Cron 1b ...........................5 1 2 3 0 2 .311
McMahon 3b...................5 0 0 0 0 2 .247
Rodgers 2b .....................3 1 1 0 1 0 .244
Grichuk cf .......................4 2 2 0 0 0 .279
Iglesias ss ......................4 0 1 1 0 0 .305
Díaz c ..............................3 0 0 1 0 2 .209 
TOTALS 38 7 12 7 2 7 —

NATIONALS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Hernández 2b .................5 1 2 0 0 0 .282
Thomas lf .......................4 1 0 0 1 2 .198
Soto rf ............................4 1 1 0 1 1 .232
Cruz dh ...........................3 2 1 2 2 0 .231
Bell 1b ............................4 3 2 0 1 0 .301
Franco 3b........................5 1 2 2 0 1 .257
Adams c..........................3 3 1 2 2 1 .208
Robles cf.........................4 1 3 6 0 0 .248
Escobar ss ......................5 0 2 1 0 1 .220 
TOTALS 37 13 14 13 7 6 —

COLORADO ............. 310 300 000 — 7 12 1
WASHINGTON........ 530 300 02X — 13 14 0

E: Daza (1). LOB: Colorado 7, Washington 8. 2B: Iglesias 
(10), Soto (9), Franco 2 (13), Hernández (12), Escobar 
(4). HR: Cron (13), off Sanchez; Robles (1), off Goud-
eau; Adams (3), off Stephenson. RBI: Cron 3 (37), Igle-
sias (14), Díaz (8), Joe (13), Blackmon (19), Cruz 2 (26), 
Robles 6 (19), Escobar (8), Franco 2 (23), Adams 2 (5). 
SB: Robles (2), Grichuk (2). SF: Díaz. 
ROCKIES IP H R ER BB SO NP ERA
Gomber .................... 11/3 7 8 8 3 1 59 5.51
Goudeau.................... 22/3 4 3 3 3 3 64 7.08
Chacín ..........................2 1 0 0 1 0 34 6.38
Estévez ........................1 0 0 0 0 2 14 5.79
Stephenson..................1 2 2 2 0 0 15 5.56

NATIONALS IP H R ER BB SO NP ERA
Sanchez .................... 32/3 8 7 7 0 3 75 8.33
Ramírez .......................2 2 0 0 2 1 38 2.25
Edwards Jr. ............... 11/3 1 0 0 0 2 19 2.45
Arano ...........................2 1 0 0 0 1 36 3.92 

WP: Ramírez (1-0); LP: Gomber (2-5). Inherited run-
ners-scored: Goudeau 3-3, Ramírez 1-1, Edwards Jr. 
1-0. HBP: Goudeau (Escobar), Chacín (Robles). WP: 
Gomber, Goudeau. T: 3:37. A: 20,294 (41,339). 

HOW THEY SCORED
ROCKIES FIRST
Connor Joe grounds out. Yonathan Daza singles. Charlie 
Blackmon singles. Yonathan Daza to second. C.J. Cron 
homers, Charlie Blackmon scores, Yonathan Daza 
scores. Ryan McMahon strikes out swinging. Brendan 
Rodgers grounds out.
Rockies 3, Nationals 0
NATIONALS FIRST
Cesar Hernandez singles. Lane Thomas flies out. Juan 
Soto doubles. Cesar Hernandez to third. Nelson Cruz 
singles, Juan Soto scores, Cesar Hernandez scores. 
Josh Bell singles. Nelson Cruz to second. Maikel Franco 
strikes out swinging. Riley Adams walks. Victor Robles 
singles, Riley Adams to second, Josh Bell scores, Nel-
son Cruz scores. Alcides Escobar singles, Victor Robles 
to third, Riley Adams scores. Cesar Hernandez lines 
out.
Nationals 5, Rockies 3
ROCKIES SECOND
Randal Grichuk singles. Jose Iglesias doubles, Randal 
Grichuk scores. Elias Diaz flies out. Connor Joe called 
out on strikes. Yonathan Daza lines out.
Nationals 5, Rockies 4
NATIONALS SECOND
Lane Thomas walks. Juan Soto flies out. Nelson Cruz 
walks. Lane Thomas to second. Josh Bell singles. Nel-
son Cruz to second. Lane Thomas to third. Maikel Fran-
co doubles, Josh Bell to third, Nelson Cruz scores, Lane 
Thomas scores. Riley Adams called out on strikes. Vic-
tor Robles singles, Maikel Franco to third, Josh Bell 
scores. Alcides Escobar called out on strikes.
Nationals 8, Rockies 4
ROCKIES FOURTH
Brendan Rodgers singles. Randal Grichuk singles. Bren-
dan Rodgers to second. Jose Iglesias flies out. Brendan 
Rodgers to third. Elias Diaz out on a sacrifice fly, Bren-
dan Rodgers scores. Connor Joe singles, Randal Grichuk 
scores. Yonathan Daza singles. Connor Joe to second. 
Charlie Blackmon singles, Yonathan Daza to third, Con-
nor Joe scores. C.J. Cron pops out.
Nationals 8, Rockies 7
NATIONALS FOURTH
Josh Bell walks. Maikel Franco lines out. Josh Bell to 
second. Throwing error by Yonathan Daza. Riley Adams 
walks. Victor Robles homers, Riley Adams scores,  Josh 
Bell scores. Alcides Escobar pops out. Cesar Hernandez 
flies out.
Nationals 11, Rockies 7
NATIONALS EIGHTH
Josh Bell flies out. Maikel Franco doubles. Riley Adams 
homers, Maikel Franco scores. Victor Robles pops out. 
Alcides Escobar flies out.
Nationals 13, Rockies 7

GAME 2

Rockies 3, Nationals 2
ROCKIES AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Joe rf ..............................4 0 0 0 1 2 .272
Grichuk rf .......................0 0 0 0 0 0 .279
Daza cf............................5 1 1 1 0 0 .361
Blackmon dh...................5 0 2 1 0 1 .239
Cron 1b ...........................3 1 2 0 1 0 .317
Rodgers 2b .....................5 0 1 0 0 0 .243
Iglesias ss ......................4 0 3 1 0 0 .319
Hilliard lf ........................3 0 1 0 1 0 .167
Hampson 3b ...................3 0 0 0 0 1 .150
McMahon 3b...................0 0 0 0 0 0 .247
Serven c..........................4 1 0 0 0 1 .263 
TOTALS 36 3 10 3 3 5 —

NATIONALS AB R H BI BB SO AVG
Hernández 2b .................4 1 1 0 0 2 .281
Ruiz c ..............................4 0 1 0 0 0 .281
Soto rf ............................3 0 0 0 1 2 .228
Cruz dh ...........................4 0 2 1 0 2 .238
Bell 1b ............................4 0 0 0 0 2 .294
Hernandez lf...................4 1 1 1 0 0 .307
Franco 3b........................4 0 1 0 0 1 .257
Strange-Gordon ss.........4 0 1 0 0 0 .280
Robles cf.........................4 0 1 0 0 2 .248 
TOTALS 35 2 8 2 1 11 —

COLORADO ............. 002 000 100 — 3 10 0
WASHINGTON........ 100 001 000 — 2 8 2

E: Franco (7), Robles (4). LOB: Colorado 11, Washington 
7. 2B: Hernández (13), Cruz 2 (5), Franco (14), Ruiz 
(11), Strange-Gordon (1). HR: Hernandez (4), off Kuhl. 
RBI: Daza (9), Blackmon (20), Iglesias (15), Cruz (27), 
Hernandez (23). SB: Robles (3), Strange-Gordon (2). S: 
Hampson. 
ROCKIES IP H R ER BB SO NP ERA
Kuhl .......................... 61/3 7 2 2 1 7 95 3.56
Kinley........................ 12/3 1 0 0 0 3 27 1.00
Bard .............................1 0 0 0 0 1 12 3.12

NATIONALS IP H R ER BB SO NP ERA
Adon.............................6 6 2 0 2 3 89 6.08
Finnegan .....................1 3 1 1 0 1 17 3.44
Cishek ..........................2 1 0 0 1 1 27 4.26 

WP: Kuhl (4-2); LP: Finnegan (1-1); S: Bard (11). Inher-
ited runners-scored: Kinley 1-0. HBP: Adon (Cron). T: 
2:53. A: 26,535 (41,339). 

HOW THEY SCORED
NATIONALS FIRST
Cesar Hernandez doubles. Keibert Ruiz lines out. Cesar 
Hernandez to third. Juan Soto strikes out swinging. 
Nelson Cruz doubles, Cesar Hernandez scores. Josh Bell 
lines out.
Nationals 1, Rockies 0
ROCKIES THIRD
Garrett Hampson grounds out. Brian Serven reaches on 
error, advances to second. Throwing error by Maikel 
Franco. Connor Joe grounds out. Yonathan Daza sin-
gles, advances to second, Brian Serven scores. Throw-
ing error by Victor Robles. Charlie Blackmon singles, 
Yonathan Daza scores. C.J. Cron hit by pitch. Charlie 
Blackmon to second. Brendan Rodgers grounds out.
Rockies 2, Nationals 1
NATIONALS SIXTH
Nelson Cruz strikes out swinging. Josh Bell strikes out 
swinging. Yadiel Hernandez homers. Maikel Franco 
pops out.
Rockies 2, Nationals 2
ROCKIES SEVENTH
Yonathan Daza grounds out. Charlie Blackmon called 
out on strikes. C.J. Cron singles. Brendan Rodgers sin-
gles. C.J. Cron to second. Jose Iglesias singles, C.J. Cron 
scores, Brendan Rodgers out at third.
Rockies 3, Nationals 2

Franco throwing error and scored 
on a two-out single by Yonathan 
Daza.

Daza advanced to second when 
Robles missed the cutoff man — 
his throw bounced off the pitch-
er’s mound and over the head of 
Adon and catcher Keibert Ruiz, 
who was behind the plate. Charlie 
Blackmon made Adon pay for 
Robles’s error with an RBI single 
to give the Rockies a 2-1 lead.

After Yadiel Hernandez let the 
Nationals level the score, the 
Rockies took the lead right back 
with three two-out singles off 
Kyle Finnegan in the seventh, 
including the go-ahead hit by José 
Iglesias. Colorado finished with 
10 hits — all singles.

Dee Strange-Gordon’s double 
to start the bottom half presented 
the perfect opportunity for Rob-
les to produce again. Batting 
ninth this time, Robles attempted 
to bunt Strange-Gordon to third 
base but fouled off two pitches 
before popping out to the catcher 
on his third attempt.

“We didn’t want him bunting 
[with two strikes],” Martinez said. 
“He is seeing the ball; he is swing-
ing the bat better. So we’d rather 
see him try to drive in a run.”

Strange-Gordon ended up at 
third later in the inning and Cruz 
doubled in the eighth, but the 
Nationals couldn’t drive in the 
tying run either time. Seven of the 
Nationals’ eight hits went for ex-
tra bases (six doubles and Her-
nandez’s homer), but they some-
how managed just two runs.

a nine-game hitting streak in 
which he’s batting 15 for 32 (.469).

But after that, the Nationals 
didn’t score again until Yadiel 
Hernandez homered in the sixth 
to tie it at 2. The lack of support 
spoiled a solid outing by rookie 
Joan Adon and continued a trend. 
Washington had scored just 14 
runs in his nine outings entering 
Saturday.

Adon trimmed his ERA from 
6.97 to 6.08 over six innings in 
which he gave up six hits and two 
unearned runs. In the third, Brian 
Serven reached second base on a 

nated for assignment after the 
day’s second game. Stephen Stras-
burg is slated to make his second 
rehab start for the Fredericksburg 
Nationals on Sunday as he inches 
closer to a major league return, 
but it’s unclear who will fill San-
chez’s spot in the rotation until 
Strasburg returns.

Robles couldn’t deliver the 
same offensive spark in the night-
cap, going 1 for 4 with two strike-
outs. Cruz put the Nationals 
ahead with a double in the first 
inning that scored César Hernán-
dez, who also doubled. Cruz is on 

before Robles worked a full count 
against the Rockies’ Austin 
Gomber and pulled a single into 
left to put the Nationals ahead 4-3.

The Nationals chased Gomber 
after 11/3 innings. Maikel Franco’s 
double against reliever Ashton 
Goudeau brought home two runs, 
and Robles singled again to score 
Josh Bell and make it 8-4.

It has been a journey at the 
plate in his six-year career, and 
this season has been no different. 
Robles, 25, started 0 for 18 with 
seven strikeouts as he worked 
through swing adjustments with 
hitting coach Darnell Coles. He 
recorded his first hit April 17 at 
Pittsburgh, beginning a 13-game 
stretch in which he went 15 for 40 
and raised his average to .259. But 
that had tumbled to .228 entering 
Saturday.

“It’s him putting in the time, 
putting in the work with [Coles] 
every day, and he’s swinging a lot 
better,” Martinez said. “We’re try-
ing to get him not to chase and 
stay in the zone. He did really well 
today. He took some really tough 
pitches and he laid off them, 
which is great.”

Robles finished 3 for 4 to boost 
his batting average to .248. The 
Nationals had 14 hits, and all nine 
batters reached base — helping 
the team overcome another 
rough outing by Sanchez. He al-
lowed seven earned runs in 32/3 

innings, inflating his ERA to 8.33 
in seven starts, then was desig-

NATIONALS FROM D1

Robles rises as Nats split with Colorado

Nationals starter Aaron Sanchez was rocked for seven earned runs 
in 32/3 innings of Game 1  and was later designated for assignment.
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landed on mobile home park 
ownership, he said in a recent 
interview, “to spend as little time 
as possible working so that I 
would have the free time to do the 
things that I really enjoy.”

Among his first purchases, in 
1986, was El Dorado Mobile Coun-
try Club in Palm Springs, a 377-
site park for which Goldstein paid 
$7.7 million. He immediately be-
gan applying for significant rent 
increases. The park’s tenants and 
the city resisted, resulting in  court 
fights a judge later described as 
having a tenor of “mutual dis-
trust.”

Mobile home residents’ vulner-
ability to opportunistic landlords 
— having invested in property on 
land they don’t own — has led 
states and municipalities to enact 
laws to protect them, including 
separate rent control provisions.

And in the mid-1980s, some 
California mobile home resi-
dents, seeking to counteract rent 
hikes and park closures, began 
exploring the concept of banding 
together to buy their own parks 
and subdivide them. In response, 
legislators enacted laws facilitat-
ing the conversion of mobile 
home parks to condo-style subdi-
visions.

Those laws were intended as a 
benefit to mobile home residents, 
but Goldstein saw an opportunity 
to apply to subdivide his own 
property and, in doing so, defeat 
rent control. If one tenant pur-
chased a plot from Goldstein after 
such a conversion, the entire park 
would by law then be exempt 
from local rent control. Goldstein 
would be free to charge most of 
them whatever he wanted.

In 1993, he applied to convert 
El Dorado into a subdivision. 
When Palm Springs intervened, 
he sued. His lawyers claimed it 
would benefit the residents to 
own their plots, but the residents 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

just one of those greedy land-
lords.”

In fact, Goldstein suggested, it 
was the tenants who fought back 
who were the greedy ones.

“These aren’t just needy people 
who can’t afford to pay more,” he 
said. “These are all people, re-
gardless of their wealth, that are 
allowed to get away with paying 
only 50 percent of market value.”

From $413 to $1,032
In 1993, William Smalley, a 53-

year-old divorced trucker, moved 
into Carson’s Colony Cove Mobile 
Estates. He purchased his mobile 
home from his former Army pla-
toon leader for $43,000. Resi-
dents typically own their mobile 
homes but rent the land under 
them. Smalley’s initial monthly 
rent was $328, and Carson’s mo-
bile home rent control ordinance 
was in place to keep it in check.

In 2006, Smalley retired after 
32 years of hauling propane on an 
18-wheeler. He cashed in his 
401(k), paid off all of his debts 
(including  his mobile home) and 
settled in for what looked like a 
stable retirement in a gated com-
munity of hundreds of fellow sen-
iors. “I was in dreamland,” Small-
ey said.

But that year, Goldstein bought 
Colony Cove. He then applied to 
raise rents from an average of 
$413 to $1,032, sending Smalley 
and his neighbors scrambling. 
Most of them lived off their Social 
Security checks and felt they 
could not leave Colony Cove. They 
had equity in their mobile homes, 
which despite their name can be 
difficult  to move.

By then, Goldstein already had 
been notorious for two decades 
among mobile home park resi-
dents in Southern California. The 
son of a Wisconsin department 
store owner, Goldstein was edu-
cated in math, physics and busi-
ness at Stanford and UCLA. He 

willingness to take an interest all 
the way,” Goldstein said.

But that same persistence 
shows up in his much quieter 
four-decade career as a landlord, 
in ways that appear at odds with 
the politics of the most liberal 
league in major American sports. 
An owner of mobile home parks 
throughout California, most of 
them seniors-only, Goldstein has 
been unrelenting in his quest to 
defeat limits on the amount of 
rent he can charge his tenants, 
according to court records and 
interviews with tenants and the 
city officials with whom he has 
done battle.

Goldstein has filed dozens of 
legal claims against California 
municipalities, seeking damages 
totaling in the hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars, for blocking his 
plans to increase rents by as much 
as double or more. In justifying 
the rent hikes, which continued 
throughout the pandemic, he of-
ten claims economic hardship as 
a landlord. Once, records show, 
after pioneering a method that 
effectively stripped rent control 
from one of his parks, then defeat-
ing a city’s efforts to stop him, he 
sued the city for having tried — as 
a warning to others.

Throughout it all, Goldstein 
has dismissed the objections of 
tenants who protested that, in 
gilding his own retirement, he’s 
ruining theirs.

Bill Wynder, an attorney who 
has represented Palm Springs and 
Carson in those cities’ decades-
long battles against Goldstein, 
said the rent control laws Gold-
stein has attacked are vital to his 
tenants’ delicate living situations. 
“He didn’t particularly care, in my 
view, about the impact that would 
have on his largely fixed-income 
population,” Wynder said.

When asked whether Gold-
stein was the most problematic 
landlord faced by those cities dur-

He has become part of the NBA 
spectacle, instantly recognizable 
in his unique version of haute 
couture — the lizard-skin hat, the 
bandanna tied around his neck, 
the garish leather jacket — and 
accompanied by one of a rotating 
cast of fashion models five dec-
ades his junior. His devotion to 
the sport has earned him praise 
from top players and executives 
alike, with former NBA commis-
sioner David Stern once lauding 
him as the “largest investor in 
NBA tickets in the world.”

Last summer, the Naismith 
Memorial Basketball Hall of 
Fame unveiled the James F. Gold-
stein SuperFan Gallery, display-
ing some of his gaudiest jackets 
and other memorabilia. The hon-
or came after he made a donation 
of an undisclosed amount.

Goldstein also lives in, and 
drives, future museum pieces. His 
home near Beverly Hills, built in 
1963, was designed by famed ar-
chitect John Lautner. Goldstein is 
constantly building around it, 
with his next big planned addi-
tion being an in-home theater; 
throughout his estate, walls and 
shelves are lined with framed 
photos of him with various celeb-
rities. In 2016, Goldstein, who has 
never married and has no chil-
dren, bequeathed the home and 
its contents to the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art, along 
with his 1961 Rolls-Royce Silver 
Cloud.

The house and the basketball 
fandom represent his greatest 
traits, Goldstein said, after calling 
it a workday at 11 a.m. and stroll-
ing the grounds with a reporter. 
He is proud he has taken what he 
calls his “passions”— for basket-
ball, fashion and architecture — 
and manifested them in a way 
that will remain after he’s gone. 
“It represents my patience and 
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Michael Jordan doesn’t hit that 
championship-clinching 
jumper against the Utah Jazz in 
1998.

Add Butler’s Game 6 
performance to that same top 
shelf. Only Wilt Chamberlain 
scored more points (50) than 
Butler in a road playoff win 
while facing elimination. The 
player with the third-most 
points in the same scenario? 
Tatum, who scored 46 points in 
Game 6 against the Bucks in 
the previous round.

On Sunday, legacies will be 
on the line. Butler already 
seemed to understand that in 
Game 6; Tatum and Brown did 
not. To use Heat teammate Kyle 
Lowry’s description on how 
Butler seized the moment the 
way a superstar should: “It’s 
 f---ing incredible.”

His may need the bleep 
button, but Butler’s narrative 
keeps growing. Maybe some 
mature words could help the 
young Boston stars as they try 
to write their own legacies.

mistakes with his own story, 
Butler showed up on the next 
Miami possession, swooping in 
from near the right baseline 
and scoring through Al 
Horford’s foul.

“Sometimes you just need 
your best players and your guy 
to make plays,” Spoelstra said. 
“He was able to do that in those 
moments of truth.”

There may not be a more 
compelling drama in sports 
than Game 7, but often the 
preceding matchup can be just 
as thrilling. We don’t get the 
indelible image of LeBron, 
hunched forward and eyes 
menacing, if he doesn’t first 
save the Heat against Boston in 
Game 6 of the 2012 East finals. 
Klay Thompson doesn’t call 
himself “Game 6 Klay” without 
his legacy-making performance, 
willing the Warriors past the 
Oklahoma City Thunder in 2016 
on a night they could’ve been 
eliminated. And there’s no Jay-Z 
shout-out to “Jackson . . . Tyson 
. . . Jordan — Game 6” if 

then spent the night writing 
more chapters in the book of 
Playoff Jimmy.

“D-Wade never hits me until 
his voice is really, really needed. 
And it was,” Butler said. “I 
texted him and told him I 
appreciate him for it. Just to let 
me go out there, continue to 
build on that legacy and make 
sure that we win.”

At the same time, the two 
Boston stars — neither of them 
has earned such a cool 
nickname yet — went missing 
when their contributions 
mattered most. Together, they 
combined to attempt seven field 
goals in the second half.

As individuals, they looked 
more like the neophytes from 
2018 instead of the veterans 
they should be: Tatum spent the 
fourth quarter treating the ball 
as though it had been saturated 
in butter, committing four of 
his game-high seven turnovers, 
while Brown blew a pair of late 
free throws when the score was 
tied at 99. Overwriting their 

Nets, then dethroning the 
champion Milwaukee Bucks 
before taking on the Heat — the 
duo have silenced any lingering 
questions about how they may 
or may not fit together. Their 
partnership gave Boston all the 
context its story needed: Up 
three games to two, the Celtics 
were expected to win by their 
potential opponent waiting in 
the West. Draymond Green and 
the Golden State Warriors had 
just punched their ticket to the 
Finals on Thursday when Green 
predicted on TNT, “We’re going 
to play Boston.”

And they were on their home 
floor where with a win the 
 24-year-old Tatum would have 
hoisted the trophy named after 
Boston’s favorite, Larry Bird, as 
the first Eastern Conference 
finals MVP.

With a win, Tatum and 
Brown would’ve elevated into 
the rare green air of Celtics 
lore. But Butler had a talk with 
Wade, ignored the lingering 
inflammation in his right knee, 

Hayward’s tenure in Boston, 
and the Kyrie Irving cameo 
lasted only two years and 
produced vitriol that will 
endure every time he sets foot 
on TD Garden’s parquet floor.

So without relying on a 
veteran superstar, the young 
tandem learned from their 
early highs and lows (the seven-
game Eastern Conference finals 
against the LeBron James-led 
Cleveland Cavaliers during 
Tatum’s rookie season), 
developed into stars themselves 
and this season pulled Boston 
out of the play-in picture and 
into championship contention.

Through each round of the 
playoffs —  sweeping Irving, 
Kevin Durant and the Brooklyn 

“Jimmy Butler is a great 
competitor; he really is,” Heat 
Coach Erik Spoelstra said, using 
his star’s full name because just 
“Jimmy” doesn’t cut it anymore. 
“You can mis-define him in a lot 
of different ways, but his 
competitive will is as high as 
anybody that has played this 
game. He put his fingerprints on 
this game.”

Boston could use more of 
Jayson Tatum’s and Jaylen 
Brown’s impressions on Game 7. 
The two have grown up 
together as professionals, the 
baby Celtics who never had 
much use for a big brother. 
Injuries ruined Gordon 
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CANDACE BUCKNER

In Game 6, Butler seized  
the day and the narrative

ALISHA JUCEVIC FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

William  Smalley, 81, is one of the seniors who live in Colony Cove Mobile Estates, a Carson, Calif., mobile home park owned by James  Goldstein, who has fought cities in court to have  rent controls removed. 

ments in California.”
But when pressed on the issue 

this time, Goldstein said his prop-
erties, which he likes to call “man-
ufactured housing communities,” 
are well-maintained, featuring 
amenities such as swimming 
pools and billiards tables. He de-
scribed his aggressive tactics as 
necessary to stay afloat, given lo-
cal policies suppressing rent in-
creases.

“Even though I am a liberal, I 
don’t believe that rent control is 
fair,” Goldstein said. “It’s easy for 
someone not in the business to get 
a quick glance at my business and 
come to the conclusion that I’m 

ing his tenure as their lawyer, 
Wynder responded: “Times one 
thousand.”

“He’s been a bully and a thorn 
in our side,”  Carson Mayor Lula 
Davis-Holmes said. Of Goldstein 
being honored by the Basketball 
Hall of Fame and the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art, the mayor 
said: “He’s buying his legacy. 
You’re robbing from the poor to 
pay the rich.”

In the past, Goldstein has 
brushed aside questions concern-
ing his professional life, instead 
burnishing his image as the NBA’s 
mystery man while vaguely chalk-
ing up his wealth to “land invest-

NBA ‘SuperFan’ 
presses cities 

on rent control

RODIN ECKENROTH/GETTY IMAGES

 Goldstein, known for  his lizard-skin hat and garish leather jackets, 
has season tickets to both Lakers and  Clippers home games.  
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cludes memorabilia belonging to 
other super fans, such as Toronto 
Raptors supporter Nav Bhatia.

According to Scott Zuffelato, 
the Hall’s vice president of philan-
thropy, the gallery was part of an 
effort to raise roughly $25 million 
for an expansion. Zuffelato and 
Goldstein would not say how 
much of that goal was provided by 
Goldstein.

When asked whether the Hall 
had concerns about Goldstein’s 
tactics as a landlord, Zuffelato 
said: “We really have focused on 
his basketball and the fandom 
he’s created around the game and 
what he’s done for the game. 
That’s where I’d leave it, because 
that’s what our world is.”

Goldstein also said he’s un-
bothered by the complaints of the 
senior citizens whose rising rents 
are partly to thank for his globe-
trotting lifestyle and the honors 
he has received. “I don’t care 
about their negative opinions 
about me,” Goldstein said of the 
tenants, “but I do care about im-
posing hardships on them — 
which I haven’t done.”

It’s unclear whether Gold-
stein’s aggressive methods have 
done much for his portfolio. San-
dy Marsh, one of Goldstein’s clos-
est friends who has worked with 
him in real estate, said Goldstein’s 
fortune from mobile home parks 
has been built by him doing noth-
ing. “Frankly, anybody who 
bought real estate, especially in-
vestment properties, 40 years ago 
is going to be looking quite good,” 
Marsh said.

By Goldstein’s own account, El 
Dorado hasn’t been the master-
stroke he expected upon stripping 
it of rent control. The Palm 
Springs park is riddled with va-
cancies after residents pried their 
homes out of the ground or aban-
doned them.

In Carson, residents say they 
still feel vulnerable to Goldstein’s 
whims, such as his decision to 
remove the guards from the secu-
rity gate at Colony Cove, which 
they say has led to burglaries and 
muggings. (Goldstein said that 
he had only recently been made 
aware of the residents’ com-
plaints about rising crime and 
that he “intend[s] to follow up 
and pursue the possibility” of 
reinstating the guards.) And each 
year, the park’s seniors get a 
letter from Goldstein’s attorneys 
informing them that he is reserv-
ing his right to subdivide the 
property — and potentially 
throw their living situation into 
limbo.

“Every time this letter comes 
out, I get 50 phone calls” from 
concerned residents, said Small-
ey, now a spokesperson for the 
Colony Cove homeowners’ associ-
ation.

But Smalley said for the most 
part, following Carson’s victories 
over Goldstein in court, his neigh-
bors are on to fearing the next 
landlord. “We’ve had an opportu-
nity to listen to his story in the 
courtroom and watch him lose 
and lose and lose,” Smalley said. 
“So the majority of the people 
here say: ‘I don’t give a damn 
about Goldstein. What I do give a 
damn about is, when he dies, 
who’s going to buy us?’ ”

Still, Goldstein has continued 
to steadily seek rent increases, 
including during the pandemic. 
He has applied for eight rent hikes 
in Carson since March 2020, ac-
cording to city attorney Soltani. 
Goldstein defended those appli-
cations as necessary because of 
the “long, expensive process” to 
increase rents in that city.

“I would say it’s not a good 
thing to do if you’re going to be a 
good corporate citizen,” Wynder, 
the attorney, said of raising rents 
on seniors who already spent 
much of the pandemic isolated in 
their mobile homes. “But if your 
goal is to maximize profits so that 
you can afford front-row seats to 
Lakers and Clippers games, then 
you do what you have to do, I 
guess.”

opposed it — and the city argued 
Goldstein was simply attempting 
to “secure a lifetime exemption 
from rent control.”

A judge later said, “This ap-
pears to be the first case in which 
the park owner has attempted to 
convert a park to resident owner-
ship despite the opposition of the 
park residents.”

A judge dismissed his claim, 
but Goldstein appealed. In 2002, 
an appellate court ruled that, 
while it was “concerned” that the 
law was being used to “evade local 
rent control” because of a legisla-
tive oversight, there was no legal 
basis for the city to impose condi-
tions on potential “sham” conver-
sions.

Palm Springs’ attorneys re-
lented, citing mounting legal 
costs. “The city just said, you 
know, we have fought the good 
fight as long we could fight it,” 
said Wynder, who was city attor-
ney at the time. He said the city’s 
focus turned to minimizing the 
damage the conversion could do. 
As part of that agreement, the 
city agreed to subsidize Gold-
stein’s plan by making loans to 
residents to purchase their lots.

But after striking that deal, 
Goldstein sued Palm Springs 
again, this time for $6 million, 
claiming the city’s lost fight had 
cost him income. Goldstein’s at-
torney said at the time that the 
lawsuit was intended to “send a 
message to Palm Springs and oth-
er cities that it can be very expen-
sive to follow political whims and 
not the law.” The city settled that 
suit for just under $1 million.

Goldstein then waged success-
ful court battles to gain similar 
approval to subdivide some of his 
other mobile home parks. He 
didn’t go through with those con-
versions, saying he got approval 
to keep his “options open.” And 
within a year and a half of his coup 
in Palm Springs, at least a dozen 
mobile home park owners around 
the state followed his lead, includ-
ing by suing municipalities to 
submit to their applications to 
convert their parks, according to a 
state Senate-produced report. 
That trend continued until 2013, 
when then-Gov. Jerry Brown 
signed a law limiting landlords’ 
ability to subdivide their parks 
over the objections of residents.

But Wynder said Goldstein ap-
peared unconcerned about the im-
pact the tactics he pioneered were 
having on seniors worried that 
they could lose their homes. The 
attorney recalled a rent control 
meeting at which one of his ten-
ants waved a bag of pills from the 
dais and said, “This is what Jim 
Goldstein is doing to my life.”

Goldstein wasn’t there to see it, 
Wynder said. He was at a basket-
ball game.

When asked about this epi-
sode, Goldstein scoffed at the 
suggestion that he was victimiz-
ing his tenants. He said he was 
the one being taken advantage of, 
in that rent control had made his 
tenants’ mobile homes more 
valuable by suppressing the rent.

“Do you realize that these peo-
ple have homes that, if they were 
in a dealer’s lot, they’d be worth 
$10,000?” Goldstein said. “But be-
cause those rents are 50 percent 
market, those people’s homes sell 
for $200,000.”

Wins and losses
Carson, a blue-collar city in 

southeast Los Angeles County 
dotted by abandoned wells from a 
bygone oil rush, is home to rough-
ly two dozen mobile home parks, 
constituting a sizable portion of 
its population of under 100,000. 
The city has long had on its books 
its own laws protecting mobile 
home residents from steep rent 
increases, empowering a city 
board to ensure increases are 
“fair, just and reasonable.”

For two decades before he 
bought Colony Cove, Goldstein 
owned the park across the street, 
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ment.” Goldstein appealed to the 
Supreme Court, but the justices 
declined to review the case.

Goldstein is still bitter about 
the loss. He argued that Carson 
had directly targeted him with a 
rent control guideline, published 
after he purchased Colony Cove, 
which stated landlords couldn’t 
bill their tenants for their own 
mortgage interest.

“It would be like being in a 
basketball game and having the 
rules changed in the middle of the 
game,” Goldstein said.

Prominence and profit
Goldstein couldn’t make it to 

the unveiling of the Hall of Fame 
gallery in his name last June. He 
was recovering from having badly 
stubbed his toe on a rock while 
walking on the beach in the Sey-
chelles.

The SuperFan Gallery is situat-
ed prominently above the hard-
wood court that is the centerpiece 
of the museum in Springfield, 
Mass. It features an oversize pho-
to of Goldstein shaking hands 
with superstar point guard Chris 
Paul. In addition to Goldstein’s 
jackets and  hat and a digital dis-
play about him, the gallery in-

Goldstein’s decades-long fight 
with Carson culminated in a 2016 
federal trial after he sued the city 
for years of suppressed rent hikes 
at Colony Cove. Arguing that offi-
cials were forcing him “to shoul-
der an affordable housing burden 
that should be borne by the City 
taxpayers as a whole,” Goldstein’s 
lawsuit claimed rent control on 
his mobile home park amounted 
to an “unconstitutional taking” of 
millions of dollars in lost profits.

Carson provided a bus that 
brought the seniors of Colony 
Cove to U.S. District Court in 
downtown Los Angeles to watch 
the proceedings. Goldstein testi-
fied for parts of two days. His 
attorney argued that “constitu-
tional rights involve issues that 
are very important to only a few 
people — one person’s life, one 
person’s liberty or one man’s 
property in the City of Carson.”

The jurors agreed. They re-
turned a verdict in his favor, and 
Carson was ordered to pay Gold-
stein $7.5 million. But then the 
city appealed, and a higher court 
reversed the judgment, finding 
the denials of his rent increases 
“could not be characterized as a 
physical invasion by the govern-

body,” Goldstein said.
All but $5 million of his pur-

chase of Colony Cove was fi-
nanced, and Goldstein felt it was 
his right to factor his interest 
payments into a rent increase. If 
not, he said, he would lose up-
ward of $1 million per year — thus 
his proposed $600-plus hike on 
Smalley and the others.

Carson attorney Sunny Soltani 
said Goldstein, fresh off his victo-
ries in Palm Springs, had agreed 
to pay a premium for the park 
because he expected to defeat 
rent control in Carson as well by 
claiming he wasn’t making a 
profit. But the city said that his 
interest payments didn’t justify a 
rent increase and that his pro-
posal would have “dwarfed any 
rent increase awarded in the his-
tory” of its rent control ordi-
nance. Instead, the board grant-
ed him an increase of $36.74.

Goldstein sued, as he would in 
fighting for rent increases in each 
of the first five years he owned 
Colony Cove — even when he 
acknowledged a profit. In 2012, 
Goldstein said he made $180,000 
on the park but argued that was 
“far less than any reasonable in-
vestor would have expected.”

Carson Harbor Village. And he 
repeatedly sued the city for block-
ing or reducing his rent increases 
there.

His lawyers argued that the 
city’s ordinance — or as they 
called it, its “Rent Control 
Scheme” — violated the U.S. Con-
stitution in that it transferred 
property value from him, the 
landlord, to “politically powerful 
mobile home park residents.” 
Goldstein at one point even 
joined the rent control board he 
sought to destroy, but he said he 
was removed by city officials be-
cause he “knew the rent control 
ordinance too well.”

Despite this decades-long bat-
tle with Carson’s rent control or-
dinance, he still agreed to pay $23 
million for Colony Cove, the se-
niors-only park, in 2006. For all of 
his complaints about the effects of 
rent control on his profits, Gold-
stein acknowledged in a recent 
interview that investing in prop-
erties under rent control made for 
sound strategy, resulting in “less 
risk” because full occupancy is 
basically guaranteed.

“Certainly, buying a property 
where the rents are 50 percent of 
market would be enticing to any-

PHOTOS BY ALISHA JUCEVIC FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

Mobile home parks owner James Goldstein  says residents of his California properties are capitalizing financially on  rent control  
laws. Goldstein recently removed the security guard from one of his properties, and residents  say there has been a spike in crime.

sion. The Mystics continue to be 
careful with her back, which un-
derwent a pair of surgeries and 
kept her out of all but three games 
over the previous two seasons.

The two-time MVP is slated to 
play Tuesday at the Indiana Fever 
and also is set to be in the lineup at 
home Friday against the visiting 
New York Liberty. The Mystics ha-
ven’t decided on the plan for the 
game at Chicago on June 5.

Bench mob
The positive to all of the lineup 

changes and players moving in 
and out of action is that the Wash-
ington reserves have had plenty of 
opportunities. Williams had her 
best game with the Mystics on 
Saturday, and Rui Machida had a 
pair of highlight-reel passes and 
made a three-pointer. Hawkins 
saw her shots start to fall, making 
3 of 6, and Shatori Walker-Kim-
brough had some good moments.

Thibault is still tinkering with 
combinations but said the 
strength of this team is its depth.

said. “To athletes of any age, abili-
ty, level, team, sport or country — 
this is our teammate, a member of 
our global sports community. We 
need to stand up and stand togeth-
er to call for her release. Speak up. 
Speak out. And do not stop until 
BG is home.”

Missing in action
Both teams were shorthanded 

amid issues with the WNBA’s coro-
navirus health and safety proto-
cols. The Mystics were without 
starting forward Alysha Clark, who 
began showing symptoms Thurs-
day and was held out of practice.

The Sun was missing head 
coach Curt Miller and assistant 
Brandi Poole. That left assistant 
Chris Koclanes as the only coach 
available, so he ran the show. Con-
necticut also was without forward 
Joyner Holmes.

Delle Donne’s schedule
The Mystics’ Elena Delle Donne 

also sat out, but her absence was 
another load management deci-

tained in Russia, according to the 
U.S. State Department. She was 
taken into custody Feb. 17.

The Mystics players read a 
statement instead of discussing 
Saturday’s game and brought at-
tention to a petition to bring Gri-
ner home that involves the Wom-
en’s National Basketball Players 
Association.

“Brittney Griner is our team-
mate, our friend and our sister,” 
Williams said. “She’s a record 
breaker, a gold medalist, a wife, a 
daughter, a champion, a role mod-
el, an all-star and so much more. 
Right now, BG’s an American citi-
zen who’s been wrongfully de-
tained in Russia for 100 days. 
That’s 144,000 minutes. Anyone 
who’s followed us knows the pow-
er of the 144. We know that speak-
ing up together as a collective is 
game-, life- and world-changing.”

“To our sisters, brothers and 
colleagues in professional sports, 
sign the petition, hold your own 
media blackout. Please help us 
reach the White House,” Burke 

“We made four really bad defen-
sive mistakes on coverage that we 
just didn’t run right,” Thibault 
said of that final run by the Sun. 
“And we called a timeout and still 
didn’t run it right. . . . We started 
out the first quarter pretty well, 
but to end up shooting 40 percent 
against a good team, that’s hard.”

The Sun was led by DeWanna 
Bonner (14 points, seven re-
bounds), Alyssa Thomas (14 
points, 10 rebounds), Courtney 
Williams (14 points, seven assists) 
and Brionna Jones (13 points, 
eight rebounds). Ariel Atkins had 
13 points for the Mystics, and Eliz-
abeth Williams added 12 points 
and two blocks.

Here’s what else to know about 
the Mystics’ loss:

Standing up for Griner
Burke and Elizabeth Williams 

used their postgame media ses-
sion to speak up for Brittney Gri-
ner, who remains wrongfully de-

MYSTICS FROM D1

Burke again contributes, but Mystics can’t solve Sun

BY VIN A. CHERWOO

new york — Filip Chytil scored 
twice in the second period and the 
New York Rangers beat the Caro-
lina Hurricanes, 5-2, on Saturday 
night to force a deciding Game 7 in 
their second-round playoff series.

Tyler Motte and Mika Zibane-
jad scored in the first period to get 
New York started, Artemi Panarin 
tallied in the third and Adam Fox 
had two assists to help the Rang-
ers set a franchise record with 
their sixth straight home win this 
postseason. 

Igor Shesterkin stopped 37 
shots for New York, which has not 
lost at home since a three-over-
time  defeat to Pittsburgh in Game 

1 of the first round. The Rangers 
won their fourth straight elimina-
tion game, including Games 5, 6 
and 7 against the Penguins.

Shesterkin also had two assists, 
giving him three in 13 postseason 
games.

Brady Skjei had a goal and an 
assist and Vincent Trochek also 
scored for the Hurricanes. Caro-
lina fell to 0-6 on the road this 
postseason — becoming the first 
team in NHL history to lose its 
first six road playoff games   — to go 
along with a 7-0 mark at home. 

Antti Raanta was pulled after 
giving up three goals on 13 shots. 
Pyotr Kochetkov came on and fin-
ished with 10 saves.

Game 7 is back in Raleigh, N.C., 
on Monday night. The winner will 
open the Eastern Conference fi-
nals at home against Tampa Bay 
on Wednesday night.  

— Associated Press

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS

New York avoids elimination 
once again to force a  Game 7

RANGERS 5, 
HURRICANES 2
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Scoreboard

HOCKEY

Stanley Cup playoffs
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Best of seven; x-If necessary

EASTERN CONFERENCE 
HURRICANES AND RANGERS TIED, 3-3
Game 1:  at Carolina 2, N.Y. Rangers 1 (OT)
Game 2: at Carolina 2, N.Y. Rangers 0
Game 3: at N.Y. Rangers 3, Carolina 1
Game 4: at N.Y. Rangers 4, Carolina 1
Game 5: at Carolina 3, N.Y. Rangers 1
Game 6: at N.Y. Rangers 5, Carolina 2
Monday’s game: N.Y. Rangers at Carolina, 8, ESPN
LIGHTNING ELIMINATED PANTHERS, 4-0
Game 1: Tampa Bay 4, at Florida 1
Game 2: Tampa Bay 2, at Florida 1
Game 3: at Tampa Bay 5, Florida 1
Game 4: at Tampa Bay 2, Florida 0
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
OILERS ELIMINATED FLAMES, 4-1
Game 1: at Calgary 9, Edmonton  6
Game 2: Edmonton 5, at Calgary 3
Game 3: at Edmonton 4, Calgary 1
Game 4: at Edmonton 5, Calgary  3
Game 5: Edmonton 5, at Calgary 4 (OT)
AVALANCHE ELIMINATED  BLUES, 4-2
Game 1: at Colorado 3, St. Louis   2 (OT)
Game 2: St. Louis 4, at Colorado 1
Game 3: Colorado 5, at St. Louis 2
Game 4: Colorado 6, at St. Louis 3
Game 5: St. Louis 5, at Colorado 4 (OT)
Game 6: Colorado 3, at St. Louis 2

CONFERENCE FINALS
Best of seven; x-If necessary
EASTERN CONFERENCE
LIGHTNING VS.  HURRICANES-RANGERS 
WINNER 
TBD
WESTERN CONFERENCE
OILERS VS.  AVALANCHE
Tuesday’s game: Edmonton at Colorado, 8, TNT
Thursday’s game: Edmonton at Colorado, 8, TNT
Saturday’s game: Colorado at Edmonton, 8, TNT
Monday, June 6: Colorado at Edmonton, 8, TNT
x-Wednesday, June 8: Edmonton at Colorado, TBA
x-Friday, June 10: Colorado at Edmonton, TBA
x-Sunday, June 12: Edmonton at Colorado, TBA

STANLEY CUP FINALS
Best of seven
TBD

WNBA
EAST W L Pct GB
Connecticut ..................................6 2 .750 —
Washington..................................6 3 .667 1/2
Atlanta .........................................4 3 .571 11/2
Chicago .........................................4 3 .571 11/2
Indiana..........................................3 7 .300 4
New York......................................1 6 .143 41/2

WEST W L Pct GB
Las Vegas .....................................8 1 .889 —
Dallas............................................5 3 .625 21/2
Seattle..........................................4 3 .571 3
Los Angeles..................................3 6 .333 5
Phoenix.........................................2 5 .286 5
Minnesota ....................................2 6 .250 51/2

FRIDAY’S RESULTS
at Indiana 101, Los Angeles 96
at Seattle 79, New York 71 (OT)

SATURDAY’S RESULTS
at Connecticut 79, Washington 71
Las Vegas 83, at Chicago 76

SUNDAY’S GAMES
Phoenix at Atlanta, 12
New York at Seattle, 6
Los Angeles at Minnesota, 7

MONDAY’S GAMES
No games scheduled.

TUESDAY’S GAMES
Washington at Indiana, 7
Phoenix at Chicago, 8
Connecticut at Las Vegas, 10
Dallas at Los Angeles, 10:30

Aces 83, Sky 76
Las Vegas ...........................  22 29 15 17 — 83
Chicago ...............................  23 15 15 23 — 76

LAS VEGAS MIN FG FT O-T A PF PTS
Hamby 33:27 6-19 2-3 4-14 0 2 14
Young 36:10 4-16 1-2 4-7 6 2 10
Wilson 29:04 8-19 6-9 4-16 0 2 22
Gray 33:43 6-12 5-6 0-2 6 2 18
Plum 33:47 7-13 3-3 0-3 6 1 19
Plaisance 13:47 0-3 0-0 1-3 1 1 0
Stokes 10:56 0-0 0-0 1-4 1 2 0
Sheppard 9:06 0-2 0-0 0-1 0 1 0
TOTALS 200 31-84 17-23 14-50 20 13 83 

Percentages: FG .369, FT .739. 3-Point Goals: 4-20, .200 
(Plum 2-4, Gray 1-3, Young 1-3, Sheppard 0-1, Plaisance 
0-2, Wilson 0-3, Hamby 0-4). Team Rebounds: 7. Team 
Turnovers: 1. Blocked Shots: 5 (Young 2, Gray, Stokes, 
Wilson). Turnovers: 7 (Plum 3, Gray, Hamby, Wilson, 
Young). Steals: 6 (Gray, Hamby, Plum, Sheppard, Wil-
son, Young). Technical Fouls: None. 

CHICAGO MIN FG FT O-T A PF PTS
Copper 30:09 5-12 1-2 2-3 2 1 12
Meesseman 19:48 2-9 0-0 2-6 2 4 4
Parker 30:02 4-15 2-2 3-11 3 4 11
Quigley 22:49 1-10 6-6 1-4 2 3 8
Vandersloot 28:03 5-12 0-0 1-9 3 2 12
Stevens 23:54 3-9 1-2 0-10 0 1 7
Gardner 18:10 4-5 3-3 0-0 1 3 11
Evans 11:57 2-5 0-0 0-2 2 0 5
Hebard 10:43 2-2 0-0 1-2 1 1 4
Yueru 4:25 0-2 2-2 2-3 0 1 2
TOTALS 200 28-81 15-17 12-50 16 20 76 

Percentages: FG .346, FT .882. 3-Point Goals: 5-31, .161 
(Vandersloot 2-6, Copper 1-3, Evans 1-3, Parker 1-8, 
Meesseman 0-3, Quigley 0-4, Stevens 0-4). Team 
Rebounds: 7. Team Turnovers: 2. Blocked Shots: 10 
(Parker 3, Stevens 2, Vandersloot 2, Evans, Meesseman, 
Yueru). Turnovers: 10 (Parker 3, Vandersloot 2, Evans, 
Gardner, Meesseman, Quigley, Yueru). Steals: 4 
(Vandersloot 2, Meesseman, Yueru). Technical Fouls: 
coach James Wade, 00:18 fourth.  A: 6,812 (10,387). 

PRO BASKETBALL

NBA playoffs
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Best of seven
EASTERN CONFERENCE
CELTICS ELIMINATED   BUCKS, 4-3
Game 1: Milwaukee 101, at Boston 89
Game 2: at Boston 109, Milwaukee 86
Game 3: at Milwaukee 103,  Boston 101
Game 4: Boston 116, at  Milwaukee 108
Game 5: Milwaukee 110,  at Boston 107
Game 6: Boston 108, at Milwaukee 95
Game 7: at  Boston 109, Milwaukee 81
HEAT ELIMINATED  76ERS, 4-2
Game 1: at Miami 106, Philadelphia 92
Game 2: at Miami 119, Philadelphia 103
Game 3: at Philadelphia 99, Miami 79
Game 4: at Philadelphia 116, Miami  108
Game 5: at Miami 120, Philadelphia 85
Game 6: Miami 99,  at Philadelphia 90
WESTERN CONFERENCE
MAVERICKS ELIMINATED   SUNS, 4-3
Game 1: at Phoenix 121, Dallas 114
Game 2: at Phoenix 129, Dallas 109
Game 3 at Dallas 103, Phoenix  94
Game 4:  at Dallas 111, Phoenix 101
Game 5:  at Phoenix 110, Dallas 80
Game 6: at Dallas 113, Phoenix  86
Game 7: Dallas 123, at Phoenix 90
WARRIORS ELIMINATED  GRIZZLIES, 4-2
Game 1: Golden State 117, at Memphis 116
Game 2: at Memphis 106, Golden State 101
Game 3: at Golden State 142, Memphis 112
Game 4: at Golden State 101, Memphis 98
Game 5: at Memphis 134, Golden State  95
Game 6: at Golden State 110, Memphis 96

CONFERENCE FINALS
Best of seven; x-If necessary
EASTERN CONFERENCE
CELTICS AND HEAT TIED, 3-3
Game 1: at Miami 118, Boston 107
Game 2: Boston 127, at Miami 102
Game 3: Miami 109, at Boston 103
Game 4: at Boston 102, Miami 82
Game 5: Boston 93, at Miami 80
Game 6: Miami 111, at Boston 103
Sunday’s game: Boston at Miami, 8:30, ESPN
WESTERN CONFERENCE
WARRIORS ELIMINATED   MAVERICKS, 4-1
Game 1: at Golden State 112, Dallas  87
Game 2: at Golden State 126, Dallas 117
Game 3: Golden State 109, at Dallas 100
Game 4: at Dallas 119, Golden State 109
Game 5: at Golden State 120, Dallas 110

NBA FINALS
Best of seven; x-If necessary; All games televised on ABC
WARRIORS VS. HEAT-CELTICS WINNER 
Thursday’s game: Miami/Boston at Golden State, 9
Sunday, June 5: Miami/Boston at  Golden State, 8
Wednesday, June 8: Golden State at  Miami/Boston, 9
Friday, June 10: Golden State at  Miami/Boston, 9
x-Monday, June 13: Miami/Boston at  Golden State, 9
x-Thursday, June 16: Golden State at  Miami/Boston, 9
x-Sunday, June 19: Miami/Boston at  Golden State, 8

Storm 79, Liberty 71 (OT)
Late Friday
New York .......................  14 10 27 16 4 — 71
Seattle ...........................  17 17 18 15 12 — 79

NEW YORK MIN FG FT O-T A PF PTS
Allen 39:51 3-12 4-4 0-7 3 2 11
Howard 29:31 8-14 0-0 3-9 0 6 19
Dolson 31:39 3-7 4-4 1-4 2 6 11
Ionescu 36:56 3-12 0-0 2-8 3 1 8
Whitcomb 28:54 3-9 0-0 1-8 8 6 8
Dangerfield 25:53 1-7 0-0 2-6 3 4 2
Xu 18:44 3-9 6-6 6-8 0 0 12
Onyenwere 10:32 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Durr 2:57 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
TOTALS 225 24-71 14-14 15-50 19 27 71 

Percentages: FG .338, FT 1.000. 3-Point Goals: 9-32, .281 
(Howard 3-5, Whitcomb 2-7, Ionescu 2-8, Dolson 1-1, 
Allen 1-8, Dangerfield 0-3). Team Rebounds: 5. Team 
Turnovers: 3. Blocked Shots: 6 (Allen 3, Dolson 2, 
Ionescu). Turnovers: 21 (Allen 4, Howard 4, Dangerfield 3, 
Dolson 3, Ionescu 3, Whitcomb 3, Durr). Steals: 5 (Howard 
2, Allen, Dolson, Durr). Technical Fouls: Liberty, 5:24 first.

SEATTLE MIN FG FT O-T A PF PTS
Stewart 39:47 7-19 15-18 2-9 4 3 31
G.Williams 36:25 2-10 0-2 2-9 1 1 4
Lavender 28:36 4-8 0-0 2-9 0 1 8
January 31:33 4-7 0-0 0-0 2 2 11
Loyd 42:33 7-22 5-5 2-4 2 1 21
Prince 28:59 0-4 2-2 0-4 4 2 2
Gray 13:07 1-2 0-0 1-3 1 5 2
K.Williams 3:59 0-0 0-0 0-0 2 0 0
TOTALS 225 25-72 22-27 9-38 16 15 79 

Percentages: FG .347, FT .815. 3-Point Goals: 7-24, .292 
(January 3-4, Loyd 2-7, Stewart 2-7, Lavender 0-1, 
G.Williams 0-2, Prince 0-3). Team Rebounds: 6. Team 
Turnovers: None. Blocked Shots: 5 (G.Williams 3, Loyd, 
Stewart). Turnovers: 11 (Loyd 3, Stewart 3, G.Williams 
2, Gray, Lavender, Prince). Steals: 13 (G.Williams 6, 
Stewart 3, Prince 2, January, Loyd). Technical Fouls: 
None.  A: 10,001 (15,354). 

NBA PLAYOFF LEADERS
Entering Sunday’s game.
SCORING G FG FT PTS. AVG.
Antetokounmpo, MIL .......  12 140 91 380 31.7
Doncic, DAL .......................  15 160 104 475 31.7
Jokic, DEN ...........................  5 61 28 155 31.0
Morant, MEM ......................  9 81 65 244 27.1
Tatum, BOS ......................  17 148 111 460 27.1
Ingram, NO ..........................  6 56 39 162 27.0
Butler, MIA .......................  16 153 103 431 26.9
Durant, BKN ........................  4 32 34 105 26.3
Curry, GS ...........................  16 136 83 415 25.9
Mitchell, UTA ......................  6 53 37 153 25.5
Edwards, MIN .....................  6 50 28 151 25.2
Embiid, PHI .......................  10 78 73 236 23.6
Booker, PHO ......................  10 79 47 233 23.3
Brown, BOS .......................  17 139 68 389 22.9

NWSL
W L T Pts GF GA

San Diego ..........................4 1 0 12 8 2
Angel City FC ....................3 1 0 9 4 2
Louisville...........................2 1 2 8 6 5
Orlando .............................2 2 2 8 9 12
Houston ............................2 1 1 7 5 2
Chicago..............................2 1 1 7 9 7
Washington ......................1 1 3 6 5 5
Portland ............................1 1 3 6 6 5
OL Reign............................1 1 3 6 4 4
Gotham FC ........................1 2 0 3 3 5
Kansas City .......................0 4 1 1 2 9
North Carolina...................0 3 0 0 2 5 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18
Washington 1, at Portland 1
Orlando 2, at North Carolina 1
at Louisville 1, San Diego 0

SATURDAY, MAY 21
Houston 2, at Portland 0
at Angel City FC 1, Kansas City 0

SUNDAY, MAY 22
Washington 0, at OL Reign 0
San Diego 1, at North Carolina 0
Louisville 1, at Gotham FC 0
Chicago 4, at Orlando 2

WEDNESDAY’S RESULT
at OL Reign 1, Kansas City 0

FRIDAY’S RESULT
Washington 2, at Orlando 2

SATURDAY’S RESULT
Portland 2, at Chicago 2

SUNDAY’S MATCHES
San Diego at OL Reign, 3
North Carolina at Houston, 7
Gotham FC at Angel City FC, 8

MONDAY’S MATCHES
Louisville at Kansas City, 3

WEDNESDAY’S MATCHES
Chicago at Washington, 7:30

FRIDAY’S MATCHES
Orlando at Houston, 8:30
Angel City FC at Portland, 10:30

SATURDAY’S MATCHES
Washington at Gotham FC, 7
OL Reign at Chicago, 3
North Carolina at Louisville, 8
San Diego at Kansas City, 8:30

PRO FOOTBALL

USFL
All games played in Birmingham, Ala.

NORTH W L T Pct PF PA
New Jersey .......................6 1 0 .857 152 118
Philadelphia ......................3 3 0 .500 141 153
x-Michigan ........................1 5 0 .167 104 113
Pittsburgh.........................1 5 0 .167 76 138 

SOUTH W L T Pct PF PA
Birmingham ......................6 0 0 1.000 162 109
x-New Orleans ..................4 2 0 .667 136 101
Tampa Bay ........................3 4 0 .429 125 154
Houston ............................1 5 0 167 132 142 

x-Late game

WEEK 6
SATURDAY, MAY 21
at Philadelphia 35, Tampa Bay 28
at Birmingham 33, Michigan 17
SUNDAY, MAY 22
at New Orleans 26, Pittsburgh 16
at New Jersey 26, Houston 25

WEEK 7
SATURDAY’S RESULTS
New Jersey 20, at Tampa Bay 13
New Orleans at Michigan, late
SUNDAY’S GAMES
Birmingham at Pittsburgh, 2
Philadelphia at Houston, 6

WEEK 8
FRIDAY’S GAME
Pittsburgh at New Jersey, 8
SATURDAY’S GAME
New Orleans at Birmingham, 3
SUNDAY, JUNE 5
Michigan at Philadelphia, noon
Houston at Tampa Bay, 4

NCAA women’s lacrosse 
tournament
FIRST ROUND 
FRIDAY, MAY 13
Virginia 13, Southern Cal 11 
Duke 17, John Hopkins 12 
James Madison 14, Connecticut 7 
Loyola (Md.) 17, Mount St. Mary’s 5 
Florida 19, Mercer 12 
Jacksonville 20, Stanford 8 
Stony Brook 16, Drexel 4 
Syracuse 12, Fairfield 11 
Denver 16, Vermont 3 
Northwestern 22, Central Michigan 7 
Rutgers 17, Saint Joseph’s 10 
Princeton 15, Massachusetts 9 
Michigan 17, Notre Dame 11

SECOND ROUND 
SUNDAY, MAY 15
Maryland 19, Duke 6 
North Carolina 24, Virginia 2 
Loyola (Md.) 18, James Madison 8 
Syracuse 13, Princeton 9 
Stony Brook 11, Rutgers 7 
Boston College 13, Denver 8 
Northwestern 15, Michigan 12 
Florida 15, Jacksonville 10

QUARTERFINALS
THURSDAY, MAY 19
Maryland 18, Florida 5 
Boston College 20, Loyola (Md.) 13 
Northwestern 15, Syracuse 4 
North Carolina 8, Stony Brook 5 

SEMIFINALS
IN BALTIMORE 
FRIDAY’S RESULTS
Boston College 17, Maryland 16
North Carolina 15, Northwestern 14

CHAMPIONSHIP
IN BALTIMORE 
SUNDAY’S GAME
North Carolina vs. Boston College, noon, ESPN

COLLEGE LACROSSE

NCAA men’s lacrosse 
tournament
OPENING ROUND 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11
Vermont 15, Manhattan 3 
Delaware 20, Robert Morris 8 

FIRST ROUND 
SATURDAY, MAY 14
Virginia 17, Brown 10 
Princeton 12, Boston U. 5 
Penn 11, Richmond 10 (OT) 
Yale 18, Saint Joseph’s 16 
SUNDAY, MAY 15
Maryland 21, Vermont 5
Rutgers 19, Harvard 9
Cornell 15, Ohio State 8
Delaware  10, Georgetown 9

QUARTERFINALS
IN HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. 
SATURDAY, MAY 21
Rutgers 11, Penn 9
Princeton 14, Yale 10
IN COLUMBUS, OHIO 
SUNDAY, MAY 22
Maryland  18,  Virginia 9
Cornell 10, Delaware 8

SEMIFINALS
IN EAST HARTFORD, CONN. 
SATURDAY’S RESULTS
Maryland 13, Princeton 8
Cornell 17, Rutgers 10 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
IN EAST HARTFORD, CONN. 
MONDAY’S GAME
Maryland vs. Cornell, 1, ESPN

TENNIS

French Open
 At Stade Roland Garros; In  Paris
Purse: $17,330,707
Surface: Red clay

MEN’S SINGLES —  THIRD ROUND
Jannik Sinner (11), Italy, def. Mackenzie McDonald, 
United States, 6-3, 7-6 (8-6), 6-3; Andrey Rublev (7), 
Russia, def. Cristian Garin, Chile, 6-4, 3-6, 6-2, 7-6 
(13-11); Daniil Medvedev (2), Russia, def. Miomir 
Kecmanovic (28), Serbia, 6-2, 6-4, 6-2; Marin Cilic (20), 
Croatia, def. Gilles Simon, France, 6-0, 6-3, 6-2; Hubert 
Hurkacz (12), Poland, def. David Goffin, Belgium, 7-5, 
6-2, 6-1; Stefanos Tsitsipas (4), Greece, def. Mikael 
Ymer, Sweden, 6-2, 6-2, 6-1; Casper Ruud (8), Norway, 
def. Lorenzo Sonego (32), Italy, 6-2, 6-7 (7-3), 1-6, 6-4, 
6-3; Holger Rune, Denmark, def. Hugo Gaston, France, 
6-3, 6-3, 6-3.

WOMEN’S SINGLES —  THIRD ROUND
Irina-Camelia Begu, Romania, def. Leolia Jeanjean, 
France, 6-1, 6-4; Iga Swiatek (1), Poland, def. Danka 
Kovinic, Montenegro, 6-3, 7-5; Zheng Qinwen, China, def. 
Alize Cornet, France, 6-0, 3-0, ret; Daria Kasatkina (20), 
Russia, def. Shelby Rogers, United States, 6-3, 6-2; 
Jessica Pegula (11), United States, def. Tamara Zi-
dansek (24), Slovenia, 6-1, 7-6 (7-2); Camila Giorgi (28), 
Italy, def. Aryna Sabalenka (7), Belarus, 4-6, 6-1, 6-0; 
Veronika Kudermetova (29), Russia, def. Paula Badosa 
(3), Spain, 6-3, 2-1, ret; Madison Keys (22), United 
States, def. Elena Rybakina (16), Kazakhstan, 3-6, 6-1, 
7-6 (7-3).

MEN’S DOUBLES —  THIRD ROUND
Rohan Bopanna, India, and Matwe Middelkoop (16), 
Netherlands, def. Nikola Mektic and Mate Pavic (2), 
Croatia, 6-7 (7-5), 7-6 (7-3), 7-6 (12-10); Harri Helio-
vaara, Finland, and Lloyd Glasspool, Britain, def. Hugo 
Nys, Monaco, and Jan Zielinski, Poland, 7-6 (9-7), 6-3; 
Rajeev Ram, United States, and Joe Salisbury (1), 
Britain, def. Feliciano Lopez, Spain, and Maxime Cressy, 
United States, 7-5, 6-4; Ivan Dodig, Croatia, and Austin 
Krajicek, United States, def. Thanasi Kokkinakis, Aus-
tralia, and Alexander Bublik, Kazakhstan, 6-3, 6-2.

WOMEN’S DOUBLES —  SECOND ROUND
Xu Yifan and Zhaoxuan Yang (13), China, def. Viktorija 
Golubic and Jil Teichmann, Switzerland, walkover; Ga-
briela Dabrowski, Canada, and Giuliana Olmos (3), 
Mexico, def. Tara Moore, Britain, and Emina Bektas, 
United States, walkover; Alicja Rosolska, Poland, and 
Erin Routliffe, New Zealand, def. Lidziya Marozava, 
Belarus, and Kaitlyn Christian, United States, 6-2, 6-2; 
Asia Muhammad, United States, and Ena Shibahara (9), 
Japan, def. Kristina Kucova, Slovakia, and Anastasia 
Potapova, Russia, 6-4, 6-3; Greet Minnen, Belgium, and 
Anna Bondar, Hungary, def. Dalma Galfi, Hungary, and 
Anna Kalinskaya, Russia, 7-5, 6-3; Ajla Tomljanovic, 
Australia, and Misaki Doi, Japan, def. Ulrikke Eikeri, 
Norway, and Catherine Harrison, United States, 7-6 
(7-4), 6-3; Sania Mirza, India, and Lucie Hradecka (10), 
Czech Republic, def. Tamara Zidansek and Kaja Juvan, 
Slovenia, 6-3, 6-4; Veronika Kudermetova, Russia, and 
Elise Mertens (2), Belgium, def. Kirsten Flipkens, 
Belgium, and Leylah Annie Fernandez, Canada, 6-2, 6-2.

 MIXED DOUBLES —  SECOND ROUND
Rohan Bopanna, India, and Andreja Klepac (5), Slovenia, 
def. Asia Muhammad, United States, and Lloyd 
Glasspool, Britain, 6-1, 6-4.

MIXED DOUBLES —  THIRD ROUND
Kevin Krawietz, Germany, and Nicole Melichar-Marti-
nez, United States, def. Hao-Ching Chan, Taiwan, and 
Ben McLachlan, Japan, 6-4, 7-5; Gabriela Dabrowski, 
Canada, and John Peers (3), Australia, def. Lukasz Kubot 
and Alicja Rosolska, Poland, 6-1, 6-4; Matthew Ebden 
and Sam Stosur, Australia, def. Lyudmyla Kichenok, 
Ukraine, and Rafael Matos, Brazil, 2-6, 7-6 (7-3), 10-8; 
Wesley Koolhof, Netherlands, and Ena Shibahara (2), 
Japan, def. Matwe Middelkoop and Demi Schuurs, 
Netherlands, 6-3, 6-4.

 Champions Tour
SENIOR PGA CHAMPIONSHIP 
At The GC at Harbor Shores; In Benton Harbor, Mich.
Purse: $3.3 million 
Yardage: 6,852; Par: 71 

THIRD ROUND
Stephen Ames ..............................  68 66 67 — 201 -12
Bernhard Langer ...........................  68 68 67 — 203 -10
Mike Weir .....................................  65 71 67 — 203 -10
Paul Goydos ..................................  69 68 67 — 204 -9
Steven Alker .................................  64 72 69 — 205 -8
Alex Cejka .....................................  68 69 68 — 205 -8
Brian Gay ......................................  68 68 69 — 205 -8
Shane Bertsch ..............................  67 72 67 — 206 -7
Padraig Harrington .......................  68 70 68 — 206 -7
Thongchai Jaidee ..........................  70 70 66 — 206 -7
Miguel Angel Jimenez ..................  67 74 65 — 206 -7
Gene Sauers ..................................  67 73 66 — 206 -7
Ernie Els ........................................  67 70 70 — 207 -6
Brandt Jobe ..................................  68 71 68 — 207 -6
Robert Karlsson ............................  66 72 69 — 207 -6
Thomas Levet ...............................  67 73 67 — 207 -6
Tracy Phillips ................................  69 68 70 — 207 -6
Ricardo Gonzalez ..........................  69 72 67 — 208 -5
Scott McCarron .............................  68 66 74 — 208 -5
Colin Montgomerie .......................  69 71 68 — 208 -5
Woody Austin ...............................  67 72 70 — 209 -4
Mark Hensby .................................  67 75 67 — 209 -4
Tim Petrovic .................................  69 70 70 — 209 -4
Kevin Sutherland ..........................  68 71 70 — 209 -4
Duffy Waldorf ...............................  66 74 69 — 209 -4
K.J. Choi ........................................  68 72 70 — 210 -3
Darren Clarke ................................  68 74 68 — 210 -3
Chris DiMarco ...............................  67 74 69 — 210 -3
Bob Estes ......................................  64 76 70 — 210 -3
Billy Mayfair .................................  70 73 67 — 210 -3
Charlie Wi .....................................  70 73 67 — 210 -3
Michael Allen ................................  68 73 70 — 211 -2
Joakim Haeggman ........................  67 74 70 — 211 -2
Tim Herron ....................................  71 71 69 — 211 -2
Jerry Kelly .....................................  69 72 70 — 211 -2
Y.E. Yang .......................................  71 71 69 — 211 -2
Paul Broadhurst ............................  72 69 71 — 212 -1
Rod Pampling ................................  69 68 75 — 212 -1
James Kingston ............................  69 71 73 — 213 E
Jeff Maggert .................................  71 72 70 — 213 E
Shaun Micheel ..............................  70 68 75 — 213 E
Paul Stankowski ...........................  70 71 72 — 213 E
Peter Fowler .................................  70 72 72 — 214 +1
Retief Goosen ...............................  71 74 69 — 214 +1
Tom Lehman .................................  72 71 71 — 214 +1
Tim Weinhart ...............................  73 70 71 — 214 +1
Olin Browne ..................................  70 74 71 — 215 +2
Michael Campbell .........................  71 70 74 — 215 +2
Roger Chapman ............................  70 75 70 — 215 +2
Paul Claxton ..................................  65 77 73 — 215 +2
David McKenzie ............................  71 74 70 — 215 +2

IndyCar Series
 INDIANAPOLIS 500 LINEUP
Sunday, 11 a.m., NBC
At Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Lap length: 2.5 miles
(Car number in parentheses)
1. (9) Scott Dixon, D/H/F, 02:33.8162 (234.046 mph).
2. (10) Alex Palou, D/H/F, 02:34.1761 (233.499).
3. (21) Rinus VeeKay, D/C/F, 02:34.2516 (233.385).
4. (33) Ed Carpenter, D/C/F, 02:34.4532 (233.080).
5. (8) Marcus Ericsson, D/H/F, 02:34.6630 (232.764).
6. (1) Tony Kanaan, D/H/F, 02:34.9243 (232.372).
7. (5) Pato O’Ward, D/C/F, 02:34.7022 (232.705).
8. (7) Felix Rosenqvist, D/C/F, 02:35.0506 (232.182).
9. (28) Romain Grosjean, D/H/F, 02:35.1729 (231.999).
10. (51) Takuma Sato, D/H/F, 02:35.3935 (231.670).
11. (12) Will Power, D/C/F, 02:35.4846 (231.534).
12. (48) Jimmie Johnson, D/H/F, 02:35.6664 (231.264).
13. (18) David Malukas, D/H/F, 02:35.4356 (231.607).
14. (2) Josef Newgarden, D/C/F, 02:35.4541 (231.580).
15. (23) Santino Ferrucci, D/C/F, 02:35.5019 (231.508).
16. (60) Simon Pagenaud, D/H/F, 02:35.6590 (231.275).
17. (11) JR Hildebrand, D/C/F, 02:35.7684 (231.112).
18. (20) Conor Daly, D/C/F, 02:35.8451 (230.999).
19. (77) Callum Ilott, D/C/F, 02:35.8707 (230.961).
20. (27) Alexander Rossi, D/H/F, 02:35.9713 (230.812).
21. (15) Graham Rahal, D/H/F, 02:36.0022 (230.766).
22. (24) Sage Karam, D/C/F, 02:36.2064 (230.464).
23. (98) Marco Andretti, D/H/F, 02:36.2875 (230.345).
24. (29) Devlin DeFrancesco, D/H/F, 02:36.3002 (230.326).
25. (26) Colton Herta, D/H/F, 02:36.3620 (230.235).
26. (3) Scott McLaughlin, D/C/F, 02:36.4167 (230.154).
27. (06) Helio Castroneves, D/H/F, 02:36.7741 (229.630).
28. (14) Kyle Kirkwood, D/C/F, 02:36.9269 (229.406).
29. (4) Dalton Kellett, D/C/F, 02:37.2628 (228.916).
30. (6) Juan Pablo Montoya, D/C/F, 02:37.4655 
(228.622).
31. (30) Christian Lundgaard, D/H/F, 02:38.5531 (227.053).
32. (45) Jack Harvey, D/H/F, 02:38.6944 (226.851).
33. (25) Wilson, Stefan, D/C/F, No Time (No Speed).

TRANSACTIONS

MLB
Chicago White Sox: Designated LHP Dallas Keuchel for 
assignment. Recalled IF Danny Mendick from Charlotte 
(IL).
Kansas City Royals: Reinstated C Salvador Perez from 
the 10-day IL. Optioned C Sebastian Rivero to NW 
Arkansas (TL).
Atlanta Braves: Optioned 2B Travis Demeritte to Gwin-
nett (IL). Selected the contract of OF Michael Harris II 
from Mississippi (SL).
Cincinnati Reds: Assigned 2B Max Schrock to Louisville 
(IL) on a rehab assignment.
Milwaukee Brewers: Placed RHP Luis Perdomo on the 
15-day IL. Recalled RHP Miguel Sanchez from Nashville 
(IL).
New York Mets: Reinstated RHP Yoan Lopez from 
suspension. Recalled OF Nick Plummer from Syracuse 
(IL). Optioned RHP Yoan Lopez to Syracuse.

GOLF

PGA Tour
CHARLES SCHWAB CHALLENGE 
At Colonial Country Club; In Fort Worth
Purse: $8.4 million 
Yardage: 7,209; Par: 70 

THIRD  ROUND
Scottie Scheffler ...........................  66 65 68 — 199 -11
Scott Stallings ..............................  67 64 70 — 201 -9
Brendon Todd ................................  68 68 65 — 201 -9
Harold Varner III ...........................  66 68 68 — 202 -8
Cameron Davis ..............................  66 68 69 — 203 -7
John Huh .......................................  69 66 68 — 203 -7
Chris Kirk ......................................  66 67 70 — 203 -7
Patrick Reed ..................................  66 66 71 — 203 -7
Beau Hossler .................................  66 65 73 — 204 -6
Mito Pereira ..................................  70 66 68 — 204 -6
Davis Riley ....................................  67 67 70 — 204 -6
Christiaan Bezuidenhout ..............  68 68 69 — 205 -5
Pat Perez .......................................  67 66 72 — 205 -5
Andrew Putnam ............................  73 65 67 — 205 -5
Chad Ramey ..................................  70 66 69 — 205 -5
Jordan Spieth ................................  69 66 70 — 205 -5
Sam Burns ....................................  71 68 67 — 206 -4
Tony Finau ....................................  71 68 67 — 206 -4
Kurt Kitayama ..............................  71 65 70 — 206 -4
Russell Knox .................................  68 68 70 — 206 -4
Kevin Na ........................................  67 71 68 — 206 -4
Adam Svensson ............................  69 68 69 — 206 -4
Sahith Theegala ............................  70 69 67 — 206 -4
Dylan Frittelli ................................  67 70 70 — 207 -3
Lucas Glover .................................  70 67 70 — 207 -3
Viktor Hovland ..............................  69 65 73 — 207 -3
Sungjae Im ....................................  70 70 67 — 207 -3
Matt Jones ....................................  70 66 71 — 207 -3
Denny McCarthy ...........................  68 68 71 — 207 -3
Alex Smalley .................................  72 66 69 — 207 -3
Talor Gooch ...................................  72 69 67 — 208 -2
Emiliano Grillo ..............................  69 68 71 — 208 -2
Lee Hodges ...................................  69 71 68 — 208 -2
Zach Johnson ................................  70 71 67 — 208 -2
Max McGreevy ..............................  68 66 74 — 208 -2
Webb Simpson ..............................  66 69 73 — 208 -2
Austin Smotherman .....................  67 71 70 — 208 -2
Luke Donald ..................................  69 69 71 — 209 -1
Charley Hoffman ...........................  68 70 71 — 209 -1
Ryan Palmer ..................................  69 69 71 — 209 -1
Nick Taylor ....................................  66 71 72 — 209 -1
Daniel Berger ................................  71 70 69 — 210 E
Tyler Duncan .................................  71 67 72 — 210 E
Rickie Fowler ................................  69 70 71 — 210 E
Bill Haas ........................................  68 71 71 — 210 E
Sebastian Munoz ..........................  70 70 70 — 210 E
Ian Poulter ....................................  70 69 71 — 210 E
Matthias Schwab ..........................  69 71 70 — 210 E
Brandt Snedeker ...........................  71 69 70 — 210 E
Joel Dahmen .................................  71 70 70 — 211 +1
Lucas Herbert ...............................  71 70 70 — 211 +1
Max Homa .....................................  69 69 73 — 211 +1
Troy Merritt ..................................  73 66 72 — 211 +1
Collin Morikawa ............................  70 71 70 — 211 +1
Chez Reavie ...................................  68 72 71 — 211 +1
Rory Sabbatini ..............................  71 69 71 — 211 +1
Michael Thompson .......................  73 67 71 — 211 +1
Tommy Fleetwood ........................  70 69 73 — 212 +2
David Lipsky ..................................  71 68 73 — 212 +2
Adam Long ....................................  68 71 73 — 212 +2
Matthew NeSmith ........................  69 71 72 — 212 +2
C.T. Pan .........................................  69 69 74 — 212 +2
Martin Trainer ..............................  68 70 74 — 212 +2
Mark Hubbard ...............................  71 70 72 — 213 +3
Danny Lee .....................................  73 64 77 — 214 +4
Harry Higgs ...................................  69 71 75 — 215 +5
Aaron Rai ......................................  71 68 76 — 215 +5
Patrick Rodgers ............................  71 70 74 — 215 +5
Jason Kokrak .................................  69 71 76 — 216 +6

Los Angeles FC 3, 
Earthquakes 2
SAN JOSE 2 0 2
LOS ANGELES FC 2 1 3 
First Half: 1, Los Angeles FC, Arango, 3 (penalty kick), 
8th minute; 2, Los Angeles FC, Hollingshead, 4 (Rodri-
guez), 13th; 3, San Jose, Ebobisse, 8 (Monteiro), 16th; 4, 
San Jose, Ebobisse, 9 (Espinoza), 31st.
Second Half: 5, Los Angeles FC, Rodriguez, 2, 47th.
Goalies: San Jose, JT Marcinkowski, Matt Bersano; Los 
Angeles FC, Maxime Crepeau, John McCarthy.
Yellow Cards: Espinoza, San Jose, 17th; Rodriguez, Los 
Angeles FC, 19th; Musovski, Los Angeles FC, 76th; 
Acosta, Los Angeles FC, 77th; Crisostomo, Los Angeles 
FC, 90th+4.
A: 22,007.
San Jose, JT Marcinkowski; Tanner Beason, Paul Marie 
(Shea Salinas, 90th+1), Nathan, Tommy Thompson 
(Marcos Lopez, 73rd); Cristian Espinoza, Jan Gregus, 
Jamiro Monteiro, Eric Remedi (Judson, 84th); Cade 
Cowell (Benjamin Kikanovic, 73rd), Jeremy Ebobisse.
Los Angeles FC, Maxime Crepeau; Mamadou Fall, Sebas-
tien Ibeagha; Kellyn Acosta, Jose Cifuentes, Francisco 
Ginella (Daniel Crisostomo, 82nd), Ryan Hollingshead, 
Brian Rodriguez (Kwadwo Opoku, 82nd), Ilie Sanchez; 
Cristian Arango (Danny Musovski, 71st), Latif Blessing.

Sun 79, Mystics 71
Washington ........................  23 14 17 17 — 71
Connecticut ........................  21 20 16 22 — 79

WASHINGTON MIN FG FT O-T A PF PTS
Burke 27:02 5-12 0-2 2-3 1 4 13
Hines-Allen 23:38 2-7 0-0 0-2 1 2 5
Austin 15:02 4-6 0-1 2-5 0 4 8
Atkins 33:11 5-15 2-3 0-1 3 2 13
Cloud 31:02 2-8 1-1 1-2 6 2 5
E.Williams 24:58 6-10 0-0 0-1 0 3 12
Walker-Kim-
brough 15:15 0-3 2-2 1-3 4 0 2

Machida 15:13 1-3 0-0 1-1 5 1 3
Hawkins 14:39 3-6 2-2 0-1 0 3 10
TOTALS 200 28-70 7-11 7-19 20 21 71 

Percentages: FG .400, FT .636. 3-Point Goals: 8-26, .308 
(Burke 3-6, Hawkins 2-5, Hines-Allen 1-3, Machida 1-3, 
Atkins 1-7, Cloud 0-2). Team Rebounds: 9. Team 
Turnovers: 1. Blocked Shots: 2 (E.Williams 2). Turn-
overs: 8 (Austin 4, Cloud 2, Atkins, Hines-Allen). Steals: 
11 (Burke 3, Atkins 2, Cloud 2, Walker-Kimbrough 2, 
Hawkins, Hines-Allen). Technical Fouls: None. 

CONNECTICUT MIN FG FT O-T A PF PTS
Bonner 30:19 4-10 3-3 1-7 1 0 14
A.Thomas 35:19 6-13 2-2 2-10 6 3 14
J.Jones 20:55 1-3 6-6 1-5 1 4 9
Hiedeman 28:04 4-8 0-0 0-3 2 2 8
C.Williams 31:22 6-12 1-2 2-5 7 0 14
B.Jones 24:05 5-7 3-4 4-8 0 2 13
Carrington 18:00 0-2 1-2 0-1 0 4 1
Anderson 11:55 2-2 0-0 0-2 3 2 6
TOTALS 200 28-57 16-19 10-41 20 17 79 

Percentages: FG .491, FT .842. 3-Point Goals: 7-15, .467 
(Bonner 3-7, Anderson 2-2, C.Williams 1-1, J.Jones 1-2, 
Carrington 0-1, Hiedeman 0-2). Team Rebounds: 9. Team 
Turnovers: 5. Blocked Shots: 4 (Bonner 2, Anderson, 
J.Jones). Turnovers: 18 (A.Thomas 7, J.Jones 3, Ander-
son 2, C.Williams 2, Carrington 2, Bonner, Hiedeman). 
Steals: 5 (B.Jones, C.Williams, Carrington, Hiedeman, 
J.Jones). Technical Fouls: None.  A: 5,482 (9,323). 

LPGA Tour
 MATCH PLAY 
At Shadow Creek Golf Course; In Las Vegas
Purse: $1.5 million 
Yardage: 6,804; Par: 72 

ROUND OF 16 
Madelene Sagstrom (12), Sweden def. Emma Talley 
(60), United States, 4 and 2. 
Eun-Hee Ji (36), South Korea def. Hye-Jin Choi (20), 
South Korea, 2 and 1. 
Gemma Dryburgh (8), Scotland def. Moriya Jutanugarn 
(24), Thailand, 22 holes. 
Andrea Lee (48), United States def. Caroline Masson 
(32), Germany, 2 and 1. 
Jenny Shin (38), South Korea def. Annie Park (54), 
United States, 2 and 1. 
Lilia Vu (51), United States def. Allisen Corpuz (62), 
United States, 4 and 3. 
Ayaka Furue (10), Japan def. Paula Reto (58), South 
Africa, 2 and 1. 
Jodi Ewart Shadoff (50), England def. Tiffany Chan (63), 
Hong Kong, 4 and 3. 

QUARTERFINALS
Eun-Hee Ji (36), South Korea def. Madelene Sagstrom 
(12), Sweden, 7 and 6. 
Lilia Vu (51), United States def. Jenny Shin (38), South 
Korea, 20 holes. 
Ayaka Furue (10), Japan def. Jodi Ewart Shadoff (50), 
England, 22 holes. 
Andrea Lee (48), United States def. Gemma Dryburgh 
(8), Scotland, 20 holes. 

SEMIFINALS
Andrea Lee (48), United States vs. Eun-Hee Ji (36), 
South Korea 
Ayaka Furue (10), Japan vs. Lilia Vu (51), United States

Red Bulls 4, D.C. United 1
D.C. UNITED 0 1 1
NEW YORK 0 4 4 
First Half: None.
Second Half: 1, New York Red Bulls, Luquinhas, 3, 54th 
minute; 2, New York Red Bulls, Luquinhas, 4, 58th; 3, 
New York Red Bulls, Morgan, 6, 63rd; 4, D.C. United, 
Kamara, 6 (Gressel), 87th; 5, New York Red Bulls, Alfaro, 
90th.
Goalies: D.C. United, Bill Hamid, Rafael Romo; New York 
Red Bulls, Carlos Miguel, Ryan Meara.
Yellow Cards: Hines-Ike, D.C. United, 27th; Djeffal, D.C. 
United, 42nd; Klimala, New York Red Bulls, 51st.
D.C. United, Bill Hamid; Steven Birnbaum, Julian Gres-
sel, Brendan Hines-Ike, Donovan Pines (Tony Alfaro, 
58th), Bradley Shaun Smith (Chris Durkin, 18th); Sofi-
ane Djeffal, Edison Flores (Jackson Hopkins, 82nd), 
Russell Canouse (Kimarni Smith, 82nd); Michael Estra-
da, Nigel Robertha (Ola Kamara, 58th).
New York Red Bulls, Carlos Miguel; Tom Edwards, Aaron 
Long (Omir Fernandez, 46th), Dylan Nealis, Sean Nealis, 
John Tolkin (Jason Pendant, 80th); Frankie Amaya, 
Cristhian Casseres Jr. (Tom Barlow, 81st), Lewis Mor-
gan; Patryk Klimala (Caden Clark, 67th), Luquinhas (Dru 
Yearwood, 70th).

Toronto FC 3, Fire 2
CHICAGO 0 2 2
TORONTO FC 1 2 3 
First Half: 1, Toronto FC, Kerr, 2 (Jimenez), 13th minute.
Second Half: 2, Chicago, Teran, 1 (Shaqiri), 52nd; 3, 
Chicago, Przybylko, 3 (Gimenez), 66th; 4, Toronto FC, 
Pozuelo, 3 (penalty kick), 71st; 5, Toronto FC, Pozuelo, 4 
(Nelson), 78th.
Goalies: Chicago, Gabriel Slonina; Toronto FC, Quentin 
Westberg, Alex Bono.
Yellow Cards: Pozuelo, Toronto FC, 31st; Przybylko, 
Chicago, 62nd; Shaqiri, Chicago, 74th; Teran, Chicago, 
80th; Priso-Mbongue, Toronto FC, 88th; Westberg, 
Toronto FC, 89th.
Chicago, Gabriel Slonina; Rafael Czichos, Miguel Navar-
ro, Boris Sekulic, Carlos Teran; Gaston Gimenez, Federi-
co Navarro (Brian Gutierrez, 87th), Xherdan Shaqiri, 
Jairo Torres (Fabian Herbers, 75th); Chris Mueller, 
Kacper Przybylko (Jhon Jader Duran, 82nd).
Toronto FC, Quentin Westberg; Shane O’Neill (Lukas 
MacNaughton, 46th), Luca Petrasso, Carlos Salcedo; 
Michael Bradley, Jonathan Osorio (Jayden Nelson, 
12th), Alejandro Pozuelo (Ralph Priso-Mbongue, 82nd), 
Kosi Thompson; Ayo Akinola (Jordan Perruzza, 82nd), 
Jesus Jimenez (Jacob Shaffelburg, 67th), Deandre Kerr.

Crew 2, Atlanta United 1
COLUMBUS 2 0 2
ATLANTA 0 1 1 
First Half: 1, Columbus, Mensah, 1 (Santos), 1st minute; 
2, Columbus, Hurtado, 2 (Etienne), 45th.
Second Half: 3, Atlanta, Dwyer, 3 (Franco), 90th+1.
Goalies: Columbus, Eloy Room, Evan Bush; Atlanta, 
Bobby Shuttleworth, Rocco Rios Novo.
Yellow Cards: Moreno, Atlanta, 45th+5; Ibarra, Atlanta, 
45th+10; Sands, Columbus, 61st; Franco, Atlanta, 89th; 
Dwyer, Atlanta, 90th+2.
Columbus, Eloy Room; Milos Degenek, Jonathan Men-
sah, Steven Moreira; Artur, Derick Etienne (Josh Wil-
liams, 76th), Aidan Morris, Darlington Nagbe, Pedro 
Santos (Will Sands, 24th); Erik Hurtado (Miguel Berry, 
76th), Yaw Yeboah (James Igbekeme, 53rd).
Atlanta, Bobby Shuttleworth; Alexandro De John, Alan 
Franco, Ronald Hernandez (Michael Ambrose, 7th, 
George Campbell, 47th); Thiago Almada, Marcelino 
Moreno, Matheus Rossetto (Josef Martínez, 47th); Luiz 
Araujo, Ronaldo Cisneros (Dom Dwyer, 68th), Franco 
Ibarra (Emerson Hyndman, 68th), Brooks Lennon.

Union 1, Revolution 1
PHILADELPHIA 0 1 1
NEW ENGLAND 0 1 1 
First Half: None.
Second Half: 1, New England, Bou, 1 (penalty kick), 75th 
minute; 2, Philadelphia, Uhre, 2, 77th.
Goalies: Philadelphia, Andre Blake, Matt Freese; New 
England, Matt Turner, Djordje Petrovic.
Yellow Cards: Bou, New England, 52nd; Burke, Philadel-
phia, 63rd; McGlynn, Philadelphia, 80th; Martinez, Phila-
delphia, 90th+2.
Philadelphia, Andre Blake; Jack Elliott, Jakob Glesnes, 
Kai Wagner; Paxten Aaronson (Mikael Uhre, 76th), 
Alejandro Bedoya, Leon Maximilian Flach (Jack McG-
lynn, 76th), Daniel Gazdag, Nathan Harriel, Jose Marti-
nez; Sergio Santos (Cory Burke, 57th).
New England, Matt Turner; Brandon Bye, Andrew 
Farrell, Omar Gonzalez, DeJuan Jones; Carles Gil, Wilfrid 
Kaptoum (Jozy Altidore, 81st), Sebastian Lletget, Tom-
my McNamara (Matt Polster, 89th), Arnor Traustason 
(Dylan Borrero, 63rd); Gustavo Bou.

SOCCER

MLS
EAST W L T Pts GF GA
New York City FC ..............8 3 2 26 25 10
Philadelphia ......................6 1 7 25 19 10
CF Montréal ......................7 5 2 23 28 26
New York...........................6 3 5 23 24 15
Orlando City ......................6 5 3 21 17 20
Cincinnati ..........................6 7 1 19 21 25
Inter Miami CF ..................5 6 3 18 15 22
Charlotte FC ......................5 7 1 16 12 16
Columbus ..........................4 5 4 16 17 16
Atlanta..............................4 5 4 16 20 20
New England.....................4 5 4 16 22 23
Toronto FC ........................4 7 3 15 21 27
D.C. United ........................4 7 2 14 17 23
Chicago..............................2 7 5 11 13 20 

WEST W L T Pts GF GA
Los Angeles FC..................9 3 2 29 29 16
FC Dallas ...........................7 3 4 25 24 13
Austin FC ..........................7 3 3 24 27 14
Nashville ...........................6 4 4 22 18 16
x-Real Salt Lake................6 3 4 22 14 17
LA Galaxy ..........................6 5 2 20 13 14
x-Houston .........................5 5 3 18 17 14
Minnesota United .............5 6 3 18 15 15
Colorado ............................5 6 3 18 16 17
Portland ............................3 6 6 15 21 25
Vancouver .........................4 7 2 14 14 23
San Jose............................3 6 5 14 25 32
Seattle ..............................4 6 1 13 13 15
Sporting KC.......................3 8 4 13 13 26

x-Late match

SATURDAY, MAY 21
Toronto FC 2, at D.C. United 2
Los Angeles FC 2, at Columbus 0
New England 3, at Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 2, at Nashville 2

SUNDAY, MAY 22
Real Salt Lake 2, at CF Montréal 1
at Charlotte FC 2, Vancouver 1
at New York City FC 1, Chicago 0
at Miami 2, New York 0
Minnesota 2, at FC Dallas 1
Sporting KC 1, at San Jose 1
Orlando City 2, at Austin FC 2
at Colorado 1, Seattle 0
Houston 3, at LA Galaxy 0
Philadelphia 2, at Portland 0

SATURDAY’S RESULTS
at New York 4, D.C. United 1
at Los Angeles FC 3, San Jose 2
Columbus 2, at Atlanta 1
at Toronto FC 3, Chicago 2
Philadelphia 1, at New England 1
at CF Montréal 4, Cincinnati 3
FC Dallas 3, at Orlando City 1
New York City FC 1, at Minnesota 0
at Miami 2, Portland 1
Nashville 3, at Colorado 1
Vancouver 1, at Sporting KC 0
Houston at Real Salt Lake, 9:30

SUNDAY’S MATCHES
Austin FC at LA Galaxy, 6
Charlotte FC at Seattle, 9:30

SATURDAY’S MATCH
Real Salt Lake at Vancouver, 7

SATURDAY, JUNE 11
New York at Charlotte, 3
San Jose at Nashville, 6

SUNDAY, JUNE 12
New England at Kansas City, 3

FC Dallas 3, Orlando City 1
DALLAS 0 3 3
ORLANDO CITY 1 0 1 
First Half: 1, Orlando City, Kara, 4 (Pereyra), 45th+4 
minute.
Second Half: 2, Dallas, Arriola, 6 (Jara), 67th; 3, Dallas, 
Jara, 2 (Ferreira), 70th; 4, Dallas, Arriola, 7 (Ferreira), 
84th.
Goalies: Dallas, Maarten Paes, James Maurer; Orlando 
City, Pedro Gallese, Adam Grinwis, Mason Stajduhar.
Yellow Cards: Mendez, Orlando City, 12th; Ferreira, 
Dallas, 42nd; Velasco, Dallas, 65th; Quignon, Dallas, 
80th; Obrian, Dallas, 87th.
Dallas, Maarten Paes; Marco Farfan, Matt Hedges, Jose 
Antonio Martinez (Nkosi Tafari, 74th); Paul Arriola, 
Paxton Pomykal (Franco Jara, 63rd), Facundo Quignon, 
Brandon Servania (Tsiki Ntsabeleng, 74th); Jesus Fer-
reira (Edwin Cerrillo, 90th+3), Ema Twumasi, Alan 
Velasco (Jader Obrian, 75th).
Orlando City, Pedro Gallese; Robin Jansson, Joao 
Moutinho, Ruan (Joey Dezart, 88th), Kyle Smith; Junior 
Urso (Tesho Akindele, 75th), Jhegson Mendez (Alexan-
dre Pato, 75th), Andres Perea (Michael Halliday, 88th), 
Mauricio Pereyra; Ercan Kara, Jake Mulraney (Facundo 
Torres, 57th).

CF Montréal 4, FC Cincinnati 3
CINCINNATI 1 2 3
MONTRÉAL 2 2 4 
First Half: 1, Cincinnati, Moreno, 1 (Vazquez), 12th 
minute; 2, Montréal, Waterman, 2 (Miller), 21st; 3, 
Montréal, Quioto, 4, 45th+4.
Second Half: 4, Montréal, Choiniere, 1 (Kamara), 46th; 5, 
Cincinnati, Barreal, 2 (Acosta), 52nd; 6, Montréal, 
Quioto, 5 (penalty kick), 59th; 7, Cincinnati, Moreno, 2 
(Brenner), 63rd.
Goalies: Cincinnati, Roman Celentano, Kenneth Ver-
meer; Montréal, Sebastian Breza, James Pantemis.
Yellow Cards: Waterman, Montréal, 54th; Acosta, Cin-
cinnati, 83rd; Camacho, Montréal, 87th; Moreno, Cincin-
nati, 89th; Hamdi, Montréal, 90th+1.
Cincinnati, Roman Celentano; Nick Hagglund, Ian Mur-
phy, John Nelson (Brenner, 62nd), Alvas Powell (Ray-
mon Gaddis, 75th); Luciano Acosta, Alvaro Barreal, 
Junior Moreno, Obinna Nwobodo (Haris Medunjanin, 
85th); Dominique Badji (Yuya Kubo, 75th), Brandon 
Vazquez.
Montréal, Sebastian Breza; Rudy Camacho, Alistair 
Johnston, Kamal Miller, Joel Waterman; Mathieu Cho-
iniere (Samuel Piette, 64th), Lassi Lappalainen (Zorhan 
Bassong, 84th), Djordje Mihailovic (Ahmed Hamdi, 
17th), Joaquin Torres (Kei Kamara, 46th), Victor Wanya-
ma; Romell Quioto (Matko Miljevic, 83rd).

HIGH SCHOOLS

BASEBALL
MARYLAND
MARYLAND 2A 
Glenelg 4, Patuxent 1 
MARYLAND 3A 
Chesapeake 5, Towson 1 
MARYLAND 4A 
Sherwood 11, Severna Park 0 
 Chopticon 3, Longwood 1 
VIRGINIA
 Alexandria City 5, Robinson 1 
 W.T. Woodson 6, Hayfield 4 
SOFTBALL
MARYLAND
MARYLAND 3A 
Linganore 9, Chopticon 8 
 Calvert 5, Rising Sun 4 
BOYS' SOCCER
VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA 6A 
Lewis 2, Lake Braddock 0 

AUTO RACING

NASCAR Cup Series 
COCA-COLA 600 LINEUP
After Saturday qualifying; Race Sunday, 6, Fox
At Charlotte Motor Speedway; In  Concord, N.C.
Lap length: 1.50 miles
(Car number in parentheses)
1. (11) Denny Hamlin, Toyota, 183.680 mph.
2. (45) Kurt Busch, Toyota, 183.661.
3. (20) Christopher Bell, Toyota, 183.655.
4. (18) Kyle Busch, Toyota, 183.505.
5. (24) William Byron, Chevrolet, 182.927.
6. (2) Austin Cindric, Ford, 182.303.
7. (23) Bubba Wallace, Toyota, 182.291.
8. (8) Tyler Reddick, Chevrolet, 182.199.
9. (48) Alex Bowman, Chevrolet, 182.168.
10. (34) Michael McDowell, Ford, 181.087.
11. (12) Ryan Blaney, Ford, 182.328.
12. (99) Daniel Suárez, Chevrolet, 181.812.
13. (9) Chase Elliott, Chevrolet, 181.690.
14. (19) Martin Truex Jr, Toyota, 181.665.
15. (14) Chase Briscoe, Ford, 181.452.
16. (3) Austin Dillon, Chevrolet, 181.074.
17. (21) Harrison Burton, Ford, 180.814.
18. (4) Kevin Harvick, Ford, 180.796.
19. (17) Chris Buescher, Ford, 180.517.
20. (31) Justin Haley, Chevrolet, 180.427.
21. (41) Cole Custer, Ford, 180.427.
22. (1) Ross Chastain, Chevrolet, 180.325.
23. (22) Joey Logano, Ford, 180.036.
24. (10) Aric Almirola, Ford, 179.880.
25. (43) Erik Jones, Chevrolet, 179.880.
26. (15) Ryan Preece, Ford, 179.158.
27. (16) Noah Gragson, Chevrolet, 178.879.
28. (42) Ty Dillon, Chevrolet, 178.672.
29. (47) Ricky Stenhouse Jr, Chevrolet, 178.619.
30. (38) Todd Gilliland, Ford, 178.118.
31. (78) BJ McLeod, Ford, 177.229.
32. (77) Josh Bilicki, Chevrolet, 175.730.
33. (51) Cody Ware, Ford, 174.430.
34. (50) Kaz Grala, Chevrolet, 169.364.
35. (6) Brad Keselowski, Ford, 92.152.
36. (5) Kyle Larson, Chevrolet, .000.
37. (7) Corey Lajoie, Chevrolet, .000.

New York City FC 1, 
Minnesota United 0
NEW YORK CITY FC 1 0 1
MINNESOTA 0 0 0 
First Half: 1, New York City FC, Callens, 3 (Rodriguez), 
29th minute.
Second Half: None.
Goalies: New York City FC, Sean Johnson, Luis Barraza; 
Minnesota, Dayne St. Clair, Eric Dick.
Yellow Cards: Dibassy, Minnesota, 31st; Trapp, Minne-
sota, 36th; Taylor, Minnesota, 39th; Rosales, Minne-
sota, 44th; Thiago, New York City FC, 82nd.
New York City FC, Sean Johnson; Alexander Callens, 
Chris Gloster (Malte Amundsen, 20th), Thiago Martins; 
Nicolas Acevedo, Alfredo Morales, Maxi Moralez (Thia-
go, 68th), Keaton Parks (Tayvon Gray, 67th), Santiago 
Rodriguez (Andres Jasson, 89th); Valentin Castellanos, 
Talles Magno (Heber, 89th).
Minnesota, Dayne St. Clair; Bakaye Dibassy, Brent 
Kallman, Kemar Lawrence, D.J. Taylor; Robin Lod, 
Emanuel Reynoso, Wil Trapp; Franco Fragapane (Adrien 
Hunou, 69th), Bongokuhle Hlongwane (Luis Amarilla, 
50th), Joseph Rosales (Abu Danladi, 81st).

Inter Miami CF 2, Timbers 1
PORTLAND 0 1 1
MIAMI 1 1 2 
First Half: 1, Miami, Campana, 7 (McVey), 27th minute.
Second Half: 2, Miami, Taylor, 2, 59th; 3, Portland, 
Tuiloma, 5 (Moreno), 78th.
Goalies: Portland, Aljaz Ivacic, Justin Vom Steeg; Miami, 
Drake Callender, Clement Diop.
Yellow Cards: Duke, Miami, 14th; Paredes, Portland, 
27th; Mabiala, Portland, 35th; Zuparic, Portland, 64th; 
Callender, Miami, 88th; Higuain, Miami, 90th+1.
A: 11,161.
Portland, Aljaz Ivacic; Larrys Mabiala, Justin Rasmussen 
(Santiago Moreno, 66th), Jose Van Rankin (Sebastian 
Blanco, 66th), Dario Zuparic; David Ayala (Bill Tuiloma, 
66th), Cristhian Paredes; Dairon Asprilla (Pablo Bonilla, 
78th), Yimmi Chara, Marvin Loria (Zac McGraw, 85th), 
Nathan.
Miami, Drake Callender; Damion Lowe, Christopher 
McVey, Ryan Sailor, DeAndre Yedlin; Bryce Duke (Robert 
Thomas Taylor, 46th), Gregore, Jean Mota (Victor Ulloa, 
76th); Leonardo Campana (Gonzalo Higuain, 62nd), Ariel 
Lassiter (Aime Mabika, 76th), Robbie Robinson (Indiana 
Vassilev, 44th).

Nashville SC 3, Rapids 1
NASHVILLE 3 0 3
COLORADO 0 1 1 
First Half: 1, Nashville, Sapong, 5 (Zimmermann), 8th 
minute; 2, Nashville, Hany Mukhtar, 5 (Lovitz), 15th; 3, 
Nashville, Hany Mukhtar, 6 (Haakenson), 17th.
Second Half: 4, Colorado, Rubio, 7, 78th.
Goalies: Nashville, Elliot Panicco, Joe Willis; Colorado, 
William Yarbrough, Clinton Irwin.
Yellow Cards: Rubio, Colorado, 14th; Abubakar, Colora-
do, 41st; Miller, Nashville, 42nd; Acosta, Colorado, 51st; 
Hany Mukhtar, Nashville, 56th.
Nashville, Elliot Panicco; Daniel Lovitz, Jack Maher, Eric 
Miller (Dax McCarty, 74th), Dave Romney, Walker 
Zimmermann; Brian Anunga (Anibal Godoy, 82nd), Sean 
Davis, Luke Haakenson (Taylor Washington, 73rd), Hany 
Mukhtar (Ake Arnaud Loba, 82nd); C.J. Sapong.
Colorado, William Yarbrough; Lalas Abubakar, Anthony 
Markanich (Max, 55th), Keegan Rosenberry, Auston 
Trusty, Daniel Wilson; Bryan Acosta (Mark-Anthony 
Kaye, 55th), Jack Price (Nicolas Mezquida, 84th); Jona-
than Lewis, Diego Rubio, Gyasi Zardes (Michael Barrios, 
46th).

Whitecaps 1, Sporting KC 0
VANCOUVER 1 0 1
SPORTING KC 0 0 0 
First Half: 1, Vancouver, Cavallini, 4 (penalty kick), 24th 
minute.
Second Half: None.
Goalies: Vancouver, Cody Cropper, Isaac Boehmer; 
Sporting KC, Tim Melia, John Pulskamp.
Yellow Cards: Thompson-Ford, Sporting KC, 13th; Berh-
alter, Vancouver, 27th; Fontas, Sporting KC, 44th; 
Gutierrez, Vancouver, 52nd; Russell, Sporting KC, 58th.
A: 19,206.
Vancouver, Cody Cropper; Javain Brown, Marcus Godin-
ho (Luis Martins, 79th), Cristian Gutierrez (Erik Godoy, 
60th), Florian Jungwirth, Jake Nerwinski, Ranko Ve-
selinovic; Sebastian Berhalter (Ryan Raposo, 79th), 
Leonard Owusu (Michael Baldisimo, 46th); Lucas Caval-
lini, Cristian Dajome (Deiber Caicedo, 27th).
Sporting KC, Tim Melia; Andreu Fontas (Nicolas Isimat-
Mirin, 69th), Logan Ndenbe, Benjamin Sweat (Kayden 
Pierre, 46th), Kortne Thompson-Ford; Cameron Duke, 
Roger Espinoza, Felipe Hernandez, Oriol Rosell (Marinos 
Tzionis, 46th), Remi Walter; Johnny Russell.

 Rangers 5, Hurricanes 2
CAROLINA ...............................  0 2 0 — 2
N.Y. RANGERS .........................  2 2 1 — 5 

FIRST PERIOD
Scoring: 1, N.Y. Rangers, Motte 2, 7:22. 2, N.Y. Rangers, 
Zibanejad 7 (Shesterkin, Fox), 9:51 (pp). 

SECOND PERIOD
Scoring: 3, N.Y. Rangers, Chytil 3 (Fox), 3:24. 4, Carolina, 
Skjei 1 (Aho, Jarvis), 5:05. 5, N.Y. Rangers, Chytil 4 
(Shesterkin, Lafreniere), 6:47. 6, Carolina, Trocheck 5 
(Necas, Skjei), 12:47. 

THIRD PERIOD
Scoring: 7, N.Y. Rangers, Panarin 4 (Kreider, Strome), 
7:43 (pp). 

SHOTS ON GOAL
CAROLINA .............................  15 11 13 — 39
N.Y. RANGERS .......................  12 7 6 — 25
Power-play opportunities: Carolina 0 of 3; N.Y. Rangers 2 
of 5. Goalies: Carolina, Kochetkov 1-1-0 (12 shots-10 
saves), Carolina, Raanta 6-5-0 (13-10). N.Y. Rangers, 
Shesterkin 7-5-0 (39-37). A: 18,006 (18,006). T: 2:33. 
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High Schools

BY JACOB RICHMAN

In a tightly contested win in
the Maryland 4A baseball semifi-
nals against Churchill on
Wednesday, Sherwood sopho-
more Mac Crismond entered for
two innings of relief work that
secured the Warriors’ spot in the
championship game.

Afterward, Crismond — the
youngest player on the team —
told Coach Sean Davis that he
wanted to start against Severna
Park in Saturday’s final, when
back-to-back state titles would be
up for grabs.

Davis honored that request —
“He can handle thismoment,” the

coach said—andCrismonddeliv-
ered five championship-worthy
innings at Regency Furniture Sta-
dium in Waldorf. Crismond al-
lowed one hit and struck out six
batters in five innings as Sher-
wood beat Severna Park, 11-0, by
the mercy rule.

“I was just attacking the zone
more and throwing my curveball
for strikes,” Crismond said. “And
they couldn’t touch it.”

The Warriors (23-1) became
the first school to win consecu-
tive Class 4A titles since the
classification was established in
1989.

With eight seniors, Sherwood
returned plenty of firepower
from its 2021 championship
team, which also defeated Sever-
na Park (18-4) in the final.

Ryan Bouma, who had the
game-winning hit in extra in-

nings of last year’s matchup, also
came through Saturday to secure
his second ring. The junior fin-
ished 2 for 3 with two runs; he
had RBI singles in the first and
second innings.

“It’s nerve-racking in the mo-
ment,” the third baseman said.
“But I’ve got to get a job done for
my team.”

Despite last year’s success,
Sherwood suffered a 10-run loss
to Churchill in the third game of
the season that tempered expec-
tations. But fresh talent such as
Crismond and DeMatha transfer
Amari Allen helped make sure
that was Sherwood’s only set-
back.

“We’re just a team that became
stronger as the games got harder,”
said Allen, who made a splash in
his state final debut, going 3 for 3
with two RBI.

Steady hitting and opportunis-
tic base running allowed theWar-
riors to take a 4-0 lead in the first
inning. Runs continued pouring
in, with three more in the second
and four in the fourth.

A hit by pitch in the fifth put
the Falcons’ James Henson on
first with one out. But a line drive
to shortstop Jack Andre was
flipped for a double play, and the
pile on the mound built with
Andre tackling Crismond to the
ground in celebration.

Crismond hammered away
throughout his first season with
the varsity squad, finishing 7-0
and getting to raise a trophy for
all the hard work.

“Even though I’m the youngest
kid on the team, Coach had the
confidence in me to win this
game,” Crismond said. “It meant
a lot to me.”

MARYLAND 4A BASEBALL FINAL

Warriors repeat as champs, this time in a blowout
SHERWOOD 11,

SEVERNA PARK 0 (5)

BY AARON CREDEUR

Wootton senior Helen Sariku-
laya was still sweating when she
hoisted the trophy and panted
her congratulations to the rest of
the team. Like the other players
who made it to the Maryland
tennis state finals Saturday, she
had just finished her third
match over the course of a
grueling 12-hour day.

Inclement weather earlier in
the week prompted the Mary-
land Public Secondary Schools
Athletic Association to schedule
the Class 3A and 4A quarterfi-
nals, semifinals and finals for the
same day at Wilde Lake Tennis
Club in Columbia, leaving the
winners ecstatic but physically
drained by the end of it.

With crowded courts

throughout the day, Sarikulaya
went to the parking lot between
matches to stay loose.

“I just went down to where the
buses are with my teammate,”
Sarikulaya said. “There’s no net,
so it was kind of just all over the
place. But I was able to get my
wrist moving and get my mo-
mentum going.

“I’ve been here since 8:30
[a.m.],” she continued— after the
sun had set. “. . . So it’s been a
long day for sure.”

Her makeshift warmups
worked.

Sarikulaya advanced through
the tournament to win her sec-
ond girls’ singles title in a row,
contributing to the 4A team win
along with boys’ singles winner
Jakob Esterowitz.

After two years of limited

competition, Esterowitz, a senior
who won the title his freshman
year, was especially thrilled to be
back on the court competing for
gold with the Patriots.

“I was down [in the finals],
and I had to get over a little
mental block,” Esterowitz said.
“And then my team was scream-
ing in the background to cheer
me, and it was all up from there.
They’re making jokes behind the
fence; they’re making fun of me.
It puts a smile on my face.”

Esterowitz’s performance was
all the more impressive after he
bounced back from a broken
wrist early in the season. Woot-
ton Coach Nia Cresham said that
type of resilience was key to his
players becoming champions.

“This is huge for us because
we have been fighting injuries

all season long,” Cresham said.
“We just overcame a lot. They
just came back, and they kicked
butt.”

In the 3A competition, River
Hill demonstrated dominance
across the board. For junior Alex
Artazov, the win was all about
the comeback. After barely miss-
ing out on a championship last
year and enduring a far-from-
perfect season, River Hill relied
on its depth to carry it through a
gantlet of tough matchups, field-
ing players in four of the five
finals matches.

“I feel like we were a lot more
motivated this year, because last
year we were undefeated and
this year we got third [in the
regular season],” he said. “So we
definitely felt like we needed this
a lot more than last year.”

MARYLAND TENNIS FINALS

After a long day, Wootton is tired and triumphant

BY JACOB RICHMAN

The Glenelg baseball team
had just three wins in six games
after taking a 12-run beating
from River Hill. Even as the
Gladiators rattled off eight
straight victories and eventually
found themselves as the No. 6
seed in the Maryland 2A state
tournament, Coach Steve Tiffa-
ny said no one was expecting
much.

But in Saturday’s champion-
ship game against Patuxent, the
state’s last remaining undefeated

team, Glenelg overcame one last
challenge. It prevailed the way it
has all season: with excellent
pitching, stellar fielding and a
clutch hit.

“Our kids weren’t scared,”
Tiffany said. “Our kids knew
that if we played our brand of
baseball . . . and got one timely
hit, that’s how you beat really
good teams.”

Glenelg was victorious, 4-1, at
Regency Furniture Stadium in
Waldorf thanks to Nick Duvall,
who provided six innings of one-
run ball and contributed the
winning hit, too.

Glenelg (19-5) claimed its sixth
state title and its first 2A champi-
onship since 1995. Patuxent
(24-1), making its third title game

appearance, fell a win short of
both a perfect season and its first
state championship.

Solid pitching and a stingy
defense carried the Gladiators to
their first state title since 1999 in
1A: Glenelg allowed just eight
runs in five postseason games. In
the first three games, it was
thanks to the mound work of
Duvall and sophomore Zach La-
fountain.

“They don’t even need reliev-
ers,” junior Jackson Kelley said.
“They’ve been unbelievable in
the postseason.”

Duvall kept Patuxent — which
came in averaging more than 10
runs per game — off the score-
board until a fourth-inning hit
from Nathan Robey knotted it at

1. In the sixth, the junior
changed the game with that
timely hit the Gladiators were
searching for. With the bases
loaded and two outs, he rocketed
the ball down the left field line
for a bases-clearing double and a
4-1 lead.

Approaching his maximum
pitch count, Duvall ceded the
mound to Kelley for the seventh
inning. After not pitching in the
first three games of the postsea-
son, Kelley closed the final two
games — an extra-innings win
over North East and Saturday’s
victory over the Panthers, when
he got a strikeout to end it.

“When he gets his spot,” Du-
vall said, “he does his job and
gets it done.”

MARYLAND 2A BASEBALL FINAL

Gladiators deny Panthers perfection
GLENELG 4,
PATUXENT 1

CRAIG HUDSON FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

Glenelg secured its first state championship since 1999 with a victory over previously undefeated Patuxent on Saturday inWaldorf.

BY JACOB RICHMAN

While his teammates lined up
to receive theirMaryland 3Abase-
ball championship medals —
earned in a 5-1 victory Saturday
night over top-seeded Towson —
Chesapeake’s Adrian Gonzalez
rushed back to the dugout to grab
a plastic basketball hoop and a
small rubber ball.

As the players congregated
toward the trophy they would
soon lift, Gonzalez held up the
hoopandhandedthebasketball to
junior Mason Shanahan, who got
a running start and dunked the
ball to great cheers fromhis team-
mates and the crowd of Chesa-
peake supporters.

This celebration was planned a
week earlier, before the Cougars
had even secured their spot in the
title game. And it defined a team,
led by first-year head coach Jeff
Young, that has made it to the top
by having fun.

Young and his staff — which
bought the basket — created an
enjoyabledynamicthathelpedthe
Cougars (20-3-1) bring home their
first state title since 2014.

“He just did something un-
speakable with a unique group,”
said senior Kyle Hickson, who
went 2 for 3 and scored the first

run for Chesapeake on Saturday.
“Themain thingwas, ‘You giveme
what I want, and I give you what
you want.’ And we gave him what
he wanted, and we got what we
wanted andhad fun.”

Young, a former Chesapeake
player and an assistant the past
nine years, built off the work of
previous coaches Ken King and
Jim Simms — both of whom won
state titles with Chesapeake and
were in attendance for the title
game at Regency Furniture Sta-
dium inWaldorf.

“We’re so proud of him. He de-
serves everything, what we gave
him today,” said senior pitcher
Nick Karls, who had six strikeouts
in 62/3 innings. “He’s my favorite
coach I’ve ever had; I’m glad we
were able to do this for him.”

Youngsaidoneof thekeys to the
team being successful this season
was his players’ willingness to lis-
ten. But from top to bottom, play-
ers said they would never forget
the fun the group had together.

Having walk-up songs was a
particular favorite for Hickson,
who strode to the plate to “Can’t
TellMeNothing” byKanyeWest.

Chesapeake fell behind in the
first inning against Towson (17-3)
but scored five unanswered runs
to become champion.

“Right now it’s hard to think
about because I just wouldn’t let
myself think about it,” Young said.
“Hopefully in a couple days it’ll
sink in. I’m just proud.”

MARYLAND 3A BASEBALL FINAL

Cougars’ ‘unique group’
has a whole lot of fun

CHESAPEAKE 5,
TOWSON 1

CRAIG HUDSON FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

Senior pitcher Nick Karls, who had six strikeouts in 62/3 innings,
gave up a run in the first, but the Cougars answered with five more.
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Erik Peters made 13 saves and 
Alexander Vardaro scored twice 
for the fifth-seeded Tigers (11-5), 
who were making their first 
semifinal appearance since 
2004.

That lengthy absence was ex-
tended when thunderstorms in 
the area sent the Cornell-Rutgers 
game into a 3-hour 38-minute 
delay just after halftime began. 
Instead of starting around 2:30 
p.m., Maryland and Princeton 
didn’t get underway until 6:28 
before an announced crowd of 
21,668 — the smallest for a 
semifinal without pandemic re-
strictions since 2001.

When the game finally started, 
Maryland pounced on the Tigers, 
building a 5-1 lead by the end of 
the first quarter after defensive 
midfielder Bubba Fairman de-

MARYLAND FROM D1 posited a transition opportunity. 
Far more concerning than any 
other on-field development was 
the departure of short stick de-
fensive midfielder Roman Pug-
lise with a shoulder injury.

Tillman said he did not know 
whether Puglise would be able to 
play Monday.

“He could break his leg and 
want to play,” Tillman said. “I 
love him to death, and I love his 
passion. We’re going to have to 
protect him from himself — may-
be steal his helmet or some-
thing.”

The Terps stretched their lead 
to 7-2 before Princeton caught its 
biggest break of the game. Mary-
land long pole John Geppert was 
flagged for a three-minute non -
releaseable penalty for an illegal 
body check to the head of Prince-
ton’s Beau Pederson.

The Tigers got within 7-4 by 

halftime but missed their other 
three shots on the man-up. When 
they got their first even-strength 
possession of the third quarter, 
the Terps quickly got a goal back 
when Jonathan Donville found 
Wisnauskas in the crease.

“We overcommunicated, and 
that was kind of what we were 
trying to do,” McNaney said. “Out 
there it was a little loud, but 
props to our defensive guys. I 
don’t think they got a shot on 
goal in that three-minute period 
[after the goal]. . . . I think that 
was very big for us in terms of 
momentum. Our offense and de-
fense kind of fed on that.”

Maryland then ripped off 
three goals in a 61-second span — 
the last two by Owen Murphy in a 
seven-second stretch — to go up 
11-4.

“Those were critical,” Tillman 
said.

Wisnauskas passed Jared 
Bernhardt with his 203rd goal 
with 1:32 remaining. Entering 
his final game Monday, Wisnaus-
kas ranks fifth in NCAA history 
in goals.

Saturday also demonstrated 
McNaney’s fondness for NCAA 
semifinals. The junior’s career 
high for saves had been 17 
against Duke, which came in last 
year’s semis on the same field.

Now, Maryland faces the chal-
lenge of finishing the job for the 
first time since 2017 — and 
cementing its place among the 
best teams in recent history. Only 
three teams have completed a 
perfect season as champions in 
the past 30 years: 1997 Princeton, 
2005 Johns Hopkins and 2006 
Virginia.

On Memorial Day, the Terps 
will have a chance to join that 
group.

Terps men one win short of perfection

JOHN MCDONNELL/THE WASHINGTON POST

The Terrapins built a 5-1 lead by the end of the first quarter against the Tigers after Bubba Fairman deposited a transition opportunity. 

BY NOAH FERGUSON

There’s a hill by Calvert’s soft-
ball field that the Cavaliers make 
their way to after each home game. 
Win or lose, the players jog up and 
down it just moments after the 
final out, helping them refocus 
and decompress.

That experience helped the 
Cavaliers reach the summit of 
Maryland 2A softball Saturday, 
when they ousted Rising Sun, 5-4, 
in an eight-inning thriller at Mary-
land Softball Stadium in College 
Park to claim their third state 
championship. Grace Atherton 
had the winning hit, a bloop single 
that set off the celebration.

“We have focused a lot, this year 
especially, on the mental health 
aspect of our game,” Coach Lauren 
Robison said. “I don’t think that 
it’s a coincidence that we have seen 
success, because it is an open con-
versation of how our girls are feel-
ing both mentally and physically.”

To Robison, Calvert’s first state 
title in more than a decade was a 
product of that emphasis on men-
tal health.

“If you could’ve been a fly on the 
wall in the dugout, you would have 
seen interactions that just would 
have taken your breath away,” she 
said. “From teammates picking 
each other up, from the emotions 
of being up and down . . . we 
weren’t going to let that go.”

Calvert (22-1) started strong: 
Senior star Karlee Hughes cracked 
a double off the fence that led to a 
first-inning run. Rising Sun (17-3) 
responded in the fifth, breaking 

up Emma DeBoer’s shutout bid to 
knot the score at 1.

A three-run outburst in the bot-
tom half gave the Cavaliers some 
breathing room; a bloop single 
with the bases loaded capped a 
three-run inning that put Calvert 
ahead. But Rising Sun wouldn’t go 
away. With two outs in the sev-
enth, the Tigers roared back with 
back-to-back doubles to tie the 
score at 4.

It was similar, Robison said, to 
Calvert’s 2-1 eight-inning loss to 
Queen Anne’s in this game last 
season. But in the eighth Saturday, 
Atherton’s single dropped just 
inches in front of a Rising Sun 
glove to secure the Cavaliers’ first 
state title since Robison was a 
player 16 years ago.

“I threw my helmet off and was 
running down the first base line 
before she even touched home,” 
Hughes said. “I had no doubt in my 
mind that [Atherton] was going to 
walk it off.”

The Cavaliers’ dedication to 
keeping a positive mind-set was 
paramount for Hughes in her 
growth as a player while their 
dazzling season progressed.

“I have a tendency to put a lot of 
pressure on myself, especially 
playing at such a high level,” she 
said. “It’s actually helped my game 
improve because my identity isn’t 
softball and it’s just something I 
get to do for fun.”

When Atherton’s single rolled 
harmlessly into the grass, there 
were no more hills to climb.

“This one means the world to 
me,” Robison said, “because it’s for 
them and for kids that haven’t had 
much in the past two years. To go 
through what they’ve gone 
through, getting this is a cherry on 
top.”

MARYLAND 2A SOFTBALL FINAL

Cavaliers reach summit 
in extra-innings thriller

CALVERT 5,
RISING SUN 4 (8)

DOUG KAPUSTIN FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

A single by Grace Atherton, right, dropped just inches in front of 
a Rising Sun glove in the eighth inning to seal Calvert’s state title.

BY NOAH FERGUSON

Chopticon had one last chance 
to extend a wild extra-innings 
championship game further with 
the bases loaded in the bottom of 
the eighth inning. But a tapper 
back to Linganore’s pitcher 
sealed the Braves’ fate on a night 
when they were a bounce away — 
multiple times — from becoming 
champions.

Despite leading the Maryland 
3A state title game until the final 
moments of regulation, Chopti-
con was shocked, 9-8, at Mary-
land Softball Stadium in College 
Park on Saturday.

“I was so proud of how well 
they played all year, all the heart 
and determination they’ve 
shown,” Chopticon Coach Kevin 
Cioppa said following the loss. 
“We’ve been a team with a lot of 
comeback wins and a team that 
never gives up.”

The Braves were one out from a 
championship in the top of the 
seventh. With two on and two 
down, Linganore’s Kelli Durbin 
lifted a flyball to right field, and 
the Braves watched it drop into 
the outfielder’s glove before jar-
ring loose, falling into the grass as 
multiple Linganore runners 
scored.

The game moved into extra 
innings, and Chopticon’s hopes of 

securing a state championship  
were quelled in the eighth.

The Braves’ state title try start-
ed out with promise — Karlie 
Wolfe spurred an early Chopticon 
charge with a two-run double 
into right field. Moments later, an 
RBI single gave the Braves a 
three-run edge in the opening 
inning.

Chopticon’s early momentum 
spilled over into the third inning. 
With two on and two outs, Chel-
sea Bassford launched a three-
run homer over the center field 
fence — sending the Braves’ dug-
out into a frenzy.

But the strong start fizzled. 
Linganore (19-5) responded with 
a four-run fourth to get within 
striking distance. Durbin’s hit 
pulled the Lancers back even 
with the Braves as the sun set.

After the missed opportunity 
to put away the game in the 
seventh, Chopticon (19-4) again 
came agonizingly close to a game-
winning play. With two outs in 
the bottom half and the Braves 
threatening, Linganore right 
fielder Katie Healy made a diving 
snag to end the inning.

Healy continued her roll for 
the Lancers in the eighth: She 
belted her third triple to give her 
team the lead. A squeeze bunt 
made it 9-7, and Chopticon 
couldn’t close the gap.

A stream of red Lancers jerseys 
piled on the field.

“We always battle, and we did 
against [Linganore],” Cioppa 
said.

MARYLAND 3A SOFTBALL FINAL

Braves let opportunities 
slip through their grasp

LINGANORE 9,
CHOPTICON 8 (8)

BY GENE WANG

On a typical fight night when 
Dusty Hernandez-Harrison was 
still in the ring, the welterweight 
contender from the District would 
have been in the locker room re-
viewing strategy, limbering his 
body and summoning the mental 
fortitude required to thrive in 
hand-to-hand combat.

But Saturday afternoon, the un-
defeated boxer turned promoter 
was in search of ice. That request 
came from pugilists and their han-
dlers several hours before the first 
bout of “Beltway Battles: Round 
2,” the second of three local cards 
Hernandez-Harrison is promot-
ing at Entertainment and Sports 
Arena with the aim of restoring 
the sport’s profile in the nation’s 
capital.

“I was a firm believer being a 
fighter was the hardest job in the 
world,” said Hernandez-Harrison, 
who has been inactive since Feb-
ruary 2020, when he improved to 
34-0-1. “It was a 24-hour job. Your 
lifestyle is changed. I now know it 
is the second-hardest job. Excuse 
my language, but this [expletive] 
sucks. You don’t realize how much 
goes into it.”

Hernandez-Harrison was 
speaking partially in jest, but the 
many duties he is responsible for 
include handling the fighters’ 
travel arrangements, ensuring 
proper medical care at ringside 
and arranging arena security. He 
even made the rounds in the sur-
rounding parking lots, speaking 
with attendants.

Hernandez-Harrison is the 
founder of DHH Promotions, 
which has partnered with other 
promotions, including Rising Star 
and TCMBF Boxing, for three 
cards featuring fighters from in 
and around the District headlin-
ing the main event and co-feature.

Appearing in Saturday’s co-fea-
ture was Anthony Peterson, the 
37-year-old D.C-born and -raised 
super lightweight who ended a 91/2 

month hiatus to dispatch Saul 
Corral via sixth-round knockout 
in the card’s penultimate bout. 

The main event between Bowie’s 
Greg Outlaw and Wilfrido Buelvas 
of Colombia ended in an anti-cli-
mactic no contest in the first 
round. Referee Michelle Myers 
stopped the fight at 2:28 when 
medical officials in both corners 
declared the fighters could not 
continue after Buelvas accidental-
ly head-butted Outlaw, opening a 
gash above his right eye that be-
gan bleeding profusely.

“It’s something I’ve always 
wanted,” Peterson (39-1-1, 25 
knockouts) said of highlighting a 
local production. “It’s something 
I’ve felt like was past due. While I 
was waiting for those big fights, I 
feel like these were the times that I 
missed. We could have been put-
ting on these smaller shows and 
building our fan base stronger — 
and not only are you building a fan 
base but you’re knocking off rust.”

Peterson’s trainer is his older 
brother Lamont, 38, a retired two-
division champion whose victory 
over Amir Khan via split decision 
in December 2011 at the Walter E. 
Washington Convention Center 
produced one of the most memo-
rable moments in the storied his-
tory of boxing in D.C.

That triumph brought major 

title belts back to the District, 
which was the birthplace and/or 
home base of world champions 
during the 1990s such as flyweight 
Mark “Too Sharp” Johnson, super 
lightweight Sharmba Mitchell, su-
per welterweight Ronald “Winky” 
Wright and middleweights Keith 
Holmes and William Joppy. The 
nearby suburbs can claim  Sugar 
Ray Leonard, a native of Palmer 
Park and one of the most accom-
plished and celebrated champions 
in boxing history, as well as former 
heavyweight champion Riddick 
Bowe of Fort Washington.

Underscoring the area repre-
sentation Saturday night was a 
10-bell salute honoring late train-
er Gary Russell Sr., who died re-
cently. Russell was the patriarch in 
a family of fighters and most nota-
bly trained Gary Russell Jr., who 
held the WBC featherweight title 
from 2015 until losing it in Janu-
ary.

“Our goal is to get D.C. back to 
when we had five, six champions,” 
said Hernandez-Harrison, whose 
housemate Donnell Poe was on 
the undercard and won his four-
round bout, the second of his ca-
reer. “A lot of them are here to-
night. I think it’s good to connect 

the new and the old. That’s pretty 
much my job now — mentoring 
young fighters. I tell them the mis-
takes I made, things I did wrong.”

Securing Entertainment and 
Sports Arena, the home court of 
the Washington Mystics and the 
Capital City Go-Go and the prac-
tice facility of the Washington 
Wizards, was at the top of his list of 
priorities. With one more show 
scheduled for August, the four-
year-old facility in Congress 
Heights provides a seating capac-
ity (4,200) suited to showcasing 
contenders bidding for title fights 
in addition to unproven locals 
seeking to gain experience in a 
setting accessible to family and 
friends.

The amenities also are far more 
fan-friendly than some dated ven-
ues in the area that have hosted 
boxing cards in recent years.

“That’s what D.C. needs. D.C. 
needs to be active in this sport,” 
said Holmes, pointing to his 16 
bouts over two years that prepared 
him to become a champion. 
“These fighters need to fight. They 
need to stay busy. . . . I’m thankful I 
went through what I went 
through. I just hope everyone 
keeps this thing going.”

‘Beltway Battles’ aims to give D.C.  a fighting chance

RICKY CARIOTI/THE WASHINGTON POST

Super middleweight Nadim Salloum  connects on Elie Augustama  at Entertainment and Sports Arena. 

 Peterson wins his bout,
 but main event is halted
after an early  head butt
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dance

zation, audiences are one part of 
the equation. Nurturing new work 
is another. To develop ABT’s reper-
toire and the careers of undiscov-
ered artists, Jaffe is also consider-
ing launching a choreography 
competition.

“I’d really like for Ballet Theatre 
to discover new choreographers,” 
she said. “Often it’s safer to say, 
‘Oh, somebody else discovered 
them — so now I can give them an 
opportunity.’ ” Instead, she said, 
ABT should lead the way in bring-
ing talented new voices to light, 
“and give them a platform, along 
with a deeper educational compo-
nent.”

As for ABT’s backbone — its 
long-held treasury of classic, full-
length story ballets, many that 
date to the 19th century — Jaffe 
said she aims to shelve, temporari-
ly, those that contain offensive ste-
reotyping or run counter to con-
temporary sensibilities.

“I will definitely do this with a 
team, not on my own,” she said. 
The ballets she has in mind in-
clude “Le Corsaire,” which centers 

on a Greek woman sold into slav-
ery and a pirate hero who is him-
self an enslaver, and “La Bay-
adère,” which is set in a fictional-
ized India among temple dancers 
and a morally questionable high 
priest. Some of the characters and 
religious depictions have drawn 
criticism from the Hindu commu-
nity and others who see it as insen-
sitive. Jaffe plans to make chang-
es, possibly adjusting storylines 
and details, after undertaking re-
search, discussions and surveys, 
“so that we’re really hearing from 
audience members.”

“The last thing we want to do is 
just ignore the issues and say we 
don’t care. We do care. And we 
want to be mindful about what we 
do.”

For ABT, which for decades has 
depended on the classics for its 
identity and bottom line, these 
will be major steps. They’re sure to 
draw some skepticism. Jaffe, 
though, is firm: This work needs to 
be done. She’s right.

“There’s so much to do around 
that,” Jaffe said. “And we will. And 

it will take some time till we pre-
sent those ballets again. Not until 
the research is done.

“I don’t want to just do some-
thing because it is beautiful,” she 
added. “I want to make sure it has 
been thoroughly discussed, so that 
it is celebratory.”

Education, research, develop-
ing the new, re-examining the old. 
Jaffe is describing a big-picture 
outlook. It’s what the business 
community calls systems think-
ing: looking at how processes are 
interrelated, rather than scatter-
ing attention on separate details.

It’s the perspective, too, of a 
woman with an open and analyti-
cal mind. She is digging down into 
the sources of ballet’s perception 
problem, to address the core rea-
sons it is generally not well under-
stood. She’s approaching the is-
sues broadly. And she’s placing 
value on listening.

Something else jumped out in 
Jaffe’s comments: She doesn’t 
seem to be motivated by the spot-
light.

For example, she has no im-

mediate plans to choreograph 
works for ABT, though she has 
created ballets since retiring from 
the stage in 2002. She choreo-
graphed a version of “Swan Lake” 
recently in Pittsburgh, with an 
unusual ending: After being be-
trayed by Prince Siegfried, the be-
witched swan queen, Odette, 
throws herself into the titular 
lake, following tradition, but the 
difference is that it’s a heroic act, 
not a despairing one. In an unusu-
al twist, Odette’s self-sacrifice re-
leases her sister swan-maidens 
from their spell so they can be free 
women again.

“She is teaching Siegfried what 
real leadership is,” Jaffe said. “She 
has become a woman of strength, 
and she says to him, ‘This is what 
you have to do for your people.’ ”

Asked whether this suggests 
her own leadership style, Jaffe 
laughed, and demurred, and 
spoke instead of the pleasures of 
nurturing.

“I do get great satisfaction out 
of helping others to grow,” she 
said. “It’s not about me anymore.”

ROSALIE O’CONNOR

BY SARAH L. KAUFMAN

B
allet has never been es-
pecially swift in adjust-
ing to social progress, 
but that seems to be 
changing. When Susan 

Jaffe takes over from Kevin Mc-
Kenzie as artistic director of 
American Ballet Theatre at the 
end of the year, for the first time in 
history women will lead two of the 
nation’s three major ballet compa-
nies.

This is a watershed moment for 
women’s progress in the field. 
Jaffe’s appointment, announced 
May 9, parallels San Francisco Bal-
let’s news in January that Spanish 
ballerina Tamara Rojo will replace 
longtime artistic director Helgi 
Tomasson this year. The hiring of 
these women bucks a persistent 
trend, for up until now, women’s 
leadership gains have been over-
whelmingly among the smallest 
regional companies. According to 
recent data from Dance/USA, the 
national service organization, 
troupes with budgets of $3 million 
and below are mostly led by fe-
male artistic directors. Ballet com-
panies with larger budgets tend to 
be male-dominated, with very few 
exceptions.

This is the case, for example, 
with New York City Ballet, the 
obvious third member of the coun-
try’s top echelon of ballet. It has 
always been led by men, though in 
2019 retired dancer Wendy Whel-
an became associate artistic direc-
tor after applying for the top job.

Jaffe’s selection feels significant 
for another reason. In a recent 
interview, the former ballerina 
shared a farsighted, well-consid-
ered vision for ABT that could 
quietly blow up the entire way we 
think about ballet. Jaffe, who re-
cently turned 60, has in mind such 
steps as opening up artistic pro-
cesses to the public and soliciting 
views from balletgoers and other 
stakeholders on the delicate task 
of updating thorny works from the 
classical canon. It’s an audience-
first approach.

“I was there when people were 
wrapped around the block, sleep-
ing overnight to see a perform-
ance,” said Jaffe, reflecting on the 
early 1980s, at the start of her 
professional career. Having left 
her hometown of Bethesda, she 
joined ABT’s corps de ballet in 
1980.

Three years later, Jaffe was a 
principal dancer, at a time when 
ABT programs were headlined by 
such famed ballet partnerships as 
Gelsey Kirkland and Mikhail Ba-
ryshnikov, who was then artistic 
director. Audiences were enrap-
tured. Ballet was a hot ticket.

“The interesting thing about 
that,” Jaffe said of the broad fan 
base, “is those people were educat-
ed about ballet.”

Jaffe is speaking from her office 
at Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre, 
where she has been artistic direc-
tor since 2020. Before that, she 
spent eight years as dean of dance 
at the prestigious University of 
North Carolina School of the Arts. 
Education is a primary pillar of 
her plans for ABT. She aims to fill 
in the gaps of public knowledge 
about ballet and dance, and build 
on that to leverage ABT’s pro-
grams.

“Ballet is a very intellectual art 
form and people don’t know it,” 
she said. “And when you don’t 
know much about it, it’s hard to 
understand, and I think that’s why 
it’s not as easily embraced as, for 
example, music. It takes a while 
for the eye to understand it be-
cause there’s so much going on. 
But if you have a little insight, you 
can do that much more quickly.”

What’s interesting here is that 
Jaffe is looking at the larger sys-
temic issue. It’s not enough to 
drum up excitement for a specific 
show. The bigger challenge is to 
groom potential audiences long 
term, and teach the public to ap-
preciate and even crave the art 
form.

Is this a woman’s way of ad-
dressing a problem? It’s tempting 
to say so. Maybe it’s also smart 
thinking. Jaffe didn’t speak of tick-
et sales, programming or commis-
sions. She talked about getting 
back to basics. Laying the ground-
work for growth by building a 
knowledge base.

“I would like to do digital pro-
grams, maybe 15 to 20 minutes on 
the website. Like Cliffs Notes,” 
Jaffe continued. “To present the 
history, the lineage, the larger 
themes, and here’s what to look for 
in the ballet. I’d do this with the 
contemporary works, too. You 
could do so much: The lineage of 
teachers and choreographers. 
How one dancer passes it on to the 
next.

“Then you start to understand 
the lineage, and then you can see it 
in the movements and it starts to 
make more sense.”

In any performing arts organi-

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK

Susan Ja≠e might just blow up how we think about ballet

MIRA

JORDAN BELLOTTI

MIRA

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: 
Susan Jaffe dances in “La 
Bayadère.” Jaffe will be the next 
artistic director of American 
Ballet Theatre, where she 
previously was a principal 
dancer for two decades. Jaffe 
teaches at ABT’s Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis School in 
2011. She performs in “The 
Merry Widow.” 
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BY SEBASTIAN SMEE

I
 know almost nothing about 
Corneille de Lyon. I don’t 
have any books on him. I’ve 
never seen an exhibition 
devoted to him. But in mu-

seums across America and 
 Europe, I find myself hovering, 
like a hummingbird poised to 
strike, in front of tiny portraits 
with green or blue backgrounds. 
And I frequently find, when I 
peer at the wall label, that they 
have been attributed to Corneille 
de Lyon.

None of them is signed. 
 Although the paintings them-
selves are often no bigger than 
postcards, they are usually in 
elaborate, aedicular frames 
(niches covered by a pediment 
supported by a pair of stone 
columns). They are not all equal-
ly riveting. But most are a notch 
or two above everything around 
them.

What makes them so good is 
not easy to explain. It’s not just 
the extraordinary level of concen-
trated detail. They possess some-
thing else — something intangi-
ble, a hypnotic quotient of oddity.

It might be a slight asymmetry 
in the subject’s eyes. It might be 
the bravura rendering of a fancy 
plumed hat or a fabulous red 
mustache. Or it might be a partic-
ularly unforgiving stare, the kind 
I associate either with Ingres’s 

most incendiary 19th-century 
portraits or the murderous looks 
my wife gives me when I’ve 
shrunk her new blouse in the 
dryer.

It all speaks to the artist’s 
refusal to idealize, to smooth over 
particulars for the sake of the 
sitter’s vanity. Corneille de Lyon 
painted portraits and, as far as we 
know, nothing else. This one, in 
Toledo, is the one I saw most 
recently. But I have seen others in 
Washington, London, New York, 
Chicago, Paris (the Louvre has 
12), Vienna, Houston, Boston and 
the Berkshires.

But take that with a pinch of 
salt. In truth, only one painting — 
a portrait of a man named Pierre 
Aymeric in the Louvre — can be 
securely attributed to the hand of 
Corneille de Lyon. With all the 
rest, it’s educated guesswork.

That’s because he never signed 
his works and the historical rec-
ord is unusually thin. He was 
born in The Hague in the first 
decade of the 16th century. (We 
don’t know the date.) In 1533 or 
1534, he settled in Lyon, one of 
several Flemish painters active in 
the French city. A decade later, he 
was established as painter to the 
Dauphin (later King Henry II). In 
1547, he became a naturalized 
French citizen by royal decree, 
and he died in Lyon in 1575.

Corneille always painted on a 
small scale. He employed multi-

ple assistants. His subjects were 
usually men and women in court 
circles, merchants and officials.

The gold chain around the 
neck of this sitter, Maréchal Bon-
nivet, conveys wealth and status. 
Bonnivet’s large ear still seems to 
tingle with the sensation of hav-
ing been pitilessly scrutinized, 
while the color and texture of his 
curly beard and thin mustache 
are captured with a miniaturist’s 
mind-bending wizardry.

Perhaps most arresting is the 
way Corneille’s emerald back-
ground chimes with the subject’s 
green eyes. Those eyes do not 
meet the viewer’s. But along with 
the tautly drawn mouth, they 
communicate an unmistakable 
intensity and resolve. All by itself 
the tiny bit of shading under the 
outside corner of his left eye 
conveys an impression of the 
muscles keeping the orb alert, 
missing nothing.

It’s this that catapults Cor-
neille’s portraits five centuries 
into the present. Their immedia-
cy is such that it diminishes our 
interest in the artist, the sitter, 
dates, patronage, costume and 
class — all those details that so 
exercise art historians. Instead of 
being buried under documents, 
befogged by facts, you find your-
self in the immediate, proximate, 
breathing presence of another 
human being — and there’s sud-
denly no room for anything else.

GREAT WORKS, IN FOCUS

His name may be 
obscure, but his 
work is ubiquitous

TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART

Corneille de Lyon  (b. ca. 1500)

Maréchal Bonnivet, mid-16th century
At the Toledo Museum of Art.

A series featuring art critic Sebastian Smee’s favorite works 
in permanent collections across the United States
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BY PHILIP KENNICOTT

T
hree years ago, I visited 
the island of San Gior-
gio Maggiore, in Venice, 
to see the 16th-century 
church of the same 

name, designed by Andrea Pallad-
io. This was during the Venice 
Biennale, so the church was also 
hosting an exhibition called “Hu-
man” by the Irish-born American 
abstract artist Sean Scully.

I was both intrigued and an-
noyed by the show; intrigued 
because I had never seen so many 
works by Scully in one place 
before, and annoyed because the 
installation seemed to compete 
with the church itself. A giant 
tower of colorful panels rose up 
below the central dome, and in 
other spaces, Scully’s watery 
brush work seemed to dissolve 
the church itself, flooding it in the 
ubiquitous water of Venice’s ca-
nals and lagoon. The show also 
included touching figurative 
sketches, which is rare for Scully. 
He is a thoroughly well-branded 
artist, and his work is most often 
encountered in museums singu-
larly, one large painting in a gal-
lery of other abstract works, sug-
gesting a gorgeous carpet of color, 
like an enticing decorative object.

Now there is an opportunity to 
see the full scope of Scully’s career 
in a generous and comprehensive 
survey of his painting since he 
emerged as a young partisan for 
abstraction in London in the ear-
ly 1970s. “Sean Scully: The Shape 
of Ideas” opened in April at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
with more than 100 works, in-
cluding some of his most monu-
mental paintings, along with 
drawings, woodcuts, etchings 
and aquatints. It is a seductive 
show, and may convert skeptics, 
especially those who feel Scully 
has been too settled for too long 
in his personal comfort zone of 
big, brick-like grids of bold color.

Scully was born in Ireland in 
1945, and emerged on the scene as 
abstraction — especially large, 
heroic, painterly abstraction — 
was largely in retreat. His early 
work was inspired, in part, by a 
visit to Morocco, where he en-
countered a rich legacy of textile 
works. It was there that he began 
considering an idea that has pre-
occupied him ever since: how 
geometry can inspire and sup-
press order and chaos.

Among the earliest works on 
view in the Philadelphia exhibi-
tion (first seen in a slightly small-
er version at the Modern Art 
Museum of Fort Worth) is Scully’s 
1972 “Harvard Frame Painting,” 
in which sacking and fabric are 
woven on a frame into an irregu-
lar grid of overlapping and woven 
bands. Despite its title, “Frame 

Painting” is essentially sculptur-
al, existing in a narrow plane of 
three-dimensional space. It also 
raises the central issues of ab-
straction that Scully would ex-
plore in his first decades: How 
strict a grid? How clean the lines? 
How to control the tension be-
tween surface and depth? Should 
all this be austere or sensuous?

His early responses lived in the 
world of mod fashion colors and 
the computer fetish of the 1970s 
and ’80s. He must have depleted a 
few warehouses full of masking 
tape to keep all his lines digitally 
crisp and sharply edged. Works 
like “Overlay #11” from 1974 are 
typical: Line for line, the grid is 
strict, but the use of different 
colors and densities, and the sub-
tle overlapping of lines, creates 
multiple grids within the grids, 
rhythmic patterns that strike the 
eye like a fusion of Philip Glass 
and Mondrian.

Later, the masking tape comes 
off, the edges become free-form 
and the paintings go from digital 
to analogue. The grids are looser 
and the paint, applied wet on wet, 
suggests yet more ideas about 
depth, layers within layers on the 
surface, through which you sense 
an “other side” to the two-dimen-
sional canvas or panel. As soon as 
you can see through a painting, it 
also begins to suggest architec-
ture, a sense of space in front and 
behind, and the possibility of 
passing through.

The architectural presence of 
Scully’s work is furthered by the 
scale of his largest paintings, the 
brick-like patterning of many 
works, and the physical cobbling 
together of multiple panels, in-
cluding insets and overlaid piec-
es. One begins to think in terms of 
doors, hatches, coffers and win-
dows, and yet there is often a 
sense of impenetrability, as if the 
walls suggest the possibility of 
passage yet limit egress. These 
walls can feel like a terminus, 
defining the impassable limits of 
a prisonlike space.

Scully has certainly limited his 
concerns to a very small subset of 
abstraction. The larger field in-
cludes a host of ideas that contin-
ue to animate other abstract 
painters: Is there a focus to the 
image or are its events evenly 
distributed? Does the painting 
suggest mathematical or biomor-
phic ideas? Is it mapping another 
reality or avoiding any sense of 
reality at all?

For the past 50 years, Scully has 
resided in the small but fertile 
province of the grid, rotating the 
crops of his color fields to avoid 
depleting the soil. Curiously, he 
reminds me a bit of Romantic 
English landscape artist John 
Constable: infinitely inspired by 
what is near to hand, deeply at 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK

Scaling and 
adding layers 
to abstraction  

COLLECTION OF ANDY SONG/PHOTOGRAPHER: ROBERT BEAN/SEAN SCULLY

COLLECTION OF THE ARTIST/SEAN SCULLY

PRIVATE COLLECTION. IMAGE COURTESY OF BONHAMS & BUTTERFIELDS, NEW YORK, 2020 /SEAN 
SCULLY

PRIVATE COLLECTION, COURTESY OF BEAUMONT NATHAN ART ADVISORY/SEAN SCULLY

“Uist” (1991) by Sean Scully, who was inspired by how geometry 
can inspire and suppress order and chaos. 

MODERN ART MUSEUM OF FORT WORTH/SEAN SCULLY

FROM TOP: Sean Scully’s 
art, including “Green 
Light” (1972–1973), “Pale 
Fire” (1988), “Doric Blue 
and Blue” (2015) and 
“Mooseurach” (2002).

home, keenly alert, as only a 
provincial can be, to the nuances 
of the space he inhabits. Scully 
finds analogues in his home place 
for larger themes from art history, 
so in his 2015 “Doric Blue and 
Blue,” the grid resolves into the 
pure brushstroke, the squarish 
daub of Cézanne. In the four 
panels of the 2000 “Land Sea Sky” 
and other more recent works, 
Rothko is summoned. In yet other 
images, the grid becomes mere 
substrate for cultivating Barnett 
Newman’s “zips,” now laid out 
horizontally for better yield.

Perhaps the most touching 
works in the Philadelphia show 
are those that suggest the longer 
arc of Scully’s career, from purity 
to messiness, rigidity to free-
dom, self-containment to self-ex-
pression.

The 2002 “Mooseurach,” 
named after a Bavarian town 
where Scully maintains a studio, 
has bits of red or salmon and blue 
and green peaking through the 
interstitial spaces of his darker, 
more somber-colored bricks. 
These hints of color suggest light 
and fire, sky and sunset, cold and 
heat, while also giving us a sense 
of the depth of color underneath 
the color. The particular presence 
of the brown or tan or white we 
see on a densely painted canvas is 
determined not just by the pig-
ment or the light in the room, but 
by the colors beneath the surface 
color. So these glimpses of color 
are both metaphors for things in 
life and small indexical signs of 
how Scully creates those illu-
sions. They are fantasy and proc-
ess at the same time.

They also are worlds away from 
the strict, surface patterns of the 
artist’s early work, as if he has 
found freedom or release from 
the grid space he laid out a hal-
f-century ago. One thinks of Rich-
ard II’s speech in prison, as he 
tries to hammer out an imaginary 
world from his confinement. Like 
Richard, Scully has begot “a gen-
eration of still-breeding 
thoughts,/ And these same 
thoughts people this little world.”

That’s an impressive accom-
plishment for any artist: to es-
cape their comfort zone without 
ever leaving it. The Philadelphia 
survey takes us along for that 
ride, and it’s a moving journey.

Sean Scully: The Shape of Ideas 
Through July 31 at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art. philamuseum.org.

Perhaps the most 
touching works in 
the Philadelphia 

show are those that 
suggest the longer 

arc of Scully’s 
career.
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BY MARK JENKINS

entry. Many of the pieces hang 
in midair, and are at least partly 
wispy. Kass McGowan suspends 
a set of dinner napkins, each 
inserted with a page from an old 
reference book. Tory Cowles 
dangles columns of found 
objects, many colorfully 
painted, in a sort of three-string 
circus. The piece casts 
intriguing shadows, as do Cindy 
Winnick’s soft sculpture of a 
dancer with oversize feet and 
Mahy Polymeropoulos’s “Sea 
Urchin,” which reduces the 
creature to a nest of blue wires.

Natural forms also inform 
such wall sculptures as Lisa 
Battle’s “Ripple,” which suggests 
a babbling brook with eight 
interlocking curved ceramic 
bars, and Liz Lescault’s “Sun 

Stroke,” whose elaborately 
patterned central ceramic form 
is surrounded by pincers made 
of plastic. A more topical use of 
plastic is Nic Galloro’s “Stop the 
Flow,” in which a pipe 
discharges not water but a 
seven-foot-high stream of 
throwaway bottles.

Electronic-device refashioner 
Chris Combs sculpts with light, 
ironically hiding twinkling 
LEDs behind a dirty rag. Jenny 
Wu assembles small pieces of 
pigment in patterns to make a 
sculpture that’s also a painting. 
Alyssa Imes fabricates in cast 
iron more than 50 sets of lips, 
which are scattered on the floor. 
Imes’s unorthodox use of a 
standard sculptural material is 
echoed by Alan Rhody’s “Jax-in-

the-Box,” which looks like a 
flimsy children’s toy but was in 
fact carved from a block of 
limestone. Metal and stone do 
appear in “Sculpture Now 2022,” 
but most often in amusingly 
deceptive guises.

Sculpture Now 2022 Through June 
22 at Harmony Hall Arts Center, 
10701 Livingston Rd., Fort 
Washington.

Inglis & Shapiro
Boston artist Paul Inglis 

arranges simple, brightly 
colored lines or shapes, the 
latter so robust that they can’t 
always be restricted to one 
dimension. Inglis’s Gallery 

SEE GALLERIES ON E6

IN THE GALLERIES

Timeless aspects 
of past and present 

abstract works

HOWARD MEHRING/CONNERSMITH

THE ART LEAGUE

LEFT: A gallery view of Washington colorist Howard Mehring’s 
works made from 1956 to 1961. RIGHT: Contemporary photorealist  
Sally Davies’s work “Inner Strength,” which gets its  depth from the 
partial layering of handmade ceramic tiles.

Seeking a traditional metal or 
stone piece in Harmony Hall 
Arts Center’s sprawling 
“Sculpture Now 2022,” visitors 
may be drawn to Richard 
Binder’s graceful “Uplifting.” 
But this curled swoop of thin 
stainless steel is delicate rather 
than monumental. And it’s less 
characteristic of the exhibition 
than is Mitra Lore’s heavy-metal 
contribution, which mocks the 
brawniness of a piece of forged 
industrial machinery by 
adorning it with pearls and 
rhinestones.

Such found objects abound in 
the Washington Sculptors 
Group-sponsored show, which 
features work by 48 Mid-
Atlantic artists, a few 
represented by more than one 
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Neptune & Brown show, “Rise 
and Shine,” consists primarily of 
prints, but placed among them 
are small, painted-wood 
sculptures that amplify the forms 
seen in many of the woodblocks. 
Inglis calls the pieces “critters,” 
and some resemble streamlined 
dogs or birds. Among the 
inspirations for them are antique 
toys Inglis keeps in his studio.

The artist doesn’t construct 
sculptures based on his prints, 
which feature not blocks but sets 
of lines, but the latter 
compositions are just as vibrant. 
Inglis opposes or overlaps figures 
made of tight parallel rules in one 
or two colors, devising patterns 
that suggest buildings 
(“Monument”) or rain (“Sun 
Showers”), or that appear to 
oscillate (“Sprinkler Gold”). 
Reducing everyday things to 
elementary patterns yields 
surprisingly intricate 
counterpoint.

Also on exhibit are four larger 
but otherwise compatible prints 
by Joel Shapiro, a veteran 
abstract metal sculptor. (Among 
the New Yorker’s local works is an 
askew minimalist spire outside 
the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum.) The prints 
juxtapose eccentrically shaped 
but essentially boxy forms, 
usually in just two colors, 
although one has four. The 
connection to Shapiro’s 
sculptures is evident, but where 
those exist in the real world, the 
prints’ shapes float on expanses of 
white paper. This frees them to 
be, playfully and sublimely, 
insubstantial.

Paul Inglis: Rise and Shine, with 
works by Joel Shapiro. Through June 4 
at Gallery Neptune & Brown, 1530 
14th St. NW.

Howard Mehring
“From the Gestural to the 

Sublime” is Connersmith’s third 
exhibition in less than two years 
of paintings by Washington 
colorist Howard Mehring (1931-
1978), but the show is far from 
redundant. As before, the gallery 
proprietors have unearthed 
works that have never shown 
publicly, several of which are 
exceptional.

The selection is worth a look 
just for two subtly dappled 
pictures: “Untitled (Blue 
Gesture)” is an allover 
composition in which blue swirls 

GALLERIES FROM E5 dance atop dark-gray ones, while 
“Aura II” features horizontal 
bands of gradated gray that are 
subtly infiltrated by pink. Both 
paintings feel as hazy and 
enveloping as morning mist.

The emphasis here is on early 
efforts, made between 1956 and 
1961 and including two oils from 
before Mehring adopted the then-
new acrylic pigments. One of 
those early pictures, “Larch,” 
contains a glimmer of green that 
hints at the heathered 
compositions that would arrive 
not long after. Another harbinger 
of Mehring’s later work is 
“Untitled (Yellow Gray 
Diagonal),” which maintains soft 
hues while splitting them into 
two triangles, thus anticipating 
the artist’s future hard-edge style. 
Even viewers who’ve seen a lot of 
Mehring’s work will likely gain a 
new appreciation from seeing 
these path-finding pictures.

Howard Mehring: From the 
Gestural to the Sublime Through 
June 4 at Connorsmith, 1013 O St. 
NW. Open by appointment. 

Sally Davies
In her Art League show, “Our 

Fractured Life,” photorealist 
painter Sally Davies employs two 
distinct modes to visualize 
pandemic-period isolation. One is 
depicting socially distanced 
outdoor activities as seen — in a 
trademark Davies strategy — from 
above. These purple-shadowed 
scenes are painted on small 
square canvases that are arranged 
in checkerboard patterns, leaving 
both symbolic and actual open 
space to separate them. The other 
approach is to portray women 
(and one girl) in such extreme 
close-up that little more than a 
single eye is within the frame.

The latter pictures, vertically 
oriented and much larger than 
life-size, dominate the show. The 
Maryland artist complicates the 
simple compositions with 
intricate detail, notably in irises 
alive with reflected light. She also 
adds literal depth to the faces by 
partly layering them with 
handmade ceramic tiles, some 
imprinted with fingerprint-like 
whorls. The images are too tightly 
cropped for their subjects to be 
recognizable, yet each painting 
has a strong sense of individuality.

Sally Davies: Our Fractured Life 
Through June 5 at the Art League, 
Torpedo Factory, 105 N. Union St., 
Alexandria.

FITSUM SHEBESHE/HARMONY HALL ARTS CENTER

PAUL INGLIS/GALLERY NEPTUNE & BROWN

ABOVE: A gallery view of 
“Sculpture Now 2022” 
featuring works by 48 Mid-
Atlantic artists. This year’s 
show leans toward the delicate 
rather than the monumental. 
LEFT: “Bird/Window”  by Paul 
Inglis is included in the “Rise 
and Shine” exhibit of prints and 
small, painted-wood sculptures. 
Inglis calls the pieces “critters.”
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THEATRE
Baltimore
Performances:
Desdemona, June 7
and 8; Othello, June
14 and 15
Theatreproject.org

Individual
Tickets
$35-$65;
Packages
$60 - $80

Source Theater
1835 14th Street NW
Washington DC, 20009

Baltimore Theatre Project
45West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
Inseries.org (202)204-7763

One theater experience in two evenings: A new English-
language telling of Verdi and Shakespeare’s Othello centers
images by Keith Piper and new interludes by Matthew Evan
Taylor; while Toni Morrison’s Desdemona, wrapped in the
music of Nina Simone led by DC jazz virtuoseo Janelle Gill,
is set around an interactive sculpture installation by Maya
Freelon. Maribeth Diggle stars as Desdemona in
both evenings.

Othello: June 2 (preview)
4, 9. 17 at 7:30pm,
June 12 and 19 at 3:00pm
Desdemona: June 3
(preview) 10, 11, 16, 18 at
7:30 pm; June 5 at 2:00pm

OTHELLO/
DESDEMONA

Added Shows:

Mon, 5/30 at 8PM
Thu, 6/2 at 5PM
Mon, 6/6 at 8PM

Tickets
Available
at the

Box Office

The Kennedy Center
Theater Lab
Student Rush
Tickets Available
Tickets: 202-467-4600
Groups: 202-416-8400
www.shearmadness.com

Everybody’s favorite comedy whodunit is back in town
and ready with fresh and funny new laughs and new clues.
We can’t wait to see you. "Shrieks of laughter night after
night at the Kennedy Center." (Washington Post)

Regular Schedule:
Tuesday–Friday at 8
Saturday at 6 & 9
Sunday at 3 & 7

Shear Madness
The Kennedy Center
Theater Lab

$35

Dumbarton United Methodist
Church
3133 Dumbarton St. NW
Newmusictheatre.org/voicesofzion

A new work of immersive music theater commemorates
the hidden history of Georgetown by giving voice to the
real historical figures buried at Mt. Zion-Female Union
Band Cemeteries.

May 13, 14, 20, and 21 at
7:00 pm
Memorial Day Special
May 30 at 2:00pm

The Black Georgetown
Cemeteries Project
Voices of Zion

MUSIC - CONCERTS

Parking info:

https://www.nvcc.
edu/schlesinger-
center/

FREE
concert,
tickets
required.
www.usaf-

band.eventbri
te.com

Rachel M. Schlesinger
Concert Hall and Arts Center
4915 East Campus Drive
Alexandria, VA 22311

Join the Airmen of Note for a collaboration featuring the
German Armed Forces Die Big Band der Bundeswehr!.
Enjoy a diverse program, performed by the musical
ambassadors of Germany. Free concert, tickets available
at www.usafband.eventbrite.com. See
www.music.af.mil/USAFBand/ for more information.
Visit us on Facebook, Instagram & Twitter @USAFBand

Wednesday, June 1,
Rachel M. Schlesinger
Concert Hall and Arts
Center, 7:30 p.m.

International
Collaboration!

Inquiries:
(202) 433-5809

Masks required for
June 2 concert.

Free tickets
required for
June 2

concert only.
See website
for details.

June 1: National Harbor Plaza
Stage, National Harbor, Md.

June 2 : John Philip Sousa Band
Hall, Marine Barracks Annex, 1053
7th St, SEWashington, DC

www.marineband.marines.mil

Marine Band summer concerts are back June thru August!
Enjoy outdoor concerts on Wednesdays around the DMV,
& indoor concerts (also livestreamed) from Sousa Band Hall
on Thursdays. Summer concerts feature a variety of light
classics, country music, patriotic tunes, jazz, and popular
wind band favorites. This week: the music of Star Wars,
Bing Crosby, Gustav Holst & more!

Wednesday, June 1
at 7 p.m.

Thursday, June 2
at 7:30 p.m

United States
Marine Band

Parking info: https://
parking.national
harbor.com/

FREE!
No tickets
required.

National Harbor Waterfront,
Oxon Hill, MD 20745

Enjoy a summer of patriotic music! Join The United States
Air Force Band on Saturdays, June through August, for our
Summer Concert Series. Performing groups vary, please
visit www.music.af.mil/USAFBand/ for more info. FREE
concerts, no tickets required. Outdoor concerts are subject
to weather cancellation. Check our Facebook and Twitter
feeds for cancellation info.Visit us on Facebook, Instagram
& Twitter @USAFBand

Saturdays, June 4-Aug 27,
Plaza Stage at National
Harbor, 7 p.m.

Summer Concert
Series

MUSIC - ORCHESTRAL

ON BSOOFFSTAGE
THROUGH JUNE 18
Offstage.BSO
music.org

$35-$90

TheMusic Center at Strathmore
5301 Tuckerman Lane
North Bethesda, MD 20852
877.276.1444
www.BSOMUSIC.org

In this “tour de force” concert, Byron Stripling showcases
ragtime masters Scott Joplin and Jelly Roll Morton in
addition to blues legends B.B. King and MuddyWaters.
Stripling’s entertaining and humorous vignettes about the
music and its creators, with a finale that closes with
an unforgettable toe-tapping jam session, are not to be
missed. Stripling is joined by keyboardist Bobby Floyd of
the Ray Charles, Dr. John, and Count Basie Bands.

Thu, April 7, 8:00 PM

Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra
Ragtime, Blues,
and All That Jazz
Byron Stripling, conductor
and trumpet

OPERA

Please check
website for
up-to-date
COVID safety
protocols.

$30-110

Kennedy Center’s
Terrace Theater
2700 F Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20029
(202)546-9332
www.operalafayette.org

Guest Conductor Pedro Memelsdorff explores the
complicated dynamics between the musical culture of
Imperial France and the people of the Caribbean.
Well-known French composers from the 18th century and
newly rediscovered works are represented in this
orchestral concert with vocal soloists and ensemble.

Sunday, June 12, 2022,
7:30 p.m.

Concert Spirituel
aux Caraïbes
Music from the Caribbean
French Colonies

Please check
website for
up-to-date
COVID safety
protocols.

$30-135

Kennedy Center’s
Terrace Theater
2700 F Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20029
(202)546-9332
www.operalafayette.org

Artistic Director Ryan Brown and filmmaker Tania
Hernandez Velasco present a fully-staged modern
premiere of Grétry’s 1770 Silvain like it’s never been
seen before. Set in the 19th century American
Southwest, the story explores timeless tales of a father
and son relationship, and the still historically-pertinent
struggles over land rights in America.

Thursday, June 2 & Friday,
June 3, 7:30 p.m.

Gretry’s
Silvain

FESTIVALS

Offsite parking and
Metro shuttle from
the GEICO parking
lot at Freindship
Heights.

FREE

Glen Echo Park
7300 MacArthur Blvd,
Glen Echo, MD 20812
Washingtonfolkfestival.org

This family-friendly Festival features 6 outdoor stages of
music, song, and dance from American and international
folk traditions as well as storytellers and a crafts
marketplace. With over 400 performers and rides on the
101 year-old Dentzel Carousel, there is something for
everyone.

June 4th and 5th
Noon to 7 PM

40thWashington
Folk Festival
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Watergate: A New History,
by Garrett Graff

Nonfiction | Nearly half a cen-
tury has passed since five men were 
arrested inside the offices of the 
Democratic National Committee in 
the Watergate office building. Dur-
ing that time, scores of books have 
been published about the scandal 
and the resignation of President 
Richard Nixon. Do we need an-
other? Yes: This one is a remarkably 
rich narrative with compelling 
characters, who range from crimi-
nal and flawed to tragic and heroic.

Yerba Buena,
 by Nina LaCour

Fiction | Teenagers Sara and 
Emilie are immediately drawn to 
each other when they meet by 
chance at a Los Angeles restau-
rant. Their connection might have 
something to do with their shared 
histories: Both have weathered 
tragedies born of drug addiction. 
But circumstances keep driving 
them apart over the course of 
years as each narrates her own 
coming-of-age story.

Laurence Olivier’s pairing was a 
bad idea from the start, when 
each abandoned a spouse and 
child to strike up a turbulent 
romance. Galloway, the former 
executive editor of the Holly-
wood Reporter, lifts himself 
clear of previous chronicles by 
weaving in more details of 
Leigh’s bipolar disorder, which 
manifested itself variously as vi-
olent mood swings, tumultuous 
affairs and, on occasion, psy-
chotic breaks.

Trust, 
by Hernan Diaz

Fiction | Diaz, a Pulitzer Prize 
finalist, has created an irresist-
ible puzzle of a novel. Each of the 
four parts offers a different per-
spective on the life of an enig-
matic Wall Street tycoon who 
rose to fame and fortune in the 
early 20th century. Diaz is inter-
ested not only in the way wealthy 
men burnish their image, but 
also in the way such memorial-
ization involves the diminish-
ment, even the erasure of others.

Eleven” and the perception-bend-
ing tricks she played in “The Glass 
Hotel.” The interlocking stories 
stretch from 1912 to 2401, where a 
man learns that “moments from 
different centuries are bleeding 
into one another.” This is science 
fiction about loneliness, grief and 
finding purpose.

True Biz, 
by Sara Novic

Fiction | A boarding school for 
deaf students is the setting for a 
novel that presents a kaleidoscope 
of experiences, including a girl’s 
meeting a deaf person for the first 
time and a boy’s struggle with the 
birth of his hearing sister. Novic  is 
a thoughtful tour guide through 
her own deaf culture, providing 
mini history lessons and illustra-
tions of vocabulary words in Amer-
ican Sign Language.

Truly, Madly: Vivien Leigh, 
Laurence Olivier, and the 
Romance of the Century,
by Stephen Galloway

Nonfiction | Vivien Leigh and 

riahs realize they’re part of a larger 
community — the Talents — when 
they end up at a special school 
alongside other exceptional misfits 
who are the world’s only defense 
against an apocalyptic future.

Rickey: The Life and Legend 
of an American Original,
by Howard Bryant

Nonfiction | Bryant, the author 
of the Hank Aaron biography “The 
Last Hero,” turns his attention to 
left-fielder Rickey Henderson, who 
stole more bases and scored more 
runs during his career than any 
other Major League Baseball play-
er in history. More than just a por-
trait of the “Man of Steel,” Bryant’s 
book considers how Henderson’s 
Oakland upbringing shaped him 
and how Henderson, in turn, trans-
formed the culture.

Sea of Tranquility,
by Emily St. John Mandel

Fiction | St. John Mandel’s lat-
est is a curious thought experi-
ment that borrows from the 
plague terror she spun in “Station 

can teaching English in Seoul. 
When video of Jacob’s failed at-
tempt to enter North Korea goes 
viral, things get complicated for 
his parents and sister back in 
Hawaii.

Olga Dies Dreaming,
by Xochitl Gonzalez

Fiction | This smart debut 
about a celebrity wedding planner 
whose love life is in shambles 
stretches the seams of the rom-
com genre. It lures us in with 
laughter and keeps us hooked 
with an engaging satire of con-
sumer excess, an appraisal of busi-
ness morality and a study of inter-
national relations. No wonder a 
Hulu pilot starring Aubrey Plaza is 
already in the works.

Ordinary Monsters,
by J.M. Miro

Fiction | The first novel in a 
planned historical fantasy trilogy 
starts in Victorian England, where 
two castoff children with extraordi-
nary powers are targeted by a man 
made of smoke. The ostensible pa-

thing, starting with a band of ruth-
less Russian mercenaries, who 
turn Bohjalian’s 23rd book into a 
bloody sprint of a read.

Mecca, 
by Susan Straight

Fiction | A highway patrolman 
struggles to keep a deadly secret; a 
woman becomes a single mother 
overnight; and a traumatized mi-
grant discovers an abandoned 
baby. The disparate experiences of 
characters living in Southern Cali-
fornia — far from the glitz of Holly-
wood — gradually interweave to 
create a celebration of families 
made all the more poignant by the 
constant threat of separation, ex-
ile or worse.

Nuclear Family, 
by Joseph Han

Fiction | Han’s inventive novel 
begins from the perspective of a 
ghost, desperate to cross the Ko-
rean demilitarized zone in 
search of his long-lost family. His 
only option is to possess the body 
of his grandson, Jacob, an Ameri-

some. But more than ever, we need 
Tyler’s comforting tales, docu-
menting the mingled strains of 
affection and exasperation that tie 
a family together, the love that 
persists somewhere between 
laughing and sighing.

Funny Farm: My Unexpected 
Life with 600 Rescue Animals, 
by Laurie Zaleski

Nonfiction | After a hardscrab-
ble childhood that sparked her 
devotion to all creatures, Zaleski 
started a 25-acre animal sanctu-
ary in New Jersey, where she cares 
for abandoned animals: dogs, 
cats, ducks, donkeys, even skunks. 
In a memoir that’s both uplifting 
and heartbreaking, Zaleski re-
counts her father’s violent out-
bursts, her mother’s attempts to 
keep her children safe and the 
adoption of the inaugural member 
of their furry brood: a German 
shepherd named Wolf.

The Last Resort: 
A Chronicle of Paradise, 
Profit, and Peril at the Beach, 
by Sarah Stodola

Nonfiction | Here’s a beach 
read that will make you think. 
Stodola explores the fascinating 
history of how beaches became 
our dream destinations. The 19th-
century notion that saltwater and 
sea air were panaceas led inexora-
bly toward the creation of deca-
dent resorts in Monte Carlo and 
beyond. Since then, beach vaca-
tion mania has led to overdevelop-
ment, erosion and complications 
for communities where resorts 
spring up. Happy swimming!

Left on Tenth:
 A Second Chance at Life, 
by Delia Ephron

Nonfiction | After the deaths of 
her husband and beloved sister, 
Nora, Delia Ephron’s life seemed 
to be turning around with a new 
romance. Then she was diagnosed 
with acute myeloid leukemia, the 
same illness that killed her sister. 
Ephron’s memoir honors the 
depths of fear, sickness and sor-
row, but she also celebrates with 
humor and awe the great fortune 
of small thrills.

Lessons in Chemistry,
by Bonnie Garmus

Fiction | Garmus, a venerable 
copywriter and creative director, 
released her debut novel just shy 
of her 65th birthday, and the 
1960s-set comic novel arrived 
right on time for readers in need of 
a laugh. Its indelible protagonist is 
Elizabeth Zott, a gifted research 
chemist with a popular cooking 
show who refuses to bow to con-
vention, even when it gets her in 
trouble — and it often does.

The Lioness, 
by Chris Bohjalian

Fiction | It’s 1964, and Holly-
wood starlet Katie Barstow de-
cides to take her closest friends 
along on her honeymoon safari in 
the Serengeti. On this luxury ex-
cursion, there’s even a kerosene-
powered ice machine to chill the 
gin and tonics. What could possi-
bly go wrong? Just about every-

BY WASHINGTON POST 
EDITORS AND REVIEWERS

W
hether you’re headed 
to a far-flung beach or a 
nearby couch, these 
books are worthy addi-

tions to your summer reading list.

Ancestor Trouble: A Reckoning 
and a Reconciliation,
by Maud Newton

Nonfiction | There’s no short-
age of books about shocking fam-
ily revelations uncovered through 
research and DNA testing. But few 
writers can offer a tale as riveting 
and timely as Newton does here, 
detailing her discovery of racism, 
violence and cruelty passed down 
through multiple generations of 
her family tree. At its best, “Ances-
tor Trouble” becomes a kind of 
personal reconciliation project, 
boosted by lyrical writing and 
wide-ranging scholarship.

Finding Me, 
by Viola Davis

Nonfiction | One of the finest 
actors of her generation delivers a 
memoir that’s no breezy Holly-
wood tell-all. Instead, the Oscar, 
Emmy and Tony winner delves 
into growing up “po” — “That’s a 
level lower than poor,” she clarifies 
— in an abusive home, and ulti-
mately channeling her pain and 
trauma into wrenching perform-
ances in “Doubt,” “Fences” and 
other films.

Fire Island: A Century in the 
Life of an American Paradise, 
by Jack Parlett

Nonfiction | Parlett offers a 
sweeping history of Fire Island, 
from its Native American settlers 
to its rise as a gay resort destina-
tion. Paying special attention to 
the literary luminaries who spent 
time there — Frank O’Hara, James 
Baldwin and Patricia Highsmith 
among them — the book explores 
the area’s cultural importance, as 
well as the tragedies that befell 
residents during the AIDS epi-
demic.

Freezing Order: A True Story 
of Money Laundering, 
Murder, and Surviving 
Vladimir Putin’s Wrath,
by Bill Browder

Nonfiction | This sequel to 
Browder’s “Red Notice” couldn’t 
be more topical. It documents 
how Russian companies try to 
outmaneuver U.S. legislation de-
signed to prevent powerful people 
from parking their ill-gotten as-
sets in safe havens abroad. With 
prose that reads like a thriller, 
Browder walks us through legal 
strategies and developments that 
include enough high drama, plot 
twists and colorful characters for 
a movie.

French Braid, 
by Anne Tyler

Fiction | Everything about 
Anne Tyler’s 24th novel is immedi-
ately recognizable to her fans: the 
kind but flinty Baltimore family, 
the quirky occupations, the spe-
cial foods. There are times when 
such familiarity might feel tire-

Summer Books 2022
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Summer Books 2022

BY ALI HAZELWOOD

Y
ou can read them on 
the beach. You can lis-
ten to them while 
walking your dog. You 

can download them on your 
phone and sneak in a few para-
graphs at work because you got 
to a scene that’s sogood, you 
can’t put it down, even though 
you’re due at your boss’s office 
for your yearly performance 
review. It doesn’t matter how, 
or where, or when you consume 
your romance novels; the result 
is always a guaranteed happy 
ending. Therefore, without fur-
ther ado, here are 13 new ro-
mance books — one for each 
week of your Happily Ever Af-
ter Summer — that will replen-
ish your serotonin reserves.

The Beach Trap,
by Ali Brady

Two estranged sisters team 
up to fix a dilapidated beach 
house. There is a special place 
in my heart for media in which 
the real love story is about 
sisters finding each other (see: 
“Fleabag”), and that’s what 
“The Beach Trap” delivers: the 
tale of two women who decide 
to put each other first. But in 
the process, they also find ro-
mance with two different — 
but equally swoony — guys.

Book Lovers, 
by Emily Henry

Henry’s beautiful, lyrical 
writing style needs no intro-
duction, so let me just ask: 
What if the villain of a Hall-
mark movie got to be the main 
character of her own story? 
And, what if there were good 
reasons that she acts the way 
she does? And and, what if she 
were a cutthroat literary agent 
finding love with a grumpy 
editor? If you’re a book lover, 
this is the perfect read for you.

A Caribbean Heiress in 
Paris, by Adriana Herrera

We’re in Paris, at the end of 
the 19th century. Luz is a 
Caribbean businesswoman 
who just wants to have fun and 
live her best life. Enter James, 
a Scottish earl. He and Luz 
have what can only be defined 

as a Meet Explosive, and later 
embark on a marriage of con-
venience that quickly becomes 
much more. This book is a 
must-read whether you’re in 
the mood for steamy banter, 
kilts, rum or heroes who fall 
hard and fast.

Lucie Yi Is Not a 
Romantic, by Lauren Ho

Lucie Yi wants a baby, but 
she’s done with men. So she 
enters a platonic co-parenting 
agreement with Collin. What 
could go wrong? Everything. 
Lauren Ho’s writing is voicy 
and funny, her commentary 
on-point and her stories a wild 
ride. Pick up this book for the 
opposites-attract relationship, 
and stay for the friendships, 
the Singapore setting and the 
journey to motherhood. (Avail-
able June 21)

The Romantic Agenda,
by Claire Kann

Asexual characters! Who 
fake-date! And fall in love! And 
navigate complicated relation-
ships! Sometimes I think that 
Kann wrote Joy, the lead of 
“The Romantic Agenda,” just 
for me — that’s how deeply I 
fell for her. This book is com-
plex and layered. Joy is in love 
with her best friend, who’s 
ready to propose to someone 
else. This kicks off a love quad-
rangle of sorts that explores 
the nuances of friendship and 
the ace spectrum in a romance 
novel unlike any other, with 
characters that feel so real and 
lines that sound like poetry.

Something Wilder,
by Christina Lauren

Imagine “Indiana Jones,” 
but the female lead is a wilder-
ness guide, and the male lead 
is a math genius who helps on 
a high-stakes treasure hunt. 
And, of course, they happen to 
have a past. This book has 
twists and turns like no other. 
One of them? There is only one 
sleeping bag. And our lovely 
couple makes excellent use of 
it. This is equal parts romance, 
adventure and mystery, sprin-
kled with fun banter and that 
delicious second-chance ro-
mance angst.

Set on You, 
by Amy Lea

A curvy Chinese American 
fitness influencer. Her hot fire-
fighter nemesis. An argument 
that ends with them making 
out in the gym locker room. 
Need I say more? I don’t think 
so, but I will: This book has a 
super-steamy bathtub scene, 
forced proximity due to an 
upcoming family wedding and 
an adorable goldendoodle. If 
you loved “The Hating Game” 
(and we all did) you must pick 
up “Set on You.”

The Sizzle Paradox,
by Lily Menon

Lyric is a Columbia PhD 
student who researches sexual 
attraction but is too awkward 
to date. Kian, her roommate 
and fellow PhD student, offers 
to tutor her. We all know 
what’s going to happen. Never-
theless, the journey is an un-
putdownable flurry of friends-
to-lovers, fake-dating and 
“Let’s just give in to temptation 
once and get it out of our 
system” (i.e., all the best 
tropes). It’s academic romance 
perfection. (Available June 14)

On Rotation,
by Shirlene Obuobi

I’m a sucker for medical 
settings, and for women navi-
gating STEM academia, and 
for strong female friendships, 
and for coming-of-age stories. 
Basically, I’m a sucker for this 
book. Angie, a med student 
and daughter of Ghanaian 
immigrants, finds her happily 
ever after with the guy she 
least expected. But above all 
she finds herself and her 
place in the world, with hu-
mor and sweetness. (Avail-
able June 21)

The Dead Romantics,
by Ashley Poston

A romance ghostwriter who 
no longer believes in love ends 
up falling in love… with the 
ghost of her late editor. Best 
hook ever, right? But there’s 
more, because after a death in 
the family, the ghost helps her 
set things right. This one, amid 
the whimsical setting and 
laugh-out-loud humor, is a 

tear-jerker with an emotional 
happy ending. (Available June 
28)

Wicked Beauty,
by Katee Robert

Disclosure: I have not read 
this book. Because I don’t have 
a copy. But I have read all the 
other books in the series, and 
boy, I’ve been eagerly awaiting 
No. 3. No one mixes fantasy, 
romance and erotica as well as 
Robert, and if you are a fan of 
steamy and original Greek 
myth retellings you are con-
tractually bound to pick up her 
work. “Wicked Beauty” is 
about Achilles, Patroclus and 
Helen (so basically the poly 
book of my dreams). (Available 
June 7)

Dating Dr. Dil,
by Nisha Sharma

This book was my Book of 
the Month Club pick for April, 
and I regret not devouring it 
the second it was delivered. If 
you like Shakespeare retellings 
(“The Taming of the Shrew”) 
“Dating Dr. Dil” is for you. A 
lawyer and physician have a 
televised fight over whether 
true love exists, and to save 
face in their community 
they’re forced to get fake-en-
gaged. Except that, oh no, 
they’re really attracted to each 
other. And oh no, the sex is 
really good. This book is rom-
com gold: steamy, hilarious 
fun with tons of swoony, emo-
tional scenes.

The Airport Novellas,
by Denise Williams

Not quite a book, but a 
collection of three related no-
vellas — “The Missed Connec-
tion,” “The Love Connection” 
and “The Sweetest Connec-
tion” — that take place in an 
airport. The setting is charm-
ing and unique, just like Wil-
liams’s writing. Friends to lov-
ers, enemies to lovers, strang-
ers to lovers … the tropes are 
all here, and they’re at their 
absolute best.

Ali Hazelwood is the author of 
“The Love Hypothesis” and three 
novellas. Her next novel, “Love on 
the Brain,” is forthcoming Aug. 23.

Special romance to read, savor and share
A roundup of meet-cute, fake-date, fall-in-love titles runs the gamut of finding connections  in unexpected places
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DISTRICT
AMC Georgetown 14

   3111 K Street N.W.    
Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 
11:10-7:50
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 10:55-2:35-3:30-5:05-
6:00-7:35-10:05
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
11:00-1:55-3:15-4:50-6:10-7:45-
10:40
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 
11:00-2:00-5:00-8:00-11:00
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R)  CC: 11:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 10:55-12:00-1:45-4:35-5:00-
7:25-9:05
The Northman (R)  CC: 2:25-5:30-
8:35-10:55
Montana Story (R)  CC: 11:40-
2:20-5:05-7:50-10:35
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 11:20-4:35-7:45-
10:15
Men (R)  CC: 2:55-5:25-7:55-
10:20
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
12:30-1:30-3:00-3:30-6:00-6:30-
8:30-9:00-9:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  OC: 12:05
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R)  OC: 2:20
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  OC: 12:20
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 12:00

Angelika  
Pop-Up at Union Market
   550 Penn Street NE - Unit E    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 7:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC: 4:30
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  OC: 2:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:15-1:20-4:10-5:00-9:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:00-1:45-7:10-9:40
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 7:45

Avalon Theatre
   5612 Connecticut Avenue    

The Duke (R) 2:30-7:15
Petite maman (PG) 12:15-5:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:00-1:50-4:40-7:30

Landmark  
Atlantic Plumbing Cinema

   807 V Street Northwest    
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  OC: 
(!) 2:10
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 11:20-2:00-4:50-7:30-10:05
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: (!) 11:10-1:40-4:10-7:00-9:40
Men (R)  CC: (!) 11:40-2:15-4:20-
7:20-9:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 11:30-1:30-4:30-5:00-7:10-
7:40-9:50-10:15
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: (!) 11:00-1:50-4:40-
7:25-10:10

Landmark E Street Cinema
   555 11th Street Northwest    

Petite maman (PG) (!) 3:45-
5:30-9:45
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  OC: 
(!) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All 
At Once (R)  CC: (!) 1:15-4:15-
7:15-9:40
The Duke (R)  CC: (!) 1:30-7:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 1:20-4:20-8:30-10:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: (!) 1:10-2:30-4:10-7:10-9:50
Men (R)  CC: (!) 2:25-4:55-7:25-
10:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 1:00-1:45-4:45-5:30-7:00-
7:45-9:55
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  OC: 
(!) 7:20

Regal Gallery Place
   701 Seventh Street Northwest    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
12:20-3:40-7:00-10:20
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:40-4:20-7:10-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:30-1:25-4:30-7:40-10:40
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:20-1:00-
3:45-6:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:05-1:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
10:10-1:10-4:15-7:20-10:30
F3: Fun and Frustration 12:30-
4:00-7:50
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 11:40-3:20-6:40-10:00
Men (R) 6:50-9:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:45-11:20-11:50-12:50-
1:20-2:05-2:40-3:10-4:10-5:25-
6:00-6:30-7:30-8:00-8:45-9:20-
9:50-10:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  OC: 1:30
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
12:00-3:00-6:10-9:10
Firestarter (R) 9:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 4:40

MARYLAND
AFI Silver Theatre  

Cultural Center
   8633 Colesville Road    

Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 11:15-9:15
Blue Velvet (R) 6:20-9:00
In the Heat of the Night (NR) 
4:00
Princess Mononoke (Monon-
oke-hime) (PG-13) 10:45AM
The Devil's Bride (The Devil 
Rides Out) (NR) 8:45
The Other Side of the Wind 
(R) 1:30
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC: 11:10AM
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  OC: 4:05
Fiddler's Journey to the Big 
Screen 2:00-6:55
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
1:40-4:10-6:45

AMC Academy 8
   6198 Greenbelt Road    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
CC: 1:00-2:00-3:05-4:00-5:00-
7:00-8:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 1:45-4:30-6:15-7:15
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
1:15-2:15-4:15-6:30-7:15
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 
1:50-4:10
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
1:20-4:20-7:10
Firestarter (R)  CC: 7:40
Men (R)  CC: 5:15

AMC Annapolis Mall 11
1020 Annapolis Mall Road

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
10:30-11:40-12:10-12:40-1:40-
2:50-3:20-3:50-4:50-6:00-6:30-
7:00-7:30-8:00-9:10-9:40-10:10-
10:40-11:10
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 10:20-12:00-2:35-5:05-
7:40-10:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
10:15-12:05-1:15-3:10-4:15-6:20-
7:20-9:20-10:20
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 11:00-
1:30-4:10-6:45
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
10:50-1:50-5:20
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 1:00-4:00-7:10-10:05
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:30
Men (R)  CC: 12:15-2:45-4:45-
8:30-11:00

AMC Center Park 8
   4001 Powder Mill Rd.    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
1:00-2:00-4:00-5:00-6:00-7:00-
8:00-10:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 2:15-4:45-7:30-10:15
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
1:15-3:00-4:30-7:30-9:00-10:30
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 1:45-
4:45-7:20
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 1:20-4:15-7:10-10:15
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 1:30-4:05-7:40-
9:45
Men (R)  CC: 10:45

AMC Columbia 14
   10300 Little Patuxent Parkway    

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 
3:10-6:30-9:45
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
12:15-3:15-6:15-9:15
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13)  CC: 11:10-1:50-4:30-
7:10-9:50
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 10:30-
12:50-3:30-6:00
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
11:45-1:00-2:45-4:00-5:45-7:00-
8:30-10:00
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 1:15-
4:15-7:15-10:15
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
11:40-3:15-6:15
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 11:50-3:00-6:00-9:00
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00-7:00
Everything Everywhere All 
At Once (R)  CC: 11:50-2:45-
6:15-9:35
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:15
Men (R)  CC: 11:35-2:10-4:45-
7:20-9:50
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
11:15-11:45-12:45-2:15-3:45-
5:15-8:15-8:45-9:45; 6:45

AMC DINE-IN Rio Cinemas 18
   9811 Washingtonian Center    

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 
3:30-8:15
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
11:30-2:45-6:00-9:15
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 11:15-12:15-2:00-3:15-
4:45-6:15-7:30-9:00-10:15
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
11:30-1:00-2:30-4:30-5:45-7:45-
8:45-11:00
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 11:00-
12:45-3:30-6:00
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 
12:30-3:45-7:00-10:15
The Unbearable Weight of Mas-
sive Talent (R)  CC: 1:15-4:00
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
12:00-3:10-6:15-9:30
AEW: Double or Nothing 7:00
Montana Story (R)  CC: 11:45-
6:00-9:00

Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 12:30-4:00-7:15-
10:30
Firestarter (R)  CC: 11:15-8:45
Men (R)  CC: 11:45-2:30-5:15-
8:00-10:30
Family Camp (PG)  CC: 12:45
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness 3D (PG-13)  
CC: 6:45-9:45
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
CC: 12:00-1:30-3:15-4:15-4:45-
5:00-6:30-7:30-8:00-9:45-10:45-
11:15
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 11:30-2:45-6:00-9:15
Montana Story (R)  OC: 3:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 1:00

AMC Loews  
St. Charles Town Ctr. 9

   11115 Mall Circle    
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
10:45-11:30-12:30-2:00-2:45-
3:45-5:15-6:00-7:00-8:30-9:15-
9:45-10:15
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 12:45-3:30-6:15-9:00
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
12:15-3:30-6:45-10:00
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 11:00-
1:45-4:30-7:15
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
12:15-3:30-6:30
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 12:00-3:00-6:00-9:00
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:45
Men (R)  CC: 10:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness 3D (PG-13)  
CC: 1:00-4:15-7:30

AMC Magic Johnson  
Capital Center 12
   800 Shoppers Way    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
CC: 10:15-11:30-12:15-1:30-
2:15-2:45-4:45-5:30-6:00-8:00-
8:45-9:15
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 10:30-1:15-7:15-10:00
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
10:45-11:45-1:15-3:00-4:30-6:00-
7:40-9:45-10:40
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 10:40-
1:45-4:25-7:05
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 
12:30-3:45-7:00-10:15
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
10:00-12:45-3:45-6:45-9:40
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00-7:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 11:25-1:00-4:15-
7:45-9:20
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:40
Men (R)  CC: 6:35-9:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  OC: 
11:00AM
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  OC: 4:20

AMC Montgomery 16
7101 Democracy Boulevard

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 
1:00-3:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
12:15-12:45-1:30-1:45-2:15-3:00-
4:00-4:45-5:00-5:30-6:15-6:45-
7:15-8:00-8:15-8:45-9:15-9:30-
10:00-10:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 12:30-2:00-3:15-4:45-
6:00-7:30-8:45-10:15
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
12:15-1:30-2:45-4:30-5:45-7:30-
9:00-10:30
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 12:30-
4:15-6:45
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R)  CC: 7:15-
10:25
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
12:45-3:45-7:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00
The Northman (R)  CC: 3:45-
10:05
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 12:40-3:55-7:10-
10:20
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:45
Men (R)  CC: 12:00-7:05
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 3:30

Cinemark Egyptian 24 and XD
7000 Arundel Mills Circle

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  XD: 
12:15-3:25-6:35-9:45; 12:40-
3:50-7:00-10:10; 11:00-2:10-
5:20-8:30-11:40; 3:00
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  OC: 
5:30; 10:10-11:10-12:10-1:15-
2:20-3:20-4:25-6:25-7:35-8:35-
9:30-10:40-11:45
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:00-10:20-11:40-12:05-
1:00-2:20-5:00-6:00-6:20-7:40-
9:00-10:20-11:45
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:30-1:10-
6:55
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:55-4:55-8:05
Private Watch Party 11:00-2:45
Anek 9:35
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG) 12:00
AEW: Double or Nothing 7:00
The Northman (R) 6:45-10:05
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 10:05-1:35
Memory (R) 11:45-2:50
Firestarter (R) 5:35-8:05-10:50
Men (R) 10:50-1:40-7:10-10:00
2000 Mules 10:00-12:25-2:55

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:00-2:10-5:20-8:30-11:40
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  OC: 3:40
The Bad Guys (PG)  OC: 4:00
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  
OC: 1:55
F3: Fun and Frustration 
5:50-9:15
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
10:35-7:35-10:35
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  OC: 4:55
Men (R)  OC: 4:20
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 9:55-
10:15-10:35-11:25-11:50-12:55-
1:05-1:25-1:45-2:35-2:45-4:05-
4:15-4:35-5:45-6:10-6:30-7:15-
7:25-7:45-8:15-8:45-8:55-9:20; 
9:45-10:25-10:35-10:55-11:10-
11:25
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC: 3:05
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  XD: 
12:40-3:50-7:00-10:10

Cinépolis Gaithersburg
629 Center Point Way

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:00-11:45-12:30-1:00-1:45-
2:30-3:15-4:30-5:15-6:00-6:40-
7:20-8:00-8:40-9:20-10:20-
11:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 1:30-4:45-7:40-10:40
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
12:00-3:40-7:00-10:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:15-2:45-6:20
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 2:00-5:40-9:40
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
4:00

Hoyt's West Nursery  
Cinema 14

1591 West Nursery Road
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
CC: 12:55-1:40-2:30-3:20-4:00-
4:45-5:35-6:25-7:05-7:50-8:40-
9:30-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
1:10-4:00-7:00-9:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 2:00-4:35-7:10-9:35
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 1:30-
4:15-6:45-9:10
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
1:20-4:05-6:50-9:15
Ambulance (R)  CC: 1:05-4:10-
7:05-10:05
The Lost City (PG-13)  CC: 1:15-
6:40-9:40
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 12:45-3:40-9:20
Firestarter (R)  CC: 3:50-7:20-
9:45
Father Stu (R)  CC: 12:50-3:45-
6:35-9:25
Men (R)  CC: 1:55-4:50-7:25-
10:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC: 6:30

Landmark  
Bethesda Row Cinema

   7235 Woodmont Avenue    
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  OC: 
(!) 1:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG)  CC: (!) 1:30-4:30-6:00-
7:15-9:50
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: (!) 1:00-7:00-10:00; 
(!) 4:00
The Duke (R)  CC: (!) 6:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 4:45-8:00-9:30
Emergency (R)  CC: (!) 9:00; 
(!) 3:30
Men (R)  CC: (!) 2:00-4:20-7:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 1:15-2:00-3:00-4:15-5:00-7:15-
8:00-9:00-10:00
The Duke (R)  OC: (!) 1:10

Old Greenbelt Theatre
129 Centerway

Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC: 2:00; 5:00
Happening (R) 2:30-5:30

Phoenix Theatres Marlow 6
   3899 Branch Avenue    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:00-1:00-2:00-4:00-5:00-7:00-
8:00-10:00-10:55
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13) 11:30-2:00-4:30-
7:05-9:30
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
12:00-3:00-6:00-9:35
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
12:30-3:30-6:15-9:15
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
1:00-3:45-6:45-9:45

Regal Bowie
   15200 Major Lansdale Boulevard    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:10-11:40-12:40-1:10-1:50-
2:30-3:00-4:00-4:30-5:20-6:00-
6:30-7:00-7:20-8:00-9:00-9:30-
10:00-10:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 11:00-4:40-7:30-10:20
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
11:20-12:50-2:40-3:50-5:40-
7:10-8:40
The Bad Guys (PG) 11:50-2:20-
5:00-7:40
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
12:30-3:40
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:20-3:30-6:50-9:50
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 11:30-6:10-9:20
Firestarter (R) 10:15
Men (R) 10:10

Regal Cinemas  
Majestic Stadium 20 & IMAX

   900 Ellsworth Drive    
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:30-10:45-11:20-11:50-
1:00-1:20-1:50-2:05-2:40-3:10-
4:10-4:40-5:10-5:25-6:00-6:30-
7:15-7:30-8:00-8:30-8:45-9:20-
9:50; 10:35-10:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:40-12:30-1:30-4:20-6:15-
7:10-9:15-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:30-12:00-1:00-1:40-3:05-4:05-
4:45-6:15-7:20-7:55-9:25-10:25
The Bad Guys (PG) 11:35-2:15-
4:55-7:35
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13) 12:20-
3:40-7:00-10:10
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R) 10:55
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:00-12:55
F3: Fun and Frustration 11:05-
2:40-6:15-9:50
Anek 11:30-3:00-6:40-10:05
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:25-3:35-6:45-9:50
Montana Story (R) 10:10-1:10-
4:00-6:55-9:45
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 1:15-4:30-7:45-11:00
Firestarter (R) 10:15
Men (R) 1:10-3:45-6:30-9:25
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 3:55

Regal Germantown
   20000 Century Boulevard    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:30-11:00-11:30-12:00-
12:30-1:00-1:30-2:00-2:40-3:00-
4:00-4:30-5:00-5:30-6:00-6:30-
7:00-7:30-8:00-8:30-9:00-9:30-
10:00; 10:30-11:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:40-12:40-1:40-3:20-4:20-
6:10-7:10-8:50-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:10-1:20-4:40-7:40-10:50
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:05-12:50-
3:20-6:20-9:10
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
9:55-12:55-7:20
F3: Fun and Frustration 1:50-
5:20-9:20
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
9:50-12:20-3:40-6:40-9:40
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Men (R) 10:20
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 3:30

Regal Hyattsville Royale
   6505 America Blvd.    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:50-12:20-12:50-1:20-2:10-
2:40-3:10-3:40-4:10-4:40-5:25-
6:00-6:30-7:00-7:30-8:00-8:45-
9:20-9:40
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 12:00-1:00-3:00-4:00-6:00-
7:00-9:00-10:00
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse 
of Madness (PG-13) 12:10-1:10-
3:20-4:30-6:40-7:40-9:40
The Bad Guys (PG) 1:05-3:45-
6:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
12:40-3:40-6:50
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:40-3:50-7:10
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 12:15-3:30-7:15
Firestarter (R) 9:50
Men (R) 9:10

Regal Laurel Towne Centre
14716 Baltimore Avenue    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:15-10:30-11:00-12:00-
1:00-1:30-2:00-2:30-3:00-4:00-
4:30-5:00-5:30-6:00-7:00-7:30-
7:45-8:00-8:30-9:00-10:00-10:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 11:20-2:10-4:50-7:40-10:20
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:40-12:50-1:50-3:50-5:15-
7:15-8:15
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:10-12:45-
1:15-3:50-6:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
11:30AM
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:50-3:15-6:20-9:20
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 12:15-3:20-6:45-9:50
Firestarter (R) 9:10
Men (R) 10:25

Regal Rockville Center
   199 East Montgomery Avenue    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:20-10:40-11:20-11:50-
12:20-12:50-1:20-1:40-2:10-2:40-
3:10-3:40-4:40-5:00-5:20-6:00-
6:30-7:00-7:30-8:00-8:20-8:40-
9:20; 9:50-10:20-10:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:50-1:30-4:20-7:10-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse 
of Madness (PG-13) 10:05-1:10-
4:30-6:20-7:40-9:30-10:40
The Bad Guys (PG) 12:00-2:40-
5:20-8:00
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
12:00-3:20
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:10-4:10-6:50-9:50
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 10:55-2:10-5:30-9:10
Men (R) 10:40

Regal UA Snowden Square
   9161 Commerce Center Drive    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:20-12:20-12:50-1:20-1:50-
2:05-2:40-3:40-4:10-4:40-5:10-
5:25-6:00-7:00-7:30-8:00-8:30-
8:45
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 12:00-1:30-3:00-4:20-5:40-
7:10-8:40-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
11:00-12:50-2:00-5:50-7:20-
9:00-10:20
The Bad Guys (PG) 11:40-1:20-
2:20-5:00-7:40-10:40
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:50-3:20-6:20-9:30
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Men (R) 10:40-3:50-6:50-9:40

Regal Waugh Chapel & IMAX
1419 South Main Chapel Way

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:30-11:00-11:30-12:00-
1:10-1:50-2:20-2:50-3:20-4:20-
5:00-5:30-6:00-6:30-7:30-8:00-
8:30-9:00-9:30-10:30-11:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 11:20-2:00-4:40-7:20-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
11:10-12:40-2:10-3:40-5:10-6:40-
8:10-8:50-9:40
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:40-1:20-
3:40-6:10
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13) 12:30-
3:50-7:00-10:00
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:10-1:00-6:50
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:20-3:30-6:20-9:20
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Firestarter (R) 11:10
Men (R) 9:50

Regal Westview & IMAX
   5243 Buckeystown Pike    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:40-11:20-1:20-2:10-
2:40-5:20-6:00-8:00-8:40-9:20
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 11:10-2:00-4:50-7:40-10:30
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
9:50-1:00-4:10-7:20-10:30
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:20-12:50-
3:20-5:50
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13) 12:20-
3:40-7:00-10:10
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:50AM
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:00-3:30-6:40-9:50
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Firestarter (R) 8:20-10:50
Men (R) 7:30-10:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 4:40

Xscape Theatres  
Brandywine 14

   7710 Matapeake Business Drive
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
10:20-1:20-4:20-7:20-10:20
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 11:05-
1:35-4:15-6:45
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
9:50-12:50-3:40-6:30-9:20
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 10:30-11:30-12:05-1:30-2:30-
3:00-4:30-5:30-6:00-7:30-8:30-
9:00-10:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13)  CC: (!) 11:10-1:40-4:10-
6:50-9:30
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: (!) 10:10-1:10-4:10-7:10-10:10
Memory (R)  CC: 11:15-4:25-7:05
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:15
Men (R)  CC: (!) 1:55-9:45
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness 3D (PG-13)  
CC: 12:50-3:50-6:40-9:40
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
(!) 10:00-11:00-1:00-2:00-4:05-
5:00-7:00-8:00-10:00-11:00

iPic Pike & Rose
   11830 Grand Park Avenue    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) (!) 
11:00-11:45-12:15-1:30-2:30-
3:15-3:45-5:00-6:00-6:45-7:15-
8:00-8:30-9:30-10:15-10:45
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) (!) 11:30-3:00-6:15-9:15
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
12:00-3:30-7:00-10:30
The Bad Guys (PG) 1:45-4:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
(!) 12:00-3:15-6:30-10:00

VIRGINIA
AMC Courthouse Plaza 8

2150 Clarendon Blvd.
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
1:00-1:40-2:10-4:00-4:40-5:10-
7:00-7:40-8:10-9:30-10:00-10:40
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13)  CC: 12:30-3:00-5:30-
8:00-10:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
1:20-3:30-4:20-6:30-7:20-10:15
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 1:30-4:30-7:30-10:25
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 12:50-4:10-7:25-
10:45
Men (R)  CC: 12:55-11:10

AMC Hoffman Center 22
   206 Swamp Fox Rd.    

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of 
Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 11:15-
2:40-6:00-9:20

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
11:00-2:30-6:00-9:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 11:00-1:00-1:45-4:15-
4:45-7:15-7:45-10:00-10:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
12:30-1:30-3:40-4:40-5:45-6:45-
7:45-8:50-9:50-10:50
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 11:15-
1:50-4:30-7:10
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 
11:30-3:00-6:30-10:00
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R)  CC: 12:45-
3:30-6:15-9:10
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
11:30-2:30-5:30-8:30
Ambulance (R)  CC: 9:45
The Lost City (PG-13)  CC: 10:10
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 12:00-3:00-6:00-9:00
The Northman (R)  CC: 4:00-7:15
Montana Story (R)  CC: 1:00-
4:00-7:00-10:00
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00-7:00
Everything Everywhere All 
At Once (R)  CC: 11:00-2:15-
5:30-8:45
Memory (R)  CC: 9:45
Firestarter (R)  CC: 11:00-1:30-
10:30
Men (R)  CC: 11:45-2:30-5:15-
8:00-10:45
Family Camp (PG)  CC: 11:45-
2:45
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
1:30-2:00-3:30-5:00-5:30-7:00-
8:00-8:30-9:00; 1:00; 4:30

AMC Potomac Mills 18
   2700 Potomac Mills Circle    

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 
12:30-6:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
10:00-1:15-4:30-7:45-11:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 10:15-11:45-1:30-2:30-
4:20-5:15-7:00-8:00-9:45-10:45
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
10:15-12:00-1:00-2:15-3:30-4:15-
5:30-6:30-7:30-8:45-9:45-10:45
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 10:30-
1:10-3:50-6:30
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 
12:15-3:30-6:45-10:00
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R)  CC: 12:40
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
11:15-3:15-6:15-9:15
Anek 3:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG)  CC: 10:00-1:00-4:00-7:00-
10:00
AEW: Double or Nothing 7:00
Montana Story (R)  CC: 10:40-
1:40-7:20-10:20
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 11:40-3:20-6:40-
10:20
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:10
Men (R)  CC: 3:45-9:45
Jo & Jo 11:30AM
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
10:45-11:30-12:45-2:00-2:45-
4:00-6:00-7:15-8:30-9:15-10:30
Montana Story (R)  OC: 4:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 5:15

AMC Shirlington 7
   2772 South Randolph St.    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
CC: 12:50-1:30-2:00-3:50-4:30-
5:00-6:50-7:30-8:00-9:50-10:30-
11:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 2:20-4:50-7:20-9:55
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
1:40-4:40-7:50-10:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 1:10-4:20-7:40-
10:50

AMC Tysons Corner 16
   7850e Tysons Corner Center    

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of 
Dumbledore (PG-13)  CC: 10:20-
4:50-7:55-11:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
12:15-3:30-6:40-9:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13)  CC: 11:15-12:30-3:15-
4:40-6:05-7:20-8:45-10:05-
11:30
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 10:45-
1:20-3:55-6:30
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
10:00-11:00-12:00-12:55-2:00-
3:00-5:00-6:00-8:00-9:05-10:00-
11:05
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13)  CC: 
10:40-1:50-5:00-8:15-11:25
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  CC: 
10:40-1:45-4:55-8:10
The Lost City (PG-13)  CC: 10:05-
1:15-7:25
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG)  CC: 10:30-1:30-4:30-7:30-
10:30
The Northman (R)  CC: 4:05-
10:15
AEW: Double or Nothing 7:00
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00-7:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 10:10-1:25-4:45-
8:05-11:20
Firestarter (R)  CC: 9:15
Men (R)  CC: 11:05-1:40-4:20-
11:15
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
10:00-11:30-1:00-2:40-5:50-7:30-
9:00-10:40

The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  OC: 2:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 4:15

AMC Worldgate 9
   13025 Worldgate Drive    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC: 
12:00-1:00-2:00-3:00-4:00-5:00-
6:00-7:00-8:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  CC: 12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC: 
12:45-3:45-4:35-6:45
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC: 12:35-
3:00-5:30
F3: Fun and Frustration 
1:15-7:30
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
CC: 12:30-3:30-6:30
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R)  CC: 12:00-3:15-6:30
Men (R)  CC: 8:00

Alamo Drafthouse Cinema -  
One Loudoun

20575 East Hampton Plaza
Back to the Future (PG) 11:45AM
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13) 11:30-3:00-5:30-7:15-
8:30-11:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 1:00-
2:30-4:30-6:00-8:00-9:30
Back to the Future (PG) 6:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
12:00-3:30-7:00-10:30
Everything Everywhere All 
At Once (R) 11:15-2:45-6:15-
10:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:00AM
Men (R) 11:45-3:45-6:45-10:45
Porco Rosso (Kurenai no buta) 
(PG) 12:20
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
2:00-3:15-6:45-10:15
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:40-4:00-7:40-9:45

Angelika Film Center Mosaic
   2911 District Ave    

Pleasure (NR) 10:15
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 3:30
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:30-1:30-4:30-7:15-10:10
Hit the Road 3:55
Montana Story (R) 1:15
Men (R) 10:35
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 10:45-1:45-4:45-7:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG) 10:25-11:00-1:40-4:15-6:15-
7:10-9:15
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:15-11:15-12:00-12:30-1:00-
2:00-3:00-4:00-5:00-6:00-6:30-
7:00-8:00-9:00-9:30-10:00

CMX Village 14
1600 Village Market Boulevard

Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13) 1:10-
4:30-7:50
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
1:00-4:15-7:30
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 2:15-5:00-7:45
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
12:15-12:50-2:25-4:10-5:35-6:05-
7:20-8:45
The Bad Guys (PG) 1:15-3:55-
6:45
The Unbearable Weight of 
Massive Talent (R) 3:20
F3: Fun and Frustration 1:45-
5:25-9:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:45-1:50-4:00-5:05-7:10
Men (R) 8:15
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
12:30-1:00-1:30-2:00-3:00-3:45-
4:15-4:45-5:15-6:15-7:00-7:30-
8:00-8:30-9:15

Cinema Arts Theatre
   9650 Main St    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
CC; DVS: 10:00-1:00-7:00-7:30-
9:40-10:00
The Duke (R)  CC; DVS: 9:50-
12:10-2:25-7:20-9:30
Petite maman (PG)  CC; DVS: 
10:05-12:00
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG)  CC; DVS: 9:40-12:05-2:35-
7:40-10:05
Peace By Chocolate  CC; DVS: 
2:30-5:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  OC; 
DVS: 4:00
The Duke (R)  DVS: 4:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC; DVS: 5:05
Hit the Road 9:50-12:15-2:20-
4:35-7:10-9:15
Fiddler's Journey to the Big 
Screen 9:55-12:00-2:00-4:05-
6:00-8:00

Cinemark Centreville 12
   6201 Multiplex Drive    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
12:40-3:50-7:00-10:10
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 11:40-5:00-7:40-10:20
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:05-
12:50-3:30
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
12:10-6:20
F3: Fun and Frustration 
5:10-8:35
Anek 9:25
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
10:00-1:10-7:10-10:15
Men (R) 6:10-8:50
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:15-12:00-1:25-4:40-6:15-
7:45-9:20
Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets 
of Dumbledore (PG-13) 
10:20-1:40

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:10-10:45-11:25-12:05-1:20-
1:55-2:35-4:30-5:05-5:45-6:25-
7:40-8:15-8:55-9:35-10:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13)  OC: 2:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG)  
OC: 3:10
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG)  
OC: 4:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 3:15
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse 
of Madness (PG-13)  OC: 3:05

Cinemark  
Fairfax Corner and XD

   11900 Palace Way    
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:00-12:30-2:10-3:40-5:20-6:50-
8:30-10:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:00-10:45-12:40-1:25-3:20-
4:05-6:45-9:25
Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 (NR) 9:35
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:10-12:50-
3:30-6:10
F3: Fun and Frustration 
5:45-9:15
Anek 8:50
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
10:05-1:10-4:15-7:20-10:25
AEW: Double or Nothing 7:00
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 1:40-5:00-8:25
2000 Mules 10:20-12:45-7:05
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:25-1:30-2:35-4:40-7:50
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
11:30-1:05-2:35-4:10-5:40-7:15-
8:45-10:20
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  XD: 
12:00-1:00-3:10-4:10-6:30-7:20-
9:40-10:30

Regal Ballston Quarter
671 North Glebe Road

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:30-11:20-11:50-12:20-
12:50-1:20-1:50-2:40-3:10-
3:40-4:10-4:40-5:10-6:00-6:30-
7:00-7:30-8:00-8:30-9:20-9:50-
10:20-10:50
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13) 10:40-1:30-4:20-
7:10-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse 
of Madness (PG-13) 12:30-2:50-
3:50-6:10-7:20-9:30-10:40
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:45-
12:40-7:10
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
11:30AM
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:10-3:20-6:40-9:40
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 11:40-3:00-6:50-10:05
Men (R) 9:50

Regal Dulles Town Center
21100 Dulles Town Circle

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:15-12:15-1:15-2:00-2:45-3:45-
4:45-5:30-6:00-7:00-7:55-9:15-
10:15-11:05
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 1:30-4:20-7:15-10:05
Doctor Strange in the 
Multiverse of Madness 
(PG-13) 12:45-4:00-5:15-7:30-
8:30-9:00
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:55-1:25-
3:55-6:30
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
11:10-2:10
F3: Fun and Frustration 11:00-
2:30-6:15-9:45
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
12:30-3:30-6:45-9:55
Men (R) 10:35
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 8:45

Regal Fairfax Towne Center
4110 West Ox Road

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:20-12:20-12:50-1:20-2:40-
4:10-4:40-6:00-7:00-7:30-8:00-
9:20-10:10
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 1:30-4:20-7:10-10:00
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
12:30-3:50-6:40-9:50
The Bad Guys (PG) 1:00-6:50
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:50-2:50-5:50-9:10
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 11:30-3:00-6:10-9:30
The Roundup 11:55-2:30-5:20-
8:10
Men (R) 9:40
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 3:40

Regal Fox & IMAX
   22875 Brambleton Plaza    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
12:20-3:40-7:00-10:20
The Bob's Burgers Movie 
(PG-13) 12:30-1:30-3:20-6:10-
7:15-9:10
The Bad Guys (PG) 11:30-1:50-
4:20-6:50
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13) 11:20-
2:40-6:00-9:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
11:00-2:00
F3: Fun and Frustration 11:15-
2:45-6:40-10:10
Anek 11:40-2:50-6:20-9:40
Downton Abbey: A New Era (PG) 
11:10-2:20-5:20-8:20
Men (R) 9:30
PR (Punjabi) 1:00-4:30-7:40-
10:35

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
2:10-5:30-8:50
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse 
of Madness (PG-13) 12:00-3:00-
4:15-6:15-9:20-10:00
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:50-12:50-1:20-3:10-4:10-
4:40-5:10-6:30-7:30-8:00-8:30-
9:50-10:50

Regal Kingstowne & RPX
   5910 Kingstowne Towne Center    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
9:00-12:20-3:40-7:00-10:20
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 9:40-10:40-12:30-1:30-3:20-
4:20-6:15-7:10-9:10-10:10
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:10-12:45-
3:30-6:05-8:40
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:25AM
F3: Fun and Frustration 11:10-
2:50-6:20-9:50
Anek 1:25-5:00-8:20
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG) 9:15-12:15-3:25-6:25-9:30
Men (R) 11:10
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-
13) 11:20-2:40-6:00-9:20; 
9:30-10:00-10:30-10:45-
11:50-12:50-1:20-2:05-3:10-
4:10-4:40-5:10-5:25-6:30-
7:30-8:00-8:30-8:45-9:50-
10:50-11:20
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
9:20-11:30-12:35-2:45-3:55-
6:10-7:15-9:25-10:30
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  
OC: 1:50

Regal Manassas & IMAX
   11380 Bulloch Drive    

The Bad Guys (PG) 11:00-1:40-
4:30-7:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
12:50-4:10
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 12:00-3:30-6:40-9:40
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
11:20-11:50-1:20-1:50-2:05-
2:40-3:10-4:40-5:10-5:25-6:00-
6:30-7:40-8:00-8:30-8:45-9:20-
9:50-10:50-11:00
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 12:30-1:30-3:20-4:20-6:10-
7:10-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
11:30-2:30-5:30-8:40
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13) 12:20-
3:40-7:00-10:20
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG) 11:10-2:10-5:50-9:05
Firestarter (R) 10:00
Men (R) 9:10

Regal Springfield Town Center
   6859 Springfield Mall    

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:00-10:50-11:20-11:50-12:20-
1:20-2:10-2:40-3:10-3:40-4:40-
5:30-6:00-6:30-7:00-7:30-8:00-
8:50-9:20-9:50-10:20-11:10
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:40-1:30-4:20-7:10-10:10
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
11:40-12:40-3:00-4:00-6:20-
7:20-9:30-10:30
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:10-1:00-
3:50-6:40-9:15
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
11:30-2:50-6:10-9:10
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG) 12:50-4:10-7:50-11:00
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Men (R) 10:20-1:10-10:40

Regal Virginia Gateway & RPX
8001 Gateway Promenade Place

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
12:20-3:40-7:00-10:20
The Bob's Burgers Movie (PG-
13) 10:40-12:30-1:30-3:20-4:20-
6:10-7:10-9:00-10:10
The Bad Guys (PG) 10:20-12:55-
3:35-6:20
Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (PG) 
10:10-1:10-7:05-9:40
Downton Abbey: A New Era 
(PG) 12:40-3:50-7:05-10:15
Smokey and the Bandit 45th 
Anniversary presented by TCM 
(PG) 4:00
Everything Everywhere All At 
Once (R) 9:00
Firestarter (R) 10:00
Men (R) 10:45
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13) 
10:30-11:20-11:50-12:50-1:20-
1:50-2:05-2:40-3:10-4:10-4:40-
5:10-5:25-6:00-6:30-7:30-8:00-
8:30-8:45-9:20-10:50
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13) 
10:05-12:00-1:15-3:15-4:15-
6:40-7:40-9:50

Smithsonian -  
Airbus IMAX Theater

14390 Air and Space Museum Parkway
Journey to Space (2015) (NR) 
10:20-11:35
To Fly! (1976) (NR) 10:55-12:55
Top Gun: Maverick - The IMAX 
2D Experience (PG-13) 1:40-
5:10-7:55

University Mall Theatre
   10659 Braddock Road

Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  CC; 
DVS: 1:00-7:00-7:15-9:40-9:55
Doctor Strange in the Multi-
verse of Madness (PG-13)  CC; 
DVS: 12:00-2:30-7:40-10:10
The Bad Guys (PG)  CC; DVS: 
12:20-2:40
Doctor Strange in the Mul-
tiverse of Madness (PG-13)  
DVS: 5:00
The Bad Guys (PG)  OC; DVS: 
4:50
Top Gun: Maverick (PG-13)  OC; 
DVS: 4:00

MOVIE DIRECTORY (!) No Pass/No Discount Ticket
Sunday, May 29, 2022
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Read “Medical Mysteries,” Tuesdays in Health & Science.

She had a loud, 
nonstop crunching 
noise in her head…
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Summer Books 2022

BY GRACE D. LI

S
ummer is almost upon 
us, bringing with it lon-
ger days, lots of sun and 
some much-needed 

time to rest, catch up with 
friends, plan a weekend get-
away or while away the hours 
with a good book. Whatever 
your plans are, there are plen-
ty of new mysteries and thrill-
ers to accompany you. Here, 
you’ll find books that will keep 
you up all night, books that 
will take you anywhere from a 
slowly sinking Mexico City to 
the quiet streets of rural North 
Carolina to the city lights of 
New York and Hong Kong.

This is by no means a com-
prehensive list — later this 
summer, be on the lookout for 
Katie Zhao’s punchy campus 
thriller “The Lies We Tell” and 
Ashley Winstead’s deliciously 
unputdownable “The Last 
Housewife” — but every book 
here does something new and 
exciting within the genre, 
managing to tackle big, 
weighty themes while also be-
ing exceptionally readable.

Cherish Farrah,
by Bethany C. Morrow

In the vein of “Get Out” and 
“Parasite,” this gorgeous, un-
settling thriller follows Farrah, 
a young Black girl who’s al-
ways had control over her life 
— until she moves in with her 
best friend’s White family and 
becomes convinced that some-
thing is terribly wrong. This is 
an unexpected, thoughtful 
novel that examines race, class 
and the all-consuming nature 
of female friendship.

Counterfeit,
by Kirstin Chen

A startling, gleeful look at 
the American Dream and what 
counts as real in a world 
obsessed with image, this ca-
per story follows two very 
different Chinese American 
women as they build a fake 
fashion empire that then 
threatens to come crashing 
down. Chen’s use of story 

structure is masterful, as are 
her complicated, compelling 
characters. (Available June 7)

The Hacienda,
by Isabel Cañas

This suspense novel starts 
with a familiar premise — a 
young woman alone in the 
countryside, a husband whose 
first wife died under mysteri-
ous circumstances, a house 
that seems to be always watch-
ing — and turns it into some-
thing rich, decadent and whol-
ly its own. The story unfolds in 
alternating perspectives be-
tween Beatriz, the new wife, 
and the handsome young 
priest she recruits to help her. 
This is not just a stay-up-all-
night, sleep-with-the-lights-on 
kind of read, it’s also a nu-
anced, thoughtful exploration 
of power, religion and con-
quest in a postwar Mexico.

More Than You’ll Ever 
Know, by Katie Gutierrez

Gutierrez’s debut takes 
place in two timelines and two 
worlds. The reader is trans-
ported between Mexico City 
and Texas as we follow an 
up-and-coming true crime 
journalist and the woman 
she’s interviewing, who was 
married to two men in two 
countries … until one husband 
found out and killed the other. 
Or did he? This is an unapolo-
getic, unflinching examina-
tion of love, sacrifice and de-
sire. (Available June 7)

Notes on an Execution,
by Danya Kukafka

This striking, deeply com-
passionate novel is for anyone 
who’s ever been fascinated by 
serial killer stories — and also 
wondered if there ought to be 
more to them. Here, we see all 
the women whose lives have 
been affected by one man on 
the eve of his execution, from 
his mother to the detective 
who eventually catches him. 
Kukafka’s novel raises difficult 
questions about the narratives 
we create around charismatic 
men, and what forgiveness 

looks like in the face of terrible 
wrongs.

The Violin Conspiracy,
by Brendan Slocumb

An intimate, tender portrait 
of a young Black musician, this 
debut novel follows Ray Mc-
Millian as he discovers that his 
family fiddle is a priceless 
Stradivarius and later discov-
ers that it’s been stolen before 
the most important violin 
competition of his life. The 
suspects include his own fam-
ily and the descendants of 
former North Carolina enslav-
ers who believe that the violin 
is still theirs by right. A strik-
ing, honest look at the insular 
world of classical music — 
both its hardships and its joys.

The Verifiers, 
by Jane Pek

Some people can find out 
anything from the Internet; 
they’re the friends others turn 
to when a potential love inter-
est seems just a little too good 
to be true. Here, it’s Claudia 
Lin, the clever, dryly funny 
narrator of Pek’s debut novel, 
who works for a detective 
agency investigating dating 
app fraudsters — only to find 
herself investigating a murder 
instead. This is a fascinating, 
carefully layered mystery nov-
el as well as a love letter to 
New York City and complicat-
ed families.

The Violence,
by Delilah S. Dawson

This is a pandemic novel, 
but not the kind of pandemic 
you’re thinking of. When a 
mysterious affliction causing 
unexpected, uncontrollable 
violence sweeps the world, one 
woman sees it as a way for her 
and her children to escape her 
abusive husband. Dawson’s 
thriller is a surprising, exhila-
rating journey of three genera-
tions of women navigating a 
changing world.

Grace D. Li is the author of 
“Portrait of a Thief” and a medical 
student at Stanford.

A blend of high tension and intrigue
These eight thrillers and mysteries will keep you up — in tantalizing suspense — all night 
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BY KATHERINE A. POWERS 

D
espite the continued 
complications of covid, 
one pleasure will not be 
quashed: summer 

reading. This annual ritual — 
all but a few killjoys agree — 
means taking up a book not to 
improve one’s mind or morals, 
but rather to have a good time. 
Here are seven truly entertain-
ing books, chosen with an eye 
to diverse tastes.

We’ll start with the funny 
stuff. David Sedaris’s latest 
chronicle of his doings, “Happy 
Go Lucky” (71/2 hours), is marked 
by his familiar skewering humor, 
off-the-wall observations and 
moments of pathos. He covers 
the death of his father, the pan-
demic, a squirm-inducing medi-
cal procedure, a trip to a firing 
range and any number of very 
funny interactions with odd-
balls. Though half of the seg-
ments are recordings of live 
performances — annoying to this 
listener, who doesn’t like crowds 
— Sedaris admits that he’s lost 
without an audience, “that un-
witting congregation of fail-safe 
editors.” And here they are, 
stamping his work with the im-
primatur of laughter.

Mick Herron’s “slow horses,” a 
British intelligence unit of mis-
fits and screw-ups, have 
achieved deserved renown from 
their Apple TV series, but if you 
want the genuine article en-
riched by a narrator born to the 
job, consider the audio version. 
No one conveys the spirit of the 
novels better than narrator Ge-
rard Doyle, a gentle-voiced mas-
ter of deadpan irony and rueful-
ness. He is superb again in 
Herron’s latest, “Bad Actors” 
(103/4 hours), the eighth novel in 
the Slough House series. (If you 
are new to this intoxicating 
series you might want to begin 
with an earlier volume; all, bar 

the second, are narrated by 
Doyle.)

If the British ever decide to 
abolish the monarchy, we Ameri-
cans will lose a source of harm-
less, gossipy entertainment. Tina 
Brown serves up the famously 
dysfunctional family with tart-
ness and dash in “The Palace 
Papers: Inside the House of 
Windsor — the Truth and the 
Turmoil” (18 hours), narrating 
the book herself in the authorita-
tive voice of an old Oxonian. Kind 
and respectful where due (to the 
Queen and William and Kate), 
she softens on Charles and Camil-
la, but takes off the gloves with 
that “coronated sleaze machine,” 
Andrew — and quite a few others.

Set in 1950 in a century-old, 
fuddy-duddy London bookstore, 
Natalie Jenner’s “Bloomsbury 
Girls” (121/2 hours) is both a 
triple romance and a tale of 
determination as three women 
band together to establish them-
selves as players in the world of 
book-selling and literature. 
Jenner’s depiction of a strait-
ened postwar London and baf-
fled male hostility to women’s 
aspirations is amusing rather 
than rancorous. Juliet Steven-
son narrates the novel in her 
lovely, versatile voice, nicely 
capturing different personal-
ities including those of the big 
guns who show up to play key 
roles: Daphne du Maurier, Peg-
gy Guggenheim, Sonia Orwell 
and Samuel Beckett.

Though written for children 
ages 9 to 12, R.J. Palacio’s “Pony” 
(71/4 hours) is an ideal book for a 
family car journey as it can be 
enjoyed just as well by people far 
gone in years. It is 1860 and 
12-year-old Silas and his ghostly 
familiar, Mittenwool, are left be-
hind when armed horsemen kid-
nap the boy’s father. Silas, Mit-
tenwool and a pony, who mys-
teriously shows up, track down 
the villains through hazardous 

terrain — beyond which my lips 
are sealed. The novel is beautiful-
ly served by Ian M. Hawkins who 
narrates it in a sober, young-
sounding voice with an austere, 
old-fashioned manner.

Ben McGrath spent years in-
termittently following the pere-
grinations and disappearance of 
Dick Conant, who had aban-
doned the humdrum existence of 
life on land and took to America’s 
waterways in a cheap red canoe. 
“Riverman: An American Odys-
sey” (82/3 hours) is the result. 
Beginning with the discovery of 
that canoe, washed ashore with 
no sign of Conant, McGrath 
backtracks to investigate the na-
ture of this strange but genial 
man, his heroic voyages and the 
riparian America he encoun-
tered. Adam Verner narrates the 
book in an engaging, relaxed 
voice at an easy pace that per-
fectly accords with the book’s 
temper.

Nikki May’s debut “Wahala” 
(101/3 hours) has a familiar set-
up: Three friends are thrown 
into enmity by the inclusion in 
their group of a fourth. The 
story, however, is far from rou-
tine. Ronke, Boo and Simi are 
Anglo Nigerians, professional 
women in their 30s living in 
London. Their strained senses 
of identity, aspirations and per-
sonal lives are all richly ex-
plored by May — and in time 
become targets of the machina-
tions of Isobel, a woman of 
ingenious malice. Still, the book 
is more comedy of manners 
than tragedy. It is greatly en-
hanced by a tremendous per-
formance by Natalie Simpson, 
who has an astonishingly wide 
palette of voices and an extraor-
dinary ability to convey under-
currents of tension.

Katherine A. Powers reviews 
audiobooks every month for The 
Washington Post.

You’ll be hanging on every word
These entertaining audiobook selections cater to diverse tastes
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BY ANGELA HAUPT

N
o disrespect meant to the 
downers of the literary 
world, but sometimes 
you just want a book that 

makes you smile. Here’s a collec-
tion of the best feel-good reads of 
the year so far. They’ll make you 
laugh, and they might make you 
cry — but only tears of happiness.

The Hawk’s Way,
by Sy Montgomery

If you’re a bird-lover — or 
otherwise revel in nature — you’ll 
appreciate Montgomery’s latest, 
which clocks in at just under 100 
pages. In “The Hawk’s Way,” she 
recalls getting to know a 4-year-
old raptor named Jazz, which led 
her on a journey to understand 
the animals. It’s an informative 
read that will make you want to 
go outside and look up into the 
sky.

Remarkably Bright Creatures, 
by Shelby Van Pelt

If a misanthropic octopus 
sounds like fun, you’ll appreci-
ate Van Pelt’s debut novel. It’s 
about Tova, a widow who works 
the night shift at a Washington 
state aquarium, which keeps her 
busy after her son’s disappear-
ance three decades ago. The 
giant octopus, named Marcel-
lus, just might hold the keys to 
unearthing what happened to 
Tova’s son. “Remarkably Bright 
Creatures” is a charming novel 
with a stunning setting and the 
perfect amount of wit and wis-
dom.

From Hollywood with Love, 
by Scott Meslow

We can’t all live in a rom-com, 
but we can at least appreciate the 
masters of the genre. Meslow 
offers a worthy homage to them 
in this deep-dive that spans 30 
years of hits, from “When Harry 
Met Sally” to “Crazy Rich Asians.” 
The book is sprinkled with fun 
trivia, photos and interviews with 
directors and stars. You’ll be 
“Waiting to Exhale” until you 
finish it.

Book Lovers, 
by Emily Henry

Nora is a workaholic literary 
agent with a reputation as a 
shark. Charlie is the brooding 
book editor who works just as 
much as she does. After a combat-
ive first meeting, the two New 
Yorkers bump into each other in a 
small North Carolina town years 
later, when they’d both rather be 
anywhere else. Despite their siz-
zling chemistry, Nora and Charlie 
do their best to resist the happily 
ever after that readers will root 
for from Page 1. Henry’s signature 
witty banter sets “Book Lovers” 
apart in the current crop of rom-
coms.

Chef ’s Kiss, 
by TJ Alexander

Pick up Alexander’s debut nov-
el for the autumnal galette or 
cookie-crumb-crust cheesecake. 
Stay for the romance that devel-
ops between pastry chef Simone 
and her nonbinary colleague Ray. 
“Chef ’s Kiss,” which takes place in 
a Bon Appétit-style test kitchen, is 
like a dish of comfort food you’ll 
want to devour.

Flying Solo, 
by Linda Holmes

Holmes’s debut novel, “Evvie 
Drake Starts Over,” was required 
summer reading when it pub-
lished in 2019. Now she’s back 
with “Flying Solo,” about a single 
woman on the cusp of her 40th 
birthday who returns to Maine to 
clean out her great aunt’s home. 
While there, she finds a mysteri-
ous wooden duck that leads her 
on — well, a wild-goose chase, 
which detours to an old love. The 
novel is a refreshing reminder 
that there’s no one-size-fits-all 
mold for a relationship, and that 
fulfillment can be achieved many 
ways.

One Italian Summer,
by Rebecca Serle

Katy is unmoored when her 
mom, Carol, dies — so she heads 
to Italy on the vacation they had 
been planning to take together. 
Once there, she encounters a 30-

year-old incarnation of her moth-
er, and the two embark on a 
magical romp that helps Katy 
understand who Carol was as a 
young woman, before her identity 
became “mom.” Serle’s novel is a 
touching mother-daughter story 
that speaks to the transcendence 
of parental love. Try the audio 
version, which is narrated by ac-
tor Lauren Graham.

Let’s Not Do That Again,
by Grant Ginder

If you long for the days of 
“Veep,” look for the same dysfunc-
tional family dynamics and politi-
cal misadventures in Ginder’s lat-
est novel. It’s about Senate hope-
ful Nancy Harrison, whose adult 
children are problematically 
adrift — especially Greta, who’s 
making headlines for her involve-
ment in a Parisian riot. That’s not 
good for the ol’ campaign, so 
Nancy and her son head to France 
to bring Greta home. Ginder — 
whose previous novels include 
“The People We Hate at the Wed-
ding” — delivers a delicious satire 
that’s excellent escapism.

This Time Tomorrow,
by Emma Straub

Straub puts her own spin on 
“13 Going on 30” in this stirring 
time-travel novel. It centers on 
Alice, who’s stuck in many aspects 
of life as she watches her beloved 
father slowly die. She wakes up on 
the eve of her 40th birthday and 
discovers she’s 16 again — and 
that her dad is young and vibrant. 
This time around, she asks him 
questions, soaks in his stories and 
gets a second chance to fix old 
mistakes. Like all of Straub’s 
books, “This Time Tomorrow” 
shines with humor and warmth.

Unlikely Animals,
by Annie Hartnett

In Hartnett’s new novel, pro-
tagonist Emma returns home to 
New Hampshire to care for her 
dad, who has a degenerative 
brain disease. He’s hallucinating 
animals and also reports seeing 
the ghost of Ernest, a naturalist 
who has been dead for many 

years. There’s a lot happening in 
“Unlikely Animals,” including 
Emma and her dad’s efforts to 
find an old friend struggling with 
addiction. It’s a quirky, poignant 
novel about family, community 
and love for our animal friends.

The Wise Women,
by Gina Sorell

Wendy was a longtime success-
ful advice columnist — though 
you wouldn’t know it based off 
her two daughters’ disorganized 
lives. They’re riddled with prob-
lems, some of which might be her 
fault, so she flees her Florida 
retirement village and shows up 
in New York to save the day. As the 
women aim to solve their dilem-
mas, it becomes apparent that 
Wendy has plenty of her own. 
“The Wise Women” is cheerful 
and full of heart.

Kings of B’more,
by R. Eric Thomas

The YA debut of humor writer 
Thomas introduces readers to 
Harrison and Linus — Black, 
queer best friends about to be 
separated by a move. They plan a 
“Ferris Bueller’s Day Off”-worthy 
goodbye that involves a mini road 
trip, their first Pride celebration 
and a rooftop dance party, all of 
which they enjoy while trying to 
dodge their parents. “Kings of 
B’more” is a fun, sweet ode to 
Black joy.

The Maid, 
by Nita Prose

Here’s a cozy mystery to take 
along on vacation: It’s about Mol-
ly, a socially challenged house-
keeper at a fancy hotel who finds 
a wealthy guest dead in the pent-
house. Once the police decide 
she’s suspect No. 1 — an easy case 
to make, based on her slightly odd 
mannerisms — her organized life 
is thrown into chaos. Fortunately, 
an unexpected and quirky cast of 
friends turns up to help prove her 
innocence. “The Maid” is a light-
hearted mystery that shines as 
Molly evolves and learns to con-
nect. It’s being adapted into a 
movie starring Florence Pugh.

Feel-good reads 
for when you  need 

a pick-me-up

BY KAREN MACPHERSON 
AND DEBORAH TAYLOR

L
ooking for ways to connect 
with your teen? Here’s one 
to try: Read their books, or 
the books meant for them, 

anyway.
If you’re rolling your eyes right 

now, we understand. But give this 
a shot: Go to a local bookstore or 
library and browse together. 
(First, you must put down your 
phones.) The YA section is boom-
ing, and we are hopeful that you 
and your teen will be able to find a 
handful of books you’ll both enjoy, 
even if you end up reading them in 
separate rooms. (We know what 
it’s like to raise teens!)

To help you navigate the 
shelves, we’ve compiled a list of 18 
outstanding contemporary YA 
books, including fiction, nonfic-
tion and graphic novels. These 
books offer well-written, fast-
paced stories and memorable 
characters that will appeal to you 
whether you are 14 or 54. Sure, 
some of them feature serious and 
sometimes controversial topics — 
but that’s what books are for and 
why reading them with your kids 
can be a learning experience for 
everyone.

(List created by Deborah Tay-
lor; book annotations by Karen 
MacPherson)

Aristotle and Dante Discover 
the Secrets of the Universe, 
by Benjamin Alire Sáenz

It’s the summer of 1987, and El 
Paso teen Aristotle “Ari” Mendoza 
is going through a rough patch. 
Then Ari meets Dante Quintana 
and life changes dramatically. 
Sáenz takes us along Ari’s chal-
lenging and ultimately fulfilling 
journey toward self-acceptance, 
hope and love. (Note: Look for a 
sequel, “Aristotle and Dante Dive 
Into the Waters of the World”).

A Blade So Black, 
by L.L. McKinney

Atlanta teen Alice Kingston 
discovers her magic powers when 
she meets Addison Hatta, who 
lives in a place called Wonder-
land. Inspired by “Alice in Won-
derland” and “Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer,” McKinney creates her 
own rich fantasy world and intro-
duces a gutsy Black heroine. 
(There is one sequel, “A Dream So 
Dark,” and another, “A Crown So 
Cursed,” expected next year).

Check Please!: Book 1: 
#Hockey, 
by Ngozi Ukazu

Ukazu’s debut graphic novel 
features a young man named Eric 
“Bitty” Bittle, whose speed and 
agility, honed in figure skating, 
make him a skillful hockey player. 
But Bitty, who also loves to bake 
and vlog and is gay, is something 
of a misfit on his college hockey 

team until he finds love and learns 
to accept himself for who he is. 
(“Book 2: Sticks & Scones” is also 
available).

Clap When You Land,
by Elizabeth Acevedo

Two teen girls lose their father 
in a plane crash and suddenly 
learn that they are half-sisters. In 
the midst of their grief, the girls 
have to decide whether to respond 
to their complicated new connec-
tion with anger or love. In this 
novel-in-verse, National Book 
Award winner Acevedo writes 
with grace and lyricism about 
loss, family betrayal — and the 
healing power of love.

The Downstairs Girl,
by Stacey Lee

Set in 1880s Atlanta, Lee’s novel 
explores a little-known part of 
U.S. history as it tells the story of 
17-year-old Jo Kuan. Jo works as a 
maid to one of the richest and 
meanest ladies in town, while also 
moonlighting as a newspaper ad-
vice columnist known as “Dear 
Miss Sweetie.” The second job 
gives her the opportunity to speak 
her mind — and the consequences 
are complicated.

Every Body Looking,
by Candice Iloh

Iloh tells the story of Ada, a 
Nigerian American teen who 
bears the burden of being the 
oldest daughter in a dysfunction-
al family. Written in verse, the 
book goes back and forth in time 
to give readers a fully realized 
portrait of Ada, including the 
emotional scars inflicted by her 
mother’s addiction, her struggle 
to cope with her father’s loving 
but heavy-handed parenting, and 
her need to express her true self 
through dance.

Firekeeper’s Daughter,
by Angeline Boulley

Teenager Daunis Fontaine 
straddles two cultures: the Ojibwe 
heritage of her late father and her 
White mother’s French American 
world. As she prepares to start 
college, things get even more com-
plicated when she reluctantly 
agrees to join a federal investiga-
tion into a deadly new drug ravag-
ing her community and finds her-
self drawn into a web of lies, 
suspicion, corruption and murder 
in this gripping crime novel.

Forest of a Thousand 
Lanterns, 
by Julie C. Dao

Julie Dao gives an East Asian 
twist to the story of the Evil Queen 
in “Snow White” in this intense 
fantasy starring a memorable an-
tiheroine, 18-year-old Xifeng, who 
is blessed with extraordinary 
beauty and destined to become 
empress of Feng Lu. That destiny, 
however, has a high cost as Xifeng 

must leave behind not only the 
young man who has long loved 
her but her very humanity. (Look 
for the sequel, “Kingdom of the 
Blazing Phoenix.”)

From a Whisper to a Rallying 
Cry: The Killing of Vincent 
Chin and the Trial that 
Galvanized the Asian 
American Movement,
by Paula Yoo

Yoo displays a novelist’s flair in 
this compelling story of the 1982 
murder in Detroit of Vincent Chin 
and its aftermath. The book deftly 
explores how the case has affected 
the Asian American community 
as well as the legal changes it has 
sparked.

Kiss Number 8, 
by Colleen AF Venable 
(illustrations by Ellen T. 
Crenshaw)

In this graphic novel, the happy 
life of high-schooler Amanda 
(“Mads”) turns chaotic when she 
learns her father has withheld a 
potentially explosive family se-
cret. Suddenly, Mads wonders 
who she can trust as she tries to 
understand why she wants to kiss 
Cat, her best friend, instead of the 
cute boy next door.

Last Night at the Telegraph 
Club, 
by Malinda Lo

In this National Book Award 
winner, Lo expertly blends histor-
ical fiction, social justice concerns 
and a tender love story. Set in San 
Francisco’s Chinatown in the 
1950s, the novel follows 17-year-
old Lily Hu, who has long had an 
inkling that she is romantically 
interested in girls, and when she 
meets a White teen named Kath-
leen Miller, Lily’s well-organized 
life is suddenly turned upside 
down.

March Trilogy, 
by John Lewis and Andrew 
Aydin (illustrations by Nate 
Powell)

The momentous early life of the 
late U.S. Rep. John Lewis and his 
struggle for civil rights comes to 
vivid life in this three-part graphic 
novel series. The books chronicle 
how Lewis and other civil rights 
activists used nonviolent tactics 
to protest racist policies at great 
personal risk. Before he died in 
2020, Lewis, working again with 
Aydin, continued his story in 
“Run: Book One.”

Patron Saints of Nothing,
by Randy Ribay

When 17-year-old Filipino 
American Jay Reguero learns that 
his teenage cousin Jun was one of 
the thousands of victims of Philip-
pine President Rodrigo Duterte’s 
brutal war on drugs, he feels com-
pelled to journey to the Philip-
pines to learn the truth about his 

cousin’s life and death.

Punching the Air,
by Ibi Zoboi and Yusef Salaam

Sixteen-year-old Amal Shahid 
is unjustly sent to prison after he 
and his Black friends clash with a 
group of taunting White teens. 
Telling their story in first-person 
verse poems, Zoboi and Salaam 
take us into the heart of Amal’s 
pain and anger. Amal’s story was 
inspired by Salaam’s experience 
as one of five Black teens in the 
Central Park jogger case, who 
spent years in prison before being 
exonerated of the crime.

Revolution in Our Time:
The Black Panther Party’s 
Promise to the People,
by Kekla Magoon

Magoon presents a compre-
hensive history of the Black Pan-
ther Party, from its heyday in the 
1960s and ’70s amid intense per-
secution by federal authorities to 
its eventual demise in the early 
1980s. Magoon concludes this 
beautifully designed, timely vol-
ume by connecting the Panthers’ 
legacy to the current work of the 
Black Lives Matter movement.

A Sitting in St. James,
by Rita Williams-Garcia

Williams-Garcia offers an in-
tense saga of family secrets and 
treachery set just before the Civil 
War as she tells the closely con-
nected stories of the Guilbert fam-
ily, the White owners of a failing 
Louisiana sugar plantation, and 
their enslaved workers.

Spin, 
by Lamar Giles

From the very first pages, Giles 
plunges readers into a multifacet-
ed mystery that crackles with en-
ergy and action: A teen DJ named 
Paris Secord (“ParSec”) has been 
killed. Friends and fans join forces 
to find justice for their friend.

Thirteen Doorways,
Wolves Behind Them All,
by Laura Ruby

Fourteen-year-old Frankie 
Mazza is left at a Chicago orphan-
age — along with her siblings — by 
their father, who claims he can no 
longer care for them during the 
Great Depression. Intertwined 
with Frankie’s coming-of-age sto-
ry is the tale of Pearl, the ghost of a 
teen who died traumatically years 
before and now haunts the or-
phanage where Frankie lives.

Deborah Taylor is the former 
coordinator of school and student 
services at Enoch Pratt Free Library in 
Baltimore and a national expert on 
young adult literature. Karen 
MacPherson is the former Children’s 
and Youth Services Coordinator at 
Takoma Park Maryland Library.

YA options 
that will spark 
conversation 

with teens

ATRIA ECCO
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BOOKS

BALLANTINE ATRIA HENRY HOLT AND 
COMPANY

RIVERHEAD BOOKS BALLANTINE HARPER

KOKILA BALLANTINE

SQUARE FISH FIRST SECONDSIMON AND 
SCHUSTER BOOKS 

FOR YOUNG READERS

HARPER TEEN

HENRY HOLT AND 
COMPANY BOOKS 

FOR YOUNG READERS

G.P. PUTNAM'S 
SONS BOOKS FOR 
YOUNG READERS

PHILOMEL

DUTTON BOOKS 
FOR YOUNG 

READERS

NORTON YOUNG 
READERS
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YOUNG READERS
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BY ELINOR LIPMAN

Summer 1961
My dad, an avid reader and 

devoted patron of my hometown 
library, makes a special request of 
the director: Could we take books 
out for the whole summer — for as 
much as 10 weeks? The answer 
was yes, not that I understood the 
need. Our vacations were never 
longer than two weeks, and al-
ways the first half of July, when 
the factories he visited as a sales-
man of things like cardboard tub-
ing and rubber bands were 
closed.

We packed an abundance of 
hardcovers (Dad thought paper-
back books were abridged) in the 
trunk of our Rambler, and set out 
from our Lowell, Mass., home for 
a modest knotty-pine cabin in 
Brandon, Vt. My mother favored 
mysteries by British Common-
wealth women, especially Ngaio 
Marsh. My dad was on a Sinclair 
Lewis kick. I’d picked the hefty, 
complete short stories of O. Hen-
ry and read them all.

Did a few themes lodge them-
selves in my subconscious that 
summer? Did William Sydney Por-
ter’s style predispose me to write 
stories that wrapped up? I know of 
one thing that stuck: Before secur-
ing our cabin at Oak Hill Lodge, 
the Lipmans had been turned 
down by the nearby Lake Dun-
more Hotel, its phony-polite letter 
noting that “the people who re-
turn year after year, and feel most 
comfortable here, are gentiles.” 
The insult incubated for 35 years 
before it led me into my third 
novel, “The Inn at Lake Devine.”

Summer 1967
I have a summer job at Pellon 

Corp. in Lowell, manufacturer of 
a nonwoven interfacing known 
only to tailors and others who 
sewed. From 7 a.m. to 4:45 p.m., I 
glued labels to the end of bolts. 
At night, I labored through a 
summer reading list, assigned 
by Miss Helen Shea, for my up-
coming senior year in A.P. Eng-
lish at Lowell High: “Crime and 
Punishment,” “Bleak House” and 
the essays of George Orwell. My 
co-workers were reading Boston 
sports pages during breaks be-
cause the Red Sox were heading 
toward their first American 
League pennant since 1946. I 
was a new but avid fan who 
wanted to read the Record 
American during lunch, not 
Dostoevsky.

Summer 1991
My son, Ben, is 10, and though 

an early reader, not an avid one. 
Nor is he keen on day camp. We 
strike a deal: If he reads 25 chap-
ter books, I’d take him to what my 
husband called Ben’s spiritual 
home, Riverside Park in Agawam, 
Mass. (rebranded Six Flags New 
England in 2000), a half-hour 
from our Northampton home. No 
child has ever read faster, which is 
not a brag. Yes, he devoured 
books, but the way contestants 
inhale hot dogs to win Nathan’s 
annual July Fourth contest at Co-
ney Island. I’d imagined a whole 
summer of his being occupied, 
but it was still June. I moved the 
goal post: 25 more books and I’d 
take one of his friends, too. He 
didn’t argue; it was better than 
getting on a bus to camp. Again: 

not pleasure-reading but speed-
reading. Good on my word, I take 
Ben and a buddy to Riverside 
Park. Seven years later, he wrote 
his college essay on his roller 
coaster obsession. I remember 
only one sentence because I had 
doubts about it: He attributed his 
need to be an adventurous and 
brave 10-year old to his otherwise 
“seat-belted and veal-like up-
bringing.” I wasn’t offended, but 
was worried “veal” might be polit-
ically incorrect. “Leave it,” said an 
author-friend and former editor.

Summer 2008
As a judge for the National 

Book Awards, I have 200-plus 
books to read. It is an unsatisfy-
ing summer — not the books but 
the experience. We are five judg-
es, four of whom often see eye to 
eye, with me frequently the dis-
senter. But, who was right? I 
loved “Olive Kitteridge” by Eliza-
beth Strout, on my list of top five 
books, but on no one else’s. Then 
— excuse me! — a few months 
later it wins the Pulitzer Prize just 
after being named a finalist for 
the National Book Critics Circle 
Award.

Also left on the cutting room 
floor was Philip Roth’s “Indigna-
tion,” another favorite of mine 
that didn’t make the top five. Two 
years later, I met Roth at a book 
party. I went on and on about how 
I’d stood up for “Indignation,” 
fought for it, had waged war 
against Peter Matthiessen’s win-
ning “Shadow Country,” a compi-
lation of three previously pub-
lished novels, for God’s sake. He 
listened patiently. When I fin-
ished my nattering, he smiled a 

faint, ironic smile. “I took it like a 
man,” he said.

Summer 2009
I do a reduced book tour for my 

ninth novel, “The Family Man,” 
because my husband is declining 
quickly from frontotemporal de-
mentia. I find comfort in “The No. 
1 Ladies’ Detective Agency” and 
two more in the series by Alexan-
der McCall Smith. The only other 
book I remember reading that 
summer was a memoir by a man 
whose wife had died of the same 
disease my husband had. On vis-
its to the nursing home, the hus-
band-author wrestled with his 
wife in the shower, trying to dye 
her hair. What? Why struggle? 
Whose vanity? My husband died 
at home in September, completely 
sweet and cooperative, complete-
ly diminished. No struggles ex-
cept for the million daily heart-
breaks.

Summer 2011
My next novel’s protagonist is a 

widow. Halfway through the 
book, I put her on Match.com to 
get her out of the house. I put 
myself on Match, too, for research 
and verisimilitude. On the day I 
decide to quit, I click on a geo-
graphically desirable candidate — 
he’s living on the Upper West Side 
of New York; I’m in Midtown. I 
scroll down his profile. Under 
“last book read,” I am shocked to 
see, “Elinor Lipman’s ‘The Family 
Man,’ ” and then “it’s NOT chick 
lit.”

On our first date, Jonathan had 
with him “The Imperfectionists,” 
by Tom Rachman, which I’d been 
meaning to read. He said he’d 

gotten it in his building’s laundry 
room lending library, organized 
by a retired librarian. Pointing to 
the small white sticker on the 
book’s spine, Jonathan noted the 
economical cataloguing system, 
just “Fic,” and nothing more. We 
both laughed. I found his appreci-
ation of that minimalist Dewey 
Decimal system endearing. We 
are still together.

Summer 2022
I have two grandsons. Their 

dad, my son, reported that his 
3-year-old randomly plucked 
“The Inn at Lake Devine” off the 
bookshelf, probably because of its 
pretty blue cover. He opened it. 
Not a picture book, nothing but 
type. Oh wait, a photo in the back. 
He stared. How can this be? 
Amazed, he yelped, “Bubbe!”

Ben and my daughter-in-law 
text me photos of the two little 
boys absorbed in books I’ve sent. 
“Freight Train,” by Donald Crews 
(1978); “Bedtime,” by Helen Oxen-
bury (1982); their dad’s ancient, 
taped-together “Let’s Eat,” by Gyo 
Fujikawa, now out of print. And 
Jonathan’s gift, his favorite chil-
dren’s book, loved by his now-
grown sons, “Mike Mulligan and 
his Steam Shovel,” by Virginia Lee 
Burton, first published in 1939. 
How wonderful: 83 years ago and 
still in print, still being treasured 
and visited. I can’t say the same 
for the restricted Lake Dunmore 
Hotel. It closed its doors more 
than 50 years ago, never to be 
opened again.

Elinor Lipman’s next novel, “Ms. 
Demeanor,” will be published in 
February.

Elinor Lipman and a season  packed with reading
The author shares how the habit persists  from year to year and  gets handed down from generation to generation

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MICHAEL BENABIB AND ELINOR LIPMAN’S FAMILY; WASHINGTON POST ILLUSTRATION 

From left, Elinor Lipman “the summer I worked at Pellon Corp., as a rising high school senior”;  Lipman now; Lipman  with her dad, 1960; her husband, Bob, “with our son, Ben, a year before Bob died in 2009.”
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Carolyn Hax is 
away. The 
following is from 
Feb. 1 and 13, 
2008.

Carolyn: I feel like 
a horrible person. 
My boyfriend’s 
mother seems like 

a really nice person and only has 
good intentions, but she grates 
on my last nerve. Her only fault is 
that she talks about things that 
make me uncomfortable, things I 
only would want to talk about 
with people I am close with.

I don’t know why it bothers me 
so much. I want to get to a point 
where it doesn’t, because it 
prevents me from developing the 
closeness that she is trying to get. 
I know she isn’t bad and that this 
is my issue, but I don’t know how 
to loosen up and not be so 
offended by her. It upsets my 
boyfriend that I don’t love her; 
he’s never known anyone not to.

— Maryland

Maryland: Repeat after me: His 
mother drives you nuts; you are 
perfectly capable of deciding for 
yourself who drives you nuts; 

disliking someone is not an 
affliction to be cured, it is a 
reaction to be managed.

A perfectly normal reaction. 
Feeling pressured to reveal 
private information is a sign of 
poor social skills — on the part of 
the person applying the pressure.

In fact, dislike is normal in 
general; it’s part of social 
interaction. The person who 
believes there’s such a thing as 
being adorable to every soul on 
Earth needs to stop hanging out 
with the Tooth Fairy.

Do you see the lines where 
your skin ends, and where the air 
around you begins? Those are 
your limits. Outside those limits, 
you will find other people, many 
of whom will have ideas about 
ways you should live your life, 
including whom you should like 
and what you should feel 
comfortable discussing.

The duty of outsiders isn’t to 
force those ideas upon you (or 
manipulate you into them by 
noting “everyone else” says you’re 
wrong). It is, instead, to accept 
that you will form opinions 
different from theirs; to respect 
your right to do so; and to form 
their opinion of you based on the 

whole — of your judgment, of 
your actions, of the quality of 
your companionship. Your 
boyfriend is dating a private 
person. Either he likes that about 
you and accepts it and 
understands that it puts you at 

odds with his mother’s style, or 
he finds someone else for his 
mother to love.

You, of course, may not even 
like it about yourself that you’re 
so private. But you are inside the 
limits of you, and that entitles 

you to scrutinize, second-guess 
and generally mess with the 
mechanics of your judgment all 
you want, in a way that no one 
else has any business doing. You 
can figure out what makes you a 
certain way, and whether that’s 
something you think you can 
change, and are willing to take 
on. In this case, if you think the 
problem is that you’re too 
reticent, not that the mother is 
pushy, then, great, work on it.

In other words, you don’t 
scrutinize/second-guess/self-
flagellate just because your 
boyfriend is moping and his 
mother is closing in fast. As long 
as you employ it kindly, using 
your own judgment does not 
make you “a horrible person.” It 
makes you you.

Hi, Carolyn: I have a friend who 
just hit 37 and is single. He is 
leaning heavily toward 
dismissing the notion of having 
children because by the time he 
met someone, decided she was 
worth having a kid with, and 
conceived a child, the earliest he 
would probably see a baby is just 
shy of 40 — which he sees as 
being too old for kids, financially, 

physically, etc.
How do I have a conversation 

that illustrates that he doesn’t 
need to shop for the retirement 
village at 37?

— Downtown D.C.

Downtown D.C.: You don’t. He’s 
not arguing the merits of walking 
into traffic; he’s stating an 
opinion that he can’t even act on 
yet. And when he can, the only 
relevant counterargument will be 
the one from Her Worthiness 
herself.

If your real question is, how to 
help a guy who’s 37, single and 
blue, then that’s a different 
answer — though it still isn’t to 
sketch out his new life with your 
words. If he’s depressed, then 
urge treatment; if he’s just 
moping, then invite him along 
while you set an example of 
getting on with your life.

Write to Carolyn Hax at 
tellme@washpost.com. Get her 
column delivered to your inbox each 
morning at wapo.st/gethax.

 Join the discussion live at noon 
Fridays at washingtonpost.com/live-
chats.

Gasp! You don’t like your boyfriend’s mom?! Good thing you’re not dating her.

Carolyn 
Hax
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Dear Amy: I have 
a 12-year-old 
daughter who 
belongs to a youth 
group at church. 
When she joined, 

the leaders asked for her cell 
number so they could contact 
her about activities.

Our daughter does not have a 
cellphone because we believe 
she is too young. The leaders 
then added my cell number 
(without my permission).

They send out a couple of text 
messages each week, which then 
end up with 15 to 20 replies 
because the girls use it to 
comment, talk, joke, etc. — 
completely off topic.

Each time this happens, I ask 
the leaders to remove my 
number, which they do, and then 
a few weeks later I am back on 
their list and getting the group 
texts again.

I have complained and asked 
them to stop adding me, but 
their most recent reply was that 
this is how they communicate, 
and they are concerned that my 
daughter will miss out.

Their activities are weekly and 
are always held at the same time.

My daughter has not missed 
out yet, and I am getting 
frustrated with having my 
cellphone blow up every time 
they start a new chain.

How do I get these leaders to 
show some common text 
courtesy without pulling my 
daughter from a group of friends 
she wants to be with?

What is appropriate texting in 
these situations?

— Fed Up

Fed Up: Given that this is the 

way they notify the group about 
meetings, it seems prudent for 
you to receive texts from the 
youth leaders. You might want to 
hand your phone to your 
daughter for a period of time so 
she can participate in these 
conversations — or at least to 
confirm that she has received 
the message.

(Personally, I would also have 
an interest, albeit limited, in 
what these kids were talking 
about — but I take it as a given 
that you don’t.)

You have many options. You 
could “block” the originating 
phone number (and you would 

not receive any calls or texts 
from the number).

It is very easy to turn off 
notifications altogether (the 
texts will arrive, but your phone 
won’t ping or vibrate); you can 
also “mute” texts from a specific 
phone number.

You could also receive the first 
text, take in the information, 
and then “leave the 
conversation” by clicking on that 
option.

Ways to perform these 
functions vary based on the kind 
of phone you use. Use an 
Internet search to see how to 
reset the notifications on your 

specific phone.

Dear Amy: My wife and I were 
invited to my youngest brother’s 
wedding.

Because of the large age 
difference between us, we’ve 
never been close.

There’s no animosity or issues, 
we’re just borderline strangers 
to each other (I don’t even have 
his phone number).

If we decline the invite, my 
father will be extremely upset. 
To avoid that, my wife and I have 
decided that we’ll attend the 
ceremony and leave before the 
reception.

My question is: How do we 
RSVP in this situation?

We’re not attending the 
reception and I don’t want them 
to waste money buying us a 
dinner we won’t be there to eat.

It may even open up a couple 
more spaces at the reception for 
friends with whom the couple is 
better acquainted.

Thoughts?
— Elder Brother

Elder: You state that you are not 
close to this brother, but only 
because of the age gap between 
you. And now this family 
member has invited you to 

celebrate an important 
milestone in his life.

The way to get close — or 
closer — is to show up for him, 
to become acquainted with his 
wife and her family, and to meet 
their friends.

You don’t seem to want to do 
any of this, however, and so you 
should respond: “My wife and I 
will be at the ceremony, but 
unfortunately we will have to 
leave before the reception. We 
hope you have a great time, and 
wish you all the very best for a 
wonderful celebration.”

Dear Amy: “From the 
Heartland” wondered how to 
respond to her fat-shaming 
friends.

Due to a chronic illness, I am 
underweight at 5-foot-3 and a 
hundred pounds.

Several years ago, I was with 
my sister-in-law at a restaurant. 
She ordered her lunch, and I 
ordered soup.

The server commented, 
“Sure, skinny-mini will just 
have soup.” To this day, I regret 
not speaking with her 
supervisor.

— Donna in Colorado

Donna: I hope your response is 
posted on employee bulletin 
boards: It is never appropriate 
to comment on a person’s body.

Amy's column appears seven days a 
week at washingtonpost.com/advice. 
Write to askamy@amydickinson.com 
or Amy Dickinson, P.O. Box 194, 
Freeville, N.Y. 13068.  You can 
also follow her @askingamy.

©  2022 by Amy Dickinson distributed by 

Tribune Content Agency

Parent is at a loss about how to depart  a group chat with excessive chatter
Ask Amy
AMY 
DICKINSON

MIKE DU JOUR  BY MIKE LESTER
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Carrie Fisher played General Leia Organa in 2015’s “Star Wars: Episode VII — The Force Awakens” — but was greeted with insults.

KEVIN WINTER/GETTY IMAGES

From left, Carrie Fisher, Mark Hamill and Harrison Ford during 
Comic-Con in 2015. Ford’s recurring characters include Han Solo, 
Indiana Jones and Rick Deckard. A new Indy movie slated for 2023 
will mark 42 years since his first appearance in the role.

BY TY BURR

T
om Cruise has hung off 
the Burj Khalifa sky-
scraper in Dubai and 
dangled from the wing 
of a plane thousands of 

feet above the earth. He has rid-
den a motorcycle off a cliff and 
held his breath underwater for six 
and a half minutes. He has even 
survived starring in “Cocktail” 
(1988) and jumping on Oprah’s 
couch (2005). But with the theat-
rical release of “Top Gun: Maver-
ick,” Cruise accomplishes a feat 
that could be record-breaking. 
He’s portraying a character — 
hotshot fighter pilot Pete “Maver-
ick” Mitchell — that he first 
brought to the screen 36 years 
ago, perhaps the longest delay for 
a return appearance in Holly-
wood movie history.

Double plays (and more) are 
hardly unheard of, especially in a 
modern Hollywood addicted to 
franchise properties and charac-
ters. More people know Robert 
Downey Jr. from nine movies — 
nine! — as Tony Stark, a.k.a. Iron 
Man, than from anything else he 
has done in his career. But 
Cruise’s feat is unusual for a num-
ber of reasons. The original “Top 
Gun” (1986) was a massive hit and 
a pop-culture touchstone (and a 
pretty terrible movie, but never 
mind), but it was always a one-
and-done experience. When Mav-
erick flew off into the sunset with 
Kelly McGillis’s Charlie at the end, 
everyone got up and went home.

Yet here’s “Top Gun: Maverick,” 
arriving nearly four decades after 
the original. To be fair, the sequel, 
which sees the hero put in charge 
of a cadre of young pilots assigned 
a dangerous mission against a 

conveniently anonymous enemy, 
began production four years ago 
and was originally scheduled for a 
July 2019 premiere. Production 
delays and the arrival of the coro-
navirus pushed back the release 
date no less than five times; even 
Cruise is helpless against the 
massed forces of delta and omi-
cron. Ironically, the delay has only 
heightened expectations, and a 
project that seemed like a 
punchline when it was an-
nounced in 2010 has bowled over 
preview audiences and early crit-
ics in blockbuster-starved 2022.

The delays also gave Cruise the 
apparent record by lengthening 
the time between original and 
sequel. There have been several 
instances of an actor returning 
late in life to a character they 
established earlier, and in almost 
every case the phenomenon aris-
es from the combination of a star 
whose career longevity has 
achieved legendary (or at least 
near-legendary) proportions and 
a property that audiences might 
want to pay to see again. Is the 
motive always mercenary? I can 
think of only three examples 
where the urge for the swallows to 
return to Capistrano is predicated 
on genuine creative curiosity or at 
least random serendipity.

The class act in this category is 
Paul Newman chalking his pool 
cue again as “Fast Eddie” Felson 
in Martin Scorsese’s “The Color of 
Money” (1986), a quarter-century 
after “The Hustler” (1961). New-
man’s Oscar win was especially 
sweet, given that he’d been nomi-
nated for best actor six times 
before — including for “The Hus-
tler” and “Hud” and “Cool Hand 
Luke” and “The Verdict” — with-
out taking the prize.

Money may have been the de-
ciding factor in Marlon Brando 
taking on the role of Mafia don 
Carmine Sabatini in “The Fresh-
man” (1990) 18 years after Vito 
Corleone in “The Godfather” 
(1972), but the movie itself, a 
wonderfully flaky comedy, hardly 
feels like a cash grab. Does this 
even count as a return appear-
ance, because Brando’s character 
isn’t Vito Corleone but (suppos-
edly) the man who inspired him? 
Feel free to argue, but “The Fresh-
man” wouldn’t exist without “The 
Godfather,” and that’s that. (Coin-
cidentally, 1990 also saw Brando’s 
one-time co-star Al Pacino return 
to his “Godfather” role in the “The 
Godfather Part III,” a movie that 
only proved lightning doesn’t 
strike thrice.)

Were audiences really clamor-
ing for Keanu Reeves and Alex 
Winter in “Bill & Ted Face the 
Music” (2020) three decades after 
“Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure” 
(1989) charmed teenage stoners 
everywhere? Not really, which is 
one reason the movie’s so funny. 
Usually when actors deign to re-
turn to a classic role, they arrive 
with star wattage weathered but 
undimmed by time; the chiseled 
Cruise of “Top Gun: Maverick” 
makes the flyboy of the first film 
look like he’s still working off his 
baby fat. Reeves and Winter just 
look . . . older, and the film keeps 
booting them down the line into 
various futures to worsening ef-
fect. It’s all oddly cheering, as if 
you or I had been called upon to 
reprise our high school play at the 
30th reunion.

Otherwise, these overdue re-
turns are a form of what we now 
call fan service, in which a nostal-
gic blockbuster enterprise is dust-

ed off two or three decades later 
with the original stars bringing 
gravitas to the project — or at 
least audiences wanting to touch 
a known talisman from their pop 
culture past. Sylvester Stallone 
returned to “Rambo” (2008) 20 
years after “Rambo III” (1988) 
and “Rocky Balboa” (2006) 21 
years after “Rocky IV” (1985). 
Leonard Nimoy re-upped as 
Spock for the 2009 “Star Trek” 
reboot 20 years after the last Trek 
movie with the original cast. Sean 
Connery cried uncle and agreed 
to play James Bond one more time 
in the aptly titled “Never Say 
Never Again” (1983), 12 years after 
“Diamonds Are Forever” (1971).

Have you noticed anything 
missing here? Like, maybe, ac-
tresses? Aside from Linda Hamil-
ton reprising her role as Sarah 
Connor in “Terminator: Dark 
Fate” (2019), 28 years after “Ter-
minator 2,” the delayed return 
visit seems mostly a male phe-
nomenon, for reasons that don’t 
reflect well on Hollywood or on 
audiences. In the classic studio 
era, Bette Davis played Queen 
Elizabeth I twice in 16 years (“The 
Private Lives of Elizabeth and 
Essex” in 1939 and “The Virgin 
Queen” in 1955), but only because 
as far as anyone was concerned 
she was Queen Elizabeth — regal, 
peremptory, eternal. Otherwise, 
it’s the depressing truth that male 
movie stars are allowed to age in 
popular culture but not their fe-
male counterparts.

If you doubt that, remember 
the online insults from callow 
fanboys that greeted the late Car-
rie Fisher’s General Leia Organa 
in “Star Wars: Episode VII — The 
Force Awakens” (2015). The ac-
tress responded valiantly, tweet-

ing “Please stop debating about 
whether or not I aged well. Unfor-
tunately it hurts all three of my 
feelings,” but why would anyone 
want to submit themselves to 
that? Kelly McGillis, Cruise’s co-
star in 1986, is 64 now and wasn’t 
asked to be in “Top Gun: Maver-
ick,” and that’s fine by her. “I’m 
old, and I’m fat, and I look age-ap-
propriate for what my age is,” 
McGillis cheerfully told report-
ers. (Jennifer Connelly, 51, plays 
the love interest in the new mov-
ie.)

That said, the undisputed king 
of returning movie warriors has 
to be Harrison Ford, by dint of his 
starring in the two franchises that 
started the ball rolling in the first 
place. “Star Wars: Episode VII — 
The Force Awakens” (2015) came 
out 32 years after Ford’s last ap-
pearance as Han Solo, in “Return 
of the Jedi” (1983), while “Indiana 
Jones and the Kingdom of the 
Crystal Skull” (2008) appeared 19 
years after “Indiana Jones and the 
Last Crusade” (1989). And let’s 
not forget the 35 years between 
“Blade Runner” (1982) and “Blade 
Runner 2049” (2017).

If you’re counting from the 
character’s debut, Ford’s last ma-
jor appearance in a Star Wars film 
came out 38 years after the first, 
which gives him the crown. And 
the star still isn’t done. There’s a 
new Indy movie, already shot but 
as yet untitled, in the can for 
release in June 2023. It will mark 
42 years since Ford first appeared 
as Indiana Jones.

Take that, Tom Cruise.

Ty Burr is the author of the movie 
recommendation newsletter Ty Burr’s 
Watch List at 
tyburrswatchlist.substack.com.

Tom Cruise’s rare feat: Reviving Maverick, 36 years later
 Tom Cruise plays  Pete 

“Maverick” Mitchell in 
“Top Gun: Maverick,” 

bringing back his 
character from 1986. 

“Please stop 
debating about 

whether or not I 
aged well. 

Unfortunately it 
hurts all three of 

my feelings.”
Carrie Fisher, in response 

to  comments about her 
appearance in 2015’s Star 

Wars movie
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Diversions

how to share or divide something 
because you are pumped with 
enthusiasm, confidence and 
optimism. Others will listen to you 
even if you encounter disputes. 

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
You are a people pleaser; however, 
you will be unusually confident 
when dealing with friends and 
partners. This is why you will stand 
your ground if someone has any 
grievance with you. (A compromise 
might be a win-win solution.) 

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
This will be a super-productive day 
because you’re keen to work. You 
have lots of physical energy, which 
means whatever you do, you will 
do with strength and vigor. 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
This is a fantastic day for 
competitive sports and physical 
athletics. You also will enjoy fun 
outings with children and 
entertaining diversions. However, 
your energy is so pumped, be 
careful about taking risks, both 

B Y  G E O R G I A  N I C O L S

Happy Birthday | May 29: You are clever, bright and communicative. Your fast mind generates lots of ideas. 
You have a charming personality but are guarded about your personal life. This year is a time of work, 
construction and building both in a physical sense as well as inner structures in your life.

Moon Alert: Avoid shopping or 
important decisions from 10 a.m. 
to 1:30 p.m. After that, the Moon 
moves from Taurus into Gemini.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) 
You have boundless energy 
because your ruler Mars is lined 
up with Jupiter in your sign. It 
doesn’t get better than this. This is 
a day of great activity in which you 
will work hard to further your own 
interests and assert yourself 
among others. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) 
This might be a tricky day because 
it’s easy to fall into self-defeating 
behavior where you create a poor 
impression or undermine your 
position even though you don’t 
mean to do so. Ironically, you have 
lots of energy. Make sure you 
channel it in the right way. 

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) 
This is a fabulous day to define 
goals and start to actively pursue 
them because you have lots of 
energy to deal with others, 
especially friends and groups. You 
will excel at physical activity with 
others, especially in groups or in 
competition. 

CANCER (June 21-July 22) 
Because your ambition to achieve 
is aroused, you will work hard. 
However, you want independent 
authority over whatever you do 
because you want to be your own 
boss. This could make relations 
with a supervisor or boss a bit 
touchy. 

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) 
You’re full of enthusiasm. This is 
why you want to make travel plans 
or do anything to expand your 
horizons. You will also be keen to 
defend your beliefs and your ideas 
about politics and religion 
because you are bold and 
confident. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
You will have no trouble protecting 
your own best interests in 
discussions about inheritances or 

HOROSCOPE

physically or gambling. 

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
You have tremendous energy for 
making home improvements or 
winning an argument with a family 
member. This is because you are 
confident and convinced of what 
you want to achieve. Remember 
that others have their own ideas, 
too. 

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
You can do a lot because you are 
confident and enthusiastic. This is 
why your communications with 
others will be positive and 
persuasive, which, in turn, makes 
this a strong day for those in 
sales, marketing, teaching, acting 
or writing. 

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) 
You are confident in financial 
negotiations. However, your 
confidence will be so strong that 
you must be careful. Don’t take 
unnecessary risks in financial 
ventures or financial speculation. 
Do your homework. 

5/22/22

Answers to last week’s puzzle.

“DAY TRADING” 
BY DAVID ALFRED 
BYWATERS

ACROSS
 1 Prepare for 

parking or 
driving

 5 Stared open-
mouthed

 10 Liabilities
 15 Did laps
 19 Mountain goat
 20 Not out of 

contention yet
 21 Word for a lei-

person?
 22 “Hmm ... I doubt 

that”
 23 First the 

chardonnay, 
then the 
merlot, then the 
cabernet?

 25 Invisible walls?
 27 Be there for
 28 Sandler of 

“Uncut Gems”
 30 Brewpub pour
 31 Ran across
 32 Mystical 

gathering
 33 Felt hats
 36 Has a good cry
 38 Vocal quality
 40 Land
 42 Imitate a horse
 45 Place for a 

deep-tissue 
massage

 48 Hands out cards
 51 Unwrapped with 

enthusiasm
 53 Land parcel
 54 Inept caner’s 

resource?
 57 Meteorology 

lectures?
 59 Voting no
 60 Fleet parts
 62 Have followers
 63 British co.
 64 Fair shelters
 67 Cookbook 

offering
 70 WSJ headline 

topic
 71 Watches on 

Hulu, say
 73 Like farmers’ 

market veggies
 74 River through 

Reno
 79 __ and vigor
 80 Intervene
 82 Quick post office 

run, say
 83 Subj. for a non-

native speaker
 86 Ear-related
 88 “Time is money” 

or “money is 
power”

 90 Greek Cupid
 91 Bungalow 

owner’s 
challenge to a 
roofer?

 95 Makes doubly 

sure everyone’s 
in on the joke?

 98 World Baseball 
Classic team

 99 Came off as
 101 Chopper blade
 102 Org. followed by 

“puckheads”
 103 Outkast hit single
 105 Touch-screen 

gestures
 107 Puts into words
 109 CrossFit sets
 111 Embassy 

employee
 114 Snap, crackle, 

and pop
 118 Sashimi choice
 120 Ticket remnant
 122 Revived villain in 

Domino’s ads, 
with “the”

 123 Food critic Hines 
whose name is 
on cake mixes

 124 Appreciative 
sound from the 
alumni luxury 
box?

 128 Water cooler?
 130 Midrange voice
 131 Wide-awake
 132 Chocolate 

source
 133 Region
 134 Cheers
 135 Lasagna staple
 136 Part of a 

protected URL
 137 Office surface

DOWN
 1 Fillable 

flatbreads
 2 Taper off
 3 Roman goddess 

of the hearth
 4 Range
 5 Person who 

makes beds?
 6 European 

mountain
 7 Rice dish
 8 Get around
 9 “Gracias” 

response
 10 Beaver creation
 11 Pharmaceutical 

giant __ Lilly
 12 2019 film starring 

Charlize Theron 
as Megyn Kelly

 13 “Good News” 
rapper Megan 
__ Stallion

 14 BOGO events

 15 Dim __
 16 Amusingly 

capricious
 17 Upfront stake
 18 More than half
 24 Provide privacy 

protection, in a 
way

 26 Remove wrinkles 
from

 29 Slip some skin
 34 Laugh-a-minute 

sort
 35 Taj Mahal site
 37 “The Martian” 

actor Sean
 39 Has for lunch
 41 “Here!”
 43 Determination
 44 Do the 

impossible with 
cats, proverbially

 45 DNA lab items
 46 Wine grape
 47 One in a cast
 49 Cowardly Lion 

portrayer
 50 Pitches to 

customers
 52 Term with a 

check mark on 
an airport sign

 55 Beach toy for a 

windy day
 56 Florida theme 

park with a 
geodesic dome

 58 Poorly ventilated 
theatre 
phenomenon

 61 Command to an 
attack dog

 65 Utter chaos
 66 Metalworkers
 68 Green-skinned 

tropical fruit
 69 Cure-all mixture
 72 Wallops, quaintly
 75 All hands on 

deck
 76 “Pieces of 

Her” novelist 
Slaughter

 77 “How to Get 
Away With 
Murder” actor 
Alfred __

 78 Unsuccessful 
Ford model

 81 Spanish boy
 83 Mark for good
 84 Actress 

Elisabeth
 85 Maze
 87 Pills for pets, 

often

 89 NYSE, 
NASDAQ, etc.

 92 Diggs of 
“Empire”

 93 “There’s no one 
else”

 94 Labor Day mo.
 96 Scoundrels
 97 Experiment with
 100 Academic VIP
 104 Cathedral alcove
 106 Single-malt pour
 108 Storied sailor
 110 Backpack holder
 112 Drum kit 

cymbals
 113 Official mandate
 115 Induce fear in
 116 Makes less 

harsh
 117 Be sly
 118 Way off
 119 Polynesian 

dance
 121 Golden St. 

campus
 125 Haircuts
 126 Fine print, e.g.
 127 Sch. group
 129 Flo Milli’s music 

genre
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Fox News anchor: “I can’t read 
this. It’s too ridiculous.” (Bill 
Bouyer, Ocoee, Fla.) 

Grave robber: Plunders 
columbaria. (Roy Ashley, 
Washington) 

Marriage counselor: “So this 
is the old ball-and-chain, eh.” 
(John Glenn, Tyler, Tex.) 

Life support system 
technician: Asks, “Have you tried 
turning it off and on again?” 
(Ryan Martinez, Takoma Park) 

Oyster shucker: “Anybody 
want this shiny white marble I 
found?” (Dave Prevar, Annapolis) 

Nurse: Forgets to say “for me” 
with each request. (Dave Leveton, 
Gainesville, Va.) 

Plastic surgeon: “Ohh, I 
thought you meant Marilyn 
Manson!” (Gregory Huyck, 
Frederick) 

Poker player: “Oh boy oh boy 
oh boy oh boy!” (Jeff Shirley, 
Richmond) 

Doctor’s receptionist: Calls 
people by their maladies instead 
of their names: “Mr. Hernia, the 
doctor will see you now; you’re 
next, Ms. Breast Augmentation 
Candidate.” (Howard 
Walderman, Columbia)

Psychiatrist: “Don’t be shy. I 
talk to crazy people all day!” (Bill 
Smith, Reston) 

Rabbi: Wears a yarmulke with 
a propeller.   (Kevin Dopart, 
Washington) 

Real estate agent: “Plus it has 
31/2 crappers!” (Jean Sorensen)

Reality TV contestant: “The 
one thing I will not do is 
humiliate myself!” (Mike Gips, 
Bethesda) 

Zillionaire: “Next I’m buying 
Coca-Cola to put the cocaine back 
in.” (Kira Robbins, Los Angeles, a 
First Offender) 

Wedding planner: “Buy one, 
your next is 50 percent off!” 
(Mark Raffman, Reston) 

Wine taster: “I’m detecting 
notes of . . .  grape? Yeah, definite-
ly grapy.” (Coleman Glenn) 

Zookeeper: “Aww, look — the 
fox wants to play with the 
flamingos! Isn’t that cute?” (Tom 
Witte, Montgomery Village) 

Capitol tour guide: “And here’s 
where important members of 
Congress go to get evacuated if 
there’s an insurrection or 
something.” (Duncan Stevens, 
Vienna, Va.) 

And Last: Style Invitational  
entrant: “Hey, Empress, if you 
don’t understand this entry, just 
email me and I’ll e-x-p-l-a-i-n.” 
(Jeff Shirley) 

More honorable mentions in 
the online Invite at wapo.st/
invite1490. 

Still running — deadline 
Monday, May 30: Our contest to 
rearrange the words in a movie 
title and describe the new movie. 
See wapo.st/invite1489.

THE STYLE INVITATIONAL

BOB STAAKE/ILLUSTRATION FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

BY PAT MYERS

In Week 1486, the Empress 
asked for signs that someone was 
incompetent at a particular job. 
Among some 2,000 entries, too 
many to credit were of a 
proctologist directing a patient 
to “open wide and say ‘ah.’ ”

4th place:
Sign of an incompetent 

astronaut: “Are we there yet?” 
(Diana Oertel, San Francisco)

3rd place:
Sign of an incompetent cake 

decorator: “Happy Birthday 
Brian With a Y!” (Frank Osen, 
Pasadena, Calif.)

2nd place and the Cheetos 
socks:

Sign of an incompetent stand-
up comic: “There aren’t any of 
those oversensitive people in the 
audience tonight, are there?”  
(Karen Lambert, Chevy Chase)

And the winner of the 
Clowning Achievement:

Sign of an incompetent 
babysitter: “Don’t worry about 
me touching your booze. I 
brought my own.”  (Rob Cohen, 
Potomac)

CAN’T EVEN:
Honorable mentions

Cop: “Come on over here, folks. 
Lots to see!”  (Rob Huffman, 
Fredericksburg, Va.)

Husband: “C’mon honey, 
nobody cares how fat your butt 
looks.” (Allan Zackowitz, 
Brookeville)

Drill sergeant: Barks, “Left! 
Left! Left! Left! . . .” (Leif Picoult, 
Rockville)

Spa massage therapist: “Do 
you prefer Metallica or AC/DC?” 
(Drew Bennett, Rogers, Ark.)

Brain surgeon: (whispers to 
self) “You got this!” (Jean 
Sorensen, Herndon)

Anesthesiologist: “Now count 
backward from 28,564,931.” 
(Chris Doyle, Denton, Tex.)

Dog groomer: “I just thought 
your collie might enjoy these 
cornrows.” (John Hutchins, Silver 
Spring)

Drill sergeant: “What a fine- 
looking bunch of soldiers! Shall 
we do some push-ups?” 
(Jonathan Jensen, Baltimore)

Tollbooth attendant: A sign in 
the window reads, “Taking a 
break — back in 10.” (Pam Sher-
meyer, Lathrup Village, Mich.)

Accountant: “The font kept 
showing up red at the bottom of 
the column, so I just changed the  
settings to black-and-white.” 
(Kate Sammons, Ashburn)

Algebra teacher: “Let’s 
simplify the equation by multi-
plying each side by zero.” (Greg 
Dobbins, Boynton Beach, Fla.)

Baby: Neglects to wake parents 
at 1:30, 3 and 4 a.m. for important 
babbling. (Coleman Glenn, 
Huntingdon Valley, Pa., father of 
four)

Bank robber: “Give me your 
money. I have a gun in the car and 
I’m not afraid to get it!” (Frank 
Mann, Washington)

Astronaut: “This helmet 
makes it really hard to smoke.” 
(Beverley Sharp, Montgomery, 
Ala.) 

Aztec: “Hey Monty, that’s the 
liver!” (Pia Palamidessi, 
Cumberland, Md.) 

Dairy farmer:  “I like these 
cows that got only one — they 
take a lot less time to milk.” (Tim 
Livengood, Columbia) 

Cat trainer: They think their 
job is possible. (Aaron Olszewski, 
Silver Spring, a First Offender) 

Dentist: “I wear these earplugs 
so I’m not distracted by the 
screaming.”  (Terri Berg Smith, 
Rockville) 

Dietitian: “Are you going to 
finish that?” (Andy Promisel, 
Fairfax) 

LinkedOut: Signs of job incompetence

New contest for Week 1490:
 It’s parody time — sing the news

Last weekend the Empress joined 70-some sweaty but 
otherwise jovial Losers and assorted hangers-on at the 26th (!!!) 
annual Flushies, the Loser Community’s own awards “banquet,” 
a spirited potluck/schmoozefest; congratulations to Loser of the 
Year Frank Mann, who scored more Invite ink last year than 
anyone else, except for some previous Losers of the Year —  nine 
of them. How Loserly is that! The E’s favorite part of the 
Flushies is the singalong of Loser-penned songs — so let’s make 
some more:  Write a satiric song about anything in the news 
these days, set to any familiar tune. Online we’ll link to a 
recording of the original so  readers can sing along, but the 
results that will run in the print Post — including the top four 
winners — will be set to very well-known songs. Videos are 
welcome as well (send us a YouTube link along with your lyrics); 
in fact, if you make a video, feel free to write your own tune. See 
this week’s entry form for more instructions about how to 
submit your entries, and this week’s Style Conversational for 
more about Invite songs in general.

Submit up to 25 entries at wapo.st/enter-invite-1490 (no 
capitals in the Web address). As usual with song contests, you 
get an extra week: Deadline is Monday, June 13; results appear 
June 26 in print, June 23 online.

Winner gets the Clowning 
Achievement, our Style 
Invitational trophy. Second place 
receives a genuine heavy glass 
collectible bottle from the 1968 
presidential campaign, 
depicting a Democratic donkey 
and the embossed images of 
Hubert Humphrey and running 
mate Ed Muskie. (Spoiler: They 
didn’t win.) It’s so weirdly quaint 
that were it not for the personae, 
you’d have guessed it was from 
the 1868 campaign. Regifted 
back to the Invite by Dave 
Zarrow, who won it in Week 449 
in 2002. Dave is one of  very, very, 
very few Losers to get ink in each 
of the 30 years of The Style 

Invitational, so you can understand the tchotchke 
deaccessioning.

Other runners-up win their choice of our “For Best Results, 
Pour Into Top End” Loser Mug or our “Whole Fools” Grossery 
Bag. Honorable mentions get one of our lusted-after Loser 
magnets, “A Small Jester of Appreciation” or “Close, but Ceci 
N’est Pas un Cigare.” First Offenders receive only a smelly tree-
shaped air “freshener” (FirStink for their first ink). See general 
contest rules and guidelines at wapo.st/inviteFAQ. The 
headline “LinkedOut” was submitted by both Jon Ketzner and 
Tom Witte; Kevin Dopart wrote the honorable-mentions 
subhead. Join the lively Style Invitational Devotees group on 
Facebook at on.fb.me/invdev; “like” the Style Invitational Ink of 
the Day on Facebook at bit.ly/inkofday.

 The Style Conversational: The Empress’s weekly online 
column discusses each new contest and set of results. See this 
week’s at wapo.st/conv1490.

This week’s second prize, 
a Humphrey-Muskie 
campaign bottle. (They 
came in second, too.)
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Here’s how to use 
ride-hailing services 
more effectively on 
your next vacation. F2

CALIFORNIA

In a time of uncertainty, 
a weekend getaway 
to quirky Santa Cruz 
is a sure thing. F4
TRENDS

Solo cruising is becoming 
increasingly popular. 
Could it be the right 
choice for you? F5

BY KAREN GARDINER

The birds weren’t supposed to 
be there. A length of rope strung 
along the island’s rocky ground 
clearly demarcated a pathway, 
the boundary separating tens of 
thousands of gannets from my 
group of eight humans. If anyone 
had explained this to the gannets, 
though, they weren’t letting on. 
Four sat stubbornly on the path-
way I wanted to move along, their 
icy-blue eyes pitiless and their 
long, white necks stretched 
toward me, threatening with 
their scissor-like bills. I remem-
bered the advice from our guide, 
Maggie, not to linger, lest they 
fixate on our legs. Too late. I 
stepped onto the path and a bill 
spiked my calf.

I was on Bass Rock, the tiny 
Scottish island from which the 
northern gannet gets its scientific 
name, Morus bassanus. While I 
winced at the stab of pain in my 
leg as I rushed across the path, I 
tried to focus on a greater sense of 
humility. I was an outsider in a 
world belonging utterly to gan-

SEE BASS ROCK ON F3

Scotland’s
Bass Rock 
belongs to 
the birds

BY DINA MISHEV

I didn’t think physics and the laws of gravity 
allowed this, but it is possible to go 3 mph — slower 
than a motivated pedestrian — on a bicycle without 
falling over. Had someone told me this before I 
started riding up the nearby mountain, Rocacorba, 
a classic and amazingly steep road bike ride near 
the northern Spanish city of Girona, I would not 
have believed them. But, grinding my way up the 
mountain, both my Garmin GPS watch and cycling 
computer mounted on my rental bike’s handlebars 
— I’m so incredulous, I have to check both — agree 
that my riding speed is, in fact, apace with a 
sleepwalking snail.

My trajectory up the road, which ascends 
approximately 2,600 vertical feet over about seven 
miles, is far from straight. To keep myself from 
tipping over, I’m constantly adjusting my steering 

and body position, which results in a path that 
“wobbly” barely begins to describe. About four 
miles into the climb, shortly after the road goes 
from steep to stupidly steep, I think toppling over 
onto the pitted pavement might be less painful than 
grinding up it.

Even in the granniest of granny gears, it’s 
impossible for me to pedal smoothly up pitches 
with grades approaching, and sometimes exceed-
ing, 13 percent. I feel sharp, stabby pains in both 
knees. Road rash seems preferable.

In early April, on the first day of a week-long 
cycling vacation, there is no particular reason 
beyond curiosity that I decide to ride from Girona 
to Rocacorba via Lake Banyoles, the cattail-ringed 
lake that was the site of the rowing events during 
the 1992 Barcelona Olympics.

I’m curious about Rocacorba, because it is easily 
SEE GIRONA ON F6

Cycling up, down 
and around Girona

The northern Spanish city has become a hot spot  for recreational riders

PHOTOS BY DINA MISHEV FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

The coronavirus pandemic has disrupted travel domestically and around the world. You will find the latest developments at washingtonpost.com/coronavirus/

TOP: Cyclists ride along a field of blooming canola, which, for about a month every spring, light up the Spanish landscape with 
their neon-yellow hue. ABOVE: The Passeig de la Muralla offers views of Girona and its surrounding mountains.
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Rideshare Guy blog for drivers. 
“I like to think of it as flying 
economy plus.”

Yep, there’s an app for that. 
It’s called Up Hail, and it 
compares the prices of Uber, Lyft, 
a taxi and an airport shuttle. It’s 
the brainchild of Avi Wilensky, a 
ride-hailing expert who has taken 
nearly 3,000 Uber rides since 
2015. Wilensky’s insider tip for 
people who want to save money 
on ride hailing: Check out Waze 
Carpool. “Drivers are only able to 
charge to cover the cost of gas and 
tolls and are not permitted to 
make a profit,” he says. UberX 
Share and Lyft Shared also offer 
carpooling options, but they are a 
little pricier.

Never hail a ride from the 
airport. An airport pickup can 
cost up to twice as much as it 
would from the airport hotel 
across the street, according to 
experts. “Instead, take a free 
airport shuttle to a nearby hotel,” 
says Michael Alexis, who runs a 
team-building company that 
coordinates flights and airport 
pickups each month. “Your ride 
will be significantly cheaper, 
sometimes as much as 25 to 
50 percent less, and you will also 
save the driver from having to 
navigate the busy airport pickup.” 
That’s a useful tip even if the price 
is the same. On my last pickup in 
Lisbon, I spent about 15 minutes 
looking for my ride. At an airport 
hotel, I would have found him 
right away.

Sign up for a loyalty program. 
Uber Rewards gives frequent 
users upgraded rides, highly 
rated drivers and priority pickup 
at airports. Lyft has Lyft Pink, a 
$9.99-per-month program that 
offers rewards and other benefits. 
“The higher up you are in the 
program, the better the cars and 
the drivers you get,” says Logan 
Freedman, a frequent Uber and 
Lyft rider. The loyalty programs 
are generous and flexible — 
something you don’t typically 
find with airline loyalty 
programs.

Freedman, a researcher who 
works for a lawn-service company 
in Austin, has a favorite pro tip: If 
you use Uber for your job, set up 
an Uber for Business account and 
toggle to it when your rides are 
work-related. “What this 
essentially does is give you double 
the number of points toward the 
next reward tier,” he says. You’ll 
spend less to get a higher loyalty 
status on Uber, he says.

Ride-hailing isn’t right for 
every trip, as Carnegie Mellon’s 
Caldwell says. There are bikes, 
scooters and Zipcars available in 
many cities. Even Robert 
Farrington, who sold his car three 
years ago and ride-hails 
everywhere, doesn’t always take a 
Lyft or Uber. Farrington, who 
edits an investment news site in 
San Diego, has every reason to 
use the two services. His Chase 
card gives him five times the 
points for each Lyft, and he 
regularly gets bonuses and 
incentives from the companies 
for his loyalty.

And yet, when he’s in a less 
urban area that isn’t ride-share-
friendly, Farrington calls a pro. “I 
spend slightly more and book a 
car service,” he says.

I’m definitely taking some of 
these expert ride-hailing tips on 
my next trip to the airport. You 
can, too, if you’re looking for a 
smoother and less expensive ride.

Elliott is a consumer advocate, 
journalist and co-founder of the 
advocacy group Travelers United. 
Email him at chris@elliott.org.

Most of my 
ride-hailing 
experiences have 
been uneventful — 
except for one 
recent trip to the 
airport. On a rainy 
afternoon, I failed 
to connect with 
my driver, which 
precipitated a 
soggy 20-minute 

delay. That got me thinking: 
Maybe I could benefit from some 
advice.

I asked academics, travelers 
and ride-hailing experts. And 
much like the ride-hailing 
industry itself, the answers I 
received were all over the map.

“The best strategy today is to 
have access to many services and 
to use each one when it best fits 
your trip needs,” says Stan 
Caldwell, executive director of 
Carnegie Mellon University’s 
Traffic21 Institute, which focuses 
on transportation issues.

For example, he says savvy 
travelers should consider using 
Uber or Lyft to get from home to a 
transit hub. Or they should use 
the ride-hailing services late at 
night when mass transit isn’t 
running. On other trips, a Zipcar 
rental or even a bike share or 
scooter might be more 
appropriate.

And me? Maybe I should have 
taken the train to the airport. A 
carpool or the subway would have 
been cheaper, experts say. At the 
very least, I could have done a 
little homework before 
summoning a car — like how to 
use the location pin on the app.

How did I fail to connect with 
my driver and end up soaking wet 
and a little irritated? User error. I 
didn’t understand how to edit my 
pickup location on the app. (It 
turns out that you have to drag 
your pin to the right location.) 
When I tracked down my driver 
several blocks away, he said he 
hadn’t received a notification 
from the ride-hailing company.

The solution? I canceled the 
ride, made a new request and — 
bing! — my driver received his 
hail. I was on my way to the 
airport, lesson learned.

Here’s what else I learned:
Look at the fare before you 

agree to it. Insiders say this is 
particularly important for 
visitors to a new city. The practice 
of surge pricing, or charging 
more if demand is higher, can 
make some rides less affordable, 
says J.B. Shepard, a Baltimore-
based photographer who has 
driven for both major ride-hailing 
services. “For whatever reason, 
this seems to happen more to 
visitors from out of town and 
those picked up at or traveling to 
hotels,” he says. Shepard recalls a 
$72 fare for an out-of-town 
passenger on a ride-hailing 
platform. Normally, the same ride 
would have cost just $22. “I called 
the company, thinking that they 
billed the passenger in error,” he 
remembers. “But they assured me 
it wasn’t a bug and that, since the 
rate was what the passenger 
agreed to pay, that was the bill.”

Pay a little more to get a lot 
more. Uber launched a service 
called Uber Comfort in 2019. It 
guarantees that you get a roomier 
car for a small upcharge. And you 
also get a top-rated driver. The 
upper tier options such as Uber 
Black and Uber Select generally 
aren’t worth it to travelers who 
don’t really care about the make 
and model of the car that takes 
them there. “But it’s always nice 
to have more space,” says Harry 
Campbell, author of the popular 

Ride-hailing tips that are 
worth taking for a spin

The 
Navigator
CHRISTOPHER 
ELLIOTT

This sign was spotted on Hawaii’s Big Island by Mamta Singh of Vienna, Va. 
Have you seen an amusing sign in your travels? We want to feature your 
photo in this space! 

Here’s what to do: Email your high-resolution JPEG images to travel@washpost.com with 
“Sign Language” in the subject line. Please include your name, place of residence, sign 
location and contact information. Selected entries will appear in Travel’s Sunday print 
section. Photos become property of The Washington Post, which may edit, publish, distribute 
or republish them in any form. No purchase necessary.

MAMTA SINGH

SIGN LANGUAGE

PHOTOS BY ILLINOIS OFFICE OF TOURISM

BY ANDREA SACHS

Last month, Jane Lynch start-
ed appearing in two places at the 
same time: in New York City, in 
the Broadway revival of “Funny 
Girl,” and around the Midwest, in 
regional and national ads for the 
Illinois Office of Tourism. For the 
“Middle of Everything” cam-
paign, the award-winning actor 
traipses around the Prairie State 
wearing a jaunty blue beret and a 
gleeful expression. Playing the 
role of official tour guide, the 
Illinois native comes face-to-
hologram-face with Honest Abe 
at the Abraham Lincoln Presi-
dential Library and Museum in 
Springfield, gets her kicks at the 
Illinois Route 66 Hall of Fame & 
Museum in Pontiac and waddles 
with penguins at the Shedd 
Aquarium in Chicago. In addi-
tion, Lynch, who directed two of 
the four ads, assembled a list of 
her favorite places to eat, sleep, 
soak up culture and, of course, 
laugh. We reached out by email 
to Lynch, who is temporarily 
based in New York City, about her 
affections for her home state, 
which include an allegiance to 
the Chicago Cubs but not to 
deep-dish pizza.

The following responses have 
been edited for length and clarity.

Q: What is your connection to 
Illinois?
A: I was born in Dolton, Ill., and 
went to Illinois State University 
in Normal, getting an undergrad 
degree in theater arts. I did 
theater in Chicago after college, 
working in a lot of non-equity 
theater companies (which 
means for free), and finally got 
my equity card touring with 
Second City and performing in 
Steppenwolf Theatre shows.

Q: How did the state shape your 
interests, creativity and sense of 
humor?
A: In terms of Chicago theater, 
it’s an actors’ town. A lot of self-
starters creating their own 
companies. Actors come from all 
over the country to Chicago to 
create their own work and blaze 
their own trail. There’s a purity 
to the arts and theater in 
Chicago. It’s done for art’s sake. 
You don’t hear a lot of talk 
about, “Oh, I hope this gets me a 
sitcom.”

Q: Did you enjoy attending 
college a few hours south of 
Chicago?
A: I went to school in Normal, 
and it’s a little town basically 
full of cornfields. It’s quite rural 
and simple and a perfect place 
for a university. Bucolic and far 
enough away from home to feel 
almost exotic!

Q: Where do you live now, and 
how often do you return to 
Illinois?
A: I have lived in Santa Barbara, 
Calif., for the past 30 years. My 
parents, who have both passed, 
never left the south suburbs of 
Chicago, and my sister and 

brother are raising their families 
in the south suburbs. My 91-
year-old Aunt Marge still lives in 
the city. I spend every Christmas 
in Chicago and get back there to 
visit often. My sister and I just 
bought a house together in 
Hinsdale, about 20 miles west of 
downtown Chicago.

Q: What makes Illinois such a 
special place to visit?
A: Illinois has everything: a big, 
beautiful lake that’s almost an 
ocean, untouched prairies and a 
state capital, Springfield, that is 
bursting with Abraham Lincoln 
remembrances. Illinois also 
contains Chicago, one of the 
most beautiful and 
cosmopolitan cities on the map. 
As opposed to New York and Los 
Angeles, Chicago is known for 
its down-to-earth people — a 
small-town feel in a big city. An 
ordinance was created that 
forbids building on the beautiful 
Lake Michigan shore, so our 
beaches are plentiful and stretch 
the length of the city.

Some of the most beautiful 
architecture is in Chicago. Frank 
Lloyd Wright lived and worked 
in Oak Park, a nearby suburb, 
and many of his famous homes 
can be found there. Some of the 
most iconic Bauhaus structures 
in the world are also in Chicago. 
The architecture boat tour along 
the Chicago River is 
exhilarating. The World’s Fair 
was in Chicago in the late 19th 
century, and two of the 
buildings remain standing, 
because they were so beautiful 
and it seemed a shame to knock 
them down. The fire of that era 
also destroyed most of the Near 
North Side of the city, meaning 
that anything new had to be 
built in stone or other 

nonflammable materials. No 
more wood!

Q: What misconceptions do 
people have about Illinois?
A: That it’s flat prairieland. It’s 
not. It’s gorgeous, replete with 
rolling hills and breathtaking 
bodies of water, plenty of places 
to camp and sightsee, some of 
the best food in the world and 
some really nice people.

Q: If Illinois were a person, 
what sense of humor or 
personality would it have? 
Would it be the life of the party, 
dancing on the coffee table; the 
prankster, pouring booze into 
the hot tub; or the polite guest 
who cleans up the empties?
A: Illinois has too much variety 
to be one person. But one 
person could find many 
different things to do. It’s 
Midwestern. There’s a simplicity 
and a gorgeousness to the 
landscape. Some of the funniest 
people are from Chicago, and 
not just from Second City. There 
seems to be a really great sense 
of humor and lack of 
pretentiousness in Chicago and 
Illinois. It’s also a virtual 
melting pot. I heard once that 
Chicago has one of the largest 
Polish populations outside of 
Warsaw. My grandparents came 
to Chicago from Ireland. There 
are Swedish neighborhoods and 
African American 
neighborhoods, Russian 
neighborhoods and Chinese 
neighborhoods.

I asked Lynch to share some 
of her favorite Illinois 
attractions. Here are her 
recommendations:
l Avanti’s Italian Restaurant 

on the campus of Illinois State 

University. Come for the pizza 
bread, stay for the pizza bread 
(avantisnormal.com).
l Anderson Japanese Gardens 

in Rockford 
(andersongardens.org).
l Cahokia Mounds State 

Historic Site in Collinsville, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site 
(cahokiamounds.org).
l The Ulysses S. Grant Home 

in Galena. Galena itself is a 
quaint, beautiful town, and it’s 
well worth a trip 
(granthome.org).
l The Frank Lloyd Wright 

Home and Studio in Oak Park, a 
gorgeous suburb west of 
Chicago (flwright.org/visit/
homeandstudio).
l A Chicago architecture boat 

tour on the Chicago River 
(architecture.org/tours).
l Wrigley Field, home of the 

Chicago Cubs. Outdoor baseball 
lives at Wrigley, in the heart of 
Wrigleyville (mlb.com/cubs/
ballpark).
l Crystal Lake Park, just off 

the University of Illinois campus 
in Urbana (urbanaparks.org/
parks/crystal-lake-park).
l The Illinois Shakespeare 

Festival, live outdoor summer 
theater at Ewing Theatre in 
Bloomington, just off the 
campus of Illinois State 
University (illinoisshakes.com).
l Aurelio’s Pizza in Chicago 

Heights. The best Chicago-style 
pizza is not deep dish. That’s for 
the tourists. Real Chicago pizza 
is thin crust with tangy, sweet 
tomato sauce, and no one does it 
like Aurelio’s 
(aureliospizza.com).
l The Ann Sather restaurant 

on Belmont Avenue in Chicago. 
Authentic Swedish cuisine and 
an institution on the North Side 
(annsather.com).

Jane Lynch’s gleeful tour of Illinois
The actor, who stars in a new tourism ad campaign, shares her favorite places in her home state

TOP: Jane Lynch, who grew up and attended college in Illinois, sits on Lincoln’s Bench in Springfield, 
as part of a state tourism campaign. ABOVE: Lynch holds a slice of deep-dish pizza from Giordano’s.
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to move, and my perception shift-
ed to comprehend that I was 
looking at tens of thousands of 
dazzling white birds bonding, 
mating, fighting, lifting off, land-
ing. The short journey was 
scarcely enough to prepare for 
the sting of the senses being 
thoroughly slapped on arrival: 
the relentless screeching, the 
smell of ammonia, the rock heav-
ing with life.

It was overwhelming. It was 
beautiful — if you find beauty in a 
nature that is untamed rather 
than neatly framed. It felt chaotic, 
lawless and as though violence 
could erupt at the slightest provo-
cation. I saw gannets fight over 
territory so aggressively that 
wings and beaks were stained 
with blood. I watched one furi-
ously bully another off a cliff. My 
ill-fated pathway crossing tinged 
my sense of wonder with dread 
whenever they came close. But I 
also witnessed the affection of 
pairs (gannets mate for life) 
“fencing” as they were reunited. 
“It’s like giving each other a hug,” 
said Maggie, who encouraged me 
to focus on individual birds, to 
see what they were doing and 
understand why. She told me to 
watch for birds “skypointing” 
with their bills, a signal that they 
are about to head out to sea, so 
their partner must remain on the 
nest.

We know this detail thanks to 
the late ornithologist Bryan Nel-
son, who, with his wife, spent 
three years living in a shed among 
the chapel ruins on the Bass. It 

seems so obvious — of course they 
need a signal to ensure that the 
nest is not left unattended — but 
it took Nelson many long hours of 
thoughtful observation of the 
gannets’ behavior to reach this 
conclusion.

Was it important for me, just a 
tourist, to understand this? I’m a 
very amateur birdwatcher; I just 
like them and enjoy the life-or-
death intensity of a seabird colo-
ny. But as I watched, focusing on 
individual pairs and tuning out 
the clamor, I had a sensation that 
felt familiar but almost forgotten. 
For a moment, the world was 
small and comprehensible. I 
watched a gannet point its beak 
to the sky and knew what would 
happen next. I had come to the 
Bass seeking spectacle, but I was 
already overwhelmed. My world 
had been overwhelming for two 
years. I needed what looked like 
the predictability of theirs.

I watched birds skypoint, then 
fly away, return and greet their 
mates. By October, their chicks 
will have fledged, and they’ll all 
follow, back out to sea. But they’ll 
return next spring, and the years 
after that. I considered this con-
sistency, and it felt calming. I 
continued to watch them until my 
three hours in their world were 
up, and I returned to the chaos of 
my own.

Gardiner is a writer based in 
Baltimore. Her website is 
karengardiner.com. Find her on 
Twitter and Instagram: 
@karendesuyo.

If You Go
WHERE TO STAY
No. 12 Hotel and Bistro

12 Quality St., North Berwick

011-44-1620-892529

no12hotelandbistro.co.uk

A three-minute walk from the 
harbor, this cozy boutique hotel 
features recently refurbished 
rooms, some of which have views 
of Bass Rock. Breakfast is 
included and served in the bistro, 
while the beer garden is a great 
spot for evening drinks. Rates 
from about $87 per night.

WHERE TO EAT
Drift

Quarrel Sands, North Berwick

011-44-1620-892817

driftalong.co.uk

Dramatically set on a cliff top and 
housed in upcycled shipping 
containers, this cafe offers 
seasonal, produce-focused meals 
and excellent views of Bass Rock. 
Open daily for breakfast and lunch 
July to September, 9:30 a.m. to 5 
p.m.; other months until 4 p.m.

Herringbone

1-3 Westgate, North Berwick

011-44-1620-890501

theherringbone.co.uk

For dinner and cocktails, visit 
Herringbone, where food and 
drinks take inspiration from the 
surroundings. Try the East Lothian 
seafood chowder and NB sea dog 
cocktail, made with gin. 
Reservations recommended. Open 
Wednesday to Sunday, noon to 

11 p.m.; Thursday until midnight; 
and Friday and Saturday until 
1 a.m. Entrees from about $15.

WHAT TO DO
Scottish Seabird Center

The Harbour, North Berwick

011-44-1620-890202

seabird.org

Interactive exhibits include live 
cameras that visitors can use to 
zoom in on birds on the Firth of 
Forth islands. The center also runs 
boat trips around the Bass and to 
the Isle of May, as well as Bass 
Rock landing tours. Open daily 
April through August, 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m.; November through January 
until 4 p.m.; and 5 p.m. February, 
March, September and October. 
Admission about $15 for ages 16 
and older; ages 3 to 15 about $10; 
younger than 3 free. Bass Rock 
landing experience about $169 
per person; ages 16 and older 
only.

Coastal Communities Museum

School Road, North Berwick

011-44-1620-894313

coastalmuseum.org

This volunteer-run museum covers 
North Berwick’s geological, 
environmental, cultural and social 
history. Exhibits shed light on the 
Bass Rock, the Covenanters and 
the 16th-century witch trials. Open 
Wednesday through Saturday, 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Free admission but 
donations appreciated.

INFORMATION
visitscotland.com

FROM TOP: Bass Rock is a volcanic plug that dominates the North Berwick skyline; now 
automated, Bass Rock Lighthouse was built in 1902 by David Stevenson, cousin of the author 
Robert Louis Stevenson; gannets now occupy the ruins of the 15th-century St. Baldred’s Chapel. 
The Scottish Seabird Center runs tours that allow landing from late April to early September.

nets, and it was astonishing that 
the birds tolerated, to a degree, 
my presence.

“The Bass,” as it is known 
locally, stands sheer in the Firth 
of Forth about three miles off the 
sea-scoured coast of North Ber-
wick, about 30 minutes by train 
from Edinburgh. More than 
150,000 northern gannets (large 
seabirds with about six-foot 
wingspans) nest on the island at 
the peak of breeding season. The 
few humans allowed to visit are 
either wildlife researchers or 
tourists on the only tour boat 
with landing rights. But while 
this lump of volcanic basalt car-
peted with birds feels entirely 
inhospitable to people, it’s seen 
more than its share of Scotland’s 
complex human history.

The island’s first named occu-
pant is believed to be the Chris-
tian hermit Saint Baldred, who 
died in his humble cell in 606; in 
the 15th century, a chapel was 
built on its site. Sometime after 
1058, a castle was built, which, in 
1406, sheltered the future James 
I, son of Robert III, from his 
enemies. By the 17th century, the 
Bass had become a jail for reli-
gious and political prisoners, par-
ticularly the Scottish Presbyteri-
ans known as Covenanters and, 
later, Jacobites, four of whom 
managed to lock their jailers out 
and hold the island from 1691 to 
1694 in the name of the exiled 
King James VII. Bought by Hew 
Dalrymple in 1706, the Bass re-
mains in possession of his de-
scendants, who have surrendered 
it to the birds’ protection.

Throughout much of the dra-
mas that have played out on the 
Bass, the gannets have been 
there, in varying numbers. The 
birds had long been hunted for 
their meat, eggs and oil, but it was 
the Victorian-era shooting par-
ties that, for sport, decimated the 
colony. Over the past century, as 
wildlife protection laws have 
compelled a shift from killing the 
birds to observing them, the colo-
ny recovered, so much so that a 
2014 census revealed it to be the 
largest gannet colony in the 
world.

North Berwick is an elegant 
little seaside town that has long 
served as a retreat from Edin-
burgh. Since 2000, visitors have 
also been able to visit the Scottish 
Seabird Center, where they can 
control live cameras to zoom in 
on gannets, as well as puffins, 
guillemots and razorbills, on the 
Bass and its neighboring islands 
of Fidra, Craigleith and the Isle of 
May. The center also runs popular 
boat tours around Bass Rock, as 
well as smaller and less-frequent 
tours that allow landing from late 
April to early September.

I had long been curious about 
the trip but was stingy about the 
cost (about $169). But, in the final 
days of April, as I was idly looking 
around the center’s website, I 
noticed that every tour for the 
next few months was fully booked 
— except one, two days away. It 
felt like a sign. I read through the 
center’s disclaimers that, because 
of weather, trips are often can-
celed with short notice and that 
landing on the steep-sided Bass is 
only for the agile and sure-footed. 
The forecast looked promising, 
and I consider myself fairly fit, so 
I booked the last spot.

It was cold but clear and calm 
when I met Maggie at the harbor 
at 5:45 a.m. “You’re going to the 
most amazing place,” she said, 
raising excitement in even the 
most bleary-eyed of our group. “It 
really is overwhelming,” so much 
so, she said, that she’d better give 
us her talk right there before we 
landed on the island and were too 
overcome to pay attention. She 
told us not to disturb or inadver-
tently threaten the birds, to just 
sit quietly and observe. Looking 
at everyone clutching their cam-
eras, she added: “Use your ears. 
Listen.”

On the trip over to the Bass, the 
skipper, Alan, told us that, last 
year, only half of the scheduled 
tours were able to land. I didn’t 
want to count my luck until I’d set 
foot on the island — the waves 
that pummel its unyielding rock 
reach so high that landing is often 
impossible — but within minutes, 
we were there.

From land, the Bass appears to 
be frosted with white icing. But as 
we approached, the white started 

BASS ROCK FROM F1

Northern gannets keep the heart of the Bass beating

It was 
overwhelming. 

It was beautiful — 
if you find beauty 
in a nature that is 
untamed rather 

than neatly framed.

PHOTOS BY KAREN GARDINER FOR THE WASHINGTON POST
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Mike Rugg was only too happy to 
regale us with tales of his life-
defining childhood Bigfoot sight-
ing. After a circuitous career path 
that included building hammer 
dulcimers and a stint “pushing 
pixels” in Silicon Valley, Rugg 
followed his heart and opened the 
museum in 2004. Along with a 
diorama of Bigfoot in the wilder-
ness, the collection includes plas-
ter footprint casts, pop-culture 
items, photographs and assorted 
ephemera. As we spoke, Rugg 
pulled out a 37-page term paper 
on the existence of the elusive 
biped, written while he was a 
student at Stanford. “My profes-
sor told me I hadn’t made my 
case,” he said, reading aloud the 
comment written below the 
scrawled C grade. “Anything is 
possible,” he said. “I gave myself 
permission to believe.”

Hoping to add our own pin to 
Rugg’s map of Bigfoot sightings, 
we charted a course for Pogonip 
Open Space Preserve. Set on 640 
acres alongside the UC Santa 
Cruz campus, the park boasts 
more than 11 miles of trails, in-
cluding the multiuse track named 
for trail advocate and equestrian 
Emmy McCrary.

With the kids on map duty, we 

began at a trailhead near my son’s 
dorm and headed downhill 
toward the oak-sheltered Spring 
Trail. Connecting with Spring Box 
Trail and keeping our fingers 
crossed for Bigfoot or the ru-
mored secret koi pond, we even-
tually paused where three old-
growth redwoods, too gnarly to 
be cut during the logging binge of 
the 1800s, stand guard over a 
square cement-lined pond known 
as a “spring box.” Catching a flash 
of orange beneath the water’s 
surface, my daughter dropped to 
her knees to admire the blaze of 
fin and tail.

Similarly colored, but rarer 
than goldfish in the forest, are the 
flowers of the plant genus Bank-
sia in the Australian gardens at 
the UC Santa Cruz Arboretum & 
Botanic Garden. Sprawling over 
135 acres, this “living museum” 
focuses on the preservation and 
protection of rare and unique 
plants from around the world. 
While the pincushion Protea 
flower was recognizable from 
grocery story bouquets, other ex-
amples, such as the furry, pinkish 
teddy bear banksia, seemed 
straight out of science fiction. 
These jagged-leaf plants and 
shrubs with their Seussian 

blooms are built to survive fire. 
Some, like the Banksia serrata, 
have large seed pods that open 
like clamshells in extreme heat, 
while others sprout new foliage 
from a scorched base.

On our last evening, my hus-
band and I wandered the Santa 
Cruz Beach Boardwalk. The kids, 
full of their own agency, appeared 
and disappeared. Above us, the 
bright, twirling ride known as the 
Sea Swings began another rota-
tion. With its cargo of humans 
reaching arms and legs toward 
the sunset, it was reminiscent of 
the needlelike petals of the bank-
sia flowers. Just beyond the 
lights of the midway, the ocean 
lay dark and unknowable. The 
bark of distant sea lions 
echoed over the water, easily dis-
cernible despite the roar of the 
Giant Dipper coaster. I was 
struck by the slim line between 
the natural and artificial worlds 
of Santa Cruz. I felt held there in a 
worry-free zone, where questions 
about the future stretched only as 
far as what to have for dinner. It 
was a fleeting feeling, but magical 
in its own way.

Goodman is a writer based in Los 
Angeles. Her website is 
tanyawardgoodman.com. Find her on 
Twitter: @campfiresally.

If You Go
WHERE TO EAT
Charlie Hong Kong

1141 Soquel Ave., Santa Cruz, Calif.

831-426-5664

charliehongkong.com

This neighborhood favorite offers a 
sustainable menu heavy on 
noodles, rice and fresh veggies. 
Open daily, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Rice 
bowls from $8.75, wraps from 
$4.50.

Windmill Cafe

21231 E. Cliff Dr.

831-464-4698

windmillcafesantacruz.com

Enjoy breakfast, brunch and lunch 
on a serene patio surrounded by 
blooming gardens. Fresh-baked 
pastries cater to vegan, vegetarian 
and gluten-free tastes. Open daily, 8 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Entrees from $8.50.

Seabright Deli

415 Seabright Ave.

831-515-7484

seabrightdeli.com

Takeaway sandwiches piled high 
with house-smoked brisket and 
turkey or roasted vegetables are 
perfect for an alfresco meal at the 
beach or in the woods. Open 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The sun rises behind the Walton 
Lighthouse, gilding the sand of Seabright Beach in Santa Cruz, 
Calif.; Mike Rugg,  proprietor of the Bigfoot Discovery Museum; 
the sun sets at the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, home to the 
Looff Carousel and the Giant Dipper wooden roller coaster; 
dwarfed by redwood trees, the author’s family searches for a  
mystery koi pond in the Pogonip Open Space Preserve. 

BY TANYA WARD GOODMAN

At the self-described “gravita-
tional anomaly” known as the 
Mystery Spot, our guide wielded a 
carpenter’s level like a magic 
wand, revealing a stream of water 
that appeared to run uphill. He 
asked our group to practice say-
ing “Ooh” and “Ah,” before con-
ducting us in a chorus of amaze-
ment. “At the center of the anom-
aly,” the teenager explained, ham-
ming it up, “the normal rules of 
gravity and physics will cease to 
apply.”

Built in 1941, the roadside at-
traction set on a steep, wooded 
incline in Santa Cruz, Calif., is a 
prime example of what’s known 
as a “tilt box” — a hillside struc-
ture built to intensify visual illu-
sion. We marveled at a billiard 
ball rolling backward and 
snapped photos of each other 
standing at seemingly impossible 
angles. We knew there had to be a 
trick. We didn’t want to know the 
trick.

When my husband and I 
packed up our high school senior 
daughter and her friend for a long 
weekend, college admissions 
were just beginning to trickle in 
and uncertainty was thick in the 
air. Our son, midway through his 
second year at UC Santa Cruz, had 
only slightly more information 
about college life than his young-
er sister. Because of pandemic-re-
lated restrictions, he had com-
pleted his first year at home, and 
although he now lived on cam-
pus, online classes had kept him 
isolated from many of the rituals 
and routines that had been part of 
my own college experience.

Weary from the effort of get-

ting back to normal — whatever 
that was — we left much of the 
trip planning to kismet and syn-
chronicity, grateful for a chance 
to lose ourselves in the magic 
generated by anomalies, tower-
ing redwoods and sea air.

We’d found a wee brick-
colored beach cottage on Airbnb 
that presented a cozier alterna-
tive to double hotel rooms and 
tilted us toward whimsy. “When 
you stay in the house, you are 
literally meeting my grandpar-
ents,” said owner Kelsey Ham-
mond, who, after inheriting the 
place at age 23, got a quick lesson 
in deferred maintenance, build-
ing codes and construction. “It 
was herculean,” she says of the 
renovation. “But 20 years later, 
this is still where we feel love.” We 
didn’t need to stage a séance to 
feel the legacy of good vibes.

Just steps from the sand, the 
cottage and others like it owe 
their continued existence to a 
historic preservation plan adopt-
ed by the city of Santa Cruz in 
1974. The plan, which places lim-
its on demolition and construc-
tion, turns a drive down any 
street into a survey of commercial 
and residential architecture dat-
ing from the mid-1800s to the 
present and adds a layer of inter-
est to eating out.

On a search for dinner, we were 
drawn in by the eye-
catching red-and-green paint job 
on a repurposed 1950s ice cream 
stand, and we found ourselves at 
Charlie Hong Kong, an Asian 
fusion hot spot in Year 25 of its 
mission to create healthy, sus-
tainable food. My vegan daugh-
ter, delighted by the plant-based 
menu options, devoured a bowl of 
spicy peanut noodles with tofu. 
Nearly all bowls were priced un-
der $10 and big enough to share, 
which left a little room in the 
budget for a trip to the Penny Ice 
Creamery for locally churned ice 
cream served out of a Spanish 
Revival-style complex with 
wrought-iron details and a red 
tile roof.

We started our second day with 
a spin past the Red Brick Castle. 
Built in the 1940s by Kenneth 
Kitchen, the estate is a mash-up 
of Turkish and South Asian influ-
ences, with recurring arches, tow-
ering spires and loads of abalone 
and tile inlay. Long the subject of 
curiosity and conjecture, the 
abandoned property was pur-
chased and restored by Artina 
Morton and her husband, Doug-
las Harr, before being put back on 
the market. The private residence 
remains a monument to creativi-
ty and self-expression and is 
worth a sidewalk gander.

Our tour of the unexplained 
continued at the Bigfoot Discov-
ery Museum, where proprietor 

In Santa Cruz, Calif., mystery only adds to the magic
Wednesday to Sunday 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Sandwiches from $14.95, 
wraps from $13.95.

Pizza My Heart

1116 Pacific Ave.

831-426-2511

pizzamyheart.com

Founded in 1981, this string of 
family-owned pie shops is “stoked” 
to provide unique combos such as 
the fig and bacon Figgy Piggy and 
the award-winning Little Sur, loaded 
with 40 cloves of roasted garlic. 
Hands down, the best vegan pizza 
we’ve ever had. Open daily, 11 a.m. 
to midnight. Twelve-inch pizzas 
$19.50, 14-inch $27.50, 18-inch 
$36.50. Slices from $4.75.

Shopper’s Corner

622 Soquel Ave.

831-423-1398

shopperscorner.com

This market, which has served 
Santa Cruz since 1938, has a great 
selection of California wines, fresh 
bread, locally grown produce and 
snacks. An ideal spot to stock a 
cottage fridge. Open Monday to 
Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. for the 
general public and 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
for seniors; open Saturday and 
Sunday 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

The Penny Ice Creamery

913 Cedar St.

831-204-2523

thepennyicecreamery.com

The lines are worth it to try made-
from-scratch ice cream inspired by 
seasonal fruits, flowers and herbs. 
Flavors change often and include 
options such as bitter caramel and 
strawberry pink peppercorn. Savor 
the scent of warm waffle cones as 
you make your choice. Open daily, 
noon to 11 p.m. Single scoops from 
$5.50.

WHAT TO DO
UC Santa Cruz Arboretum & 
Botanic Garden

1156 High St.

831-502-2998

arboretum.ucsc.edu

This collection of rare and unusual 
plants serves as both classroom 
and museum. Open daily, 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Admission $10 adults, $8 
seniors 65 and over, $5 children 
ages 6 to 17. Free for children under 
6, UC Santa Cruz students and 
members.

Mystery Spot

465 Mystery Spot Rd.

831-423-8897

mysteryspot.com

Challenge your understanding of 
gravity and perspective on a guided 
tour of this California Historical 
Landmark attraction. Is the 
mysterious force created by 
extraterrestrials, bio-cosmic 
radiation, a particularly wide hole in 
the ozone or a trick of the eye? 
Advance ticket purchase 
recommended. On-site ticket and 
parking pass purchases by cash or 
check only; credit cards accepted 
online and in gift shop. Admission 
$8 per person, plus $5 parking fee.

Bigfoot Discovery Museum

5497 Hwy. 9, Felton, Calif.

831-335-4478

bigfootdiscoveryproject.com

Dedicated to ongoing public 
education about mystery primates 
around the world, this small 
museum is packed with 
memorabilia and artifacts and 
makes a point to teach reverence 
for wildlife and conservation. 
Admission is free, but donations 
keep the doors open. Hours vary; 
call to confirm.

Pogonip Open Space Preserve

501 and 410 Golf Club Dr.

bit.ly/pogonip-santa-cruz

This wild space is accessible from 
numerous points on the UC Santa 
Cruz campus and in the 
surrounding neighborhood. No 
official parking; check website for 
maps, parking recommendations 
and entry points. Open April 
through October, sunrise to 7 p.m., 
and November through March until 
4 p.m. Free.

Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk

400 Beach St.

831-423-5590

beachboardwalk.com

This beachside funland is a home 
to the magnificent Looff Carousel 
and the hair-raising Giant Dipper 
wooden roller coaster, each a 
National Historic Landmark. Hours 
vary seasonally; check website for 
hours. Ride hours vary; check 
website. Arcades open daily, 10 
a.m. to 10 p.m. Free admission, but 
tickets needed for attractions; ride 
wristbands from $29.95 per 
person. Tickets for rides and games 
$1. (The Giant Dipper is $8 per 
ride.)

INFORMATION
santacruz.org
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I was struck by the 
slim line between 
the natural and 

artificial worlds of 
Santa Cruz. I felt 

held there in a 
worry-free zone.
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BY CHERYL MAGUIRE

When the pandemic hit, “no-
sail orders” suspended cruises for 
15 months. Once the ban was 
lifted, Marcello De Lio, an avid 
cruiser from New York City, 
couldn’t wait to get back onboard. 
But his girlfriend of three years 
didn’t share his enthusiasm.

Even though he had never 
sailed solo before, De Lio, 26, a 
construction company owner and 
travel blogger, began researching 
his options and found promo-
tions designed to entice custom-
ers to return. He set off alone 
from Miami for a four-night 
cruise to the Bahamas in Septem-
ber on the Norwegian Cruise Line 
Getaway ship. The trip, De Lio 
said, was a fantastic adventure 
that provided him with the op-
portunity to step outside of his 
comfort zone and meet new 
people.

“The trend of solo cruise travel 
picked up during the pandemic,” 
said Darley Newman, a travel 
host and an executive producer in 
New York City. “Many cruise lines 
offered deals to drive occupancy, 
and one of those special offers 
was waiving the single supple-
ment for solo cruisers, meaning 
greater savings.”

The “single supplement” sur-
charge, which forces solo travel-
ers to pay extra if they are in a 
cabin designed for two, has been 
an ongoing issue of contention in 
the cruise industry. “Even if [solo 
cruisers] can afford it, it still bugs 
them to pay that extra amount,” 
said Stefan Bisciglia, director of I 
Cruise Solo and co-owner of Spe-
cialty Cruise & Villas travel agen-
cy in Gig Harbor, Wash.

Bisciglia launched I Cruise 
Solo in February 2020 to cater to 
solo travelers who were fed up 
with paying those high fares. 
Even though he is married and 
has three children, he frequently 
cruises solo as a leisure traveler 
on trips unrelated to his business. 
“I really enjoy traveling that way,” 
he said.

The first ocean cruise line to 
offer one-person cabin options 
was Norwegian Cruise Line in 
2010, which remains a favorite 
among solo travelers. It also of-
fered a solo cruise host and a solo 
lounge to give passengers the 
opportunity to meet one another. 
Other cruise lines have followed 
suit. For example, Oceania Cruis-
es will add a total of 56 solo 
staterooms to its ships this year 
after receiving feedback from 
guests and travel partners that 
solo cabins are sought after.

Solo cruise travelers are differ-
ent from vacationers who opt for 
singles’ cruises. Typically, all trav-
elers on a single’s cruise are not in 
a romantic relationship, whereas 
a solo cruiser may be married, 
partnered or single and travels 
alone on a cruise ship whose 
population includes families, 
partnered people and other solo 
cruisers.

Why cruise solo?
Have a safer experience. For 

vacationers who want a solo ad-
venture, a cruise may feel safer 
than traveling alone on land. The 
cruise ship staff “know you’re 
there, because they’re going to 
check to make sure you got back 
on the ship,” Newman said. 
“There’s a comfort level” with 
that sense of security.

Vacation the way you want. 
One of the biggest advantages to 
traveling solo on a cruise is hav-
ing the flexibility to plan your 
vacation based on your interests. 
You don’t need to check in with 
anyone else or feel guilty about 
not wanting to participate in 
cruise activities that a travel part-
ner might like.

“You do whatever you want. If 
you want to nap, then you can 
take a nap, since nobody is stand-
ing there saying, ‘Mom, get up,’ ” 
said Anna Easton, 65, a frequent 
solo cruiser who is retired in 
Vancouver, Wash. “You’re leaving 
behind anyone that has expecta-
tions of you,” said Janice Waugh, 
founder of Solo Traveler.

When you cruise solo, you also 
can decide on the type of ship, 
destination, time of year and trip 
excursions. “I wanted to go to 
Egypt for my birthday. Who was 
available? The answer was just 
me,” said Elizabeth Avery, found-
er of Solo Travel Pricing Tracker 
in D.C. “You don’t have to follow 

Navigating your options if you’re considering sailing solo

SHUTTERSTOCK 
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somebody else’s schedule, which 
most of us have to do at work or 
with our families” when not on 
vacation.

Another advantage of solo 
cruising is having the freedom to 
change your mind about your 
plans. “You’re able to be a lot more 
spontaneous. If you feel like get-
ting up in the morning and taking 
a cab to go explore [off the ship], 
you can do that,” Bisciglia said.

Move outside your comfort 
zone. If you’re shy and traveling 
alone, a cruise atmosphere can 
help you overcome your social 
anxieties. There’s a sense of cama-
raderie on cruises, because every-
one is on the same boat for a 
specified time, which can lead to 
friendly exchanges. “It’s a nice 
way to interact. I met people 
while standing in line chatting, 
waiting to get into a restaurant, 
and ended up joining them for 
dinner,” Easton said.

If you are used to traveling 
with a partner, they may book the 
dinner reservations or plan the 
trip excursions. But when you are 
traveling solo, you’ll need to be 
self-sufficient and plan activities. 
You might try new experiences, 
because you have that freedom.

“It can be really liberating,” 
Newman said. “And you learn a 
lot about yourself when you ex-
perience challenges.”

Tips for trying a solo cruise
Spend time alone before your 

vacation. Most of us are not used 
to being alone for an entire vaca-
tion. Before you book a solo 
cruise, Easton recommends try-
ing to do activities alone at home. 
“You have to start with the baby 
steps,” she said. One way to do 
this is to take yourself out to 

dinner at a restaurant or a movie. 
She likes to use the phrase “I took 
myself” to emphasize the impor-
tance of intentionally going alone 
and enjoying the experience.

Research different price op-
tions. Post-pandemic travel has 
been a mixed bag, and cruises are 
no exception, so it pays to shop 
around. Cruise lines will often 
offer last-minute deals if their 
cabins are not full, but this is 
rarely the case for solo cruisers. 
“Book a year ahead if you can, 
because once the ‘no single sup-
plement’ slots are booked, there’s 
probably none left,” Avery said.

Understand the room config-
uration. Avery recommends ask-
ing about how the solo cabin is set 
up. During one of her solo cruises, 
her cabin had bunk beds, which 
she didn’t enjoy. “I couldn’t read 
on the top [bunk], and I hit my 
head on the bottom [bunk]. It was 
dark, so I had to sit on the floor to 
read.”

Research the onboard options 
for solo cruisers. Even though 
you are traveling solo, you may 
want the opportunity to meet 
other people. Some cruise lines 
offer activities for all of the solo 
cruisers onboard. Or they may 
have a dedicated solo cruise 
room. “Some cruise lines have a 
cocktail hour for the solo cruisers, 
or you can ask to be seated at a 
table with other solo travelers,” 
Bisciglia said. By asking the 
cruise line or your travel agent 
about the options for solo cruisers 
before you book, you can make 
sure you’ll have the solo cruise 
experience you want.

Maguire is a writer based in 
Massachusetts. Find her on Twitter: 
@CherylMaguire05.

NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Some cruise lines are removing 
surcharges for solo travelers; Norwegian Cruise Line was 
the first ocean cruise line  to offer one-person cabin options; 
its lounge for solo travelers; Norwegian’s Getaway ship.
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fectly pitched climbs (and de-
scents), blindingly blooming 
canola fields, villages with cob-
blestone streets, and expansive 
vistas of the Pyrenees and the 
Mediterranean that I do it twice.

Another day, with Meier’s 
words that riding is only part of 
Girona’s appeal in my head, I 
leave my bike in my apartment. 
Instead, I hike about 90 minutes 
from Girona’s old town to the 
ruins of an ancient castle on the 
summit of a mountain in the 
nature preserve, Les Gavarres, 
southeast of the city. I also walk 
stone walls dating from the 9th 
century that have helped protect 
(or not) the city from invading 
Visigoths, Moors and French. At 
a gelateria offshoot of a nearby 
Michelin three-star restaurant, I 
try violet and coconut sorbet. 
Several hours later, because vio-
let, a new flavor for me, turned 
out to be pretty tasty, I have the 
confidence to return to try an-
other unusual ice cream flavor, 
Parmesan, which, it turns out, I 
prefer on pasta. An evening soak 
in thermal baths washes the last 
of the residual Rocacorba pain 
from my knees.

Mishev is a writer based in Jackson 
Hole in Wyoming. Her website is 
dinamishev.com. Find her on 
Instagram: @myspiritanimalisatrex.

If You Go
WHERE TO STAY
Hotel Ciutat de Girona

Carrer Nord, 2, Girona

011-34-972-48-30-38

hotelciutatdegirona.com/en

Near the Plaça de la 
Independència and a short walk 
from the old town, this hotel offers 
spin classes and massages. 
Bakeries, cafes and restaurants 
are right out the front door. Rooms 
from about $105 per night.

Rocacorba Cycling

Can Campolier, Porqueres

011-34-627-76-24-91

rocacorbacycling.cc

Olympic cyclist Ashleigh Moolman 
Pasio transformed a 17th-century 
estate between Rocacorba and 
Lake Banyoles into a retreat for 
cyclists with suites, apartments 
and villas available, as well as bike 
rentals, guides, massage 
therapists and mechanics. Single 
suites from about $122, doubles 
from about $155, and villa rental 
from about $267 per night with a 
two-night minimum.

WHERE TO EAT
Casa Cacao Boutique Hotel 
brunch

Carrer Ginesta, 2, Girona

011-34-972-28-28-28

hotelcasacacao.com/en/la-terrassa

Multicourse brunch that ends with 
chocolate treats. Served on the 
hotel’s rooftop terrace, which 
overlooks the Onyar River. Monday 
through Thursday at 12:30 p.m., 
Friday through Sunday at 12:45 
and 3 p.m. About $48 per person.

Girona, Spain:  ‘The perfect storm for a biking holiday’
La Fabrica

Carrer de la Llebre, 3, Girona

011-34-872-00-02-73

lafabricagirona.com

Founded by former professional 
cyclist Christian Meier and his wife, 
Amber, this cafe serves freshly 
roasted coffee and brunch. Open 
daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Coffee from 
about $2. Food from about $4.

Massana

Carrer Bonastruc de Porta, 10, 
Girona

011-34-972-21-38-20

restaurantmassana.com/eng

Local and seasonal produce and 
game are the highlights of the 
menu at this family-owned, 
Michelin-starred restaurant. Open 
Tuesday to Saturday, 1:15 to 2:30 
p.m. and 8:15 to 9:30 p.m.; closed 
Sunday. Entrees from about $30.

WHAT TO DO
Cycle Tours Catalonia

Carrer de Santa Eugènia, 11, Girona

011-34-972-22-10-47

cycletourscatalonia.com

Bike rentals and self-guided and 
guided bike tours starting from a 
bike shop close to the Girona train 
station. Road bike rentals from 
about $53 for the first day, $26 for 
additional days. GPS tracks for self-
guided rides about $16; private 
guided rides from about $200.

Hincapie Loop

A 38.6-mile ride that starts and 
ends in Girona

ridewithgps.com/routes/29198988

This ride on little-trafficked roads 
includes about 3,100 feet of gentle 
climbing and descending and 
passes Els Àngels, the medieval 
villages of Madremanya and 
Monells, and Santa Pellaia before 
returning to Girona. Free.

The Sanctuary of Our Lady of the 
Angels

Road dels Àngels, Km, 10, Sant 
Martí Vell, Girona

011-34-972-19-02-05

bit.ly/santuari-dels-angels

Bike, hike or drive to this chapel, 
built in the 19th century on the 
ruins of chapels dating from the 
14th and 18th centuries. In 
addition to a sculpture of Santa 
María de los Ángeles by Josep 
Espelta in 1943, there is also a 
cafe, outdoor patio and views of the 
Pyrenees and the Mediterranean 
Sea. Open daily. Free.

Museum of Jewish History

Carrer de la Força, 8, Girona

011-34-972-21-67-61

girona.cat/call/eng/index.php

Although Jews were expelled from 
Girona in the early 1490s, the city 
has one of the most well-preserved 
Jewish quarters in Europe today. 
The city’s last synagogue in now a 
museum, with galleries that share 
the history of Catalonia’s Jewish 
communities. Open 10 a.m. to 7 
p.m., Monday to Saturday, and 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sunday and 
public holidays in July and August; 
open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Tuesday to 
Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Monday, Sunday and bank holidays 
from September to June. About $4 
adults, about $2 ages 65 and over, 
and under 14 free.

Girona Cathedral

Plaça de la Catedral, s/n, Girona

011-34-972-42-71 -89

catedraldegirona.cat/en

Perched at the top of a large 
staircase, this cathedral is home to 
the widest Gothic nave in the world. 
Open Monday to Saturday, 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m., and Sunday, noon to 6 
p.m. Free.

Aqva Gerunda

Carrer del Riu Galligants, 5, Girona

011-34-972-66-48-24

aqvabanysvells.com

Soak in water kept at three 
temperatures in a building that was 
once a hospital. Open most days, 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Ninety minutes of 
soaking in the thermal baths about 
$42.

Dalí Theatre-Museum

Gala-Salvador Dalí Square, 5, 
Figueres

011-34-972-67-75-05

salvador-dali.org/en

Artist Salvador Dalí designed and 
conceived everything in this 
museum in the Catalonian city of 
his birth. The museum, built on the 
ruins of the Municipal Theatre of 
Figueres, displays about 1,500 
drawings, sculptures, installations, 
photos, paintings and holograms 
by the artist. Open Tuesday to 
Sunday, 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Online tickets about $15 for adults 
and about $10 for students and 
those 65 and over; 8 and under 
free.

INFORMATION
spain.info/en

PHOTOS BY DINA MISHEV FOR THE WASHINGTON POST

Armstrong (in 2001), who decid-
ed they liked it more than Nice, 
France, their former base. In the 
following years, a handful of 
Armstrong’s and Hincapie’s 
teammates followed. Meier says 
Girona was still a “sleepy town” 
when he arrived, but that in the 
early 2010s, the city really caught 
on with pro riders. “At one point, 
there were more than 100 of us,” 
he says.

It’s been in the past five years 
that Girona has caught on as a 
cycling destination for nonpro-
fessionals. “There might be pret-
tier places to ride — like Tuscany 
or the Dolomites — but Girona is 
the perfect storm for a biking 
holiday,” Meier says. “You can 
choose how hard you want to 
make your riding, and you’re in 
an amazing, historic European 
city with art, culture and great 
restaurants, and there’s also hik-
ing and trail running.”

And, not that I timed this, but 
for about one month in early 
spring, there are neon-yellow 
fields of blooming canola. On the 
ride to Lake Banyoles and Ro-
cacorba, the skies are overcast, 
but I have to wear sunglasses, 
because the fields are so lumi-
nous.

Meier tells me I should defi-
nitely ride to the Mediterranean 
Sea, east of Girona. The 160 miles 
of Spanish coastline between the 
mouth of the River Tordera 
northeast of Barcelona, into the 
province of Girona and up to the 
French border, is called the Costa 
Brava. The morning after Ro-
cacorba, though, I return to the 
shop I rented my road bike from, 

Cycle Tours Catalonia, and ask 
for GPS routes for rides that 
maximize canola viewing oppor-
tunities. I can’t imagine scenery 
— even the craggy Costa Brava — 
beating the blooming canola.

Canola fields are not the only 
criteria I give Carlos, the shop’s 
manager, though. I ask for rides 
between 40 and 65 miles and 
with climbs no steeper than 8 
percent in grade.

“So, flat rides?” he asks. I say 
no before he finishes his ques-
tion. I love descending. Tearing 
downhill on a bicycle at speeds 
between 30 and 60 mph — 
speeds that, yes, can be terrify-
ing, and that took me a long time 
to be comfortable doing — is as 
close as I’ll ever get to flight. I’ll 
happily pedal uphill for several 
hours to enjoy this feeling, but 
not if it causes sharp pains in my 
knees. Also, steep roads are diffi-
cult to ascend, and descending 
them is often less satisfying than 
descending a moderately pitched 
road. Steeper roads usually re-
quire more braking, which 
means less feeling as if you’re 
flying.

Carlos has a library of more 
than 100 GPS tracks, and he 
quickly finds five that meet my 
criteria and gets them download-
ed onto the Garmin bike comput-
er I brought from home. (If you 
don’t have your own computer, 
the shop rents those, too.)

I start with a 62-mile loop ride 
that includes canola fields, a 
moderate climb about 1,500 feet 
up a mountain in the Catalan 
Coastal Range, a giggling-with-
glee descent down to the Medi-

terranean and, on the way back 
to Girona, more canola fields. 
Along the way, there are also 
churches that date to the 17th 
century, forests of cork, oak and 
chestnut trees, and more cyclists 
— speaking German, French, Cat-
alan, Spanish, Swedish and Eng-
lish with an Australian accent — 
than cars.

At the bottom of the descent 
from Sant Grau d’Ardenya, 
where GIP-6821 ends and I turn 
north on GI-682, nicknamed the 
“Road of 1,000 Bends,” I stop atop 
a snaggly cliff that crumbles 
down into the Mediterranean to 
take photos. I stop again at least 
every quarter-mile for the next 10 
miles. The canola fields are not 
the best scenery the area has to 
offer.

At Sant Feliu de Guíxols, the 
northern terminus of the impos-
sibly photogenic Road of 1,000 
Bends, I am tempted to lunch at 
one of the many outdoor restau-
rants overlooking the town’s 
beach and harbor. But I have a 
reservation for a late-afternoon 
chocolate-themed brunch on the 
rooftop terrace of a hotel back in 
Girona, about 25 miles away. So 
instead, I snack on the xuixo, a 
regional pastry that is deep-fried, 
sugarcoated and stuffed with cre-
ma Catalana, that I bought that 
morning at the bakery down the 
street from my apartment and 
get back into the saddle.

Over the week, I do not do all 
five of the rides Carlos download-
ed onto my Garmin. One on them 
— the “Hincapie Loop,” so named 
because it was a favorite of 
Hincapie’s — has two such per-

 

TOP: The GI-682, nicknamed the “Road of 1,000 Bends,” runs along the Costa Brava and 
Mediterranean Sea in northern Spain. The photogenic route is  a popular ride for cyclists. 
ABOVE:  Diners eat out at La Fabrica, a cafe in Girona founded by retired cyclist Christian Meier 
and his wife, Amber. Meier was among a group of professional bikers to make Girona their home.

seen from pretty much every-
where in Girona, a city with 
about 100,000 residents and near 
both the Pyrenees and the Medi-
terranean Sea, with a medieval 
old town that was used as a 
filming location for HBO’s 
“Game of Thrones.” Also, I’m 
curious because Rocacorba is 
one of the Rihannas of road 
riding in Europe, a ride so fa-
mous among cyclists that it 
needs only a single name, such as 
Stelvio in northern Italy, Tour-
malet and Ventoux in France, 
and Sa Calobra on the Spanish 
island of Mallorca.

Halfway up the climb, I decide 
that curiosity might kill me — or 
at least make my knees so sore 
they won’t want to ride the rest of 
the week. I turn around. After all, 
Girona today is recognized as one 
of Europe’s greatest cycling desti-
nations and has a diversity of 
roads and rides. If I’m not enjoy-
ing grinding up a steep climb, 
there is no need to grind up a 
steep climb.

Christian Meier, a Canadian 
retired professional cyclist who 
raced the 2014 Tour de France on 
the Orica-GreenEdge team and 
who has lived in Girona since 
2008, agrees. “One of the things 
Girona has going for it really is 
that you’ve got all kinds of rides,” 
he says over espresso at La Fabri-
ca, a cafe in Girona’s old town 
that he and his wife, Amber, 
founded in 2015. “The high Pyre-
nees aren’t far away, the coast 
road is pretty spectacular, and 
you’ve got climbs from Rocacor-
ba to Els Àngels, which is right 
behind the city and has a nice 
grade.” It brings me more than a 
little satisfaction to hear that 
Meier himself doesn’t enjoy the 
ride up Rocacorba. “It’s super 
steep and impossible to get into a 
rhythm, and the road surface 
isn’t in great shape. There are so 
many other, better climbs in the 
area,” he says.

Meier was part of the second 
generation of professionals to 
make Girona their home. Among 
the first English-speaking pros to 
move to Girona were George 
Hincapie (in 1997) and Lance 

GIRONA FROM F1

“You can choose 
how hard you 

want to make your 
riding, and you’re 

in an amazing, 
historic European 

city with art, 
culture and great 
restaurants, and 

there’s also hiking 
and trail running.”
Christian Meier, a Canadian 

retired professional cyclist
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For years, Nate Hart admired a 
drawing of a cat: It was gray, with 
unusually large eyes, and pictured 
on a shattered, smoldering tablet. 
So last September, when the own-
er signaled they were willing to 
sell, Hart swooped in and offered 
a hefty sum: $600,000.

The price didn’t faze him be-
cause of a special detail: The car-
toon, part of collection of cat im-
ages called CryptoKitties, is a non-
fungible token, or NFT. NFTs are 
like Internet land deeds, letting 
owners lay claim to digital art, 
music and photographs. By certi-
fying the asset on a digital ledger, 
called the blockchain, NFTs have 
transformed online art, turning 
images into coveted assets that 
can be owned and that presum-
ably rise in value.

Around the time of his pur-
chase, the market for NFTs was 
red-hot. Celebrities minted their 
own, Adidas partnered with 
prominent collectors, and Hart 
was part of a throng paying thou-
sands — and in some cases mil-
lions — to scoop up their own 
digital art.

People paid eye-popping num-
bers: $69 million for a JPEG file by 
the digital artist Beeple; $10.5 mil-
lion for a pixelated image that 
resembled the Joker character in 
Batman; and $5.4 million for a 
token of Edward Snowden’s face 
made out of court documents.

SEE NFT ON G2

Investors in 
NFTs  stuck 

in limbo
Digital art once worth 
millions plummets in 

value after crypto crash

SARAH L. VOISIN/THE WASHINGTON POST

Workers at Holtec’s manufacturing plant in Camden, N.J. On the left are steel canisters that store nuclear waste. The firm seeks to profitably dismantle nuclear plants.

T
he new owner took over the Oyster 
Creek Nuclear Generating Station in 
2019, promising to dismantle one of the 
nation’s oldest nuclear plants at mini-

mal cost and in record time. Then came a series 
of worrisome accidents.

One worker was struck by a 100-ton metal 
reactor dome. Another was splashed with 
radioactive water, according to internal inci-
dent reports and regulatory inspection reports 
reviewed by The Washington Post. Another 
worker drove an excavator into an electrical 
wire on his first day on the job, knocking out 
power to 31,000 homes and businesses on the 
New Jersey coast, according to a police report 

and the local power company.
All three incidents occurred on the watch of 

Holtec International, a nuclear equipment 
manufacturer based in Jupiter, Fla. Though the 
company until recently had little experience 
shutting down nuclear plants, Holtec has 
emerged as a leader in nuclear cleanup, a 
burgeoning field riding an expected wave of 
closures as licenses expire for the nation’s aging 
nuclear fleet.

Over the past three years, Holtec has pur-
chased three plants in three states, and it 
expects to finalize a fourth purchase this 
summer. The company is seeking to profitably 

SEE HOLTEC ON G4

A big, dangerous job
In burgeoning nuclear 

cleanup industry, 
accidents spur calls for 

more oversight

BY DREW HARWELL

Millions of children had their 
online behaviors and personal in-
formation tracked by the apps and 
websites they used for school dur-
ing the pandemic, according to an 
international investigation that 
raises concerns about the impact 
remote learning had on children’s 
privacy online.

The educational tools were rec-
ommended by school districts and 
offered interactive math and read-
ing lessons to children as young as 
prekindergarten. But many of 
them also collected students’ in-
formation and shared it with mar-
keters and data brokers, who 
could then build data profiles 
used to target the children with 
ads that follow them around the 
Web.

Those findings come from the 
most comprehensive study to date 
on the technology that children 
and parents relied on for nearly 
two years as basic education shift-
ed from schools to homes.

Researchers with the advocacy 
group Human Rights Watch ana-
lyzed 164 educational apps and 
websites used in 49 countries, and 
they shared their findings with 
The Washington Post and 12 other 
news organizations around the 
world. The consortium, EdTech 
Exposed, was coordinated by the 
investigative nonprofit the Sig-
nals Network and conducted fur-
ther reporting and technical 
 review.

What the researchers found 
was alarming: Nearly 90 percent 
of the educational tools were de-
signed to send the information 
they collected to ad-technology 
companies, which could use it to 
estimate students’ interests and 
predict what they might want to 
buy.

Researchers found that the 
tools sent information to nearly 
200 ad-tech companies, but that 
few of the programs disclosed to 

SEE APPS ON G2

Educational 
apps track  
students’ 

private data 
Research finds 90% of 
such tools passed info 
to ad-tech companies
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from everyone else’s, including by 
being siloed away from ads and 
trackers. And lawmakers should 
encode these kinds of protections 
into regulation, so the companies 
aren’t allowed to police them-
selves.

Bill Fitzgerald, a privacy re-
searcher and former high school 
teacher who was not involved in 
the study, sees apps’ tracking of 
students not only as a loss of 
privacy but as a lost opportunity 
to use the best of technology for 
their benefit. Instead of rehashing 
old ways to vacuum up user data, 
schools and software developers 
could have been pursuing fresher, 
more creative ideas to get children 
excited to learn.

“We have outsourced our col-
lective imagination and our vision 
as to what innovation with tech-
nology could be to third-party 
product offerings that aren’t re-
motely close to the classroom and 
don’t have our best interests at 
heart,” Fitzgerald said.

“The conversation the industry 
wants us to have is: What’s the 
harm?” he added. “The right con-
versation, the ethical conversa-
tion is: What’s the need? Why does 
a fourth-grader need to be tracked 
by a third-party vendor to learn 
math?”

Abby Rufer, a high school alge-
bra teacher in Dallas, said she’s 
worked with a few of the tested 
apps and many others during a 
frustratingly complicated two 
years of remote education.

School districts felt pressured 
during the pandemic to quickly 
replace the classroom with online 
alternatives, she said, but most 
teachers didn’t have the time or 
technical ability to uncover how 
much data they gobbled up.

“If the school is telling you to 
use this app and you don’t have 
the knowledge that it might be 
recording your students’ informa-
tion, that to me is a huge concern,” 
Rufer said.

Many of her students are immi-
grants from Latin America or ref-
ugees from Afghanistan, she said, 
and some are already fearful of 
how information on their loca-
tions and families could be used 
against them.

“They’re being expected to 
jump into a world that is all tech-
nological,” she said, “and for many 
of them it’s just another obstacle 
they’re expected to overcome.”

companies to submit a plan show-
ing how student information will 
be protected while Miami-Dade 
said it had conducted a “thorough 
and extensive” evaluation process 
before bringing on Schoology last 
year.

The researchers said most 
school districts they examined 
had conducted no technical priva-
cy evaluations before endorsing 
the educational tools. Because the 
companies’ privacy policies often 
obscured the extent of their moni-
toring, the researchers said, dis-
trict officials and parents often 
were left in the dark on how stu-
dents’ data would be collected or 
used.

Some popular apps reviewed by 
the researchers didn’t track chil-
dren at all, showing that it is 
possible to build an educational 
tool without sacrificing privacy. 
Apps such as Math Kids and Afri-
can Storybook didn’t serve ads to 
children, collect their identifying 
details, access their cameras, re-
quest more software permissions 
than necessary or send their data 
to ad-tech companies, the analysis 
found. They just offered simple 
learning lessons, the kind that 
students have relied on for dec-
ades.

Vivek Dave, a father of three in 
Texas whose company RV AppStu-
dios makes Math Kids, said the 
company charges for in-app pur-
chases on some word-search and 
puzzle games designed for adults 
and then uses that money to help 
build ad-free educational apps. 
Since launching an alphabet game 
seven years ago, the company has 
built 14 educational apps that 
have been installed 150 million 
times this year and are now avail-
able in more than 35 languages.

“If you have the passion and 
just try to understand them, you 
don’t need to do all this level of 
tracking to be able to connect with 
kids,” he said. “My first beta testers 
were my kids. And I didn’t want 
that for my kids, period.”

The researchers argued that 
governments should conduct 
 data-privacy audits of children’s 
apps, remove the most invasive, 
and help guide teachers, parents 
and children on how best to pre-
vent data over-collection or 
 misuse.

Companies, they said, should 
work to ensure that children’s in-
formation is treated differently 
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Yet there has been little public 
discussion of how the companies 
that provided the programs re-
mote schooling depends on may 
have profited from the pandemic 
windfall of student data.

The learning app Schoology, for 
example, says it has more than 
20 million users and is used by 
60,000 schools across some of the 
United States’ largest school dis-
tricts. The study identified code in 
the app that would have allowed it 
to extract a unique identifier from 
the student’s phone, known as an 
advertising ID, that marketers of-
ten use to track people across 
different apps and devices and to 
build a profile on what products 
they might want to buy.

A representative for Power-
School, which developed the app, 
referred all questions to the com-
pany’s privacy policy, which said it 
does not collect advertising IDs or 
provide student data to compa-
nies for marketing purposes. But 
the policy also says the company’s 
website uses third-party tools to 
show targeted ads to users based 
on their “browsing history on oth-
er websites or on other devices.” 
The policy did not say which 
 third-party companies had re-
ceived users’ data.

The policy also said that it “does 
not knowingly collect any infor-
mation from children under the 
age of 13,” in keeping with the 
Children’s Online Privacy Protec-
tion Act, or COPPA, the U.S. law 
that requires special restrictions 
on data collected from young chil-
dren. The company’s software, 
however, is marketed for class-
rooms as early as kindergarten, 
which for many children starts 
around age 4.

The investigation acknowl-
edged that it could not determine 
exactly what student data would 
have been collected during real-
world use. But the study did reveal 
how the software was designed to 
work, what data it had been pro-
grammed to seek access to and 
where that data would have been 
sent.

parents how the companies would 
use it. Some apps hinted at the 
monitoring in technical terms in 
their privacy policies, the re-
searchers said, while many others 
made no mention at all.

The websites, the researchers 
said, shared users’ data with on-
line ad giants including Facebook 
and Google. They also requested 
access to students’ cameras, con-
tacts or locations, even when it 
seemed unnecessary to their 
schoolwork. Some recorded stu-
dents’ keystrokes, even before 
they hit “submit.”

The “dizzying scale” of the 
tracking, the researchers said, 
showed how the financial incen-
tives of the data economy had 
exposed even the youngest Inter-
net users to “inescapable” privacy 
risks — even as the companies 
benefited from a major revenue 
stream.

“Children,” lead researcher Hye 
Jung Han wrote, were “just as 
likely to be surveilled in their vir-
tual classrooms as adults shop-
ping in the world’s largest virtual 
malls.”

School districts and the sites’ 
creators defended their use, with 
some companies saying research-
ers had erred by including in their 
study homepages for the pro-
grams, which included tracking 
codes, instead of limiting their 
analysis to the internal student 
pages, which they said contained 
fewer or no trackers. The re-
searchers defended the work by 
noting that students often had to 
sign in on the homepages before 
their lessons could begin.

The coronavirus pandemic 
abruptly upended the lives of chil-
dren around the world, shuttering 
schools for more than 1.5 billion 
students within the span of just a 
few weeks. Though some class-
rooms have reopened, tens of mil-
lions of students remain remote, 
and many now depend on educa-
tion apps for the bulk of their 
school days.

APPS FROM G1

Educational apps 
tracked kids’ data

for Facebook’s parent company, 
Meta, said it restricts how busi-
nesses share children’s data and 
how advertisers can target chil-
dren and teens.

The study comes as concern 
grows over the privacy risks of the 
educational-technology industry. 
The Federal Trade Commission 
voted  earlier this month on a pol-
icy statement urging stronger en-
forcement of COPPA, with Chair 
Lina Khan arguing that the law 
should help “ensure that children 
can do their schoolwork without 
having to surrender to commer-
cial surveillance practices.”

COPPA requires apps and web-
sites to get parents’ consent before 
collecting children’s data, but 
schools can consent on their be-
half if the information is designat-
ed for educational use.

In an announcement, the FTC 
said it would work to “vigilantly 
enforce” provisions of the law, in-
cluding bans against requiring 
children to provide more informa-
tion than is needed and restric-
tions against using personal data 
for marketing purposes. Compa-
nies that break the law, it said, 
could face fines and civil penal-
ties.

Clearly, the tools have wide im-
pact. In Los Angeles, for example, 
more than 447,000 students are 
using Schoology and 79,000 are 
using ST Math. Roughly 70,000 
students in Miami-Dade County 
Public Schools use Schoology.

Both districts said they’ve tak-
en steps to limit privacy risks, with 
Los Angeles requiring software 

School districts and public au-
thorities that had recommended 
the tools, Han wrote, had “offload-
ed the true costs of providing edu-
cation online onto children, who 
were forced to pay for their learn-
ing with their fundamental rights 
to privacy.”

The researchers said they 
found a number of trackers on 
websites common among U.S. 
schools. The website of ST Math, a 
“visual instructional program” for 
prekindergarten, elementary and 
middle school students, was 
shown to have shared user data 
with 19 third-party trackers, in-
cluding Facebook, Google, Twitter 
and the e-commerce site Shopify.

Kelsey Skaggs, a spokeswoman 
for the California-based MIND 
Research Institute, which runs ST 
Math, said in a statement that the 
company does not “share any per-
sonally identifiable information 
in student records for the purpos-
es of targeted advertising or other 
commercial purposes” and does 
not use the same trackers on its 
student platform as it does on its 
homepage.

But the researchers said they 
found trackers not just on ST 
Math’s main site but on pages 
offering math games for prekin-
dergarten and first grade.

Google spokesperson Christa 
Muldoon said the company is 
 investigating the researchers’ 
claims and will take action if they 
find any violations of their data 
privacy rules, which include bans 
on personalized ads aimed at 
 minors’ accounts. A spokesperson 
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Reaghan Keeler, a fourth-grader at Doral Academy Red Rock 
Elementary School in Las Vegas, attends virtual schooling in 2020.

ments.
“This is an especially democrat-

ic and open marketplace and defi-
nitely is affected by hype and 
FOMO,” he said, using the acro-
nym for “fear of missing out.” “And 
people make bad decisions in ev-
ery single market.”

Deepak Thapliyal, the chief ex-
ecutive of the cryptocurrency 
company Chain, who purchased a 
rare NFT of a pixelated alien in 
February for $23.7 million, isn’t 
afraid. “My decision to purchase a 
rare Alien Crypto Punk remains 
the same as it is today,” he said in a 
statement to The Washington 
Post. “It is a rare piece of digital art 
which will have a lifetime of value 
to the beholder.”

Meanwhile, Frank Chaparro, 
an NFT collector who works for 
the crypto news firm The Block, 
said he has paid more than 
$20,000 for his collection of NFTs, 
which includes tokens like Froyo 
Kittens, which are images of cats 
in bowls.

Nowadays, they probably have 
very little value, he said. But Chap-
arro added that he isn’t worried 
because what drove him to pur-
chase these NFTs wasn’t a desire 
to make money but an attraction 
to the characteristics of the image 
and the community they created.

“Does it hurt? Of course,” Chap-
arro said. “You want what you 
have to go up, but think about all 
the things you enjoy having that 
really don’t have value but they 
say something about yourself.”

collection — that he had pur-
chased for roughly $210,000 in 
October. He said the market for 
digital assets looks bleak in the 
days ahead, and he wanted to 
limit the damage by selling now.

Hsiao added that he expects the 
NFT market to suffer because of 
the declining price of cryptocur-
rency, along with other conditions 
like inflation, the prospect of ris-
ing interest rates, the pandemic 
and Russia’s war in Ukraine. After 
selling his NFTs, he converted his 
proceeds to USD Coin, a crypto-
currency pegged to the U.S. dollar.

“If we enter a real recession, 
NFTs are going to be the first to 
go,” he said. “People aren’t going 
to value art, especially such a new 
age of digital art, when there’s a 
lot more problems in the world.”

Some industries, like video 
games and the high-end art mar-
ket, find NFTs useful and likely to 
retain value.

Noah Davis, who leads NFT 
work at Christie’s, said the auction 
house will sell the digital assets 
for a long time. It plans to hold 
shows biannually in New York, 
London and Hong Kong where it 
will sell tokens of artwork, and it 
is  also partnering with OpenSea, 
an NFT marketplace.

NFTs solve an essential prob-
lem, Davis said, in that they “give 
currency to ephemeral goods in 
an era where people are tending 
to favor virtual life,” but he agrees 
there are people who will lose lots 
of money by making bad invest-

and purchase add-ons. In April, 
the Bored Ape Yacht Club report-
ed that hackers cracked into their 
Instagram account, stealing 
$2.8 million worth of NFTs.

Recently, high-profile hiccups 
have also deflated investors. In 
late April, the company behind 
the Bored Ape Yacht Club, Yuga 
Labs, auctioned off millions in 
tokens offering land in a meta-
verse project they started. Its pop-
ularity caused the digital ledger it 
was being transacted on to nearly 
shut down. Trading volume also 
caused transaction fees to rise 
higher than the actual NFT price 
in some cases, news reports indi-
cate.

“I think of NFTs as pure froth,” 
said Peter M. Garber, an econo-
mist and author of “Famous First 
Bubbles: The Fundamentals of 
Early Manias.” “It is more of a 
pump-and-dump, Wolf-of-Wall-
Street operation than anything 
else.”

The market for NFTs blos-
somed in 2021, with investors 
spending roughly $40 billion on 
tokens, up from $106 million in 
2020, data from crypto intelli-
gence firm Chainalysis found. 
This year, NFTs have generated 
roughly $37 billion in sales as of 
May, data shows.

While that puts sales on pace to 
surpass last year’s, a few notable 
companies may be driving a large 
part of the growth, experts noted.

Transactions since last summer 
have come in “fits and starts,” 
according to a report from Chain-
alysis, with two spikes probably 
driving most activity: The late-
August release of digital tokens 
from the Mutant Ape Yacht Club, a 
different collection of images of 
apes with colorful disfigurations, 
and a period between January to 
early February this year were 
probably driven by the launch of a 
new NFT marketplace, Looks -
Rare.

Since then, transactions have 
declined significantly, the report 
found, dropping from $3.9 billion 
the week of Feb. 13 to $964 million 
the week of March 13, with in-
creases recently coming from the 
Bored Ape Yacht Club’s project to 
sell land in the metaverse, which 
garnered $320 million in sales 
nearly a month ago.

Ethan McMahon, an economist 
for Chainalysis, said this indicates 
that the NFT market is starting to 

But with the crypto market cra-
tering by $500 billion in recent 
weeks, the hype over NFTs has 
cooled. And while Hart, who goes 
by NateAlex on Twitter and is a 
cryptocurrency investor, is un-
likely to sell, he knows that if he 
put it on the market today, it 
probably would sell low. His cat 
picture isn’t from a sought-after 
collection, he said, like the color-
ful apes known as the Bored Ape 
Yacht Club or the pixelated people 
known as CryptoPunks.

“It’s more wait-and-see,” he 
said. “If it becomes a historical 
artifact, then it’s going to be ex-
tremely valuable. If that doesn’t 
happen, then maybe it just fades 
away into where nobody knows or 
ever cares about it.”

Hart isn’t alone. A host of col-
lectors have shelled out small for-
tunes in recent months for digital 
assets whose worth is now in 
limbo.

An NFT of Twitter founder Jack 
Dorsey’s first tweet, purchased 
last year by an Iranian crypto 
investor for $2.9 million, was put 
up for auction in April, with bids 
topping out at $280. A token of a 
pixelated man with sunglasses 
and a hat that sold for roughly 
$1 million seven months ago 
brought just $138,000 on May 8. A 
digital token of an ape with a red 
hat, sleeveless T-shirt and multi-
colored grin — part of the popular 
Bored Ape Yacht Club — pur-
chased for over $520,000 on April 
30 was sold for roughly half that 
price 10 days later.

Over the past three years, NFTs 
have generated significant excite-
ment because proponents say 
they solve tricky problems. Digital 
images, once viewed as worthless 
because they could be easily cop-
ied, could now be owned and 
assigned monetary value. Collect-
ible artworks, long seen as exclu-
sive to high society, could now 
exist on decentralized, communi-
ty-run networks, making them 
more appealing to a new genera-
tion.

But such high hopes have been 
punctured by bad actors targeting 
the industry with scams. In 
March, North Korean hackers 
stole more than $600 million 
from the NFT gaming company 
Axie Infinity, where tokens are 
used to gain entry into the game 
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NFT buyers play waiting 
game after crypto crash

In recent days, multiple crypto 
experts have also noted that the 
precipitous drop in cryptocurren-
cy has caused the market for high-
end NFTs — ones that sell for 
thousands or even millions — to 
stall. Fewer bitcoin millionaires, 
they said, means less spending on 
luxury purchases such as  high-
priced NFTs.

David Hsiao, the chief execu-
tive of the crypto magazine Block 
Journal, said he recently sold off 
his entire NFT collection for a 
profit of around $165,000. That 
included his prized picture of an 
ape with a lazy stare, glasses, 
collared shirt and green vest — 
part of the Bored Ape Yacht Club 

consolidate, with few companies 
holding a growing market share. 
NFTs generated by lesser-known 
companies and without celebrity 
appeal are beginning to lose trac-
tion. Those generated by high-end 
collections — known as blue chips 
— such as the Bored Ape Yacht 
Club and CryptoPunks, will prob-
ably retain value with their mass 
appeal, financial backing, part-
nerships with mainstream brands 
like Adidas and collaborations 
with celebrities.

“Things are changing,” he said. 
“[What] we have been seeing is 
consolidation in the more well-
known blue-chip collections of 
NFTs.”

CRYPTOKITTIES

“Celestial Cyber Dimension” from the CryptoKitties collection of 
non-fungible tokens, or NFTs. It sold for $600,000 in September.
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who reach the millionaire status 
typically have a 15 percent 
savings rate that includes a 
combination of what they’re 
putting in their account along 
with a matching contribution 
from their employer.

My husband and I pushed our 
eldest daughter to invest 
15 percent of her pay into her 
401(k) offered by her company 
earlier this year. Not long after 
that, the stock market started to 
plunge. Her balance has been 
dropping since she started 
investing.

“Where’s my money going?” 
she keeps asking, rolling her 
eyes after watching financial 
news reports on the stock 
market. Give it time, we tell her.

For individuals who have 
been participating in their 
401(k) plan for the last 15 years, 
Fidelity says the average 
account balance has grown to 
$482,900, up from $64,900 in 
the first quarter of 2007, which 
was right on the cusp of the 
Great Recession. “Long-term 
investing is one of the best 
things we try to get across when 
there is volatility,” Shamrell said.

Did you drop from the 401(k) 
millionaire’s club? Did you 
change your investment strategy 
as a result of losing your 401(k) 
millionaire status?

Send your comments to 
colorofmoney@washpost.com. 
Please include your name, city 
and state. In the subject line put 
“Millionaire’s Club.”

Because they have been in the 
game quite a long time, they 
understand that shifts are a 
normal part of the economic 
landscape.”

Some did flee to safer 
investments. Fidelity found that 
more than 5 percent of 401(k) 
savers moved into more 
conservative investments 
within their 401(k) account in 
the first quarter this year. 
However, that low portion 
indicates that the vast majority 
of workplace retirement 
investors have not been 
spooked by the downturn in the 
stock market, at least not yet.

The quarterly retirement 
analysis from Fidelity also 
showed that while average 
account balances declined 
because of the poor 
performance of the stock 
market, the total 401(k) savings 
rate reached record levels.

The total savings rate for the 
first quarter reached 14 percent, 
just short of Fidelity’s suggested 
savings rate of 15 percent. Those 

Volatility in the stock market 
at the end of 2018 resulted in a 
nearly 29 percent drop in the 
number of 401(k) millionaires. 
Still, this elite group continued 
to sock money away in boring 
mutual funds. They have a 
history of staying calm when the 
stock market is chaotic. It’s how 
they crossed the millionaire 
mark in the first place.

If you’re a young investor, you 
can learn a lot from the 
investing behavior of 401(k) and 
TSP millionaires. They keep 
investing despite stock market 
turmoil, according to Mike 
Shamrell, vice president for 
Thought Leadership for Fidelity. 
The average 401(k) millionaire 
has been investing for 26 years.

“These folks have seen a lot,” 
Shamrell said. “They’ve seen a 
lot of different market 
conditions. They’ve seen a lot of 
different economic swings. So I 
think they’re a good group that 
would definitely understand the 
value of staying the course and 
taking a long-term view. 

For an increasing 
number of 
employees, it has 
been like 
achieving 
titanium status in 
a loyalty 
program. They 
had joined an 
elite group of 
workers who had 
more than a 

million dollars in their 
workplace retirement plans.

The number of 401(k) 
millionaires in the fourth 
quarter of 2021 jumped 
32 percent compared with a 
year earlier, according to 
Fidelity Investments, one of the 
largest managers of workplace 
plans.

But high inflation has caused 
consumer prices to spike, while 
the war in Ukraine and supply 
chain issues have rattled the 
stock market. The resulting 
economic mayhem has pushed 
thousands of 401(k) 
participants out of the 
millionaire’s club.

The federal government’s 
version of a 401(k), the Thrift 
Savings Plan (TSP), also saw a 
decline in the number of 
retirement plan millionaires.

In its most recent quarterly 
retirement analysis, Fidelity 
reported that its number of 
401(k) millionaires in the first 
quarter of 2022 fell to 406,000 
from 442,000 in the previous 
quarter, a drop of 8 percent. The 
decline ended a record increase 
in the number of newly minted 
millionaires.

Fidelity reported that the 
number of individual retirement 
account (IRA) millionaires also 
dropped by nearly 8 percent. 
The number of TSP millionaires 
as of March 31 decreased by 
11 percent to 100,360 from the 
previous quarter, according to 
the Federal Retirement Thrift 
Investment Board.

Market fluctuations naturally 
have an impact on account 
balances, but it can be 
psychologically harder dropping 
out of the millionaire’s club. It’s 
a milestone that can signal that 
you have enough to retire 
comfortably. It’s a rarefied world 
when you consider so many 
Americans don’t even have 
access to a workplace 
retirement plan.

Average retirement account 
balances decreased in the first 
quarter of this year. The average 
401(k) balance dropped to 
$121,700 in the first quarter, 
down 7 percent from the fourth 
quarter of 2021, and 2 percent 
from a year ago.

The number of 401(k) 
millionaires in the plans that 
Fidelity manages is a relatively 
small segment, just shy of 
2 percent out of 20.7 million 
accounts, but the ability to grow 
their wealth in a workplace plan 
shows you don’t have to chase 
risky cryptocurrency investment 
opportunities.

Stormy markets thin  the 401(k) millionaire’s club

Michelle 
Singletary
THE COLOR 
OF MONEY

ISTOCK

The number of 401(k) millionaires fell in the first quarter this year, 
according to Fidelity Investments, amid the volatile stock market.

warmth is a bonus; friendliness, 
if you can muster it, is gold 
plating.

Spend your trust wisely, 
especially when you’re new. 
Some colleagues are super nice, 
right up until they aren’t. Some 
are great confidants, until they 
aren’t. Some invite you to hitch 
your star to their wagon, and 
then the wheels come off.

Although socializing in-person 
is harder than in the Before 
Times, texts and IMs make it 
easy to bond with colleagues 
through articles, memes and 
jokes that take only a moment to 
send and enjoy — or wreck your 
reputation. If you have to ask, “Is 
this okay to send?” — it’s not.

Being informed
You know the next best thing 

to being knowledgeable? Being 
curious. The hack for looking 
smarter? Ask questions and seek 
opinions.

And what if you’re genuinely, 
objectively knowledgeable and 
smart? Just remember that 
progress humbles every one of us 
over time.

In the late 1990s, I was kindly, 
patiently coaxing senior 
colleagues off text-based DOS 
terminals and onto graphics-
based Windows operating 
systems, wondering why they 
were resisting change that would 
make their jobs easier. Now I’m 
often having my hand held 
(figuratively) by colleagues half 
my age (literally) as they kindly, 
patiently help me abandon the 
familiar and functional for the 
sleek and smart.

Extra credit: Virtual meetings
 Even if you don’t have a Room 

Rater-worthy home office, you 
probably know all about video 
meeting etiquette from the past 
couple of years. But humor me:
l Even if you just rolled out of 

bed or are in from the gym, you 
shouldn’t look it.
l No picking, clipping, 

grooming or chewing while the 
camera is on.
l Protect your bubble. The 

occasional disruption will be 
forgiven, but few have patience 
for unlimited barking no matter 
how adorable the source.
l In the minutes before a 

meeting starts, check your 
posture and background to make 
sure the image you’re projecting 
matches the one you want people 
to have of you.

The workplace you’re entering 
is not your parents’ workplace, 
and success takes many forms. 
But there are still some 
principles you can hold fast to: 
Respect people’s time, offer your 
best, and try to be the kind of 
colleague who makes the work 
experience more pleasant.

work.advice.wapo@gmail.com

I’m hard-put to 
advise today’s 
graduates on how 
to succeed in the 
workplace. After 
two years of 
navigating virtual 
schooling, they 
know how to 
connect, adapt 
and endure. Many 
of them cut their 

teeth on the concepts of mental 
health, social awareness and 
emotional intelligence, so they’re 
naturally inclined to seek out 
balance and equity in their 
personal and professional lives.

The typical advice aimed at 
helping them succeed in the 
workplace — show up early, stay 
late, dress well, make 
connections at the water cooler 
— falls flat in the era of remote 
workplaces.

And they’re entering the most 
employee-favorable job market 
in decades. Job candidates are 
telling employers what they’re 
looking for, and smart employers 
are listening like never before. 
It’s a powerful position to be in.

But you know the adage about 
great power and responsibility. If 
you tell employers what you need 
to succeed, they need to see you 
succeeding. You’re right to 
demand that your work and time 
be valued, but you also have to 
show the value you’re providing. 
Here are timeless tips on how to 
do that.

Work ethic
Whether you’re hired into an 

on-site, remote or hybrid 
workplace, being strategically 
present tops being always 
present, but developing that 
strategy may take a while.

At the office or on Zoom, be no 
later than on time, especially for 
online meetings when the clock 
is right in front of everyone’s 
face.

You probably have more 
reserves of time and energy now 
than you will in later years. Be as 
generous with them as you can to 
those who need and appreciate 
it.

When you need to ask for help 
on a work task, be ready to show 
how you tried to figure it out 
yourself first.

Dressing for the role
Learn your employer’s dress 

code, then err on the 
conservative side until you’re 
sure it’s safe to relax your 
standards.

Office fashion splurge: 
comfortable, supportive dress 
shoes.

Remote fashion splurge: full-
spectrum adjustable ring light.

Work friends
Politeness is the minimum; 

To the class of 2022: It’s 
a great job market, so 
embrace your  work ethic 

Work 
Advice
KARLA L. 
MILLER
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And thanks to our people and communities for getting us there.  
At Sandy Spring Bank, we’re proud of this achievement, but our greatest 
accomplishment is creating banking solutions for our clients and their 
unique needs, wherever they are in life. Give us a call at 800.399.5919 
or visit sandyspringbank.com.

Member FDIC. Sandy Spring Bank and the SSB logo are registered trademarks of Sandy Spring Bank. 
© 2022 Sandy Spring Bank. All rights reserved.

DEVELOP YOUR ENGLISH SKILLS
FOR A CAREER IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
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Join EHLS staff for a Live Online information session
Register on our website ehlsprogram.org

Native speakers of critical languages are in high demand in the US government. EHLS trains advanced 
English speakers to be effective communicators and strong candidates for federal jobs.

Full scholarships for US citizens who are native speakers of Amharic, Arabic, Azerbaijani, Balochi, 
Bambara, Dari, Hausa, Hindi, Kazakh, Korean, Kurdish, Kyrgyz, Mandarin, Pashto, Farsi, Punjabi, 
Russian, Somali, Tajik, Tamashek, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu, Uzbek, or Vietnamese.

The EHLS Program is an initiative of NSEP.

English for Heritage Language Speakers at Georgetown University
ehlsprogram.org • 202-687-4455

Wednesday, June 1
10:30-11:30am

What to Expect During and After EHLS

Thursday, June 2
2-3pm

Live Q&A

Tuesday, June 7
6pm-7pm

ReCast + Live Q&A

Wednesday, June 8
12-1:00pm

Lunch and Learn

Stay one step ahead of the weather with the 
Capital Weather Gang

washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang • @capitalweather
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Over half of the country's nuclear power reactors will see their licenses
expire in the next two decades. Some will seek license renewals, while
others will undergo decommissioning.

The coming wave of nuclear plant closures

Note: Some plants have multiple reactors with different license expiration dates.

Decommissioning License expires
in next 10 years

License expires
in 10-20 years

D.C.

Los Angeles

Chicago

Miami

puzzle over the problem of nu-
clear waste. This material, which
emanates invisible but harmful
radiation for hundreds of years,
is stored in protective containers
on the grounds of nuclear plants,
scattered in dozens of towns
across the country. A plan to
build a national waste repository
in Nevada’s Yucca Mountain
stalled amid decades of political
gridlock, leaving these towns
saddled indefinitely with the
threat of an accidental release or
terrorist attack.

Holtec is approaching those
communities with an offer to
clean up the mess.

‘Accelerated
decommissioning’

Founded and wholly owned by
Kris Singh, an inventor and en-
trepreneur, Holtec says it is pio-
neering a new model of “acceler-
ated decommissioning.” At the
24 U.S. reactors currently under-
going decommissioning, over
half are expected to take two
decades or more to complete the
process, NRC data shows; Holtec
pledges to return nuclear sites to
safe, clean, usable land in as few
as eight years.

Singh did not respond to re-
quests for comment, and Holtec
did not make him available for
an interview.

The company’s work at Oyster
Creek, its first plant, was meant
to be a blueprint for the national
expansion, Holtec executives
said in interviews with The Post
in early 2020. Instead, safety
advocates argue, it has served as
a warning. Cost-cutting has left
employees feeling overworked
and prone to mistakes, according
to two former plant workers who
were both laid off by Holtec.
They spoke on the condition of
anonymity to discuss their for-
mer employer.

The company has said in regu-
latory filings that it plans to keep
about $85 million in profit from
Oyster Creek’s $826 million trust
fund. It has already spent about
one-quarter of the fund.

Shortly after Holtec took over,
regulators found problems with
the plant’s weapons program. All
nuclear plants must maintain
weapons, such as guns and am-
munition used by security per-
sonnel, and test them on a regu-
lar basis to secure the sites from
attacks. According to an NRC
investigation, a Holtec manager
skipped the annual tests and
falsified the weapons inspection
reports to give the appearance
the tests were conducted. The
manager said in a letter to the
NRC that he made mistakes on
the company’s inspections report
because he had been “over-
whelmed” following staff cuts,
though he denied that anything
was intentionally falsified.

continued on G5

Delmar says the fund will appre-
ciate in value to cover the cost of
the cleanup. At Pilgrim, Holtec
has said the potential radiation
dose from the Cape Cod release
would be far less than the aver-
age traveler receives on a typical
cross-country flight.

In the Southwest, Holtec has
ignited a different controversy.
As the company acquires old
plants, it is proposing to ship the
highly radioactive spent fuel to
New Mexico, where it plans to
build a storage facility. Gov. Mi-
chelle Lujan Grisham (D) has
vowed to fight the plan, telling
Trump in a 2020 letter that
storing radioactive material in
the oil-rich Permian Basin region
would be “economic malprac-
tice.”

Holtec says it is working in
partnership with a group of local
officials who believe the benefits
of the facility — including new
jobs and investment — outweigh
the risks. On its website, Holtec
says the facility will provide “a
safe, secure, temporary, retriev-
able, and centralized facility for
storage of used nuclear fuel and
high-level radioactive waste un-
til such time that a permanent
solution is available.”

The growing debate marks the
latest twist in the tortured saga
of nuclear power, which once
was hailed as a miracle technol-
ogy capable of producing large
quantities of clean, affordable
energy. In the early 1970s, the
federal Atomic Energy Commis-
sion estimated that about 1,000
reactors would be built in the
United States, and that nuclear
sources eventually would pro-
vide at least half of the world’s
power.

But those ambitions soon col-
lided with fears about nuclear
radiation, especially after disas-
trous meltdowns at Chernobyl in
Ukraine and Fukushima in Ja-
pan. Nuclear energy peaked at
around 18 percent of global elec-
tricity production in the 1990s
and now comprises about 10 per-
cent, according to the U.S. En-
ergy Information Association.

Reactors in the United States
initially were licensed for 40
years, and most were renewed
for another 20 years. Of 94
reactors that are still active,
licenses at over half are set to
expire in the next two decades,
according to Julia Moriarty, a
senior vice president at Callan.

Recently, worries about cli-
mate change have led some gov-
ernments to embrace nuclear as
a low-carbon source of power.
Biden has called nuclear essen-
tial to the nation’s climate goals,
and Washington last year set
aside $6 billion for extending the
licenses of some plants and
$2.5 billion for developing new
nuclear technologies.

But the nation continues to

agency already takes a “laissez-
faire” approach to decommis-
sioning and that the new rule
“would make the situation even
worse, further skewing the regu-
lation towards the interests of
industry.”

Dan Dorman, the NRC’s exec-
utive director for operations,
said in an email that the agency
lifts restrictions at plants only if
it determines the plant will con-
tinue to be safe. In addition to
citing Holtec for violations at
Oyster Creek, the agency has
required the company to take
corrective measures, including
external security assessments of
all its nuclear sites.

“Our increased oversight and
the recent enforcement actions
demonstrate our concern about
the situation at Oyster Creek,”
Dorman said.

Holtec faces mounting criti-
cism beyond Oyster Creek. Mich-
igan officials have said they wor-
ry Holtec will leave residents on
the hook for cleanup costs at the
Palisades plant on the shores of
Lake Michigan. Massachusetts
officials have protested Holtec’s
plan to take 1 million gallons of
contaminated water from the
defunct Pilgrim power plant and
dump it into Cape Cod Bay.

While Holtec acknowledges a
funding shortfall at Palisades,

dismantle them by replacing
hundreds of veteran plant work-
ers with smaller, less-costly
crews of contractors and elimi-
nating emergency planning mea-
sures, documents and interviews
show. While no one has been
seriously injured at Oyster
Creek, the missteps are spurring
calls for stronger government
oversight of the entire cleanup
industry.

In the nearly three years
Holtec has owned Oyster Creek,
regulators have documented at
least nine violations of federal
rules, including the contaminat-
ed water mishap, falsified weap-
ons inspection reports and other
unspecified security lapses.
That’s at least as many as were
found over the preceding 10
years at the plant, when it was
owned by Exelon, one of the
nation’s largest utility compa-
nies, according to The Post’s
review of regulatory records.

Joseph Delmar, a spokesman
for Holtec, defended the compa-
ny’s record, saying it takes safety
and security seriously. The re-
cent incidents “are not reflective
of the organization’s culture,” he
said, adding that the worker who
knocked down the power line
“did not follow the proper safety
protocols.” Delmar said the com-
pany has decades of experience
building equipment to store nu-
clear waste and employs veteran
plant workers to dismantle reac-
tor sites.

“While the decommissioning
organization may seem new, the
professionals staffing the compa-
ny are experienced nuclear pro-
fessionals with intimate knowl-
edge of the plants they work at,”
Delmar said in an emailed state-
ment.

Holtec is, however, pioneering
an experimental new business
model. During the lifetime of
America’s 133 nuclear reactors,
ratepayers paid small fees on
their monthly energy bills to fill
decommissioning trust funds, in-
tended to cover the eventual cost
of deconstructing the plants.
Trust funds for the country’s 94
operating and 14 nonoperating
nuclear reactors now total about
$86 billion, according to Callan,
a San Francisco-based invest-
ment consulting firm.

After a reactor is dismantled
and its site cleared, some of these
trust funds must return any
money left over to ratepayers.
But others permit cleanup com-
panies to keep any surplus as
profit — creating incentives to
cut costs at sites that house some
of the most dangerous materials
on the planet.

Even after reactors are shut
down, long metal rods contain-
ing radioactive pellets — known
as spent fuel — are stored steps
away, in cooling pools and steel-
and-concrete casks. Nuclear
safety experts say that an indus-
trial accident or a terrorist attack
at any of these sites could result
in a radiological release with
severe impacts to workers and
nearby residents, as well as to the
environment.

The Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, the independent federal
agency tasked with overseeing
safety at nuclear sites, conducts
regular inspections during the
decommissioning process. But
state and local officials say the
NRC has failed to safeguard the
public from risks at shut-down
plants, deferring too readily to
companies like Holtec.

“The NRC is not doing their
job,” said Sen. Edward J. Markey
(D-Mass.), who has pushed the
agency to adopt stricter regula-
tions around plant decommis-
sioning. “We need a guaranteed
system that prioritizes commu-
nities and safety, and we don’t
have that right now.”

The NRC’s leadership is divid-
ed over the role regulators
should play. The agency was
created in 1974, as the first
generation of commercial reac-
tors was going online, and its
rules were mainly designed to
safeguard the operation of active
plants and nuclear-material
sites. As reactors shut down, the
NRC began reducing inspections
and exempting plants from safe-
ty and security rules.

Last November, the NRC ap-
proved a new rule that would
automatically qualify shut-down
plants for looser safety and secu-
rity restrictions. Christopher T.
Hanson, a Democrat nominated
by President Donald Trump and
promoted to the role of chairman
by President Biden, has said the
changes would improve the “ef-
fectiveness and efficiency” of the
decommissioning process.

Commissioner Jeff Baran, also
a Democrat, voted against the
proposed rule and called for the
NRC and local governments to
play a bigger role. “Radiological
risks remain at shutdown nu-
clear plants that must be taken
seriously,” he cautioned in public
comments. Baran added that the

HOLTEC FROM G1

Nuclear safety advocates point to accidents at N.J. plant

SARAH L. VOISIN/THE WASHINGTON POST

AVI STEINHARDT FOR THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

SARAH L. VOISIN/THE WASHINGTON POST

ABOVE: A Holtec employee welds a dry storage canister at the
company’s manufacturing plant in Camden, N.J. Holtec says it is
pioneering a model of “accelerated decommissioning” and has
pledged to return nuclear sites to safe, clean, usable land in as few
as eight years. MIDDLE: A smokestack at Oyster Creek Nuclear
Generating Station in Forked River, N.J. The plant was the first of
three bought by Holtec, with a fourth deal expected this summer.
After apparent regulatory violations at Oyster Creek, Holtec agreed
to pay a $50,000 civil penalty, hire a new corporate security
director and conduct external security assessments. BOTTOM:
Holtec founder Kris Singh attends the ribbon-cutting ceremony for
the company’s 50-acre technology campus in Camden in 2017.
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not carry the same radiological 
risk as operating ones.

Some nuclear safety advocates 
say the NRC is being too deferen-
tial to Holtec and other compa-
nies. Years of research by the 
NRC itself shows plants are still 
vulnerable to a disaster after 
they shut down. In staff reports, 
the NRC has said severe acci-
dents can result from mishand -
ling spent fuel rods and that sites 
storing nuclear waste remain 
vulnerable to sabotage.

A test case
When Holtec announced its 

deal to acquire Oyster Creek, 
some local residents were uneasy 
about the plant becoming a test 
case for Holtec’s corporate ex-
pansion, said Janet Tauro, an 
environmental activist who lives 
20 minutes north of the plant.

“When you are dealing with 
highly radioactive nuclear fuel 
and taking apart a nuclear power 
plant, you have to be infallible — 
there is no room for mistakes,” 
said Tauro, the New Jersey board 
chair of the nonprofit group 
Clean Water Action.

For 50 years, the plant’s tower-
ing gray chimney had been one 
of the area’s most distinctive 
physical landmarks. Its single 
reactor generated enough elec-
tricity to power 600,000 homes 
— roughly two New Jersey coun-
ties.

With the NRC’s blessing, 
Holtec shrank the plant’s emer-
gency response staff, documents 
show. The plant lowered its 
on-site insurance from $50 mil-
lion to $10 million and stopped 
providing money to the sur-
rounding community for emer-
gency equipment, staff and 
training, because, the company 
said, hazards at the site had been 
reduced.

While rare, major accidents 
have occurred at nuclear waste 
sites with no operational reactor. 
In 2014, an explosion inside New 
Mexico’s underground reposito-
ry for “low level” radioactive 
waste items, such as contaminat-
ed clothing and tools, led to 21 
workers testing positive for in-
ternal contamination and some 
reporting respiratory problems, 
according to an investigation by 
the Energy Department. The en-
tire site had to close for a 
three-year, $2 billion cleanup.

The NRC’s Dorman said the 
agency still requires emergency 
planning measures on the prem-
ises of a shut-down nuclear 
plant, which he said provides 
ample resources to respond to 
accidents. However, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
warned the NRC last year that 
having no dedicated personnel 
or equipment in neighboring 
communities “could have unfor-
tunate consequences.”

Holtec’s Delmar said its ex-
emptions at Oyster Creek “are 
consistent with other decommis-
sioning sites” and “reflect the 
reduction in risk at each of the 
key points in the decommission-
ing process.”

Last summer, Holtec finished 
moving all of Oyster Creek’s 
spent fuel rods from cooling 
pools into dry storage containers 
in just 32 months — a “world 
record,” the company said in a 
news release. The process nor-
mally takes five years or more, 
but Holtec sped it up by building 
a fuel canister the company says 
can accommodate nuclear waste 
at higher temperatures. After 
reviewing the company’s calcula-
tions, the NRC concluded it was 
safe to reduce the mandatory 
minimum cooling time to one 
year, filings show.

The future of waste
In an empty cow pasture in the 

New Mexico desert, Holtec is 
attempting to write the next 
chapter of the American nuclear 
story. The company is in the final 
stages of getting NRC approval 
for an “interim” waste storage 
site designed to secure spent fuel 
from around the country in a 
shopping-mall-size bunker for 
up to 40 years.

In meetings with New Mexi-
cans, Holtec representatives 
have said the facility would cre-
ate jobs and fulfill an important 
national need. New Mexico At-
torney General Hector Balderas 
(D) has sued the NRC, claiming 
the regulator “colluded with 
Holtec” by rubber-stamping its 
plans and ignoring potential en-
vironmental harms.

The NRC’s Dorman says the 
agency’s review of the Holtec site 
has been rigorous. The agency 
recently approved a separate, 
privately owned storage facility 
in Texas, a project that now faces 
legal challenges by that state. 
Holtec declined to comment.

“The NRC has not figured out 
a permanent solution” to nuclear 
waste, Balderas said in an inter-
view. “They are using Holtec as a 
Band-Aid.”

Alice Crites contributed to this 
report.

In 2017, Holtec opened the 
doors of a stately new manufac-
turing center in Camden, N.J., 
that showcases Singh’s accom-
plishments. Employees arriving 
at the main office building on the 
Krishna P. Singh Technology 
Campus walk by a parking space 
reserved for the CEO’s chauf-
feured Rolls-Royce and into an 
atrium where more than 100 
patents bearing Singh’s name are 
on display.

But the Camden campus also 
brought controversy. After open-
ing the facility, Singh com-
plained to an area paper that 
Camden residents “don’t show 
up to work” and “some of them 
get into drugs,” angering com-
munity leaders in the mostly 
Black and Hispanic city. Singh 
later apologized and said his 
comments were taken out of 
context.

The NRC has given Holtec 
permission to pare back safety 
and security requirements at its 
plants, including security per-
sonnel, cybersecurity, emergency 
planning, terrorist attack drills 
and accident insurance, accord-
ing to documents on the agency’s 
website. In approving these re-
quests, the NRC has accepted 
Holtec’s rationale that such mea-
sures are less crucial for retired 
plants, which experts agree do 

Source: Callan Institute DOUGLAS MACMILLAN/THE WASHINGTON POST

Note: Trust fund balances and cost estimates as of December 2020. Cost 
projections are based on estimates publicly shared by plant owners. Kewaunee's 
costs exclude certain spent fuel expenses expected to be reimbursed by the 
Energy Department.

The cost of shutting down nuclear reactors

By paying small fees on monthly energy bills, Americans have saved billions 
of dollars to decommission nuclear reactors. Some reactors still have less 
money in their trust funds than their projected shutdown costs.
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“When you are dealing with highly 
radioactive nuclear fuel and taking apart a 

nuclear power plant, you have to be infallible 
— there is no room for mistakes.”

Janet Tauro, New Jersey board chair of Clean Water Action

air, leaking contaminated water 
on one worker, who took an 
internal dose of radiation, ac-
cording to a federal inspection 
report. That probably means the 
worker ingested radioactive wa-
ter through the eyes, nose, 
mouth or skin, nuclear safety 
experts said. The worker did not 
require medical attention be-
cause the dose was below the 
limits for people who work with 
radiation, Holtec said.

The incident could have been 
avoided if managers had fixed a 
problem with the snap rings that 
held the valve in place, regula-
tors said in the inspection report. 
Holtec had “replaced the snap 
rings on prior occasions due to 
evidence of bending of the ring” 
but never recorded the action in 
its system so it would be fixed 
permanently, the NRC said. The 
regulators called this a very low-
severity violation, because it was 
not willful or repeated.

Holtec has since modified the 
valve design and conducted new 
training, Delmar said.

A ‘gamble’
Decommissioning is an un-

proven business with uncertain 
profits. The total saved in the 
nation’s decommissioning trust 
funds is currently smaller than 
the estimated cost of shutting 
them all down, according to 
Callan’s Moriarty.

“The gamble under all of this 
is you can do the cleanup for less 
than the amount of money that’s 
in the fund. Nobody has proved 
that yet,” said Gregory Jaczko, an 
appointee of President Barack 
Obama who headed the NRC 
from 2009 to 2012.

Some of the firms buying 
defunct nuclear power plants in 
the United States are backed by 
private equity, an industry with 
expertise in purchasing unwant-
ed assets and improving their 
value, often by reducing costs. 
TriArtisan Capital Advisors, the 
investment firm that partly 
owns P.F. Chang’s and TGI Fri-
days, now owns the company 
decommissioning Pennsylva-
nia’s Three Mile Island, site of 
the biggest nuclear meltdown in 
U.S. history.

Singh founded Holtec in the 
1980s, when he saw that nuclear 
plants were running out of space 
to safely store radioactive fuel, 
according to Joy Russell, a senior 
vice president at Holtec and one 
of the company’s longest-ten-
ured employees. A mechanical 
engineer who specialized in heat 
transfer, Singh became a pioneer 
of the nuclear industry by devis-
ing new systems for safely stor-
ing spent fuel rods, including 
metal racks that go inside cool-
ing pools and steel-and-concrete 
cylinders that can store fuel for 
decades, Russell said in a 2020 
interview.

“I went from a staff of six to a 
staff of two, all having extra 
responsibilities, doubling our 
workload and learning new cri-
teria of the positions,” the man-
ager said in the letter, which was 
posted on the NRC’s website.

In a settlement with the NRC 
announced this year, Holtec 
agreed to pay a $50,000 civil 
penalty, hire a new corporate 
security director and conduct 
external security assessments.

Delmar, the Holtec spokesman, 
said the “roots” of some safety 
incidents “go back to when the 
plant was operating and under 
previous ownership,” but he de-
clined to elaborate. The weapons 
manager, who was fired by Holtec 
last year, declined to comment.

Another incident took place in 
January 2020 on the reactor 
refueling floor — a cavernous 
space high up inside the building 
that houses the reactor, along 
with the gargantuan steel-and-
concrete structures that protect 
its core. To remove these struc-
tures from the site, workers must 
cut them into smaller pieces.

As they were slicing the 100-
ton reactor dome, the structure 
  unexpectedly swung and struck 
one employee, according to an 
internal incident report re-
viewed by The Post. The person 
was nearly knocked down a 
10-story equipment hatch, ac-
cording to the two former em-
ployees, who did not witness the 
incident but were briefed on it 
afterward.

The manager overseeing the 
work had been responsible for 
three different teams that day 
and his “mind may have been 
elsewhere,” according to the re-
port, which blamed the accident 
on “complacency.” The report 
described the incident as a “near 
miss” but did not mention the 
equipment hatch or the possibili-
ty of a fall.

Delmar said the accident oc-
curred at least 100 feet from the 
equipment hatch, which he said 
had a guardrail around it. “Inci-
dents like this are not normal, 
and unsafe work practices are 
unacceptable for any Holtec em-
ployee or contractor at our facili-
ties,” he said.

The NRC evaluated the inci-
dent, but because it did not find 
any violations of nuclear safety, 
referred the matter to the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration, Dorman said. 
Holtec said the company has 
heard nothing from OSHA, and 
no record of the incident could 
be found on OSHA’s online data-
base. OSHA declined to com-
ment and a request by The Post 
for such records is pending.

In February 2021, a faulty 
valve for a nuclear waste con-
tainer unexpectedly flew into the 

HOLTEC FROM G4

PHOTOS BY SARAH L. VOISIN/THE WASHINGTON POST

ABOVE: Holtec’s technology campus in Camden, with the 
Philadelphia skyline at left. MIDDLE: Workers begin their shift in 
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Carlsbad, N.M., an underground 
repository built in 1999 to store “low level” radioactive waste items 
such as contaminated clothing and tools. In 2014, an explosion 
there led to 21 workers testing positive for internal contamination 
and some reporting respiratory problems, according to the Energy 
Department, as well as a three-year, $2 billion cleanup. BOTTOM: 
Janet Tauro, an environmental activist who lives 20 minutes north 
of the Oyster Creek plant, puts her hand on her head as she talks 
about the site. She said she would like to see the nuclear waste 
better secured where it is until a permanent storage site is found.
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WEEKLY STOCKS COMPOSITE PRICES

FUTURES

US $ EU € Japan ¥ Britain £ Brazil R$ Canada $ Mexico $

US $ 1.0730 0.0079 1.2631 0.2111 0.7859 0.0510

EU € 0.9319 0.7331 1.1772 0.1967 0.7325 0.0476

Japan ¥ 127.1200 136.4100 160.5730 26.8311 99.9150 6.4881

Britain £ 0.7917 0.8496 0.6227 0.1671 0.6222 0.0404

Brazil R$ 4.7386 5.0854 0.0373 5.9855 3.7246 0.2418

Canada $ 1.2723 1.3652 0.0100 1.6072 0.2686 0.0649

Mexico $ 19.5959 21.0288 0.1540 24.7527 4.1370 15.4012

Percent Change
Week Month Year

-1.4 -1.3 13.0

U.S. DOLLAR INDEX

10-year note

Yield

2.74%

M A M
-14%

-7%

0%

7%

14%

S&P 500 Stoxx 600 MSCI World MSCI Asia Pacific

2-year note

Yield

2.48%

STOCK MARKET PERFORMANCE

CROSS CURRENCY RATES

5-year note

Yield

2.72%

6-month bill

Yield

1.49%

-1066.6% 1
Year+106

Bank Prime 4.00
Federal Funds 1.00
LIBOR 3-Month 1.57
30-Year fixed 5.29
15-Year fixed 4.60
1-Year ARM 3.33

Consumer Rates Last -170% 1 Year+170%

Money market fund 0.08
6-Month CDs 0.42
1-Year CDs 0.81
5-Year CDs 1.21
New car loan 4.44
Home-equity loan 6.86

Past Year's Performance

M J J A S O N D J F M A M

INTEREST RATES

Markets

Americas Close
Week %

Chg
U.S. (Dow Jones) 33,212.96 6.2
U.S. (S&P 500) 4,158.24 6.6
U.S. (Nasdaq) 12,131.13 6.8
Brazil (Bovespa) 111,941.68 3.2
Canada (S&P/TSX) 20,748.58 2.8
Mexico (Bolsa) 52,463.55 1.8

Europe
Eurozone (Stoxx 600 443.93 3.0
France (CAC 40) 6,515.75 3.7
Germany (DAX) 14,462.19 3.4
U.K. (FTSE 100) 7,585.46 2.6

Futures Close
Weekly %

Chg
Copper 4.31 0.7
Crude Oil 115.07 1.6
Gold 1857.30 0.5
Natural Gas 8.73 8.0
Orange Juice 1.83 6.1
Silver 22.10 1.9
Sugar 19.61 -1.7
Soybeans 17.32 1.6
Wheat 11.58 -1.0
Corn 7.77 -0.2

M J J A S O N D J F M A M
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Crude Oil

TREASURY PERFORMANCE OVER PAST THREE MONTHS

Asia
Austraslia (ASX 200) 7,182.71 0.5
China (CSI 300) 4,001.30 -1.9
Hong Kong (Hang Se 20,697.36 -0.1
Japan (Nikkei) 26,781.68 0.2

Stocks snap losing streak; solid earnings lure dip buyers
BY PEYTON FORTE | BLOOMBERG NEWS

U.S. equities snapped a seven-week losing streak — the
longest since 2001 — and rose sharply on better-than-ex-
pected retailer earnings and optimism that the Federal
Reserve may pause its aggressive rate hikes in September.

The S&P 500 index rose 6.6 percent in the five-day
period and closed Friday at 4,158, while the Dow Jones
industrial average jumped 6.2 percent — both by the most
since November 2020. The Nasdaq advanced 6.8 percent.

The rally started Monday when President Biden said he
would review Trump-era tariffs imposed on imports from
China, which could lower prices for American consumers.

On Wednesday, minutes from the Federal Open Market
Committee’s May meeting showed a consensus for raising
interest rates by half a point in its June and July meetings.
Many participants judged that would leave the committee
“well positioned” later this year, and that hint of a coming
rate-hike pause bolstered stock prices.

Retail earnings also provided a boost as companies
provided evidence that consumers were still spending.
Gains were widespread, with retailers from Nordstrom to
Dollar Tree topping Wall Street’s expectations.

Markets will be closed Monday for Memorial Day.
The Treasury will sell 13- and 26-week bills Tuesday. It

will auction four- and eight-week bills Thursday.

Editor’s note: Our weekly composite stock listing includes companies based in Washington or with a strong presence here.
The rest of the table shows firms as ranked by market capitalization. And we’ve added year-to-date data because readers told
us it would be useful.

SMALLER LOCAL STOCKS
Sales Weeks

Stock P/E 100s High Low Last Chg.
CoStar s 83 86493 61.54 55.61 61.50 +4.34
CogentC 3.52f ... 9797 61.55 56.67 61.38 +3.79
CmstkH 19 182 4.90 4.13 4.90 +.62
MarIntA 38 154085 177.00 149.76 172.56 +17.33
RGC Res .78f 19 911 20.73 19.70 20.23 +.08
Sinclair .80 ... 43038 25.54 21.82 24.33 -.87
TESSCO ... 5284 6.50 5.31 5.98 -.22
UBSI 1.40 17 28641 37.36 35.60 37.36 +2.00
UtdTherap 16 47490 u236.06 188.81 235.83 +47.50

52-week
High Low Stock Div Last Chg.

143.42 120.61 SP HlthC 1.01e 134.02 +4.24
81.34 68.32 SP CnSt 1.28e 75.00 +4.30

215.06 136.00 SP Consum 1.12e 153.76 +13.35
87.59 45.14 SP Engy 2.04e 88.53 +6.76
41.70 32.23 SPDR Fncl .46e 35.57 +2.65

107.88 88.04 SP Inds 1.12e 95.47 +5.73
177.04 127.04 SP Tech .78e 141.46 +10.40
52.17 41.37 SpdrRESel 44.82 +2.47
77.23 62.99 SP Util 1.55e 75.37 +3.63
12.75 6.13 TeucrWht 11.58 +.08
32.03 10.25 US NGas 29.58 +1.85
41.61 28.83 VanEGold .06e 32.51 +.45

318.82 215.23 VnEkSemi .58e 245.60 +17.43
55.79 35.08 VanE JrGld 39.87 +.78
87.08 75.14 VangTotBd 2.06e 77.12 +.80

244.06 190.66 VangTSM 2.17e 208.07 +12.75
441.26 349.76 VangSP500 3.81e 381.80 +23.78
116.71 92.88 VangREIT 3.08e 100.30 +5.47
55.16 40.02 VangEmg 1.10e 43.04 +.86
70.70 54.55 VangEur 1.71e 59.97 +2.68
55.68 49.09 VangTEBd .28e 50.80 +1.31
82.92 76.48 VanSTCpB 2.09a 77.63 +.66
96.39 80.47 VanIntCpB 2.73 83.02 +1.36
53.49 41.98 VangFTSE 1.10e 45.72 +1.63
67.51 52.24 VanTIntStk 1.57e 56.66 +1.81

52-week
High Low Stock Div Last Chg.

74.76 45.85 ProUltSP s 54.55 +6.47
88.98 49.05 PrUPD30 62.37 +10.21
91.68 24.93 PrUltPQ s 33.29 +5.95
78.71 36.48 PrUlSP500 s 47.28 +8.05
14.62 10.63 ProShtQQQ 13.23 -.98
16.54 13.47 ProShSP 15.13 -1.02
51.04 34.55 PrUShSP rs 42.71 -6.08
27.73 15.53 ProUShL20 24.71 -.22
63.86 28.15 PShtQQQ rs 47.01 -11.72
38.94 24.73 PrUShD3 30.44 -6.30

369.50 306.28 SpdrDJIA 3.98e 332.07 +19.65
193.30 160.68 SpdrGold 172.85 +.82
479.98 380.54 S&P500ETF 4.13e 415.26 +25.63
46.34 42.31 SpdrSenLn 1.96 43.20 +.38

141.50 61.78 SpdrBiot .44e 71.09 +.76
86.61 56.54 SpdrHome .15e 63.22 +4.10
56.44 44.76 Spd LgCap 48.86 +3.03
37.00 32.80 SpdrITBd .92 33.45 +.36
27.58 24.81 SpdrShTHiY 1.58 25.74 +.79
31.37 29.78 SpdShTBd .40e 30.11 +.18
78.81 58.71 SpdrS&P RB .74e 64.30 +4.32

104.31 58.00 SpdrRetl .49e 67.51 +6.18
66.63 38.65 SpdrMetM .24e 55.59 +5.03
40.92 32.21 SchwIntEq .71e 35.05 +1.27
92.31 78.37 SP Matls .98e 87.36 +4.94

52-week
High Low Stock Div Last Chg.

136.78 110.19 iShiBoxIG 3.87 115.29 +2.87
27.05 23.80 iShCorUSTr .33 24.22 +.01

113.64 88.22 iShEMBd 4.55 91.72 +2.09
118.04 104.65 iShNMuBd 2.59 108.28 +2.69
155.12 112.62 iSh20 yrT 3.05 119.08 +.57
118.63 100.99 iSh7-10yTB 1.54 104.41 +.57
86.34 82.67 iSh1-3yTB .86 83.48 +.25
82.29 64.63 iS Eafe 1.66e 70.43 +2.66
88.16 75.87 iShiBxHYB 5.09 80.19 +3.73

244.46 168.90 iShR2K 1.77e 187.64 +11.56
84.23 43.59 iShChina .61e 50.21 +.47
39.64 32.62 iShUSPfd 2.04 34.97 +2.01

116.89 92.89 iShREst 2.76e 100.36 +5.48
78.34 60.85 iShCorEafe 1.56e 66.28 +2.42
69.82 59.94 Inv LowVol 65.43 +2.72

408.71 280.21 Inv QQQ 1.16e 309.10 +20.42
74.12 54.54 iShJapan 58.34 +1.25
68.18 48.08 iShCorEM .95e 51.87 +1.10
61.22 48.05 JPM B Eur 52.72 +2.30
50.77 50.14 JPM UlSh 50.20 +.03
73.54 20.41 KrS ChIn 2.58e 27.81 +.87

170.26 4.58 PrUlShN rs 5.10 -1.22
30.49 14.12 PrVixST 17.79 -1.54
22.54 4.42 PrUShCr 4.49 -.14
94.54 41.96 PrUlQQQ 51.00 +6.44

52-week
High Low Stock Div Last Chg.

132.50 35.10 ArkInnova .78e 45.41 +3.00
40.36 34.74 Deu HYBd 36.73 +1.71
51.67 21.61 DxSCBer 36.56 -8.07
27.55 15.87 DirSPBr 21.07 -4.69
63.21 31.73 DxSOXBr rs 40.14 -11.61
51.28 3.55 DirChInt 5.47 +.26
83.82 4.38 DxBiotBll 6.42 +.11
91.04 29.07 DxTcBul .28e 39.94 +7.93
74.21 17.66 DxSOXBl 25.26 +4.90
20.07 2.80 DirxChiBull .38e 3.86 +.14

114.31 33.81 DrxSCBull .41e 45.53 +7.58
147.98 68.68 DrxSPBull 89.01 +15.16
27.44 16.88 EtfUSGblJ .14e 20.60 +1.35
41.65 17.30 iPt ShFt 22.46 -2.59
41.80 35.83 iShBrHiY 37.74 +1.66
39.36 32.70 iShGold 35.23 +.19
27.43 22.19 iSAstla 1.01e 24.95 +.91
42.05 26.47 iShBrazil .67e 35.72 +2.10
41.12 34.40 iShCanada .48e 37.62 +1.41
26.43 19.01 iShSilver 20.36 +.29
47.59 26.13 iShChinaLC .87e 30.94 +.52

482.07 382.17 iSCorSP500 4.38e 417.25 +25.95
25.80 16.35 iShGClnEn .33e 20.14 +1.18

116.83 101.48 iShUSAgBd 2.65e 104.13 +.97
56.18 38.95 iShEMkts .59e 42.05 +.91

EXCHANGE TRADED PORTFOLIOS

markets

52 Week Sales YTD
Hi Lo Stock Div P/E 100s High Low Last Chg. %Chg.

39.11 27.74 ABB Ltd .76e 14 113488 30.87 29.48 30.86 -7.31 -19.2
27.00 19.14 AES Corp .63f ... 230364 22.54 20.46 22.43 -1.87 -7.7
67.20 51.28 AFLAC 1.60f 9 151715 60.48 55.51 60.41 +2.02 +3.5
895.93509.55 ASML Hld3.18e 44 46772583.86538.03583.38-212.76 -26.7
27.72 16.63 AT&T Inc1.11m 8 2024013 21.53 20.42 21.29 -3.31 -13.5
142.60104.63 AbbottLab 1.88f 30 224875116.92111.83116.69 -24.05 -17.1
175.91105.56 AbbVie 5.64f 23 347025153.07146.61150.00+14.60 +10.8
417.37268.17 Accenture3.88f 33 125113304.17273.05304.15-110.40 -26.6
99.46 56.40 ActivsBliz .47f 26 221373 78.64 76.40 78.20+11.67 +17.5
699.54370.27 AdobeInc 37 144831428.55391.04428.22-138.84 -24.5
164.46 76.80 AMD 1.60f 40 6006699102.40 89.52102.26 -41.64 -28.9
179.57112.64 Agilent .78 33 137543130.77119.18130.55 -28.89 -18.1
316.39216.24 AirProd 6.48f 26 47280250.65233.45250.65 -53.61 -17.6
212.58103.74 Airbnb A cc 328598120.70103.74120.50 -45.99 -27.6
291.48154.23 Albemarle1.58f cc 90288273.68232.39270.92+37.15 +15.9
88.78 63.92 Alcon 81 35146 75.43 71.77 75.11 -12.01 -13.8
230.89 73.28 Alibaba 11 1361381 95.09 81.07 93.41 -25.38 -21.4
65.37 54.46 AlliantEg s1.71 24 135084 63.79 58.21 63.78 +2.31 +3.8
144.46106.11 Allstate 3.40f 11 86400136.91122.83136.89+19.24 +16.4
3042.002044.16 Alphabet C 20 1096192257.362044.162255.98-637.61 -22.0
3030.932037.69 Alphabet A 20 1226922246.362037.692246.33-650.71 -22.5
57.05 42.53 Altria 3.60f 41 467684 54.89 51.56 54.43 +7.04 +14.9
3773.082025.20 Amazon 36 2515362303.742025.202302.93-1031.41 -30.9
3.95 2.50 Ambev .05e 20 1415037 3.00 2.83 2.96 +.16 +5.7

u22.60 14.51 AMovilL .40e 8 119997 22.65 21.23 22.57 +1.46 +6.9
u22.39 14.48 AmMovl A .20e 8 166 22.57 21.16 22.36 +1.31 +6.2
104.81 80.22 AEP 3.12f 21 127008103.63 99.59103.57+14.60 +16.4
199.55149.71 AmExp 1.72 17 163520169.68152.92169.60 +6.00 +3.7
65.73 44.54 AmIntlGrp 1.28 5 300780 59.00 54.70 59.00 +2.14 +3.8
303.72220.00 AmTower 5.72f 46 108461262.56243.54260.96 -31.54 -10.8
332.37236.35 Ameriprise 5.00f 12 36483280.14253.17278.49 -23.17 -7.7
167.19111.34 AmeriBrgn 1.84f 19 67801158.12150.09156.86+23.97 +18.0
258.45198.64 Amgen 7.76f 25 155178256.23247.88255.26+30.29 +13.5
88.45 65.84 Amphenl .80f ... 121312 71.78 67.76 71.33 -16.13 -18.4
191.95143.81 AnalogDev 3.04f 37 176478168.16158.81167.55 -8.22 -4.7
79.67 52.65 ABInBev 1.10e 25 46388 56.86 54.62 56.65 -3.90 -6.4
533.68355.43 Anthem 5.12 31 61045521.52490.31520.55+57.01 +12.3
341.98223.19 Aon plc 2.24f 51 58014281.68258.77281.68 -18.88 -6.3
182.94123.13 Apple Inc s .92f 25 4951801149.68137.14149.64 -27.93 -15.7
167.06101.33 ApldMatl 1.04f 21 428701119.70105.07119.48 -37.88 -24.1
37.87 26.36 ArcelorM .26 5 172931 33.17 29.91 33.15 +1.32 +4.1
98.88 56.91 ArchDan 1.60f 19 158974 89.50 84.94 88.93+21.34 +31.6
53.54 35.42 Argan 1.00 14 6999 41.25 38.64 40.84 +2.15 +5.6
148.57 82.94 AristaNtw s 40 96741106.12 97.22105.87 -37.88 -26.4
4.27 2.88 ArlingAst 1.02 ... 3019 3.56 3.35 3.51 +.01 +.3

71.70 53.63 AstraZen 1.37e cc 281229 67.40 66.29 67.40 +9.15 +15.7
344.39173.90 Autodesk 36 134009211.85173.90211.38 -69.81 -24.8
248.96192.18 AutoData 4.16 35 89591224.71209.73224.66 -21.92 -8.9
2267.401367.96 AutoZone 23 148702069.341759.102055.39 -41.00 -2.0
259.05197.62 AvalonBay 6.36 29 30195211.32199.09210.91 -41.68 -16.5
59.34 48.12 BCE g 3.68e 21 60506 54.17 52.81 54.10 +2.06 +4.0
80.50 51.88 BHP BillLt 6.02e ... 131618 71.47 67.63 71.02+10.67 +17.7
34.16 22.64 BP PLC 1.29 15 516687 32.92 31.55 32.56 +5.93 +22.3
209.17101.62 Baidu 11 183362139.39113.94139.09 -9.70 -6.5
39.78 18.75 BakHugh .72 cc 407454 37.45 34.76 37.18+13.12 +54.5
7.26 4.76 BcBilVArg .27e 7 94586 5.44 5.10 5.41 -.46 -7.8
4.86 2.79 BcoBrades .03 ... 1018 3.54 3.38 3.48 +.58 +20.0
5.18 2.96 BcoBrad .04a 12 1740565 4.31 4.05 4.29 +1.18 +38.0
4.38 2.68 BcoSantSA.04e ... 301649 3.24 2.96 3.23 -.06 -1.8
9.27 5.18 BcoSBrasil .75e 9 48641 7.16 6.80 7.12 +1.75 +32.6

50.11 32.96 BkofAm .84 11 2741014 37.05 34.66 37.02 -7.47 -16.8
122.77 95.37 BkMont g 4.24e 14 38812107.40102.30107.38 -.34 -.3
64.63 41.77 BkNYMel 1.36 11 201228 46.48 43.15 46.48 -11.60 -20.0
74.86 59.05 BkNova g 2.72 14 81800 67.19 62.42 67.06 -3.85 -5.4
12.20 7.10 Barclay .15e ... 332570 8.79 7.94 8.74 -1.61 -15.6
26.07 17.27 BarrickGld 2.82e 18 848432 21.40 20.42 20.60 +1.60 +8.4
89.70 69.71 Baxter 1.16f 30 153970 77.08 72.93 76.16 -9.68 -11.3
280.62235.13 BectDck 3.48f 40 47756259.54248.31256.46 +4.98 +2.0
544389.31407773.25 BerkHa A 8 96478669.50455720.59478669.50+28007.49 +6.2
362.10270.73 BerkH B 43 212664319.24303.75319.11+20.11 +6.7
464.00121.32 BioNTech 3 42960167.68150.56166.96 -90.84 -35.2
468.55187.16 Biogen 21 46171207.36196.52206.20 -33.72 -14.1
973.16582.58 BlackRock 19.52f 17 56662672.72594.53666.53-249.03 -27.2
149.78 90.77 Blackstone 4.36e 15 286135121.39103.32121.04 -8.35 -6.5
258.40117.08 Boeing ... 420250132.23117.29132.23 -69.09 -34.3
2715.661796.45 BookingHl cc 175482274.172019.352265.98-133.25 -5.6
91.46 69.68 BoozAllnH 1.72f 21 64765 87.85 78.05 86.86 +2.07 +2.4
47.50 37.96 BostonSci 60 335740 41.61 39.04 41.20 -1.28 -3.0
78.61 53.22 BrMySq 2.16f 24 677191 78.61 75.46 76.14+13.79 +22.1
47.24 33.62 BritATob 2.69e 12 107198 45.28 43.35 44.80 +7.39 +19.8
677.76455.53 BroadcInc14.40 54 191032585.46514.26583.28 -82.13 -12.3
62.47 44.13 BrkfdAs g .52 24 77509 50.39 45.26 50.34 -10.04 -16.6
1.78 .31 CASI Phr h dd 47503 .69 .34 .37 -.43 -53.8

256.94185.79 CME Grp 4.00f 27 79523199.94187.90199.93 -28.53 -12.5
54.54 37.47 CRH .88e ... 21638 41.87 39.74 41.87 -10.93 -20.7
50.58 29.49 CSX s .40f 20 905016 32.15 30.58 32.05 -5.55 -14.8
111.25 79.34 CVS Health 2.20f 16 232903 98.87 94.79 98.05 -5.11 -5.0
313.52238.29 CACI 16 5763285.26262.25284.87+15.66 +5.8
192.70122.04 Cadence 62 72211156.33142.00156.24 -30.11 -16.2
66.24 51.14 CIBC g s 12 46528 55.23 53.51 54.43 -3.85 -6.6
137.19100.66 CdnNR 1.81e 22 76824114.71108.68114.06 -8.80 -7.2
70.60 29.53 CdnNRs 1.50 24 88777 66.94 62.39 66.93+24.68 +58.4
84.22 64.37 CdnPRw g .60 22 78939 71.69 67.41 71.24 -.70 -1.0
177.95110.29 CapOne 2.40 5 109127126.46113.75126.46 -18.63 -12.8
155.98 85.36 CarMax 14 77196100.31 88.93100.29 -29.94 -23.0
58.89 36.23 CarrGlb .48 ... 172992 40.37 37.00 40.23 -14.01 -25.8
246.69179.67 Caterpillar 4.44 18 157781217.63199.16217.14+10.40 +5.0
u22.20 7.20 CenovusE .11e 67 365230 22.71 21.24 22.67+10.39 +84.6
89.92 59.67 Centene 37 164743 87.34 81.01 84.41 +2.01 +2.4
88.88 17.36 CentrusEn 3 6063 25.85 22.01 25.61 -24.30 -48.7
825.62410.33 ChartCm 23 53953515.66468.01509.94-142.03 -21.8
150.00 80.06 CheniereEn .33p ... 92913139.15127.75138.33+36.91 +36.4
u177.93 92.86 Chevron 5.68f 22 527071178.35169.11178.28+60.93 +51.9
10.79 6.93 ChinaLife .12e ... 38773 7.56 7.27 7.55 -.68 -8.3
55.77 40.60 ChinaPet 3.73e 4 9102 53.33 50.72 53.07 +6.56 +14.1
1958.551230.91 Chipotle 56 148651406.671230.911402.42-345.83 -19.8
157.46110.95 ChoiceHtls .90 cc 12416131.08118.75129.50 -26.25 -16.9
218.99155.78 ChubbLtd 3.12e 11 91358210.90202.89210.89+17.58 +9.1
45.87 39.12 ChungTel 1.29e ... 8213 43.31 41.89 42.71 +.50 +1.2
78.28 48.16 CienaCorp 42 78282 52.33 48.16 52.33 -24.64 -32.0
u271.71191.74 Cigna 4.48f 17 65591272.97261.36272.40+42.77 +18.6
461.44345.34 Cintas 3.80 38 25685397.50364.05396.91 -46.26 -10.4
64.29 41.02 Cisco 1.52f 18 1408332 45.64 42.50 45.62 -17.75 -28.0
80.29 45.40 Citigroup 2.04 5 1233642 54.25 51.15 53.62 -6.77 -11.2

52 Week Sales YTD
Hi Lo Stock Div P/E 100s High Low Last Chg. %Chg.

101.05 49.00 CoStar s 83 86493 61.54 55.61 61.50 -17.53 -22.2
67.20 52.28 CocaCola 1.76f 29 896966 65.10 61.59 64.68 +5.47 +9.2
93.47 66.19 CognizTch1.08f 18 141269 74.74 70.19 74.73 -13.99 -15.8
35.78 14.28 Colerra .60f 16 509932 35.78 31.02 35.52+16.52 +86.9
85.61 72.20 ColgPalm 1.88f 31 184905 79.07 75.37 78.86 -6.48 -7.6
5.25 1.52 comScore ... 18319 1.78 1.60 1.75 -1.59 -47.6

61.80 39.47 Comcast 1.08f 15 1053950 44.64 42.04 44.16 -6.17 -12.3
41.93 33.13 CmtyFinCp .70f 9 814 37.89 36.01 37.61 -1.70 -4.3
114.60 51.41 ConocoPhil 1.84f 12 356056114.60105.77114.60+42.42 +58.8
101.12 71.17 ConEd 3.16f 23 101843101.12 96.50100.58+15.26 +17.9
261.52207.35 ConstellA 3.20f 64 53096247.48235.06246.31 -4.66 -1.9
44.30 32.24 Corning 1.08f 28 296509 35.69 32.48 35.65 -1.58 -4.2
64.03 40.60 Corteva .56 27 283858 64.03 59.19 62.91+15.63 +33.1
612.27375.50 Costco 3.60f 44 224113474.88416.67470.76 -96.94 -17.1
298.48130.00 CrowdStr ... 231556167.36137.05166.82 -37.93 -18.5
209.87157.16 CrwnCstle 5.32 76 70390193.95182.13193.39 -15.35 -7.4
265.09187.72 Cummins 5.80 14 43121208.88192.57207.97 -10.17 -4.7
333.96233.71 Danaher 1.00f 31 150256266.88246.78266.49 -62.52 -19.0
446.76307.64 Deere 4.20f 20 115821360.88316.18360.73+17.84 +5.2
u75.44 24.05 DevonE .64f 38 498559 75.83 69.05 75.80+31.75 +72.1
659.45267.57 DexCom cc 89240325.62267.57289.08-247.87 -46.2
223.14175.46 Diageo 3.51e ... 16838186.28182.42185.90 -34.24 -15.6
11.15 8.04 DiamRk ... 109537 10.43 9.06 10.40 +.79 +8.2
178.22124.35 DigitalRlt 4.64 60 64637141.77131.02141.51 -35.36 -20.0
135.69 98.38 Discover 2.40f 6 95963112.73102.88112.20 -3.36 -2.9
187.58 99.47 Disney cc 671174109.37100.13109.32 -45.57 -29.4
262.20183.25 DollarGen 2.20f 22 183744230.80187.60228.38 -7.03 -3.0
177.19 84.26 DollarTree 27 225741166.35126.27165.00+24.48 +17.4
88.78 70.37 DomEngy 2.67f 21 214162 85.19 82.23 85.16 +6.60 +8.4
71.86 52.07 Dow Inc 2.80 8 280263 69.07 65.47 69.06+12.34 +21.8
86.28 62.10 DuPont 1.32f 6 133373 68.46 63.58 68.36 -12.42 -15.4
116.33 95.48 DukeEngy 3.94f 24 142789114.50109.81114.40 +9.50 +9.1
32.56 21.91 ENI 1.29e 5 29567 30.93 28.77 30.51 +2.86 +10.3
u136.43 62.81 EOG Rescs 3.00f 18 194228136.94122.42136.85+48.02 +54.1
63.84 47.62 EagleBncp1.40f 9 12556 50.17 47.62 49.80 -8.54 -14.6
23.65 18.01 EastGvP 1.06 66 34895 20.11 19.13 19.72 -3.20 -14.0
175.72130.44 Eaton 2.92f 26 97875139.88130.44139.82 -33.00 -19.1
238.93154.31 Ecolab 2.04f 42 56870167.02155.53166.03 -68.56 -29.2
19.81 11.52 Ecopetrol 1.38e 7 65072 15.32 14.16 15.31 +2.42 +18.8
131.73 91.52 EdwLfSci 42 153952101.29 92.95101.12 -28.43 -21.9
148.93109.24 ElectArts .76f 62 174013140.16132.49138.53 +6.63 +5.0
u314195.50 EliLilly 3.40 53 178326324.08299.35323.48+47.26 +17.1
68.03 27.61 EmergBio 6 84047 40.45 31.60 35.22 -8.25 -19.0
105.99 81.01 EmersonEl 2.06f 18 141886 88.44 82.42 88.40 -4.57 -4.9
47.42 36.21 Enbridge 2.67 20 172936 46.44 44.27 46.20 +7.12 +18.2
12.48 7.96 EgyTrnsfr .80f 11 864400 11.78 10.97 11.65 +3.42 +41.6
27.85 20.42 EntProdPt 1.80 15 263046 27.85 26.37 27.60 +5.64 +25.7
69.74 42.00 ePlus s 16 7473 62.82 54.35 56.92 +3.04 +5.6
885.26621.34 Equinix 12.40f cc 27557693.69649.43693.68-152.16 -18.0
39.15 18.45 Equinor .80f 14 160597 37.79 34.62 37.66+11.33 +43.0
94.32 71.86 EqtyRsd 2.50f 22 89712 78.28 73.61 78.13 -12.37 -13.7
374.20225.39 EsteeLdr 2.40f 28 75693254.58225.70251.86-118.34 -32.0
94.63 78.44 EversrceE 2.55f 26 82420 93.33 90.04 93.30 +2.32 +2.6
50.71 31.21 Exelon 1.35f 19 261678 49.86 47.41 49.85 +8.65 +21.0
u97.43 52.10 ExxonMbl 3.52f 18 1353033 97.93 92.32 97.59+36.40 +59.5
64.75 48.84 Fastenal 1.24f 35 123217 54.13 50.92 54.12 -9.94 -15.5
319.90192.82 FedExCp 3.00 12 97746220.10197.28219.67 -38.97 -15.1
140.51106.52 FedRlty 4.28 35 18129116.05106.52115.91 -20.41 -15.0
278.78178.87 Ferrari 37 18352201.87186.96201.86 -56.96 -22.0
152.20 85.00 FidNatInfo 1.88f cc 159270105.55 98.08105.16 -3.99 -3.7
222.86136.31 FstRepBk 1.08f 22 42008157.47143.49157.41 -49.10 -23.8
119.86 89.91 Fiserv 51 121134101.37 95.71101.37 -2.42 -2.3
25.87 12.07 FordM .40 3 2485043 13.63 12.27 13.63 -7.14 -34.4
371.77211.53 Fortinet 90 76995309.60276.57297.87 -61.53 -17.1
51.99 30.02 FrptMcM .30 14 709806 39.70 36.71 39.65 -2.08 -5.0
2.20 1.10 GSE Sys ... 1525 1.51 1.16 1.49 -.22 -12.9

46.97 37.80 GSK plc 2.06e 20 319993 45.14 43.86 44.06 -.04 -.1
187.02135.50 Gallaghr 2.04f 48 45027165.65153.50165.64 -4.03 -2.4
254.99182.66 GenDynam4.76 20 85375226.64214.80226.51+18.04 +8.7
116.17 71.14 GenElec rs .32 ... 280611 78.78 72.06 78.76 -15.71 -16.6
73.99 56.67 GenMills 2.04 19 143374 70.23 67.33 69.89 +2.51 +3.7
67.21 34.31 GenMotors 6 892219 38.59 34.31 38.57 -20.06 -34.2
4.61 3.23 Genworth 2 163288 4.16 3.83 4.09 +.04 +1.0

74.12 57.19 GileadSci 2.92f 13 405780 65.46 63.43 64.80 -7.81 -10.8
12.78 9.92 GladstnCap .84 5 7415 11.52 10.88 11.51 -.08 -.7
26.13 18.23 GladstnCm1.50 ... 10556 20.27 18.98 20.15 -5.62 -21.8

52 Week Sales YTD
Hi Lo Stock Div P/E 100s High Low Last Chg. %Chg.

17.15 13.54 GladstInv .90a 5 6174 15.24 14.54 15.19 -1.89 -11.1
197.75114.80 GlobPay 1.00f 42 58498132.27120.33132.25 -2.93 -2.2
79.49 43.59 GlbFndri n ... 126284 61.17 51.40 60.10 -4.87 -7.5
2.83 .54 GlycoMim ... 5113 .66 .57 .63 -.81 -56.1

426.16293.90 GoldmanS8.00f 5 111311328.67306.43328.58 -53.97 -14.1
685.00547.75 GrahamH s 6.32f 7 1067612.99576.51611.54 -18.29 -2.9
279.02198.69 HCA Hldg 2.24f 10 75739216.56200.90215.55 -41.37 -16.1
79.39 50.61 HDFC Bk cc 136827 59.11 52.92 58.94 -6.13 -9.4
41.47 26.11 HP Inc .78 14 614869 39.14 33.89 38.75 +1.08 +2.9
38.61 24.31 HSBC 2.00e 12 164565 33.76 31.22 33.69 +3.54 +11.7
42.60 17.82 Hallibrtn .48f 92 461368 41.45 36.87 41.36+18.49 +80.8
231.60167.80 Hershey 3.60 30 53000213.78207.56212.61+19.14 +9.9
u121.77 61.93 Hess 1.00 68 227827123.37112.07123.28+49.25 +66.5
167.99114.70 Hilton .60 ... 110128144.61126.28142.25 -13.74 -8.8
420.61279.59 HomeDp 7.60f 20 234308308.50280.32308.46-106.55 -25.7
33.42 24.37 Honda .84e ... 63106 25.39 24.37 25.15 -3.30 -11.6
236.86174.42 HonwllIntl 3.92f 25 135654196.39184.89196.35 -12.16 -5.8
21.63 14.67 HostHotls .24f 59 521699 20.87 17.88 20.70 +3.31 +19.0
472.68351.20 Humana 3.15f 20 29506461.87431.99461.21 -2.65 -.6
108.23 84.68 ICF Intl .56 31 4446101.59 92.97101.41 -1.14 -1.1
22.34 16.36 ICICI Bk .19e ... 395867 19.38 18.16 19.36 -.43 -2.2
706.95330.66 IdexxLab 47 31897398.96357.28398.61-259.85 -39.5
15.97 8.97 ING .77e 9 229009 11.00 10.24 11.00 -2.92 -21.0
285.61195.57 IQVIA Hldg 45 52808220.73199.42220.50 -61.64 -21.8
249.81195.25 ITW 4.88 cc 47843206.83198.76206.74 -40.06 -16.2
526.00208.35 Illumina 56 46318258.07237.77258.06-122.38 -32.2
u55.31 23.94 ImpOil g .87 20 24208 56.43 52.25 55.91+19.81 +54.9
33.21 20.44 IndoTel .67 23 12611 29.60 27.32 29.30 +.31 +1.1
26.39 17.90 Infosys .27 29 599224 19.04 17.90 19.00 -6.31 -24.9
58.42 40.31 Intel 1.46f 9 1494236 44.55 41.10 44.55 -6.95 -13.5
139.79 93.45 IntcntlExc 1.52f 14 162578102.70 96.50102.70 -34.07 -24.9
152.84114.56 IBM 6.60f 26 204056139.74129.42139.27 +5.61 +4.2
157.08113.40 IntFlav 3.16f 61 37669132.99125.93132.96 -17.69 -11.7
716.86339.36 Intuit 2.72f 54 171098422.83355.74422.48-220.74 -34.3
1087.01206.60 IntSurg 51 94840229.89214.88229.16-130.14 -36.2
48.95 31.73 IridiumCm ... 20611 38.71 35.61 38.71 -2.58 -6.2
5.89 3.60 ItauUnH 10 2185090 5.53 5.23 5.46 +1.71 +45.6

92.69 41.56 JD.com 1.26e 11 573661 54.01 48.93 53.68 -16.39 -23.4
172.96115.02 JPMorgCh4.00f 8 898259131.27120.45131.27 -27.08 -17.1
186.69155.72 JohnJn 4.40f 27 396021181.74177.46181.09+10.02 +5.9
81.77 49.42 JohnContl 1.40f 31 226158 54.86 49.70 54.71 -26.60 -32.7
83.90 47.51 KKR .62f 6 157299 56.25 48.83 56.04 -18.46 -24.8
457.12287.44 KLA Cp 4.20 21 66337372.34326.58371.27 -58.84 -13.7
137.70 85.05 KaiserAlu 3.08f ... 5762102.54 94.55102.08 +8.14 +8.7
39.35 32.44 KeurDrPep .75 23 495935 35.87 34.72 35.18 -1.68 -4.6
145.79117.32 KimbClk 4.64f 25 73128134.01127.44133.43 -9.49 -6.6
20.19 15.01 KindMorg 1.11f 26 803889 20.02 18.64 19.94 +4.08 +25.7
44.95 32.79 KraftHnz 1.60 46 575376 40.00 35.20 37.83 +1.93 +5.4
62.78 36.17 Kroger .84 36 317455 53.21 48.50 52.96 +7.70 +17.0
279.71200.71 L3Harris 4.48f 27 35458240.94230.00240.92+27.68 +13.0
731.85442.53 LamResrch6.00 18 65059537.37465.37531.02-188.13 -26.2
111.12 81.07 LeidosHld 1.44 21 28399105.38100.52105.36+16.46 +18.5
14.60 4.48 Lightbrdg ... 4652 6.02 5.22 5.82 -.81 -12.2
352.18267.51 Linde 4.24 45 109433329.81313.29329.63 -16.80 -4.8
28.73 11.39 Liquidity 8 10367 14.93 13.01 13.64 -8.44 -38.2
3.00 2.01 LloydBkg .14e ... 553780 2.28 2.17 2.27 -.28 -11.0

479.99324.23 LockhdM11.20f 20 59702454.06427.44450.56+95.15 +26.8
263.31179.22 Lowes 3.20 17 184440199.66181.39199.63 -58.85 -22.8
57.75 13.25 LucidGrp n ... 966519 19.88 16.76 19.83 -18.22 -47.9
485.83251.51 lululemn g 46 102609297.56251.51293.65 -97.80 -25.0
118.02 84.17 LyonBas A 4.20 7 133871117.10103.95117.08+24.85 +26.9
186.95128.46 M&T Bk 4.40 13 49749181.00165.12180.80+27.22 +17.7
35.49 26.01 MPLX LP 2.82f 11 99036 32.66 30.61 32.53 +2.94 +9.9
679.85376.41 MSCI Inc 4.16f 54 22089448.34403.12448.17-164.52 -26.9
d32.81 3.42 MacroGen ... 37276 4.12 3.27 3.50 -12.55 -78.2
37.95 15.68 Macys .63f 5 1350058 23.59 16.95 23.44 -2.74 -10.5
u95.39 66.91 ManTech 1.64f 29 22277 95.65 94.40 95.40+22.47 +30.8
22.19 16.63 Manulife g 1.12 7 246543 18.27 17.16 18.22 -.85 -4.5
u100.36 50.19 MarathPt 2.32 7 259632102.55 95.21102.10+38.11 +59.6
195.90127.23 MarIntA 38 154085177.00149.76172.56 +7.32 +4.4
183.14133.86 MarshM 2.14 26 102975161.22148.82161.19 -12.63 -7.3
93.85 50.41 MarvellTch .24 ... 666765 61.40 51.56 60.82 -26.67 -30.5
399.92305.61 MasterCrd 1.76 41 150766357.79335.98357.78 -1.54 -.4
94.79 63.01 Maximus 1.12 16 18541 65.70 63.28 65.64 -14.03 -17.6
107.35 77.85 McCorm 1.48f 33 68208 94.52 90.43 92.94 -3.67 -3.8
271.15217.68 McDnlds 5.16 25 156363251.87233.50251.87 -16.20 -6.0

52 Week Sales YTD
Hi Lo Stock Div P/E 100s High Low Last Chg. %Chg.

339.94184.43 McKesson 1.88 37 49928338.83322.16334.96+86.39 +34.8
d135.89 98.18 Medtrnic 2.52 27 441174106.06 96.86 99.08 -4.37 -4.2
1970.13640.00 MercadoL cc 37535818.64690.50811.44-536.96 -39.8
94.92 15.32 Merck 2.76f 18 592218 94.92 91.00 93.08+16.44 +21.5
384.33169.00 Meta Plt 14 1514812196.99176.11195.13-141.22 -42.0
73.18 55.21 MetLife 2.00f 9 253445 67.94 62.37 67.72 +5.23 +8.4
1714.751168.31 MettlerT 39 56101326.811218.171326.52-370.69 -21.8
90.00 63.34 Microch s .87e 32 255036 72.82 65.69 72.79 -14.27 -16.4
98.45 65.67 MicronT .40 14 803287 73.44 65.90 73.32 -19.83 -21.3
349.67243.00 Microsoft 2.48f 31 1718409273.34253.43273.24 -63.08 -18.8
891.38134.09 MicroStr ... 41830233.87176.10219.39-325.10 -59.7
6.78 5.15 MitsuUFJ 6 137702 5.95 5.72 5.90 +.44 +8.1
3.21 2.26 MizuhoFn 6 51370 2.43 2.35 2.38 -.17 -6.7

497.49119.01 Moderna 4 284931148.54126.28147.66-106.32 -41.9
69.47 57.63 Mondelez 1.40f 24 400109 63.76 61.51 63.76 -2.55 -3.8
99.89 71.78 MonstrBv 34 118090 89.71 86.38 89.67 -6.37 -6.6
407.94276.79 Moodys 2.80f 28 35823307.56288.43307.49 -83.09 -21.3
109.73 76.75 MorgStan 2.80f 11 365666 86.48 80.05 86.45 -11.71 -11.9
273.65199.24 MotrlaSolu2.84 31 49627223.02209.56223.01 -48.69 -17.9
5982.453998.00 NVR 14 8554477.483998.004467.76-1441.11 -24.4
239.91164.75 NXP Semi 2.25 24 125646198.28175.62195.93 -31.85 -14.0
7.00 4.99 NatWestGp ... 89708 5.87 5.44 5.84 -.27 -4.4

80.20 59.53 NatGrid 3.09e ... 21132 77.94 73.73 74.15 +1.83 +2.5
119.61 68.62 NetEase 37 121312104.09 93.78104.00 +2.22 +2.2
700.99162.71 Netflix 18 436093195.25177.17195.19-407.25 -67.6
86.37 52.60 NewmntCp2.20 47 303409 70.16 66.83 68.71 +6.69 +10.8
93.73 67.22 NextEraEn 1.70f 43 519384 77.45 71.46 77.43 -15.93 -17.1
d120.27119.87 NiSourc un ... 396120.27118.28119.04 -1.04 -.9
179.10103.46 NikeB 1.10 31 336449116.01103.46115.99 -50.68 -30.4
6.40 4.51 NokiaCp .19e 17 1540687 5.15 4.84 5.14 -1.08 -17.4

299.20222.54 NorflkSo 4.96f 20 56628241.94227.21241.03 -56.68 -19.0
490.82344.89 NorthropG 6.92f 11 35305476.49446.30470.76+83.69 +21.6
95.17 79.09 Novartis 3.04e 9 135379 92.12 89.94 91.46 +3.99 +4.6
277.80 41.33 Novavx ... 197452 56.52 44.44 55.29 -87.78 -61.4
122.16 78.71 NovoNord1.78e 34 63324108.98104.84107.74 -4.26 -3.8
187.90 87.71 Nucor 2.00f 6 114968138.00120.99137.74+23.59 +20.7
117.25 57.08 Nutrien 1.84 57 134070102.20 93.18 95.57+20.37 +27.1
346.47151.76 Nvidia s 49 3735399188.81157.80188.11-106.00 -36.0
748.68519.32 OReillyAu 21 34522649.88567.67647.34 -58.89 -8.3
u69.41 21.62 OcciPet .52f ... 1061883 71.28 62.80 70.86+41.87+144.4
373.58231.31 OldDomFrt 1.20f 30 43324266.34241.02264.14 -94.24 -26.3
38.20 24.81 OmegaHlt 2.68 17 94966 29.97 27.82 29.62 +.03 +.1
75.07 48.51 ONEOK 3.74 22 173814 67.10 62.19 67.05 +8.29 +14.1
106.34 66.72 Oracle 1.28 16 367394 72.85 68.31 72.78 -14.43 -16.5
12.98 9.85 Orange .41e ... 27483 12.71 12.33 12.48 +1.93 +18.3
92.84 71.07 OtisWrlW .96 26 146176 76.62 72.78 76.30 -10.77 -12.4
13.19 8.24 PG&E Cp ... 865773 12.35 11.64 12.35 +.21 +1.7
228.14152.35 PNC 6.00f 17 118142175.06158.51175.05 -25.47 -12.7
182.97111.32 PPG 2.36f 22 64246130.54119.14130.03 -42.41 -24.6
97.56 77.96 Paccar 1.36a 17 99905 85.87 80.56 85.67 -2.59 -2.9
640.90322.23 PaloAltNet ... 103502517.00470.11506.80 -49.96 -9.0
340.00253.33 ParkerHan 5.32f 20 26806273.39254.06272.72 -45.40 -14.3
141.92 99.88 Paychex 3.16f 37 95604124.10115.70124.08 -12.42 -9.1
310.16 71.83 PayPal 24 796878 85.42 77.20 85.21-103.37 -54.8
26.45 19.35 Pebblebrk .04 ... 68855 22.53 19.87 22.51 +.14 +.6
177.62144.61 PepsiCo 4.30 29 321918171.81163.57171.77 -1.94 -1.1
57.87 38.63 PetChina 2.52e 8 6725 52.79 49.70 52.66 +8.45 +19.1
13.59 7.11 PetrbrsA 4 978446 13.59 12.70 12.90 +3.78 +41.4
16.30 8.19 Petrobras2.87e 3 1781110 16.30 13.95 14.26 +3.28 +29.9
61.71 38.48 Pfizer 1.60f 15 1350174 54.92 52.48 53.91 -5.14 -8.7
112.48 85.64 PhilipMor 5.00f 18 313461109.81101.60106.97+11.97 +12.6
u100.63 63.19 Phillips66 3.88f 34 180505102.27 93.70101.73+29.27 +40.4
143.11 23.21 Pinduoduo ... 684354 48.37 36.29 48.30 -10.00 -17.2
282.10133.73 PioNtrl 3.12f 17 122460282.10264.18280.00+98.12 +53.9
8.72 1.12 Precigen ... 56372 1.43 1.19 1.38 -2.33 -62.8

224.56112.65 PriceTR 4.80f 10 89364131.38115.86129.89 -66.75 -33.9
174.54116.37 ProLogis 3.16f 48 267707128.23116.37127.26 -41.10 -24.4
165.35131.94 ProctGam 3.65f 27 358388148.72142.08148.72 -14.86 -9.1
u120.17 89.35 ProgsvCp .40e 21 158705120.38111.35120.34+17.69 +17.2
124.22 94.51 Prudentl 4.80f 5 96228106.34 98.29106.27 -1.97 -1.8
44.42 21.84 Prud UK .47e ... 23084 26.33 24.67 26.27 -8.16 -23.7
75.61 58.96 PSEG 2.16f 24 123221 69.05 67.61 69.04 +2.31 +3.5
421.76276.15 PubStrg 8.00 34 41487336.51310.87335.77 -38.79 -10.4
193.58122.17 Qualcom 3.00f 16 473130140.14126.05139.76 -43.11 -23.6
32.71 26.08 RELX plc .54e ... 53082 29.22 28.50 29.02 -3.59 -11.0

52 Week Sales YTD
Hi Lo Stock Div P/E 100s High Low Last Chg. %Chg.

16.66 11.92 RLJ LodgT .04 ... 86105 13.68 12.07 13.62 -.31 -2.2
106.02 79.00 RaythTch 2.04 44 237154 96.72 90.00 96.71+10.65 +12.4
75.40 62.74 RltyInco 2.83f 68 224348 69.45 66.29 69.35 -2.24 -3.1
747.42492.13 Regenrn 10 29191699.63667.75692.80+61.28 +9.7
145.98106.46 RepubSvc 1.84 32 74098136.94129.29136.87 -2.58 -1.9
301.34189.40 ResMed 1.68 59 21668208.59192.85208.30 -52.18 -20.0
91.09 59.58 RioTinto 10.39e 6 132283 73.27 69.86 73.19 +6.25 +9.3
505.00402.06 Roper 2.48f 41 25274443.89418.49443.88 -47.98 -9.8
127.58 69.75 RossStrs 1.24f 23 328324 89.22 72.24 87.31 -26.97 -23.6
30.00 26.20 RBCda pfT 1.69 ... 2 26.41 26.41 26.41 -.84 -3.1
119.41 95.02 RoyalBk g3.92e 13 52299103.43 99.17103.04 -3.10 -2.9
484.21322.20 S&P Glbl 3.08 29 120140361.24342.28360.64-111.29 -23.6
151.48 92.94 SAP SE 1.93e 18 75758101.15 96.24101.15 -38.96 -27.8
391.15286.41 SBA Com 2.32 cc 34641349.85326.82347.56 -41.46 -10.7
52.15 34.83 STMicro .24f 19 159286 40.24 37.62 40.23 -8.65 -17.7
763.22419.60 SVB FnGp 15 30977492.46420.15492.02-186.22 -27.5
311.75154.55 Salesforce 35 355704165.23154.55165.10 -89.03 -35.0
52.04 37.61 SndySpr 1.36f 8 6389 42.34 39.66 42.31 -5.77 -12.0
58.10 46.93 Sanofi 1.37e 19 145582 56.38 54.64 55.15 +5.05 +10.1
56.22 41.98 SaulCntr 2.28f 29 2167 49.43 45.25 49.17 -3.85 -7.3
u47.08 25.90 Schlmbrg .50 37 729821 48.42 41.46 48.21+18.26 +61.0
96.24 61.53 Schwab .80f 29 395459 70.63 62.85 70.59 -13.51 -16.1
96.50 78.10 SciApplic 1.48 24 11016 86.94 81.11 86.94 +3.35 +4.0
372.70 54.06 Sea Ltd ... 336565 84.23 70.61 82.86-140.85 -63.0
173.28119.56 SempraEn4.58f 53 71688168.06161.27166.65+34.37 +26.0
94.92 56.00 Semtech 57 19167 64.79 57.69 64.28 -24.65 -27.7
707.60406.47 ServcNow cc 117366479.97411.04476.29-172.82 -26.6
60.74 35.17 Shell plc 2.00e 12 290944 60.74 58.87 60.02+16.67 +38.5
354.15233.32 Shrwin 2.40f 40 67058276.38254.20276.35 -75.81 -21.5
1762.92308.06 Shopify 29 185403371.82318.00369.04-1008.35 -73.2
171.12103.46 SimonProp 6.80f 17 104247114.64103.46113.73 -46.04 -28.8
405.00112.10 Snowflake ... 805956142.78112.10129.91-208.84 -61.7
u107.56 40.58 SocQ&M .73e cc 119137115.76 94.44113.33+62.90+124.7
133.75 79.94 SonyGp 15 33778 92.36 87.05 92.26 -34.14 -27.0
77.24 60.12 SouthnCo 2.72f 34 243201 76.30 73.38 76.07 +7.49 +10.9
79.32 53.36 SthnCopper1.70e 14 59200 62.80 59.35 62.76 +1.05 +1.7
289.23 65.10 Square cc 953824 90.99 74.16 90.52 -70.99 -44.0
126.32 68.39 Starbucks 1.96 21 466356 76.72 71.27 76.71 -40.26 -34.4
83.34 48.01 StratEdu 2.40 29 5231 66.96 61.52 66.96 +9.12 +15.8
41.20 25.65 Stride 31 44193 40.58 36.36 39.50 +6.21 +18.7
281.16224.02 Stryker 2.52 45 48968238.57229.67236.50 -30.92 -11.6
7.74 5.79 SumitMitsu 6 123192 6.29 6.10 6.22 -.57 -8.4

58.49 46.23 SunLfFn g 1.76 10 36947 49.95 47.92 49.84 -5.85 -10.5
u39.93 17.10 Suncor g 1.32e 12 350091 40.73 38.26 40.61+15.58 +62.2
34.50 23.15 Supernus lf 22 15039 28.49 26.36 28.40 -.76 -2.6
377.60244.00 Synopsys 70 54876323.48292.52322.96 -45.54 -12.4
91.53 68.05 Sysco 1.96f 44 115787 84.67 75.76 84.48 +5.93 +7.5
150.20101.51 T-MobileUS 56 191711134.38126.62134.11+18.13 +15.6
59.06 44.77 TC Energy2.88e 39 63398 57.97 56.67 57.50+10.96 +23.5
166.44119.58 TE Connect 2.24f 18 90516129.58120.89129.49 -31.85 -19.7
77.35 53.69 TJX 1.18f 24 406210 64.84 57.75 64.59 -11.33 -14.9
145.00 85.39 TaiwSemi1.56e 11 409270 93.82 88.52 93.77 -26.54 -22.1
17.43 13.17 TakedaPh ... 94209 15.07 14.70 14.77 +1.14 +8.4
268.98145.51 Target 3.60 12 408103167.20145.51167.14 -64.30 -27.8
23.04 16.42 Tegna .38 10 47159 21.91 21.00 21.84 +3.28 +17.7
5.39 4.10 TelefEsp 1.20e ... 83312 5.32 4.97 5.26 +1.02 +24.1

27.50 21.48 Telus g 1.06 25 63948 24.82 24.29 24.77 +1.20 +5.1
1243.49571.22 Tesla Inc cc 1545753759.80620.57759.63-297.15 -28.1
202.26160.50 TexInst 4.60f 23 263945178.35166.37177.97 -10.50 -5.6
672.34438.72 ThermoFis 1.20f 29 77703573.11529.70572.35 -94.89 -14.2
123.60 91.55 ThomsonR 1.62 29 34310 99.05 94.56 98.75 -20.87 -17.4
206.81139.74 3M Co 5.96f 15 116636149.52141.00149.51 -28.12 -15.8
86.02 62.81 TorDBk 3.16 12 106319 75.81 71.09 75.61 -1.07 -1.4
60.03 40.33 Total En 2.71e ... 107700 59.22 55.99 58.83 +9.37 +18.9
213.74155.05 Toyota 9 11931166.87159.65166.83 -18.47 -10.0
207.06128.13 TraneTch 2.36 23 61893140.57128.17140.50 -61.53 -30.5
688.03531.23 TransDigm 24.00 43 25340614.15552.38612.27 -24.01 -3.8
187.98144.44 Travelers 3.72f 12 57189177.85168.96177.83+21.40 +13.7
140.98 51.76 Trex 33 41264 67.78 58.42 65.72 -69.31 -51.3
68.95 44.85 TruistFn 1.92 11 319072 49.14 45.75 49.13 -9.42 -16.1
73.34 31.30 Twitter ... 1019551 40.77 35.40 40.17 -3.05 -7.1
46.52 8.12 2U ... 90885 11.57 8.60 10.09 -9.98 -49.7
21.49 14.42 UBS Grp .69e 9 173106 19.00 18.19 18.97 +1.10 +6.2
21.54 7.22 US Silica ... 30923 18.32 16.10 18.16 +8.76 +93.2
52.36 21.28 Uber Tch ... 1669995 24.13 21.28 23.67 -18.26 -43.5
27.28 8.97 UndrArm 22 525920 10.36 8.97 10.34 -10.85 -51.2
61.81 42.54 Unilever 1.97e ... 172091 44.77 43.53 43.98 -9.81 -18.2
278.94195.68 UnionPac 5.20f 22 125143224.25213.27222.50 -29.43 -11.7
60.59 30.54 UtdAirlHl ... 592513 48.63 41.00 48.41 +4.63 +10.6
233.72165.34 UPS B 4.08 25 154231182.55170.37182.53 -31.81 -14.8
63.57 47.68 US Bancrp1.84f 11 333620 52.54 49.75 52.50 -3.67 -6.5
u229.82158.38 UtdTherap 16 47490236.06188.81235.83+19.75 +9.1
553.29383.12 UtdhlthGp 5.80 31 152737507.26486.29507.11 +4.97 +1.0
33.35 26.23 VICI Pr 1.44f 83 439977 31.01 28.34 30.87 +.76 +2.5
65.42 36.00 VSE Corp .36 64 1113 40.37 36.00 40.18 -20.76 -34.1
23.18 11.16 Vale SA 3.08e 4 1467744 18.10 16.89 18.09 +4.07 +29.0
u131.69 58.85 ValeroE 3.92 58 241944133.08 121131.81+56.70 +75.5
21.86 9.24 VandaPhm 32 21763 10.24 9.48 10.22 -5.47 -34.9
257.03159.69 Verisign 39 30765176.70164.10176.32 -77.50 -30.5
57.61 45.55 VerizonCm 2.56f 10 931993 51.61 48.86 51.40 -.56 -1.1
292.75176.36 VertxPh 29 85219274.17259.19273.73+54.13 +24.6
252.67186.67 Visa 1.50f 43 401082213.23199.03212.88 -3.83 -1.8
137.67 91.53 VMware 26.81p 26 432644130.67111.56129.26+13.38 +11.5
19.05 14.42 Vodafone 1.06e cc 462505 16.88 15.92 16.63 +1.70 +11.4
108.39 86.84 WEC Engy2.91f 26 85063108.39103.58106.53 +9.46 +9.7
160.77117.27 WalMart 2.24f 28 565158128.62119.86128.48 -16.21 -11.2
55.82 39.72 WalgBoots1.91 15 321424 43.75 41.28 43.71 -8.45 -16.2
156.77 95.60 WalkerDun 2.40f 13 6665109.65 98.39109.57 -41.31 -27.4
27.50 16.51 WBroDis A n ... 905545 18.76 16.73 18.76 -5.92 -24.0
27.05 22.23 WREIT .68 cc 25106 24.75 23.21 24.57 -1.28 -5.0
145.62115.75 WasteCon .92e 52 45481128.57124.17128.49 -7.78 -5.7
170.18136.97 WsteMInc 2.30 38 82657161.01153.36161.00 -5.90 -3.5
60.30 40.74 WellsFargo 1.00f 9 1185699 46.05 42.64 45.89 -2.09 -4.4
99.43 73.69 Welltower 2.44e cc 108208 90.35 85.68 90.17 +4.40 +5.1
20.82 13.92 WestpacBk 1.52e ... 14.20 -1.22 -7.9
43.04 32.65 Weyerhsr .68 11 242082 40.35 36.70 40.34 -.84 -2.0
u37.12 23.53 WmsCos 1.64 39 367378 37.60 35.40 37.46+11.42 +43.9
9.96 5.68 Wipro .12 21 140190 6.12 5.68 6.10 -3.66 -37.5

d307.81157.49 Workday cc 283968169.96149.05158.79-114.39 -41.9
76.63 61.16 XcelEngy 1.95f 26 168673 76.63 73.44 76.34 +8.64 +12.8
139.85108.55 YumBrnds2.28f 22 91553119.77110.97119.77 -19.09 -13.7
249.27156.67 Zoetis 1.00 39 158596172.13161.32172.10 -71.93 -29.5
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How to read the stocks
Underlined stocks are those with prices greater than $5
and price changes greater than 5 percent.
Stocks are listed alphabetically, by the company’s full
name (not by its abbreviation).
FOOTNOTE ABBREVIATIONS

a: Extra dividend or extras in addition to regular divi-
dend. b: Indicates annual rate of dividend and that a
stock dividend was paid. c: Liquidating dividend. cc: PE
exceeds 99. d: New 52-week low. dd: Company reported
loss in last 4 quarters, so no PE. e: Indicates that a divi-
dend was declared or paid in preceding 12 months but
that there isn’t a regular dividend rate. f: Annual rate,
increase on last declaration. g: Indicates dividend or
earnings are in Canadian currency. Stock trades in U.S.
currency. No yield or PE given unless stated in U.S. cur-
rency. h: Company has been suspended from trading,
lacks market maker or temporarily does not meet Nas-
daq requirements for disclosure, assets, capital surplus,
stockholder base or shares outstanding. i: Indicates
amount declared or paid after a stock dividend or split. j:
Dividend paid this year, but dividend omitted or de-
ferred, or no action taken, at last dividend meeting. k:
Dividend declared or paid this year on cumulative issues
with dividends in arrears.m: Annual rate, reduced on

last declaration. n: New issue within the past 52 weeks.
The high-low range begins with the start of trading and
does not cover entire 52 weeks. p: initial dividend, an-
nual rate unknown; yield not shown. pf: Preferred stock.
Dividends paid to preferred shareholders take prece-
dence over those on common stock. q: Closed-end fund,
or ETF, that doesn’t have a PE. r: Indicates a cash divi-
dend declared or paid in preceding 12 months, plus a
stock dividend. s: Stock split or stock dividend amount-
ing to 25 percent or more in past 52 weeks. The high-
low range is adjusted from the old stock. Dividend cal-
culation begins with the date of split or stock dividend.
t: Paid in stock in preceding 12 months, estimated cash
value on ex-dividend or ex-distribution date, except
Nasdaq listings, where payments are in stock. u: New
52-week high (includes intraday trading). un: Units. v:
Trading halted on primary market. vj: Company in bank-
ruptcy proceedings or receivership, or securities as-
sumed by such companies.wi:When and if issued.
Stock may be authorized but not yet issued; it may be a
new issue; or it may have been split. The right to buy a
set number of shares at a specific price and until a cer-
tain date. x: Ex-dividend, meaning the seller of the
stock, not the buyer, receives the latest declared divi-
dend. xw:Without warrants. y: Stock is ex-dividend and
few shares traded, so sales total is given in full, not in
hundreds. z: Sales total is given in full, not in hundreds.
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WEEKLY MUTUAL FUNDS PRICES
Notes: b - Fee covering market costs is paid from fund assets.
d - Deferred sales charge, or redemption fee.
f - front load (sales charges).
m - Multiple fees are charged, usually a marketing fee and either a sales or redemption fee.
NA - not available.
p - previous day’s net asset value.
s - fund split shares during the week.
x - fund paid a distribution during the week.

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

A

AB:
AllMktRlRet1 b10.35 +.43 +7.6
AllMktTRA m 14.60 +.49 -12.0
BdInflStrat1 b 11.10 +.13 -3.6
CncntrGrAdv48.36+3.02 -19.8
DiscvGrA m 9.10 +.55 -31.1
DiscvGrAdv 10.25 +.62 -31.1
DiscvValAdv 23.45+1.53 -9.7
DiscvValZ 22.51+1.47 -9.7
DiversMunicipal13.87 +.25 -5.6
EmMkts 26.86 +.70 -10.9
GlbBdA m 7.59 +.04 -7.8
GlbBdAdv 7.58 +.04 -7.7
GlbBdI 7.59 +.05 -7.6
GrA m 86.30+4.90 -23.8
HiIncA m 7.09 +.17 -8.5
HiIncAdv 7.10 +.17 -8.4
LgCpGrA m 68.04+3.89 -23.0
LgCpGrAdv 76.33+4.36 -22.9
LgCpGrC m 45.20+2.58 -23.2
LgCpGrI 75.78+4.34 -22.9
MuniBdInfStr1 b10.77 +.34 -2.4
MuniBdInfStrA m10.83 +.34 -2.5
MuniBdInfStrAdv10.84 +.34 -2.4
MuniIncCAA m10.58 +.29 -7.3
MuniIncCAAdv10.58 +.29 -7.2
MuniIncIIVIA m10.61 +.27 -7.6
MuniIncIIVIC m10.58 +.27 -7.9
MuniIncNtnA m 9.87 +.30 -7.5
MuniIncNtnAdv 9.87 +.30 -7.4
ReltvValA m 6.43 +.39 -2.6
ReltvValAdv 6.50 +.40 -2.5
SelUSLSAdv 13.63 +.36 -6.1
SmCpGrA m 50.34+2.93 -32.6
SmCpGrI 57.53+3.35 -32.5
SstnlGlbThtcA m138.41+7.77 -21.8
SstnlGlbThtcAdv150.10+8.43 -21.7
SustIntlThtcAdv19.04 +.84 -19.9
TxMgWtAprStrAdv18.31 +.90 -12.7
WlthApprStrAdv18.11 +.89 -12.5

AMG:
BostonCmGlbImpI35.83+1.86 -20.4
GWKMnBdI 11.26 +.32 -8.0
GWKSmCpCorI29.07+1.79 -14.6
RRSmCpValI 14.75 +.84 -4.1
TmsSqMidCpGrI15.02 +.87 -18.3
TmsSqMidCpGrS14.07 +.82 -18.4
YackFocI 20.13 +.92 -4.7
YackFocN 20.19 +.92 -4.8
YacktmanI 23.43+1.10 -4.4

AQR:
DiversArbtrgI 11.70 +.12 -3.3
LgCpMomStyleI21.56+1.48 -14.3
MgdFtsStratI 9.10 -.08 +25.3
RkBalCmdtsStrI10.36 +.16 +28.2

Acadian:
EmMktsInv d 21.45 +.44 -8.4

Access:
CptCmntyInvmIns8.20 +.05 -6.6

Advisory Research:
MLPEngyIncI 7.82 +.35 +23.7

Akre:
FocInstl d 55.27+3.23 -16.5
FocRetail m 53.49+3.13 -16.6

Alger:
CptlApprecA m22.73+1.44 -27.4
CptlApprecI268.67+4.35 -27.2
CptlApprecInsI29.93+1.90 -27.4
SpectraA m 17.56+1.22 -28.4

Allspring:
AdjRtGvtInst 8.84 -.01 -.7
AstAllcA f 13.63 +.52 -12.1
CATFA f 10.89 +.30 -8.4
CBMidCpValInst43.53+1.84 -8.0
CommonStkA f18.63 +.98 -14.9
CorBdInst 11.76 +.10 -8.7
DcvryAlCpGrA f51.39+2.80 -30.8
DiscpUSCorA f 20.54+1.30 -10.9
DvrsCptlBldrA f12.24 +.58 -7.9
GrInst 39.02+2.50 -28.5
IdxAstAllcA f 39.11+1.53 -11.4
OppA f 46.25+2.69 -16.3
PremLgCoGrA f11.22 +.76 -25.7
ShrtDrGvtBdInst9.24 +.02 -3.1
ShrtTrmBdPlInst8.54 +.02 -3.1
SpMCpValIns 48.74+2.64 -3.5
SpcSmCpValA f39.57+2.16 -7.0
SpecizedTechA f11.91 +.69 -28.7
StrMnBdA f 8.75 +.12 -5.0
UlSTMnIncIns9.46 +.04 -1.1
UlShTrIncIns 8.43 +.01 -1.2

Amana:
MutGrInv b 60.90+3.31 -17.2
MutIncInv b 59.75+2.11 -9.0

American Beacon:
IntlEqR5 16.93 +.68 -6.5
LgCpValInv 24.48+1.48 -2.7
LgCpValR5 27.50+1.66 -2.6
SmCpValR5 27.45+1.74 -4.3

American Century:
BalInv 16.75 +.70 -12.9
CAHYMuniI 10.06 +.31 -9.1
CAHYMuniInv 10.06 +.31 -9.2
CAInTFBdBdI 11.29 +.22 -6.4
CAInTFBdBdInv11.29 +.22 -6.5
CorPlusInv 10.07 +.09 -9.2
DiversBdI 9.94 +.06 -8.7
DiversBdInv 9.93 +.06 -8.7
EmMktsI 10.99 +.28 -21.8
EmMktsInv 10.72 +.28 -21.8
EqGrI 26.83+1.70 -13.7
EqGrInv 26.78+1.70 -13.8
EqIncA m 9.65 +.39 -1.7
EqIncI 9.67 +.39 -1.6
EqIncInv 9.66 +.39 -1.5
EqIncR6 9.69 +.40 -1.4
GlbGoldInv 11.70 +.17 +.3
GlbGrInv 11.78 +.64 -13.9
GrI 41.55+2.58 -23.6
GrInv 40.36+2.50 -23.6
GrR6 41.65+2.59 -23.5
HYMuniI 9.30 +.32 -8.4
HeritageInv 18.64+1.06 -26.7
IncandGrI 33.83+1.93 -5.3
IncandGrInv 33.74+1.93 -5.4
InflAdjBdInv 12.19 +.14 -5.3
IntTrmTxFrBdI10.95 +.21 -6.7
IntTrmTxFrBdInv10.95 +.21 -6.8
IntlGrInv 11.42 +.44 -20.7
IntlOppsInv 9.21 +.29 -23.2
InvFcddynGrInv40.26+2.51 -28.2
InvGinnieMaeInv9.64 +.07 -6.0
InvOC2025Inv 13.86 +.40 -9.3
InvOC2030Inv 12.27 +.39 -10.0
InvOC2035Inv 15.50 +.52 -10.9
InvOC2045Inv 16.55 +.64 -12.3
InvOC:AgrInv 15.45 +.65 -12.7
InvOC:CnsrvInv13.40 +.37 -9.4
InvOCInRetInv 12.40 +.35 -8.8
InvOCModInv 14.99 +.53 -11.6
InvOCVryCsrvInv11.99 +.24 -6.8
LgCoValInv 10.25 +.44 +.8
MidCpValI 17.25 +.92 +2.1
MidCpValInv17.23 +.92 +2.0
MidCpValR6 17.25 +.92 +2.1
NTDiversBdG 10.12 +.06 -8.5
SelInv 93.36+5.93 -20.0
ShtDrInfPrBdInv10.90 +.09 +.1
SmCpGrInv 16.76 +.95 -22.6
SmCpValI 10.19 +.57 -7.9
SmCpValInv 10.07 +.57 -7.9
SustEqInv 40.75+2.65 -15.6
UltraI 70.19+4.70 -23.7
UltraInv 66.79+4.48 -23.8
UtlsInv 17.97 +.81 -.8
ValI 9.09 +.46 +2.1
ValInv 9.07 +.47 +2.1

American Funds:
2010TgtDtRtrA m11.66 +.29 -5.5
2015TgtDtRtrA m12.25 +.34 -6.3
2020TgtDtRtrA m13.27 +.39 -6.9
2025TgtDtRtrA m14.71 +.46 -8.6
2030TgtDtRtrA m16.00 +.56 -10.1
2035TgtDtRtrA m17.23 +.69 -11.8
2040TgtDtRtrA m17.94 +.79 -13.0
2045TgtDtRtrA m18.35 +.83 -13.5
2050TgtDtRtrA m18.00 +.82 -14.2
AMCpA m 35.06+2.01 -22.9
AmrcnBalA m 30.94+1.25 -7.3
AmrcnHiIncA m 9.68 +.32 -6.2
AmrcnMutA m51.88+2.45 -2.0
BdfAmrcA m12.20 +.11 -8.1
CptWldGrIncA m55.54+2.68 -12.4
CptlIncBldrA m67.39+2.37 -3.3
CptlWldBdA m17.39 +.19 -12.3
EuroPacGrA m 53.02+1.74 -18.2
FdmtlInvsA m 66.93+3.71 -11.7
GlbBalA m 34.67+1.13 -9.5
GrfAmrcA m 57.47+3.39 -22.7
HiIncMuniBdA m15.29 +.55 -8.4
IncAmrcA m 25.00 +.95 -2.6
IntlGrIncA m34.25+1.13 -12.6
IntrmBdfAmrA m13.05 +.06 -4.3
InvCAmrcA m 45.85+2.42 -11.2
LtdTrmTEBdA m15.16 +.20 -4.9
NewWldA m70.72+2.34 -17.8
NwPrspctvA m53.25+2.76 -19.8
STBdAmrcA m 9.68 +.02 -2.5
ShrtTrmTEBdA m9.89 +.08 -3.2
SmCpWldA m 60.33+2.34 -24.6
TheNewEcoA m46.66+2.07 -24.6
TxExBdA m 12.44 +.36 -7.5
TxExmptFdofCAA m16.66 +.51 -8.1
USGovtSecA m13.19 +.06 -5.7
WAMtInvsA m57.07+3.14 -5.3

Angel Oak:
MltStratIncIns 9.67 -.02 -4.2

Aquila:
HawaiianTxFrA m10.68 +.17 -5.8

Arbitrage:
Instl 13.08 +.20 -1.6

Ariel:
ApprecInv b 43.90+2.36 -9.6
Inv b 75.95+3.80 -11.0

Artisan:
GlbOppsInstl 28.80+1.71 -23.9
GlbOppsInv 28.11+1.66 -24.0
IntlInstl 25.46+1.11 -16.9
IntlInv 25.29+1.10 -17.0
IntlValueInstl 40.15+1.39 -5.3
IntlValueInv 40.01+1.39 -5.3
MidCpInstl 37.69+2.08 -29.0
MidCpInv 31.58+1.74 -29.1
MidCpValueInv20.40+1.04 -5.4
SmCpInvs 29.48+1.46 -29.6

Ashmore:
EmMktsTtlRetIns5.31 +.12 -16.1

Ave Maria:
MariaBd 11.89 +.19 -2.2
MariaGr 37.79+2.56 -15.7
MariaRisingDiv20.92+1.21 -4.4

B

BBH:
LtdDurN 10.05 +.01 -1.8

BNY Mellon:
AsstAllcM 13.10 +.53 -12.5
BdM 11.63 +.11 -8.9
DynValA f 41.37+2.40 -.8
DynValI 41.65+2.42 -.7
EmMktsM 11.59 +.25 -14.1

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

HYI 5.52 +.18 -7.9
IncStkM 9.48 +.52 +4.5
IntermBdM 12.03 +.06 -4.7
IntlM 13.49 +.49 -10.8
MdCpMltStratM18.90+1.16 -13.8
NtnIntrmMnBdM12.89 +.27 -7.4
NtnSTMnBdM 12.45 +.08 -2.8
SmCpMltStratM20.24+1.09 -12.9
StandishGlbFII20.17 +.10 -6.4
WldwideGrA f 63.24+3.56 -14.3

Baird:
AggrgateBdInstl10.26 +.06 -9.0
CorPlusBdInstl10.52 +.06 -8.9
IntermBdInstl 10.54 +.04 -5.9
QlInTrmMnBdIns11.13 +.17 -5.4
ShrtTrmBdInstl 9.43 +.02 -2.7

Baron:
AsstInstl 91.85+4.88 -25.7
AsstRetail b 87.11+4.62 -25.8
DiscvInstl 24.80+1.65 -29.6
EmMktsInstl 13.80 +.20 -21.5
GlbAdvantageIns30.65+1.39 -41.9
GrInstl 93.93+5.81 -22.8
GrRetail b 89.59+5.54 -22.9
OppInstl 29.26+1.50 -33.2
OppRetail b 27.59+1.42 -33.3
PtnrsInstl 151.50+14.98 -26.4
PtnrsRetail b 146.23+14.45 -26.5
RlEsttInstl 33.19+1.91 -19.8
RlEsttRetail b 32.26+1.85 -19.8
SmCpInstl 30.34+1.53 -25.0
SmCpRetail b 28.37+1.43 -25.0

Bernstein:
IntermDur 12.01 +.07 -9.3
IntermDurInstl13.74 +.08 -9.2
NewYorkMuni 13.39 +.25 -5.4

BlackRock:
AdvtgIntlIns 16.55 +.64 -10.9
AdvtgLCCorIns18.50+1.20 -13.9
AdvtgLCCorInvA m17.54+1.13 -14.0
AdvtgLgCpGrIns18.87+1.31 -21.6
AdvtgLgCpGrInvA m17.76+1.23 -21.7
AdvtgSmCpGrIns16.31 +.92 -23.4
BasValInstl 19.86+1.22 +2.1
BasValInvA m 19.42+1.20 +2.0
CAMuniOppsInstl12.01 +.45 -7.6
CAMuniOppsInvA m12.00 +.45 -7.7
CorBdInstl 8.82 +.09 -9.1
CorBdK 8.84 +.08 -9.1
CptlApprecInstl32.15+2.13 -26.7
CptlApprecInvA m28.53+1.89 -26.8
CptlApprecK 32.48+2.14 -26.7
CrdtStrIncIns 9.14 +.09 -7.5
EmMktsInstl 24.14 +.45 -19.5
EqDivInstl 21.80+1.16 +.9
EqDivInvA m 21.70+1.15 +.8
EqDivR b 21.97+1.16 +.6
FltngRtIncInstl 9.50 +.03 -2.9
FltngRtIncInvA m9.50 +.03 -3.0
FocGrInstl 5.64 +.35 -27.0
FocGrInvA m 5.08 +.32 -27.0
GlbAllcIncInstl 18.73 +.59 -11.5
GlbAllcIncInvA m18.57 +.59 -11.6
GlbAllcIncInvC m16.27 +.51 -11.9
GlbLSCrdtInstl 9.43 +.01 -4.9
HYBdInstl 7.12 +.25 -7.4
HYBdInvA m 7.11 +.24 -7.6
HYBdK 7.12 +.24 -7.3
HYMuniInstl 9.38 +.46 -10.9
HighEqIncIns 29.72+1.52 +3.1
HthSciOpIns 73.10+2.22 -8.5
HthSciOpInvA m68.79+2.10 -8.6
HthSciOpInvC m58.04+1.76 -8.9
InflProtBdInstl10.87 +.10 -5.0
InflProtBdInvA m10.57 +.09 -5.1
IntlInstl 18.00 +.75 -18.7
IntlInvA m 17.54 +.72 -18.8
LowDurBdInstl 9.22 +.04 -3.5
LowDurBdInvA m9.22 +.04 -3.6
LowDurBdK 9.22 +.05 -3.4
MidCapDivIns 23.28+1.37 +2.9
MidCpGrEqInstl33.45+1.82 -30.2
MidCpGrEqInvA m28.49+1.55 -30.3
NYMuniOppsInstl10.60 +.38 -7.3
NYMuniOppsInvA m10.60 +.37 -7.5
NtnlMnInstl 10.36 +.42 -8.1
NtnlMnInvA m10.36 +.41 -8.2
ShrtTrmMuniIns9.82 +.07 -2.7
StrGlbBdIncIns 5.59 +.06 -9.3
StrIncOpA m 9.69 +.04 -3.7
StrIncOpIns 9.69 +.03 -3.6
StratMuOpIns 10.80 +.42 -9.1
StratMuOpInvA m10.79 +.41 -9.2
SustBalInstl 23.71 +.55 -11.7
SustBalInvA m23.57 +.54 -11.8
TactOppsInstl 14.06 +.15 -.1
TechOppsInstl 45.61+2.76 -30.8
TechOppsInvA m41.54+2.52 -30.9
TtlRetInstl 10.65 +.11 -9.5
TtlRetInvA m 10.66 +.12 -9.6

Boston Partners:
SmCpValIIInstl29.01+1.79 -5.0

Boston Trust:
AsstMgmt 59.57+3.04 -11.7

Brandes:
IntlEqI 17.23 +.50 -4.3

Bridgeway:
SmCpVal 36.72+2.41 -3.3

Brookfield Investmen:
GlbLtdInfrasY 14.45 +.51 +3.5

Brown Advisory:
EmMktsSelAdv d10.40 +.20 -12.1
GrEqInstl d 25.57+1.45 -26.8
GrEqInv d 25.06+1.42 -26.9
SmCpFdmtlValIns d28.57+1.46 -8.8
SmCpGrInv d 22.42+1.06 -17.8

Brown Cap Mgmt:
SmCoInv b 82.86+4.08 -31.7

Bruce:
Bruce 618.45+15.78 -8.8

Buffalo:
Discv 22.23+1.26 -23.1
Buffalo Growth Fund26.59+1.53 -21.7
SmCp 14.22 +.78 -25.7

C

CG Capital Markets:
CorFI 7.38 +.07 -9.6
EmMktsEqInvms13.05 +.26 -16.8
IntlEq 12.54 +.43 -11.3
LgCpEq 21.94+1.32 -14.3
SmMidCpEq 17.34 +.94 -12.8

CGM:
Foc 48.85+6.27 +12.1
Mut 30.71+2.85 +7.8
Rlty 27.68+2.01 -10.1

CIBC:
AtDipEqInstl26.90+1.64 -13.1

Calamos:
CnvrtInstl 16.78 +.54 -16.5
GlbGrIncI 10.53 +.49 -15.6
GrA m 30.68+1.94 -24.6
GrIncA m 40.92+2.16 -12.3
GrIncInstl 38.98+2.05 -12.2
MktNetrlIncA m14.06 +.23 -4.4
MktNetrlIncIns13.90 +.23 -4.2

Calvert:
BalA m 37.26+1.40 -10.8
EqA m 69.59+4.23 -16.1
USLCCrRspnbIdxA m34.93+2.20 -16.1

Carillon:
EglMidCpGrA m72.36+4.66 -19.7
ReamsCore+BdI31.87 +.49 -7.7
ReamsUnconsBdI12.19 +.17 -3.9
ScoutMdCpI 22.66+1.39 -7.2

Causeway:
IntlValInstl 16.53 +.64 -4.9

Chartwell:
Inc x 13.19 +.19 -5.7

ClearBridge:
AggresivGrA m121.64+6.64 -18.1
AggresivGrI 148.13+8.10 -18.0
AllCpValA m14.12 +.93 -.3
ApprecA m 30.32+1.76 -9.2
ApprecI 30.11+1.76 -9.1
ApprecIS 30.23+1.77 -9.1
DivStrat1 29.58+1.73 -3.9
DivStratA m 29.54+1.72 -4.0
DivStratI 30.56+1.79 -3.9
IntlGrI 56.00+2.47 -18.9
LgCpGrA m 47.96+2.59 -26.2
LgCpGrI 55.09+2.97 -26.1
LgCpValA m 37.46+2.23 -5.4
LgCpValI 37.39+2.24 -5.2
MidCpA m 34.91+2.10 -16.9
MidCpI 40.52+2.45 -16.8
MidCpIS 41.06+2.48 -16.8
SmCpFI b 61.51+3.56 -9.7
SmCpGrA m 33.84+1.98 -26.5
SmCpGrI 37.66+2.21 -26.4
SmCpGrIS 38.45+2.26 -26.4
SmCpI 65.86+3.84 -9.5

Clipper:
Clipper 120.93+6.88 -11.3

Cohen & Steers:
GlbInfras,IncI 24.22 +.90 +2.1
GlbRltys,IncI58.09+2.36 -12.6
InstlRltys 51.47+2.75 -12.6
IntlRltyI 10.72 +.26 -10.7
PrfrdScInc,IncA m12.62 +.26 -9.0
PrfrdScInc,IncC m12.53 +.26 -9.3
PrfrdScInc,IncI 12.65 +.26 -8.9
RlEsttSecIncA m17.86 +.99 -13.4
RlEsttSecIncIns19.06+1.06 -13.3
Rltys 72.61+3.92 -12.6

Colorado BondShares:
ATxEx f 8.89 +.21 -4.2

Columbia:
AMTFrIMBA m 9.66 +.17 -6.6
AMTFrIMBIns9.66 +.16 -6.5
AcornA m 6.98 +.43 -30.3
AcornIns 9.92 +.60 -30.2
AcornIntlIns 23.80 +.83 -28.5
BalA m 45.82+1.76 -10.3
BalIns 45.72+1.76 -10.2
ContrCoreA m 29.16+1.68 -11.5
ContrCoreIns 29.49+1.71 -11.4
ConvrtSecsIns 21.62 +.72 -14.9
CptAllcAgrA m12.17 +.58 -12.2
CptAllcMdAgA m11.26 +.47 -11.4
CptAllcModA m10.28 +.37 -10.8
DiscpCoreA m 12.85 +.79 -11.4
DivIncA m 30.04+1.68 -4.6
DivIncC m 29.00+1.62 -4.8
DivIncIns 30.08+1.68 -4.4
DivOppA m 38.56+2.06 +1.7
EmMktsIns 12.66 +.30 -26.1
GlbEqValA m 12.69 +.64 -6.0
GlbOppsA m 13.26 +.47 -13.3
GlbTechGrA m 52.78+3.48 -23.4
GlbTechGrIns 55.32+3.65 -23.3
HYBdA m 10.96 +.38 -7.6
HYMuniIns 9.69 +.44 -11.1
IncBuilderA m 11.99 +.25 -7.8
LgCpGrA m 47.27+3.11 -22.7
LgCpGrIns 50.28+3.32 -22.6
LgCpGrOppA m14.87 +.89 -21.7
LgCpIdxA b 53.71+3.33 -12.4
LgCpIdxIns 54.20+3.37 -12.3
LgCpValA m 16.69 +.95 -1.9
MidCapIdxA b 15.44 +.94 -10.3
MidCapIdxIns 15.36 +.95 -10.1

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

STBdIns3 9.64 +.04 -3.1
SelGlbEqA m 15.35 +.89 -21.9
SelLgCpGrIns 8.67 +.63 -28.2
SelM/CValA m13.30 +.88 -5.0
SelM/CValInstl13.35 +.88 -4.9
SelMidCapGrA m18.07+1.24 -28.5
SelMidCapGrIns20.67+1.42 -28.4
SlgCmsInfoA m106.03+7.37 -18.1
SlgGlbTechA m59.40+4.09 -18.6
SmCpGrIIns 19.54+1.15 -31.9
SmCpIdxA b 26.18+1.62 -10.6
SmCpIdxIns 26.43+1.63 -10.6
SmCpValIIIns 18.09+1.30 -7.4
SmCpValIIns48.20+2.55 -5.7
StratIncA m 22.37 +.26 -7.6
StratIncIns 21.94 +.24 -7.6
StratMuniIncA m15.06 +.60 -10.3
ThermostatA m15.56 +.33 -8.5
ThermostatIns15.29 +.33 -8.4
TtlRetBdA m 32.94 +.36 -10.7
TtlRetBdIns 32.96 +.36 -10.6
TxExmptA m 12.17 +.41 -9.3
TxExmptIns 12.17 +.41 -9.2
USTrsIdxIns 10.60 +.04 -7.7

Commerce:
Bd 18.49 +.12 -8.6

Community Reinvest:
QlfdInvm b 9.88 +.04 -5.9

Credit Suisse:
CmdtyRetStratI33.72 +.86 +34.6

Cullen:
HiDivEqInstl x 16.33 +.81 -1.7

D

DELAWARE:
GrandIncA m 14.41 +.77 +2.6
IvyAsstStratA m21.72 +.84 -10.9
IvyAsstStratI 22.13 +.86 -10.8
IvyBalA m 23.86+1.09 -13.6
IvyCorEqA m16.69+1.14 -13.3
IvyGlbGrA m51.06+2.74 -16.0
IvyHiIncA m 6.24 +.16 -9.1
IvyHiIncI 6.24 +.16 -9.0
IvyIntlCorEqI 18.59 +.64 -12.2
IvyLgCpGrA m 27.05+1.67 -23.3
IvyLgCpGrI 29.24+1.81 -23.2
IvyLtdTermBdI10.56 +.04 -3.0
IvyMidCapGrA m28.23+1.62 -27.9
IvyMidCapGrI 31.75+1.82 -27.7
IvyMuncplHiIncA m4.65 +.22 -8.7
IvySci&TecA m54.52+2.75 -23.5
IvySci&TecI 65.88+3.32 -23.4
IvySysmcEMEqI21.71 +.40 -20.4
OppA m 33.89+2.23 -4.0
SelGrA m 11.19 +.69 -20.5
TtlRetA m 14.84 +.63 -6.5
lvySmCapGrA m12.53 +.74 -20.2
lvySmCapGrInstl20.34+1.20 -20.0

DFA:
CAInTmMnBdIns x10.24 +.14 -4.1
CASTMnBdIns x10.13 +.06 -.9
CntnntlSmCIns29.44+1.21 -13.8
EMktCorEqI 22.55 +.44 -9.8
EMktSCInstl 22.35 +.33 -10.3
EmMktsII 18.82 +.39 -9.9
EmMktsInstl 28.41 +.59 -9.9
EmMktsSocialCor14.12 +.28 -11.5
EmMktsValInstl29.52 +.63 -4.6
FvYrGlbFIIns10.17 +.04 -5.0
GlbAllc2575Ins13.95 +.23 -5.2
GlbAllc6040Ins20.24 +.70 -8.1
GlbEqInstl 29.19+1.55 -9.8
GlbRlEsttSec 11.88 +.51 -11.7
InflProtSecIns 12.43 +.15 -5.7
IntlCorEqIns 14.69 +.53 -8.6
IntlLgCpGr 14.74 +.47 -16.0
IntlRlEsttScIns 4.23 +.10 -10.8
IntlSclCrEqInst13.49 +.47 -11.5
IntlSmCoInstl 19.10 +.62 -12.2
IntlSmCpValIns20.20 +.76 -5.5
IntlSstnbtyCor111.42 +.40 -13.5
IntlValIII 16.81 +.75 +1.9
IntlValInstl 19.50 +.87 +1.9
IntlVctrEqIns 12.82 +.47 -7.8
ItmGovtFIIns 11.63 +.05 -7.9
ItmTExtnddQlIns x9.84 +.12 -11.7
ItmTMnBdIns x 9.98 +.13 -3.7
LgCpIntlInstl24.92 +.91 -8.7
OneYearFIInstl x10.16 +.01 -1.1
RlEsttSecInstl 45.38+2.44 -12.2
STGovtInstl 10.04 +.03 -3.4
STMuniBdInstl x10.09 +.04 -.5
ShTrmExQtyI 10.40 +.05 -3.9
SlvlyHdgGlFIIns9.12 +.07 -4.5
TwYrGlbFIIns 9.70 +.03 -1.8
USCorEq1Instl 32.64+2.05 -10.2
USCorEqIIInstl 29.67+1.85 -9.9
USLgCo 29.65+1.84 -12.2
USLgCpGrInstl 27.92+1.80 -14.4
USLgCpValIII 29.97+1.86 -1.2
USLgCpValInstl45.28+2.80 -1.3
USMicroCpInstl24.77+1.45 -9.8
USSmCpGrInstl22.75+1.36 -14.8
USSmCpInstl 41.96+2.47 -10.7
USSmCpValInstl42.82+2.77 -1.3
USSocialCorEq221.31+1.36 -12.8
USSstnbtyCor131.99+1.96 -13.8
USTrgtedValIns29.72+1.99 -1.4
USVectorEqInstl23.36+1.47 -5.7
WlexUSGovFIIns8.97 -10.6
WlexUSTrgVlIns13.37 +.40 -6.7

Davenport:
Cor 29.87+1.71 -12.9
EqOpps 21.54+1.16 -18.1
ValInc 19.47+1.00 -3.9

Davis:
FinclA m 51.18+3.52 -5.5
NYVentureA m25.44+1.41 -12.0
NYVentureY 26.38+1.47 -11.9
OppC m 27.56+1.55 -10.9

Delaware Inv:
CorpBdInstl 5.39 +.11 -12.5
DiversIncA m 8.09 +.10 -9.7
SmCpValA m 71.79+4.78 -6.1
SmidCpGrA m 18.33 +.98 -39.1
TFUSAA m 10.94 +.59 -10.6
TFUSAIntermA m11.28 +.39 -9.1
ValInstl 20.65+1.27 -2.0

Deutsche:
CROCIEqDivA m55.87+2.79 +1.8
CmnctnsA m24.53 +.74 -26.1
CorEqS 29.96+1.82 -10.6
CptlGrA m 96.58+5.96 -22.9
CptlGrS 98.35+6.07 -22.8
GNMAS 12.73 +.07 -5.9
GlbIncBldrA m 9.25 +.31 -9.4
HiIncA m 4.42 +.12 -6.4
IntlGrS 36.87+1.73 -22.5
MgdMuniBdA m8.28 +.25 -9.5
MgdMuniBdS 8.29 +.25 -9.4
SP500IdxS 39.22+2.44 -12.3
SciandTechA m27.18+1.52 -25.6
StratHYTxFrS 11.00 +.46 -11.4

Diamond Hill:
LgCpA b 32.58+1.80 -8.2
LgCpI 32.80+1.81 -8.1
LgCpY 32.85+1.82 -8.0
LngShrtI 28.21 +.84 -1.6
SmMidCpI 26.40+1.59 -7.0

Dodge & Cox:
BalI 104.79+4.62 -3.2
GlbStkI 14.63 +.90 +1.3
IncI 12.96 +.16 -7.3
IntlStkI 46.84+2.11 -1.0
StkI 238.90+15.55 -1.7

Dominion:
ImpactEqInv b 28.46+1.69 -18.6

DoubleLine:
CorFII 9.98 +.08 -8.0
CorFIN b 9.97 +.08 -8.2
EmMktsFII 9.23 +.20 -10.5
LowDurBdI 9.59 +.01 -2.4
LowDurBdN b 9.58 +.01 -2.6
TtlRetBdI 9.56 +.03 -7.1
TtlRetBdN b 9.55 +.02 -7.3

Dreyfus:
ActvMidCpA f 54.17+3.20 -9.7
Apprec,IncInv 40.61+2.45 -14.8
BstnCoSmMdCpGrI24.50+1.22 -28.1
CAAMTFMnBdZ13.65 +.41 -8.9
InCorpd 14.40 +.95 -12.9
InsSP500StkIdxI67.03+4.17 -12.3
IntlStkI 21.94 +.73 -18.6
IntrmMnBd 12.70 +.27 -7.0
MidCpIdxInvs 32.01+1.96 -10.3
MnBd 10.94 +.31 -8.0
NYTxExBd 13.76 +.40 -7.9
RsrchGr,IncZ16.19+1.05 -25.7
SP500Idx 52.46+3.25 -12.4
SmCpStkIdxInvs29.97+1.85 -10.6

Driehaus:
EmMktsGrInv d35.01 +.64 -16.1

Dupree:
MtKntckyTFInc 7.32 +.16 -7.3

E

Eaton Vance:
AtlntCptSMIDCA m32.38+1.81 -8.8
AtlntCptSMIDCI37.65+2.10 -8.7
DivBldrA m 18.45+1.00 -6.5
FltngRtA m 8.68 +.01 -3.4
FltngRtAdvtgA m9.97 +.01 -4.0
FltngRtAdvtgC m9.95 +.01 -4.3
FltngRtHiIncI 8.28 +.05 -3.9
FltngRtInstl 8.40 +.01 -3.2
GlbMcrAbRtI 8.16 -.02 -3.4
IncofBostonA m5.17 +.16 -5.7
IncofBostonI 5.17 +.16 -5.7
LgCpValA m 23.98+1.48 -.9
LgCpValI 24.10+1.48 -.8
MrylndMuniIncA m8.40 +.22 -7.3
NtnlMnIncA m 9.41 +.27 -8.1
NtnlMnIncI 9.41 +.28 -8.0
ShrtDrGovtIncA m7.87 -.03 -.5
ShrtDrStratIncA m6.81 -.01 -2.9
TxMgdEqAstAlcA m27.21+1.53 -15.5
TxMgdGlbDivIncA m14.65 +.79 -13.8
TxMgdGr10 1768.01+107.56 -15.3
TxMgdGr11A m79.42+4.83 -15.3
TxMgdGr12A m35.70+2.17 -15.4
TxMgdValA m 36.29+2.18 -6.9
VrgnMnIncA m 7.33 +.15 -7.8
WldwideHlthSciA m13.43 +.43 -8.1

Edgewood:
GrInstl 40.60+2.07 -32.9

Elfun:
Trusts 69.38+4.24 -13.0
TxExInc 10.48 +.25 -7.1

F

FAM:
EqIncInv 45.39+2.63 -13.5
ValInv 86.99+5.70 -12.6

FMI:
LgCpInv 17.75+1.18 -9.7

FPA:
Crescent 34.48+1.21 -6.8
NewInc 9.70 -.01 -2.2

Fairholme Funds:
Fund d 31.07+1.90 -.2

Federated:
BdInstl 8.58 +.13 -10.4
CptlIncA f 8.30 +.28 -7.0

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

EqInc,IncA f 23.38+1.26 -2.4
FltngRStrIncIns 8.99 +.04 -4.1
GvtUltShrDrIns 9.89 -.4
InsHYBdIns 8.99 +.32 -7.4
IntlEqIns 24.62 +.87 -16.1
IntlLeadersIns 34.11+1.52 -9.5
KaufLCA f 25.27+1.52 -25.2
KaufLCIns 26.42+1.60 -25.1
KaufmannA m 4.80 +.20 -28.1
KaufmannR b 4.82 +.21 -28.1
KaufmannSmCpA m42.11+2.35 -28.2
MDTLgCpValInstl30.23+1.72 -5.2
MDTSmCpCorInstl22.30+1.33 -15.2
MnStkAdvtgA f13.68 +.54 -8.1
MnStkAdvtgAIns13.68 +.54 -8.1
MnUltraShrtA 9.90 +.02 -1.2
MnUltraShrtIns 9.90 +.02 -1.1
ShIntTtRtBdIns10.08 +.04 -4.0
ShrtIntrmDrMnIn9.86 +.09 -4.0
ShrtTrmIncA f 8.37 +.02 -2.4
ShrtTrmIncIns 8.36 +.01 -2.3
StratValDivA f 6.43 +.23 +10.7
StratValDivC m 6.45 +.23 +10.4
StratValDivIns 6.48 +.24 +10.9
StrtgcIncIS 8.42 +.21 -8.7
TtlRetBdInstl 10.15 +.09 -8.0
UltraShrtBdA 9.03 +.01 -1.2
UltraShrtBdIns 9.02 -1.3

Fidelity:
500IdxInsPrm144.69+8.99 -12.2
AllSectorEq 9.77 +.62 -13.5
AsstMgr20% 13.75 +.22 -6.9
AsstMgr30% 11.75 +.25 -8.4
AsstMgr40% 12.63 +.33 -9.4
AsstMgr50% 19.90 +.62 -10.4
AsstMgr60% 14.35 +.52 -11.3
AsstMgr70% 25.45+1.03 -11.9
AsstMgr85% 23.14+1.11 -13.3
BCGrowth 131.87+8.40 -28.2
BCGrowth 11.87 +.75 -27.8
BCGrowthK132.38+8.43 -28.2
Balanced 26.69+1.18 -11.9
BalancedK 26.70+1.19 -11.9
BlueChipVal 24.67+1.19 +1.1
CALtdTrmTFBd10.23 +.13 -4.5
CAMuniInc 12.13 +.30 -8.1
Canada 65.65+2.36 +1.7
Cap&Inc 10.21 +.31 -7.6
ChinaRegion 34.02 +.44 -21.7
CmdtyStrat 5.50 +.13 +34.5
CnsrvIncMnBdIns9.97 +.02 -.6
Contrafund 14.65 +.79 -20.9
ContrafundK14.70 +.79 -20.9
ConvertibleSecs31.59+1.10 -13.2
CorpBd 10.85 +.17 -11.7
CptlApprec 37.38+2.12 -15.3
DisciplinedEq 51.93+3.36 -20.5
DivGro 33.54+1.91 -8.4
DivGroK 33.50+1.91 -8.3
DiversIntl 39.29+1.48 -19.0
DiversIntlK 39.22+1.47 -19.0
EmMkts 34.26 +.72 -21.5
EmMktsDbt 7.83 +.17 -11.9
EmMktsK 34.27 +.72 -21.5
EmergMketsOpps17.13 +.45 -18.5
EmergingAsia 36.04 +.70 -29.6
EqDividendInc 28.37+1.30 +2.1
EqDividendIncK28.37+1.30 +2.2
EqIncome 67.70+3.61 -3.3
EqIncomeK 67.65+3.61 -3.2
Europe 31.78+1.38 -17.9
ExMktIdxInPr 69.82+4.12 -19.6
Fidelity 63.59+4.23 -19.7
FidelityK 63.60+4.23 -19.6
FltngRtHiInc 9.11 +.01 -2.5
FocusedStock 28.65+1.98 -17.5
FourinOneIdx 51.77+2.24 -12.6
Frdm 2005 11.38 +.17 -7.2
Frdm 2010 13.91 +.27 -8.2
Frdm 2015 11.31 +.26 -9.3
Frdm 2020 14.13 +.39 -10.3
Frdm 2025 12.99 +.40 -10.8
Frdm 2030 16.22 +.53 -11.2
Frdm 2035 13.96 +.54 -12.0
Frdm 2040 9.89 +.44 -12.4
Frdm 2045 11.34 +.51 -12.4
Frdm 2050 11.46 +.51 -12.5
Frdm 2055 13.26 +.59 -12.5
Frdm Inc 10.78 +.15 -6.9
FrdmIdx2055Inv17.69 +.81 -12.5
GNMA 10.81 +.09 -6.2
GlbCmdtyStk 21.23+1.25 +30.7
GlbexUSIdxInsPr13.62 +.45 -10.9
GlobalexUSIdx 13.42 +.44 -10.9
GovernmentInc 9.78 +.05 -7.5
GrDiscv 45.96+2.51 -17.6
GrStrategies48.13+3.00 -24.2
GroCo 26.85+1.64 -26.4
GroCo 15.16 +.92 -25.7
GroCoK 26.96+1.65 -26.3
Growth&Inc 50.57+2.95 -2.2
HighIncome 7.88 +.26 -7.7
IntermediateBd10.32 +.06 -5.8
InternationalVa 8.99 +.36 -3.4
IntlCptlApprec 22.23+1.11 -21.7
IntlDiscv 43.38+1.64 -18.0
IntlEnhIdx 10.07 +.38 -9.6
IntlGr 15.36 +.64 -19.7
IntlGr 16.87 +.70 -19.9
IntlIdxInstlPrm43.97+1.65 -10.8
IntlSmCp 16.69 +.50 -22.0
IntlSmCp 28.98 +.76 -10.3
IntlSmCpOpps 20.10 +.61 -24.3
IntlVal 10.83 +.45 -3.0
IntrmMuniInc 10.05 +.20 -6.1
InvmGradeBd 10.55 +.09 -8.3
InvmGradeBd 7.59 +.07 -8.6
LargeCapStock40.35+2.37 -4.1
LargeCapValIdx14.90 +.85 -3.7
LgCpCorEnhIdx19.54+1.23 -9.5
LgCpGrEnhIdx 25.68+1.73 -18.2
LgCpValEnhIdx15.71 +.90 -2.0
LowPrStk 52.11+3.24 -3.1
LowPrStkK 52.06+3.24 -3.1
LtdTrmMuniInc10.26 +.13 -4.2
LvrgdCoStk 40.95+2.46 -14.0
MAMunicipalInc11.43 +.30 -7.9
Magellan 11.74 +.77 -20.6
MagellanK 11.73 +.76 -20.5
MegaCapStock18.33+1.09 -5.4
MichiganMuniInc11.56 +.29 -7.6
MidCapStock 40.87+2.16 -3.1
MidCapStockK 40.91+2.17 -3.1
MidCapValue 27.65+1.74 -3.9
MidCpEnhIdx 16.87+1.09 -9.4
MinnesotaMnInc11.10 +.24 -6.8
MortgageSecs 10.54 +.10 -6.9
MrylndMuniInc10.73 +.27 -7.9
MuniInc 12.26 +.36 -8.7
NJMunicipalInc11.42 +.34 -8.2
NYMuniInc 12.31 +.36 -8.8
NasdCmpIdx 153.18+9.84 -22.2
NewMillennium42.18+2.36 +.7
NewMktsInc 12.34 +.30 -11.9
OTCPortfolio14.66 +.81 -25.2
OTCPortfolioK 14.97 +.82 -25.2
OhioMunilInc 11.40 +.27 -7.7
Overseas 54.33+2.31 -19.8
OverseasK 54.22+2.31 -19.7
PacificBasin 31.23 +.61 -20.0
PennsylvnMnInc10.54 +.26 -8.2
Puritan 24.18+1.11 -10.9
PuritanK 24.15+1.10 -10.9
RealEstInv 48.14+2.74 -10.9
RlEsttInc 12.80 +.34 -7.2
RlEsttInc 11.00 +.24 -5.9
SCGrth 24.62+1.49 -22.3
SCValue 20.33+1.31 -6.0
ShTrmBd 8.35 +.02 -2.7
SmCpDiscv 27.13+1.18 -11.5

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

SmCpDiscv 12.57 +.53 -11.8
SmCpEnhIdx 12.69 +.81 -13.6
SmCpOpps 12.57 +.74 -15.8
SmallCapStock16.67+1.04 -16.6
StkSelorAllCp 59.53+3.62 -14.2
StkSelorSmCp 28.91+1.68 -15.8
StkSlrLgCpVal 25.13+1.44 -2.1
StratDivInc 16.58 +.77 -6.3
StratRlRet 9.62 +.23 +3.4
TaxFreeBond 10.98 +.32 -8.7
TelecomandUtls29.88+1.68 +7.9
TotalBond 10.01 +.10 -8.6
Trend 125.80+8.50 -26.3
TtlMktIdxInsPrm115.62+7.12 -13.5
USBdIdxInsPrm10.89 +.09 -8.3
ValDiscv 37.56+1.91 -1.9
Value 14.55+1.00 -1.0
ValueK 14.58+1.01 -.8
ValueStrategies51.61+3.35 -.4
Worldwide 29.54+1.66 -17.8

Fidelity Advisor:
BalancedA m 25.12+1.11 -12.1
BalancedC m24.82+1.09 -12.4
BalancedI 25.74+1.13 -12.0
BalancedM m 25.48+1.12 -12.2
BiotechnologyA m20.97 +.04 -22.8
BiotechnologyI22.86 +.05 -22.7
CapitalDevA m18.13+1.06 -4.3
CapitalDevO 19.00+1.11 -4.2
DiverIntlA m23.94 +.90 -18.9
DiverIntlI 24.47 +.92 -18.8
DiversifiedStkO30.71+1.88 -12.3
DividendGrowthA m18.53+1.05 -8.5
EmergingMktsI27.87 +.47 -17.4
EnergyI 46.88+3.95 +62.9
EquityGrowthA m14.19 +.77 -17.7
EquityGrowthI 16.33 +.89 -17.6
EquityGrowthM m13.72 +.74 -17.8
EquityIncomeA m32.19+1.46 +2.0
EquityIncomeM m33.26+1.51 +1.9
FltngRtHiIncA m9.13 +.01 -2.6
FltngRtHiIncI 9.11 +.01 -2.5
Freedom2020A m11.53 +.31 -10.5
Freedom2020I 11.66 +.31 -10.4
Freedom2025A m12.01 +.35 -11.1
Freedom2025I 12.16 +.36 -11.0
Freedom2030A m13.10 +.42 -11.4
Freedom2030I 13.21 +.43 -11.3
Freedom2030M m12.99 +.42 -11.5
Freedom2035A m13.01 +.49 -12.2
Freedom2035I 13.16 +.49 -12.2
Freedom2040A m14.06 +.60 -12.8
Freedom2040I 14.21 +.61 -12.7
Freedom2045A m11.09 +.48 -12.8
Freedom2045I 11.21 +.48 -12.7
Freedom2050A m11.12 +.48 -12.8
Freedom2050I 11.24 +.49 -12.7
GrowthOppsA m103.83+5.84 -27.7
GrowthOppsC m84.24+4.72 -27.9
GrowthOppsI 114.71+6.45 -27.6
GrowthOppsM m102.36+5.75 -27.7
HealthCareA m54.88+2.14 -17.4
HealthCareC m41.03+1.59 -17.7
HealthCareI 60.80+2.37 -17.4
HighIncAdvtgA m11.58 +.36 -7.5
HighIncAdvtgI 10.83 +.35 -7.3
IntermMuniIncI10.07 +.20 -6.1
IntlCapitalAppA m23.21+1.16 -21.8
IntlDiscvI 43.22+1.63 -18.0
IntlGrI 16.83 +.71 -19.9
IntlSmallCapI 29.18 +.77 -10.3
InvestmentGrBdI7.59 +.06 -8.7
LargeCapA m 35.90+2.07 -4.3
LeveragedCoStkA m48.44+2.93 -13.9
LimitedTermBdI11.10 +.05 -4.4
MidCapIIA m20.42+1.31 -12.0
NewInsA m 31.58+1.74 -20.3
NewInsC m 24.86+1.37 -20.6
NewInsI 32.82+1.81 -20.2
NewInsM m 29.73+1.64 -20.4
NewInsZ 32.96+1.82 -20.2
RlEstIncI 12.75 +.34 -7.3
SCGrthI 24.70+1.49 -22.3
SCValueI 20.33+1.31 -6.0
SeriesGrOpps 10.22 +.58 -27.3
SeriesSmallCap11.92 +.70 -17.8
SmallCapA m 26.30+1.57 -17.9
SmallCapI 30.10+1.80 -17.9
SmallCapM m 23.38+1.39 -18.1
StgInc 11.58 +.19 -7.7
StgIncA m 11.41 +.19 -7.8
StgIncI 11.58 +.19 -7.7
StgIncM m 11.40 +.18 -7.9
StockSlrMidCpA m39.27+2.32 -7.6
StockSlrMidCpM m39.64+2.34 -7.7
StratDiv&IncA m16.44 +.77 -6.4
StratDiv&IncI 16.52 +.77 -6.3
TechnologyA m74.87+5.10 -25.6
TechnologyM m68.79+4.68 -25.7
TotalBondA m 10.02 +.10 -8.7
TotalBondI 10.00 +.10 -8.5

Fidelity Select:
Banking 26.94+1.91 -7.6
Biotechnology 13.76 +.08 -28.9
Brkrg&InvmtMgmt109.95+7.90 -16.4
Chemicals 17.63 +.95 -2.6
Const&Hsg 84.37+5.76 -21.9
ConsumerStaples94.27+5.10 -1.9
Defense&Aero 14.15 +.96 -3.1
Energy 57.58+4.88 +63.4
Envir&AltEngy 29.01+1.98 -18.7
FinancialSvcs 11.67 +.76 -5.5
Gold 25.40 +.23 -2.0
HealthCare 26.16+1.02 -17.4
HealthCareSvcs130.09+4.38 -1.3
ITServices 56.14+3.53 -24.0
Leisure 14.72+1.04 -13.4
Materials 106.44+6.01 -2.6
MedTech&Devcs61.66+2.74 -24.7
Multimedia 67.82+1.97 -25.3
NaturalRes 40.69+3.18 +44.8
Pharmaceuticals23.06 +.51 -1.8
Retailing 16.64+1.60 -26.4
Semicon 17.74+1.47 -22.7
Swre&ITSvcs 23.01+1.34 -20.5
TechHrdwre 79.45+4.00 -21.0
Technology 20.88+1.43 -26.1
Transportation98.93+5.61 -6.4
Utilities 109.94+5.85 +6.9

First Eagle:
GlbA m 62.39+2.36 -3.3
GoldA m 23.31 +.17 +1.2
OverseasA m 24.16 +.69 -4.5
USValA m 19.93 +.86 -2.1
USValI 20.37 +.87 -2.0

Franklin Templeton:
AlbmTxFrIncA1 m9.98 +.25 -8.4
BiotechDiscvA m97.37 -.20 -20.9
CAHYMuniA1 m10.23 +.32 -9.5
CAHYMuniAdv10.26 +.33 -9.3
CAIntTrTFIncA1 m11.13 +.22 -6.7
CAIntTrTFIncAdv11.16 +.22 -6.7
CATxFrIncA1 m 7.01 +.22 -8.5
CATxFrIncAdv 7.00 +.22 -8.4
CATxFrIncC m7.00 +.22 -8.6
CnsrvAllcA m 13.34 +.38 -11.2
CnvrtSecA m 20.96 +.57 -15.6
CnvrtSecAdv20.96 +.56 -15.5
CorfolioAllcA m20.80+1.13 -14.8
DevMktsA m 18.20 +.51 -18.8
DynaTechA m107.27+6.47 -30.8
DynaTechAdv111.63+6.73 -30.8
DynaTechC m 86.64+5.21 -31.1
DynaTechR6 113.08+6.82 -30.7
EqIncA m 29.92+1.67 -5.6
FdrIntTrTFIncA1 m11.22 +.24 -7.4
FdrIntTrTFIncAd11.25 +.24 -7.4
FdrTFIncA1 m 11.05 +.35 -9.1
FdrTFIncAdv 11.06 +.34 -9.1

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

FltngRtDlyAcsA m7.61 -1.8
FltngRtDlyAcsAd7.62 +.01 -1.6
FndngsAlA m 13.99 +.44 -6.4
FrgnA m 7.14 +.33 -.8
FrgnAdv 7.01 +.32 -.7
GlbBdA m 8.43 +.04 -2.4
GlbBdAdv 8.39 +.04 -2.3
GlbBdR6 8.38 +.04 -2.4
GlbSmlrCoA m 9.05 +.44 -18.0
GldPrcMtlsA m20.55 +.30 -6.5
Gr,IncA m 22.93+1.03 -6.1
GrA m 119.71+7.11 -20.4
GrAdv 120.56+7.17 -20.3
GrAllcA m 17.57 +.80 -13.6
GrC m 104.65+6.21 -20.7
GrOppsA m 41.24+2.46 -28.7
GrOppsAdv 45.96+2.75 -28.7
GrOppsR6 46.84+2.80 -28.7
GrR6 120.48+7.17 -20.3
HYTxFrIncA1 m 9.31 +.36 -9.7
HYTxFrIncAdv 9.35 +.35 -9.8
HiIncA1 m 1.71 +.04 -7.1
IncA1 m 2.45 +.09 -.9
IncAdv 2.43 +.09 -.8
IncC m 2.50 +.10 -1.1
IncR6 2.44 +.09 -.8
InsFrgnSmlrCAdv17.87 +.62 -18.0
IntlGrA m 15.90 +.61 -25.5
LwDrTtlRetA m 9.07 +.04 -3.4
MAGrA m 16.61 +.71 -10.3
MAModGrA m 15.92 +.60 -10.1
MgdIncA m 12.82 +.42 -4.0
MichiganTFIncA1 m10.75 +.29 -8.4
MnstTxFrIncA1 m11.49 +.35 -8.6
ModAllcA m 14.29 +.54 -12.4
MrylndTFIncA1 m10.09 +.28 -8.2
MrylndTFIncC m10.30 +.28 -8.4
MsrTxFrIncA1 m10.78 +.27 -8.6
MtlUSMCpValA m34.83+2.16 -2.5
MutA m 26.10+1.43 -2.4
MutBeaconA m16.99 +.84 -4.3
MutBeaconZ17.20 +.85 -4.2
MutC m 26.03+1.43 -2.7
MutEuropeanA m21.27 +.66 +.1
MutEuropeanZ21.96 +.68 +.2
MutFinclSvcsA m24.69+1.58 -3.5
MutGlbDiscvA m30.94+1.39 +.4
MutGlbDiscvZ 31.75+1.43 +.5
MutQuestA m 14.40 +.65 +1.3
MutQuestZ 14.66 +.66 +1.4
MutZ 26.47+1.45 -2.3
NCTxFrIncA1 m10.65 +.33 -8.4
NJTFIncA1 m 10.50 +.32 -8.4
NYTxFrIncA1 m10.15 +.35 -9.5
OhioTxFrIncA1 m11.76 +.33 -8.9
OregonTxFrIncA1 m10.80 +.30 -8.2
PETxFrIncA1 m 9.04 +.28 -9.0
RisingDivsA m86.68+4.76 -10.4
RisingDivsAdv 86.60+4.76 -10.3
RisingDivsC m 84.75+4.64 -10.7
RisingDivsR6 86.60+4.76 -10.3
SmCpGrA m 17.22 +.81 -24.4
SmCpGrAdv 19.57 +.93 -24.4
SmCpGrR6 20.09 +.96 -24.3
SmCpValA m 53.63+3.03 -6.3
SmCpValAdv 57.32+3.25 -6.2
SmMidCpGrA m31.68+1.85 -28.7
SmMidCpGrAdv37.05+2.16 -28.6
StratIncA m 8.49 +.10 -8.1
TtlRetA m 8.82 +.08 -10.2
TtlRetR6 8.88 +.08 -10.1
USGovtSecA1 m5.45 +.03 -5.4
USGovtSecAdv 5.47 +.03 -5.3
UtlsA1 m 23.47+1.03 +7.2
UtlsAdv 23.71+1.04 +7.3
VirginiaTFIncA1 m10.13 +.28 -9.0
VirginiaTFIncC m10.31 +.29 -9.2
WldA m 12.86 +.60 -14.4

Frost Funds:
TtlRetBdInstl x 9.79 +.02 -3.6

G

GMO:
EmCtyDbtIII m20.40 +.57 -14.3
EmCtyDbtIV m20.37 +.57 -14.3
EmMktsVI 25.77 +.70 -24.9
IntlEqIV 22.28 +.92 -6.5
QualIII 27.04+1.44 -11.1
QualIV 27.11+1.44 -11.1
QualVI 27.05+1.44 -11.0

Gabelli:
ABCAAA d 10.27 +.08 -1.6
AsstAAA m 53.59+2.66 -8.5
GrAAA m 72.58+4.65 -27.3
SmCpGrAAA m41.51+1.95 -12.3
SmCpGrI d 43.38+2.04 -12.2
UtlsA m 7.92 +.26 +2.5

Gateway:
A m 37.32+1.05 -8.2

George Putnam:
BalA m 21.02 +.79 -10.9

Glenmede:
SmCpEqAdv 34.77+2.02 -5.3

Goldman Sachs:
AsiaEqA m 23.07 -.24 -26.8
DynMuniIncA m15.30 +.38 -8.0
DynMuniIncInstl15.29 +.38 -7.9
EMEqInstl 22.42 -.03 -23.1
EnhIncInstl 9.30 +.02 -1.6
HYMuniA m 9.45 +.32 -10.5
HYMuniInstl 9.46 +.33 -10.3
IncBldrA m 24.17 +.60 -7.2
IntlEqInsIns 12.97 +.35 -10.1
LCpCrA m 26.25 +.99 -18.1
MidCpValA m 36.91+1.33 -9.8
ShrtDurTxFrIns10.34 +.09 -3.6
SmCpValInstl 52.42+2.29 -9.5

GuideMark:
LgCpCorSvc 26.62+1.72 -13.1

GuideStone Funds:
AggresivAllcInv11.59 +.31 -16.4
BalAllcInv 11.45 +.19 -12.1
EqIdxInstl 43.08+1.69 -14.8
EqIdxInv 43.05+1.69 -14.9
GrAllcInv 11.83 +.25 -14.4
GrEqInstl 20.76 +.49 -30.6
GrEqInv 20.40 +.48 -30.7
IntlEqInstl 12.91 +.33 -13.1
LowDurBdInstl13.00 +.04 -2.8
MediumDurBdIns13.45 +.12 -10.1
SmCpEqInstl16.42 +.59 -16.0
ValEqInstl 20.26 +.79 -5.2
ValEqInv 20.23 +.80 -5.2

H

Harbor:
CptlApprecInstl70.89+4.40 -32.1
CptlApprecInv b65.66+4.07 -32.2
CrPlInstl 10.76 +.06 -8.7
IntlGrInstl 14.92 +.51 -30.4
IntlInstl 42.15+1.68 -11.8
IntlInv b 41.74+1.67 -11.9
LgCpValInstl21.18+1.25 -10.8
SmCpGrInstl12.05 +.56 -23.3
SmCpValInstl 39.90+2.09 -8.5

Harding Loevner:
EmMktsAdv 45.29+1.03 -25.4
IntlEqInstl 24.69 +.78 -19.5

Hartford:
BalHLSIA 32.41+1.33 -8.6
BalIncA m 15.03 +.54 -5.7
BalIncC m 14.76 +.53 -6.0
BalIncI 15.04 +.54 -5.6
CapAppHLSIA 47.57+2.67 -12.3
ChecksandBalsA m9.90 +.41 -9.1
CorEqA m 42.67+2.58 -13.8
CorEqC m 38.45+2.32 -14.0
CorEqY 43.35+2.63 -13.7
CptlApprecA m36.70+1.99 -13.7
CptlApprecI 36.98+2.01 -13.6
DiscpEqHLSIA 17.98+1.09 -13.8
DivandGrA m 32.58+1.84 -4.1
DivandGrHLSIA26.47+1.52 -4.0
DivandGrHLSIB b26.26+1.51 -4.1
DivandGrI 32.39+1.83 -4.0
DivandGrY 33.62+1.90 -3.9
EqIncA m 22.99+1.24 +1.1
EqIncI 22.82+1.22 +1.1
FltngRtA m 7.92 +.01 -4.4
FltngRtI 7.87 +.01 -4.2
GrAllcA m 13.11 +.55 -10.9
GrOppsA m 32.77+1.57 -31.0
GrOppsI 36.25+1.74 -30.9
HCA m 34.99+1.09 -13.5
IntlOppsA m 16.44 +.64 -13.7
IntlOppsHLSIA17.99 +.71 -13.9

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

IntlOppsI 16.32 +.63 -13.7
IntlOppsY 17.40 +.68 -13.6
IntlValY 16.17 +.59 -.9
MidCpA m 26.75+1.32 -18.4
MidCpHLSIA32.85+1.63 -18.5
MidCpI 28.18+1.39 -18.3
MidCpY 35.08+1.74 -18.3
MultiAssetIncA x18.90 +.39 -8.8
MuniOppsA m 8.33 +.20 -7.8
MuniOppsI 8.33 +.20 -7.8
SchrEMEqI 16.11 +.39 -15.5
SchrInStkI 15.36 +.60 -14.6
ShrtDurA m 9.50 +.03 -4.0
ShrtDurI 9.46 +.03 -3.9
SmCoHLSIA 18.21 +.93 -25.9
SmCpGrHLSIA 27.43+1.36 -25.1
StkHLSIA 107.78+5.82 -5.4
StratIncI x 8.02 +.09 -9.6
TtlRetBdA m 9.59 +.10 -9.7
TtlRetBdHLSIA10.19 +.12 -9.7
UltrShrtBdHLSIA9.92 -.8
WldBdI 10.03 +.04 -3.4

Heartland:
ValInv m 42.83+1.69 -7.8

Hennessy:
FocInv b 59.14+3.87 -14.4
GasUtilityInv b29.25+1.27 +16.9
JapanInstl 34.77 +.53 -27.1

Homestead:
ShrtTrmBd 4.97 +.01 -3.8
Val 51.28+2.95 -5.6

Hotchkis & Wiley:
DiversValA m 26.08+1.66 +.2
HYI 10.60 +.30 -6.3
SmCpValI 76.96+5.32 +6.7

Hussman:
StratGr d 6.92 -.10 +13.4

I-J-K

INVESCO:
AMTFreeMnsA m7.14 +.27 -8.7
AMTFreeNYMnsA m10.90 +.47 -10.1
ActvAllcA m 13.19 +.54 -14.5
AmericanValA m38.21+2.28 -3.0
BalRkAllcA m 9.31 +.16 -3.9
BalRkAllcY 9.54 +.16 -3.8
CAMnA m 8.28 +.33 -9.2
ChtrA m 16.37+1.10 -15.1
ComStkA m 30.63+1.77 +3.7
ComstockSelA m35.76+2.06 +4.3
CoreBondA m 6.10 +.05 -9.5
CoreBondY 6.07 +.06 -9.3
CorpBdA m 6.61 +.13 -12.0
CptlAprcA m54.05+3.66 -22.2
DevMktsA m 37.34 +.90 -21.9
DevMktsY 36.75 +.89 -21.8
DiscvA m 75.40+5.25 -27.6
DiscvMCGrA m22.27+1.45 -26.3
DiscvY 92.85+6.47 -27.5
DivIncA m 26.00+1.31 +2.3
DiversDivA m 19.95+1.07 +.4
DiversDivInv b 19.95+1.07 +.4
EQVIntlEqA m 23.07 +.73 -14.9
EqWtSP500A m72.85+4.43 -7.4
EqWtSP500C m68.88+4.18 -7.7
EqWtSP500Y 73.80+4.49 -7.4
EqandIncA m 10.80 +.44 -4.5
EqvEMAllCapA m30.96 +.42 -19.0
FdmtlAltsA m 25.59 +.32 -4.3
FltngRtA m 6.96 -.01 -3.3
GlbA m 92.15+4.45 -25.9
GlbAllcA m 18.80 +.89 -10.0
GlbCorEqA m 13.49 +.62 -15.8
GlbGrA m 23.03+1.06 -26.0
GlbOppsA m 51.21+1.87 -31.0
GlbOppsY 52.66+1.93 -30.9
GlbStrIncA m 3.24 +.06 -8.4
GlbY 92.97+4.50 -25.8
GoldSpecMnralA m24.97 +.34 -4.8
GrandIncA m 23.71+1.32 -2.7
HCA m 34.24+1.32 -14.8
HCInv b 34.25+1.32 -14.8
HYA m 3.62 +.12 -7.1
HYMuniA m 9.28 +.36 -9.2
HYMuniC m 9.25 +.36 -9.5
IntermTrmMnIncA m10.52 +.26 -7.8
IntlBdA m 4.53 +.08 -10.3
IntlBdY 4.53 +.08 -10.2
IntlDiversA m 17.14 +.55 -20.4
IntlGrA m 35.03+1.44 -23.5
IntlGrY 34.79+1.44 -23.4
IntlSmMidCoA m42.29+1.36 -26.0
IntlSmMidCoY 41.96+1.35 -25.9
LtdTrmMnIncA m11.06 +.09 -3.2
LtdTrmNYMnA m2.85 +.06 -5.9
MLPIncA m 4.72 +.22 +21.5
MLPIncC m 4.04 +.19 +21.2
MLPIncY 5.02 +.24 +21.7
MLPSel40Y 6.98 +.34 +21.4
MainStrtAllCpA m21.57+1.46 -13.4
MnStrA m 48.36+3.27 -15.0
MnStrMidCpA m25.07+1.62 -11.4
MnStrY 47.93+3.24 -15.0
MuncplOppsA m7.24 +.36 -9.7
MuncplOppsC m7.21 +.36 -9.9
MuniIncA m 12.43 +.42 -9.0
ORNYMuncplA m15.68 +.81 -10.5
ORNYMuncplY 15.68 +.80 -10.4
PennsylvaniaMnA m10.70 +.36 -6.9
QualIncA m 10.46 +.06 -7.0
RisingDivsA m23.11+1.57 -9.6
RlEsttA m 21.17+1.12 -11.9
SP500IdxA m 43.97+2.73 -12.4
SelRskGrInvA m14.44 +.59 -14.3
SelRskHiGrInvA m13.72 +.60 -14.8
SelRskModInvA m10.57 +.34 -13.0
ShTBdA m 8.19 +.03 -3.6
SmCpEqA m 12.39 +.71 -17.3
SmCpGrA m 24.88+1.38 -31.5
SmCpGrR5 31.76+1.76 -31.4
SmCpValA m 19.35+1.43 +5.4
SrFltngRtA m6.82 -.01 -2.0
SummitP b 21.08+1.27 -22.4
TechA m 43.92+2.67 -27.0
TechInv b 43.77+2.66 -27.0

JPMorgan:
CPBondA m 7.66 +.06 -8.3
CPBondI 7.66 +.06 -8.1
CPBondR6 7.67 +.06 -8.2
CoreBondA m 10.82 +.05 -7.9
CoreBondI 10.81 +.05 -7.7
CoreBondR6 10.82 +.04 -7.8
EmMktsEqA m28.60 +.68 -24.1
EmMktsEqI 29.33 +.70 -24.0
EmMktsEqL 29.58 +.71 -24.0
EqIncA m 22.88+1.30 -3.1
EqIncI 23.32+1.32 -3.0
EquityIndexA m62.44+3.87 -14.5
EquityIndexI 62.55+3.88 -14.4
GovernmentBondI10.03 +.02 -7.0
GrowthAdvtgA m24.81+1.66 -24.3
GrowthAdvtgI 26.19+1.75 -24.2
HighYieldA m 6.57 +.19 -7.6
HighYieldI 6.62 +.19 -7.5
HighYieldR6 6.62 +.19 -7.4
IntermTxFrBdI 10.18 +.22 -7.4
IntlEqI 17.39 +.64 -18.0
InvCnsrvGrA m12.58 +.29 -9.0
InvCnsrvGrC m12.51 +.29 -9.2
InvCnsrvGrI 12.67 +.29 -8.8
InvGrIncA m 18.08 +.73 -11.3
InvestorBalA m15.38 +.51 -10.3
InvestorBalC m15.07 +.50 -10.5
InvestorGrowthA m22.55+1.10 -12.7
InvestorGrowthI23.20+1.13 -12.7
LCapGrA m 48.27+3.15 -22.1
LCapGrI 49.58+3.24 -22.0
LargeCapValueI19.51+1.06 +1.9
LtdDurBdR6 9.80 -2.4
MCapValA m 39.06+2.37 -4.8
MCapValI 39.71+2.41 -4.7
MCapValL 40.39+2.46 -4.7
MidCapEquityI 54.57+3.19 -13.2
MidCapGrowthA m32.39+1.82 -25.8
MidCapGrowthI40.09+2.25 -25.7
MortgBackedScI10.60 +.03 -5.9
MortgBackedScR610.59 +.02 -5.9
ScapEqA m 47.07+2.64 -15.9
ScapEqI 57.75+3.26 -15.8
ScapEqR5 58.00+3.27 -15.7
ShDurBdA m10.67 +.02 -2.7
ShDurBdI 10.69 +.03 -2.6
ShDurBdR6 10.69 +.02 -2.6
SmallCapGrowthA m15.22 +.79 -28.7
SmallCapGrowthI17.78 +.93 -28.6
SmallCapGrowthL18.63 +.97 -28.6
SmallCapValueR628.29+1.70 -9.3

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

SmtRetr2020A m15.45 +.42 -10.6
SmtRetr2020R515.56 +.41 -10.5
SmtRetr2030A m17.86 +.64 -13.0
SmtRetr2030R518.01 +.64 -12.9
SmtRetr2040A m19.96 +.89 -14.2
SmtRetr2040R520.15 +.91 -14.1
TaxAwareEqI 38.64+2.34 -16.6
TaxAwrRlRetI9.59 +.27 -4.7
USEquityA m 19.14+1.16 -14.9
USEquityI 19.23+1.17 -14.8
USEquityL 19.28+1.17 -14.7
USEquityR5 19.29+1.17 -14.7
USLCpCrPlsI 20.46+1.25 -17.0
USRsrchEnhEqI32.23+2.04 -14.1
USRsrchEnhEqR632.19+2.04 -14.0
USValueA m 65.89+3.97 -3.5
ValueAdvtgA m39.86+2.36 -1.0
ValueAdvtgI 40.13+2.38 -.9
ValueAdvtgL40.18+2.38 -.9

James Advantage:
BalGldRnR b 20.56 +.66 -9.8

Janus Henderson:
BalancedC m39.44+1.66 -14.2
BalancedS b 39.98+1.69 -14.0
BalancedT 40.08+1.70 -13.9
ContrarianT 26.02+1.19 -13.8
EnterpriseT136.64+6.85 -14.6
FortyA m 39.51+1.95 -28.6
FortyS b 37.25+1.84 -28.7
GlbTechInnovtT38.17+2.07 -31.8
GlobalEqIncA m 6.79 +.24 -1.7
GlobalEqIncC m 6.69 +.23 -2.0
GlobalLifeSciT 61.41+1.43 -12.3
GlobalResearchT87.94+5.02 -16.3
GlobalSelectT 16.93 +.72 -7.0
GrowthAndIncT68.92+4.33 -14.2
MidCapValueT 16.38 +.91 -3.7
OverseasT 41.20+1.44 -8.0
ResearchT 52.37+3.21 -25.3
SmallCapValueT23.48+1.25 -9.9
VITBalInstl 43.99+1.86 -13.8
VITEntrprsInstl87.96+4.42 -14.4
VITGlRsrchInstl61.30+3.50 -16.1
VentureT 75.45+3.83 -23.2

Jensen:
QualGrI 58.22+3.09 -13.5
QualGrJ b 58.26+3.08 -13.6

John Hancock:
BalA m 24.18+1.03 -10.6
BalI 24.16+1.03 -10.5
BdA m 14.42 +.18 -9.5
BdI 14.42 +.18 -9.4
BdR6 14.44 +.18 -9.4
ClassicValI 40.85+2.53 +1.9
CptlAprc1 b 12.00 +.72 -29.9
CptlAprcNAV 12.09 +.73 -29.9
DiscpValA m24.20+1.39 -1.0
DiscpValI 23.24+1.33 -.9
DiscpValMCA m25.45+1.53 -3.6
DiscpValMCI26.71+1.60 -3.5
DiscpValMCR6 26.71+1.60 -3.4
DiscpValR6 23.30+1.34 -.8
FdmtlLgCpCorA m60.21+3.52 -15.8
FdmtlLgCpCorI63.61+3.73 -15.7
FltngRtIncI 7.76 -.01 -4.1
IncA m 6.02 +.10 -7.1
IncI 6.01 +.10 -7.0
IntlGrA m 27.81 +.92 -20.0
IntlGrI 27.92 +.93 -19.9
InvmGradeBdA m9.68 +.07 -9.4
MlMg2025Lftm1 b9.88 +.32 -10.8
MlMg2030Lftm1 b10.38 +.38 -12.1
MlMg2035Lftm1 b10.84 +.44 -13.0
MlMg2040Lftm1 b11.15 +.48 -13.5
MlMg2045Lftm1 b11.02 +.50 -13.8
MltIdx2025Prs1 b11.13 +.25 -8.1
MltIdx2030Prs1 b12.16 +.37 -10.6
MltIdx2035Prs1 b12.99 +.48 -11.9
MltIdx2040Prs1 b13.51 +.55 -12.3
MltIdx2045Prs1 b13.86 +.59 -12.6
MltIdx2050Prs1 b12.40 +.54 -12.7
MltIdxIncPrs1 b10.59 +.20 -6.4
MltMgLsAgr1 b14.77 +.68 -12.5
MltMgLsAgrA m14.85 +.69 -12.6
MltMgLsBl1 m13.86 +.46 -10.8
MltMgLsBlA b 13.74 +.46 -10.7
MltMgLsCns1 b12.15 +.24 -7.9
MltMgLsCnsA m12.17 +.24 -8.0
MltmgLsMd1 b12.63 +.33 -9.1
MltmgLsMdA m12.72 +.34 -9.1
MltmgrLsGr1 b14.43 +.59 -11.6
MltmgrLsGrA m14.50 +.59 -11.8
RegionalBankA m29.73+1.99 -8.4
StratIncOppsI 10.20 +.17 -7.6
USGlbLdrsGrA m52.71+2.88 -23.3
USGlbLdrsGrI 58.99+3.23 -23.3
sBlueChipGr1 b40.64+2.49 -27.5

L

LKCM:
EqInstl d 34.34+1.92 -11.2

LSV:
ValEq 28.77+1.77 -1.0

Lazard:
EMEqInstl 16.76 +.31 -7.5
GlbLtdInfrsIns 16.94 +.12 +3.8
IntlEqInstl 16.24 +.65 -9.7
IntlStratEqIns 14.51 +.53 -11.4
USEqConcntrIns17.44 +.98 -11.5

Longleaf Partners:
Intl 14.31 +.43 -16.4
LnglfPtnrs 23.92+1.60 -3.6
SmCap 25.05+1.30 -4.8

Loomis Sayles:
BdInstl x 12.32 +.21 -8.3
BdRetail x 12.25 +.21 -8.5
CorPlusBdA x 12.19 +.12 -8.4
FI 11.78 +.21 -7.9
GrY 20.27+1.14 -22.7
InvmGradeBdA m10.23 +.08 -7.8
InvmGradeBdY10.24 +.08 -7.6
SmCpGrInstl24.53+1.14 -23.4
StratIncA x 12.78 +.26 -8.8

Lord Abbett:
AffiliatedA m 16.91 +.96 -8.6
AlphaStratA m23.40+1.31 -17.9
BdDebA m 7.51 +.15 -8.8
BdDebC m 7.53 +.15 -9.0
BdDebF b 7.50 +.15 -8.8
BdDebI 7.47 +.15 -8.7
CalibRtdDivGrA m18.14+1.16 -12.3
CorFIA m 10.03 +.07 -8.5
DevelopingGrA m18.43+1.09 -30.5
DevelopingGrI 24.21+1.44 -30.4
FdmtlEqA m 12.99 +.79 -6.1
FltngRtA m 8.04 +.01 -2.9
FltngRtC m 8.05 +.02 -3.1
FltngRtF b 8.04 +.02 -2.8
FltngRtI 8.05 +.02 -2.8
HIMuniBdA m 11.34 +.46 -11.6
HIMuniBdF b 11.35 +.47 -11.5
HYA m 6.67 +.18 -9.1
HYF b 6.66 +.18 -9.1
HYI 6.70 +.19 -9.0
IncA m 2.60 +.03 -10.1
IntermTxFrA m10.28 +.28 -8.7
IntermTxFrF b 10.27 +.27 -8.7
MidCpStkA m 32.03+1.91 -6.8
MltAsstBalOppA x10.81 +.43 -10.6
MltAsstIncA x 15.42 +.48 -9.1
NtnlTxFrIncA m10.71 +.41 -10.8
NtnlTxFrIncF b10.70 +.41 -10.8
ShrtDurIncA m 3.98 +.01 -3.3
ShrtDurIncC m 4.01 +.02 -3.3
ShrtDurIncF b3.98 +.02 -3.1
ShrtDurIncI 3.98 +.02 -3.0
ShrtDurTxFrA m15.13 +.14 -4.0
TtlRetA m 9.44 +.08 -8.7
TtlRetF b 9.44 +.08 -8.7
TtlRetI 9.45 +.08 -8.7
ValOppsA m 18.43+1.06 -14.3

Lyrical:
USValEqInstl 21.31+1.40 -7.3

M

MFS:
AgrsGrAllcA m27.58+1.37 -13.5
BlnRsrCorEqI 30.10+1.92 -10.1
CnsrvAllcA m 16.62 +.46 -9.8
CnsrvAllcI 16.80 +.46 -9.7
CorEqA m 41.93+2.59 -11.8
CorpBdA m 12.83 +.26 -11.8
CorpBdI 12.81 +.25 -11.8
GlbEqA m 50.80+2.36 -13.4
GlbTtlRetA m 17.04 +.53 -7.7
GovtSecA m 9.31 +.04 -7.0

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

GrA m 137.99+8.55 -23.4
GrAllcA m 23.22+1.04 -12.4
GrAllcC m 22.71+1.01 -12.7
GrAllcI 23.49+1.04 -12.3
GrC m 103.93+6.42 -23.6
GrI 149.12+9.25 -23.3
HiIncA m 3.10 +.11 -7.4
InstlIntlEq 29.43+1.15 -12.0
IntlDvrsfctnA m21.36 +.70 -15.0
IntlGrA m 37.63+1.29 -13.7
IntlNwDscA m 30.84 +.76 -15.8
IntlNwDscI 31.91 +.78 -15.7
IntlValA m 42.64+1.41 -19.7
LtdMatA m 5.80 +.02 -3.2
MAInvsGrStkA m36.64+2.06 -14.1
MAInvsGrStkI 38.11+2.14 -14.0
MAInvsTrustA m36.79+2.05 -11.7
MAInvsTrustI 35.44+1.98 -11.6
MidCpGrA m23.44+1.29 -24.2
MidCpGrI 25.19+1.38 -24.1
MidCpValA m 30.24+1.96 -4.0
MidCpValI 31.13+2.02 -3.9
ModAllcA m 19.35 +.71 -11.3
ModAllcC m 18.89 +.69 -11.6
ModAllcI 19.68 +.72 -11.3
MrylndMuniBdA m10.23 +.31 -7.5
MuniHiIncA f 7.77 +.25 -9.3
MuniIncA m 8.34 +.23 -8.4
MuniLtdMatA m7.91 +.11 -4.9
NewDiscvA m 22.15+1.26 -24.6
RsrchA m 52.95+3.27 -12.4
RsrchI 54.63+3.37 -12.3
RsrchIntlA m 21.15 +.78 -13.8
RsrchIntlI 21.95 +.81 -13.7
TechA m 49.73+3.03 -24.4
TtlRetA m 19.85 +.74 -7.2
TtlRetBdA m 10.04 +.11 -9.0
TtlRetBdI 10.04 +.11 -9.0
TtlRetI 19.85 +.74 -7.1
UtlsA m 25.37 +.99 +4.0
ValA m 51.25+2.80 -5.4
ValC m 50.60+2.76 -5.7
ValI 51.59+2.83 -5.3
VirginiaMuniBdA m10.54 +.34 -7.4

Madison:
TFVirginiaY 10.91 +.24 -6.4

MainStay:
EpchGlbEqYldI 20.14 +.92 -3.7
FltngRtA m 8.70 -3.7
IncBldrA m 18.97 +.79 -9.6
MAPA m 29.46+1.67 -2.7
MKCnvrtA m 18.82 +.75 -9.4
MKSTMuniI 9.36 +.08 -3.2
MKTxFrBdA m 9.63 +.35 -9.1
MSSP500IdxA m51.89+3.22 -14.5
MacKHYCorpBdA m5.23 +.14 -6.0
WnslowLgCpGrA m8.59 +.59 -28.7

Mairs & Power:
BalInv 104.07+3.97 -10.6
GrInv 137.85+7.49 -15.2

Marsico:
Foc b 21.12+1.31 -23.2

MassMutual:
PrmCorBdI 9.83 +.08 -9.7
SP500IdxI 18.38+1.14 -14.4
SelBlChpGrR5 21.33+1.25 -28.3
SelEqOpportsI 19.11 +.99 -3.3
SelSmCpGrEqI 13.12 +.76 -22.3
SelTtlRetBdI 9.12 +.09 -9.0
SelectMdCpGrI21.13+1.18 -19.7
SelectMdCpGrR520.76+1.16 -19.8

Matthews:
AsiaDivInv 14.76 +.40 -21.8
AsianGrIncInv 14.07 +.18 -12.4
ChinaInv 14.86 -.06 -27.8
IndiaInv 25.14 +.42 -10.8
PacTigerInv 22.96 +.34 -16.6

Merger:
A m 17.20 +.15 -1.2

Meridian:
ContrarianLgcy d40.69+2.41 -11.3
GrLegacy d 38.07+1.59 -20.3

Metropolitan West:
FltngRtIncIs 9.47 -.01 -3.3
HYBdInstl 9.55 +.30 -8.6
IntermBdInstl9.92 +.06 -5.9
LowDurBdI 8.51 +.04 -3.1
LowDurBdM b8.50 +.03 -3.3
TtlRetBdI 9.84 +.09 -9.1
TtlRetBdM b 9.84 +.09 -9.2
TtlRetBdPlan 9.22 +.08 -9.2
UnconsBdI 10.89 +.08 -5.6

Miller:
OppI 33.48+2.57 -20.2

Morgan Stanley:
GlbFIOppsI 5.34 +.02 -5.1
InsDiscyA m 8.92 +.38 -56.1
InsDiscyI 13.09 +.56 -56.1
InsInGlbFrnchI 32.34+1.58 -12.6
InsInGrA m 32.91+1.01 -53.8
InsInGrI 36.05+1.10 -53.8
InsInIntEqI 13.61 +.46 -10.6
InsightA m 31.87 +.96 -53.9
InsightI 37.03+1.11 -53.8
InstlCrPlsFIIns10.26 +.08 -9.2

N

Nationwide:
InDeAgrsSvc b 9.14 +.46 -15.0
InDeMdlyAgrsSvc b9.30 +.41 -14.3
InDeModSvc b 9.21 +.33 -12.4
InstlSvc 25.99+1.52 -14.7
IntlIdxR6 8.10 +.30 -11.8
MidCpMktIdxIns16.92+1.04 -12.2

Natixis:
IUSEqOppsA m35.26+2.20 -14.9

Neuberger Berman:
CorBdInstl 9.56 +.08 -8.6
EmMktsEqInstl18.20 +.31 -18.0
EqIncInstl 14.56 +.74 +.6
FltngRtIncInstl 9.30 -3.7
FocInv 22.33+1.20 -25.1
GenesisInstl 61.87+3.19 -17.2
GenesisInv 61.79+3.18 -17.3
GenesisR6 61.88+3.19 -17.2
GenesisTrust 61.65+3.17 -17.3
GuardianInv 22.19+1.08 -17.8
HiIncBdInstl 7.86 +.27 -8.7
IntlEqInstl 12.40 +.45 -17.8
IntrnsValInstl 20.11 +.88 -13.1
LgCpValInstl45.24+2.27 +2.2
LgCpValInv 45.29+2.28 +2.2
LgShInstl 16.89 +.32 -6.2
MdCpGrInstl 14.76+1.00 -23.2
MdCpGrInv 14.74+1.00 -23.2
RlEsttInstl 16.60 +.88 -13.1
StratIncInstl10.15 +.24 -7.6
StratIncR6 10.14 +.24 -7.6
SustEqInst 40.71+2.28 -13.4

New Covenant:
Gr 53.33+3.29 -13.4

Nicholas:
EqIncI 20.53+1.07 -5.2
III 29.80+1.75 -14.7
LtdEditionInstl28.45+1.51 -15.9
Nicholas 73.64+4.30 -14.8

Northern:
ActvMIntlEq d 10.93 +.41 -14.8
BdIdx 9.72 +.07 -8.6
CAIntermTxEx 9.95 +.25 -8.1
EmMktsEqIdx d11.30 +.20 -14.0
FI 9.46 +.10 -9.5
GlbRlEsttIdx d 10.63 +.39 -13.7
HYFI d 6.06 +.17 -8.5
HYMuni 7.96 +.34 -12.2
IntermTxEx 9.96 +.26 -7.1
IntlEqIdx d 12.93 +.49 -10.7
MidCpIdx 21.17+1.30 -10.2
ShrtBd 18.18 +.09 -3.3
ShrtIntermTxEx9.90 +.12 -3.5
SmCpIdx 13.15 +.80 -15.5
SmCpVal 20.11+1.31 -7.6
StkIdx 45.68+2.84 -12.3
TxEx 9.97 +.37 -8.4

Nuveen:
AlAmrMuniBdA m10.61 +.50 -12.6
CAMuniBdA m 10.48 +.42 -8.9
CAMuniBdI 10.49 +.42 -8.9
DivValA m 14.62 +.90 -4.1
HYMuniBdA m16.37 +.95 -10.4
HYMuniBdI 16.37 +.94 -10.4
IntermDrMnBdA m8.89 +.21 -6.9
IntermDrMnBdI 8.92 +.22 -6.8

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

LtdTrmMnBdA m10.85 +.16 -4.1
LtdTrmMnBdI 10.80 +.15 -4.2
MNMnBdI 11.05 +.29 -8.1
MrylndMnBdA m10.09 +.31 -8.2
NAMnBdI 10.30 +.32 -8.8
NYMnBdA m10.17 +.37 -9.3
NYMnBdI 10.18 +.38 -9.2
RlEsttSecI 19.84+1.03 -12.7
ShrtTrmMnBdI 9.81 +.09 -2.9
VirginiaMnBdA m10.53 +.34 -8.4

O

Oak Associates:
RedOakTechSel34.10+2.30 -19.6

Oakmark:
EqAndIncInv 31.70+1.29 -7.5
GlbInv 30.98+1.58 -10.7
GlbSelInv 19.53 +.90 -14.2
IntlInv 25.36+1.14 -9.7
IntlSmCpInv 16.85 +.58 -14.9
Inv 109.52+6.79 -8.1
SelInv 57.24+3.39 -10.9

Oberweis:
ChinaOpps m 7.80 -32.2
IntlOppsInstl d 9.67 +.44 -26.2

Old Westbury:
AllCpCor 21.71+1.31 -19.2
FI 10.52 +.04 -5.4
GlbSmMdCpStrat14.83 +.62 -19.6
LgCpStrats 15.51 +.80 -19.6
MnBd 11.53 +.20 -5.7

Optimum:
FxdIncInstl 8.74 +.09 -9.1
IntlInstl 11.54 +.37 -16.1
LgCpGrInstl 18.48+1.04 -27.5
LgCpValInstl20.18+1.17 -4.4
SmMidCpGrIns12.81 +.71 -22.3
SmMidCpValIns15.44 +.88 -5.7

Osterweis:
StrInc 10.84 +.20 -4.8

P

PGIM:
QSLrgCaCoEqA m17.01+1.07 -9.1

PGIM Investments:
BalancedA m 15.82 +.60 -11.0
GlbRlEstZ 21.00 +.88 -14.5
HighYieldA m 4.96 +.16 -8.2
HighYieldZ 4.97 +.15 -8.1
JenHealSciA m32.41 +.76 -16.0
JenHealSciZ 39.54 +.92 -15.9
JenMidCapGrA m13.07 +.76 -21.7
JenMidCapGrZ 17.88+1.04 -21.6
JenSmlComA m18.61 +.95 -14.8
JenSmlComZ 21.91+1.13 -14.6
JenUtlA m 16.47 +.74 +3.1
JenUtlZ 16.54 +.74 +3.2
JenniFocGrA m15.11 +.86 -32.8
JennisonBldA m19.85+1.19 -19.0
JennisonGrA m41.68+2.57 -29.9
JennisonGrZ 46.93+2.89 -29.9
JennisonValA m21.15+1.22 -5.0
NationalMuniA m13.90 +.30 -7.7
ShTerCorBdA m10.50 +.07 -5.0
TtlRetBdA m 12.90 +.13 -10.4
TtlRetBdC m12.88 +.12 -10.7
TtlRetBdZ 12.85 +.12 -10.3

PIMCO:
AlAstA m 11.94 +.33 -6.3
AlAstAllAthIns 7.60 +.24 -7.2
AlAstI2 11.98 +.34 -6.1
AlAstInstl 11.95 +.33 -6.1
CmdPlsStrI2 9.97 +.33 +38.0
CmdPlsStrIs 10.09 +.33 +38.1
CmdtyRlRtStrA m7.69 +.26 +33.3
CmdtyRlRtStrI27.96 +.27 +33.6
CmdtyRlRtStrIns8.01 +.27 +33.6
DiversIncInstl9.72 +.19 -10.7
DynamicBdI 10.10 +.05 -4.3
EMBdI2 8.77 +.21 -12.8
EMBdInstl 8.77 +.21 -12.7
EMCcy&S/TInmtI7.51 +.08 -3.7
EmergLclBdInstl5.53 +.09 -8.9
ExtendedDrInstl4.84 +.01 -24.5
GNMA&GovtSecI10.32 +.08 -6.3
GlBdOppsUSDHI9.92 +.03 -4.0
HYA m 8.20 +.29 -7.6
HYI2 8.20 +.29 -7.5
HYInstl 8.20 +.29 -7.5
HYMnBdA m 8.82 +.35 -8.8
HYMnBdI2 8.82 +.35 -8.8
HYMnBdInstl 8.82 +.35 -8.7
IBdUSDHA m 10.03 +.01 -6.1
IBdUSDHI 10.03 +.01 -6.0
IBdUSDHI-2 10.03 +.01 -6.0
IBdUnhI 8.38 +.10 -12.0
IncA m 11.03 +.14 -6.2
IncC m 11.03 +.14 -6.5
IncI2 11.03 +.14 -6.1
IncInstl 11.03 +.14 -6.0
IncR b 11.03 +.14 -6.3
InflRspMlAstIns9.09 +.20 +1.5
InvtGrdCdtBdA m9.28 +.13 -12.0
InvtGrdCdtBdI 9.28 +.13 -11.8
InvtGrdCdtBdI-29.28 +.13 -11.9
L/TCreditBdI 9.88 +.23 -19.2
LngDrTtlRetIns 8.25 +.12 -18.2
LngTrmUSGvtIns4.38 +.01 -17.9
LowDrA m 9.45 +.04 -3.2
LowDrAdmin b 9.45 +.04 -3.2
LowDrI2 9.45 +.04 -3.2
LowDrInstl 9.45 +.04 -3.1
LowDurIncA m 8.15 +.08 -4.5
LowDurIncI2 8.15 +.08 -4.4
LowDurIncInstl 8.15 +.08 -4.3
MnBdA m 9.49 +.29 -8.8
MnBdI2 9.49 +.29 -8.8
MnBdInstl 9.49 +.29 -8.7
ModDrInstl 9.71 +.06 -5.6
MortgOpps&BdI10.24 -4.0
RAEFdmAdPLUSIns9.09 +.04 +10.6
RAEPLUSA m 6.03 +.41 -5.0
RAEPLUSI 6.60 +.44 -4.8
RlEstRlRtStrIns7.79 +.49 -15.8
RlRetA m 11.22 +.09 -5.9
RlRetI2 11.22 +.09 -5.8
RlRetInstl 11.22 +.09 -5.7
ShrtAsstInvmIns9.85 -.8
ShrtTrmA m 9.62 -1.3
ShrtTrmI2 9.62 -1.2
ShrtTrmIns 9.62 -1.2
StksPLUSAbRtA m9.83 +.64 -16.7
StksPLUSAbRtI29.93 +.64 -16.6
StksPLUSAbRtIns10.15 +.66 -16.6
StksPLUSIUSDHI28.24 +.20 -8.1
StksPLUSIUSDHIn8.35 +.20 -8.1
StksPLUSIns11.18 +.71 -16.1
StksPLUSLngDrIn5.61 +.43 -31.2
StksPLUSSmIns8.77 +.56 -17.4
TotRetESGIns8.29 +.10 -9.9
TtlRetA m 9.26 +.08 -9.1
TtlRetAdm b 9.26 +.08 -9.1
TtlRetI2 9.26 +.08 -9.0
TtlRetIIIns 8.68 +.06 -9.0
TtlRetIns 9.26 +.08 -9.0
TtlRetR b 9.26 +.08 -9.2

PRIMECAP Odyssey:
AgrsGr 41.70+2.36 -20.9
Gr 38.97+2.40 -11.7
Stk 37.50+2.34 -6.6

Pacific Funds:
OptmzGrA m 13.08 +.40 -15.5
OptmzModA m12.30 +.32 -14.3

Parametric:
TxMgEMktI 43.06 +.64 -9.5

Parnassus:
CorEqInv 54.62+3.18 -13.8
Parnassus 46.83+2.52 -27.2

Pax:
SustAlloInv b 25.76 +.93 -11.1

Payden:
EqInc 17.87 +.95 -2.5
LowDr 9.75 +.02 -2.5
LtdMat 9.41 +.01 -.8

Pear Tree:
PlrsFgnVlInstl 21.66 +.66 -9.5

Performance:
MnBdInstl 23.30 +.71 -9.4
StrBd 20.57 +.18 -8.4

Permanent:
I 48.01+1.54 -3.8

Pioneer:
A m 33.64+2.12 -11.0

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

AMTFreeMnA m13.63 +.64 -12.1
AMTFreeMnY 13.58 +.64 -12.0
BdA m 8.79 +.05 -8.9
BdY 8.70 +.05 -8.8
CorEqA m 20.81+1.26 -11.0
DiscpGrA m 14.45 +.93 -16.5
EqIncA m 39.09+2.22 -4.1
HiIncMnA m 6.76 +.22 -9.0
MidCpValA m 25.60+1.70 -2.8
SelMidCpGrA m38.95+2.41 -26.2
SelMidCpGrY 44.13+2.74 -26.1
StrIncA m 9.81 +.07 -7.8
StrIncY 9.81 +.07 -7.7
Y 34.33+2.17 -10.9

Polaris:
GlbVal d 29.89+1.41 -7.3

Principal:
CptlAprcA m55.95+3.54 -15.2
DiversIntlIns12.18 +.40 -16.3
EqIncA m 38.32+2.10 -8.0
HYA m 6.72 +.16 -7.0
HYIIns 8.50 +.23 -7.9
InflProtIns 8.76 +.09 -5.7
LCpSP500IdxA m21.27+1.32 -14.5
LCpSP500IdxIs21.28+1.32 -14.4
LCpSP500IdxJ m20.99+1.30 -14.5
LfTm2020Ins 13.02 +.38 -10.5
LfTm2020J m 12.93 +.38 -10.7
LfTm2030Ins 14.27 +.54 -12.9
LfTm2030J m 14.21 +.53 -13.0
LfTm2040Ins 15.53 +.72 -14.4
LfTm2040J m 15.35 +.71 -14.5
LfTm2050Ins 16.12 +.83 -15.3
LgCpGrIIns 16.28 +.98 -29.1
LgCpValIIIIns 19.12+1.15 -4.3
MdCpA m 32.80+2.13 -20.9
MdCpGrIIIIns 11.02 +.70 -24.9
MdCpValIIns17.17+1.03 -4.3
PrefSecIns 9.27 +.12 -9.2
RlEsttSecIns30.20+1.53 -15.3
SAMgBA m 15.56 +.59 -12.1
SAMgCnsBA m11.90 +.36 -10.6
SAMgCnsGA m18.23 +.85 -13.7
SAMgmtFlxIncA m11.81 +.28 -9.1
SAMgmtStrGrA m19.98+1.04 -15.2
SmCpIns 25.76+1.71 -17.1

ProFunds:
UltNASDAQ100Inv57.56+7.26 -46.4

Putnam:
CATxExIncA m 7.36 +.24 -8.8
CnvrtSecA m 22.70 +.85 -14.2
DiversIncA m 5.94 +.05 -1.7
DynAstAlcBalA m15.04 +.63 -10.3
DynAstAlcCnsrA m10.48 +.28 -9.3
DynAstAlcGrA m16.95 +.84 -11.5
FcsIntlEqA m 13.78 +.54 -11.4
GlbHCA m 59.37+1.28 -6.4
GrOppsA m 45.23+3.07 -22.8
HighYieldA m 5.38 +.14 -7.9
IncA m 6.12 +.05 -7.9
IncY 6.24 +.04 -8.0
IntlEqA m 22.08 +.89 -12.8
LrgCpValA m 30.80+1.71 -.8
LrgCpValY 30.82+1.72 -.7
MortgageSecsA m10.68 +.09 -4.9
NYTEIncA m 8.05 +.27 -8.5
ShrtDurBdA m 9.76 +.05 -3.1
ShrtDurBdY 9.77 +.04 -3.0
SmCpGrA m 50.91+3.38 -24.8
SustLeadersA m101.34+6.47 -18.2
TEIncA f 7.86 +.27 -8.7
TxFrHYA m 11.70 +.48 -9.1

R

RiverNorth:
dblelnStrIncI x 9.38 +.08 -8.4

Royce:
OppInvm d 14.99+1.02 -10.6
PEMutInvm d 8.32 +.44 -13.8
PremInvm d 11.35 +.51 -12.5
SpecEqInvm d 17.71 +.63 -7.2
TtlRetInvm d 8.26 +.42 -5.7

Russell:
InvEmergMktsS16.27 +.35 -14.8
InvGbRlEstSecS32.53+1.35 -15.5
InvIntlDvdMktS39.07+1.54 -9.4
InvInvmGrdBdS19.54 +.12 -9.7
InvStratBdS 9.83 +.06 -9.6
InvTEBdS 22.12 +.56 -7.3
InvTxMgdUSLgCpS61.38+3.72 -15.0
InvTxMgdUSMSCpS35.76+2.10 -15.7
InvUSSmCpEqS26.25+1.62 -14.5

Rydex:
NASDAQ1002xStrH b274.51+34.67 -42.8
NASDAQ100Inv58.38+3.89 -22.5

S

SEI:
CoreFxdIncF 10.23 +.10 -9.7
EmergMktsDbtF8.43 +.21 -13.2
EmergingMktsEqF11.05 +.20 -14.3
HighYieldBdF 6.37 +.16 -7.0
IntermTermMuniF11.16 +.27 -7.3
IntlEqF 10.74 +.40 -11.5
IntlFxdIncF 9.56 +.02 -5.5
LargeCapGrowthF39.79+2.65 -21.1
LargeCapValueF27.55+1.55 -.9
S&P500IndexF 83.79+5.20 -12.3
ShortDurGovtF10.10 +.03 -2.4
TaxMgdSm/MdCpF23.89+1.30 -11.9
TxMgdLCpF 33.40+2.11 -9.5
USMgdVolF 17.25 +.79 +.2

SSGA:
SP500IdxN b 237.99+14.80 -12.3

Schwab:
Bal 16.24 +.39 -14.3
CATFBd 11.16 +.23 -7.4
CorEq 21.02+1.28 -13.7
DivEq 14.65 +.83 -5.8
FdmtlIntlLgCIdx9.88 +.36 -3.3
FdmtlUSLgCIdx22.36+1.37 -4.4
FdmtlUSSmCIdx16.00+1.00 -10.6
HC 26.89 +.93 -7.2
IntlIdx 21.12 +.80 -11.8
IntlOpp 20.01 +.69 -21.1
MktTrackAllEq20.54 +.70 -12.3
MktTrackBal18.57 +.44 -10.5
MktTrackGr 23.90 +.70 -11.3
SP500Idx 64.03+3.98 -14.4
Schwab1000Idx89.67+5.54 -15.5
SmCpEq 19.26+1.29 -12.6
SmCpIdx 30.35+1.85 -17.7
TFBd 11.11 +.26 -7.5
Trgt2020 13.48 +.24 -10.8
Trgt2030 15.54 +.37 -12.9
Trgt2040 16.62 +.46 -14.3
TrsInflPrtScIdx11.72 +.12 -5.6
TtlStkMktIdx 71.21+4.39 -15.6
USLgCpGr 22.57+1.52 -29.4

Selected:
AmrcnD 36.75+2.13 -13.4
AmrcnS b 36.61+2.12 -13.5

Sequoia:
Sequoia 144.93+6.45 -21.7

Sit:
MinnesotaTFInc9.72 +.31 -8.9

Smead Funds:
ValI1 68.87+4.64 -.5

Sound Shore:
ShoreInv 40.32+2.23 -2.0

State Farm:
Bal 83.35+3.74 -8.3
Gr 101.04+6.02 -9.8
Interim 9.71 +.03 -3.6
MnBd 8.27 +.19 -6.6

Sterling Capital:
StrtonSmCpVlIns67.28+4.22 -9.5
TtlRetBdIns 9.79 +.06 -9.1

T

T. Rowe Price:
AfrcMdlEst 10.76 +.05 +2.6
All-Cap Opps 57.46+3.25 -15.8
BCGr 127.94+7.83 -28.1
BCGrAdv b 124.85+7.64 -28.1
BCGrR b 118.39+7.24 -28.2
Bal 24.88 +.92 -11.5
Comm&TeInv 129.58+6.35 -29.0
CptlAprc 33.78+1.35 -8.6
CptlAprcAdv b 33.31+1.33 -8.7
CptlOpp 39.33+2.43 -13.0
DivGr 67.18+3.94 -9.1
DivMdCpGr 36.76+2.25 -22.4
EMBd 9.11 +.24 -14.1
EMStk 37.01 +.76 -18.3
EmergEurope 2.56 +.09 -84.5
EqIdx500 109.63+6.81 -12.3
EqInc 36.07+1.80 +.6
ErpnStk 22.44+1.07 -17.0
ExtendedEqMktId29.14+1.71 -19.5
FinclSvcs 33.24+2.27 -7.6
GlbMltSectBdInv10.54 +.04 -7.6
GlbStk 50.02+2.70 -21.2
GlbTech 12.56 +.65 -46.1
GrStk 73.94+4.21 -30.5
GrStkAdv b 71.69+4.07 -30.5
GrStkR b 68.43+3.88 -30.6
HY 5.98 +.19 -8.0
HlthSci 87.88+2.68 -15.6
InflProtBd 12.35 +.11 -5.8
InsEMBd 6.75 +.17 -14.1
InsEMEq 35.29 +.73 -18.4
InsFltngRt 9.33 -2.8
InsFltngRtF 9.32 -2.9
InsHY 7.94 +.25 -8.1
InsLgCpCorGr 50.77+3.10 -30.4
InsMdCpEqGr 59.74+3.25 -19.2
InsSmCpStk 26.67+1.33 -18.8
IntlDiscv 63.08+2.01 -25.0
IntlEqIdx 14.58 +.54 -10.8
IntlStk 17.46 +.60 -12.1
Japan 12.33 +.14 -27.6
LatinAmerica 19.58 +.99 +10.4
LrgCpGrI 53.56+3.14 -27.1
LrgCpVaI 27.42+1.28 -1.3
MdCpGr 95.54+5.07 -18.6
MdCpVal 33.98+1.72 +1.0
MrylndTFBd 10.22 +.30 -7.7
NewAsia 16.88 +.36 -19.7
NewEra 44.29+2.73 +10.5
NewHorizons 50.17+2.39 -34.7
NewInc 8.71 +.06 -8.9
OverseasStk11.91 +.46 -10.2
PersonalStrBal23.53 +.71 -13.0
PersonalStrGr 36.64+1.40 -15.2
PersonalStrInc19.28 +.41 -10.2
QMUSBdEnhIdx10.30 +.08 -8.5
QMUSSmCpGrEq36.96+1.97 -20.3
RlEstt 17.68 +.96 -12.0
Rtr2005 12.49 +.31 -9.7
Rtr2010 15.93 +.41 -10.1
Rtr2015 13.32 +.36 -10.3
Rtr2020 20.04 +.57 -10.8
Rtr2020Adv b 19.82 +.56 -10.9
Rtr2020R b 19.55 +.56 -11.0
Rtr2025 17.44 +.55 -11.8
Rtr2025Adv b 17.31 +.55 -11.9
Rtr2025R b 17.04 +.53 -11.9
Rtr2030 26.02 +.94 -13.0
Rtr2030Adv b 25.70 +.93 -13.1
Rtr2030R b 25.38 +.91 -13.2
Rtr2035 19.94 +.80 -14.1
Rtr2035Adv b 19.79 +.79 -14.2
Rtr2035R b 19.48 +.78 -14.3
Rtr2040 28.37+1.23 -15.0
Rtr2040Adv b 28.02+1.22 -15.0
Rtr2040R b 27.73+1.21 -15.1
Rtr2045 19.86 +.90 -15.3
Rtr2045Adv b 19.67 +.89 -15.4
Rtr2045R b 19.36 +.87 -15.4
Rtr2050 16.81 +.77 -15.4
Rtr2050Adv b 16.59 +.76 -15.5

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

Rtr2050R b 16.38 +.75 -15.6
Rtr2055 17.40 +.80 -15.4
Rtr2055Adv b 17.22 +.80 -15.5
RtrBal 13.86 +.32 -9.1
SciandTech 31.04+1.73 -28.5
ShrtTrmBd 4.62 +.02 -2.9
SmCpStk 56.51+2.82 -19.0
SmCpVal 54.34+2.90 -12.1
SpectrumGr 23.73+1.23 -13.5
SpectrumInc 11.85 +.19 -7.1
SpectrumIntl 13.86 +.47 -14.0
SummitMnIncInv11.40 +.36 -8.2
SummitMnIntrInv11.38 +.28 -6.8
TFHY 11.42 +.41 -8.7
TFInc 9.53 +.29 -8.1
TFShrtInterm 5.45 +.07 -3.7
TtlEqMktIdx 44.78+2.77 -13.5
USLgCpCor 31.36+1.92 -12.5
USTrsInterm 5.49 +.02 -7.5
VITFBd 11.40 +.35 -7.9
Val 44.09+1.99 -7.8

TCW:
CorFIIns 10.46 +.10 -8.9
EMIncIns 6.66 +.21 -13.0
RltvVlLgCpIns 13.54 +.78 -8.4
SelEqsI 28.36+1.77 -30.8
TtlRetBdI 9.06 +.04 -9.7
TtlRetBdN b 9.34 +.04 -9.9

TIAA-CREF:
BdIdxIns 10.12 +.08 -8.5
BdIns 9.62 +.10 -8.8
BdPlusIns 9.64 +.10 -9.0
EqIdxIns 29.67+1.83 -13.2
EqIdxRet 30.11+1.85 -13.3
EqIdxRetail b 30.23+1.87 -13.3
GrIncIns 14.55 +.89 -15.4
GrIncRet 14.93 +.92 -15.5
GrIncRetail b 21.94+1.35 -15.4
HYIns 8.74 +.30 -7.0
InflLinkedBdIns11.75 +.11 -2.2
IntlEqIdxIns 20.43 +.76 -10.7
IntlEqIdxRet 20.92 +.77 -10.8
IntlEqIns 12.21 +.46 -13.6
Lfcycl2020Rtr 12.80 +.36 -9.5
Lfcycl2025Rtr 13.49 +.42 -10.2
Lfcycl2030Rtr 14.03 +.50 -10.9
Lfcycl2035Rtr 14.69 +.58 -11.6
Lfcycl2040I 10.16 +.44 -12.2
Lfcycl2040Rtr 15.23 +.65 -12.2
Lfcycl2045Rtr 12.53 +.58 -12.7
LfcyclId2010I 16.30 +.40 -8.7
LfcyclId2020I 18.47 +.54 -9.6
LfcyclId2025I 20.15 +.64 -10.2
LfcyclId2035I 23.38 +.91 -11.3
LfcyclId2040I 24.65+1.05 -11.7
LfcyclId2045I 25.48+1.16 -12.1
LgCpGrIdxIns 45.44+3.08 -21.4
LgCpGrIdxRet 45.77+3.09 -21.5
LgCpGrIns 18.15+1.14 -24.5
LgCpGrRetail b18.05+1.13 -24.5
LgCpValIdxIns 23.66+1.33 -3.7
LgCpValIdxRet24.11+1.36 -3.8
LgCpValIns 20.60+1.21 -5.2
LgCpValRet 20.52+1.21 -5.2
MdCpGrI 18.07+1.06 -26.7
MdCpValI 18.15+1.17 -6.2
MdCpValRtr 17.99+1.16 -6.3
MgdAllcRtl b 11.82 +.42 -12.2
QtSm-CpEqInstl16.55+1.04 -13.2
RlEsttSecI 20.19+1.09 -15.1
RlEsttSecRtl b 20.00+1.08 -15.2
RlEsttSecRtr 21.15+1.15 -15.2
SP500IdxI 45.73+2.84 -12.2
SP500IdxRtr 45.37+2.81 -12.3
SclChEqI 24.59+1.64 -13.4
SclChEqRtl b21.38+1.42 -13.5
SclChEqRtr 25.02+1.66 -13.5
ShrtTrmBdI 10.05 +.02 -2.3
SmCpBlndIdxI 21.67+1.32 -15.5
SmCpBlndIdxRtr21.77+1.33 -15.5

Third Avenue:
RlEsttValIns23.78+1.15 -13.3
SmCpValIns 19.99+1.19 -1.9
ValIns 59.26+3.34 +17.0

Thompson:
Bd 10.45 +.01 -3.7

Thornburg:
IntEqI 22.79 +.62 -15.7
IntlEqA m 21.87 +.59 -15.9
InvmIncBldrA m23.29 +.82 -3.2
InvmIncBldrC m23.26 +.82 -3.5
LtdTrmIncA m 12.95 +.05 -5.0
LtdTrmIncI 12.95 +.04 -4.9
LtdTrmMnA m 13.67 +.18 -5.0
LtdTrmMnI 13.67 +.17 -4.8

Thrivent:
DiversIncPlusA m7.04 +.16 -7.9
LgCpStkA m 24.89+1.32 -13.2
LgCpValS 27.97+1.61 -1.4
MidCpStkA m 28.22+1.84 -12.9
MidCpStkS 33.16+2.16 -12.8
MnBdA m 10.49 +.33 -8.4
OppIncPlusS 9.27 +.16 -7.0
SmCpStkA m 22.82+1.12 -6.6

Torray:
Torray 52.40+3.57 +.5

Touchstone:
BalancedA m 22.97 +.89 -11.5
FlexIncY x 10.35 +.13 -6.3
FocedY 55.80+2.90 -13.3
GlblESGEqfdA m21.85+1.01 -11.7
LargeCpFocA m51.29+2.70 -12.7
MidCpGrY 31.96+1.79 -20.0
MidCpValIns 23.79+1.48 -1.7
MidCpY 44.53+2.45 -10.2
SdCptlSelGrA m9.84 +.48 -42.2
SdCptlSelGrY 11.07 +.54 -42.2
SmallComA m 4.97 +.24 -14.3

Transamerica:
AsAlCnsrvA m 10.09 +.25 -11.0
AsAlGrA m 13.33 +.71 -15.2
AsAlModA m 10.90 +.34 -11.8
AsAlModGrA m11.84 +.47 -13.4
CptlGrA m 20.89 +.67 -54.4
MltMgdBalA m30.89+1.27 -10.8

Trust For Credit Uni:
UnsShrtDrTCU 9.39 -3.4
UnsUlShDrTCU 9.35 +.01 -.5

Tweedy, Browne:
GlbVal 27.55 +.77 -5.3
GlbVlIICyUnHdg15.83 +.59 -7.0
Val 18.67 +.69 -4.5

U

U.S. Global Investor:
WldPrecMnral b2.17 +.10 -15.9

UBS PACE:
AltStrsInvmsP10.58 +.14 -1.2
IntlEqInvmsP 16.12 +.48 -9.3
LgCoGrEqInvmsP21.18+1.33 -19.6
LgCoValEqInvmsP21.65+1.25 -1.5
SMCoValEqInvmsP22.38+1.43 -7.1
StrFIInvmsP 12.44 +.16 -9.4

USAA:
AgrsGr 40.86+2.75 -29.6
CABd 10.52 +.33 -8.8
CptlGr 11.64 +.62 -11.1
CrnrstnMdlyAgrs25.89 +.87 -9.6
CrnrstnMod 14.98 +.44 -9.3
ExtendedMktIdx20.54+1.22 -19.2
Gr 27.04+1.74 -27.9
GrInc 22.30+1.41 -14.6
GrandTxtr 23.70+1.15 -12.4
HiInc d 7.07 +.18 -8.4
Inc 11.92 +.08 -9.2
IncStk 19.48+1.09 -3.6
IntermTrmBd 9.60 +.08 -8.7
Intl 24.28 +.89 -13.1
NASDAQ100Idx33.59+2.23 -24.7
PrcMtlsMnral 18.43 +.16 -1.6
SP500IdxMbr 53.81+3.36 -15.5
SP500IdxRwd 53.85+3.36 -15.4
SciTech 19.61 +.77 -36.2
ShrtTrmBd 8.88 +.04 -2.7
SmCpStk 12.68 +.79 -17.8
SustWld 23.76+1.18 -15.9
TEIntermTrm 12.70 +.27 -7.6
TELngTrm 12.50 +.40 -9.5
TEShrtTrm 10.13 +.10 -4.2
TrgtRet203012.37 +.41 -9.9
TrgtRet204012.58 +.51 -11.3
TrgtRet205012.98 +.58 -12.0
TrgtRetInc 10.84 +.22 -7.4
VIBd 10.69 +.29 -7.8
Val 18.43+1.03 -2.6

Undiscovered Manager:
BehavioralValA m83.34+5.10 +1.0
BehavioralValL85.78+5.25 +1.2

V

VALIC Co I:
DivVal 13.31 +.73 -.9
EmergEcos 7.14 +.10 -14.9
Gr 14.63 +.95 -25.6
GrInc 25.74+1.57 -12.8
InflProt 11.04 +.11 -5.6
IntlEqsIdx 7.32 +.29 -10.9
IntlGr 11.75 +.37 -30.4
IntlVal 9.92 +.30 -6.9
LgCptlGr 18.50+1.03 -14.0
MidCpIdx 26.64+1.64 -10.2
MidCpStrGr 18.12+1.04 -19.8
SciTech 22.90+1.27 -28.0
SmCpIdx 17.63+1.07 -15.6
StkIdx 47.79+2.98 -12.3

VY:
TRPGrEqI 82.19+4.80 -31.0

Value Line:
AstAllcInv b 40.06+1.75 -13.4

VanEck:
EMY 13.05 +.29 -26.2

Vanguard:
500IdxAdmrl 384.75+23.90 -12.2
500IdxInv 384.73+23.89 -12.3
BalIdxAdmrl 43.05+1.74 -11.5
BalIdxIns 43.06+1.74 -11.5
CAITTxExAdm 11.28 +.27 -6.7
CAITTxExInv11.28 +.27 -6.7
CALtrmTEAdm11.42 +.40 -9.0
CALtrmTEInv 11.42 +.40 -9.0
CnsDscIdxAdmrl132.35+11.04 -24.8
CnsStpIdxAdmrl95.12+5.53 -3.1
CptlOppAdmrl169.67+9.80 -12.4
CptlOppInv 73.50+4.25 -12.4
DevMIdxAdmrl14.69 +.52 -10.5
DevMIdxIns 14.72 +.53 -10.4
DivGrInv 36.24+1.94 -5.3
DiversEqInv 44.08+2.66 -16.2
EMSelStkInv 21.13 +.48 -13.5
EMStkIdxInAdm35.71 +.66 -12.7
EMStkIdxInPl 90.34+1.69 -12.6
EMStkIdxIns27.16 +.51 -12.6
EngyAdmrl 90.89+4.78 +25.6
EngyIdxAdmrl 61.56+5.09 +60.0
EngyInv 48.44+2.55 +25.5
EqIncAdmrl 93.35+5.44 +1.8
EqIncInv 44.54+2.59 +1.8
EuStkIdxAd 75.08+3.31 -12.1
EuStkIdxInstl 32.02+1.41 -12.1
ExplorerAdmrl 96.73+5.39 -18.8
ExplorerInv 103.99+5.79 -18.8
ExplorerValInv42.98+2.39 -7.1
ExtDrTrIdIns31.54 +.13 -24.8
ExtMktIdxAdmrl111.44+6.57 -19.6
ExtMktIdxIns111.43+6.56 -19.6
ExtMktIdxInsPls275.00+16.20 -19.6
ExtMktIdxInv111.49+6.56 -19.6
FAWexUSIAdmr33.97+1.08 -10.8
FAWexUSIInPl114.05+3.64 -10.7
FAWexUSIIns107.70+3.44 -10.7
FSocialIdxIns 27.68+1.73 -17.0

Wkly. YTD
Sell Chg. %Ret.

FinclsIdxAdmrl43.70+3.22 -9.3
GNMAAdmrl 9.86 +.08 -5.9
GNMAInv 9.86 +.08 -5.9
GlbCapCycInv 12.11 +.57 +9.6
GlbEqInv 32.23+1.52 -16.2
GlbexUSRlEIAdmr d29.26 +.52 -10.4
GrIdxAdmrl126.13+8.46 -23.5
GrIdxIns 126.13+8.46 -23.6
GrIdxInv 126.14+8.46 -23.6
GrandIncAdmrl93.08+5.76 -10.7
GrandIncInv 57.01+3.52 -10.8
HCAdmrl 87.14+2.67 -5.8
HCIdxAdmrl 122.71+3.90 -7.6
HCInv 206.65+6.33 -5.8
HYCorpAdmrl 5.46 +.17 -6.6
HYCorpInv 5.46 +.17 -6.6
HYTE 10.79 +.39 -9.0
HYTEAdmrl 10.79 +.39 -9.0
ITIdxAdmrl 186.44+13.54 -20.4
InTrBdIdxAdmrl10.78 +.09 -8.6
InTrBdIdxIns10.78 +.09 -8.6
InTrBdIdxInsPls10.78 +.09 -8.6
InTrBdIdxInv10.78 +.09 -8.6
InTrCrpBdIAdmrl22.35 +.33 -10.1
InTrInGdAdm 8.88 +.13 -9.8
InTrInGdInv 8.88 +.13 -9.8
InTrTEAdmrl13.61 +.32 -6.6
InTrTEInv 13.61 +.32 -6.6
InTrTrsAdmrl 10.57 +.04 -6.0
InTrTrsIdxAd 20.93 +.09 -6.4
InTrTrsIdxIns 25.98 +.11 -6.4
InTrTrsInv 10.57 +.04 -6.0
InflPrtScAdmrl26.65 +.25 -5.2
InflPrtScIns 10.86 +.10 -5.2
InflPrtScInv 13.57 +.12 -5.3
InsIdxIns 353.11+21.93 -12.2
InsIdxInsPlus 353.11+21.93 -12.2
InsTtlSMIInPls73.71+4.53 -13.5
InsTtlSMIIns 73.73+4.53 -13.5
IntlExplorerInv16.49 +.48 -22.5
IntlGrAdmrl 102.66+4.53 -26.3
IntlGrInv 32.28+1.43 -26.3
IntlValInv 38.31+1.45 -7.9
LTBdIdInsPls 12.64 +.21 -18.2
LTBdIdxIns 12.64 +.21 -18.2
LTInGrdAdm 8.86 +.23 -17.7
LTInGrdInv 8.86 +.23 -17.7
LTTE 10.97 +.39 -8.6
LTTEAdmrl 10.97 +.39 -8.6
LTTrsAdmrl 10.35 +.04 -18.3
LTTrsIdxIns 30.99 +.11 -18.2
LTTrsInv 10.35 +.04 -18.3
LfStrCnsrGrInv20.73 +.49 -9.9
LfStrGrInv 39.23+1.59 -11.7
LfStrIncInv 15.39 +.22 -9.0
LfStrModGrInv29.93 +.97 -10.8
LgCpIdxAdmrl 95.87+5.91 -13.6
LgCpIdxIns 394.61+24.33 -13.6
LtdTrmTE 10.76 +.12 -3.2
LtdTrmTEAdmrl10.76 +.12 -3.2
MATEInv 10.24 +.36 -9.0
MCpGrIdxAdm 83.72+4.82 -23.5
MCpVlIdxAdm 76.00+4.71 -1.9
MatlsIdxAdmrl97.60+6.05 -2.4
MdCpGrInv 20.37+1.21 -24.5
MdCpIdxAdmrl273.57+16.39 -13.0
MdCpIdxIns 60.43+3.62 -13.0
MdCpIdxInsPlus298.06+17.87 -13.0
MdCpIdxInv 60.30+3.61 -13.0
MgdAllcInv 17.41 +.62 -4.5
MrtBckScIdxAdmr19.58 +.18 -6.8
NJLTmTEAdm 11.43 +.39 -8.7
NYLTmTEAdm 10.93 +.41 -8.9
NYLTmTEInv 10.93 +.41 -8.9
OhioLngTrmTE11.84 +.40 -8.8
PALTmTEAdm 10.96 +.35 -8.3
PacStkIdxAdmrl86.79+2.05 -10.2
PrmCpAdmrl 153.66+9.75 -9.3
PrmCpCorInv 31.23+1.91 -7.1
PrmCpInv 148.28+9.41 -9.3
RlEstIdxAdmrl142.13+7.71 -13.0
RlEstIdxInstl 22.00+1.19 -13.0
RlEstIdxInv 33.32+1.81 -13.1
Rsl1000GrIdxIns473.62+32.09 -21.5
Rsl1000IdxIns367.08+22.71 -13.1
Rsl1000VlIdxIns275.74+15.57 -3.8
Rsl2000IdxIns289.71+17.66 -15.5
Rsl3000IdxIns361.02+22.32 -13.3
SCpGrIdxAdm 76.67+4.20 -22.6
SCpGrIdxI 61.41+3.37 -22.6
SCpValIdxAdm72.83+4.72 -4.8
SCpValIdxI 40.71+2.64 -4.9
SPMC400IdxIns342.55+20.99 -10.1
SPSC600IdxIns378.21+23.38 -10.5
STBdIdxAdmrl 10.18 +.04 -3.5
STBdIdxIns 10.18 +.04 -3.5
STBdIdxInsPlus10.18 +.04 -3.5
STCpBdIdxAdm21.10 +.15 -4.2
STCpBdIdxI 25.83 +.18 -4.2
STFederalAdmrl10.44 +.03 -2.9
STFederalInv 10.44 +.03 -3.0
STInfPrScIdAdmr25.54 +.16 +.2
STInfPrScIdIns25.56 +.16 +.2
STInvmGrdAdmrl10.25 +.07 -4.2
STInvmGrdIns 10.25 +.07 -4.2
STInvmGrdInv 10.25 +.07 -4.2
STTE 15.63 +.08 -1.3
STTEAdmrl 15.63 +.08 -1.3
STTrsAdmrl 10.32 +.03 -2.4
STTrsInv 10.32 +.03 -2.4
STTrsdxAdm19.79 +.06 -2.3
STTrsdxIns 24.86 +.07 -2.3
SeledValInv 29.86+1.53 -2.6
SmCpIdxAdmrl94.63+5.76 -12.5
SmCpIdxIns 94.63+5.76 -12.4
SmCpIdxInsPlus273.15+16.64 -12.4
SmCptlstIdxInv94.60+5.76 -12.5
StarInv 27.86+1.10 -12.8
StrEqInv 35.58+2.29 -8.2
StrSmCpEqInv 35.25+2.20 -9.7
TMCapApAdm214.80+13.44 -13.1
TMCapApIns 106.72+6.67 -13.1
TMSmCpAdm 83.44+5.15 -10.3
TMSmCpI 83.64+5.17 -10.3
TrgtRtr2015Fd13.42 +.26 -8.1
TrgtRtr2020Fd28.15 +.71 -9.3
TrgtRtr2025Fd18.22 +.55 -10.4
TrgtRtr2030Fd34.20+1.17 -11.0
TrgtRtr2035Fd21.15 +.79 -11.3
TrgtRtr2040Fd37.15+1.50 -11.6
TrgtRtr2045Fd24.99+1.09 -11.9
TrgtRtr2050Fd41.25+1.85 -12.0
TrgtRtr2055Fd45.93+2.07 -12.0
TrgtRtr2060Fd42.25+1.90 -12.1
TrgtRtrIncFd13.26 +.25 -8.1
TtBMIdxAdmrl10.14 +.08 -8.5
TtBMIdxIns 10.14 +.08 -8.5
TtBMIdxInsPlus10.14 +.08 -8.5
TtBMIdxInv 10.14 +.08 -8.6
TtInBIdxAdmrl20.32 -.02 -7.6
TtInBIdxIns 30.50 -.02 -7.6
TtInBIdxInv 10.17 -7.6
TtInSIdxAdmrl30.39 +.96 -11.0
TtInSIdxIns121.53+3.82 -11.0
TtInSIdxInsPlus121.56+3.82 -11.0
TtInSIdxInv 18.17 +.57 -11.0
TtlSMIdxAdmrl101.30+6.23 -13.6
TtlSMIdxIns 101.32+6.23 -13.6
TtlSMIdxInv 101.27+6.23 -13.6
TtlWldStkIdxIns191.75+9.49 -12.4
TxMgBalAdmrl38.18+1.63 -9.7
USGrAdmrl 115.49+7.12 -31.4
USGrInv 44.56+2.74 -31.5
UtlsIdxAdmrl 82.16+3.86 +5.4
ValIdxAdmrl 56.67+3.18 -.7
ValIdxIns 56.67+3.18 -.7
WlngtnAdmrl 74.57+3.34 -10.6
WlngtnInv 43.18+1.93 -10.7
WlslyIncAdmrl65.91+1.99 -5.4
WlslyIncInv 27.21 +.82 -5.4
WndsrAdmrl82.04+5.08 +.6
WndsrIIAdmrl 75.06+4.32 -8.3
WndsrIIInv 42.30+2.44 -8.3
WndsrInv 24.32+1.50 +.5

Victory:
IntgSmCpValY 38.36+2.52 -6.7
RSLgCpAlphaA m55.41+2.93 -1.3
RSSmCpGrA m50.20+2.87 -33.9
SycEsVlA m 49.19+3.03 -2.6
SycEsVlI 49.26+3.04 -2.5
SycEsVlR b 48.35+2.97 -2.7
SycmrSmCoOppI49.22+2.52 -8.0
TrvlnIntlSMI14.23 +.50 -16.6

Virtus:
CdxMcpVlEqI 11.95 +.70 -10.9
CrdxLgCpValEqI11.52 +.63 -9.9
FocedGrA m 54.20+3.94 -24.2
KARCapitalGrA m18.90+1.07 -31.0
KARSmCapCoreI43.07+2.29 -12.1
MidCapValA m31.99+1.90 -6.9
NFDurIncI 10.40 +.03 -3.7
NFMulSecS/TBdA m4.48 +.02 -4.5
SeixUSGSUSBdI9.88 +.01 -1.0
TactAllcA m 9.98 +.35 -25.1
TechA m 44.06+2.67 -28.8
TechInstl 59.11+3.59 -28.7
VontForOppsI 23.99 +.85 -18.1
VontobelEMOppI8.41 +.08 -16.4

Voya:
GNMAIncA m 7.89 +.04 -5.4
HYBdA m 7.19 +.21 -9.6
IntermBdI 9.20 +.10 -9.7
LgCpGrI 44.47+2.96 -23.3
SmallCpGrI 34.37+1.83 -22.5

W

WCM:
FocIntGrIns 20.42 +.84 -26.2
FocIntGrInv b 20.22 +.84 -26.3

Wasatch:
CorGr d 71.41+4.57 -24.2
MicroCp d 6.54 +.36 -30.4
SmCpGrInv d 34.23+2.20 -31.5
SmCpVal d 8.95 +.59 -15.0
UlGr d 30.62+1.95 -30.7

Weitz:
PtnrsIIIOppIns 13.97 +.68 -11.8
ShrtDrIncIns11.94 +.03 -2.3
ValInv 52.42+2.70 -17.5

Western Asset:
CorBdA m 11.54 +.15 -11.2
CorBdI 11.55 +.16 -11.0
CorBdIS 11.56 +.15 -11.0
CorPlusBdA m 10.30 +.16 -12.7
CorPlusBdI 10.31 +.16 -12.6
CorPlusBdIS 10.31 +.17 -12.6
IntermBdIS 10.06 +.10 -7.4
IntermTrmMnsA m6.09 +.13 -6.4
IntermTrmMnsI 6.09 +.13 -6.4
Mgd Mns A m 15.26 +.44 -7.9
Mgd Mns I 15.28 +.43 -7.8
MrtgBckdScA m9.25 +.03 -6.8
TtlRtUncnsI 9.19 +.08 -9.6

Westwood:
IncOppIns 11.63 +.42 -8.4
SmCpIns 19.33+1.21 -10.4

William Blair:
EMGrIns 12.37 +.19 -22.9
InsIntlGr 14.39 +.52 -24.4
IntlGrI 29.23+1.05 -24.4
SmMidCpGrI 27.48+1.62 -20.9
SmallCapValI 31.74+2.00 -5.5

Wilmington:
LgCpStrIns 28.00+1.73 -13.0
RlAstIns 16.64 +.56 +5.1

abrdn:
UltShrtMnIncIns10.00 -.2

iShares:
MSEAIntlIdxIns14.14 +.53 -10.7
Rusl2000SCIdIns21.77+1.33 -15.5
S&P500IdxK 490.28+30.46 -12.2
USAggtBdIdxK 9.55 +.08 -8.3

15 Largest Funds
Total percent return1

Fund, by size 1 wk 4 wks YTD

Vanguard Admiral: 500Adml n +6.6 +0.8 -12.2
Fidelity Spart Adv: 500Index I +6.6 +0.8 -12.2
Vanguard Idx Fds: TotlIntl n +3.2 +1.1 -11.0
Vanguard Instl Fds: InsPl n +6.6 +0.8 -12.2
American Funds A: GwthFdA p +6.3 -1.6 -22.7
Vanguard Admiral: TtlBdAdml n +0.8 +1.2 -8.5
Fidelity Invest: Contra n +5.7 -0.8 -20.9
American Funds A: BalA p +4.2 +2.3 -7.3
Vanguard Admiral: WelltnAdm n +4.7 +1.9 -10.6
Dodge&Cox: Stock +7.0 +5.2 -1.7
Vanguard Fds: TgRet2030 +3.5 +0.8 -11.0
American Funds A: IncoFdA p +4.0 +2.2 -2.6
Vanguard Fds: TgtRet2025 +3.1 +0.8 -10.4
Vanguard Fds: TgtRet2035 +3.9 +0.8 -11.3
PIMCO Funds Instl: Income +1.4 +0.8 -6.0
1Capital gains and dividends reinvested
SOURCE: Lipper

Lipper Mutual Fund Indexes
Total percent return1

Type of Lipper Index 1 wk 4 wks YTD

Balanced +3.95 +1.34 -9.50
Emerging Markets +2.60 +0.21 -16.05
Equity Income +5.72 +2.71 -3.11
Precious Metals +1.24 -6.72 -2.44
International +4.09 +2.14 -12.41
Science & Technology +5.91 -1.78 -25.98
Corp. A-Rated Debt +1.23 +1.38 -11.29
Gen. & Insured Muni Debt +3.26 +1.12 -8.69
High-Yield Bond +3.16 +0.01 -7.13
Lg-Cap Growth +6.89 -1.88 -23.94
Lg-Cap Value +6.06 +3.09 -4.24
Mid-Cap Growth +5.22 -2.58 -25.16
Mid-Cap Value +6.40 +3.77 -2.35
Small-Cap Growth +5.84 -1.54 -22.28
Small-Cap Value +6.90 +4.26 -2.87
Global Income +1.27 +0.33 -7.99

Money Market Funds
Performance of the 10 biggest taxable funds and the five 
biggest tax-exempt funds

7-day 7-day 7-day
Taxable Funds (high) (low) (last)

FinSq MMF 0.83 0.80 0.83
Federated Institutio 0.87 0.84 0.87
Wells Fargo Heritage 0.85 0.85 0.85
TRowPRF 0.40 0.37 0.40
UBS Prime Preferred 0.81 0.80 0.81
Fidelity Flex Govern 0.82 0.80 0.82
U.S. Government Mone 0.81 0.80 0.81
FedPrVluObl 0.81 0.79 0.81
JPMorgan Prime Money 0.85 0.84 0.85
Wells Fargo Money Ma 0.86 0.85 0.86
StStInstLRS 0.83 0.83 0.83

Tax-exempt Funds
FedMuObl A 0.71 0.69 0.70
WellsFargoMnMM 0.69 0.68 0.68
WstnNYTxR N 2.99 2.99 2.99
WstnFTxR N 1.15 1.15 1.15
BofACATERsL 0.71 0.70 0.71

Federal Employees’
Thrift Savings Plan
Performance, updated monthly, of the five funds included 
in the Thrift Savings Plan, the retirement plan for most 
federal employees.

April 2022 Last 12 mos.
G fund 0.20 1.63

F fund -3.75 -8.31

C fund -8.72 0.21

S fund -10.57 -18.75

I fund -6.39 -8.87
SOURCE: www.tsp.gov
(G) Government Securities, US Treasuries
(F) Fixed Income fund, invested in BlackRock’s U.S. Debt 
Index Fund. Tracks Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate 
Bond Index
(C) Common Stock fund, invested in BlackRock’s Equity 
Index Fund. Tracks S&P 500 index
(S) Small-cap fund, invested in BlackRock’s Extended 
Market Index Fund. Tracks the Dow Jones U.S. Completion 
Total Stock Market Index
(I) International fund, invested in BlackRock’s EAFE Index 
Fund. Tracks MSCI EAFE index

Maryland Tax-Free Bond Funds
Wkly. YTD

Sell chg %chg.
Fidelity Invest: MD Mu rn 10.73 +2.6 -7.9
Frank/Temp Frnk A: MD TFA p 10.09 +2.9 -8.2
MFS Funds A: MuMDA t 10.23 0.0 0.0
Nuveen Cl A: MDMunBd 10.09 +3.2 -8.2
Price Funds: MdSht n 5.09 +0.8 -1.9
Price Funds: MdTxFr n 10.22 +3.1 -7.7

Virginia Tax-Free Bond Funds
Wkly. YTD

Sell chg %chg.
AB Funds A: MuVA A p 10.61 +2.6 -7.6
Frank/Temp Frnk A: VA TFA p 10.13 +2.9 -9.0
MFS Funds A: MuVAA t 10.54 0.0 0.0
Nuveen Cl A: VAMBA p 10.53 +3.4 -8.4
Price Funds: VA TF n 11.40 +3.2 -8.0
USAA Group: VA Bd 10.69 NA NA

Stay updated

Get live quotes and news updates 
at washingtonpost.com/markets



A JOBS

Position: Human Resources Manager - Regular, Full-time Position Salary: $135,000 - $165,000

Position Summary: This is a management position that involves administering human resources policies,
programs and practices for the employees of the Department and for the Maryland General Assembly: including
planning, organizing, developing, implementing, coordinating, and directing.The Human Resources Manager,
which reports to the Director of Office of Operations and Support Services oversees specific personnel
functions to include recruitment, training and orientation, benefits coordination, records processing, payroll,
retirement, and related activities required to maintain personnel services. In addition, the Human Resources
Manager advises management on pertinent employment issues, provides guidance to employees regarding
departmental procedures, and maintains oversight of legal issues in the labor and employment area.

Principal Duties: The Human Resources Manager provides leadership and direction in support of agency
mission, goals and objectives, complying with legal mandates, and exemplifying best practices.Additionally, the
Human Resources Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Human Resources Office and
oversees a team of 10.The Maryland General Assembly’s page and intern programs that provide opportunities
for students from Maryland high schools and colleges to participate in the work of the legislature fall under
duties of Human Resources.The Human Resources Manager will carry out the following (not all-inclusive):

MARYLAND GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICES
Office of Operations and Support Services

• Plan, organize and evaluate for the overall
management of the Human Resources
operation of the Maryland General Assembly

• Maintain lines of communication in order to
manage the human resources operations
effectively and efficiently

• Interpret and implement HR related laws and
regulations and propose, publish, and administer
personnel policies

• Evaluate the appropriateness of HR actions based
on guidelines, procedures and precedents and selects
approaches or solutions to HR related problems

• Maintain high standards of customer service
in order to respond to needs of the Maryland
General Assembly

• Establish work priorities and evaluate the
performance of employees engaged in
HR administration activities

• Direct and administer an effective
recruitment program

• Implement compensation program; rewrite job
descriptions, as necessary; analyze compensation;
and monitor performance evaluation program

• Maintain confidentiality for all HR related activities
• Prepare, recommend, and maintain records and

procedures for controlling personnel transactions
and reporting personnel data using SAP system

• Oversee payroll operations
• Prepare and administer a HR program budget

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS,AND ABILITIES:
• Knowledge of the theories, principles, and practices

associated with the administration of human
resources in the public sector

• Knowledge of Equal Employment Opportunity laws
and other federal law such as FMLA and ADA

• Knowledge of the principles of supervision and
management of employees deciding between
several alternative solutions

• Ability to maintain a harmonious and
effective working relationship with supervisors,
subordinates, legislators, and the general public

• Ability to communicate clearly and effectively both
orally and in writing

• Skill in the use of computer hardware and
software with proficiency in Microsoft package

Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree in human resources management, business administration or related
field from an accredited college or university. Five (5) or more years of professional personnel work in any
combination of the areas of job analysis, job evaluation, salary administration, employee recruitment and
selection, employer-employee relations, and human resources program and policy development. Experience
should include supervisory and/or management experience in one or more of the above areas. SPHR/PHR
preferred.Availability to work extended hours throughout the Legislative session or at other periods as needed.
There is a requirement to be present during the 90-day Legislative session, even in unusually inclement weather.

SEND RESUME AND LETTER OF: jobs@mlis.state.md.us
WEBSITE: http://dls.maryland.gov/ Code 11/22 (Required on all Resumes).
The Department of Legislative Services is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

A JOBS

Accounting Assistant: Pre-
pare financial Statements.
Trial Balance, Balance sheet
& P&L statements for clients.
High School / GED. 12 mo. of
exp. in job offered, Account
Clerk/Executive or related.
Verif. ref. Able to work on
wknds, holidays, & OT. Non-
smoker on job site. Require
10% local travel in MD, VA &
DC. Resumes to job loc: Guru
Nanak, Inc., 817 Hungerford
Dr., Rockville, MD 20850.Attn:
M. Dhingra.

Get career advice
from experts.

The local expert on local jobs

Find a job.

Ask me about home delivery!
1-800-753-POST SF

A JOBS

A JOBS

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT.
Aids staff by coordinating
office services as personnel,
budget preparation & control,
hskping, & records control.
Studiesmethods of improving
work & performance stan-
dards. Coordinates prepara-
tion of operating reports, such
as time-attendance records,
terminations, new hires,
transfers, budget expendi-
tures, statistical records of
performance data including
recommendations for solu-
tion of administrative prob-
lems. Issues & interprets
operating policies. Must be
familiar with. construction
industry general administra-
tion standards, samples sub-
mittals & approval process.
Interview job applicants, con-
duct orientation of new
employees, & plan training
programs. Direct services
such as maintenance, repair,
supplies, mail, & files. H.S.
Diploma, 2 yrs. Exp. 40
hrs./wk. Virginia Casework
Corp, Job in Springfield, VA.
Send resume to: recruiting@
virginiacasework.com

Datawiz Corporation. Busi-
ness Systems Analyst. BSCS
or rel. field.. & 2 yrs. exp. Job
in NO. VA. Fax resume 703-
991-5998.

A JOBS

A JOBS

Chief Financial Analyst
sought by Hopkins Holding
LLC (Silver Spring, MD) to pro-
vide finance strategy & over-
see fin'l progress. Req. Bach-
elor's in Finance,Acctg, Stats,
or rltd & 24 mths exp. Send
resume Attn: HR, 1010 Wayne
Ave, Ste. 1010, Silver Spring,
MD 20910.

Datawiz Corporation. 2 Finan-
cial Analysts. BA finance or
business, or rel. field. & 2 yrs.
exp. Job in NO.VA . Fax res
(703) 991-5998

Assistant Bar Manager -
Responsible for overall opera-
tion of Bar. Resumes are to
be send to Bastille Brasserie &
Bar, 606 N Fayette St, Alexan-
dria VA 22314.

Assistant Manager
(2 pos.avail): Wingos 3, LLC
(Washington, DC) Ovrse.
kitchen; Maint. Inv & keep
recs; Check prod. qlty & insp.
work area; Resp. to compl;
Mnge payroll; Plan menus;
Plan shifts, hire&train staff.
Min.HS Dipl/GED +12mo exp.
Res to info@wingos.com

If only you had home delivery.
1-800-753-POST SF

A JOBS

A JOBS

Assistant Bar Manager
Responsible for overall bar
operations. Resumes to The
Dupont Hotel, 1500 New
Hampshire Ave NW, Washing-
ton DC 20036.

Ass't Mag’r (Restaurant):
assist in supervising workers
& ops of a full-svc Japanese
style restaurant. Plan work
sched, supvse workers, imp
chages to improv ops, etc. BA,
or foreign equiv, in any field
req. 1 yr sever exp in a full-
svc restau't req. Must have
knowledge of sushi concept.
Must be will’g to work various
shifts, incl wkds & holidays.
FT. DMM LLC t/a RAKUYA
1900 Q St NW DC 20009.

B JOBS

BOOKKEEPER
Unisource Services LLC is hir-
ing a Bookkeeper. Requires 6
months exp. as a bookkeeper
or related. Duties: process
payroll, file tax reports,
process and manage bills and
payments. Manage and rec-
oncile accounting records.
Interested candidates must
mail or email resume to Jose
Ramos, 2201 Spencerville
Road, Spencerville, MD 20868
or

info@
unisourceservicesllc.com

C JOBS

CABINET ASSEMBLER-
INSTALLER: Assemble and
install pre-fab. cabinets,
demolish old cabinets, draw
new cabinet layouts and
designs as per client
requests. F/T. Req: 6 mo. rel.
exp., valid DL. Mail resume
to: Cabinet ERA, 4730 Hollins
Ferry Rd., Halethorpe, MD
21227. No phone calls.

Carpenter
wanted in Rockville, MD, f/t;
Reqs: 2 yrs exp., including
2 yrs exp cutting & shaping
large slabs of stone, reading
blueprints & operating wood-
cut machine. Send Resm to:
Luisa Berry, General Building
Concepts 1055 Rockville Pike,
Rockville, MD 20852

COBOL Programmer/
Analyst

Computer Packages Inc, an
international business spe-
cializing in Intellectual Proper-
ty management software and
services is seeking program-
mers with knowledge of
COBOL. Experience with
Java, RPG, DB2, iSeries/
AS400 application develop-
ment a plus. Excellent salary
and benefits including health
insurance, tuition reimburse-
ment & opportunity for growth.

Please send resume to:
cpijobs@

computerpackages.com

Cook, Greek Cuisine-Our
Mom Eugenia seeks FT cook,
Greek cuisine w/2 yrs exp.
Send Resume to Our Mom
Eugenia, 1025 Seneca Rd #H
Great Falls VA 22066, attn
Phil

D JOBS

Data Engineer: Dsgn & build
data processing pipelines
using tools & frameworks in
Hadoop & AWS ecosystem.
Perform rel duties. Req MS in
Comp Sci or closely rel field
& 3 yrs exp as Data Engr,
Software Dvlpr, Tech Lead, or
a rel position. Exp must incl
dvlpng highly scalable sys-
tems using Scala & Spark;
and successful deployment of
solution.Will also accept BS +
5 yrs of exp. Job in Herndon,
VA. Send resume to Seman-
ticbits LLC at: jobadmin@
semanticbits. com. Fax: 703-
787-9657.

Diffusion Equipment
Owner

Micron Technology, Inc. has
openings for Diffusion Equip-
ment Owner in Manassas, VA.
Oversee 300mm diffusion
equipment and address
equipment related issues and
safety, leading continuous
improvement efforts, and
managing equipment instal-
lations, upgrades, and de-
installs. Optimize mainte-
nance procedures and sched-
ules, innovate for predictive
maintenance, and set up con-
trol methodologies using
alarms, FDC, and SPC. Mail
resume to Amberley Johnson,
8000 S Federal Way, Boise,
Idaho 83716. Please refer-
ence Job # 10878.3571.9.

Director of Digital Food
Safety and Innovation

positions offered by SKY
CHEFS, INC. (Dulles, VA). Align
our food safety program to
FDA’s New Era of Smarter
Food Safety (digitalization).
Reqs following certifications:
preventative control qualified
individual training & Food
Safety HACCP as well as at
least 1 of the following GFSI
for food manufacturing certi-
fications: SQF, FSSC 22000,
BRC or IFS. May req up to 50%
travel. Employee reports to
office in Dulles, VA. Position
may work from home, must
live within commuting dis-
tance of stated office. Send
resume to:
compensation.department@
lsgskychefs.com

Ask me about home delivery!
1-800-753-POST SF

C JOBS

Newspapers carriers
needed to deliver

TheWashington Post
in

DC,MD and VA area

Great part-time income opportunity!
Transportation required.

To apply, go to

deliverthepost.com

D JOBS

Dir., Survey Oper-comScore
Inc. seeks a Dir., Survey Oper.
in Reston, VA to manage a
team of Deliverables profes-
sionals w/ functions in data
QA & delivery. 100% Telework
perm. w/i US. Applicants may
apply at jobpostingtoday.com
Ref #88217.

Dishwasher: Properly wash
& store all dishes, plates,
glassware, & other small
wares within the restaurant.
Verif ref. Able to work OT,
including late nights, wknds,
& holidays. Non-smoker on
worksite. Resumes to job loc:
Laliguras DC LLC, 4221 Con-
necticut Ave NW, Ste B,Wash-
ington, DC 20008. Attn: D.
Tamang.

Domestic
Day Porter(s): provide day-
time touch-up cleaning in
high traffic areas + rel. duties.
Reply to: UG2 LLC. Attn: HR
Dept at 1300 L Street, Ste
1210,Washington, DC 20005

Kristen H Billings in Potomac,
MD seeks nanny w/HS Diplo-
ma or foreign equiv. Resumes
to Kristen H Billings at kristen-
hbillings@gmail.com

Nanny – provide care for chil-
dren; assist with homework
and prep meals; perform
housework related to child-
care; 12 mo exp. req’d; Job at
Fisher-Colwill home in Fairfax,
VA. Please e-mail resume to

colwillhousehold21@
gmail.com

E JOBS

Economist
Bates White seeks an Econ-
omist (mult. pos. avail.) in
Washington, DC to perform
advanced econ., fin., &
econometric anlysis; rev.
docs & econ. data to test &
val. econ. theory; cond. res-
rch on econ issues; & apply
econ. trainng to id data, anly-
ses, & argumnts that may adv.
clients’ projcts. Req: PhD,
ABD in Economics, or a rel
field w/focus on econ. Degree
must incl. coursework in
econ. theory & econometrics,
exec o. high qual econ.
research incl. econ. or econo-
metric modelng, as well as
the applctn o. sophisticated
econometric techniques.
To apply please visit https://
www.bateswhite.com/
careers-jobopenings.html,
search for the position, & sub-
mit a cover letter, resume, &
transcript.

Find an
entry-level

job.

The local expert on local jobs

C JOBS

E JOBS

Engineering: Mapbox, Inc.,
based in Washington, D.C.,
has multiple positions avail-
able. All positions below are
eligible for up to 100%
telecommuting (full remote)
and may be performed from
anywhere in the U.S. Must
meet background screening.
EOE. Email resume to
mapboxcareers@
mapbox.com and reference
job title:
•Head of Enterprise Applica-
tion: build, develop, & lead
team of cross-functional
admin & engineers to design,
implement & maintain solu-
tions.
•Location & GIS Data Archi-
tect and Engineering Manag-
er: Lead & Manage virtual &
reporting line teams to build
new data sets & processing
pipelines for geospatial data.
•Geospatial Software Engi-
neer: Develop software in
order to process large data
sets of pixels and scaling sys-
tems at a fast pace.
•Urban Planner: Integrate
social and environmental
impact work into MapBox
customer relationships and
pipelines.
•Senior Mobile Software
Engineer, Android: Research,
design, develop & test oper-
ating systems-level SW for
Mobile Telemetry Software
Development Kit (SDK) team.
•Senior Software Engineer:
Design & implement cross-
platform multi-threaded
applications to run multi-core
server systems & resource
constrained mobile devices.

Education
Biostatistician, Washington,
DC. Under general direction
of faculty, indiv provides bio-
statistical consultation & col-
laboration. Indiv prepares
reports & analyses. Analyze
datasets. Mail resume to S.
Layton, Office of Global Ser-
vices, Georgetown University,
Box 571013, Washington, DC
20057.

F JOBS

Finance Manager for Educa-
tion Business Solutions, Inc.
(dba EdOps) to work at our
Washington, DC loc. Oversee
client/pjct mngmnt for specif-
ic service line across schools
w/in region, + serve as prima-
ry leader for specialists w/in
region.Oversee +monitor key
ongoing deliverables for
clients. Coord + lead team
meetings w/in region. Meet
individually w/ team mem-
bers to troubleshoot client
issues + rev near term priori-
ties. Maintain client portfolio.
Create relationships w/ client
schools to address any issues
+ improve service delivery.
Must have Bach in Finance,
Business Administration, or
rel field and 2 yrs rel exp in
finance OR education admin-
istration. Also requires skills
(2 yrs exp) in financial model-
ing using Excel. Required
experience and skills must
have been gained while work-
ing in a school setting.
Resume and cover letter to:
info@ed-ops.com

F JOBS
Financial Analyst. Prep or
direct prep of financ’l statm-
nt, business activity reps,
econ forecasts, annual bud-
gets, or reps req’d for share-
holders & investors; Monitor
expends throughout bud-
getary period & id & comm
over expends to managers &
exec level officers; maintain
current knowledge of econ
policies & proceds, & current
accting standards; Eval econ
situation for comp & investm-
nt of surpluses; collect
financ’l & econ reps, data &
dvlpmnts from other deprtm-
nt. require Master’s degree
in Accounting, Biz Admin,
Econs, or rltd. Please send
resume w/ cover letter to
Kolon TissueGene, 9713 Key
West Ave Ste 300, Rockville,
MD 20850, Attn: Mr. Kim for
interview.

Financial-Bates White seeks
a Sr Econometric Consultnt
in Washington, DC to perfrm
statistcl & econometric anly-
sis u. Stata, R, MATLAB, &
other statistcl packages. The
candidte in this pos devs. &
est. economtric and statistcl
mods, runs validation &
robustness checks on those
mods, summarizes & synthe-
sizesmodlng reslts, & u. acad-
mic knowldge & trainng to
solve econometric &/or
empircal challnges w/in work
streams. Reqs: Master's deg
in Econ, Fin, or a rel field.
Deg must have incl
coursewrk/research experi-
ence in econometric model-
ng, applctn o sophisticated
empirical & econometric est.
technques to real-world data,
& signif. U. o. Stata, R, &/or
MATLAB.To apply visit https://
www.bateswhite.com/
careers-jobopenings.html,
search for the pos, & submt a
cover letter, res, & transcrpt.

Financial Manager
(McLean, VA) Work with CFO
on investment portfolio per-
formance & regulatory com-
pliance.Work with analysts &
portfolio manager to develop
financial/risk models. Mas-
ter’s in Finance or related & 1
yr exp as a Financial Analyst
specializing in the banking
sector. Knowledge of capital
markets, risk mgmt. & finan-
cial derivatives req. Knowl-
edge of VBA, MATLAB, SAS,
S&P Global, Bloomberg &
FactSet req. Mail resume to
FJ Capital Management, LLC,
7901 Jones Branch Dr, # 210,
McLean,VA 22102.

General Jobs
Graphic Designer
DDC Advocacy LLC d/b/a DDC
Public Affairs is seeking a
Graphic Designer in Washing-
ton, D.C. – Create, sketch,
build, & finalize graphic
designs & concepts. Able to
telecommute from any US
location. Apply online:
www.ddcpublicaffairs.com/
careers/. EOE/M/F/Disability/
ProtectedVet

Guidepost A LLC is seeking an
Assistant Head of School in
Chantilly, VA to drive & handle
enrollment; plan & participate
in outreach events; maintain
detailed notes on prospec-
tive/enrolled family & waitlist;
support Mgmt of Campus
Ops; & Support sched process
at school. Reqs Bachelor’s
degree in Education Studies,
Legal Studies, Business,
Finance, or a related field, +
Montessori primary diploma
from the AMI, AMS, or equiv,
& 1 yr of exp teaching in
Montessori environment.
Send resume to talent@
guidepostmontessori. com.

H JOBS

HUMAN RESOURCES
ASSISTANT

Compile & keep personnel
records. Keep workplace
supplies ordered. Data entry.
12 mths. exp. FT 40 hrs/wk
M-F/9am-5pm. Mail Resume
to: Better Business Connec-
tion Inc./Ferras Ghannam@
22664 Relocation Drive, Ster-
ling,VA 20166.

Healthcare - General
Need Physical Therapist for
Body Kinetics Rehab LLC in
Northern VA area. DPT and VA
License to practice required.
Duties include initial evalua-
tion of patients to developing
treatment plan, using hands
on manual excercises and
equipment, chart progress,
incorporate interdisciplinary
model of care to achieve
treatment goals. Contact Dr.
V. Karambelkar @ 703-639-
0950 email:
info@bodykineticsrehab.com

M JOBS

Mixing and Blending Machine
Operator: Delaplane, VA; to
apply email resume to Blue
Valley Vineyard &Winery, LLC.
c/o Stergio Zissios to
bluevalleyvirginia@gmail.com

O JOBS

Office Assistant – Answer
inquiries & provide informa-
tion to customers regarding
products & services at a floor-
ing & design store.; High
School/Equivalent req.; 40
hr/wk in Chantilly, VA; Mail
resume to Home Project Con-
nection, Inc. t/a Custom Floor,
14101 Sullyfield Circle, Ste.
310, Chantilly, VA 20151.

Office Manager: Perform
daily admin. duties. Prepare
job schedules & keep track
of the job schedules. Follow
up w/ customers & resolve
complains. Create customer
service initiatives, client
retention ideas & new cus-
tomer initiatives and imple-
ment them. Organize staff
meetings. Maintain our book-
keeping, payroll records,
invoice records & accounting
records. Min. rqmts: Bache-
lor’s degree in Business Man-
agement. 12 months exp. as
Officer Manager.Must be able
to work overtime, wknds &
holidays. Must have exp. in:
organizing meetings; manag-
ing databases; dealing with
complaints; keeping person-
nel records up to date; book-
keeping; digital marketing &
brand positioning. Resumes
to Job Loc: Turquoise, Inc.
D/B/A TGM Turquoise Granite
& Marble, 11905 Bowman
Drive, Unit 506, Fredericks-
burg, VA 22408. Attn: Y.
Ozturk.

Search 20,000
job listings
by industry.

The local expert on local jobs

Get tips
and advice for
recent grads.

The local expert on local jobs

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

O JOBS

Operations Manager
(Dulles, VA). F/T. Plan, direct,
or coord the operations of
our organizations, overseeing
multiple depts. & subordi-
nates functions. Resp for
mgmt of our clients, Ethiopian
Airlines (ET), airport opera-
tions at Washington Dulles
Int'l Airport. Manage & supv
all operative staff for ET, incl
Suprvsrs & Passenger Service
agents in all operational
areas: ticket counter, gates,
FIS, checkpoints to ensure a
safe operation along w/
excellent customer service.
Liaise w/ Ethiopian Airlines
direct mgmt & corporate per-
sonnel in Ethiopia. Analyze
& address operational defi-
ciencies, hazards, & concerns
identified thru operation risk
mgmt reporting system.Man-
age & maintain communica-
tion btwn Maximus Global
Services & Ethiopian Airlines.
Answer inquiries rltd to oper-
ations, security, & safety. Rep-
resent Maximus Global Ser-
vices & ET liaising w/ Airport
Authorities, Federal agencies
such as Customs & Border
Protection, Transportation
Security Administration, & the
FAA when necessary. Exer-
cise supervision authority
over around 55 subordinates
incl Passenger Service
Agents, Suprvsrs, Customer
Service Agents, Baggage Han-
dlers & Skycaps. Reqmts:
Bachelor's Deg. (or foreign
educational equiv) in Mgmt,
Bus. Admin in Project Mgmt,
or closely rltd field(s) + 24
mths of exp in job offrd or
as General Mgr, Mgr Airport
Service or closely rltd posi-
tion(s). Fluency in Amharic
lang. (Ethiopian lang.) (read/
write/ speak) req'd. Email
resume to: Maximus Global
Services, LLC, Attn: Maria
Matamoros, HR Manager at:
vmatamoros@
mgs-holdings.com

Q JOBS

Quantitative Analyst
(Herndon, VA) to perform
quantitative analysis to desn,
dvlp, modify & deploy innov.
sol. to prob. affecting fin. sys;
Eval. various assets & other
fin. products & attrib.; Col-
laborate with IT dvlp. & fin.
data mgmt. teams to dvlp
quant. risk models, analytics
& apps in support of fin. risk
assmnt & facilitate mig. of
legacy app to mod. cloud-
based apps. Bach's deg or
equiv. in Finance/Economet-
rics or reltd. Mail resume to
HR Mgr, Niha Technologies,
Inc., 13221 Woodland Park
Rd., Ste. 420, Herndon, VA
20171

R JOBS

Refrigeration Mechanic.
Rockville, MD. Install, identify
problems & leaks, repair,
replace refrigeration systems,
thermostats. Connect auxil-
iary components to refriger-
ant source. Use pipe fitter
tools; Job Exp. 5+ years spe-
cializing in refrigeration mech
is req. Able to lift up to 75lbs.
FT, Mon-Fri 9am to 6pm.
$77k/year Salary. Travel req.
in MD, DC, N.E.&N.W VA. Send
resume, 2 refs. to AC's
Mechanical Services, Inc. 15
W. Montgomery Ave., Suite
101, Rockville, MD 20850. No
Phone calls.

Research Associate Con-
duct policy research with
data on housing, transporta-
tion, homelessness, poverty,
health & other urban issues.
Manage data, produce liter-
ature reviews, conduct field
work & present research
findings. Master’s in Public
Policy or related. Knowledge
of statistical software &
ArcGIS req. The Urban Insti-
tute is an Equal Opportunity
Employer. Minorities/
Women/Disabilities/Veter-
ans. To apply for this posi-
tion, please visit
https://www.urban.org/abo
utus/who-we-are/careers

Ask me about home delivery!
1-800-753-POST SF
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Past articles in this space have covered what you
should include on your resume, and how to create a
master resume that you can quickly tailor to be able
to apply for specific jobs.While you are building that
master you should be aware there are some things
you can go ahead and remove.

Your home address

You will not be receiving any communication at your
physical address, and while you can include your city
if you would like, that is not necessary either,
especially if the position is going to be entirely or
mostly remote. Just make sure you have your phone
number and a professional email address, and you are
good to go.

Objective

Your objective is to get a new job, and the recruiter
already knows that. So, remove that objective and
replace it with a high-level summary of your hard
and soft skills. An in-a-nutshell short paragraph that
describes who you are and the capabilities you would
bring to the position. It should be the only paragraph
in your resume.

Really old jobs

It is more than likely that any job you had over 10-
15 years ago is no longer relevant. And if there are
responsibilities you had that are still relevant, they
will probably be represented adequately in more
recent positions. It is a straightforward way to keep
everything crisp and pertinent and remove anything
that is unnecessarily repetitive.

Anything that is not relevant

This is tied to tailoring your resume for each job
listing. Look through your bullet points and edit or
remove anything that is not important for the job you
are applying to.

Dates

You need to keep work dates for, say, the last 10-15
years, but the dates of your graduation and any other
certifications, you can go ahead and remove. Your
qualifications are what matters—not the date you
earned your degree.Whether it is fair or not, you
want to avoid any unconscious bias about your age—
whether someone will think you are too young or old
for a position.

Jargon, acronyms and initials

We want to have as much white space as possible
on our resumes, but trying to shorten things up by
using jargon, acronyms and initials is not the way
to go. Jargon and acronyms are a barrier to clear
communication, and they also vary by company. Avoid
jargon entirely, and if you want to use initials or
acronyms, spell them out in their first usage: return on
investment (ROI).

Anything that’s not a fact

Soft skills are extremely important, but you need to
think of a way to convey them that is a fact—not

a feeling/opinion. Do not say, “go-getter,” instead,
say something like, “training materials developed
while working in my previous role are still used
for new hires.” Do not say, “warm and friendly,”
say, “developed strong connections with a key
client, leading to a $1M expansion on our initial
engagement.” Quantify anything you possibly can,
taking the guesswork out for the reader.

Fibs

Simply put, do not lie on your resume. Job posts are
a wish list—there is almost no recruiter who expects
you to have all the skills they list out.While you are
tailoring to the post, make sure you are telling the
truth. If you have 75 percent of the criteria for the
position, focus on that. If, once you are speaking to
someone, they ask about the other 25 percent, be
forthright, and let them know while you might not
have experience in a certain area, you are a quick
study and eager to learn.

Social media that’s not relevant to your
job search

The recruiter is almost definitely going to be looking up
your social media profiles, and you should be prepared
for that, removing any red flag material. A survey by The
Harris Poll found “71 percent of U.S. hiring decision-
makers agree that looking at candidates’ social media
profiles is an effective way to screen applicants.” But
that does not mean you include a link to your Instagram.
Instead, include one to your (100 percent complete)
LinkedIn profile, along with your portfolio or website if
you have one, and if it’s—you guessed it—relevant.

Writing a resume can feel overwhelming, but if you
focus on what to always include and what you can get
rid of, you should have one you feel proud to send out
when that dream role comes along.

This special advertising section was prepared by independent
writer StevenWeidinger. The production of this section did not
involve the news or editorial staff of TheWashington Post.

Nine items you can remove from your resume
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R JOBS

Evidera, Inc. seeks a Research
Associate III (Multiple Posi-
tions Available) in Bethesda,
MD to design and develop
health economic models to
conduct cost-effectiveness
and budget impact analyses
of healthcare interventions.
MS & 2 years or BS & 5 years.
For full req’s and to apply
send resume to: GlobalMo-
bility.sm@ppd.com Job Refer-
ence Number: 215753

Restaurant Manager
(1 pos.avail): North Brothers,
LLC, dba Reren (Washington,
DC) Mng & plan kitchn staff;
Keep & plan inv, keep recs;
Ord & rec-ve. food, bev &
supl. Insp. work areas; Resp.
to cust fdbk, maint. Serv &
effcy; Mnge payroll; Plan
menus; hire & train staff. Min.
HS Dipl/GED +24 mo exp. Res
to taminglei@yahoo.com

Restaurant Kitchen Helper
(Washington, D.C.) Prep vari-
ety of food items for cook.
Clean used kitchenware &
dishes. Stack & store food
supplies, equipmt, & other
utensils. Carry out add’l
duties req’d by chef or man-
ager. 40 hrs/wk. Forward
resume to: Iron Age Columbia
Heights LLC, 3365 14th St NW,
Washington. D.C., 20010

RPG Programmer/Analyst
Computer Packages Inc, an
international business spe-
cializing in Intellectual Proper-
ty management software and
services is seeking program-
mers with some knowledge of
RPG, DB2. Experience with
iSeries/AS400 application
development preferred.
Experience with Java, Access
or COBOL a plus. Excellent
salary and benefits including
health insurance, tuition reim-
bursement and opportunity
for growth. Please send
resume to: cpijobs@

computerpackages.com

S JOBS

Salesman - Sells new/used
cars/trucks/vans on premises
of establishment. Explains
features, demonstrates oper-
ation of car in showroom/
road. Suggests optional
equipment. Computes/
quotes sales price, including
tax, trade-in allowance,
license fee, discount, require-
ments for financing payment
of vehicle on credit. Job in
Fredericksburg,VA.Apply
with MBLAuto. Email resume
to mblauto@outlook.com or
mail to 4622 Harrison Rd,
Fredericksburg,VA 22408 c/o
MuhammadAkhtar.
(540)479-6333.

Sandwich Maker at HSW35
Inc dba Scheeles Market NW
Washington DC. Prepare
sandwiches, greet guests,
answer menu ques; prepare
food items at beginning of
shift & properly storing food
items at the end of shift while
keeping a clean/safe work
area. HS Dip or foreign equiv.
Res: lunaclinic@hanmail.net

Senior Manager Cargo, Ship-
ping and Transportation -
Negotiate price of cargo, ship-
ment and transportation Keep
operations within budget
ensuring speed /efficiency.
Process documentation and
inspect completed orders.
Create and implement poli-
cies and procedures for orga-
nization and staff. Supervise
department, assets and
employees. Requirements
MBA 10 years experience US
citizen, national, or Valid Visa.
Mail resumes to: Makati
Express Cargo LLC, 5350
Kemps River Dr # 106, Virginia
Beach,VA 23464

Social Science Research As-
sociate - Position available in
Rockville, MD. Assist research
team in social science
research by drafting briefs
and plans for small projects
and studies involving health
information. Prepare findings
for recommendations and
assist in quality control and
data management. Develop
and maintain study schedules
and timelines. Moderate
study sessions using quan-
titative/qualitative research
methods. Monitor and con-
duct data analysis of web and
social media analytics. Mail
resume to Katie Price at Com-
municateHealth, Inc., 20
Courthouse Square Ste 215,
Rockville MD, 20850. Refer-
ence job ID: CH2021YT.

Datawiz Corporation. 3 Soft-
ware Developers. BSCS, IT or
rel. field & 1 yr. exp. Job in
NO.VA. Fax res (703) 991-5998

Home delivery
makes good

sense.

1-800-753-POST
SF

S0114 4X3

Washington Post newsletters
deliver more of what you’re looking for.
Discover and subscribe for free at

washingtonpost.com/newsletters

bo ks?

Cars1405

CHEVROLET
CHEVROLET 2014 Corvette,

black on black, 3LT, every option,
36,000 miles, $45,500.

Ralph Jakson 703-303-0124

Antiques & Classics1408

WANTED VINTAGE SPORTS CARS &
CLASSICS - Especially Mercedes,
Porsche, Jaguar. Lexus, Datsun Z,
Highest prices paid for the very

best examples.
Call Bob 703-966-0122

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Bids & Proposals825

DC Water is soliciting Request
for Proposals DCW-SOL-22-
10182 for Temporary Staffing
Services. Visit at https://dcwa-
ter.com/how-do-business-dc-
water on 05/31/2022 to down-
load. Point of contact: Hil-
dred.Pepper@dcwater.com.

Special Notices830

The annual meeting of the Oak Hill
Cemetery Company will be held
Monday, June 6 at 4 pm in the
Renwick Chape. All holders of a
burial interest in Oak Hill Cemetery
are invited to attend. Patricia Berl,
Secretary.

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Dogs for Sale610

CANE CORSO BLUE PUPS 8 weeks,
shots, tails & ear done. Reg., lic.
breeder, $2200. 804-347-2600

CAVACHON PUPPIES lovingly raised
in home, Northern VA.

571-918-1965

Cavachon Puppies in Virginia
Adorable baby doll faces Ready
weekend. M/F. Local breeder
raised in home. 703-362-8718
www.dcdogfinders.com

CAVAPOO PUPPIES Red with white
markings, ready 6/6, $1200.

CALL 301-331-9559

COCKAPOOS, AKC parents,
black & chocolate, ready 6/19

202-409-0851
luluslovelys.com

Home delivery
makes good

sense.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Dogs for Sale610

COCKAPOO Pups available, 8 weeks
to 6 months, buff, cream and black,
great temperment, current on vac-
cines/ dewormings, 2 year health
guar, $2500 each. drkellyb@aol.com,
Text 540-808-8042

COCKAPOO PUPPIES
$995 each

301-491-0941

ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIELS AKC,
black & white, liver & white,
ready 6/26. 202-409-0851

luluslovelys.com

GOLDEN RET AKC & GOLDEN /
LAB RET CROSS PUPS & ADULTS

8 weeks - 5 yrs. Vet checked, parents
on prem, health guar. 240-620-2013
Wwww.VictoriasPups.comW

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Dogs for Sale610

Havanese Pups, AKC, vet
checked, health guar. $1500.

740-679-3633

LAB PUPS - 9 wk old 4 females, 4
males, 2 cream males, vet checked,
shots, dewormed, ready for forever
homes. 540-7189334 call/ text $600

Labradoodle F1B pups rdy now! Hypo
allerg nonshed. Hlth Guar. Vet check

$1200 call/txt 540-729-6365
www.doodledogpups.com

MALTESE PUPPIES, pure bread, white,
2 males, 2 females, 8wks old, REG
asking for $1000 703-670-0001

Mini Aussies -Purebred M & F, vet
checked, 1st shots $1200

call 540-454-2680

Wake up
to home delivery.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Dogs for Sale610

Miniature Schnauzers. ACA Reg,
up to date on shots and dewormimg.
vet checked, ready to go, $1000 each

3016168085 Pics on facebook
@Hidden Valley Kennels

ROTT / German Pups, 8 weeks,
dewormed, shots, natural tail, no
papers, parents AKC on premises

$600 540-895-5439

SHIH TZU PUPPIES - Beautiful,
fuzzy, many colors. 10 wks old.

Call 240--298-2639

South African Boerboel puppy, import
bloodlines, top genetics, SABBS reg,
health an dhip guar, shots, wormed.
8 weeks old, Serious Inquiries only.
301-785-7897

Home delivery starts
your day off right.

1-800-753-POST
SF

If only you had home delivery.
1-800-753-POST SF

Bids & Proposals825

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA HOUSINGAUTHORITY

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)
SOLICITATION NO.: 0011-2022

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCEAND REPAIR SERVICES FOR
HVACANDWATER TREATMENT

The District of Columbia Housing Authority (DCHA)
requires professional contractors to provide Preventive
Maintenance and Repair Services for HVAC and Water
Treatment throughout various DCHA properties.

SOLICITATION DOCUMENTS will be available beginning
Tuesday, May 31, 2022 on DCHA’s website at
www.dchousing.org under “Business” and “Solicitations”.

SEALED PROPOSAL RESPONSESARE DUE ON OR BEFORE
Friday, July 1, 2022 at 12:00 PM.

LaShawn Mizzell-McLeod, Contract Specialist at
LMMCLEOD@dchousing.org with copy to
business@dchousing.org for additional information.

If only you had home delivery.
1-800-753-POST SF

Bids & Proposals825

Home delivery is so easy.
1-800-753-POST SF

washingtonpost.com/classifieds

CLASSIFIED

ANTIQUES
AUCTIONS

&

Call 202-334-7029 or email
merchandise@washpost.com

Auction Sales365

US Customs & Border Protection
Online Auction Wed. 6/1/22 at
11am Abandoned/Unclaimed

Items Previews, Details, Terms @
cwsmarketing.com

571-921-9107

Aviation, Boats, RVs
Motorcycles Directory

Recreational Vehicles62

WINNEBAGO Adventure 2002
31K miles, $39,000 obo.

301-437-6500

Business /
Entrepreneurial
Opportunities

1370

ACCREDITED INVESTORS ONLY
Colorblind correction patent

11,204,455 targets >215% per year
for 15 years. Ron 301-725-0000

ACCREDITED INVESTORS ONLY
Colorblind correction patent

11,204,455 targets >215% ROI per
year for 15 years. Ron 301-725-0000

Money to Lend1394

PRIVATE LENDER for single family
invest/rehab property. Northern Vir-
ginia, MD, DC Suburb. 703-550-6449

S JOBS

STATISTICS
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., a
wholly owned subsidiary of
Wells Fargo & Co., a diversi-
fied, community-based finan-
cial services company, is
seeking the following posi-
tions in McLean, Virginia.
Quantitative Analytics
Specialist 2 (Requisition
#000882): Develop or apply
mathematical or statistical
theory and methods to col-
lect, organize, interpret, and
summarize numerical data to
provide usable information.
Must have a PhD in Statistics,
Mathematics, or related
quantitative field plus 1 year
of experience in the job
offered or in an advanced sci-
entific or mathematical field.
Quantitative Analytics
Specialist 2 (Requisition
#000890): Develop or apply
mathematical or statistical
theory and methods to col-
lect, organize, interpret, and
summarize numerical data to
provide usable information.
Must have a PhD degree in
Statistics, Mathematics, or
related quantitative field plus
1 years of experience in the
job offered or in an advanced
scientific or mathematical
field. Hybrid in-office and
remote work role; required to
work at 1753 Pinnacle Drive,
McLean, Virginia 22102 three
(3) days a week. To apply,
qualified applicants send
resume to recruiter_inbox@
wellsfargo.com and reference
specific requisition in the sub-
ject line.

Statistics: Nestlé USA, Inc.
seeks a Statistical Modeling &
Forecasting Lead in Arlington,
VA to dvlp complex predictive
analytics & statistical fore-
casting models utilizing fore-
casting related sys to improve
forecast accuracy & bias
reduction. Req: Mas deg or
frgn equivt in Stats, Math,
Econ, Business or rltd fld +
3yrs exp in the job offered
or in business forecasting &
data analysis (exp may be
gained as part of advanced
deg studies). Must have 3yrs
of exp w/: SAS Enterprise
Guide or SAS HPF; stat meth-
ods, stat forecasting & data
analytical tech incl: time
series modeling tech such as
ARIMA, exponential smooth-
ing & regression; machine
learning methods such as
clustering, random forest,
gradient boosting or neural
network; R or Python; Ana-
lyzing & interpreting data &
building quantitative models
of bus problems; planning or
scheduling sys. SAS 9 pro-
gramming cert required. 10%
dom travel required, telework
up to 3 days of per week
permitted. Resume to:
nestlejobsgm@
us.nestle.com. Job Code
0531. No calls.

T JOBS

Tailor
Design and make clothing
using principles of design
construction and style partic-
ularly of South Asian, Indo-
Pakistan and Middle Eastern
style. 24 months experience
as a tailor required. Job site:
Vienna, VA. Rubys Collections
Inc. dba Ruby’s Collection,

Email resume to:
rubyscollectionstore@

yahoo.com

W JOBS

Waiters/Waitresses (Multiple
Openings) (Sisters Thai)

40hrs/wk. Var OT. $14.00 per
hour. Serve meals to patrons.
Present menu to diner,
suggesting dinner courses,
appropriate wines & answer-
ing questions regarding food
preparation. Write order on
check. Observe diners to
respond to any additional
requests & to determine
when meal has been com-
pleted. Total bills & accept
payments. No Exp., Training
or Education req’d. Jobs in
Potomac, MD. Submit
resumes 7995 Tuckerman Ln
Potomac,MD 20854

Search 20,000
job listings
by location.

The local expert on local jobs

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Tech Jobs
Behavior Analyst: Duties
include practice of Applied
Behavioral Analysis such as
direct therapy, supervision of
behavior analysts, functional
Behavior Assessments,
Behavioral Observations and
Behavioral Evaluation. Plan
and organize structured pro-
grams of therapy,work, study,
recreation, or social activities
for clients. Obtain client infor-
mation through interviews,
observation, or tests. Develop
and implement treatment
plans based on Clinical expe-
rience and professional
knowledge. Act as a client
advocate to coordinate
required services or to
resolve emergency problems
in crises situation. Consult
with family members and
school personnel to assist
them in understanding and
dealing with patients. Refer
patients, clients, or family
members to community
resources or to specialist as
necessary. Gather informa-
tion about community mental
health needs or resources
that could be used in con-
junction with behavioral ther-
apy. Assess patients for risk
of suicidal attempts. Maintain
confidentiality of records
relating to client’s treatment.
Maintain client diagnostic
records including Federal and
State mandated forms. Coor-
dinate workshops & courses
about behavioral health
issues using technologies
such as Test Interpretation
Software, Client Information
Data Base Systems, and
Scheduling Software. Update
knowledge by reading pro-
fessional literature, attending
professional seminars, and
maintaining contact with
other social services. Must be
Licensed Behavior Analyst in
State of Maryland by Board of
Professional Counselors and
Therapists. Must have Mas-
ters Degree in Special Edu-
cation with major in Applied
Behavior Analysis, or Psychol-
ogy with major in Applied
Behavior Analysis. Send
Resume to Behavior & Edu-
cational Solutions, P.C. 8601
Second Avenue, Suite 506B,
Silver Spring,MD 20910.

Business Intel Engineer II
Position available in Arling-
ton, VA. Amazon.com Ser-
vices, LLC. seeks candidates
for the following (multiple
positions available): Business
Intel Engineer II: Produce
insights that will help shape
effective strategies to better
meet business needs, often
working from scratch to cre-
ate first-generation analyses
and insights. Telecommuting
benefits available. Qualified
applicants should apply at
https://www.amazon.jobs/

en/ referencing
Job ID: 2067831

Cognowiz LLC is hiring:
Sr. Data Scientist w/ Master’s
degree in Comp Sci, Engg any,
Tech or rltd & 2 yrs of exp
to analy large amounts of info
to discover trends & patterns.
Manipulate, transform & com-
bine datafrom multiple data
sour for use in analytics &
reporting. Produce high ad
hoc and standard reports,
using R or SAS proced. Effi-
ciently identify &correct syn-
tax and program logic errors
in SQL, Tableau & SAS code.
Integrate R/SAS analy w/
Tableau to deliver the results
of statistical analy within
Tableau dashboards. Perform
inferential statistical analy in
R or SAS, includ statistical
tests for significance, such as
null-hypothesis testing, to val-
idate results of analy.
BI Developer w/ Comp Sci,
Engg(any),Tech, Mgmt or rltd
to Perform ana to understand
buss prob & buss data to
provide guidance on approp
(BI) sol. Maintain BI models
to dsgn, dev & generate both
standard & ad-hoc reports.
Dev queries & analy qualita-
tive & quantitative data sets
for patterns, relationships &
imp findings or buss out-
comes. Dsgn, build, deploy,
maintain new BI& analytics
models.
Work loc: Herndon, VA
w/req’d travel to client loc
throughout the USA. Mail
resumes: 620 Herndon Park-
way, Suite 200B, Herndon, VA
20170 (or) e-mail:
ishashah@cognowiz.com

Computer/IT: CGI Technolo-
gies & Solutions Inc. seeks
Software Developer in Fair-
fax, VA (& various unantic-
ipated locations throughout
US) to research, design,
devel, &/or mod enterprise-
wide systs &/or apps s/w. Job
req Bach deg or equiv in
Comp Sci, Comp Info Systs,
Engg, IT or rel field & 5 yrs
of exp working w/ Informatica
and ETL. Must be willing to
relocate to various unantic-
ipated work locations
throughout US. All offers of
emp are contingent upon suc-
cessful comp of background
check, which may incl drug
screen depending on work
assignment. Email resume to
recruiting@cgifederal.com &
ref job code 1093.

Tech Jobs
Computers

Application Innovators. EAI
Technologies LLC, Vienna, VA.
Design web-based apps using
Java & MS .NET w/focus on
GIS & mapping solutions. C#,
ASP.NET, HTML, CSS, MS SQL
Server. Req’s: Bach’s in Comp
Sci, S/W Engin, Geoinformat-
ics & 3 yrs exp. Mail resume
to: EAI, Attn: Applicaition
Innovators Posting, 1945 Old
Gallows Rd, Ste. 310, Vienna,
VA 22182.

COMPUTER/IT
Global Security Vulnerability
Management Consultant, IBM
Corporation, Herndon, VA (Up
to 50% telecommuting per-
mitted): Oversee the daily
tasks to address customer
requirements. Identify Short-
and Long-term activities,
identify and assign the task to
appropriate team members.
Work on scheduled target to
ensure deliverables are deliv-
ered on time. Development of
strategy relating with client's
security team. Assess all the
security measures of the
organizations. Work with dif-
ferent Security Partners to
understand the risk and take
appropriate action.Work with
the different stakeholder to
gather the current asset
inventory. Ensure all the in-
scope devices are scanned
at agreed frequency. Work
towards expanding the scan
scope to ensure all the critical
assets are identified and
scanned at regular frequency.
Identify the scan setting that
are listed as per clients needs.
Configure the scan profiles to
ensure all the check that are
required are enabled. Ensure
the devices are scannedwith-
out any negative impact. Dis-
tribute the assets evenly to
ensure the scan are not taking
long time than expected.
Identify the assets and map
it to right scanners.Work with
Network team and server
team to ensure that scans are
not running too long. Sched-
ule daily scrum meeting to
gather status of the program.
Capture all pain points and
work with respective depart-
ments. Schedule meeting
with management to review
weekly status and discuss the
risk or dependencies where
management attention is
required. Identify resolver
groups for different business
areas. Assign the vulnerability
ticket to the remediation
teams. Work with remedia-
tion teams in assisting with
remediations. Track the ticket
for closure. Generate the
open vulnerability metrics to
show the vulnerability age.
Track the age of the ticket
and generate Open vs Closed
metrics. Work with remedia-
tion teams to prioritize the
vulnerabilities based on
severity and age. Identify the
events that can adversely
impact organization security
stature. Monitor monthly risk
exposure and bring the issue
to management notice. Vali-
date the number of devises
that are being authenticated
vs not authenticated.Work on
getting the non-authenticat-
ed devices to the authenticat-
ed scope. Validate the vulner-
ability trend and take appro-
priate action to ensure the
risk is at acceptable level.
Prepare monthly presenta-
tion that talks about over al
risk posture of the organi-
zation. Capture actionable
items that increases security
resilience. Identify the risk
areas and suggest the appro-
priate controls. Utilize: Risk
Assessment, Qualys, Rapid7
Scanner, Ticketing Systems,
Information Security Manage-
ment and SAP Security Scan-
ning. Required: Bachelor’s
degree or equivalent in Vul-
nerability Management, Com-
puter Security, Computer Sci-
ence or related and two (2)
years of experience in Infor-
mation Security and Vulner-
ability Management or relat-
ed. Two (2) years of expe-
rience must include utilizing
Risk Assessment, Qualys,
Rapid7 Scanner, Ticketing
Systems, Information Security
Management and SAP Securi-
ty Scanning. Send resumes to
recruitad@us.ibm.com. Appli-
cants must reference Z233.

Computer/IT: CGI Technolo-
gies & Solutions Inc. seeks
Software Developer in Fair-
fax, VA (& various unantic-
ipated locations throughout
US) to research, design,
devel, &/or mod enterprise-
wide systs &/or apps s/w. Job
req Bach deg in Comp Sci,
Engg, Electronics, IT or rel
field & 5 yrs of exp in app
devel using Java & J2EE techs,
incl Servlets, Struts, Spring,
XML, EJB’s, Hibernate, SOAP
& RESTweb services,&Micro-
services. Must be willing to
relocate to various unantic-
ipated work locations
throughout US. All offers of
emp are contingent upon suc-
cessful comp of background
check, which may incl drug
screen depending on work
assignment. Email resume to
recruiting@cgifederal.com &
ref job code 1007.

Tech Jobs
Datawiz Corporation. 2 Com-
puter Support Specialists. HS
& 2 yrs. exp. Job in NO. VA.
Fax res (703) 991-5998

CoStar Realty Information,
Inc. seeks a Senior Business
Systems Analyst to test,
maintain, andmonitor Oracle-
based computer programs
and systems, and coordinate
the installation of computer
programs and systems to
ensure adequate change
management for SOX com-
pliance. Develop solutions for
computer systems and appli-
cation malfunctions to
enhance and modernize
financial, regulatory, IT, pro-
curement and billing process-
es with the purpose of grow-
ing CoStar’s financial systems
capabilities. Serve as a techni-
cal expert in identifying, eval-
uating and developing sys-
tems and procedures that are
cost effective and meet user
requirements. Deliver quali-
ty assurance for regression,
smoke, and sand-box
methodologies of computer
systems testing. Evaluate
emerging technologies to
identify opportunities, trends,
and best practices that can be
used to strengthen CoStar’s
technology platform and
development practices. Posi-
tion requires a Bachelor’s
degree in Computer Science,
Information Systems, Engi-
neering, Business Administra-
tion, or a related field, fol-
lowed by 5 years of progres-
sively responsible experience
with product, systems, and
business analysis. Experi-
ence must include a mini-
mum of: 1 year of experience
with maintenance of Oracle
Financial Cloud Services; 1
year of experience with MS
Projects; 1 year of experience
with translating business
requirements to technical
and functions specifications;
1 year of experience with
UAT; 1 year of experience
with performing quality
checks during patch releases;
and 1 year of experience with
Accounts Payable (AP), Agile
methodologies, data integra-
tion interfaces, data load
rules, EPM – Automate, Jira,
Oracle Modules, sand-box
testing, webforms, SOX com-
pliance regulations, and
SQL-CL. Job location: Wash-
ington, DC. To apply, please
visit http://costargroup.com/
careers and enter Job Code
R28369 when prompted.
Alternatively, please send
your resume, cover letter, and
a copy of the ad to E. Brown,
Recruiter, CoStar, 1331 L
Street NW, Washington, DC
20005. CoStar Group is an
Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Employer; we maintain a
drug-free workplace and per-
form pre-employment sub-
stance abuse testing.

Data Engineer 2
Asurion, LLC seeks Data Engi-
neer 2 in Sterling, VA. Build
analytical capabilities through
data management principles
to drive growth, efficiencies,
and automation. Telecom-
muting permitted. Apply @
www.jobpostingtoday.com
#30814.

DEVELOPER
for SuccessFactors Inc.
(Reston, VA) dvlp focs on
dsgn, cod, tst, qlty assrce of
spcfc prdct ftrs in dvlpt team.
Bach in CS, Eng, Math, or rltd
& 5 yrs exp rqd. Will acpt
Mstr & 2 yrs exp. Exp mst invl
1 yr: Oracl Cld Pltfrm Srvcs;
Cloud Sec; Orcl DB; Orcl Cld
Infrstrctr; iOS Natv App; Swft;
Xcod; Git Vrsng; REST API;
MVC; Adv iOS Frmwrks e.g.
CorData, MapKt, CorAnmt; &
Agle. Exp mst incl: Google &
Ubr iOS Extrnl Frmwrks. To
apply rspnd to Req ID 341489
at http://www.careersatsap.
com.

Engin 3, Techncl Resrch &
Devlp – Comcast Cable
Comm, LLC, Washington, DC.
Contrib to teams resp for
archtctr, imprvmt & desgn of
entrprs-scal tech systms;
Reqs: MA in CS, Engin or rltd;
1 yr post-Bach exp devlp SW
use Java, SQL data strctrs,
J2EE, Spring Bootmicro-srvcs,
JDBC, Junit, REST web srvcs,
Maven, JSON, and YML; devlp
SW w/i AWS Cloud environ
use SC2, DynamoDB, S3 &
Docker or Docker Swarm; &
use the follwng: Jenkins, Git,
IntelliJ, Eclipse & Insomnia.

Apply to:
Renu_Puril@comcast.com

Ref Job ID# 5017

Corcentric is seeking FT Sr
Cloud Engineer in McLean,
VA. Builds HTTP/HTTPS Traffic
Flow for SaaS Productions
using AWS Native WAF, ECS,
Docker, and NGINX. Req. a
Master’s degree or equiv. in
Information Technology &
Management, Computer Sci-
ence or rel. field & rel. DevOps
experience. Apply online at
www.corcentric.com/.

Full Stack Developer, Lees-
burg, VA: Limited domestic
travel, telecommute and/or
occasional relocation to mul-
tiple client locations nation-
wide to analyze, design,
develop, test applications
using MEAN Stack (MongoDB,
Express.js, Angular, Node.js)
Technologies, jQuery, HTML5,
CSS3, Bootstrap, MySQL,
PostgreSQL, SQL Server, Visu-
al Studio Code, AWS Cloud,
Azure DevOps, Jira, Git in mul-
tiplatform environment. Test,
troubleshoot maintain exist-
ing applications. Reply to: Sof-
trams, LLC, 161 Fort Evans
Road NE, #205 Leesburg, VA
20176

ISD Engineer IV
(Navy Federal Credit Union -
Vienna, VA; full-time telecom-
muting permitted) Participate
in full system development
lifecycle (SDLC) for cloud
native API platform for core
banking. Reqs Bachelor’s in
Comp Apps, Comp Sci,
Eng’rg, Math, or rltd & 5 yrs
progressive post-Bachelor’s
exp develpping java applica-
tion / micro services, imple-
menting CI/CD pipeline & sup-
porting platform. Email cvr ltr
& CV to: openpositions@
navyfederal.org. Reference
“ISD Engineer IV”

Home delivery is so easy.
1-800-753-POST SF

Home delivery is so easy.
1-800-753-POST SF

Tech Jobs
IT Professionals
Ent. Lvl to Sen. Lvl .Net Dvlprs,
Java Dvlprs, QA Anlysts, SAP
ABAP Conslts, are needed for
our Sterling, VA office. May
req. traveling. Send resume,
Cvr Ltr., & Sal. Req. to SS Tech
LLC at 21135Whitfield Pl., Ste.
206, Sterling,VA 20165

Principal Associate, Data
Science – Capital One,
National Association in North-
ern VA; Mult pos avail: Lead
application & validation of
stat & other math methods
to collect, organize, interpret,
& sum econ data to assist in
decision-making & spprt the
dvlpmnt of bus strat.
To apply, visit https://
capitalone.wd1.myworkday
jobs.com/Capital_One and
search "Principal Associate,
Data Science" or "R143254".

QA Test Engineer: Bach+3 yrs.
Perform quality assurance &
maintain test frameworks
using Python, Java, Perl, and
JavaScript, web servers or
networking, test automation,
MongoDB or NoSQL skills.
Bethesda, MD. F/T. Medical
Science & Computing, LLC. CV
to alexandra.afari@
guidehouse.com, ref: 6478.
No calls/recruiters. No visa
sponsorship.

Risk Manager II
AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC,
an Amazon.com company-
Arlington, Virginia. Risk Man-
ager II Identify, design, devel-
op, implement & execute new
& existing processes, policies,
goals, & solutions to reduce
potential risks.(AMZ5868074).
Multiple job openings. Apply
online: www.amazon.jobs –
search by AMZ5868074. EOE.

Salesforce Developer
Production Support SMTS.
Hughes Network Systems
LLC, Germantown MD. Lead
the design/development of
apps to support functionality
of salesforce.com platform
w/in the firm using Visual-
force Pages/Comp’s, Apex
Classes/Triggers, SOQL, SOSL,
Force.com IDE. Req’s: MSc
Comp Sci, S/W Engin, or
Comp Info Systems & 3 yrs
exp or BSc & 5 yrs exp. To
apply visit
www.echostarcareers.com
enter job # R0003202 in the

Search Field & follow
instructions

Senior Associate
Data Science

Capital One Services, LLC in
Northern VA; Mult pos avail:
Lead application & validation
of stat & other math methods
to collect, organize, interpret,
& sum econ data to assist in
decision-making & spprt the
dvlpmnt of bus strat.
To apply, visit https://
capitalone.wd1.myworkday
jobs.com/Capital_One and
search "Senior Associate,
Data Science" or "R143196".

Senior Data Analyst
(Wireless Media Consulting,
Inc. d/b/a WMC Global - Fair-
fax, VA & remote work from
home w/in normal commut-
ing distance of Fairfax, VA).
Analyze high-volume data
from disparate sources to
identify emerging patterns
and anomalous behavior. Job
reqs Master’s in Comp Sci,
Eng’g or rltd & 2 yrs (or Bache-
lor’s in Comp Sci, Eng’g or rltd
and 5 yrs) of exp. working w/
Python, MySQL, SQL & data
analysis tools Email cvr ltr &
CV to caroline.quiett@
wmcglobal.com.

Senior Data Engineer I
Compass Management Hold-
ings, LLC has role in Wash-
ington, DC. *Senior Data Engi-
neer I [COMP-DC21-SRAY] –
Design, build, launch core
data models into production
environment for users to per-
form analytics; work on
data platforms Databricks,
Snowflake. Resumes to
compassjobs@compass.com
& note Job ID# in subject line.

Senior Manager, Software
Development (SMSD)

Appian Corporation, McLean,
VA, seeks SMSD to ensure
continued high performance
of up to 6 direct reporting
software engineers. Work
with Technical Mentors
(TMSDs) and Managers
(MSDs) to ensure that the
career development of direct
reports - within a specific
technology layer - is leading
to high quality and on-time
releases. Perform HR mgmt.
tasks for each direct report
e.g., performance reviews,
timesheet approval. Spend
75% of time as a hands-on
developer (technical design,
writing code in a full-stack
web andmobile environment,
code reviews, etc.) radiating
best practices and faster
development. Design, archi-
tect and develop software
using design patterns, object-
oriented design and test-dri-
ven development methodolo-
gies. Req: Master's degree in
CS, Engineering or related +
min. 3 years of software
development inc. min. 1 year
as a manager reviewing code
and mentoring. Reply to Box
Number M1000000751, The
Washington Post,Washington
DC 20071.

Senior Network Engineer
Optum Services, Inc. Senior
Network Engineer, Washing-
ton, DC. Own our multi-ven-
dor wired and wireless LANs
and WANs spanning multiple
offices and virtual data cen-
ters in AWS, including VPNs
between all of those things.
Mail resume to GMI Recruit-
ment at 9900 Bren Road East
MN008 R120, Minnetonka,
MN 55343 and indicate apply-
ing for #22-DC-4481.

Search 20,000
job listings by
keyword,

industry and
location.

The local expert on local jobs

Tech Jobs
Senior Product Owner: Iden-
tify & refine customer needs
& program strategy, own &
refine vision of program &
products, derive Agile pro-
gram roadmap, refine product
& sprint backlogs, perform
active role in mitigating
impediments impacting
Release/Sprint Goals. Req BS
in Comp Sci, Electronics Eng,
Telecommunications or a rel
field & 5 yrs exp as Prod
Owner, Bus Analyst, Sys Ana-
lyst, or related. Will also
accept MS + 3 yrs exp. Exp
must incl use of JIRA, Con-
fluence, SQL Lab, Balsamiq,
Sketch, BigPicture, Invision
Studio, Google Analytics, and
MS Proj. Job in Herndon, VA.
Travel/reloc to unanticipated
proj locations may be reqd.
Send resume to Semanticbits
LLC at jobs@semanticbits.
com. Fax: 7037879657.

Senior Quality Assurance
Engineer

Mandiant Inc., Reston, VA.;
Design, develop and execute
manual and automated tests
to ensure quality of systems
under test. May work remote-
ly from anywhere in the Unit-
ed States. To apply, please
mail resume to ATTN: Heidi
Vaughn, 11951 Freedom
Drive, 6th Floor, Reston, VA
20190. Please refer to job
#10760.462.5.

Senior Sales Engineer
(Presales)

Appian Corporation, McLean,
VA, seeks ind. with strong
verbal and written communi-
cation skills, customer inter-
action, requirements analy-
sis, presentations, and sys-
tem design abilities to drive
and manage the technology
evaluation stage of the sales
process, working in conjunc-
tion with the sales team as
the key technical adviser and
product advocate. Manage
target accounts spanning
multiple Account Executives.
Work with colleagues across
the organization to receive
support needed to accom-
plish technical goals. Design
and deliver high quality tech-
nical Proof of Concepts for
prospective customers.
Present technical and busi-
ness aspects of proposed
solutions to a C-Level audi-
ence and represent Appian's
product to customers and at
field events such as confer-
ences, summits, seminars,
etc. Req: Willingness to travel
40-50% to domestic customer
locations AND MS in CS/Info.
Tech or related + min. 6
months exp. as Presales Sales
Engineer or in client facing
Professional Services/Con-
sulting role involving sales.
Reply to Box Number
M1000000754, The Washing-
ton Post, Washington DC
20071.

SMTS-Software
(Automation & Network

Management)
Hughes Network Systems
LLC, Germantown MD. Design
apps to automate network
management tasks for the
systems & devices compris-
ing satellite data networks
using Python, Bash, Ansible,
Rest APIs. Req’s: MSc Comp
Sci, Comp Engin, or Info Sys-
tems & 3 yrs exp or BSc & 5
yrs exp. To apply visit
www.echostarcareers.com
enter job # R0003204
in Search Field & follow

instructions

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
Washington, DC & various
unanticipated locations
throughout the U.S.: Analyze
buss & func rqmnts & provide
recs for future archt/sols.
Dvlp windows & web apps.
Bld ETL archt to map source
to target tbles & dbs. Create
& verify data mappings, ses-
sions, & wrkflws. Prfrm unit
& integ testg. Trblshot, dbg &
upgrde exist sw. Skills req’d:
SSIS, C#.net, ASP.net, IIS,
PLSQL, Informatica, SSRS,
UNIX Shell script, & MySQL.
Master’s in Sci, Tech, Comp
Apps, Engg, or any rltd field
w/1yr exp in job offr’d or rltd
occup is req’d. Mail CV: BPM
Bi, Inc, 1025 Connecticut Ave
NW, Ste 1000, Washington,
DC 20036.

Software Developer
Opening available for follow-
ing positions in Reston, VA
& unanticipated client locs.
throughout the US:
Software Developer: Gather &
analyze user reqmts, dsgn &
dvlp new s/ware, modify &
test applics. Resp for envrm-
nt'l setup for the dvlpmt activ-
ity & verify & review the cod-
ing standards using Code
Review Checklist. Resolve
ongoing dvlpmt issues. Work
from detailed specs, provide
dsgn, test, debug & implmt
enterprise s/ware applics.
Travel & relocation is possible
to unanticipated client locs.
throughout the US. To apply:
mail resume to: CloudBc
Labs., 1920 Association Dr.,
Ste 501, Reston, VA 20191.
Attn: HR

Software Developer
sought by GD Infotek LLC for
Herndon, VA office to perform
application development,
design, coding, testing and
implementation of complex
software applications work-
ing utilizing Hadoop, JDBC,
Spark and SQL. Working with
UNIX shell scripting, batch
scheduling and version con-
trol tools. Gather business
requirements, conduct data
analysis and develop applica-
tion functional and technical
design specifications to the
implementation stage. May
travel and relocate to various
unanticipated sites through-
out the US. Must have Mas-
ter's in Comp Sci, Engg, Info
Sys or related field. Send
resume to hr@gditek.com.
EOE.

Software Engineer
DDC Advocacy LLC d/b/a DDC
Public Affairs is seeking a
Software Engineer in Wash-
ington, D.C. - Assess new fea-
ture feasibility; follow CID
principles & methods. Must
pass DDC administered two-
tiered Coding Skills Test. Able
to telecommute from any US
location. Apply online: www.
ddcpublicaffairs.com/
careers/. EOE/M/F/Disability/
ProtectedVet

If only you had home delivery.
1-800-753-POST SF

Tech Jobs
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
SSN Group LLC (Herndon, VA)
seeks Sr SW Engr. Resp for
dvlpt, config’n, dsgn + supp
ent apps. Part in t/s for crit
probs + rslv iss as they arise.
Cond proj pl blds, autom’n,
CI/CD, config’n mgmt +
func’l/perf tstg. Perf app srvrs
maint, inst, db admin tsks
incl’g bu’s +rest’n usng scrpts
in dvlpt + prod envs. Asst w
lead’g evals + rcmnd approp
soln’s to cust. REQ: MS in CS,
Comp Engg, or rel/equiv + 2
yrs exp as SW dvlpr, SW Engr,
Sys Admin, or rel. Res to
580 Herndon Pkwy, Ste 700,
Herndon, VA 20170. May be
reloc’d to unantic’d sites arnd
US.

SOFTWARE-IStream Solu-
tions, Inc. (Ashburn, VA) seeks
SW Engnrs. Def/dsgn/con-
str/integrate/test sw sols
address’g bus ops. Code/
prep/test/implem matrices,
POCs, RFPs, protos, progs &
data intrfcs. Coord/confer w
clients/stkhldrs for integrt’n
test’g, UAT & proj cap/reqs.
Mod exist’g sw, corr errors,
ensure adapt’n, improve per-
form. Dev sw sys test’g/
valid’n procs/prgrm’g/doc’n.
REQ: MS in Comp Sci/Info
Tech/Engg/rel/equiv + 2 yrs
exp as Prgmr Anlyst/SW
Dvlpr/SW Engnr/rel. Res to
44790 Maynard Sq, Ste 250,
Ashburn, VA 20147. May be
reloc’d to unantic’d sites arnd
US.

SOFTWARE-IStream Solu-
tions, Inc. (Ashburn, VA) seeks
SW Engnrs. Def/dsgn/con-
str/integrate/ test sw sols
address’g bus ops. Code/
prep/test/implem matrices,
POCs, RFPs, protos, progs &
data intrfcs. Coord/confer w
clients/stkhldrs for integrt’n
test’g, UAT & proj cap/reqs.
Mod exist’g sw, corr errors,
ensure adapt’n, improve per-
form. Dev sw sys test’g/
valid’n procs/prgrm’g/ doc’n.
REQ: BS in Comp Sci/Info
Tech/Engg/rel/equiv + 5 yrs
exp as Prgmr Anlyst/SW
Dvlpr/SW Engnr/ rel. Res to
44790 Maynard Sq, Ste 250,
Ashburn, VA 20147. May be
reloc’d to unantic’d sites arnd
US.

Sr. Data Scientist: Discover
experiment & validate algo-
rithms to improve our prod-
ucts. Research & analyze
healthcare data & translate
biz analytics reqts into tech
approaches to provide biz
solutions.Apply adv data min-
ing, data modeling, ops res. &
modern machine learning to
extract & analyze structured
& unstructured data to imple-
ment algorithms to support
predictive data analysis. Act
as technical lead to team
members. Mentor Jr data sci-
entists. Collaborate w/ Prod-
uct & Engrg Teams for pro-
totype development, testing
models to implementation.
Min. reqts: Ph.D. in Comp Sci,
Engrg, Statistics, Phys Sci-
ences, Ops Research, or simi-
lar quantitative field + 1 yr
of exp w/ adv math, statistics,
analysis packages & program-
ming languages req’d (R,
C++/Python, Root). Will
accept skills exp gained from
a combo of graduate research
&/or employ as a data sci-
entist. Job in Rockville, MD.
Option to telecommute from
w/in Washington, DC area.
Mail or email resume & cover
ltr to HR, DrFirst.com, Inc.,
9420 Key West Ave., Ste. 230,
Rockville, MD 20850
careers@drfirst.com No calls.
EOE

Sr. Software Developer I
Globalgate IT Solutions, LLC -
Jobs loc in Chantilly, VA & var
unanticpt locs t/o U.S. Dsgn,
devel, impl, test, & deploy
s/ware apps. Res, anlyz, &
determ info needs & dataflow
reqs. Gath & eval user reqs
& procdrs. Trav/relo to var
unanticpt locs t/o U.S. for l/t
& s/t assigns at client sites.
Reqs Master’s or frgn equivt
in Comp Sci, Engng (any), or
rel. Mail res w/ cvr letter to
Globalgate IT Solutions, LLC,
14801 Murdock St, Suite 155,
Chantilly, VA 20151; Job
21GBG09; EOE

SR. SOFTW DVLPR
Techtonic Inc., Herndon, VA:
Sr. Softw Dvlpr: Perform,
dsgn, assist & work across
functions w/architects, data-
base admins, dvlpmnt teams
& corp. IT. Position req's
trvl/reloc to various unantici-
pated client locs thruout US
w/expenses paid by employ-
er. Mail resume & position
to President, Techtonic Inc.,
13800 Coppermine Rd, Ste
#184, Herndon,VA, 20171

Systems Engineer
Cerebrum Software Solu-
tions, Inc., is seeking 1 Full-
time (40 hours a week) pro-
fessional for the position of
Systems Engineer at 44335
Premier Plaza, Ste # 210,Ash-
burn, VA 20147 at competi-
tive salary. Systems Engineer:
Analyze, Design, Develop &
Test general computer appli-
cations software using
MySQL, AWS Redshift, RDS,
Apache, Tomcat, Web logic,
JBoss, GitHub, Bitbucket, VPC,
EC2, S3, ELB, Auto Scaling,
IAM, CloudWatch, CloudFor-
mation, Cloud Trail, SQS,
LUNIX (Ubuntu), JAVA, HTM,
CSS, PHP, PYTHON, Shell,
PowerShell, SNS,Ant,Maven,
Jenkins, Kibana, CA-APM,
UML, Rational Ross. Travel
within USA required. Educa-
tional Requirements: Masters
in CompSci or InfoTech + 1
year of experience as Comp
Software Professional. We
offer comprehensive bene-
fits. Travel within USA
required for the position. To
apply send your resume to
Attn: HR, Cerebrum Software
Solutions, Inc., 44335 Premier
Plaza, Ste # 210, Ashburn, VA
20147.

Find more jobs.
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Tech Jobs
Team Lead Computer Sys-
tems Analyst, Multiple Open-
ings: Herndon, VA and vari-
ous unanticipated client sites
throughout the U.S. Analyze
user requirements, programs,
procedures, and problems to
automate and improve exist-
ing systems and review these
system capabilities, work-
flows, and scheduling limita-
tions. Lead analysis & general
architectural design across
platforms and divisions. Test,
maintain, & monitor comput-
er programs and systems,
including coordinating the
installation of computer pro-
grams and systems. Take
leadership role in product and
tool selection & the devel-
opment of specifications for
new and existing systems.
Work independently, provid-
ing project status reports &
formal presentations as
required. Requires minimum
of MS or equiv. in CS, CIS,
Computer Applications, IT-
related Engineering, or a
related field. Will also accept
an MS in Business Adminis-
tration when paired with a
BS in an industry-related field.
Position also requires extend-
ed travel and/or relocation
throughout U.S. Mail resumes
to: InfoLabs Inc., Job TLCSA,
13800 Coppermine Road,
Suite 394, Herndon, VA
20171.

Technical Delivery Manager
(TDM) (2 positions). Appian
Corporation, McLean, VA,
seeks TDM to provide post-
sales activities ownership
over multiple accounts in
assigned region. Support
pre-sales activities to close
new business - scope/level of
efforts, respond to proposals,
prepare SOWs, advise on
project approaches, and
present methodologies. Over-
see delivery of Appian BPM
projects at customer
accounts to ensure deploy-
ment matches client exec-
utive and business sponsor
expectations and ensure cus-
tomer satisfaction building
long-term relationships.
Report pipeline/revenue fore-
casts and staffing projec-
tions/planning. Supervise
consultants (direct reports)
providing mentorship and
career management. Req:
MS in Technology/Engineer-
ing major. Reply to Box Num-
ber M1000000753, The Wash-
ington Post, Washington DC
20071.

TECHNOLOGY
Anybill Financial Services, Inc
(Washington DC) seeks Sr, Net
Developer. Dsgn, dvlp, vali-
date, deploy & monitor s/w
sys. & cp apps to analyze
user needs & dvlp solutions.
Dsgn s/w or customize s/w
for client use for optimizing
operational efficiency. Design
/mod. d/b's within an app.
area. BA in Info. Tech. or
rel/equiv. req. 2 yrs of exp
w/ ASP.NET WebForms, MVC,
C#, JavaScript, JSON, WebAPI,
Entity Framework, jQuery, MS
SQL Server, Azure, & Git req.
2 yrs exp. as. Net Dvlpr, Tech
Lead or rel. req. Trvl or relo-
cation to unanticipated loca-
tions in the U.S. is req.

Email resumes to
careers@anybill.com

Test & Data Analytics Lead.
Excelacom Inc. Reston, VA w/
trvl/reloc to proj sites w/in
the US. Develop in-depth &
technical knowledge for all
projects in the SCP program,
including System architec-
ture, System design, etc.
Req’s BS in Bizz Analytics or
Bizz Admin & 2 yrs exp. Mail
res to: Excelacom, ATTN: HR-
Test & Data Analytics Lead,
11091 Sunset Hills Rd., Ste.
500, Reston,VA 20190.

Tremor Video, Inc.
Senior Network Engineer
Ashburn,VA
Responsibilities: Design &
implement network infra-
structure in high volume, low
latency production datacen-
ter. Member of team respon-
sible for all aspects of Tremor
Video’s production systems
& network infrastructure.
Establish network specifica-
tions by analyzing workflow,
access & security require-
ments; designing router
administration, including
interface configuration &
routing protocols such as
BGP, OSPF. Workplace flexi-
bility permits occasional work
from home. Requirements:
Bachelor’s in Computer Sci-
ence, Telecommunications, or
related field & 5 years experi-
ence in job offered or 5 years
Cisco, Arista, or Juniper net-
work configuration & admin-
istration. Experience must
include 5 years each of fol-
lowing:ARIN or other regional
Internet registries; configur-
ing & deploying dynamic rout-
ing protocols such as BGP &
OSPF in large scale environ-
ments; configuration of multi-
vendor firewalls, routers, &
switches; configuring &
deploying monitoring sys-
tems for corporate, develop-
ment, & production environ-
ments. Experience may be
gained concurrently. Work-
place flexibility permits occa-
sional work from home. Send
resume & cover letter to: HR
Department, 1177 Avenue of
the Americas, 9th FL, NY, NY
10036 or email:
talent@tremorvideo.com.

UX Researcher II

Amazon.com Services LLC
seeks candidates for the fol-
lowing (multiple positions
available) in Arlington,VA:

UX Researcher II (Job ID:
2060549). Responsible for
owning the development of
research and insights that
drive the way our organiza-
tion understands and designs
for our customers and user
groups. Up to 10% domestic
and international travel
required. Telecommuting
benefits available

Apply at: https://
www.amazon.jobs/en/
and reference Job ID

Validation Specialists/Engi-
neers: Sanaria, Inc. of
Rockville, MD seeks qualified
validation specialists/engi-
neers to work full time in
Rockville, MD. Email resumes
to sanaria@sanaria.com

Tech Jobs
Waiters/Waitresses (Multiple
Openings) (Chevass LLC DBA

Thai Deelish)
40hrs/wk. Var OT. $12.00 per
hour. Serve meals to patrons.
Present menu to diner,
suggesting dinner courses,
appropriate wines & answer-
ing questions regarding food
preparation. Write order on
check. Observe diners to
respond to any additional
requests & to determine
when meal has been com-
pleted. Total bills & accept
payments. No Exp., Training
or Education req’d. Jobs in
Ashburn, VA. Submit resumes
to: 43330 Junction Plz #188
Ashburn,VA 20147.
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ATTENTIONADVERTISERS:
All advertisements for the sale or rental of dwelling units
published in The Washington Post are subject to the Federal
Fair Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise 'any
preference, limitation, or discrimination because of race,
color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin,
or intention to make any such preference, limitation, or
discrimination.' State law forbids discrimination based on
factors in addition to those protected under federal law.

The Washington Post will not knowingly accept any advertis-
ing for real estate which is in violation of the law. All persons
are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised are available
on an equal opportunity basis.

McLean

Commanding nearly 1.5 acres just
outside the GW Parkway, this extra-
ordinary new home offers privacy,
spacious interiors, Italian designer
finishes, and high tech elements for
ultimate comfort. 6 BRs, 7 full baths,
sauna/steam room, pool with dra-
matic waterfall wall!

Fouad Talout
Long & Foster Realtors

703-459-4141

McLean $7,795,000
OPEN SUN 1-3

www.1332Mccayln.com

Ask me about home delivery!
1-800-753-POST SF

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Roommates

BROOKLAND DC 2 blocks metro,
already furn bedroom, shared bath,
ac cable, kitch privlages, male pref-

ered, $680/m. 202-526-1054

Home delivery is so easy.
1-800-753-POST SF

MARYLAND
Roommates
BRENTWOOD - Small rooom, Close to

Metro/Bus. home to share. $650
Utils incl. Call 202-207-5813

CAPITAL HEIGHTS - House to share.
Close to shopping & Metro.

$175 & up each Friday. 240-840-6308

MARYLAND
Roommates

FORT WASHINGTON - Lg house to
share. Free cable. Close to MGM.
W/D. $150/wk Special. 240-882-8973

MARYLAND
Roommates

Highland 20777 Pvt bdrm with
attched sitting rm, pvt entrance,
prkg, park like setting share with
clean quiet non smoker,utils incl.

$799 Lv voice message
240-351-5150

MARYLAND
Roommates

Hyattsville lg rm walking to bus,
metro, market, laundry, prkg street,
$500/mo, $500 dep. 240-330-3491

LARGO - 2 large room in bsmt, pvt
kitch, bathroom, all utils incl, nr
metro, $750/mo. 240-353-1428

MARYLAND
Roommates

RIVERDALE unfurn
Rooms for rent in quiet
SFH. No security dep. .

All utils incld.

202-430-0866

Home delivery starts
your day off right.

1-800-753-POST
SF

How about some
home delivery?

1-800-753-POST
SF

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Home delivery
is convenient.

1-800-753-POST
SF

Your guide to rental apartments, houses, and more.

Visit washingtonpost.com/jobs to view complete details and to apply to these and thousands of other listings.

washingtonpost.com/jobs

Washington Post Jobs’ Featured Employer
packages offer a valuable and unique way
to source qualified candidates. Become an
FE today and leverage the power of Wash-
ington Post media. Contact your Jobs ac-
count rep and call 202-334-4101.

Washington Post Featured
Employers are DC’s largest and most promi-
nent organizations. They include employers
across a range of industries, like IT, account-
ing, healthcare, and government, and are
hiring candidates today!

To view a complete list of
our Featured Employers’ job listings, visit
www.washingtonpost.com/jobs. To regis-
ter online, create a job seeker profile and
upload your resume visit washingtonpost.
com/resume.

Searching for talent? Join
some of DC’s top companies on the area’s
#1 job board. Washington Post Jobs has
over 1.5 million registered online jobseek-
ers across a variety of industries, occupa-
tions and career levels.

This spotlight showcases a small sample
of our Featured Employers, allowing you to
learn about each company and some of the
thousands of jobs they are currently hiring
for. Check out the FE Spotlight each Sunday
to discover new DC area companies.

FEATURED EMPLOYERS SPOTLIGHT

Arlington County (Virginia) Government
Government and Public Services–Arlington County is a distinc-
tive urban/metropolitan 25-square-mile community, adjacent
toWashington, D.C., which offers cultural diversity, a high qual-
ity of life and a family-oriented living environment. Arlington's
location in the center of the Washington Metropolitan region,
just five minutes away from Washington by car or Metro sub-
way, has made the County a highly desirable business and resi-
dential location. Arlington County Government employs a staff
and a workforce of approximately 3,000.

Program Manager/Senior
Oracle Cloud Resource
Planning (Limited Term)–
Arlington, VA
The Department of Technol-
ogy Services (DTS) is seek-
ing an experienced Program
Manager to lead the imple-
mentation of Oracle’s cloud-
based Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system. The
County seeks qualified…

Design Engineer Team
Supervisor (Water, Sewer,
and Streets)–Arlington, VA
The Department of Envi-
ronmental Services (DES) is
seeking a Design Engineer
Team Supervisor to lead the
Sewer/Streets Engineering
section within the Water,
Sewer, and Streets (WSS) Bu-
reau. The team is primarily
responsible for…

George Mason University
Education–George Mason University is a university with three
campuses, each with a distinctive academic focus that plays a
critical role in the economy of its region. At each campus, stu-
dents, faculty, and staff have full access to all the university's
resources, while duplication of programs and support services
is minimized through the use of technology. In addition to the
main campus in Fairfax, the university has campuses in Arling-
ton and Prince William Counties.

Research Scientist–Fairfax
The George Mason Univer-
sity, College of Science, Cen-
ter for Collison Safety and
Analysis, invites applications
for a Research Scientist to
perform analyses in the area
of transportation safety. The
selected candidate will be
supervised by Dr. Cing-Dao
Kan, Director of the Center
for…

Health Equity Lead Nurse
Practitioner ARIE–Fairfax
The George Mason Univer-
sity, Student Health Services
Department invites applica-
tions for a Health Equity Lead
Nurse Practitioner position.
George Mason University has
a strong institutional com-
mitment to the achievement
of excellence and diversity
among its faculty an…

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
Delivery and Transportation–The Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority operates the second largest rail transit
system and the fifth largest bus network in the United States.
Safe, clean and reliable, "America's Transit System" transports
more than a third of the federal government to work and mil-
lions of tourists to the landmarks in the Nation's Capital. Metro
has earned a worldwide reputation for security and architec-
tural beauty.WMATA is clearly the employer of choice for over
10,000 area residents. The Authority was created in 1967 by…

Assistant Project Manager
(Plant Maintenance)–
Graduation from an accred-
ited college or university
with a Bachelor's Degree in
Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Architecture,
Planning or a related field. A
minimum of eight (8) years
demonstrated progressively
responsible experience in
engineering, design…

Boiler Chiller Operator–
Education High school di-
ploma or possession of a
general equivalency diploma
(GED) Experience Twelve
(12) months following the
achievement of a particular
grade level (i.e. Grades D,
C, B, A and AA), an incubent
may be advanced to the next
grade…

Dewberry
Engineering–Dewberry is a leading, market-facing professional
services firm with more than 50 locations and 2,000 profes-
sionals nationwide. What sets us apart from our competitors
are our people. At Dewberry, we seek out exceptional talent
and strive to deliver the highest quality of services to our cli-
ents. Whether you’re an experienced professional or a new
graduate, you’ll have the chance to collaborate with the best
and brightest and work on innovative and complex projects at
the forefront of the industry. Our commitment to excellence…

Coastal Engineer–Fairfax
Dewberry has an excellent
opportunity for a Mid-Senior
level Coastal Engineer in our
expanding coastal resilience
practice in Fairfax, VA. Dew-
berry is a leading, market-
facing professional services
firm with more than 50 loca-
tions and 2,000 profession-
als nationwide. What sets us
apart from our…

Marketing Coordinator–
Fairfax
Dewberry is currently seek-
ing a Marketing Coordinator
for our Federal Market team
in our Fairfax, VA office. This
is a great opportunity for a
motivated and hardworking
individual to join a team of
professionals who lead mar-
keting and proposal efforts
in the federal market. This…

The Emmes Company, LLC
Science–The Emmes Company, LLC established in 1977, is a
privately owned Clinical Research Organization (CRO).We are a
public health focused company that is growing and adding staff
regularly in many areas including clinical operations, data man-
agement, bio statistics, project management, and regulatory
as well as corporate positions to support our project needs.We
are committed to ensuring that our newly hired staff receive
a positive virtual on-boarding experience and the support they
need to effectively work remotely. Headquartered in…

Biostatistician, Master's -
Remote (Full-Time or Part-
Time)–Rockville
The Emmes Company, LLC
("Emmes) is a global, full-
service Clinical Research
Organization dedicated to
excellence in supporting
the advancement of public
health and biopharmaceuti-
cal innovation. We believe in
the power of truth, so…

Biostatistician, PhD -
Remote (Full-Time or
Part-Time)–Rockville
The Emmes Company, LLC
("Emmes) is a global, full-
service Clinical Research
Organization dedicated to
excellence in supporting
the advancement of public
health and biopharmaceuti-
cal innovation. We believe in
the power of truth, so…

Sparks Group
Staffing–Bringing the Best People and the Best Companies To-
gether Since 1970. Sparks Group (formerly SPARKS, Sparks IT
Solutions, and Sparks Personnel) is the Washington DC Area's
leading temporary staffing and full-time recruiting services
provider. Whether you are seeking your next opportunity or
looking to add talent, Sparks Group is the ideal partner for you!
Each of our four divisions (Sparks Office, Sparks Accounting &
Finance, Sparks IT, and Sparks Creative) specializes in placing
professionals in temporary/contract, temporary-to-full-time…

Sr Marketing Analyst–
Washington D.C.
Sparks Group has partnered
with a financial institution
in Washington, DC who is
looking for a Sr Marketing
Analyst. In this role you will
identify target groups for
promotional campaigns, per-
form and report ROI of cam-
paigns. Develop strategies
for member and product…

Director of Organizational
Design–
Sparks Group has partnered
with a well-known sports
equipment company, to-
gether we are searching for
a Director of Organizational
Design. This is a great oppor-
tunity for a seasoned accom-
plished leader to bring their
knowledge, experience and
processes to a…

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
Associations–The American Speech-Language-Hearing Asso-
ciation was founded in 1925. It is a not-for-profit scientific and
professional association for speech-language pathologists, au-
diologists, and speech and hearing scientists. ASHA is commit-
ted to the consumers of our services, the more than 42 million
Americans with communication disorders. ASHA's mission is
to ensure that all people with speech-language, and hearing
disorders receive quality services from well-educated profes-
sionals. The American Speech-Language-Hearing…

Software Developer–
Rockville
The American Speech-Lan-
guage-Hearing Association
requires all new employ-
ees to present proof they
are fully vaccinated against
COVID-19 when they start
work. Currently, “fully vac-
cinated” is defined as some-
one that has received both
doses of the…

Program Coordinator,
Special Interest Groups–
Rockville
The American Speech-Lan-
guage-Hearing Association
requires all new employ-
ees to present proof they
are fully vaccinated against
COVID-19 when they start
work. Currently, “fully vac-
cinated” is defined as some-
one that has received both…

Fairfax County Government
Government and Public Services–Fairfax County,Virginia is a di-
verse and thriving urban county.As the most populous jurisdic-
tion in bothVirginia and theWashington metropolitan area, the
County's population exceeds that of seven states. The median
household income of Fairfax County is one of the highest in the
nation and over half of its adult residents have four-year col-
lege degrees or more educational attainment. Fairfax County
also is home to an extensive commercial office market and
is a major employment center. Fairfax County Government…

Behavioral Health Senior
Clinician–Fairfax, Virginia
The Fairfax-Falls Church
Community Services Board
(CSB) is hiring multiple Be-
havioral Health (BH) Senior
Clinicians for a variety of CSB
Service Areas. As a Behav-
ioral Health Senior Clinician,
you’ll be a part of a team of
diverse professionals helping
individuals transform their…

Crisis Intervention Spe-
cialist - Emergency Svcs &
Crisis Care–Fairfax, Virginia
Works as part of multidis-
ciplinary team serving indi-
viduals with serious mental
illness in acute crisis who
are high risk, in addition to
those diagnosed with intel-
lectual and developmental
disorders and substance use
or co-occurring disorders.

DCS Corp
Engineering–Specializing in military combat systems technolo-
gies, DCS provides a comprehensive and effective blend of
core engineering support and program management disci-
plines to solve the unique and complex challenges associated
with sensors, platform electronics,weapons, C4ISR and knowl-
edge systems. DCS helps clients address unique and complex
engineering, management and vision issues in defense sys-
tems acquisition and sustainment in support of our National
defense. DCS, a privately-held and employee-owned…

Computer Engineer I–
Belcamp
DCS Corp is looking for a
software engineer to de-
velop, maintain and enhance
complex integrated software
and hardware systems in
support of U.S. Army sci-
entific research objectives.
This position supports basic
research at the Human Re-
search and Engineering…

Continuous Process
Improvement, Senior
(Ref 116)–
Performs critical program
management, technical, or
business analysis of major
DoD acquisition systems and
provides recommendations
for the JPO Continuous Pro-
cess Improvement (CPI) core
team. Essential Job Func-
tions: Provide support in…

Fairfax Water
Science–Fairfax County Water Authority (Fairfax Water) is Vir-
ginia's largest water utility, serving one out of every five Vir-
ginians who obtain their water from public utilities. Nearly 1.5
million people in the Northern Virginia communities of Fairfax,
Loudoun, Prince William and Alexandria depend on Fairfax Wa-
ter for superior drinking water. That's 1.5 million friends, neigh-
bors and family members. We don't need any other reason to
demand the highest in water quality standards! Chartered in
1957 by theVirginia State Corporation Commission as a…

Executive Assistant–Fairfax
FairfaxWater has an immedi-
ate opening for an Executive
Assistant. This position will
perform under limited super-
vision of General Manager
or Deputy General Manager,
performs advanced admin-
istrative and office manage-
ment tasks and oversee
projects and programs as
assigned while exercising…

Customer Service
Representative I -
Contact–Fairfax
Under close supervision of
the Supervisor, Customer
Contact, the Customer Ser-
vice Representative will
respond professionally to
customer inquiries and re-
quests for service. Essential
functions include In bound
contact center, Customer…

Alexandria City Public Schools
Education–Alexandria City Public Schools is one of the most di-
verse school systems in the country and we celebrate that di-
versity. Our students come from more than 80 different coun-
tries, speak more than 60 languages, and represent a rainbow
of ethnic and cultural groups. They are economically diverse,
but all are rich in that the residents of Alexandria are dedicated
to ensuring that each and every one of them achieves success.
The children of Alexandria have benefited significantly from the
strong support of City Council and the Alexandria…

Technology Education
and Engineering Teacher
(2022-2023 SY)–Alexandria
The Technology-Education
and Engineering Teacher
develops students' aca-
demic skills through aca-
demic courses of study and
implements, monitors, and
evaluates a quality compe-
tency-based program imple-
menting district approved…

Pre-School Teacher
(2022-2023 SY)–Alexandria
The Pre-school Teacher su-
pervises and teaches pre-
school students; ensures
compliance with program
requirements; assists with
parent education programs;
and coordinates communi-
cations with parents. This job
reports to the Principal.

The MIL Corporation (MIL)
Government Contractor–Established in 1980,MIL provides inno-
vative cyber, engineering, financial, and information technology
services to the federal government.Our subject matter experts
help advance customer operations through proven tools and
methodologies. Dedicated to excellence, service, and support,
MIL recognizes that sustained high-quality service delivery is a
critical contributor to our success. We are recognized by our
clients and industry professionals alike for our integrity, dili-
gence, and expertise across our core service areas: Cyber…

Business Analysis, Analyst
(Financial Systems
Support)–Arlington
Clearance Required: Top
Secret. Education Required:
BA/BS. US Citizenship: Re-
quired. Why MIL? MIL is a
dynamic workforce of indus-
try professionals who deliver
world-class solutions in cy-
ber, engineering, financial
management, and info…

Financial Analysis, Senior
Analyst (Financial Systems
Analyst)–Arlington
Clearance Required: Secret.
Education Required: BA/BS.
US Citizenship: Required.
The MIL Corporation seeks
a Financial Systems Analyst
to support a Federal Govern-
ment client at our Rosslyn,
VA location Responsibili-
ties…

The Foundation Schools
Education–The Foundation Schools has provided psychoeduca-
tional programs for students since 1975. A variety of talented
staff members is needed to ensure the smooth and successful
operation of the educational and clinical programs at our three
schools located in Largo, Landover & Gaithersburg, Maryland.
Our Administrative Office is located in Largo, Maryland. We of-
fer a supportive working environment, excellent resources and
a competitive salary and benefit package. The mission of The
Foundation Schools is to serve the special education needs…

Administrative Assistant
- Special Education
School–Gaithersburg
The Foundation Schools,
which has provided spe-
cial education services to
students with emotional
and other disabilities since
1975, is seeking an Admin-
istrative Assistant to work in
our Gaithersburg, Maryland
school.

Administrative Assistant
- Special Education
School–Landover
The Foundation Schools is a
special education day school
which delivers innovative
school programs and sup-
port services for children and
adolescents with emotional
disabilities, autism spectrum
disorders and other learning
challenges.

Adventist HealthCare
Healthcare–We are a faith-based healthcare organization,
based in Montgomery County, Maryland. We are the largest
employer in Montgomery County with over 6,000 employees!
Our comprehensive approach to caring for our community
includes three acute-care hospitals – Shady Grove Medical
Center, White Oak Medical Center and Fort Washington Medi-
cal Center.

Clinical Social Worker, Full
Time, Palliative Care–
Silver Spring, MD
White Oak Medical Center
seeks to hire an experienced
Social Worker who will em-
brace our mission to extend
God’s care through the min-
istry of physical, mental and
spiritual healing.

Inpatient Care Navigator
RN or Social Worker, Full
Time, Behavioral Health–
Silver Spring, MD
Adventist HealthCare is hir-
ing a full-time Care Navigator
of Behavioral Health in Silver
Spring, Maryland. We are
currently offering a $5,000
sign-on bonus to qualified
candidates!

NRI
Staffing–NRI is a Washington, D.C. based regional staffing ser-
vices firm with offices in D.C., VA and MD. For over 50 years,
NRI has provided world-class staffing services to a wide variety
of commercial and government clients. We provide our staff-
ing services not as generalists, but rather as distinct teams of
specialists.

Payroll And Benefits
Specialist–Arlington, VA
Insurance company seeks a
Payroll Specialist to oversee
all aspects of payroll. 2-5 years
payroll experience required.
Prior ADP systems experience
and a PHR certification pre-
ferred. Earn $75K-$85K.
npolynice@nri-staffing.com.

Accounting (AP/AR) Clerk–
Washington, DC
Non-profit organization seeks
an Accounting Clerk to pre-
pare vendor invoices and as-
sist in AR. High school diplo-
ma and MS office experience
required + 1-3 years AP/AR
experience. Earn $22-$25/hr.
npolynice@nri-staffing.com.
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GENERAL
Real Estate

Lots,Acreage
for Sale

ROUND HILL-120-acre Albemarle
County estate featuring a 5 bedroom
manor home with views of the Blue
Ridge Mountains and Rivanna Reser-
voir frontage. Excellent location and
within close proximity to the city
limits and the Charlottesville-Albe-
marle airport! MLS#625402

EDGEMONT-Nestled in the foothills
of the Blue Ridge Mountains is this
Palladian inspired masterpiece
called Edgemont¬�a home whose
design is reputed to be the only
remaining private residence attrib-
uted to Thomas Jefferson. Sited on
572 rolling acres with a tennis court,
pool, pool house, and guest house.
MLS#576150

GREENFIELDS FARM-Impressive 763-
acre country estate approximately
25 miles south of Charlottesville.
The property showcases a stately
southern residence, built circa 1904,
extensive equestrian facilities, recre-
ation opportunities, creeks and a
pond. Tranquil setting, 25 miles from
Charlottesville and UVA.
MLS#623792

STUART HOUSE- Staunton, VA-1791
Virginia Historic Landmark. Double
portico, elaborate carvings, entrance
hall, fireplaces, eleven-foot ceilings,
city & mountain views. Eat-in
kitchen, dining room, screened
porch, bedroom suite. Fiber internet.
MLS#630080

Steve McLean
McLean Faulconer Inc.

434.981.1863
www.mcleanfaulconer.com

Lots,Acreage
for Sale

Prince Edwards Co,VA
27.2 acres,

$108,800. 434-390-0889

How about some
home delivery?
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Home delivery
is convenient.
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Home delivery
is convenient.
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home delivery.
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Real Estate
Commercial
Property, Sale

410-296-8440
www.ajbillig.com

No Buyer’s Premium

HUESMAN, JONES AND MILES, LLC
Hunt Valley, MD 21031

SUBSTITUTE TRUSTEES’ AUCTION

CLARKSBURG
FREESTANDING

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Previously Used as a Convenience Store & Grocery

2,868± Square Feet Zoned CRT
Sale On Premises
23341

FREDERICK ROAD
(Maryland Route 355)

Montgomery County, MD 20871
TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 2022

AT 11:00 A.M.
Please see ourwebsite or call for complete details and terms.

Gerard F. Miles, Jr. and Henry P. Callegary,
Substitute Trustees

Commercial
Property, Sale
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FRAZZ By Jef Mallett

THE ARGYLE SWEATER By Scott Hilburn

GARFIELD By Jim Davis
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HAGAR THE HORRIBLE By Dik Browne

NANCY By Olivia Jaimes

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE By Stephan Pastis

NON SEQUITUR By Wiley
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BLONDIE By Dean Young & John Marshall WUMO By Mikael Wulff & Anders Morgenthaler

BIG NATE By Lincoln Peirce

SALLY FORTH By Francesco Marciuliano & Jim Keefe

DUSTIN By Steve Kelley & Jeff Parker

REPLY ALL LITE By Donna A. Lewis LOOSE PARTS By Dave Blazek
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JUDGE PARKER By Francesco Marciuliano & Mike Manley

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee
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RED AND ROVER By Brian Basset
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SAMURAI SUDOKU (c) www.djape.net

Last Sunday’s Solution

BALDO By Cantú & Castellanos

CLASSIC PEANUTS By Charles Schulz

PRICKLY CITY By Scott Stantis

How to Play

    The rules of Samurai Sudoku are the same as in the popular
Sudoku puzzles that appear in the daily comics section. 
    As with standard Sudoku, the Samurai version requires no math,
just logic, reasoning ... and an iron will. The goal is to fill in each
column, row and 3X3 box with the digits 1 through 9 without
repeating any. The twist in Samurai Sudoku is that the digits that
appear in the overlapping boxes must work for both puzzles. 
     A piece of advice to get you started: Don’t focus completely on
one grid at a time. Keep the whole puzzle in mind as you go, because
filling in a number in one grid could give you clues to another. What’s
important to understand is this: Each Samurai puzzle is ONE puzzle,
not five separate Sudoku puzzles that just overlap each other.
Occasionally people claim that, for example, the "bottom right" 9X9
puzzle had more than one solution. Well, yes it may, but the entire
puzzle can be solved in only one way. Never resort to guessing! For
more tips, go to http://www.djape.net/sudoku/wp/?p=144.



How a New System Could Pay for Itself
Lower Gas and Electric Bills
Increase Value of your home with state of the art Hybrid Units

Exclusive 15 Year Warranty15 15

Repairs on older Systems Can be as high as $2,900
No Repair Bills For 10 Years on new Systems
Buy now because Prices will go up multiple times this year

Thank you for supporting our local 
family owned business for 55 years. 

FREE AIR CONDITIONER
When you Purchase Installation of Qualifying Indoor System

Free Air Conditioner Terms
1. Schedule FREE Estimate
    within 10 days

2. Must be Installed
    within 20 days

3. Up to 2 systems per
    household

4. Limit up to 20 Seer
    A/C

5. Price Increasing soon 6. While Supplies Last

Schedule Online

$100
Save up to

PER MONTH

SAVE on
Utility Bills

NEW
HVAC
SYSTEMS!

$59
as Low as

PER MONTH!

833.413.8008

Have a Comfort Specialist 
Walk you through your Savings

Serving Virginia, Maryland and DC

72 MONTHS

O%
FINANCING*

Up to

FREE AIR CONDITIONER

FREE AIR CONDITIONER

FREE AIR CONDITIONER

FREE AIR CONDITIONER

FREE AIR CONDITIONER

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Financing must get approved by Financial Institute. We O�er Several Financing Options with and without Interest, we also 
have options for many Years of Financing or Up to 12 Months  Restrictions Apply, Call for Details.

*
*

SCHEDULE FREE IN-HOME ESTIMATE

IndoorComfort.com

*

4.8 1,645 Reviews

High air pressure systems
Super efficient hybrid systems
98% efficient natural gas Furnaces
Electric Heat Pump Systems

SPRING BLACK FRIDAY SALE

SPRING BLACK FRIDAY SALE

FREE
REMOTE*

EXPERIENCE THE WARMTH
OVER 300 DISPLAYS THROUGHOUT
OUR SHOWROOMS CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
FALLS CHURCH, ROCKVILLE & ALEXANDRIA

Schedule Free In-Home Estimate
OR

Showroom Appointment Online

No chopping or hauling logs
Light with a remote control

No soot or ashes to clean up
Heat home far as little as .10¢ per hour

Works even when you lose power
99% energy efficient  

For 55 years Cyprus Air and it’s employees have proudly served families in your 
community. Come visit one of our locations to see 56 Live Burning Showroom 
Displays, and let Cyprus Air convert your Fireplace  to Gas or schedule a Free In 
home Estimate. Cyprus Air is your one-stop shop, handling Installation, Inspection, 
and Permits.

UP TO *

BUY 1 GAS FIREPLACE

GET A 2ND
GAS FIREPLACE FREE

BUY 1 GET 1

*2ND FIRE PLACE FREE WITH QUALIFYING PURCHASE. SEE 
STORE FOR DETAILS

Up to

50% OFF
NOT HAPPY WITH YOUR

EXISTING FIREPLACE?

Upgrade your current Gas
Fireplace and SAVE!

*replace existing gas fireplace
to qualify for additional $175 off

99% Energy E�cient
Realistic Looking Logs That

Really Heat Your Home!

UPTO 50% OFF
PLUS $175 OFF

GASFIREPLACES.COM
CALL OR SCHEDULE ONLINE NOW!

703.000.1234301.000.1234 202.000.1234
Virginia Washington DCMaryland

Serving VA, MD, and DC Since 1967
Sales, Service, and Installation
*Exclusions apply, see store for details.

SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!....VISIT ANY LIVE BURNING SHOWROOM

Falls Church Rockville Alexandria
2843 Rogers Dr.

Falls Church, VA 22042
802 Rockville Pike 

Rockville, MD 20852
7525 Richmond Hwy 
Alexandria, VA 22306

Family
Owned
Since 1967

SPRING BLACK FRIDAY SALE

MAKE SURE YOUR GAS FIREPLACE IS SAFE!

CALL TO SCHEDULE A SERVICE APPOINTMENT
FOR INSPECTION, CLEANING, AND TUNE UP!

Let us make your fireplace look new again 
with this Tune-Up! PLUS get an additional 

$50 OFF a new remote control for your 
existing Fireplace 

For New Customers Only. Regular Price is $464 per visit
Buy a Maintenance Agreement at $22/Mo and Pay $230 for Initial Visit 



GOOD BETTER BEST AMAZING

$59
per Month

$78
per Month

$84
per Month

$109
per Month

15 YEARS
WARRANTY

EFFICIENCYEFFICIENCYEFFICIENCYEFFICIENCY

15 YEARS
WARRANTY

15 YEARS
WARRANTY

15 YEARS
WARRANTY

Constant Torque

Single Stage Gas Furnace Single Stage Gas Furnace

Variable Speed Constant Torque Variable Speed

Two Stage Gas Furnace Two Stage Gas Furnace
Communicating

Thank you for supporting our local 
family owned business for 55 years. 

Schedule Online

833.413.8008

Have a Comfort Specialist 
Walk you through your Savings

Serving Virginia, Maryland and DC

FREE AIR CONDITIONER FREE AIR CONDITIONER FREE AIR CONDITIONER FREE AIR CONDITIONER

FREE AIR CONDITIONER
*

SCHEDULE FREE IN-HOME ESTIMATE

IndoorComfort.com

Schedule Online Today

FREE OUTDOOR UNIT 
WITH PURCHASE OF FURNACE, COIL, 

T-STAT

FREE OUTDOOR UNIT 
WITH PURCHASE OF FURNACE, COIL, 

T-STAT

FREE OUTDOOR UNIT 
WITH PURCHASE OF FURNACE, COIL, 

T-STAT

FREE OUTDOOR UNIT 
WITH PURCHASE OF FURNACE, COIL, 

T-STAT

4.8

NEW
HVAC
SYSTEMS!

$59
as Low as

as Low asas Low asas Low asas Low as

PER MONTH!
High air pressure systems
Super efficient hybrid systems
98% efficient natural gas Furnaces
Electric Heat Pump Systems

*

Programmable, Touch Screen Programmable, Touch Screen, WiFi Programmable, Touch Screen, WiFi Programmable, Touch Screen,
WiFi, Communicating

ML180

18,000 BTU - ML 18,000 BTU -ML 18,000 BTU - EL 24,000 BTU - XC

ML180 EL280 SL280

* * * *

Financing must get approved by Financial Institute. We Offer Several Financing Options with and without Interest, we also 
have options for many Years of Financing or Up to 12 Months. Restrictions Apply, Call for Details, Prices Quoted include 
Standard Replacement Installation. Duct Work, Optional Accessories and Addons not Included. Final Price will be 
determined during In-Home Estimate. This is a Fantastic Deal!  

*

1,645 Reviews
Best 

Brands
Best 

Prices
Best 

Service

Financing Available

Leasing Available
Approval Process Required by Financial Institution. Restrictions Apply 

Low Credit   Good Credit   Great Credit 

Bad Credit   No Credit   Low Credit


